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PREFACE 

i 

In Pakistan. the formal structure of district administration has 

changed very little from pre-partition days but it has operated in 

a considerably changed and still chancing political, administrative 

as well as social environment. Of course, environmental changes 

originated long before partition, as a result of gradual social 

changes and political and constitutional reforms, but since partition 

they have been accelerated by the aftermath of World War 11 l and the 

transfer of power, later by the emergence of the concept of community 

development,, and finally by the aftermath of the army coup d'etat 

of 1958 and the Martial Law administration. In fact the post-partition 

period has witnessed some very important developments in-the districts. 

Firstly, one of the major developments has been the emergence, of a 

powerful class of politically oriented local leaders. These leaders 

are very eager to-increase their influence on the members of the 

district bureaucracy, who are officially and hierarchically responsible 

to the provincial government. Secondly, the district officials and 

the members of the local bodies have-been required to undertake 

responsibility for planning and implementing the fast expanding 

community development programmes. Thirdly, with the expansion of, 

and the increase in the importance of the nation building departments, 

the officers of these departments have strengthened their position 

1. Of course, the sub-continent began to feel the impact of the 
aftermath of the war some time before partition. 
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vis-a-vis the general administrative officers. Fourthly, the 

introduction of the four-tier system of local bodies cum electoral 

college1 (calleä "Basic Democracies") by the Martial Law regime, 

has institutionalised the relationship between local politids and 

provincial and central politics2, accelerated the process of 

politicisation of the local leadership and changed the nature of 

the relationship between the district bureaucracy and the non- 

official members of the local bodies. Fifthly, social transformation 

has resulted in social tension. 3 

All these developments pose certain questions for the student 

of politics and administration: what is the impact of these 

developments on district administration? Has the style of district 

administration undergone considerable transformation? To what 

extent and by what means do local leaders seek to exert influence 

or pressure on the district administration? Has the bureaucracy 

become responsive to the demands of these leaders? Are the officials 

required to further the personal, factional and party interests of 

leading and powerful politicians and their close associates by 

means of their official influence and position? What is the nature 

of intrabureaucratic tension and what are the causes? In what ways, 

to what degree and with what consequences has the emergence of the 

concept of community development minimised the importance of the, 

1. f'or electing the President of the country, the members of the' 
National and Provincial Assemblies 

-2. For illustration of this comment see Chapter VII. 

3. Later in the text, we shall see that there have been many other 
less important developments. 
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traditional functions (i. e. law and order, and revenue functions) 

of district administration and added to the importance of its 

development functions? What roles do the bureaucracy and the 

non-official members of the local bodies play in the field of 

community development? ZJhat are the differences between the former 

(i. e. pre-1959). system and the present system of local bodies? 

Had the local bodies of the pre-1959 period improved or degenerated 

since 1947? Is the present system of local bodies an improvement 

over and more vigorous than the formqr one? As the electoral college 

what impact does the system of "Basic Democracies" have on district 

administration? As the electoral college, does it impede or 

hamper its own working as the system of local bodies? In ah at ways 

and with what consequences has the post Martial Law political system 

affected district administration? In what ways and with what 

consequences does the politico-social environment affect district 

administration? What is the nature of bureaucratic behaviour and 

attitudes? Are there differences between the style and the structure 

of district administration in East Pakistan and those in West 

Pakistan? If so, what are the factors that are responsible for 

these differences? Has the volume of work increased? If soy 

what impact does this have on the structure and the roles of 

district administration? To what extent did the changes'and 

developments that characterise district administration in Pakistan 

begin before partition? Obviously all these questions and the 

answers to them lead to many other minor questions. In the'thesist 
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I have endeavoured to suggest answers to all these questions and 

to discuss some other general points relevant to the working of 

district administration in Pakistan. 

Although the period of the present study is from 1947 to 1964, 

very recent information and 

1968) have been included in 

account of the evolution of 

without which the extent of 

to district administration 

Such a study of the present 

materials (available up to the end of 

the thesis. I have also given a brief 

district administration in British India 

recent developments and changes pertinent 

in Pakistan would remain somewhat obscure. 

system would not be "adequate in depth". 

I have also briefly discussed the politico-social environment in 

Pakistan. No doubt the working of administration is not directly 

influenced by the politico-social environment; but certainly the 

latter has some indirect impact on the former, especially on its 

style because this is the context within which administration operates. 

Moreover, some of the questions that I have raised, cannot be adequate- 

ly answered without showing the nature of the environmental impact 

on administration. 

The thesis is primarily based on an examination of both 

published and unpublished reports and documents of the government, 

published and unpublished survey reports and other papers of various 

academies and institutes, 2and 
on field interviews. They have also 

1. The last part of Professor Braibanti's comment, quoted below 
(p. V, fn. 1) is indirectly pertinent to this comment. 

2. For example, the Pakistan Academy for Rural Development 
(Comilla and Peshawar), the National Institute of. Public Admin- 
istration (Dacca, Lahore and Karachi), the Administrative Staff 
College, Lahore, the Social Science Research Centre of the 
University of Punjab, etc. 
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V. 

been supplemented by a study of existing periodical literature 

and other secondary works. 

While engaged in this research, I visited Pakistan and spent 

a year (1965-66) collecting documents and conducting interviews. 

The nature of the problems or difficulties that a student of 

administration ctpolitics or economics encounters in doing research 

in Pakistan may be briefly mentioned. The first problem is the 

dearth of informative, original as well as secondary, materials. - 

"The tradition of systematic publication of government documents 

was, a legacy of British rule" but the post-partition period has 

not witnessed a "continuance of this tradition"1a The second problem, 

which is vexatious or rather irritating, is that it is extremely 

difficult to trace and obtain existing important materials. These 

materials are not properly and systematically preserved with the 

result that "much information necessary to the study of Pakistan is 

1. Ralph Braibanti, Research on the Bureaucracy of Pakistan 
(April, 1966, Durham) (Hereafter cited as Br anti, Research), 

see cover, first flap (The purpose" of-this book, to quote 
the author himself, "is to identify, classify and evaluate 
source materials for the study of bureaucracy in Pakistan". 

. 
The "primary object" of the book is "that of ordering the 

public record issuance of Pakistan during the period from 

. 1947-1965". Ibid., p. VII (preface)-7 
This problem is solved to a limited extent by making use of 

the "pre-partition documents of Imperial India 5hich, are of 
value as much because of their pertinence to contemporar 
problems as because of historical interest... LOf cours/This 
does not mean that the contemporary scene can be effectively 
studied through exclusive reliance on documentary sources of 
the past, but it does suggest that no analysis of bureaucracy 
in Pakistan will be adequate in depth and in historical perspec- 
tive without some immersion in sources antidating independence" 
/I-bid, p. 3,. ] 
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not accessible in convenient form in government sources" 
l. 

Professor Braibanti observed in his book, cited above, that "some 

of the simplest and most elementary kinds of information included 

in this book had to be searched for, sometimes over a period of 
n 

several years. 
2 Here'it may be mentioned that Professor Braibanti 

not only visited Pakistan several times from 1957 to 1965 in 

connection with his research, but for two years (1960-62) he was 

the Chief Advisor to the Civil Service Academy, Lahore, whore the 

members of the top administrative cadre (i. e. the CSP, the 

successor to the ICS) receive their training. It is quite certain 

that in that capacity he not only had easy access to many valuable 

documents but also came into close contact 4th both senior and 

junior officers. Yet even he had to face great difficulties. A 

research student is much less favourably placed. Nevertheless, 

I was able during my field work to locate and consult a considerable 

number of very rare and valuable documents (printed, cyclostyled 

and typed), many of which I have used in the thesis. 

. Another problem is that a researcher finds very little 

cooperation and sympathy from the officials (as well as non- 

officials - e. g. politicians), with some notable exceptions of 

course. Moreover, while discussing various aspects and problems 

1. Tbid, see cover, first flap. This problem has become further 
aggravated by the fact that: many reports including those of 
many important commissions and committees have been classified 
as restricted materials for official use only with the result 
that they are not on sale. It is very difficult to get hold 
of these documents. For further comments on this problem, 
see Gerard M. Friters, "Introduction to Problems of Public- 
Administration in Pakistan" in Aslam's book (for full. 
bibliographical particulars, see below, chap. Ill, p. III-21, 
fn. 27, p. iii. 

7 ZJ ýwti '4 iýw n 4-ý ýAnwn ýw wäw ýww ww. ýwN '11 y'f fi A11. 
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of administration with the officials, a researcher usually finds 

that many of them often take an evasive attitude or in other words 

are reluctant to give any idea about what may be called the 

"'inside story l :-ý, .' of actual operations" 
1. 

"By far the most serious doterrents to efficient research in 

Pakistan have been the low status of scholarship as a profession 

and widespread lack of comprehension of the role of intellectual 

activity as a prerequisite for a modernized social order. "2 These 

two reasons. also make both officials and non-officials indifferent 

towards research and researchers. 

There is also a further problem which is, of course, different 

from those previously mentioned. In Pakistan there is a considerable 

volume of propaganda or publicity literature especially on "Basic 

Democracies". It is, therefore, very essential for a researcher 

to be careful in selecting documents. 

1. I owe this expression to Professor Norris-Jones. See I"Iorris- 
Jones, India (see below, chap. I, p. 59, fn. k), p.! +8... lºlso see 
Norris-Jorea, "India's Political Idioms" in C. H. Philips (ed. ), 

Politics and Society in India (London, 1963), p. 133. 
The above mentioned attitude of most officials may be further 

illustrated by the following passage: The officer may "answer 
his Lthe researcher's more superficial questions. Nost worth 
while research projects, however, must go far beyond this surface 
investigation to a consideration of details". As soon as this 
becomes apparent, the attitude of the officer becomes "abrupt 

and evasive and the student finds that the interview has come 
to an end with no promise of any further opportunity to pursue 
the subject". This is not merely the case with an overworked 
officer "not wishing to waste his time. Many research projects 
require very little of the officer's time. The student may wish 
to prepare a job analysis of a group of clerics or make a work 
simplification chart of some cumbersome procedure or, prepare a 
clear organisation chart. He may be a well-trained individual 

whose final product could-be useful to the government, but ho 

cannot get the necessary Cooperation. " Goodnow (see, below, chap. 
II, p. I1-7, fn. 1), p. 208. 

7 
IL Mfw 

11 
MM 

ý' 1_ 7I 
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Chapter I 

THE EVOLUTION OF DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION 

Introduction 

In modern states political and administrative systems have their 

roots deep in the past. They have evolved through the process of 

changing conditions and ideas. The earlier years have thus played a 

considerable role in moulding or shaping these systems. District 

administration in Pakistan is no exception. It can be fully under- 

stood only if it is studied in the light of the past. 

The foundations. of modern district administration in Pakistan 

were laid during the first hundred years of British administration in 

South Asia though its origin may be traced much earlier. The Mughal. 

emperor Akbar (1542-1605) developed a highly organised and efficient 

system of administration and bureaucracy. He divided the vast Mughal 

empire into Subas or provinces each of which was in turn split up into 

Barkars or districts. 3, The officials in charge of provinces and 

districts acted as the agents of the emperor. 

The Mogul dominion.... was a government of discretion... The 
safety of the people, the security of their property and the 
prosperity of the country depended upon the personal character 
of the monarch. By this standard his delegates regulated their 
on demeanour. ' 2. 

After his death Altbarts system continued for- a considerable period 

1" Percival Spear, India: A Modern History (Michigan', Yg6 ; p: 133" 
(Hereafter cited as Spear, India), 

2" Shore's minutes'in "The Fifth Report of the Select Committee on 
the Affairs of the East India Company" in Parliamentary Papers' 
1812, vol. VII, p. 10 (Hereafter cited as Fifth Report). 
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of time. But after the death of Aurangzeb (1707), the vact riughal 

empire fell to pieces and began to degenerate very rapidly. Almost 

all traces of Akbar's elaborate administrative'organisation rapidly 

disappeared. 1 
"The British found the wreck of this system and 

admired it even in decay.! 12 It served as the foundation upon which 

they later built an efficient administrative system, 
3 though they 

considerably changed and refined the Mughal system. 

As the administrative system had almost completely broken down 

long before the British assumed the administration of India,, the 

government had to pass through a long and weary process of repeated 

experiments in order to develop a sound administrative "systcm. The 

process of these repeated experiments began in the mid 1760s. Towards 

the close of the 18th century some definite principles of the pattern 

of district administration in British India were formulated. But 

district administration was still in a fluid state and was undergoing 

further changes. During the first half of the 19th century the process 

of evolution became further complicated, as we shall see later, by 

the doctrinal conflict between two schools of thought" - the Cornwallis 

and the Munro or Paternal school,,. It was not until the very end of 

1. Vincent A Smith, Akbar, The Great Norul, 1542-1605 
(Oxford, 1917), p. 355. 

2. Spear, India, p. 238. 

3. "... from the time of Warren Hastings in the last quarter of the 
eighteenth century, the newly constituted Anglo Indian Authorities 
began to grope their way back to the institutions of Akbar. They 
gradually. adopted the principal features of this system... The 
structure of bureaucratic framework of government also still 
shows many traces of his handiwork. His institutions, therefore, 
are... in some degree the foundation of the system of administration 
now in operation. " Vincent A. Smith, ou , p"355. 

.... _ .. 
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the 1850s that district administration in the cub-continent tool: 

final shape. 

As India was primarily an agricultural country land revenue was 

the traditional mainstay of governmental finance. From time l 

immemorial the bulk of the income of the government and the people , alas 

derived fron land. Thus the system of land holding and the collection , 
of land revenue were of "fundamental importance both to tho adminis- 

tration and to the people themselves"2. 

During the early part of the British-administration in India 

each stage of development both in the field of general administration 

and in the field of revenue administration passed through the same 

process of evolution and the former can only be understood with 

reference to the latter. In the course of our discussion we shall 

find that district administration was developed from revenue admin- 

istration. 

The First Phase Of Administrative Reforms 

In 1765 the Diwani (revenue administration) of Bengal (including 

Bihar and Orissa)' was assumed by the East India Company. The criminal 

administration remained mainly in the hands of the TZawab (local king). 

Although the company assumed the Diwani it was felt that it would be 

difficult for the officials of the Company to undertake direct 

responsibility for collecting revenue because they did not have 

adequate knowledge of the civil and revenue institutions in India, 

1. Percival Spear, e Oxford History of Modern India, 1? 40-1747 
(Oxford, 1965), p. 192. (Hereafter cited as Spear, Oxford History. ) 
Also see Spear, India, P, 238- 

2., - Spear, Oxford History, p. 90. 
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the interior state of the country or the local language. 
1 

Moreover, 

the bulk of such revenue records as existed were in the hands of local 

Kanungoes (hereditary registrars) 
2 

and it was also felt that for 

political reasons the sovereignty of the Company should be"macked'l. 

Taking all these factors into consideration, Clive decided that the 

administrative machinery of the Nawab should also continue along with 

that of the Company. This system is famous as Clive'a"dual system': 
3 

Two Naib-Dewans (deputies of the Nawab in the field of revenue 

administration) remained directly responsible for the collection of 

revenue4 and under their control and supervision Zamindars collected 

land revenue from the Mots (oultivators). 5 

1. Fifth Report, p. 5. 

2. R. B. Ramsbotham, "The Revenue Administration of Bengal, 1765-86" 
in H. H. Dodwell (ed), The Cmbridge History of India (Cambridge 
1929), vol.. V, p. 410 (Hereafter cited as Ramsbotham, Cambridge 

) History. ) 

39 E. Thompson & G. T. Garratt, Rise and Fulfilment of British Rule in 
India (London, 1934), p. 105. 

4. Percival Griffiths, The British Impact on India (London, 1952), p. 159" 

5" Originally the Zamindars had been hereditary tax-collectors. In 
the 18th century when the Mughal empire had almost completely 
degenerated the Zamindars had consolidated their position and 
strengthened their hold over the land, the revenue of which they 
collected. They had begun to dispense justice among the villagers 
and to maintain peace within their jurisdiction. They had succeeded 
in reducing the cultivators to a position almost similar to that of 
tenants. By 1765 "they possessed many of the attributes of an 
established dristocracy". Thomas R. Metcalf, The Aftermath of 
Revolt: India, 1857-1870 (Princeton, 1964), r. 3? . But "they were 
not landowners nor a landed aristocracy in the British uenae... 
Their estates resembled those of British landlords in appearance, 
but were essentially different in texture. " Spear, Oxford History, 
p. 90 7. Their position as landholders "had never received the 
sanction of a legal title. "" Thomas R. Metcalf, ou cit., p. 37] 
Later we shall find that in 1793 they received the sanction of a legal title and became feudal landlords. I 
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Two officials of the company wore r©sponsiblo for supervising the 

functions of two N'aib-Dowans respectively. But they failed to maintain 

an adequate control over revenue administration: Inadequate and 

imperfect control over the Naib-Dowann proved "dicastrouo both to the 

company as well as to the people... " 1. While the Naib-Dewann and the 

Zamindars amassed great wealth, the Company incurred great financial 

losses, and the cultivators suffered great hardship caused by "the 

exactions and harshness of the Zamindars"2. Verelst, the Governor, and 

his committee felt that the Company's officials were kept in complete 

ignorance "of the reaj produce and capacity of the country by a set of 

men who first deceive us from interest and afterwards continue the 

deception from the necessary regard of their own safety ý'3. 

In 1769 Supervisors of collections were appointed who, as we shall 

see below, later became the mighty District Officers. Though the 

Supervisors were supposed to be consulted in doubtful cases they were 

not directly connected with the collection of revenues. Their main 

mission was to make a comprehensive and systematic study of the revenue, ' 

the economic condition, the administration of justice, the produce and 

capacity of land, the, causes of arbitrary taxes, the manner of collect 

them, the background and the history of the society, its customs, usaCes, 

etc. "They were, in fact, to lay the foundations of knowledge upon which 

a satisfactory revenue system could be built. "4 But the Supervisors 

1. R. C. Najumder, H. C. faychaudhury, & K. Datta, -The Advanced Hictory 
of India (London, 1950)s P-790-, 

2. Ramsbothazn, Cambridp; e History, p. 410. 

3. quoted in ibid., p. 411. 

4. Griffiths, op. cit., p. 160. 
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soon enounctered very strong and formidable pacoivo opposition from the 

Zamindars and the -inun"oos who made a point of seeing that the 

Supervisors could not got access to correct information which would 

enable them to have real knowledge of the amount of revenue actually 

paid by the cultivators to the Zamindars. "Between them, the Zamindars 

and Kanunroes, held all the essential information, but the I: anunpoen 

were the doninant figures. "1 Thus the Supervisors failed in their 

mission. 

In 1772 the Court of Directors of the Fact India Company declared 

that it had decided "to stand forth as Dewan and by the agency of the 

company's servants to take upon themselves the entire care and manage- 

ment of the revenue"2.1772 witnessed several important administrative 

changes and reorganisations. Warren Hastings was appointed Governor 

of the Bengal Presidency (Bengal, Bihar and Orissa). 3 The posts of 

the Naib-Dewans were abolished and the revenue administration was placed 

under the direct control of the Governor-in-Council. The Supervisors 

were appointed Collectors with local Dewans to assist then. Hastings 

found that the operation of the courts was confined to a very linit`ed 

area around TIurshidabad (the city where the king of Bengal used to live), 

I. Ramcbotham, Cambridge Historiy, p. 411. 
It was during the reign of Äkbar that the }: anunroes had come 

into prominence. Their main purpose had been to see that the 
monarch received his dues and that the cultivators were not 
oppressed by the tax-collectors. They had been required to record 
the usages of the area concerned, the rates and modes of assessment 
and all regulations relating thereto, etc. Thus in the course of 
centuries all necessary information with regard to land revenue 
came into the possession of this corrupt and hereditary revenue 
agency. Ibid, pp. 412-413. 

2. Quoted in Fifth Report, p. 5., 
3. In 1773, the Governor of the Bengal Presidency was made the 

Governor-General with jurisdiction over the Madras Presidency. 
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and that "justice was beyond the reach of the majority of the people"l. 

To remedy this two courts, nanely Diaani : dawlat (civil court) and 

Fauzdari Adawlat (criminal court), were established in each district. 

The Collector and a local Judge were placed in charge of the civil and 

the criminal courts respectively. The proceedings of the latter werd 

conducted accordinC to old customs and precedents. The Collector who 

had some control over it was required to attend its proceedings to coo . 11 

that all necessary witnesses were summoned and examined and that the 

decision of the court was fair and impartial. 2 Thus the Collector 

became the most powerful officer in the district and it may be said 

that the first foundation stone of modern district administration was 

laid in 1772.3 

The land tenure system also underwent a change in 1772. Land 

was farmed out for a period . of five years by public auction in order 

to discover the real value of it. The highest bidder becaxne entitlod 

to collect the revenue for five years and those hereditary Zanindars 

. 91 

who failed to be the highest bidders lost their right to collect 

1. Griffiths, op. ccz_t. p. 161. 
2. Fifth Report, p. 6. 

3. Of course the office of the Collector had emorged. long before the 
Company assumed the administration of Bengal. In 1698 the Company 
had obtained from the Mughal emperor the Zamindari right over 
three villages, namely Sutanati, Calcutta and Govindpur which in 
due course were to Grow into the city of Calcutta, and had become 
entitled not only to collect revenue but also to administer these 
villages. In 1700 the post of an additional member of the council 
had been created by the Company who had become responsible for the 
administration of these areas and his designation had been the 
Collector. The first Collector had been Ralph Sheldon. Though 
the functions of the Collector had varied from time to time for a 
period he had been also magistrate and the hoad of the police force. 
Griffiths, on. cit., p. 159. Also see p. 145. 
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revenues. Later it was found that the five-year settlement of land and 

the system of public auction were unsatisfactory and dicastrour. '"fron 

every point of view"l. Two factors were mainly responsible for this 

unsatisfactory situation. Firstly several motives such as gambling 

instinct, desire for power, the opportunity of inflicting injury on 

enemies or humiliating a hereditary 3amindar, etc. had resulted in 

raising the "bidding beyond the value of the revenue"2. Secondly, 

under the new system the Zanindars had no permanent interest in the land 

and therefore mercilessly oppressed the cultivators to exact as much 

as possible during the period of their tenure. The cultivators found 

real protection and assistance in the Diwani Adawlat (civil court) 

presided over by the Collector. 3 It was the Collector who enabled the 

voice of the oppressed cultivators to reach the Government. 
4 

But the 

government did not take any notice because they were of the opinion 

that these young officers who had recently arrived from Great Britain, 

did not have real experience to make a correct-judgement of the situation. 

Hastings had 'sneered' at these officers when they had held the poets 

of Supervisors as 'boys'. 5 

The posts of Collectors, whose services receivelscanty acknowladg- 

ment from the higher authorities, were abolished in 1773, that is only 

one year after their creation. Several administrative changes 

1. Najuznder and others, pp. cit., p. 792. 
2. Ramabotham, Cambridge History, p.. 416. 
3. Ibid, p. 418. 

4. I_ p. 417.. 
5. R. B. Ramsbothar, Studies in the Land Revenue Histor of Bengal 

(Calcutta, 1926) p. 10. Hereafter cited as Ramsbotham, Revenue 
History. 
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followed. The Bengal presidency i-: as divided into six zones each under 

a provincial council responsible for the supervision and management 

of revenue administration. The administration of civil justice was 

now transferred to local Dewans called Aumils (originally employees 

of the Na ). The local Fau zders (originally employees of the Nawab) 

were entrusted with the task of supervising the police. 
1 Thus the 

Company deprived itself of the source of its. increasing knowledge 

about the administrative and the revenue systems. There was now no 

powerful functionary at the local level to whom the cultivators could 

look for protection from the oppression of the Zamindars. "The change 

waa unfortunate and worked badly in both the executive and revenue 

spheres. "2 

The contracts under the five-year settlement of land expired in 

1778 when the system of annual settlement by public auction replaced 

the former system of five-year settlement. But it did not solve the 3 

problems which we have already noted while discussing the effects of 

the five-year settlement. 

In 1781 Hastings again reorganised the administrative system 

which "carried concentration still further"1. The six provincial 

councils of revenue and the posts of the Fauzders were abolished. A 

committee of revenue was set up at headquarters and a Collector was 

appointed in every district. "The reappointment of Collectors appears, 

1. Fifth Report, P-7- 
2. Griffiths., op. cit., p., 161'.. 
3. Majunder and others, of c it-, p. 792. 
4. Ramsbotham, Cambridge History, p. 428.. 
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to suggest an idea of decentralisation. This, however, was not the 

case. "' They were not given any significant powern. They were 

"merely figureheads" and "were not trusted"2. The "distrust" which 

"showed in their appointment could lead to nothing but discouragement"3,. 

They "exercised their doubtful authority over a series of fiscal 

divisions... -"4 The nature of their inadequate authority may be 

further illustrated by the following two passages: 

John David Patterson, the Collector of Rangput (now in East 
Pakistan) wrote on April 3,1783 "There is nothing but confusion; 
there is no kanungo to be found, he is fled the country; the 
ryots wanting to withhold their payments; the Farmer (Zamindar) 

seizing everything he can lay his hands upon and swelling up his 
demands by every artifice... No pains shall be spared on. my part 
to get at the truth altho' it is wading through a sea of chicanery 
on both sides... "5 

William Rooke, the Collector of Purnia (now in Bihar, India) 

wrote on r! arch 13,1783 that the Zama "has repeatedly 
flogged those who preferred any complaint to me... In the course 
of the last ten days a numerous body of ryots from all quarters 
have beset me on every side, uncommonly clamorous for justice. 
Their complaints exhibit an almost universal disregard and 
setting aside of their pottahs, an enormous increase exacted from 

them, etc. " The letter ended with a request to be informed of 
"the degree of interference which is expected of me... " 6 

Hasting's administrative system of 1781 which, as we have just, 

noted, was over-centralised and which "placed secretariat theories before, 

district exporienco"7 even encountered the criticism of most members 

of his council. Those members (Shore, Anderson, Charters) who had had 

1. E. D. Ascoli, The Early Revenue History of Bengal (Oxford, 1917), p. 35. 

2. Ibid., p. 35. 

3. Ibid., P. 35. 
4. Ibid,., p. 39. 

5. Quoted in Ramsbotham, Cambridge History, p. 428. 

6. Quoted in ibid., p. 428. 

7. z bid., r. 430. 
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experiencd in local administration knew that "throughout Bengal there 

are some district usages which cannot be known at a distance"1. Shore 

said in 1782 

"I venture to pronounce that the real state of the districts 
is now loss known and the revenues less understood than in 
1774... Vith respect to the Committee of revenue, it is morally 
impossible for them to execute the business they , are, entrusted 
with. " 2 Aý' , '":. 

In practice Hastings.!., admirY; is rät, ve s; s !} tern t rßke downý'at, 
, evexy 

point"3. Ilastings., rho'was not on good terms with the Court of 

Directors resigned in February 1785 and delivered over the charge to 

Macpherson who became the officiating Governor-General. In April 1786 

a new scheme which spelt decentralisation was published. Decentral- 

isation was the backbone of the whole system of the reforms. Districts 

were reorganised into regular fiscal units and the Collector of each 

district was entrusted with the task of settling and collecting the 

revenues. The Committee of Revenue was reconstituted and was renamed 

the Board of Revenue. Its duties consisted of "controlling and 
4 

advising the Collectors and sanctioning their settlement". District 

administration began to take shape. 

1. Quoted in ibid., p. 430. 

2. Shore's minutes (1782) in Harrington, Analysis of Bengal 
Regulations, Vol. II (1805) pp. 41-43; quoted in ibid., p. 429. 

3. Ibid., p. 428., 

4. Majurnder and others, on. cit., p. 793" 
The Governor-General in council had already written in 1786 

to the Committee of Revenue that "from experience we think it 

past doubt that situated as you are at the Presidency, you cannot 
without a local agency secure the regular realisation of the 
revenues, still less preserve the ryots and other inferior tenants 
from oppressions. " J. R. Colebrooke, Digest of the laws and 
regulations (1807), pp. 243-4; quoted in Ramsbotham, Cambridge 
Jiictor , p. 429. 
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Cornwallis' Reforms 

Cornwallis, the netz Governor-General, l 
reached Calcutta in 

September, 1786. During the tenure of his office ho introduced sweeping 

and far-reaching administrative reforms which became the basis for 

future reforms. He introduced "a now cpirit into British Indian 

Affairs which was never again wholly lost" 2. 

Early Administrative Reforms. In June 1787 the Collector also became 

he judge and the magistrate with full control over the police. 
3 He 

was given authority to try civil (excluding revenue) and less important 

criminal cases. In 1790 a Revenue Court called ! al ! dawlat 
was created 

in each district because the revenue cases, which had been formerly 

tried by the Board of Revenue, had consumed too much of its time. The 

Collector was empowered to preside over it. "This change marks the 

culmination of the Collector's power. ' The union of revenue, judicial 

and magisterial authorities in his person gave hin "unprecedented 

1. Cornwallis was the first Governor-General who did not climb to 
that exalted position from the ranks of the Company's service. 
Although appointed by the Court of Directors of the Company, he 

owed his nomination to the British Cabinet. He was "the personal 
friend of Pitt, the Prime Minister" and had "a distinguished 
military career" (Spear, Oxford History, p. 86 7 behind him. For 
these reasons he not only enjoyed enormous prestige and status 
but also was treated with respect by the Court of Directors. "His 

position was so strong that he could afford to act on his own 
initiative. " [A. Aspinal, Cornwallis in Benjal (Manchester, 1931), 

p. 94. J Thus he could put forward his views forcefully and could 
get something done by the Court of Directors even if they were 
reluctant to do that. 

2. Spear, Oxford History, p. 86. 

3. L. N. Penson, "The Bengal 'administrative System, 1786-1818" in 
Dodwell (ed), op. cit., Vol. V, p. 443- 

4. Ibid., p. 444. 
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power... In the hierarchy of administration the Collector had become 

by 1790 the bottle-neck through which all lines of control must pass" 

But such concentration of powers was intended only for a short period 

during which the necessary arrangements would be made for introducing 

important reforms of a permanent nature. Later we shall find that 

this system underwent a complete change in 1793. 

Land Reform. Cornwallis also introduced permanent land reforms. As 

a Whig aristocrat he became inclined to create a class of permanent 

landlords. 2 He wanted the Zamindars to be given the sanction of legal 

3 
title to land. Thus he decided that annual settlement of lands should 

be replaced by "permanent settlement" 
4.1 

settlement for 10 years 

was made with the Zamindars in 1790 and it was announced that this 

settlement would be made perpetual if the Court of Directors agreed. 

On March 2,1793 the settlement was declared permanent after having 

received this approval. This reform is known as 'permanent settlement'. 

under which "The Zamindars tax-collectors were recognised as Zamindars 

landlords in the English sense"5.. 

1. Ibid., p. 1+52. 

2. Thomas R. 27etcalf, ono cit.., p. 38. 

3. We have already noted the position of the Zamindars. see p. 1+. 
Footnote No. 5. 

4. Cornwallis had the support of the British Parliament. The then 
British Parliament which "was an assembly of landlords... felt 
affinity with Zamindars" (Spear, Oxford History, p. 91.7 and 
considered "them to be the tropical replica of themselves. " 
[Ibid., p"91"J Thus Parliament also favoured the abandonment 
of the annual settlement and "the preparation of 'permanent rules' 
for revenue collection. " (Ibid., p. 91. J. 

5. Imo., p. 192. 
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Under the 'permanent settlement' while the riChty of the 

Zamindarr over the lands werd perpetually established, those of the 

cultivators were ignored and they wore "placed absolutely at the tender 

mercies of the Zamindars" This settlement affected the social and 
1 

economic conditions of rural Bengal to a considerable extent. Its 

administrative advantages were "considerable but socially the loss 

was substantial"2. Tforeover the amount of annual revenue payable to 

the government was "fixed once for all. " Thus the Zamindars were "free 

to retain the balance between their payments to governments and 

collection from their tenants"3. As a result when the value of the 

land began to increase the government did not get a share of the 

increased value of the land. 
- But the Zanindars continued to enjoy the 

benefit of such increases. 

Later Administrative Reforms. Immediately after the announcement of 

the permanent settlement, a new administrative system, the essence of 

which was "the separation of powers" and "innumerable checks and 

balances"4 was introduced by an elaborate code namely the Bengal 

Regulations of 1793, known as the Cornwallis Code. The new system 

replaced the former interim system of administration, the basis of 

which, as we have already noted, had been the concentration of powers 

1. Majumder and others, op. cit., p. 794. 
Cornwallis also thought about the possibilities of oppression. 

So he made provisions for some safeguards in the Regulations of 
1793 and looked to the Collectors for the protection of the 
cultivators. Later from time to time the government passed 
different types of land laws in order to protect the cultivators 
from the oppression of the Zamindars. But on many occasions the 
Zamindars were able to find loopholes in the regulations and to 
escape the limits and control. Ibid., p"794" 

2. Spear, Oxford History, P-193- 
3-- Ibid., p. 192. 
4. Griffiths, op. cit., p. 162. 
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in the hands of the Collector. Cornwallis, who was under the profound 

influence of John Locke's Whig philosophy, had no faith in the con- 

centration of powers. He believed that the oriental principles of 

government were fundamentally at fault and was of the opinion that 

the source of the administrative evils was "the Company's adoption 

of Asian despotism" l. He firmly believed in 

"the Whig conviction that political power is essentially 
corrupting and inevitably abused; that power, to be exercised 
with safety, must be reduced to a minimum, and even then kept 
divided and counterbalanced: ' 2. He, therefore, "consciously 
broke with the personal, authoritarian tradition of Indian 
government, and based his work explicitly on'the principles of 
English political tradition. " f. 

In 1793 the offices of Collector and Judge were separated. The 

new post of District Judge was created to proside over the Diwan 

Adawlat (Civil Court) which was renamed the Zillah Adawlat (District 

Court). The Mal Adawlat (Revenue Court) was abolished and the District 

Court was empowered to try revenue cases. 
4 

The Collector was also 

deprived of magisterial powers (including the powers to supervise the 

police) which were vested in the hands of tho District Judge. Thus 

the Collector became merely what his designation implied -a mere 

collector of fixed revenue. 
5 

These administrative reforms are 

criticised by modern critics because 

1. Eric Stokes, The English Utilitarians and India (Oxford, 1963 
edition), P. 4- 

2. Ibid., P-5- 

3- Ibid., p. 4. 

4. L. M. Penson, op. cit., p., 453- 

5- The Board of Revenue, which used to hear the appeals aCainst the 
decisions of the flal Adawlat (Revenue Court), was also deprived 
of all judicial powers and was ziado a purely revenue body. 

.. ý_., 
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"The only official of that time who had developed any real contact 
with the people was the Collector, and he was expressly, debarred 
from dealing with those aspects of Government which affected them 
mostly, namely the magistracy and the police. The Cornwallis 
theory was that an independent judiciary would, by itself, guarantee 
justice. In reality the judicial machinery was uncomprehended and 
indeed unknown by the great majority of the people of Bengal; the 
law administered was foreign to their ideas, and indeed the whole 
organisation was, by Indian standards of the time, hopelessly 
impersonal. Lord Cornwallis succeeded, indeed, in establishing a 
high standard of integrity in administration, but he made the 
mistake of trying to interpret India in terms of British thought. " 1 

The Philosophical Basis of Cornwallis' Reforms 

Locke's Whig philosophy, as noted above, profoundly influenced' 

Cornwallis. In the course of -our discussion we shall find that his 

minutes, his correspondence and the preamble to his code (1793) echoed 

Locke's classic statement of Whig philosophy. 
2 Professor "Eric Stokes 

has commented that the permanent settlement of Bengal was "a frank 

attempt to apply the English Whig philosophy of government""3. 

Cornwallis firmly believed that "everything hinged upon the recognition 

of the property rights of the Zanindars, the great landholders... 11h1. 

To him landed property was the most valuable property. 

His approach to reform was twofold. Firstly he wanted to introduce 

permanently property right in land. Secondly he wanted to guarantee 

security of property and person. He believed that security of property 

1. Griffiths, op. cit., pp. 162-163. 

2. See below. p. 17 (footnotes), p. 18 (footnotes) and pp. 18-19. 

3. Stokes, on. cit., p. 5. 
4. Ibid., p. 5. 

0 
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would enormously contribute to the prosperity of the country. 
1 

lie 

thought that security of property could not be guaranteed if there was 

a concentration of powers in the hands of one man or in one body 

(i. e. the Board of Revenue) 2 
and if the "assessment is liable to 

frequent variation"3. Ile was of the opinion that under such 

1. He said "if we wish to render the country opulent and the people 
happy, our great aim must be to establish security of person and 
property. " [Cornwallis' Minute, 11 Feb., 1793, Parliamentary 
Papers, Vol. V, 1810, p. 107. (Later cited as Cornwallis' Minute, 
11 Feb., 1793. )J. In another place he held that the "certainty" 
which the people would "feel of being allowed to enjoy the fruits 
of his own labour, must o2erate uniformly as incitements to 
exertion and industry". L Cornwallis to the Court of Directors, 
2 Aug., 1789 in C. Ross, Correspondence of Charles, First Marquis 
Cornwallis (London, 1859), Vol. I. pp. 5 5-5 . Also see the 
last sentence of the passage quoted in pagellp p) 

2. He said that if all powers "remained so united we cannot expect 
that the laws which may be enacted for the protection of the rights 
and property of the landholders... will ever be duly enforced". (Cornwallis' Minute, 3 Feb., 1790, Parliamentary Papers, Vol VII, 
1812, p. 1+92" (Later cited as Cornwallis' Minute, 3 Feb. 1790)") 
He also believed that under such circumstances "the people can 
never be satisfied that their -property is secured". 7 -Cornwallis' 
Minute, 11 Feb., 1793, p. 116. 

_7. 
He argued that "there are 

certain powers and functions which can never be vested in the 
same officers without destroying all confidence in the protection 
of the laws. This remark is particularly applicable to the 
various functions vested in the present collectors. " (Cornwallis 

to the Court of Directors, 6 March, 1793 in G. Forrest, Selections 
from the State Papers of the Governors General of India: Lord 
Cornwallis (Oxford, 1926), p. 123. . Thus it appears that he 
believed that such faith was also essential for the prosperity 
of the country because it would give the landholders a feeling of 
certainty which, as we have already noted, would result in 
"incitements to exertion and industry". (See footnote no. l. ) 

3. Cornwallis' Minute, 3 Feb., 1790, p. 492. 
He held that "until the assessment on the land is fixed, 

the constitution of our internal government in this country will 
never take that form which alone can load to the establishment of 
good laws and ensure a due administration of them. " 

(Ibid., 
tp"492. `7. 

Thus it would be difficult "to prevent the landholders 
being plundered... " L Ibid., p. 1f92. J. In another place he said 
that "The value of landed property is regulated by the profit 
which the possessor is certain of deriving from it. If the people 
know that there is a possibility of any part of the profit arising; 
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circursstancea the executive arm of the government will have the 

opportunity to abuse its power. Thus he believed that security of 

property and person could only be granted through a system conforming 

to the rule of law under which landholders would not be required to 

depend on the goodwill of officials and to look beyond the iaw. 
l 

Cornwallis aptly summarised his views in the preamble to Regulation II , 

of the Bengal Code of Regulations of 1793 which stated that: 

"Government must divest itself of the power of infringing, in 
its executive capacity, the rights and privileges, which, as 
exercising the legislative authority,. it has conferred on the 
landholders. The revenue officers must be deprived of their 
judicial powers. : 11 financial claims of the public when disputed 
under the regulations, must be subjected to the cognisance of the ; 
courts of judicature, superintended by judges, who from their 
official situations, and the nature of their trusts, shall not only 
be wholly uninterested in the results of their decisions, but 
bound to decide impartially between the public and the proprietors 
of land.... The collectors of the revenue must not only be divested 

of the power of deciding upon their own acts, but rendered amenable 
for them to the courts 

, 
of judicature; and collect the public dues, 

subject to a personal prosecution for every exaction exceeding 

from improvement of an estate being exacted from the proprietor 
by the officers of government the value of the possession must 
be considered as of a very precarious nature. " cCornwallic' 
Minute, 11 Feb., p. 112. J 

1. He argued that "we should endeavour to establish a constitution 
for the country that will protect private property, and with it 
the internal prosperity-of the state... ßy lodging the entire 
judicial authority in courts ... no single Member of Government, nor 
any individual in power, nor their connections or dependants will 
be able to invade the rights or property of the people; the 
injured will fly to the courts of justice, which will expos© the 
oppression and punish the oppressor. " L Ibid., p. 108. 

_/. 
In 

another place he held that "we have long been of opinion that no 
system will ever be carried into effect so long as the personal 
qualities of the individuals that may be appointed to superintend 
it form the only security for the due execution of it. In this 
country, as in any other security of property must be established 
by a system upheld by its inherent principles and not by men who, 
are to have the occasional conduct of it. " L Cornwallis to the 
Court of Directors in Forrest, op`., Vol. II, p. 123. J 

I 
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the amount which they are authorised to demand on behalf of the 
public, and for every deviation fron, the regulations prescribed 
for the collection of it. No power will then evict in the 
country. by which the rights vested in the landholders by the 
regulations can be infringed or the value of landed property 
affected. Land must in consequence become the most desirable 
of all property; and the industry of the people will be directed 
to these improvements in agriculture which are as essential to 
their own welfare as to the prosperity of the state. " I. 

The Ideoloc; ical Conflict Between The Cornwallis School And The Nunro 
School 

The Cornwallis system began to function in the vast area of North 

India under the Bengal presidency. But when attempts were made to 

extend this system to the Madras presidency and to other parts of India 

over which the jurisdiction of the British Indian empire later extended 

it encountered strong opposition from the Munro or paternal school of 

thought. The principal exponents of this school were Thomas. NN: unro, 

Mountstuart Elphinstone, John Malcolm and Charles Theophilus Yetcalfe.. 

While Cornwallis was influenced by Locke's Whig philosophy they were 

under the influence of the Utilitarian philosophers. In spite of 

the fact that there was a disparity of age and temperament among them 

there was also a "unity of thought in this knot of men" 
2. Thus they 

may be considered as the "founders of a political tradition"3. 

Against the Cornwallis system the essence of which, as we have already 
If 

noted, was the rule of law, -"four men spoke with one voice". Their 

aim was to substitute the rule of personal discretion for the rule of 

law. 5 While the Cornwallis or Bengal school was not in favour of 

1. Quoted in Stokes, op. cit., p. 6. 

2. Ibid., p. q. 

3. Ibid., p. 9. 

4. Ibid., p. 20. 

ý- 
t 

5. Ibid., pp. 140-1k1. 
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concentration of powers in the hands of one man the Munro school 

stronGly favoured the continuation of the Indian tradition of personal 

government characterised by the concentration of powers in the hands 

of one man, making him all-powerful ruler of the area concerned. They- 

wanted to make the Collector the representative of the government and 

the all-powerful officer in the dictrict. 1 I3unro held that 

"We should form a very erroneous judgement of the important 
influence of the office of the Collector if we supposed that it 
was limited merely to revenue matters instead of extending to 
everything affecting the welfare of the people. In India whoever 
regulates the assessment of the land,. really holds in his hand 
the mainspring of the country. " 2. 

1. Munro said "we must even sometime male a man a judge where he nay; 
be said to be in some degree a arty.... it is... indispensable to 
the protection of the people. liunro's Knute, 31 Dec., 1824 
in G. R. Gleig, I-ife of Sir Thomas Yunro (London, 1830), Vol. iii, 
P"379. (Hereafter 

-_.. ___ --ý cited as lunro's Plinute, 31 
Dec., 1824)2 ß-Ietcalfe held that one officer "should superintend 
each district exercising all the local powers of the judicature, 
police and revenue in all its branches. " He further added that 
"The best form of government... I believe to be that which is 
most simple.. '. most free from artificial institutions... most 
conducive to an union of powers, and most free from the elements 
of collision and counteraction. " fNetcalfe'c Minute (papers 
referred to in the letter from the Bengal govt., 10 Dec., 1828) 
in Parliamentary Papers, 1831-32, vol. xii, p. 407. (Hereafter 
cited as Iletcalfe's Minute, 10 Dec., 1828. In another place 
Metcalfe held-that "Our present Bengal system should be knocked 
on the head... Revenue and judicial and where practicable military 
powers should be exercised by the same person; union, not division, 
should be the order of our rule. " [1", 'etcalfe's Paper, 29 June, 
1820 in J. W. Kay, Selections from' the Papers of Lord Metcalfe 
(London, 1855), p. 151.: ' Elphinstone declared that "I would vest 
the fullest power... in the Collector. " L Elphinstone's Report 
on the Territories conquered from the Peshwa°, nd., in G. 11. 
Forrest, Selections from the Minutes and Other official ;, lritinrs 

_ 
of the Honourable Nountstuart Llphinstone London, 1, p. 322"_/" 
Also see the discussion on the system of district administration 
introduced by then in Madras and other parts of British India. 

2. Selections from revenue records, N. W. provinces, Vol-111, p. 63, 

quoted in B. B. I"iisra, The Central Administration of the East 
India Company from 172>1834 (Manchester, 1959), P"159. 
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Against the Cornwallis system the Munro school held that by 

takinG away all judicial and police powers from the Collector the 

"one visible representative of government" 
1 

was made powerless to 

redress wrong and to punish criminals. They were also of the opinion 

that "the peasant was in effect deprived of justice" because the sole 

administration of justice was confined to "distant courts presided 

over by foreigners and employing a highly technical procedure"2. They 

held that to the cultivators government should be represented by a 

single officer and not by a multiplicity of officers. This officer 

should have 

"powers to inquire, to judge, and to punish, without the delay 
and intricacies of the Western legal process. This officer was 
not to be a distant and awful figure, presiding in his cutcherry 
like a deity in his temple, but a familiar lord, visiting and 
speaking with them of their quarrels and their crops, and looked 
up to as ma-bap,... " 3-(mother and father). 

The administration-should be conducted from "the tent and the saddle" 

rather than from "the office" 
4., 

They were strongly in favour of "a 

personal human and tangible form of government"5.. They "revolted" 

against what they considered to be "the cold, lifeless, mechanical 

principles... "6 "the abstractions of the rule of law, and the blind 

automatic operation of an impersonal bureaucracy. .. 117 They held that 

1. Stokes, op" cit., p. 141. 
2. Ibid., p. 141. 
3. Ibid., p. 21. 

4. Ibid., p. 20. 

5., Ibid., p. 20. 
6. Ibid., p. 15. 

7. Ibid., p. 20. 
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the adininictration in India should be simple and that there should be 

few rcgulations. 
I 

They believed that while introducing administrative reforms the 

Cornwallis school had not sufficiently taken into account the social 

and political condition of India at that time, of which they had had 

an imperfect knowledge; thus they had failed to take the right approach 

to the problems of administrative reorganisation. 
2 They said that 

the Cornwallis school had derived their ideas and inspirations from 

British political ideas and institutions which they, like the 

Utilitarian philosophers, thought were completely unsuitable for 

Indian society and would not have the same beneficial effects in India 

as in Great Britain because the social and political conditions of the 

former were completely different fron those of the latter. 3 

1.1: unro held that "It would have been better to have curtailed nine- 
tenths of the regulations. " rt; unro to Thakery, n. d. ,. in 
Gleig, opcit., vol. i, P"3? 3.7 11etcalfe opined that "At all 
events, Lord Cornwallis School iiuct first wear out, who think that 
all perfection is in the regulations of 1793. " Ketcalfe'C 
paper, Oct. 14,1819 in Kay, op. cit., p. 150. . 

2.1unro hold that the administrative "innovation has been so little 
guided by'a knowledge of the people, that though made after what 
was thought by us to be mature discussion, must appear to than 
as little better than the result of more caprice. " I"Tunro! s 
V: inute, 31 Dec. 1824, p. 381. 

_/ 
He also thought tha "Our great 

error in this country, during long course of years, has been too 
much precipitation in attempting to better the condition of the 
people, without hardly any knowledge of the moans by which it was 
to be accomplished... It is a dangerous system of government in 
a country, of which our knowledge is very imperfect... " (Ibid., 
P-381- 

-7 
(See also Nlalcölm's view - footnote 1, i'), , -. 1 

3" Nunro held that the Cornwallis school wanted "to make everything 
as English as possible in a country which resembles England in 
nothing. " L Ibid., p. 381. J" He also held that "tide suppose that 
our laws are founded on just principles, and that they must 
therefore have the same beneficial operation here as, at home; but 
we forget that one great first principle, the freedom of the 
people, from which they derive their influence, does not exist here. Our institutions here, not resting on the same foundation 

t5 
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They tthat the Cornwallis sycten would deotroy\Indion tradition 

as those of a free country, cannot be made to act in the same way. 
11o cannot make the inanimate corpse perform the functions of a 
living body; we must, therefore, in making regulation. - here, 
think only of their probable effoct'in this country, not of what 
such regulations have or might have in England. " 

ZIbid., 
p. 379. J 

It is interesting to note that Utilitarian philosophers 
such as Jeremy Bentham and James Mill also expressed almost similar 
views. Thus it appears that the Nunro school owed a great deal 
to the Utilitarian philosophers. A few passages quoted below 
will illustrate this point. 

Bentham wrote in his essay namely "Influence of time and 
place in matters of legislation' that "the best possible laws for 
England being established in England, required'the variations 
which it would be necessary to make in those of any other given 
country, in order to render them the best laws possible with 
reference to that other country. " J. Bowring (ad), The 4Torks 
of Jeremy Bentham (Edinburgh, 1837 , p. 271.2. Ile further hold 
that "To a law giver, who having been bred up with English notions, 
shall have learnt how to accommodate his laws to the circumstances 
of Bengal, no other part of the globe can present a difficulty. " 

/'Ibid., p. 172. J. He also added that there was a "difference 
between the laws that would be the best for England and the laws 
that would be best for Bengal. " [I_., p. 172J. He further 
held that "It seems to be a common notion that those laws, which 
are the best with reference to the circumstances of a civiliced 
nation, would not have been so with reference to the circumstances 
of a rude and ignorant nation: on the contrary, that rude nation 
must have rude and simple, that is, imperfect laws: I mean, not 
only that in point of fact the laws of a rude nation will have 
been rude, but that in point of expediency it was proper they 

should be so. " [Ibid., p. 189J. 
While discussing the result of Cornwallic' judicial reforms 

James lall hold that "If much of the difficulty has arisen from 
the dominion of Znglish prejudices, and especially that deep- 

rooted prejudice, that, English law is the standard of perfection 
to which everything should be fitted, considerable progress 
towards improvement will be made, as soon as we have emancipated 
ourselves from those prejudices. " . -James Mill, The History of 
Eritish India, vol. v. (London, 1820), p. 425.7. 

As Assistant to the Examiner of India Correspondence 
(1819-30) and then as Examiner of India Correspondence (1830 - 36) 
James Mill was at the vary centre of the power and was in an 
advantageous position to exert his influence over Indian 
Administration and policies. John Stuart Mill was also in the 
company's service for a considerable period of time.. He held 
the post of Assistant to the Examiner from 1823 to 1856 and that 
of Examiner from 1856 to 1858. 
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And inctitutions. 1 They believed that the continuation of the Indian 

tradition of personal government and institutions with necessary 

modifications would solvo'all problems within a very ohort time. 
2 

Munro stated that "We should take every country as we find it... '"3 

Of course, though the Munro school wanted to preserve and continue the 

Indian tradition of personal government, they were not in fact completely 

hostile to reform. They were in favour of slow and gradual change. 
4 

1. Malcolm held that "The men who with their new system... proceeding 
to the demolition of the most ancient, I might say almost sacred, 
institutions of India, were virtuous and able, but in acting 
without local and minute experience, in venturing to legislate 
for millions of human beings and countries with whom they were 
imperfectly acquainted, they showed both ignorance and presumption... 
they have precipitated us into a fine mess. " (Malcolm to Molony 
in J. W. Kay, Life and Correspondence of Sir John Malcolm (London, 
1856), p"391 . 

2. Munro held that "The natives of this country have enough of their 
own to answer-every useful object of internal administration, and 
if we maintain and protect them our work will be easy. If not 
disturbed by innovation, the country will in a very few months 
settle itself" (Munro to Elphinstone, 12 May, 1818 in Gleig, 
op. cit., vol. iii, p. 253J. The administrative systems introduced 
by him in Madras illustrate the fact that he did not have any 

" objections to necessary modifications of the pre-British systems. 
(His administrative reforms in Madras are discussed below). 

3" Munro's Minute, 31 Dec., 1824, P-383- 
4. Munro held that "The fault of our judicial code is that there is 

a great deal too much of it for a first essay. " He further added 
that "Our laws expanded gradually during several centuries, along 
with the increasing knowledge and civilisation of people, so that 
they were always fitted in some measure to their faculties. " 

Munro to Thakery, n. do in Gleig, op. cit., vol. i, p"3? 2]" 
Malcolm held that "The most important of the lessons wo can 

derive from our past experience is to be slow and cautious in 
every procedure which has a tendency to collusion with the habits 
and prejudices of our native cubjects... That time may gradually 
effect a change, there is no doubt; but the period is as yet 
distant when that can be expected; and come when it will, to be 
safe or beneficial, it must be... the work of society itself. All 
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District Administration in Madras and Other Parte of Britich India 

District administration in I: adras began later than in Bengal. 

The Collectors were Eirat appointed in 1794.1 Different functions 

of the governnent were combined in the person of the Collector who 

enjoyed considerable powers. In 1798, Wollesley,. the Governor- 

General, directed the Madras government from Calcutta to introduce 

the Cornwallis system in Madras without delay. 2 At that time 

I; unro did not enjoy great influence and'was not a very prominent 

figure. So he was not in a position to prevent the introduction 
f 

of'the Bengal system in the Madras presidency. 

The Zamindari system was gradually introduced into certain areas 

of the Madras presidency. Simultaneously with the introduction of 

the Zamindari system a new administrative system and a-code of 
3 

regulations both modelled on those of Bengal were introduced. 

By 1814 Munro had gained considerable influence and importance. He 

that the Government can do is, by maintaining the internal peace 
of the country, and by adapting its principles to the various 
feelings, habits, and character of its inhabitants, to give time' 
for the slow and silent operation of the desired improvement, 
with a constant impression that every attempt to accelerate this 

end will be attended with the danger of its defeat. Ltalcolm, 
The Political History of India (London, 1826), vol. ii, p. 183, 

quoted in Stokes, op. cit., p. 23J 

1. J. T. Gwynn, "The Madras District System and Land Revenue, in 
H. H. Dodwell, op. c t., vol. v, p. 468. 

2. Ibid., p. 472. 

3. Ibid., p"474. 
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was appointed Zpecial Commissioner and was entrusted with the tack of 

preparing a plan for administrative reorganisation in I: adras. He 

proposed that the office of the District Magistrate should be transferred 

from the District Judge to the Collector, that in his capacity as 

11aCistrate he should be empowered to punish offenders by corporal 

puniohment, by fines and by izpriconment with certain limitations,, that 

the superintendence of the district police force should be entrusted 

to him, that he should be given the authority to try revenue cases such 

as rent cases, boundary cases, etc., and that he should be associated 

with the District Judge in the trial of offenders at quarterly 

sessions.. The Madras Regulations of 1816 indicate that Yunro's 

recommendations were approved and incorporated in these regulationc. 
2 

Munro was not at all in favour of the Zaiiindari system. He 

gradually introduced what was called the Ryotwari system throughout 

the presidency especially during his Governorship of the r: adras 

presidency from 1819 to 1827" Unlike the Zamindari system, under the 

1yottrari system settlement was made not with the Zarnindar or any other 

intermediary but directly with the Tot (cultivator) of the land who 

enjoyed all rights in the land subject to regular payment of land 

revenue to the government. The settlement was made for a specific 

period of time and could be renewed. 
3 The Greatest merit of the 

Ryotwari system was that it eschewed all intermediaries and thus 

1. In Munro's letter (24 Dec., 1814) to D. Hill, the Chief Secretary, 
there is a short outline of his observation and recommendations. 
; ee Gleig, on. cit., vol. i, pp. 417-423. For the above mentioned 
recommendations see p. 419. 

2. Important provisions of the Madras Regulations of 1816 have boon 
discussed in J. T. Gwynn, opcit., pp. 479-480. 

3. Najumder and others, op. cit., pp. 801-803. 
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saved the cultivators from oppression by these intermediaries. In 

hadras "The State consciously assumed an administrative responsibility 

for the mass of the people which it had just as consciously abdicated 

in Bengal. " 1 

The union of powers in the person of the Collector and the absence 

of landlords heightened the importance of the office of the Collector 

in Eadras to an extraordinary degree. The "personal semi-military 

orGanisation of the Madras district stood in contrast to the divided 

an4mpersonal administrative system of Bengal. " In i"Iadrac the 

Collector was a "local governor" who exercised considerable dis- 

cretionary powers and wide ranging superintendence over his district 

and came to be regarded by the people as their "helper and ruler"3. 

But in Bengal there was no such representative of the g, overnnient who 

could occupy a 'position of pre-eminence and primacy and watch over 

and promote the general welfare, from every point of view, of the 

4 
people committed to his charge". 

During his governorship of the Bombay presidency from 1819 to 

1827 Elphinstone adopted Nunro's administrative and RZotvari land 

tenure systems for the newly acquired areas of western India. His 

successor I"Ialcolm, who was Governor of Bombay fron 1827 to 1830, 

maintained and strengthened these systems in the Bombay presidency. 

Later when the British Indian empire extended over the north western 

I. Stokes, op. cit., p. 22. 
2. Ibid., p. 144. 
3. H. V. Lovett, "District Administration in Bengal, 1818-1858't 

in H. H. Dodwell (ed), o. cit. vol. vi, p. 28. 
4. Ibid., p. 29. 
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part of India Charles Metcalfe threw all the weir, -ht of his influence 

aGainct the extension of Cornwallis' Bengal system to these areas. 
l 

With regard to the powers and authority of the Collector there 

was some difference between the paternal philosophy of. Iletcalfo and 

that of other exponents of the i: unro or paternal school. Although 

Munro, rlphinstone and Malcolm, as we have already noted, wanted the 

Collector to be given control over the police and empowered to try 

revenue and less important criminal cases, they did not oppose a 

separate judiciary under the Dictrict Judge mainly responsible for 

trying civil and more serious criminal cases. But Metcalfe was 

strongly in favour of a con2pletely concentrated and unified form of 

adminiotration under which there would be no separate judiciary at 

all. He introduced such a system in some placesy for example in the 

Delhi territory. 2 His system considerably influenced many adminis- 

trators who worked under hire. After hi3 departure from India towards 

the end of the 1830s, such a system was introduced in most areas 

(e. g. the Punjab) which were annexed in the 1840s or the 18500.3 

The local circumstances of the north-western part of India caused 

considerable changes in Munro! s ryotwari system. In these areas 

settlement was not made with the individual cultivator but with the 

village community or with the separate estate called Mahal. Hence 

1. Stoles, op. cit., p. 9. 
2. As the Resident of Delhi territory he also combined in his person 

the powers and functions of Governor, Chief Judge, Chief 
Collector and Commander in Chief. Ibid., p. 144. 

3" le shall have a better idea of I: etcalfe's system of district 
administration when we later discuss the difference between the 
pattern of administration in Regulation Provinces and that in 
lion -Regulation Provinces. See PP- 35-L+1. 
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the system c=c to be known as the r: aha1: ari cyctem. Under thic 

system ". 1t first the village elders apportioned the demand arionrst 

their members, but later the demand, having been agreed as a whole 

with the elders, was divided among the cultivators according to the- 

measurements of detailed survey. "1 Later the Punjab was settled 

broadly on the same lines. 

Subsequent Chances in Cornwallis' Bengal System 

For a long time the Court of Directors had been precsinc the 

Bengal government to introduce those administrative changes which had 

been introduced in Madras by the I: adras'Regulations of 1816. But the 

Bengal government was reluctant to take any step in that direction. 

The Collector was, however, given some judicial powers by the 

Regulation of 1822 which empowered him to inquire into some revenue 

cases and to take necessary steps on the basis of his findings. 
2 

On his arrival at Calcutta in 1828 Bentinck, the Govcrnor- 

General, who was strongly in favour of the Munro systeka, came to the 

conclusion-that considerable changes in the Cornwallis system should ' 

be introduced. In 1831 he held that the offices of Collector and 

District I": agistrate should be united in the person of the Collector. 
3 

1. Spear, Oxford History, p. 195. 

2. B. B. Nisra, op. cit., p. 160. 

3. Bentinck i .d that on the basis of "all my investigation, now 
pretty extensive and very earnestly made, into the system of 
our administration ... The recommendation that I would, in the 
conclusion, the most strongly urge upon the Honourable Court is, 
that they would confirm and preserve in the system long since 
recommended by them to the Madras Governmont, upon the authority 
of Sir Thomas Munro, of uniting the appointments of collector 
and magistrate, of destroying the independence of each other of 
every officer employed in the same district, of making the 
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The District'Judge was required by the Rogulation of 1831 to 

relinquish the office of District Magistrate to the Collector who 

was thus given authority to try less important criminal cases and to 

control the police force in his district. He was also given summary 

jurisdiction to try revenue cases such as rent cases, boundary cases 

etc. 

Bentinck was in close contact with and under the direct influence 

of the Utilitarian philosophers. 
2 When he was preparing to launch 

his massive social and administrative reforms in India "Bentham was 

overjoyed'"3 and it appeared to him "as if the golden age of British 

4 
India was lying before me" 

ZJith the departure of Bentincl;, Malcolm, and Holt Mackenzie, the 

then Territorial Secretary, and with Iietcalfe's lessening influence 

the Munro school became weal; during the second half of the 1830s. 
5 

The supporters of-the Cornwallis school took hold at Calcutta. They 

collector's a Great office, consisting of deputy collectors and 
joint magistrates and assistants, subordinate to one head, -and 
acting upon the same system". Bentinck's 1. inute, Nov. 10,1831, 
in Parliamentary Papers, 1831-32, vol. ix, p. 749. 

1. Lovett, op. cit., p. 28. 

2. Before leaving for India in Deceraber, 1827, Dentinck was given 
a farewell dinner at Grote's house where he was feasted on "the 
pure milk of the Benthamito word. " Quoted in Stokes, o. c t", 
r-51. 

_7. 
Bentinck said there "I am going to British India, but 

I shall not be Governor-General. It is you that will be 
Governor-General. " (Bentham to Col. Young, Dec. 28,1827 in 
Bentham's Works, vol. x, pp. 576-8, quoted in Ibid., p. 51. J. 
It is not very clear to whom this statement was addressed. 
Professor Stokes holds that "it would appear to be James 2Lill. " 
[Ibid., p"51. ß7 

3. Ibid., p. 51. 

4. Bentham to Bentinck, draft letter, Nov. 18,1829: Bentham MZS., 
Box X, ff. 179-82, quoted in Ibid., p. 31. 

5" z_., p. 234. 
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wanted the offices of Collector and District Nagictrate to be separated. 

But Auckland, the new Governor-General, was not in favour of intro- 

ducinc another "tneral chanSe in the administrative structure so soon. 

Fie asked the Court of Directors for discretionary power to separate 

these offices whenever the pressure of work made this necessary. -1"-, y 

1845 in only three districts of Orissa in the Bengal presidency did 

the offices of Collector and District I%agistrate remain united. 
1 

And 

in other districts of the Bengal presidency there were now three 

separate heads --the Collector, the District Magistrate and the 

District Judge. Of course outside the BenCal presidency the J". unro 

system continued to function as before. Thus the success of the 

Cornwallis school, which encountered strong opposition fron other 

provinces, remained localised only in the Bengal presidency. But this 

success was also temporary because the Cornwallis or Bengal school 

Alain began to lose influence in the Governor-General's Council the 

composition of which "was constantly alterinG"Z . I": oreover the energy 

and progress displayed in the administration of the North tiestern 

, Provinces, where Bird and Thompson proved very successful, outshone 

the progress made in the Bengal presidency. In 1854-Dalhousie, the 

Governor-General, attributed the causes of unsatisfactory adminis- 

tration in Bengal, the senior province, mainly to "the separation 

of the offices of collector and magistrate contrary to the-system 

which had long prevailed in the Lieutenant-governorship of the ` 

forth -Iestern-Provinces"3. This view was also strop ly supported'by 

1. Lovett, op. cit., p. 24. 

2. Stokes, ox`;. cit., P-238- 
3. Dalhousie's minute in Chakrabatti, Summary of the changer, in the jurisdiction of districts in Bengal, 7 -191 (Calcutta, 1918), 

quoted in Lovett, or. cit., p. 2 
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Halliday, the first Lieutenant Governor of Bengal. 1 Canning, the 

new Governor-General, during whose administration these two offices 

were to be permanently united in 1859, held in February, 1857, that 

"reason, no less than experience pointed to the necessity of concen- 

trating the whole executive power of the Government in each district 

of Bengal in the hands of one experienced, nan. "2 He said that the 

division of authority and powers should be "avoided rather than 

sought"'3. As regards the people he believed that 

"the patriarchal form of Government was in their present con- 
dition most congenial to them and best understood by them; and 
as regards the-governing power 'the concentration of all 
responsibility upon one officer cannot fail to keep attention 
alive, and to stimulate his energy in every department to the 
utmost, whilst it will preclude the growth of those obstructions 
to good government which are apt to spring up where two coordinate 
officers divide the authority. "i1+ 

Finally the Mutiny of 1857 played the most decisive role. It 

"killed the 'filtration theory' of early English Liberals... " and "had 

a more subtle effect upon district adninistration"5. It went a long 

way in strengthening the position of the paternal school of district 

administration. "Even at the highest levels of Government the Mutiny 

brought into sharp relief the merits of paternal rule. "6 After the 

1. Ibid., p. 28. 

2. C. E. Buckland, Bengal under the Lieutenant-Governors from 1854 
to 1898 (Calcutta, 1901), p, 24. 

3. Ibid., p. 24. 
4. Ibid., pp. 24-25. 

After the Mutiny of 1857 this decision of Canning was endorsed 
by the Secretary of State for India in April, 1859. 

5. " Thompson. ýLnd Garratt, o12. cit., p. 476. 
6. Thomas R. Metcalf, op` cit., p. 251. 
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Mutiny the government came to the conclusion that a close relationship 

should be developed between the executive arm of the government and 

the people-. 
l 

The government believed that such a close relationship 

would enable the executive arm to know and redress without much 

difficulty the grievances of the people on the one hand and let the 

people know about the policies and intentions of the government on the 

other. It was felt that such a close relationship could not be developed 

in India if the government continued a system of impersonal adminis- 

tration characterised by a complicated procedure of rules and regulat- 

ions. It was believed that a simple and expeditious system of personal 

administration and reliance on and faith in the ability and the 

integrity of the officials would solve many problems. 
2 

In 1859 the offices of Collector and Magistrate were finally 

united in the person of the former 3 
And they have remained united both 

in India and Pakistan ever since,; he union of these two offices was the 

final victory of the paternal school over the Cornwallis or Bengal 

school and completed the triumph of the former. 

The dignity of the office of Magistrate, command over the police 

force, powers to try criminal (except serious criminal) cases and 
_ "I 

1. Thompson and Garratt, op. cit., p. 476. 

2. Arguments almost similar to those of the exponents of the Munro 
school were put forward. Bartle Frere held that "We have enveloped 
ourselves in rules and regulations till we have left ourselves no 
power of individual action. We-have guarded ourselves, against 
doing evil till we have left no power of doing göod.: ýTh4. remedy, is 
very simple, though not easy, for it is opposed, not'onl `td 0tist- 
ing habits and prejudices, but to all our English ideas of govern- 
uient... let every official be a real ruler in all things to those 
below him and let him be really ruled by the functionary above him. " 
Frere to Goderich, 15 June, 1858 in Martineau, Life and Correspond- 
ence of Sir Bartle Frere (London, 1895), vol i., p-276; quoted in 
Thomas R. Metcalfe, Opp. cit., p. 251. 

3" Lovett, op. cit., p. 28 
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revenue cases enormously contributed to the prestige and status of the 

Collector and enabled him to occupy a position of pre-eminence in the 

district. Without any ambiguity he became the administrative and the 

executive head of the district. Thus the district administration in 

the Bengal presidency was placed almost on the same footing as that of 

the Madras and the Bombay presidencies. 

The Emergence of a Landed 'Arictocracyr 

The Mutiny also resulted in establishing a class of landlords 

especially in the north western part of British India. It was believed 

that one of the causes of the Mutiny was the discontent of the deposed 

class of landed 'aristocrats'. After the Mutiny the government decided 

that a class of landlords should be created. So in many places a class 

of landed 'aristocrats' called Jaigirdars, Talukdars, Pattidars, 

Zamindars etc., many of ancient lineago, were ectablished. 
l 

Moreover the role of the moneylenders in society indirectly con- 

tributed to a considerable extent to the growth of a landlord clacs. 
2. 

1. Thomas R. Netcaif, op.. cit., chap. iv, The Restoration of the 
Aristocracy, pp. l3 -l73. 

2. Both before and after the mutiny the moneylenders were. an 
"established figure on the rural scene... ( Ibid, p. 204, But it 
was during the second half of the 19th century that their position 
became strong because during the first half of the century the 
authority of the village headman and that of the village community, 
from which the individual cultivators previously had used to got 
protection against the oppression and the exploitation of the 
moneylenders, had begun, to decline to a considerable extent. "By 
mid-century the village community of the Northwest had ceased to 
exercise effective political power.! " [Ibid., p. 205.7 The role of 
the moneylender in contributing to the growth of the landed 
'aristocracy' is discussed in detail in ibid. See chapter v- 
Landlord, Tenant, and Ironeylenders, pp.. 177++-218. " 
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At times of famine, drought and bad harvest tho cultivators were con= 

polled by circumstances to borrow from professional moneylenders. 

Improvident and extravagant, they also used to borrow heavily for 

unproductive purposes such as marriage feasts, social and religious 

ceremonies, purchase of jewellery etc. - In fact they were encouraged 

by moneylenders to take loans. "Once in debt a peasant was usually 

unable to extricate hiaelf r"1 As the interest ranged upwards from 

25 per cent even small debts mounted up to an enormous amount in no 

time. '. foreover the moneylenders were notorious for fraudulent practices 

in keeping accounts. The moneylender 

"did not in any case want to be paid off.. His aim was to make the 
peasant into a perpetual bond servant by a mortgage which gave 
him control of the crop, or by a forced sale in which he would 
take title to the land while retaining the former proprietor as 
his tenant. In either case the moneylender had the upper hand, 
and the courts - restrained by their belief in freedom of contact 
and laissez faire - were little more than instruments of his will"2. 
Moreover "the. sustained policy of selling up holdings for areas of 
taxes" further helped the moneylenders. "The process went on 
everywhere; its tendency was to swell at every time of difficulty 
the number of landless men on the one hand, and the indebtedness 
of the survivors on the other. Many preferred virtual serfdom 
to the moneylenders to the outright loss of their holdings. " 3 

Regulation and Non-Regulation Provinces 

During the 19th century the provinces were broadly divided into 

what were called Regulation and Non-Regulation Provinces i. e. advanced 

and backward provinces. As the written regulations were introduced into 

Bengal, Madras and Bombay presidencies they were called Regulation 

1. Ibid., p. 206.2. Ibid., p. 206. 

3. Spear, Oxford History, p. 196. 
In chapter II we shall find that the landed 'aristocracy' has 
profound influence on district administration in West Pakistan. 
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Provinces. "The expansion of British power during the early nineteenth 

century led to the annexation of areas less amenable to rule by ledger 

and law book"1 than these advanced provinces. So the rules and 

regulations of the advanced provinces were not introduced into the newly 

annexed provinces which were called Non-Regulation Provinces. The Non- 

Regulation system of administration was also applied in certain backward 

areas within the Regulation Provinces for example Chittagong Hill Tracts 

district in Bengal (now in East Pakistan). While in Regulation 

Provinces the District Officer was either called the Collector (Madras 

and Bombay) or the District Magistrate and Collector (Bengal since 

1859), in Non-Regulation Provinces he was called the Deputy Commissioner. 

Usually a considerable number of military officers were employed in 

the civil administration of the Non-Regulation Provinces. 2 

The pattern of district administration in a Non-Regulation Province 

was not always exactly the same as. that of district administration in 

another Non-Regulation Province. It was determined according to the 

conditions and circumstances of the province concerned. The common 

feature was that in Non-Regulation 'Provinces, the district administration 

was "characterised by simple and more direct methods of procedure and 

by the greater accessibility of the officials to the people; but chiefly 

by the union of all powers. "3 There was no sepý 

1. Tinker, "Structure of the British Imperial 
Braibanti (ed), Asian Bureaucratic Systems 

. 
Imperial Tradition (Durham, 1966), p. 27. 
Braibanti, Asian Bureaucratic Systems). 

2r I. C. S. O'Malley, The Indian Civil Service, 
edition), pp. 52-53". 

gate judiciary and no 

Heritage" in Ralph 
Emergent from the British 

(Hereafter cited as 

1601-1930 (London, 1965 

3. Griffiths, p. cit., p. 164. 
In fact the Hughal system of local administration was 
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such officer as the District Judge. The Deputy Commissioner combined 

in his person the offices of the Collector, the District r: agistrate 

and the District Judge. Thus there was a complete union of revenue, 

executive, magisterial and judicial powers in the hands of the Deputy 

Commissioner who used to try criminal, civil and revenue cases, collect 

revenue and carry out all administrative ordere. Under "certain defined 

l 
principles" he was left to "do justice according to circumstances" 

There was a rough Criminal Code but they decided civil cases by a 

mixture of custom, commonsenso and a reference to standing orderst. 

In Non-Regulation Provinces-"though legal principles were by no means 

set aside" the district administration "largely depended for its success 

on the personal character, initiative, vigour and discretion of the 

local officers"3.. 

While the District Officer in the Non-Regulation Provinces was 

all in all within his district and had no rival the District officer 

in the Regulation Provinces was required to work in his district along 

with another officer of the same status i. e. the District Judge who 

was his "jealous rival" 
4. 

Of course the District Officer in the 

Non-Regulation Provinces "was more closely subject to the personal 

supervision of his superiors than was the case in those provinces where 

introduced to Non-Regulation Provinces without much modification 
and the Deputy Commissioner had much in common with the local 
officers of Mughal India, /hompson and Garratt, op. cit.., p. 477- 

1. Griffiths, op, cit., p. 164. 
2. Thompson and Garratt, on_. cit., p-. 477. 
3" Griffiths, op. cit.., p. 164. 
4. Thompson and Garratt, op. cit., p. 477.. 
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everything had been reduced to rules and regulations"l. In all 

branches of work every action of the Deputy Commissioner was subject 

to the appellate and supervisional jurisdiction of the Divisional 

Commissioner who was also an administrative officer and not a 

judicial officer. 
2 Thus in the Non-Regulation Provinces the executive 

authority was welded into a single chain of command stretching from 

the headquarters down to the district level. 

In the Punjab the most rigid Non-Regulation cysten which was 

"military in form and spirit', 
3 

was applied. Under the then sociäl 

condition of the Punjab such a rigid system was essential and proved 

to-be very successful. In fact the 'Ton-Regulation system was at its 

best in the Punjab, where it threw up, in the mixed military and 
4 

civil commission, some of the finoct characters in Indian administration". 

In comparison with other Non-Regulation Provinces the Non-Regulation 

system in the Punjab was much more direct and simpler. John Lawrence 

said of the Punjab system 

1. Griffiths, op. cit., p. 164. 

2. In Regulation Provinces also there were Divisional Commissioners. 
They were mainly concerned with the revenue administration and 
did not exercise such a close supervision over every branch of 
administration as was exercised by their counterparts in the 
Non-Regulation Provinces. The importance of the Divisional 
Commissioners in the Regulation Provinces was much less than 
that of those in the Non-Regulation Provinces. Later we shall 
see that mainly for this reason the Divisional Commissioners in 
West Pakistan, which has mainly inherited the tradition of Non- 
Regulation Provinces (see pp-61-63 ), enjoy greater authority 
and importance than their counterparts in East Pakistan, which 
has inherited the tradition of the Regulation province of Bengal. 
See chap. iii. 

3.. Stokes, o R. cit., p. 243-- 
4. Griffiths, op. cit., p. 164. 
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"Wo have a procedure without any protention to exactitude; 
but a procedure which provides for the litigants and their 

; witness being confronted in open court, for decision being 
arrived at immediately and for judgement being delivered to 
the parties then and there. " 1. 

Though the District Officer in the Regulation Provinces was a powerful 

administrative head of the district he "was far less of an autocrat 

than the Deputy Commissioner in the Punjab. ".. "2 Charles Metcalfo, 

who left India towards the end of the 1830s and who, as we have already 

noted, was one of the most prominent exponents of the Munro school, 

may be regarded as "one of the founding fathers of the Punjab system, 

having been its pioneer in the Delhi Territory where John Lawronce 

received his training""3. John Lawrence was the architect of the 

Punjab system. 

Among the Regulation provinces a comparatively more complex and 

rigid legal system was applied in the Bengal presidency where though 

the paternal school ultimately became victorious and the. offices of 

Collector and Magistrate-word permanently united it. was, ditficult to 

completely disown the influence of the Cornwallis tradition which 

had in fact become part and parcel of the Bengal administrative 

1. Quoted in Thompson and Garratt, op. cit., p. 4? 7" 
The attempt to separate the judiciary from the executive 

encountered strongest opposition in., the Punjab. John 'Lawrence 
held that "I want no, such person as. a session judge here... I 
have a great objection to the civil and revenue work being 
separated. A regular civil court plays the very devil. Its 
course of procedure is ruinous to the tenures of the country, for 
the agriculturists cannot fight cases in the court. " 
Bosworth Smith, Life of Lord Lawrence, vol. ii, (London, 1885), 
p. 202, quoted in Stokes, op. cit., p. 244. 

2" Thompson and Garratt, op. cit., p. 477. 
3. Stokes, op. cit., p. 243. See also pp. 27-28Eabove). 
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tradition. Moreover in Bengal the presence of the Zamindars minimised 

the scope of the activities of the District Officer. In revenue 

natters he used to deal through the Zamindars and "knew little of his 

district. The Bengal and Punjab systems thus represented the extremes 

of rule of law and the rule of man"1 

Fron the foregoing discussion we see that there were considerable 

differences between the paternal system in the Regulation Provinces 

and that in the Non-Regulation Provinces.. While the former. war more 

or less similar to what was worked out by Thomas Munro the latter was 
2 

more or less similar to what was worked out by Charles Metcalfe. 

Towards the end of the last century the judiciary was gradually 

separated from the executive, the post of District Judge was created 

and elaborate written regulations were gradually applied in most 

Non-Retulation areas. 
3 Thus steps were taken to place the administration 

of the Non-Regulation Provinces on the sane footing as that of the 

Regulation Provinces. But in practice there were still some differences 

between the administration of these two types of provinces. In 1915 

the Bengal District Administration Committee commented that 

"Those members of our Committee from other provinces who sat by 
the Magistrate in his court, or by the Collector at his desk, 
noticed especially how matters which in loss advanced provinces 
are settled by the exchange of a word or two, or by a few strokes 
of the pen, in Bengal necessitate long agreement, careful 
reference to rules and detailed orders in writing. " 4 

1. Thompson and Garratt, op* cit., p. 477. 

2. The difference between Munro's system and Metcalfe's system has, been 
discussed earlier. See : p. 29-. -'. 

3. Thomas R. Metcalfe, op. -cit., p. 255. 
4. Bengal District Administration Committee 1913-14: Report 

Calcutta, 1915) (Levinge Report), p. 25., 
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Such differences between these two types of provinces continued to 

persist in varying degrees and the District Officers of the Non- 

Regulation Provinces continued to enjoy more discretionary powers and 

authority.. 
1 

Within some Non-Regulation Provinces (e. g. the N. W. F. P., Baluchistan 

etc. ) there were some areas inhabited by wild and martial peoples. 

These areas were classified as tribal areas, the pattern of adminis- 

tration of which was completely different from that of the regular 

administration in both Regulation and Non-Regulation Provinces.. The 

administration of tribal areas was based on tribal customs and 

values. 
2 

The princely states constituted a fairly considerable part of the 

sub-continent. The regular administrative system of British India did 

not extend over these areas. As a result the administration of these 

areas remained undeveloped. The local rulers of these states enjoyed 

considerable autonomy and used to run their own administration. 

Generally speaking the administrative pattern of these states was not 

much different from the administrative pattern of the period which had 

immediately preceded the British period. Usually the administration 

of one state varied widely from that of another because immediately 

1. For example, the maximum punishments that the D. O. in West 
Pakistan, which at the time of partition inherited the tradition 
of Non-Regulation provinces, and his counterpart in-East Pakistan, 
which inherited that of Regulation provinces, can award are 
7 years and 2 years rigorous imprisonments respectively. 
(See Chapter IV).. 

2. The pattern of administration in tribal areas, which has remained 
almost completely unchanged, is discussed in detail in Chapters 
III and IV.. 
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before the British assumed the administration of cone parts of the 

sub-continent there had been considerable differences between the 

administration of one state or region and that of another state or 

region. Generally speaking the administration of most states was very 

backward, inefficient and authoritarian. Once Jawaharlal Nohru 

commented that 

"Most of the Indian states are well known for their backwardness 
and their semifeudalconditions. They are personal autocracies, 
devoid even of competence or berovolence. Many strange things 
occur there which never receive publicity. And yet their very 
inefficiency lessens the evil in some ways and lightens the 
burden of their unhappy people. For this reflected in a werk: 
executive, and it results in raking oven tyranny and injustice 
inefficient. That does not make tyranny more bearable, but 
it does make it less far-reaching and widespread. " He further 
added that the "arbitrary regimes" were "thriving in Indian 
India" 1. 

A Few Concluding- , Remarks On The Office Of The District Officer (D. O. ) 

In 1859 when the offices of Collector and Magistrate were united 

once and for all the most important and eventful formative phase of 

district administration in the sub-continent and the controversies 

over such union came to an end. Of course in the Non-Regulation 

provinces, as we have. already noted, the district admini3tration did 

not take final shape before the end of the last century when the office 

of the District Judge was separated from that of the D. O. But it was 

in 1859 that the basic principles of modern district administration 

wore formulated once and for all-2 The subsequent period did not 

1. Dorothy Norman (ed), Nehru: The First Sixty Years, vol I (London, 
1965), PP 105-6. 

Dr. Wilcox has briefly discussed the administrative pattern of 
some of the princely states in pro-partition days which are now a 
part of West Pakistan.. W. A. Wilcox, Pakistan: The Consolidation 
of a Nation (London, 1963), chap. I. 

2.. We have already noted that the basic principles were that the 
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witness any significant change in the legal position of the D. O. as the 

Collector-Magistrate or as the administrative and executive head of the 

district. Of course changes and developments in other fields fairly 

considerably affected his position. For 
, example, the gradual appointment 

of the officers of other specialised departments from the second half of 

the last century onwards resulted in the problem of coordination and that 

of the organisational and the functional relationship of the D. O. with 

other officers, 
1 the increasing importance of rural development gradually 

began to add a new dimension to his role especially from the beginning 

of the 1920x2 and the constitutional and political reforms introduced by 

the 1919; and the 1935 Acts brought fairly considerable political pressure 

to bear upon him. 3 Thus though his legal position remained unchanged 

he was required from time to time to adjust his position in the changed 

environnent. 

The "Concentration of powers in the hands of the district officer 

was so great and his sharing of these powers so rare and minimal that 

it was scarcely surprising that he should have been called the t'man-bap 

(mother and father)'of his area ... "4 The House of Commons was told that 

"Such power as that which collectors of India have over the people in 

India is not found in any other part of the world pozeessed by any 

Collector-Magistrate would be the administrative head of the district 
and would have judicial powers over revenue and less important 
criminal cases, that in advanced provinces the District Judge would 
try civil and serious criminal cases, that with the advancement of 
backward provinces the post of the District Judge would be gradually 
created in these provinces. 

1. See Chap. VI. 2. See Chap. V. 3. See Chap. VII. 
4. W. H. Morris-Jones, Parliament in India (London, 1957), P"36. 

(Hereafter cited as Morris-Jonos, Parliament). 
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class of functionaries... "' 

The D. O. occupied a very important and prominent place in the 

administration of the sub-continent. "Upon his energy and personal 

character" wrote Sir William Hunter, "depends ultimately the efficiency 

of our Indian Government"2. It was "no exaggeration to describe the 

1. Macauley, Parl. Deb., 3rd series, vol. cxviii, Juno 24,1853, 
cols. 745-6, quoted in Ralph Braibanti, "The Civil Service of 
Pakistan: A Theoretical Analysis" in South Atlantic Quarterly, 

vol. LVIII, no. 2,1959, p. 272 (Hereafter cited as Braibanti, The 

Civil Service)(Though this comment was expressed in 1853, it 

remained valid for a considerable period of time). Towards the end 

of the last century, Sir William Hunter observed that "His own 
special duties are so numerous and so various as to bewilder the 

outsider; and the work of his subordinates, European and Natives, 
largely depends upon the stimulus of his personal example. His 

position has been compared to that of the French prefect, but such 
a comparison is unjust in many ways to the Indian district officer. 
He is not a more subordinate of a central bureau, who takes his 

colour from his chief and represents the political parties or the 

permanent officialism of the capital. The Indian Collector is a 

strongly individualised worker in every Department of rural well- 
be. ng, with a large measure of local independence and of individual 
initiative... his title by no means exhausts his multifarious duties. 

He does in a smaller local sphere all that the Home Secretary 

superintends in England... Police, jails, education, municipalities, 
roads, sanitation, dispensaries, the local taxation, and the 
Imperial revenues of his District are to him matters of daily 

concern. He is expected to make himself acquainted with every 
phase of the social life of the natives, and with each natural 
aspect of the country. He should be a lawyer, an accountantant, a 
financier, and a ready writer of State papers. He ought also to 

possess no mean knowledge of agriculture, political economy and 
engineering. " ý William Hunter, The Indian Empire (London, 1892), 

p. 513. J. Of course, with the passage of time he was relieved of 
specialised functions which were then entrusted to other officers 
with specialised knowledge. They used to perform these functions 

under his general control and supervision. (See Chapter VI). The 
improvement of communication systems also put some restrictions on 
the local independence of the District Officer. "... steam, the 
electric telegraph, the canal, brought England nearer... As London 
tried to tighten control on India, so Simla tried to tighten on-the 
provinces and the provinces on the district officer. " (Philip 
Woodruff (Philip Mason), The Men Who Ruled India: The Guardians 
(London, 1963 edition), p. l . Seo also O'Maley, on,,., _cit., p. l10. f 

2. Hunter, op. cit., p. 513. 
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District Officer as the focal point of the Indian administration. "' 

The D. O. was usually a member of the famous Indian Civil Service, 1 

the members of which were "chosen and trained on Plato's principles , 

as Guardians.... 112 The ideal that was set for the D. O. was the 

"Platonic ideal" of public service. 
3 The nature of his functions was 

such that it was not unnatural for him to go beyond his legal respons- 

ibilities. Usually he looked after the people of his district, whose 

well being was his trust, with paternal care and sympathy. The happiness 

of rural life depended to a considerable extent on the interest that 

he took in the different aspects of rural life. Macauley said in the 

House of Commons: «In all that district there is not a single village 

- there is not a single hut - in which the difference between a good and 

a bad collector may not make the difference between happiness and 

misery.... "4 To rural people the government meant the D. O. from whom 

1. Griffiths, op=., p. 164. 

2. Woodruff, op. cit., p. 15. 

3" Ibid", P"360. 
4. Macauley, op. cit., cols. 745-6, quoted in Braibanti, The Civil 

Service, p. 272. 
The following few passages written by those who had had 

practical experience in district administration will not only 
further illustrate the diverse and multifarious nature of the D. O. 's 
functions but also his close and intimate contact with different 
aspects of the rural life: 

"He the villager) clothes government in a man's shape - 
that of a collector sahib, who tried his family lawsuit last year, 
who only yesterday was discussing with him, the conditions of his 
wheat field, and who this morning cursed him roundly because there 
was a cesspool outside his door". Edward Blunt, the I. C. S. 
(London, 1937), p. 119. J 

"The District Officer was thinking, for instance, of the best 
way of dealing with Brij Mohan, an inspector of land records, widely 
reputed to be corrupt but so far too clever to be caught; of how to 
raise the money for an extension of tho hospital at headquarters; 
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they expected justice, sympathy and protoction. Many D. O. 'c were looked 

on with real affection by the people of their districts. 1 Usually 

D. O. s remained in close and intimate contact with the rural areas of 

their districts. They "generally developed a kind of local patriotiom'12" 

This often made them 

'fight for the interest of their own district against all comers. 
This often produded a certain narrowness and did not-always fit 

of whether a primary school at Gopalpur was really essential or 
whether it might not be better to concentrate the scanty funds on 
existing schools; of the state of the road to Ramnagar at the 
thirteenth milestone; of the murder case from Gwalabad and how the 
defence could be prevented from tampering with the evidence; of 
what should be done about the pipal trees on the Mohar_ route at 
Pitampura. " cWoodruff, op. cit., p. 178. J 

"He (the D. O. ) rises at daybreak and goes straight from his 
bed to the saddle. Then he gallops off across fields bright with 
dew to visit the scene of the late dacoity robbery; or to see with 
his own eyes whether the crops of the Zamindar who is so unpunctual 
with his assessment have really failed; or watch with fond 
paternal care the progress of his pet embankment... " ZQ-uoted in 
ibid., p. 9 g Mr. Philip Mason says that G. O. Trevelyan's above 
mentioned"description of a district officer's day in thefs]'sixtie s 
did not need much modification seventy or eighty year's later. " 
(Ibid., p. 97 

When a district officer was trying a case a villager entered 
the court carrying the mangled leg of his son. "What sort of ruler 
are you? " the villager cried, "what are you doing, sitting here 
arguing with lawyers when a tiger is eating my son? " It was a 
view of the Magistrate's duty with which the District Officer Mr. 
Simon agreed. He left the court and short the tiger. Ibid., p. 178J 

The Socrates in an Indian Village (London, 1929), written by 
F. L. Brayne, who was the D. O. of Gurgaon district, Punjab, illus- 
trates very vividly the nature of the intimate contact that existed 
between him and the villagers and his interest in the personal well- 
being of the rural people. Mr. Brayne vigorously launched his 
rural uplift campaign to increase produce (F. L. Brayne, Better' 
Village (Madras, 1937), P"3" , to clean the villages, to teach the 
villagers sanitary habits Ibid., p. 117, to make the houses light 
and airy [Ibid. ', p. 12.7, to teach the villagers the methods of 
taking precautions against epidemics /-Ibid., p. 13J, to stop 
waste (i. e. the villagers were persuaded to stop useless expendit- 
ures on ceremonies, litigations, ornaments etc. ), Ibid., p. 17J 
to make the home sweet and beautiful ZIbid., p. 19 " 

1. Woodruff, op` cit., p. 96. 
2" Griffiths, no cit., p. 165. 
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the District Officer for the higher poets which he might have to 
assume ZAtor; it did, however, ensure that he regarded himself as 
the friend of the people and that they in their turn came, not only 
to trust him, but to regard him as the beginning and and of 
government" (1). 

With the passage of time the position of the D. O. in relation to 

rural areas began to change. Especially during the second quarter of 

this century he became overburdened with the rapidly increasing load of 

work and some new administrative functionaries or laryors emerged which 

occupied a mid-way position between him and the rural poople. This 

affected his direct contact with the rural people. His contact with 

them gradually became faint. This process became further accelerated 

after partition especially from the 1950s. 
2 

Local Bodies 

The development of local\bodies in the sub-continent varied widely 
4 

from province to province. Usually the provincial acts on local bodies, 

used to lay down broad principles and give considerable discretionary 

powers to the respective provincial governments for setting up local 

bodies and for making decisions from time to time about the structure of 

these local bodies, the ratio between the official and the non-official 

members, the nature of the franchise etc., on the basis of these broad 

principles. The local bodies also underwent frequent changes especially 

with regard to their composition and structure. The century that pre- 

ceded partition in 1947 (and also the twenty-one years that hald. followed) 

witnessed a stream of amending acts on local bodies in every province. 

1. Ibid., p. 165- 

2. See Chapter III. Later we shall find that nowadays such close and 
intimate contact does not exist between the District Officer and 
the rural people. The contact is rather formal and occasional,. 

,ý 

%*. 
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As a result of these factors the development of local bodies was not 

uniform throughout the sub-continent. In this part of the chapter an 

attempt will be made to discuss very briefly the common features and the 

important stages of this development in British India. 

The Period Before the 1880s. Some important steps towards the estab- 

lishment of local bodies wore taken during the 19th century, especially 

during the 1860s and the 1870s when a series of acts were passed in major 

provinces. 
1 The local bodies were first established in urban areas and 

1. For the development of local bodies before the 1880s, see Hugh 
Tinker, The Foundations of Local Self-Government in India, Pakistan 
and Burma (London, 19547, pp. 22-42. Hereafter cited as Tinker, 
Foundations); C. F. Strickland, "Local Government and Social Admin- 
istratio7" (hereafter cited as Strickland, Local Govt. ) in Edward 
Blunt (ed), Social Service in India (London, 1938), pp"354-356. 
, 
(Hereafter cited as Blunt, Social Service); Malik M. Siddiq, "Local 
Government in Pakistan (Sargoda, n. d. cyclostyled), Pp. 1-5,15; 
S. D. Khan, "Local Government Administration Development in Pakistan 
with Particular Reference to East Pakistan" (Dacca, h. d. ) (typed 

, script), pp. 4,7-10. Mr. Khan has discussed in some detail the 
development of local bodies (especially municipalities) in Bengal. 

Of course long before the development of local bodies in the 
19th century the municipalities had been first constituted in three 
presiden towns namely Madras (1688), Calcutta (1726), and Bombay 
(1726). 

Zpp. 
25-24,354,2 and 7- see above-mentioned four 

references respectively. ] 
One author says that in Bengal local taxation for making 

provision for and maintenance of town Chowkidars (watchmen) outside 
the presidency town was first introduced in Dacca, the present 
capital of East Pakistan, in 1813. The subsequent important munic- 
ipal legislations were enacted in Bengal in the following years: 
1814,1816,1837,1842 (the Act X of this year is regarded as very 
important because it was the first Act which permitted the creation 
of municipal bodies in non-presidency towns), 1850 and 1856. 
CS. D. Ithan, o .ct., pp. 7-8J. The subsequent developments in 
Bengal are discussed later. 

The areas which now constitute West Pakistan were annexed to 
the British Indian empire much later. So the development of local 
bodies in these areas began mainly in the 1860s. 

In the 1860s and 70s important Acts were passed in the follow- 
ing provinces and in the following years: 
Municipal Acts (1860s): Bengal and Oudh, 1864; Madras, 1865; Punjab, 
1867; North-Western Provinces and Central Provinces, 1868. LTinker, 

l 
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then in rural areas. In general most of these municipal bodies in most 

provinces were either wholly'or partially nominated bodies consisting 

of both officials and non-officials. Usually tho D. O. selected the non- 

official members from amongst "respectable" persons of the town concerned. 

"The official influence was almost overpowering. "1 

Towards the end of the 1860s and especially towards the beginning 

of the 1870s important steps were taken to set up local bodies for rural 

areas. Under the District Committee Acts passed in most provinces2 the 

District Committee was established in many districts. Tho D. O. became 

the president of the District Committeo. In some ctatutoo there 

were provisions that a certain percentage of the members dou1d be 

elected. But "no members were in fact elected"3. The committee 

consisted of officials and non-officials mostly drawn from the landed 

"aristocracy". In addition to the District Committees some village 
Foundations, P-36_/ 
Municipal Acts (1670s): Madras, 1871; Bombay, North-Western Provinces 
Punjab and Central Provinces, 1873; Bengal, 1876. Ibid., p. 37J 
District Committee Acts (i. e. rural local bodies acts (1860s and 
1870s): Bombay, 1869; Madras, 1870; Bengal, North-Western Provinces 
and Punjab, 1871 Ibid., p. 39J. 

The Acts that were passed in the 1860c and those passed in the 
1870s were the result of Lawrence's Resolution of 1864 and Mayo's 
Resolution of 1870 respectively. The former Resolution declared that 
"The people of this country are perfectly capable of administering 
their own local affairs. The municipal feeling is deeply rooted in 
them. The village communities... are the most abiding of Indian 
institutions. " L Gazette of India, 14 Sept., 1864, quoted in Ibid, 
p. 36J. Mayo's Resolution emphasised "the need of arousing local 
interest in the management of funds devoted to local purposes... " 

Strickland, Local Govt., p. 355J Lawrence's and Mayo's""moves 
towards increased self-government... were half hoartedly implemented 
by those in control of administration". Zzlliot Tepper, Changing 
Patterns of Administration in Rural East Pakistan (Asian Studies 
Centre occasional Paper No. 5, Michigan State University, Aug. 1966), 
p. 492 . 1. Tinker, Foundations, p. 37. 

2. See p. 48 footnote no. 1 (continued on this page). 
3. Tinker, Foundations, p. 39" 
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committees were also set up at the village level. But t{ hezo committees 

were not at all effective and "led only a formal existence" 
l. Usually 

these committees were nominated bodies. 2 

"From 1870 onwards the progress of rural self-government followed 

much the same lines as municipal self-governmont"3. Of course the 

municipal bodies made faster progress than the rural local bodies. 

Ripon's Resolution of 1882 and its impact. The most vital step in 

the history of the local bodies of the sub-continent was taken by 

Lord Ripon, the Viceroy. He in fact laid down the real foundations of 

modern local bodies in India and Pakistan. Ripon's Resolution of 

1882 declared that 

"In advocating the extension of local self government and the 
adoption of this principle in the management of many branches 
of local affairs, the Governor-General in Council does not 
suppose that the work will be in the first instance better done 
than if it remained in the sole hands of the Government District 
Officers. It is not primarily with a view to improvement in 
administration that this measure is put forward and supported. 
It is chiefly desirable as, an instrument of political and popular 
education... 

"It is not uncommonly asserted that the people of this 
country are themselves indifferent to the principle of self- 
government; that they take but little interest in public matters; 
and that they prefer to have such affairs managed for them by 
Government officers. The Governor-General in Council does not 
attach much value to this theory.. " 4 

The Resolution emphasised that all local bodies, both urban and rural, 

should have a two-thirds majority of non-officials and in no case 
10 

1. Ibid., p. l+O. 

2. Tepper, op. cit., p. 46. Malik, op.,, cit., p. 15.. 
3. Strickland, Local Government, p. 356. 
4. Quoted in the Report of the Indian Statutory Commission Volume 1- 

Survey (Simon Report (London, 1930), para. 336. For two reasons 
the Resolution also gained added importance. Firstly Lord Ripon 
had the support and backing of Gladstone, the Prime Minister, who 
was also strongly in favour of introducing some representative 
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ought the number of the official members to be more than half the 

total number. The non-official members should whenever practicable be 

elected. The Resolution also strongly emphasised that these bodies 

should be headed by non-official chairmen whenovor possible. 
1 

The Resolution was followed by a serie3 of Local Self-Government 

Acts, both urban and rural, 
2 

which gradually introduced a network of 

local bodies in the sub-continent. The provincial acts differed widely 

mainly because though the Resolution insisted on a uniform pattern of 

local bodies throughout British India it also "pointedly referred to 

the advisability of a variety in fora to suit divergent conditions"3. 

Though from time to time these acta underwent repeated amendments they 

remained the basis of local self-government in Pakistan until 1959" 

The district board Acts resulted in introducing. District Boards 

in cost districts of all the provinces except Assam where only sub-district 

boards called Local Boards with jurisdiction over a sub-division of 

the district were set up. In addition to District Boards most provinces 

also created sub-district boards. 
4 

institutions in British India so that the people could gradually 
begin to receive political training. Secondly the Famine Commission 
of 1880 had strongly emphasised the need for the extension of 
local self government as a means to facilitate relief work. 
Tepper, op. cit., p. 47. 

1.. The principles, laid down by the Resolution, about local bodies'. 
structure, composition, jurisdiction, franchise etc., have been 
discussed in some greater detail in ibid., pp. 47-k8. 

2. Municipal Acts: North-Western Provinces, 1883; Bengal, Madras, 
Bombay, Punjab, 1884. District Board Acts: North-Western Provinces, 
Punjab, Central Provinces, 1883; Madras, Bombay, 1884; Bengal, 1885. 
Tinker, Foundations, p. 46. 

3.. Simon Report, vol. I, para. 337. 
4. The sub-district boards were called Local Boards in Bengal, Central 
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The Chairmen of rural local bodies in all the provinces except 

the Central Provinces (not including Berar) were officials. The 

District Boards were presided over by the D. 0.. 1 He as "the unchallenged 

head of rural affairs"2 "held undisputed Sway"3 over the rural local 

bodies. 

The percentage of the non-official Chairmen of Municipal Boards 

in the sub-continent was larger than that of the non-official chairmen 

of rural local bodies. In the Central Provinces the non-officials 

constituted "the great majority of chairmen of municipalities. " In 

Bengal and Madras they were "a substantial and increasing minority". 

In some other provinces (e. g. Punjab and the North-Western Provinces) 

the Municipal Boards were allowed to elect their Chairmen but "the 

still unchallenged prestige" of the D. O. "reduced the election to a 

formal invitation to the Head of the district, or to one of his sub- 

divisional officers. "k 

Following the recommendation of Ripon's Resolution the required 

two-thirds majorities of non-official members both for urban and rural 

local bodies were created but 

"a large majority of these non-officials were still dependent upon 
the district magistrate's favour for nomination... The extent to. 
which election was introduced depended... upon the attitudes of 
Heads of provinces... " 5 

Provinces and A sam, Tehsill or Taluka Board in other provinces. (Tinker, Foundations, p. 5 . Strickland, Local Government, p. 356. 
S. D.. I{han, op. cit., p. 4. 

J. 
In Bengal and Madras some attempts 

were made to introduce village council (with jurisdiction over a 
few villages4 These bodies were-in fact constituted only in a_ 
very limited number of villates. (Tinker, Foundations, P-56. 

_ 
I' 

1. Ibid., p.. 47.. 2. I bid. , p.. 47.3. I bid. , p. 79. Also see p. 70: 
4. z, d., pp"46-47. ' 5. z_., p. 47.. 
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In most provinces the sub-district boards were required to act as the 

electoral college for electing certain percentage (determined by the 

government) of the non-official members of the District Board. Some 

members of the sub-district board were nominated and some were elected 

upon a "very narrow and often arbitrary franchise"1. Municipal elections 

were also held on a restricted franchise. In most provinces the 

municipal electorate comprised less than two per cent of the urban 

population except in Bengal where it was perhaps five per cent. 
2 Thus 

both the rural and the urban electorate was minute. 

Subs guent Development. The Royal Commission Upon Decentralisation 

which was constituted in 1907 and which submitted its report in 1909 

opposed the view, which had been recommended in Ripon's Resolution, 

that the D. O. should be relieved of the responsibility of the'Chairnan- 

chip of the District Board.. 3 It recommended that the D. O.. should 

1. Ibid., p. 53. See also p. 77.2. Ibid., p. 50. 

3. "We are of opinion that, in present circumstances, the Collector 
should remain president of the district board. To remove him 
from this post would be to dissociate him from the general interest, 

of the district in such matters as roads, education, sanitation, 
drainage and water supply, and to convert him into a mere tax- 
gatherer and repressor ofýcrime. Such a change would, we think, 
be very undesirable, and would have the effect of divorcing the 
Collector from healthy contact with instructed non-official 
opinion" [Report of the Royal Commission upon Decentralisation 
in India, volume I (London, 1909 , para 795. (Hereafter cited as 
1909 Decentralisation Commission's Report) 2. It also held that 
"Collectors have, in some instances, been in the habit of ruling 
rather than guiding district boards, and in so far as this attitude 
exists, we consider it unfortunate. But it is equally unfortunate 
that the Collector should be looked upon, as is too often the case 
at present, in the light of an outside authority, instead of as 
a necessary complement to the non-official element on the board. 
At the same time the Collector-president should not arbitrarily 
override the opinions of others, but should be sympathetic chairman, 
and should bear in mind that not the least important of his 
functions is to assist in the political education of the 
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continue to act as the head of the District Board. But it held that 

the Chairman of the Municipal Board "should be an elected non-official"1 

and that "a municipal council should ordinarily contain a substantial 

electivo majority.,. "2 It added that the system of nomination should 

be retained but its purpose should be to provide for the due represent- 

ation of minorities and official experience'"3. The Report also 

strongly recommended the creation of panchayats - village councils - 

throughout British India* 
k 

But no significant changes were introduced in the field of local 

self-government. Although the provincial governments, who were 

entrusted with, the task of work out detailed plans for the implementation 

of the recommendations of the Decentralisation Commission, accepted 

the general principles of the Report they felt that under the then 

conditions no changes should be made in haste. They were of the opinion 

r 
. members. Such relations often exist now, and there should be no 

difficulty in making them universal hereafter. " (Ibid., para. 7962 

1. Ibid., para. 852. 

2. Ibid., para. 849. It made such recommendations about the urban 
bodies because 'The circumstances of municipalities differ from 
those of rural boards'in that they are much less connected with 
the general district administration, that political education has 
reached a higher level, and that the jurisdictional area is much 
smaller and more compact. The arguments which led us to recommend 
official president for rural boards do not, therefore, apply here. 
ý Ibid., para. 852j 

3. I`., para. 849. 
4. Ibid., paras. 699,701. Also see para. 702. 
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that while malting further progress in those directions cautious neasurec 

should be taken. 1 

Thus the period between the implementation of Ripon's Resolution 

and that of the recommendations of the Montagu-Chelmsford Report 

(published in 1918) 2 did not witness any significant developments in 

the field of local-self government. Of course during this period the 

percentage of the elected members and chairmen was slightly raised. By 

1918 "rather more than half of those rural boards, including in this 

tern sub-district boards, " were elected. 
3 k little less than one-fourth 

of the Chairmen of the 'Municipal Boards were non-officials in 1908 and 

by 1917 over one-third of those of the Municipal Boards were non- 

officials. This development varied from province to province. In the 

1« The following two views (quoted in Elliot Topper) expressed by 
two very high ranking officials will further illustrate official 
attitude towards the approach of the Decentralisation Commist3ion: - 
The Chief Secretary to the Government of (West) Bengal had already 
expressed his disapproval to the Commission. He had said "2"ßy 
feeling is that it is never sound in Indian administration to go 
too fact. " (Minutes of Evidence Taken before the Royal Commission 
upon Decentralisation in Ben al (Calcutta, 19O U79 p. 7, quoted in 
Topper, op. cit., p, 62.7. On behalf of the Lieutenant--Governor 
the Chief Secretary to the Government of East Bengal and Assam 
had written in 1908 to the Secretary, Government of India that he 
had "no wish to dabble in constitution-making experimental" and 
that he considered "that the necessity of very cautious measures, 
and of following approved and tried lines, is clearly indicated. " 

Papers Relativ to Constitutional Reform in India, vol. iii 
Govt, publication, Calcutta, 1908), Ag., 1205, quoted in ibid, p. 62. J 

These views had given "clear indication what would happen to reform 
measures... " (Ibid, p. 62. J The provincial governments "anew 
measures were drafted strictly in accordance with the existing 
state of political life in village and market-town.. " L Tinker, 
Foundations, p. 92. ] 

2. Later we shall see that the Montague-Chelmsford Report resulted in 
a aeries of reforms in the early 1920s.. 

3. Re port on Indian Constitutional_Reforms, (t: onta6ue; -Che . 
ia3förd Peport) 

Calcutta, 1928 print Y, para. 19 . 
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Punjab "there was virtually no advance whatever" 
1a 

In Beng-al in 1917 

five out öf twenty-five District Boards wore allowed for the first time 

to elect their own Chairmen. 2 

After the reforms that had been introduced by Lord Ripon in the 

1880s the next wave of reforms came in the early 1920s. This was the 

result of the Montagu-Chelmsford Report which not only introduced 

political and administrative reforms of great importance which had a 

far-reaching impact in determining the future course of the politics 

and administration of the sub-continent but also had a great impact 

on the development of local self-government. Edwin Montagu, the then 

Secretary of State for India, who was a known Radical, and Lord Chelmsford, 

the then Viceroy of India, strongly advocated the enlargement and 

development of solf-governing institutions in India. 3 Moreover an 

alliance between thaýNational Congress and. Muslim League developed. 

The government was thus also "faced with a coalition of two aggressive 

nationalist organisations, demanding reform'"+. 
r 

The Montagu-Chelmsford Report recommended that the "proportion of 

nominated members should not exceed one-fourth" and that the election 

1. Hugh Tinker, Foundations, p. 92. 
2. Memorandum submitted by the Government of Bengal to the Indian 

Statutory Commission (London, 1930), para. 75. (Hereafter cited 
as Bengal Govt. Memorandum) 

3. On August 20,1917, Edwin Montagu declared in the House of Commons 
that "The policy of His Majesty's Government, with which the 
Government of India are in complete accord, is that of the increasing 
association of Indians in every branch of the administration and 
the gradual development of self-governing institutions with a view 
to the progressive realisation of responsible government in India 
as an integral part of the British Empire. They have decided that, 
substantial steps in this direction should be taken as soon as 
possible... " Quoted in the Montagu-Chelmsford Report, para. 6. 

4. Tepper, op. cit., p. 63. 
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of Chairmen should be "the general rule in future. "l It held that 

only under exceptional circumstances an official Chairman could be 

appointed. It also strongly emphasised the noed for the "develop=ent 

of the panchayat systen"2. The Report strongly criticised the 

rigidity of restricted franchise and hold that "the present electoral 

system has groat defects"3. 

Different provincial governments were required to take the 

necessary steps for the implementation of the recommendations of the 

Report. The measures which they took were more or less similar to 

what had been suggested by the Report. The majority of the members 

of all local bodies, usually varying from three-fourths to two-thirds 

of the total membership, were elected. In 1925-26 only 68 Municipal 

Boards of Backward. areas had ex officio or nominated Chairmen while 

681 Municipal. Boards elected their Chairmen. 
k 

With the exception of 

a few District Boards, in backward areas all District Boards in all 

provinces except the Punjab had elected non-official chairmen. In 

the Punjab "although the option to ask for the privilege of election 

exists, only two Boards have exercised it -a result due in the main 

to a preference for the freedom from communal bias of the District 

Officers, 5. Usually the sub-district boards also had the majority of 

elected members and had elected Chairman. 
6 

Both the urban and the 

rural franchise was extended in every provinces. About 14 per cent 

of the urban population enjoyed the municipal franchise as a result 

of the reform. 
7 The rural franchise "though greatly extended since 

1. ýM'onta ue--Chelmsford Reisort, para. 194.2. Ibid.,, para. 196. 
3. Ibid para" 3" 
4. Simon Report, vol I, para. 344. 
5r Ibid., para. 346.6. Ibid., para. 347.7. - I? d- 344. 
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the advent of the ' eforns, even now gives the vote to little more than 

3.2 per cent of the 1 
population". The village councils called either 

Panchayat or Union Board were set up in some places in most provinces. 

Of course the progress of the village councils was satisfactory in 

only three provinces, namely Bengal, Madras and United Provinces. In 

most provinces the Chairmen and the majority of the members of those 

bodies were elected. 
2 The Divisional Commissioner, tho{D. O. and the 

S. D. O. enjoyed supervisory, controlling and veto powers over the local 

bodies. 

So far as the structure and composition of the local"bodie6 were 

concerned the later period did not witness any other significant changes3 

except that the sub-district boards, which did not prove successful and 

the importance of which was minimised because of the existence of the 

District Board, were abolished in the 19303. in all the provinces except 

Assam where, as we have already noted, there were no District Boards 
. 

1. Ibid., para. 3k6. 
2. Ibid., para. 3t+7. 

3. There were some minor changes in some provinces. For example in 
1932 the Bengal Government decided that the three-fourths of the 
members of the mofussil Municipal Boards except those of Dacca and 
Chittagong would be elected. And in case of the Municipal Boards 
of Dacca and Chittagong, the percentage of the elected members 
would be four-fifths of the total number. [S. D. Khan, op. cit., p. l/ 
When the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms were introduced in the early 
1920s the percentage of elected members of the Municipal Boards in 
Bengal had been raised to two-thirds of the total number. 

There was no significant difference between the structure, 
composition and function of the local bodies in pre-partition period 
and those of local bodies post-partition period. These aspects 
of the local bodies in the post-partition period are discussed in 
detail in one of the sections of Chapter III. 

a 

4. Malik, op.,. cit., p. 24. 
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Under the elected Chairmen the general standard of administration 

of local bodies began to decline. As the impocition of new taxes was 

regarded as an unpopular measure the elected members and thö Chairmen 

usually did not levy new taxes. Even the existing taxes were not 

regularly collected. As a result most District Boards were in Great 

financial trouble and consequently their functions and development 

work suffered very badly. Moreover the great depression further 

aggravated local council finance. 1 The local bodies also suffered 

serious set backs from the nationalistic movement. 
2 They were 

'utilised as hot bed for political agitation"3. 

Thus we find that, as Professor Morris-Jones commented 

"The record of these local self-government bodies was not glorious. 
For one thing the role of adjunct to dominant district officer 
was not inspiring and could be tricky; yet the boards could not 
be given substantial responsibility without undermining in some 
measure.. the accustomed position of the key administrator. For 
another, almost by the time Western education in general and 
familiarity with public affairs in particular had become suffic- 
iently widespread to furnish an adequate number of participants 
for these bodies, the nationalist movement was ready and able to 
persuade most likely members that this was an enterprise to be 
scorned. In the result, the boards contributed only a little to 
the satisfactory functioning of administration and the civic 
instruction of their members, while constituting not infrequently 
a source of tedium or irritation to the effectively responsible 
official. Nonetheless a mass. of complex legislation regarding 
these bodies lay on the provincial statute books by 1947 and an 
inescapable part of the legacies of government was this somewhat 
inconclusive experience of arranging a marriage between local 
self-government and centralised bureaucracy. " 4. 

1. Tinker, Foundations, pp. 162-164,167. Also see Tepper, o. cit., 
p. 98. 

2.. Tinker, Foundations, Chap. VIII, also see Chap. VII-- 

3.3. D. Khan, op., cit., p. 12. 
4. W. H. Morris-Jones, The Government and Politics of India (London, 

19G4), p. 22. (Hereafter cited as Morris-Jones, India). 
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Some Important Legacies 

In AuGust, 1947, British India was partitioned and power was 

transferred to two independent Dominions namely India and Pakistan. 

Pakistan is divided into two units each separated from the other by 

over a thousand miles without any physical link. While East Pakistan 

lies to the east of the sub-continent West Pakistan lies to the west. 

East Pakistan comprises the following areas of British India: 
l 

(i) The Eastern part of the provinco of Bengal, 
(ii) Sylhet district of the province of Assen and 
(iii) the Chittagong Hill Tracts district. Of course this was 

a part of the province of Bengal, but as it was in the 
tribal areas (adjoining Assam and Burma) there was some 
difference between the administration of this district 
and that of most districts in Bengal. It was termed an 
'Excluded Area'. 

West Pakistan comprises the following areas of British India. 2 

(i) three Governor's provinces (or part thereof) - North 
West Frontier Province (N. W. F. P. ), Sind, and the western 
part of the Punjab. 

(ii) The Chief Commissioner's Province of Baluchistan, 

(iii) ten princely states, 
Civ) tribal areas in Baluchistan and the N. W. F. P. 

Thus we find that the administrative traditions and the land 

tenure systems , which the two wings inherited at the time of partition 

were not the same. While East Pakistan inherited the 'Permanent 

Settlement' system3 i. e. the Zamindari system, West Pakistan inherited 

1. Re port of the Provincial Administration Commission (Lahore, Feb., 
1960), p. hereafter cited as Pro. Adm. Com. report). This is 
one of the best administrative reports in the post-partition 
period. This is the only report in the post-partition period 
which has discussed district administration in Pakistan in some 
greater detail. 

2. I bid., pp. 6-7. 

3. For detailed discussion on the Permanent system, see pp. 13-14. (Of course in 1950 the Zamindari system 'ac abolished in East Pakistan. ) 
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both Ryotwari1 (in Sind) and Mahalwari2 (in rest of non-tribal areas 

in º1. Pak) systems. The most important difference was that while 

East Pakistan mainly inherited tho tradition of the Regulation Provinces, 

WWtect Pakistan mainly inherited the authoritarian tradition of Non- 

Regulation Provinces including thot. of tribal areas and princely 

states which were personal autonomies. Only two of the 17 districts 

in East Pakistan did not inherit the tradition of Regulation province 

of Bengal. 3 In West Pakistan, Sind, of course, inherited the tradition 

of the Regulation Province of Bombay.. But during the second half of 

the last century a very rigid Non-Regulation system had been in 

operation in Sind. So Sind also had some link with the past tradition 

1. See pp. 26-27. 

2. See pp. 28-29. 

3. In terms of population these two districts Chittagong Hill Tracts 
district and Syihet district (see p. 61) J are not very important. 
In terms of population Chittagong Hill Tracts is the smallest ' 
district in East Pakistan though in terms of area it is the second, 
biggest district of the province. Of course the poliulation of 
Sylhet district is fairly high. East Pakistan has a population of 
nearly 51 millions of which less than 4 millions are the inhabitants 
of these two districts. (For population, area, and density of 
each district in Pakistan, see t pencýix-at- Sze-ýndývf Chapter 
IIIJ. The Non-Regulation system did not undergo ( and has not 
undergone) any significant change in Chittagong Hill Tracts 
district. At the time of Partition, there was no great difference 
between the pattern of administration in the Sylhet district and 
that in most other districts of Bengal. 

4. : Before the 1930s Sind had been a part of Bombay. 
5. Sind had been annexed to the British Indian empire in 1843.. The 

then social condition of Sind had caused and warranted the 
introduction of "an entirely despotic military type of rule"' 
(Stokes, op. cit., p. 243. Also see O'Malley, opt., P"52 

_7 in the Sind region of the Bombay presidency. Charles Napier,. the 
first Commissioner of Sind, had first laid down the foundation of 
the Sind administration. Bartle Frero, his successor, and John 
Jacob of Jacobabad, who had been the Deputy commissioner of the 
frontier districts, had continued Charles Napier's system for a 

lb. 
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of the Non-Regulation syston. 

Thus we find that there are differences between the administrative 

legacios of theso two wings - East and Wost Palcistan. 1 Theso 

differences partly account for sono of the difforencos that, as we 

shall see later in other chapters, exist between district administration 

in East Pakistan and in West Pakistan. 

considerable period of time. (For Frere's and Jacob's adminis- 
station soe Woodruff, ovcit., pp. 20-35. ] Towards the end of 
the last century the administration of Sind had been gradually 
reorganised and placed almost on the same footing as that of 
other parts of Bombay. But as Sind was. a backward and ddpressed 

" area, its administration was not so developed as that of other 
parts of Bombay. 

1. Later wo shall find that there are also social and cultural 
differences between the two wings (see Chap. II). 
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Chapter II , 

BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOUR AND ATTITUDES 
AND THE POLITICO-SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT (1) 

In Pakistan it is generally felt that the majority of both high- 

ranking and petty officials are authoritarian and paternal in their 

behaviour and attitudes. An officer usually "stands in a superior- 

inferior relationship to the people"2; he thinks that he belongs to a' 

privileged class and that if he meets ordinary people on equal terms 

it will lower his prestige. The following statement of a village 

leader, himself a retired gazetted officer, is pertinent: 

"Not many weeks ago we were sitting outside the District Board Hall 
waiting for the arrival of the Deputy Commissioner, who was to 
preside over a public function. Some officers were also sitting 
beside me. 'Shall we go in? ' asked one. 1210, commoners are sitting, 
there; we bettor stay here' replied the other officer. " (3) 

The following example is also pertinent: The inhabitants of a village 

requested the authority for a bridge across the hill. torrents which 

passed by the village. IL high-ranking officer went to the village to 

enquire into the request. On his arrival at the village he inspected 

1. At the very beginning of the chapter it may be mentioned that there 
are considerable differences between the bureaucratic behaviour and' 
attitude and the politico-social environment in East Pakistan on 
the one hand, and those in Z'1est Pakistan on the other. But most of 
such differences are not of kind but of degree. So in the first 
half of the chapter a general account of bureaucratic behaviour and 
attitudes and the politico-social environment in both the wincs. is 
given without showing any differences between them. Then in the 
second half of the chapter, attempts are made to give a general 
picture of differences between them. 

2. Mashiuzzaman n'Public Service Tradition in Pakiotän: IL Case for 
Revision" (hereafter cited as Public service tradition) in the 
Report on the "Seminar on the Expanding Role of the Public Servant 
in Pakistan's Democratic Structure (Lahore, 1964)t p. 12" Here- 
after cited as Seminar on Expanding Role).. 

3. Quoted in Nasin Nahmud "The Officer Today" in ibid., p. 21. 
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the site and then left the place without talking to the villagers. Then 

a village leader said "We don't carp if the bridge is built or not. why 

did he not talk to us? After all we are human beings. "1 When come 

officers were told bout this incident, they said "You do not know the 

people; they take undue advantage if you mix with then. "2 This kind of 

attitude has created a situation which stands in the way of the develop- 

ment of a closer and more intimate relationship between the bureaucracy 

and the ordinary people. The situation has further deteriorated because 

of the fact that most officers visit the rural areas only infrequently 

with the result that the rural population, who expect that they should 

be frequently visited by the officers3 (also see table 11 below), have 

becpme somewhat apathetic towards the officers and doubtful about their 

sincerity. 
4 

1. Quoted in ibid., p. 21.2. Quoted in ibid., p. 21. 

3. One villager said "Why don't the officers visit us? Why do they 
stick to their chairs in their office? Who invented all their 
files and what fo they keep on writing in them? " L Quoted in ibid., 
p. 21J. In an interview, 45 out of 50 persons said that they felt 
happier if an officer visited their areas L Aquila Kiani, "Rural 
People's Image of Bureaucracy", in Inayatullah (ed: ), Bureaucracy__,. 
Development in Pakistan (PARD, Peshawar, 1963), p"390. This is a 
collection of articles read in the Seminar on Public Administration 
organised by the PARD (Peshawar) in March, 1962, J. also see 
"Contacts Between Villagers and Public Officials in Three Villages 
of Layalpur Tehsil" (cyclostyled)( a case study report prepared by 
Zuhra Wahoed)(Administrative Staff College, Lahore, 1964), p. 20 
(Hereafter cited as Waheed Report)] 

4. A villagolsaid "You officers want to change our ways, but what do 
you know of our difficulties? Do you know that in the past ten 
years the only departments whose staff have visited us are the 
Police and the Revenue? How do we know that, the recommendations of 
these young officers who have recently begun to pays us attention 
are sound? They do not know us; we do not know them; who will be 
responsible if our crops fail? Only fools believe strangers-. '' 
readily. " Quoted in Nasim Eahmud, on cit..; p.? lj. Here the 
comment of a Member of a Provincial Assembly, who was of the 
opinion that nowadays the officers wore more bureaucratic and proud 
than the officers who had worked in pro-partition days and that 
the former had no sympathy, may be quoted. He said that when he 

cam. g., r. y 
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Ti. BLE I 
(1 

TIIffl ELAPSED SINCE LAST CONTACT 
WITH A GOVERPi? ": EIIT DEP; ýRTI" .T 

No. of respondents 

Villa ge A Village B Villag eC Total 

Ido. No. ö No. °- No. iý 

Total 50 100 50 100 50 100 150 100 

Under 3 months 25 50 10 20 9 18 44 29 

3 to 6 months, 9 18 8 16 7 14 -24 16 
7 to 11 months 4 8 10 20 10 20 24 16 

1 to 3 years 8 16 10 20 13 26 31 21 

Over 3 years 3 6 11 . 22 11 22 25 17 
Never 1 2 1 2 - - 2 1 

.I 
Village A is situated on a metalled road and villages B and C 

are at a distance of 1.5 and 6 miles respectively from metalled 
roads. (2) 

TABLE II 
(3) 

ATTITUDE OF RESPONDENTS TO VISITS BY OFFICERS 

No. of respondents 

Village L Village B Village C Total 

No. % No. ,; 1,10 .% No. * % 

Total 50 100 50 100 50 100 150 100 

want more visits 43 86 50 100 35 70 128 85 

Do not want 7 14 -- 15 30 22 15 
more visits 

f 

....... 

1. liaheed Report, p. 52. 

2. Ibid., pp. 11-12.3. Ibid., p. 59. 
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Table I indicates that the physical situation of an area determines 

the degree of contact of the officer with the rural people. The least 

gttention is received by people of those areas which are far away from 

metalled roads. The officer pays more visits to those villages which 

are located on the roadside. Even in those villages "his contacts are 

limited to a few influential persons whose hospitality he enjoys in 

return for the departmental advice or equipment he is able to place at 

their disposal. In this mutual benefit association the interests of the 

common man, who is most in need of advico, are utterly ignored. " It is 

also next to impossible for an ordinary man to meet an officer in his 

office, however important and urgent his purpose of meeting might be. 2 

1. 

2. 

had been a student of his village school, a high-ranking British 
officer had gone to the village after riding a distance of ten miles 
in order to settle a dispute concerning the management of the school. 
But "nowadays the officers can neither ride nor walk... I have no 
hatred against these officers. They are the boys of our own 
country. _We 

thought that after independence the people of the 
country would get more sympathy from the officers and that they 
would run administration more efficiently. But we have been utterly 
disappointed... Of course there are a few good officers, but they are 
the exceptions. " L E. P. A. Deb., 1957, vol. XVI, no. 3, pp. 205-6J. 

M. H. Sufi, "Coordinated Approach by Administrative Services for 
Rural Development" in Proceedings of the Seminar on 1.1elfare 
Administration (20th Sept. - Ist Oct., 1959) (Karachi, 1960), p. 58. 

The Chairman of a Union Council said "I had to go and see somo 
officers of Irrigation and Revenue Departments a number of times. 
I was always stopped at the door by the peon who said that no one 
is allowed to enter as the officer is extremely busy. Once I 
managed to get past the peon and entered the room, but I was 
asked to wait for hours and hours in the passage.... This is the 
state of affairs of a chairman. I leave you to visualise the 
plight of a poor illiterate and resourceleas villager. " [Quoted- 
in Wahced Report, PP. 25-26., 
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1ý former Chief Secretary to the Government of West Pakistan said 

that one of the good practices which had been followed by the officers of 

the pre-partition days "was to go on extensive tours". He also pointed 

out that these officers occasionally had "remained on tour for months at 

a stretch without indulging-in formalities". 1 Ha advised the officers to 

become more accessible to the people, to establish closer contact with 

people and to give up formalities when thoy were on tour. 2 No doubt 

there are a fairly considerable number of officers, (espocially young offi- 

cers), who sincerely feel that they should identify themselves with the 

people, that the trust and confidence of the people should be gained and 

that the behaviour and attitude of the bureaucracy should undergo 

necessary transformation. But it is very difficult for them to translate 

their wishes into practice. An officer may be misunderstood if he tries 

to associate himself closely with the people. People may like him and 

he may also gain their confidence and trust. He may also be able to carry 

a good deal of influence with the people. "But he may lose influence 

with his colleagues and his superiors. Influenco assumes shared values 

and attitudes. "3 He, may fail to influence the decisions of his superiors 

and his colleagues because of his failure to share their values and 

attitudes. He may, therefore, fail to obtain necessary and adequate 

support for his schemes and programmes "fron the quarters" from where 

"he badly needs it. This may lead to lack of effectiveness in the field. 

This is a crucial dilemma in any public service which has lost its 

1. N. Khurshid (Chief Secretary)'s. speech in Seminar on ExnendinRole, 
p. 41. 

2. Ibid., p. 41. 

3. Public Service Tradition, p. 10. 
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contact with the people"1« 

Corruption and Unsympathetic Behaviour. 

f-6. 

Especially potty government 

officials b: havo towards ordinary people in a most unsympathetic and 

I irresponsible manner. Usually they are very rude. Ordinary people expres 

"highly uncomplimentary opinions about the low-level employees of almost 
2 

all the departnents"but they are "especially dissatisfied"3with the 

attitudes and behaviour of those of the Police, Irrigation and Revenue 

Departments. Bribery has become almost universal among the petty offic- 

ials. The Chairman of a Union Council said "However simple a task may 

be, it takes years for completion and then it is done by paying illegal 

remuneration or on somebody's recommendation. 
" 

If the ordinary people 

are asked about the extent of integrity of the officials, they "go on 

for hours recounting stories of malpractices and corruption by subordin- 

ßt@5'. '5. 

Petty officers can resort to such malpractices mainly because the 

ordinary people, who . are usually completely illiterate, are'ignorant of 

the powers and authority of the officers with whom they come into contact 

1. Ibid., p. ll. 

2.6"Jaheed Report, p. 44. 

3. Ibid., p. 43.4. Quoted in ibid., p. 26. 

5. Ibid., p. 44. 
The following examples will further illustrate the nature of 

corruption and malpractices by petty officials: An application was 
submitted-by the people of a rural area to the Irrigation Department 
for an extra supply of water for laying out a fruit garden. ! -: hile 
other neighbouring areas got the supply, they did not get their 
supply because they refused to give a bribe. A villager said, "Most 
of our genuine cases remain pending in a like manner because of un- 
satisfactory behaviour of the canal L i. e. Irrigation) department. " 
L Quoted in ibid., p. 24J 

Once the tobacco growers were exempted from tax, which was made 
incumbent on the buyers. The tobacco tax realisation officer went 
to a village and ordered the simple villagers to pay the tax. But 
fortunately the timely intervention of an educated person saved the 
villagers. The same tax collector managed to realise more than 
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and do not know what should be expected and demanded by them from these 

officers. The latter take advantage of the former's iGnorance and 

exploit then and thereby create "fear and suspicion towards their very 

offices"1. They submit to the authority of these officers, but they do 

not have faith and confidence in there. When a n, wºa4 leader wac told 

"Trust your officers; they are from among your own people", he replied 

"will you please say what the officers have done so far to win this 

trust"2. This may be partially unjustified and wrong but it gives uc 

come idea about the nature of the treatment that the ordinary people 

receive from the petty officials. 

Scepticism about people's ability. It is generally believed by 

a fairly considerable section of the bureaucracy that the ordinary people 

are incapable of doing anything of their own accord, that they are unable 

to exercise initiative by themselves and that thus it should not be left 

1000 rupees fron the adjoining village (Ibid., p. 26 7. 
An officer of the Animal Husbandry Department took come superior 

breed of chickens to a village in order to encourage poultry farm- 
ing, but nobody showed any interest and he was told that whenever 
petty police officers had come to the village they had taken away 
the fattest hens from the village. So they argued that there was 
no use in breeding them. L Ibid., p. 38J 

A poor villager said "I am an old man and have a small piece of 
land adjacent to the canal bank. That is my rais'fortune because 
the biggest landlord of my village has access to the Canal Depart- 
ment Authorities and so his animals freely graze on the canal bank. 
This causes breach in the bank. When the .. Canal Authorities come 
to know of this, they come and fine no because my fields are near 
the bank. The landlord goes scot free and 1 suffer because I have 
no approach to any officers. " Z Quoted in Ibid., p. 30J 

1. A Study On Knowledge and Attitudes Towards Basic Democracies (Social 
Science Research Centre, University of the Punjab and the BNR, W. 
Pakistan. ) (Lahore, 1964), p. 13.. 

Another author held that "unfortunate experiences with petty 
government officials have engendered a deep-seated distrust and 
fear of government". (Henry Frank Goodnow, The Civil Service of 
Pakistan (New Haven, 1964), p. 200 7. 

3. Quoted in Nasim Mahmud, op. cit., p. 25. 
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with them; rauer it should be wrested from them by the officers concern- 

ed. No doubt it is true that, generally speaking, the people, as we 

shall see below, are apathetic and do not take any initiative in 

public or community affairs. But many officers magnify this apathy 

and inactivity to an unjustifiable extent. They have little faith in. 

the idea that the people can gradually be persuaded to shake off their 

apathy and that in order to get things (especially development ., York) 

done by the people they should not be forced br ordered; rather they 

should be persuaded (or approached) and duided. 1 A very high-ranking 

local officer said "Our people are accustomed to do work only under 

the pressure of force. I tell you, the only practical course is to 

make laws for development and to enforce them rigidly. "2 When the 
, 

V-AID programme was introduced in the mid-50's in order to encourage 

the people to undertake development work on self-help basis (see 

chapter V), it was argued that the result which was expected to be 

achieved through the V-AID programme could be easily and more speedily 

achieved with less trouble through "force, and command". 

"'Why don't put the police or the army and get quick results? ' 

Some people are anxious to enumerate the good points they see in a 
Martial Law regime. 'After all everyone is on his best behaviour, 

streets are cleaned up, the vendors have proper wire gauze to 

protect the eatables. People queue up outside the cinema hall and 
no one dares to be funny about the law. ' It is true that the 

people revert to the old habit as soon as Martial Law is removed. 
It is argued that things would register a distinct improverient if 
Martial Law was prolonged. The assumption is falacious... fear 
blights imagination. Regimentation of thought and mechanized 
society inescapably, follow. " (3) 

1. Of course there are some officers who believe that"'What really 
natters is the approach'. 'Approach' is perhaps the keyword. " 
rNasim Mahmud, op. ccit. , p. 21J 

2. Ibid., p. 22. 
3. Nanzoor Ilahi, "Changing Concept of Administration" in Village AID 
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In the mid-50'n when the concept of community development began 

to gain importanco in Pakistan, it was strongly felt by the economic 

planners that "a reorientation of attitude Z -of the büreaucracyJ is 

necessary"1 and that such a situation should be created as to enable 

the people to "have a sense of participation"2 in the process of 

planning and execution of the community development projects. Since 

then the government has made considerable efforts to reorientate the 

attitude of the bureaucracy. 3 As a result the attitude of the offic- 

ials, especially the young officials, has been undergoing a 

gradual transformation. 

Authoritarian Social Life 

The psychology and the personality of an individual are shaped or 

moulded to a considerable extent by the social and family environment 

in which he grows up. "As interaction between the individual and his 

environment proceeds, increasingly clear and complex images of the 

in 'Yest'Pakistan (Lahore, 1957) (A collection of reports and papers 
read in a number of seminars on Village-AID), p. 22. 

1. The First Five Year Plan, 1955-60 (Karachi, Dec., 1957), P-91- 

2.1 Ibid., p. 103. 

3.. Towards the end of the 1950's and the beginning of the 1960's, 

such institutions as the Rural Development Academy (Comilla and 
Peshawar), the Institute of Public Administration (Dacca, Karachi 

and Lahore) and the Administrative Staff College (Lahore), were 
established and the curriculum of the Civil Service Academy 
(Lahore) was also modified. Reorientation of the bureaucratic 
attitude is one of the important objectives of these institutions 
which attach considerable importance to development administration 
and develop nt econ mies 

(See Refiq Inayet, "The Civil Service 
It. A 

: academy iniBuýeaucracy and Development, PP-399-415; QY, 
"The Administrative Staff College" in ibid., pp. 416-424; Inayet 
Ullah, "National Institute of Public Administration, Lahore" in 
ibid.; pp. 425-432; Inayatullah, "Pakistan Academy For Village 

now called Rural) Development, Peshawar" in i., pp. 433-453; 
The Academy at Comilla - An Introduction (Published by the Academy, 
Com4illa, 1963). 

_7. 
From the mid-1950's quite a considerable nwuber 

of seminars have been organised to discuss the importance of 
Community development programmes and of the necessary reorientation 

kI 
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factual nature of the relationchip betwean- hinsalf" , and the tirorld 

around him from in his mind. "1 Thus the authoritarian and paternal 

cocial values and environment of the cub-continent, discussed below, 

perhaps partly account for the authoritarian and paternal behaviour 

and attitude of the bureaucracy and also for tho fact that the ordinary 

people are submissive to and afraid of bureaucratic authority. 

It is not only the administrative tradition of the sub-continent 

that is authoritarian and paternal but her social tradition is 

authoritarian and paternallalso. "Profound respect for authority has 

its grounds in several-. features of Indian life and history. "2 There 

"is a sharply defined hierarchy of sex, generation and aýQ". 
3 

Any discussion of the authoritarian pattern of social life in the 

sub-continent would have to take into account the nature of family life. 

In the family the children are not encouraged to exercise independent 

responsibility. 'there is no equality between the members of a family. 

Almost each and every member of the family enjoys sonn status and 

authority which he exercises over other members who arc younger than 

him or her. Thus in the family in turn one rules and is ruled. In 

fact "authority and status are keynotes of Indian family life"5. This 

of the bureaucratic attitude. Some of the papers presented dr 
these seminars have already been cited and a few more are cited 
below. 

1. Everett E. Hagen, On the Theory of: Social. Change(Illinois, 1962), 
jor. 102 

2" s r. orris-Jones - : ',,;; ,,.;.., 
iaýýJ; r: 

y" 
N" 

, 
Par. liathent"', 

, 
P-34 

3" W. A. Robson, "The Govorýrors and the 'Governed (London, 1964), p. 53. 
Professor Robson made this comment while discussing the social 
life in the sub-continent. 

4" Morris-Jones, Parliament, p. 37. 
5. Ibid., p"35. 
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characteristic of family life affects the psychology of the family 

members or rather becomes a part of their subconscious minds. Outside 

the family life when they come in contact, with others in a wider social 

environment (including the administrative and political environment), 

the psychology which has been developed in the family has a substantial 

influence on their behaviour and attitudes of mind. "The extraordinary 

central position of the family in Indian life makes it practically 

certain that the values it, enshrines will overflow outside it to society 

at large. "1 Of course, the social and family environment, as we shall 

see below, is "lowly moving in an egalitarian direction". 

It is generally believed that the caste system does not exist in 

Muslin society. This is a mistaken view. A substantial number of 

sociological and anthropological studies have shown that in one form or 

another the caste system exists in Muslim society, especially in rural 

areas, 
3 

although the caste divisions are not always very clear and well- 

I:. Ibid., p. 35. 

2. Robson, op. cit., p. 53. 

3. John B. Edlefsen & Jamila Akhtar, "Caste Differential Among the 
Muslims of West Pakistan" (cyclostyled) (A paper. read at the annual 
meeting of the Pacific Sociological Society, San Francisco, April, 
1959), NIPA (Dacca) Reprint no. 164, April, 1963. W. L. Slocum, 
Jamila Akhtar, Abrar Fatima Sahi, Villa re Life in Lahore District. 
A Study of Selected Sociological Aspects (Social Science Research 
Centre, University of the Punjab, Lahore, 1959), pn"27-28" Human 

and Social Impact of Technological Chanpe in Pakistan (Husain 
Report). (A report prepared by A. F. I,:. Husain on a survey conducted 
by thp, University of Dacca and published with the assistance of 
MIE; CJ (Dacca, 1956), p. 82.1.. K. ii. N. Nazmul Karim, Changing Society 
in India and Pakistan, (Dacca, 1956), pp. 120-136. A. K. I. N4zmul 
Karim, "Social Stratification Pattern Among the Muslims of Certain 
Districts in East Pakistan", in John E. Owen (ed. ), Sociology in 
East Pakistan (Asiatic Society, Dacca, 1962), pP"135-149. Donald 
N. Wilber'l, Pakistan: Its People Its Society, Its Culture (New 
Raven, 1964), pp. 117-11 . 
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defined. The low status castes in Muslim society "are as strictly 

endogi �ouc as the low-caste Hindus"l. The caste system, though partly 

and not exclusively, has created a sense of status and authority in 

society. 

Tioreover, in the past the people of low status were usually 

oppressed by the people of higher status. The former are still oppressed 

or dominated (especially in West Pakistan) in one way or another, 

although to a lessening and varying extent, by-the 1ýLtter. One of the 

functions of the bureaucracy' was . 
(and still "i's)' "to' - 

irotect . the former 

against this oppression and domination. One author observes that 2 

"There was stratification even outside the pale of administration. 
Each layer of society tyrannised the one below. If the public 
servant became too soft there was a fear that the nasses miCht. 
suffer under the tyranny of the upper layers of society. The 
people actually expected the officer to behave as he did. They 
would have felt insecure and confused if he had behaved otherwise. 
Perhaps it requires emphasis that the relationship of the public 
servant to the public in. a matter of mutual accom odation. Today 
society understands the public servant only if he assumes a 
position of command. " (3) 

Public Apathy 

It is not always the bureaucracy that stands in the way of local 

initiative. On many occasions the people's own apathy constitutes a 

serious impediment to local initiative. In the sub-continent decision3 

have always been made for them by others. In the field of adninistratior 

the decisions have been made by the officers, in the family by the 

I. Husain Report, p. 82. 

2. Of course all the officials have not always performed this function 
justly because sometimes they have allied themselves with the 
people of the higher status. 

3. Public Service Tradition, p. 10. 
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father or mother or'by some other senior member of the family and 

"even in the education where books and teachers were law... there was 

and i5J little, if any, class discussion" l. Beinur unaccustomed to 

lake their own decisions, the ordinary people find it very difficult to 

exercise the task of decision-making and thus they continue to look to 

the officials for decisions and for answers to their many problems. 

Their position may be compared with that of an over-protected child who 

develops an attitude of over-dependence. "They are now on the receivinE 

end waiting to be told what to do and how instead of taking the command 

of the situation and moulding their own life and that of the 

corrinunity. 11 2 The sane problem also perplexed-the British administration 

in the sub-continent. 

"11any District Officers, particularly during the later days of 
British rule, fought hard against this undue dependence upon them,. 
but it was inherent in the system. Indeed the better the District 
Officer, the-worse the evil, for his benevolence and strength were 
the measure of the extent to which the local inhabitants could 
afford to remain inactive in-public cause. To some extent this 
was in keeping with Indian tradition. " (3) 

The general public believes that government is capable of doing 

everything under the sun and that the interest of the people will be 

looked after by, it. 

"A school wall is cracking up in the rural area; well, the, Covern- 
ment will set it right. A small bund is needed to save the village 
from the seasonal floods; why not address a representation to the 
government, that will do the trick. The result was obvious. Such 

1. Goodnow, op. cit., p. 201. 

2. Salma Oirar; "Rural Communities, District administration and'Civil 
Service" in Five Articles on Develorment Administration in 
Pakistan. (Asian Studies Center, Michigan State University, 1966-6? ), 
p"50 Hereafter cited as Five Articles). 

3. Griffiths, op. cit., p. 230. 
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an attitude killed initiative ahd sapped the confidence of the 
people in their own capacities. They would just it back, smoke 
huggas and expect the government to solve their difficulties with 
a switch of the magic wand. " (1) 

One author writes that as the D. O. of the three dictricts'in West 

Pakistan, he had one common experience: whenever he went into the 

interior of his district and enquired whether the villagers had any 

problem or trouble, they came forward with the following three stock 

requests: (a) the school building needs urgent repairs, (b) the 

dispensary does not have medicine or a doctor, (c) the feeder road 

is not in a good condition and needs repair or does not exist at all. 

The people insisted that the government should take care of all these 

things. When they were told that the District Board should attend to 

these things or the people themselves should undertake the responsibil- 

ity of minor repairs on a self-help basis, they were not convinced. 

They "would insist that the real authority flows fron the Government 

and the Deputy Commissioners, who were over-lords, could easily do a 

thing if they so willed"2.. 

The Isolation of the Rural Population3 

The bulk of the population in Pakistan is spread over tiny isolated 

remote villages. The road, rail, air and water communication system is 
t 

still much less developed though it has been expanding and developing. } 

1. Elahi, op. cit., p. 21. 
2. Ibid., p. 22. 

3. The rural population in East Pakistan, as wo shall see below (in 

another section of the chapter), is relatively less isolated. 
4. One author observes that "'Rudimentary' is the kindest word to 

describe the transportation network and facilities of the country. " 
L Karl von Vorys, Political Development in Pakistan (Printotorr, 
1965), p. 16J. This is, pcrhaps, to some extent an exaggerated 
comment. 

ýI 
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Another important reason for the isolation of rural areas is the absence 

of the runs media of corlmunication in those areas. The newspapers;, 

radio, television, political rallies all mainly serve the urban areas. 

Moreover, the rural areas, with the exception of a few, have no 

telephone. 

In Pakistän political p3rtios are mainly 
urban bayed and have no roots in rural society. As they have limited 

recruitment from the rural areas they fail to communicate effectively 

with the rural masses, with the result that while the latter have poor 

political information and politically are less conscious, the forcier 

know very little about the latter. I 

The absence of associational interest croups, one of the most 

important functions of which is to articulate the interests and demands 

of the society into polity, 
2 is one of the characterictics. of rural 

society in Pakistan. There are. a, few associational interest groups, 
i 

mainly in urban and semi-urban areas. Usually they are ti"'cek and poorly 

organised and do not have the necessary degree of autonomy. Most of 

these organisations are either government sponsored or have flourished 

under the government's patronaee. 
3 

Later we shall see that the bureaucracy and a four-tier system of 

local councils (the upper three tiers of which consist of both officials 

1. Basic Democracies, District Administration and Development. It is 
a research report prepared by Inayatullah_on the basis of a case_ 
study of two districts in West Pakistan PARD (Peshawar), 1964, J, 
pp. ll, 73,88. Hereafter cited as PARD 

(Peshawar) 
Report no. 9. 

2. G. A. Almond, "Introduction: A Functional Approach to Comparative 
Politiris" in G. A. Almond & J. S. Coleman (eds. ), The Politics of the 
Develoloing Areas (Princeton, 1960). 

3" Inayatullah, "Changing Character of District Administration in 
Pakistan" (hereafter cited as Inayatullah, Changing Character) in Five Articles, 'p. 40. 

IF 
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and non-officials), which are institutional interest groups, are the 

on13r major channels of communication that exist between the. rural 

society and the outside world. But the non-official members of these 

local bodies, who are not experienced and nature enough to perform 

their functions efficiently, act. under the supervision and guidance 

of the bureaucracy.. 

The Communication Gan Between the'Rural People and the Modernised 
Urban Elite 

From our discussion in the preceding section, we find that the 

isolation of the rural areas has resulted in a cormunication Cap 

between the rural society and the relatively modernised urban society. '2 

This problem is compounded by the "emergence of a bifurcated culture" 

which holds "in its, fold two extremely divergent components, namely 

a modernised elite, the urban intelligentsia!, who have modern 

.3 education "and a tradition-oriented, illiterate, passive peasantry" 

In Pakistan, as in many other under-developed countries, there is a 

"wide divergence in the styles of life and the associational outlooks 

of those with a modern.... education and those without it"4. . Ihile the 

inarticulate illiterate rural masses, who are under the strong influence 

of religion and traditional thoughts and practices and who are very 

conservative and orthodox, stand at one extrone, the modernised elite, 

who are relatively much more secular and progressive and who are 

familiar with Western ideas, stand at the other extreme. Because 

1. See below, chapters III & V. 

2. Also see PARD (Peshawar) Report no. 9, pp. 11,31.. 

3. Ibid., p. 281. 
kF. Edward Shils, Political Development in the New States (Gravonha; e, 

1962), p. 17. (Hereafter cited as Shils, Political Development) 
(Many of the generalisations made by Professor Shils in this book 
apply to Pakistan). 

y, ý 
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of their "direct exposures" to modern ideas and practicer, the modernised 

elite "have committed themselves to modernioinG and induotrialioine 

their societies"'.. But their ideas and views are often different fron 

those of the rural population. They are "often poscessed with a via-ion 
2 

of the future which is strange to the unurbanised village masses-". 

This has further increased the distance between these two polarized 

classes. On the one hand the modernised elite fail to represent adcquüt- 

ely the interests and views of the rural masses and to cozriunicate 

properly their demands to the administration or the pplity3 and on the 

other hand they arc practically unable to articulate new and modern 

ideas into the rural society with the result that they find it extremely 

difficult "to motivate the rural masses to march with them in transform- 

ing the antiquated structure of the society' 

Of course this situation is-gradually but slowly undergoing 

transformation. Later we shall see (chapter VII) that a class of semi- 

1. L. W. Pye, "Cotimunity Development as a part of Political Development" 
in Community Development Review, March, 1958, p. 17. (: any of the 

generalisations made by Professor Pye in this article also apply 
to Pakistan). 

2. Ibid., p. 17., 

3. Of course this is not wholly a new problem. As early as in 1917 
the question of the "extent to which the western educated classes 
represent the masses" was discussed. The Islington Report held 
that "How far the western educated class reflect the views or 
represent the interest of the many scores of millions in India who 
are untouched by western influences is a question upon which opinion 
differs. " L Report of the Royal Comrii^sion on the Public Services 
in India (Islington Coznmicsion) (London, 1917), p. 15. J The Yontagu/ 
Chelmsford Report pointed out that "the prospects of advance very 
Greatly depend upon how far the educated Indian is in sympathy with 
and capable of fairly representing the illiterate nasses. '' 
L para. 140]. 

4. I'ARD (Peshawar) Report, no. 9, p. 31. 
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modern and semi-educated people are emerging who can partially bridge 

this gap between the polarised classes. The nature of the future 

politico-social conditions or environment at the local level will 

"in large part be determined by the evolving pattern of relationships 

between an elite that is now oriented to change and a peasantry that 

is now still largely oriented to tradition"1'.. 

The Bifurcation of the Cultural Val 
the General Masses 

s of the Higher Bureaucracy and 

There is also a very wide bifurcation of the cultural values of 

the nasses and the higher bureaucracy which is, relatively speaking, 

one of the most modernised elite classes in Pakistan society. At the. 

thana/tehsil level such petty officers as the Circle Officer, the 

Tehsilder and other similar officers, who are culturally closer to the 

rural masses but also manage to partially share the attitudes of mind 

and the cultural values of the higher bureaucracy serve as the "connect- 

inc link between the two traditions"2. 

As there is such a cultural, bifurcation the ability of the modern- 

iced higher bureaucracy to represent or reflect adequately-the interests, 

and ideas of the tradition oriented backward rural masses and to 

transmit adequately to them (and also to translate into practice) the 

policies and programmes of the government., is questioned. No doubt 

the cultural bifurcation minimises its 

1., Pye, op. cit., p. 18. 
2. Draibanti, Civil Service' in Pakistan, p.. 298 (fn. 109) 
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But in spite of this drawback or 

limitation it has so far played its role with relative effectiveness 

and success in both, to*quote the terminologies of Professors Almond 

and Verba, the "input process" and the "output process"2. The nature ý-- 

of the powers and functions of the higher bureaucracy. and also that of 

the adninistrative and the bureaucratic frameworks, which. we shall see 

in Chapter III, are such as to make this possible. Moreover, absence 

or ineffectiveness of other institutions or organisations3 which 

could play important roles in these processes, has required the 

bureaucracy from the earliest period of the administrative history of 

the sub-continent to make special efforts ýn pJt "vcý ý= . 4. 

1. Moreover, the disinclination on the part of a considerable nunber 
of high-ranking and petty officials, as noted above, to associate 
themselves with the ordinary people further adds to this problem. 

2. By "input process we refer to the flow of demands from the society 
into the polity and conversion of these demands into author 
policies. Some structures that are predominantly, involved in 
the input process are political parties, interest groups and the 
media of communication. " L But in Pakistan, as stated in the 
text, it is the bureaucratic structure which is more predominantly 
involved in the input process than any other structures. For 
the predominant influence and importance of the higher bureau- 
cracy's role in policy making; matters and in the process of 
interest articulation, see Goodnow, oje. cit. , pp. esp. 78-79; 
Omar, op. cit., p. 51, Khalid B. Sayeed, The Political System of 
Pakistan (Boston, 1967), pp. 195-201; Khalid B. Sayeed, "The 
Political Role of Pakistan's Civil Service" in Pacific Affairs, 
no. 2, vol. 31 (1958); Albert Gorvine, "The Civil Service under 
the Revolutionary Government in Pakistan" in. The fiddle East, 
Journal, no. 3, vol. 19 (1965). 

_7. 
By the "output process we 

refer to that process by which authors ive policies are applied 
or enforced. Structures predominantly involved in this process 
mould include bureaucracies and courts". LG. 1',. Almond and S. 
Verba, The Civil Culture (Princeton, 1963?, 

* 
963 , p. 152. In playing 

its role in theot, processes, the higher buroaucracy-has usually been 
assisted by the subordinate or lower bureaucracy. But the success 
or effectiveness has mainly depended on the ability of the higher 
bureaucracy. 

3. e. S.. Political parties,, interest groups, development councils, 

II 
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Trnnoitional Society and Social Tension' 

Louth Asian Society was a traditional society in, which life of 

the people was enormously and almost solely influenced by the old 

practices and values. It is, however, undergoing trancforiation2 

which began long before but is "yet far from completed"3. It may now, 

therefore, be called a transitional society. 

The Differences Between Traditional and Transitional Societies.. The 

". mixture of old and new practices of modern ideas superimposed upon 

traditional ones .... 
Z37s, one of the distinguishing characteristics 

of a 'transitional' society". The following passage will further 

illustrate the differences between these two types of societies: 

"People in traditional society... lack empathy, the ability to 
understand'a wide variety of people and situations. Their 
horizon is narrow and they cannot conceive of moving outside it. 
If in the process of transformation there is some widening of 
horizons through some acquisition of certain technical skills 
(including literacy and access to mass media) without the 
development of appropriate motivational. goals and associational 
sentiments, all one learns about others in this new wide world 
is that they cannot be 'trusted'. This causes aGgression and 
hostility which can no longer be restrained by traditional 
institutions' (5). 

cooperative societies, etc. 

1. The impact of social tension on district administration is dis- 
cussed mainly in chapter VI. 

2. Norris-Jones, Parliament, P. '35- PARD (Peshawar) Report no. 9, 
P. 281. 

3. I'orris-Jones, Parliament, p.; 5. 
4. Fred , J. Riggs, Administration in Developing Countries: The 

Theory of Prismatic Society (Boston, 1964), p. 12. 

5. Alfred Diamant, "Political Development: Approach to Theory and 
Strategy" in John D. r: ontgomery & William J. Siffin (eds. ), 
Approaches to Development: Politics, Administration and Change 
(Now York, 1966), p. 46.., 
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Lo; rening Respect for Old Social Values and Authority. In a 

period of transition "it is perhaps to be expected that there should be 

sornothint; of a revolt against old values" 
1. `Toreover in a transitional 

society there "is also a more general reluctance to accept hitherto 

venerated authority.. This attitude when it encounters the old deeper 

feelings, reacts with some violence. This accounts for some of the 

abuse"2, not only in society but also in politics and administration. 

In the family and in the society at large the younger generations 

in Pakistan, who have now such less respect for old and orthodox social 

values and authority, are increasingly becoming impatient and eager to 

exercise more and more independent authority and responsibility and to 

make themselves as free as far as possible from the control and influence 

of older generations. But on the other hand, the older generations are 3 

not psychologically prepared to part with some authority or influence 

hitherto exercised by them and to adjust their position in the changing 

social environment. They are in varying degrees determined to retain 

1.. I: orris-Jones, Parliament, P-35- 

2. Ibid., P'-35- 

3- But though the authoritarian patterns of social and family life are 
gradually being challenged by younger generations, f it may not be 

correct to conclude that the younger generations have an egalitarian 
outlook or that they do not have an authoritarian bent of mind. 
As they have been brought up in an authoritarian family and social 
environment it is not possible for them to shake off this author- 
itarian influence completely.. Thus the nature of control and 
influence that they exercise (or will exercise in the future) over 
those who are much younger than themselves, is also authoritarian 
although the extent of their authoritarianism is not as great as 
that of older generations. Thus the nature of social interactions 
is very complicated and presents itself in a puzzling paradox. Of 
course the younger generations' impatience for exercising more and 
more independent responsibility and authority may be regarded as a 
sign that society is slowly moving away from authoritarianism to 
egalitarianism. But society is , yet far from egalitarianism. It 
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their authority and influence as before. This attitude of younger and 

older generations result, in a sense of hostility. This is a situation 

'ahiich seriously undermines the respect for und the influence of . auth- 

ority and creates a sense. of strong contempt for 
, 
it,. 

The Lack of Social Iiomor; eneity. "The unduly harsh and uncyrn athetic 

attitude- towards authority also stems from the lack of social cohesion"1 

In Pakistan, as in India,. "social life is cut up into many enclosures, 

and thought reared on such foundations gets fractured into particular- 

isms" 2.. Society, in fact, is stratified both horizontally and vcrtic- 

ally into a number of, social classes on the basis of economic, profoc- 

sional, linguistic, regional, rural, urban, triiial, family (kinship), 

religious and other backgrounds. 3 The values and the folkways or the 

mores of a social class are often different fron those of many other 

social classes. Those of one social class can even be diametrically 

opposite to those of another social class. As a result in Pakistani 

society, which is thus a heterogeneous society, there Is no universal 

standard of social values or outlook. 
4 

People, therefore, become unduly 

is still; an authoritarian society with some rebels within it. S%nd 
these rebels themselves, as just mentioned, have not yet developed 
an egalitarian attitude. 

1. Morris-Jones, Parliament, pp. 35-36. 

2. Ashok Nehta, Politics of Planned Economy, p. 31, quoted in ibid., p. 33. 

3. The above Mentioned class divisions, with the exception of a few, 

are neither very rigid nor very clear and well defined. As a 
result they are not easily identifiable. But close, observation 
reveals that such divisions to a considerable extent determine the 
pattern of social interactions. 

k. Of course an egalitarian and homogeneous society in one way or other 
is also divided into a number of social classes and there are 
differences between the social values of these classes. But the 
extent or degree of these differences is not, perhaps, so wide or 
great as is the case in authoritarian and heterogeneous Pakistani 
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conscious of the differences that exist between the social or cultural 

values of various. classes. The members of the same class or somewhat 

eimilar*classec dogmatically believe that their values are the riCht' 

Luidc3 to correct practices and behaviour in society. Moreover, in 

Pakistan the lack of cocial mobility strengthens such dogmatic beliefs 

because it makes it difficult for members of one social class to under- 

stand or appreciate the values of other classes. 
1 This is a situation 

which strongly encourages mutual feelings of hostility or contempt 

between classes. "The absence of cultural homogeneity and the lack of 

social mobility... become sources of social tension. 112 

Moreover, in a transitional society "new social classes emerge 

which aspire to elite status and begin to compete vigorously and often 

successfully with the traditional elites. "3 Pakistan has also witnessed 

a similar development which further adds to social tension. 

In Pakistan this situation becomes further aggravated by the 

attitude of those who think or believe that the classes to which they 

belong are "superior" or "upper" classes. Such attitude remained 

unchallenged when the society was traditional in character. But durin 

a period of diversified chances4 it is inevitable that such attitudes 

society. 
Here it may be mentioned that in comparison with Zest Pakistani 

society, East Pakistani society, as we shall see below, is much 
more egalitarian and homogeneous. Of course, there is no doubt 
that within East Pakistani society there are also considerable 
differences but the extent of such differences is much less than 
those in ; -lest Pakistani society. 

1. Of course social nobility is gradually, but slowly, increasing. 

2. P"iohta, op. cit., p. 31, quoted in Norris-Jones, Parlia. nent, P-33- 

3- Iiilton J. Esnan, "The Politics of Development Administration""in 
I"Iontgomary & Siffin (eds. ), 02--cit. - p. 66, Some of the generalis- 
ations made in this article, apply to Pakistan. 

4. The socio-economic structure and the attitudes towards the old 
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should be resented iith increasing bitterness. This resentment in -in , 

turn itself resented by the privileged classes who monopolise most 

benefits or advantages that the society can offer. 

In Pakistan all the factors that we have discussed in this'sub- 

section of the chapter ntaiid in the gray of the development of a sense 

of unity or 'we' feeling among the component units of the society and 

make favouritism or nepotism rampant in politics and administration. 

The following generalisations, which fully apply to Pakistan, will 

illustrate these points: 

"Parochialism or particularism, afflicting societies which inherit 
a powerful kinship system, caste and communal loyalties, linguistic 
diversities, religious heterogeneity, or ethnic dissimilarities 
resist national unity". (1) Such diversities "confine the loyalties, 
and the capacities for loyalty, to a narrow, loyally circumscribed 
range. They inhibit the flow of loyalty to the larger territory 
and to the population which inhabits it and potentially constitutes 
the nation... the particularistic spirit which is.... maintained and 
reinforced, spreads throughout the society and hinders the formation 
of. the vague, intermittent, and genuine unity of spirit which is 
necessary for a modern political society". (2) This is a situation 
which also creates "so many strongly competing loyalties. A man 
m , ay be irresponsible in relation to the State or Central politics 

or administration, simply because he has a high sense of 
responsibility to his caste or district... It is also a familiar 
point that nepotism often reflects a loyalty to . family and clan 
in excess of loyalty to the state". (3) "Strong attachments to 
kinship, caste and local territorial groups mean that, in adminis- 
tration and adjudication, it is more difficult to obtain justice, 

since there will be a tendency for... L the, administrator to fav- 

our his known men, his caste-fellows and co-believers. It will also 
be reflected in favouritism in appointments to administrative 
office. " (1+) 

values are being changed, the country is being gradually urbanised 
and industralised, the communication system is being improved and 
expanded, and the political consciousness of the people, the educ- 
ational and professional facilities, and the contact between the 
urban and the rural areas are being increasod in varying degrees. 
(We have already discussed some of these changes. ) 

1. Shils, Political Development in the New States, P-, 33- 

2. Ibid., p. 13.. 
3. Morris-Jones, Parlianent, P-37- 
4. Shils, Political Devglopment in the New States, p. 13. 
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Increaeinr; feeling of frustration. In transitional cocietiec ' 

"New technologies and now needs give rice to now and more specialised 

institutions, especially in the growing urban areas.. New institutions. 

generate now roles /an d7 opportunities ... "1 In Pakistan also new 

institutions, new needs and demands in old institutions and in the 

society at large, and the vacuum created by the departure of the Briti3h 

and a section of the Hindu population, have resulted in an enormous 

increase in the prospects in and the scope of almost all higher profess- 

ions - Government services, business industries etc. The positions now 

held by most people in different professions are almost certainly higher, 

ofteniindeed much higher, than the positions that they could have 

expected to hold fifteen or twenty years ago. But the paradox is that 

there is a growing feeling of frustration. Most people are not satisfied 

or content with the positions that they hold or with the prestige or 

influence that they enjoy or with their incomes. There is a peculiar 

feeling among most people, especially among the educated (both better 

and less educated) and moneyed people that they deserve more. They 

usually think that those who, relatively speaking, hold better position; 

or enjoy more prestige or influence or earn better incomes, are not more 

brilliant or more capable. Often the former even think that the latter 

are less brilliant or less capable. 

It seems that the increase in the scope of and prospects in most 

professions itself it responsible for these feelings of frustration 

because it has inspired such unlimited hopes and ambitions that the 

frustration is, in fact, unavoidable. Moreover it appears that 

1. Enzian, op. _cit., p. 66. 
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frustration also result; partly from the fact that in Pakistan nepotic. r , 

money and contacts with the high-ups in the political, administrative 

and social hierarchies play a vital role in furthering one's interest, 

and partly from imaginary grievances. The second cause (i. e. inaginarf 

grievances) is mainly the result of the first one because the above 

mentioned malpractices are so widespread that it is not surprising that 

most people imagine that they have failed to Get, for example, the 

promotions or appointments or the permits or licences, which they think 

they deserve, because of these malpractices. It seems that frustration 

breeds hatred and antagonism which in turn become added sources of 

social tension. 
1 

The desire to chow off.. Most people are inclined to display-as 

publicly as possible their power, wealth, etc. They like, 

to make their position or authority felt by others. In society or in 

politics or in administration one usually likes to exercise or impose 

his authority assertively or rather demonstratively over those who arc 

below him and to make them feel that he is their superior. This 

attitude or behaviour is, of course, nothing new because the society, as 

1. At the end of the discussion of frustration, it may be mentioned 
that while the scope of and the prospects in various higher prof- 
essions have increased, the conditions, especially the economic 
conditions, of poor and landless peasants, who constitute the bulk 
of the population of the country, have seriously deteriorated in 
recent years. "The village is now full of frustration, bitterness 
and distrust. " (The comment of Akhtar Ht eed Khan (the Director, 
PARD, Comilla) in "Comilla -US AID Conference Report" (Comilla, 
June, 19632 Thus we find that the causes of frustration of 
educated and moneyed: people and those of frustration of poor 
peasants are not the same. While in the case-of the former increas- 
ed prosperity is the cause of frustration, in the case of the 
latter, increased poverty is the cause of frustration. 

4' 

I 
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noted above, was and still is authoritarian.. But nowadays it is co, -, '. Ion 

for individuals to continue to maintain thepC attitudes to those below 

them while strongly resenting similar treatment from those above the, _i. 

If possible, they flout or disregard them. It appears that if 

an individual can flout or in one way or another undermine the authority 

of someone above him, he gets some sort of satisfaction and feels proud; 

he feels that he has been able to show or demonstrate {his authority to 

others and to in recognition from them by being aggressive. Social 

tension itself is, perhaps, mainly responsible for this attitude. It 

seems that this situation has mainly resulted from the fact, as noted 

above, that the respect for authority and for old social values is 

lessening, that the positions which most people now hold are much higher 

than the positions they could have expected to hold in the past and 

that they doubt and question the ability of one another and,, therefore, 

criticise and denounce one another. 

Concluding Comments In this section of the chapter we have noted 

the factors that cause or accentuate social tension in Pakistan. In 

total all these factors create a situation which seriously undermines 

the respect for and the influence of authority and discipline and 

encourages irresponsibility. People often become contemptuous, abusive 

and parochial, lack tolerance, patience, mutual respect and understand- 

ing, chow arrogance, and indulge in irresponsible utterances and 

criticicrzc. Such behaviour and attituoc have a considerable impact on 

administration and politics in Pakistan. They are reflected in the 

behaviour and attitude of the officials or politiciann towards one 

another and towards the public and vice versa. Social tension, as we 

I 

I 
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shall see in chapter VI, partially accounts for administrative or 

intra-bureaucratic tension in Pakistan. 

: sere it may also be mentioned that in transitional societies 

"governments typically involve a mixture of the traditional and 
the modern, the village older or traditional chief combined with 
the urban, sophisticated secretariat official. This, mixture can 
take place along several dimensions - for example, the urban- 
rural dimension extending from Bombay - Pdetir Delhi - Calcutta 
L or Dacca - Karachi - Lahore) to remote hill tribes, with 
'village India' L or village Pakistan) lying stretched out in 
between; or the class and community dimension extending frora the 
university graduate and administrative officer to the illiterate 
and mystic... such a broad mixture of attitudes, practices and 
situations LisJ heterogeneous... LThusJ substantive administration 
in any transitional society is quite heteroeenous". (1) "The 
presence" in Pakistani society as "in Indian society of so many 
kinds of diversity, each of Freat importance, produces in political ] 

as well as administrative) life a maze of cross currents. " (2) 

The Landed"Aristocracy" in West Pakistan 

In Ilest Pakistan the Zamindars, who constitute a very insignificant 

proportion of the-population, own a very considerable proportion of 

the land in the province. A survey in 1949 revealed that in the PunjC-; Ib 

more than 600,, ' of the land was owned by only one per cent of the land- 

owners. In the North West Frontier region the big Zamindars held more 

than 50°% of the cultivated land. In Sind about 5% of the population 

owned all the land of which only 20°% was hold by the peasant-propriet- 

ors. 
3 

1. Riggs, cit., PP-12-13. - 
2. I"iorri, -Jones, Parliament, P-33- 

3. V. Iiaris Jafri, Elizabeth K. Bauer, Nikki R. Keddie, The Economy 
of Pakistan (Human Relations Area Files, South : ilia Project, 
University of California, Berkeley, New Haven, 1956), p. 26. 
Figures on land ownership in Baluchistan are not available, but it 
is well known that the tribal and the feudal chiefs have control 
over most parts of the region, which in terms of copulation 
constitutes a very insignificant portion of Urect Pakistan. 
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From time to time minor land reforms were introduced in Went 

aki*tan which had, in fact, very insignificant effects on the pattern 

of ownership. 
l 

In 1959 the Martial Law regime introduced a land reforr. i 

scheme which had only minor effects. It "cannot be said that the ; ': est 

Pakiütan land reforms (introduced in 1959) achieved anything a3tro- 

noinical"2. The "basic structure of our agrarian economy remained 

unaltered"; '.. 

In an agricultural country like Pakistan, in which most people are 

solely dependent on land for their livelihood, tt. large concentration 

of landownership in a few hands has a very adverse social, political, 

economic and administrative effectro. A Great majority of the people in 

, the western wind are "under the thumb of Zanindars"4 because the latter 

by virtue of their control over lands are in a strong position to 

maintain a vary firm control over the social, political and economic life 

of tonantcs . And labourers who are completely dependent on 

their mercy. The miserable conditions of the tenant class may be 

illustrated in the following passages: 

"Haris of Sind... have only one interest in life - food... the harf 
who has cultivated a piece of land for several Generations does not 
know how long he will be allowed to stay on it. Fear reigns supreme 
in the life of the hari... The Zaninder might at any time get 
annoyed with him and oust him - he might have to leave his crop 
half ripe, his cattle might also be snatched and he might be beaten 
out of his village... " (5) "The Zamindar might at any time send 

1. Talukder Naniruzzaman, "Group Interests in Pakistan Politics, 
1947-58" in Pacific Affairs, 1966, vol. 39, nos. 1&2, pp. 86-87. 

2. Herbert Feldman, Revolution in Pakistan (London, 1967), P-59- 
3. Pakistan Today (cyclostyled) (London), summer, 1960, p. 27. 

4. Time (Magazine, Asia edition), Sept.. 17,1965, P-; 2- 

5- M. Masud (a former ICS - now CSP) , Minute of Dissent. Hari Inquiry 
Committee's Report (Govt. of Sind, n. d. It was published towards 
the end of the 1940s or the beginning of the 1950's), p"3. quoted 
in Goodnow, op. cit., p. 80. 
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for the harf for began (forced labour) for the construction of his 
hou. ce or sinking of a well, or come other minor work. The hari 
might be called to come with his plough and bullocks to cultiva e 
the private fields of the Zamindar or to op end a few days on shoot 
with him; or to render some domestic service. He is*thuc always 
at the beck and call of the Zamindar and he dare not refuse as 
annoyance of the Zamindar would spell his doom. " (1) In : test 
Pakistan "socially the position of the tenant... is that of a serf. 
Practically he belongs body and soul to the landlord who being the 
most influential man in the area succeeds in closing all channels 
through which the oppressed cultivator could get his position 
redressed by resort to law. " (2) 

Under such circumstances the Zamindars are virtually the ranters of 

their tenants. They are, in fact, the unchallenged hereditary leaders 

of the rural society of West Pakistan. This hereditary leadership has 

never been seriously challenged partly because of the absence of a 

ctronG middle class and the lack of strong associational interest 

groups3, and mainly because of the fact that during elections the tenant: 

1. Masud's r1inute of Dissent, quoted in C. A. P. Deb., Feb. 14,1956, 
vol. Is p. 3060. The member of the Constituent Assembly, who quoted 
the above passage and who was from East Pakistan, further added 
that "ilow Sir, that is the condition of the haris in Sind. I myself 
have toured Sind and have seen some places. I also went there for 
hunting purposes and I have seen the poor cultivators of_Sind... 
Conditions of the haris are becoming worse and worse. " L Ibid., 
p. 3060J. The position of the tenants is worst in Sind. But that 

of those in other parts of West Pakistan is also not much better. 

. Next passage in the text will give us some idea about the position 
of the tenant in various parts of West Pakistan including Sind. 

2. Jafri & Others, op. 
ccit., 

p. 28. 

3. The Zamindars have always prevented the gro'zth of various types of 
interest groups outside their own sphere of control and influence'. 
Their particularistic and vested interests have always made it 
indispensable for them that all sources of power, position and 
status in the rural society should be controlled by them. Control 
over land and relatively higher education and social status have 
not only strengthened or legitimatised their claim for "exclusive 
leadership in the eyes of the bureaucracy as well as illiterate 
rural masses" L PARD (Peshawar) Report no. 9, p. 50J, but also made 
it easier for then to provide leadership to various institutions 
or organisations (e. g. cooperative societies, local councils, 
development councils, etc. ) which have been formed by the govern- 
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have no other alternhtive but to pupport hic Zanindar or hin nowinee. 

The Zarnindar knows that "he could count on their vote as a matter of 

obligation. Since an uncooperative cultivator could be cut off from 

his only source of income, it was not likely that there would be many 

such persons. In any case, these constituents would neither know how 

their 'representative' voted nor be informed enough to care"1. Thus a 

Zaiiindar or his nominee can win an election, easily and hold office 

"without being subject to pressures, advice or even correspondence. 

from his constituent" .2 Therefore, the elected bodiep in : rest Pakistan 

which take on "some of the characteristics of a conservative club" can 

"hardly be described either as representative or responsible"3« 

The feudal character of the-land tenure system in West Pakistan 

has thus Given many Zamindar-politicians and their family members "the 

advantage of 'protected' constituencies" 
4, 

with the result that "many 

rent from time to time. 
Mloreover even when the division of property or land threatens 

their powers and position, the leadership is usually maintained 
through marriages and alliances between themselves. Their social 
position is further "fortified by the myth of belonging to 
'respectable castes"'. /Ibid., p.. 49_7. 

The social welfare or community development programmes, the 

execution of which needs the support of the Zamindars, further 
adds to their social position L Administrative obstacles, 
pp. 72-73J. They try to utilise these programmes for their own 
benefit and for enhancing their own authority and influence. 
Although sometimes they make some "purely superficial improvements" 
(Goodnow, op. cit., p. 84J, they are not at all interested in 
radical and significant development of the rural society which 
would improve the cocio-economic conditions of the tenant. The 
superficial improvementa that they make "rather increase his 
dependence on his 'benevolent' landlord" Llbid., p. 8w. 

1. Goodnow, op. cit., p.. 81. 

2. Ibid., p. 81.3. Ibid., p. 82. 

! +. G. W. Choudhury, Constitutional Development in Pakistan (Dacca, 
1959) (Hereafter cited as G. W. Choudhury, Constitutional Develon- 
ment), p. 260. G. W. Choudhury, Democracy in Pakistan Dacca, 19 3), 
(Hereafter cited as G. W. Choudhury, 

, iemocracy 
. ý25" 
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2hercditary leaders... are active in political life" and the "politician 

reap of... West Pakistan is dotted with the signs of entrenched areas of 

personal power" 
1. The loading landed families, in fact, held (and ct ll 

hold in varying degrees) the key to politics, Before and since portitior. 

a very considerable section of the members of the acnenblieo and of the 

local councils have-always come from landed families, and often held r: ey 

political offices3 and have successfully prevented any attempt to bring 

about radical land reforms. 

Of course very big Zamindars or the leading members of their 

families, do not directly participate in the affairs of the lower local 

councils (i. e. Tehsil and Union Councils). Usually p, etty Zamindars and 

medium and small landowners become the members of there lower local 

councils and often serve as the agents of the big Zamindars. The 

Chairmen of the Union Councils, who are also ex-officio non-official 

members of the next higher (i. e. Tehsil) council, are usually bigger 

landowners or lords than the members of the Union Counc. J 

1. ' Keith Callard, Pakistan: A Political Study (London, 1958), P-50- 

2. U. H. rorris-Jones, "Experience of Independence - India and : akistw'' 
in Political Quarterly, vol. 29, no. 3,1958, p. 235. (Hereafter cited 
as Morris-Jones, Political Quarterly). 

3. Such as those of the Wine Minister of Pakistan, the Chief Minister 
and the Governor of West Pakistan, the members of the centrall, and 
provincial cabinets, etc. 

4. These points may be illustrated by the following tables: 
Based on a survey of two districts 

Comparative data about size of Comparative land tenure status of 
land owned by chairmen and members chairmen and members 
Acres Chairmen o 7 Members Members °o Ch ,, 

1 to 5 14 38 Absentee landlord 22 15 
16 to 50 22 32 Landlord cum cultivator 67 43 
Above 50 64 30 Owner cultivator 11 39 

100 100 Tenants 0 
100 100 

Courco: 1 RD (Peshawar) Report no. 9, p. 65. 
(fn. contd. over) 
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It ha, -, been observed in a research report that the fact that "the 

Chairmen are relatively bigger landowners shows that the informal 

hierarchy of power existing in the rural society is being formalised 

by the institution'of local government. Influence and power ... are 

significantly associated with the size of land one otins"1. 

Survey made in Rawalpindi Division 
and Vownhera Tehsil 

Acres Rawalpindi (Members only)% Nowshera (Members only), 

0 3 7 
1- 20 46 56 
21-40 19 15 
41-60 12 6 
61-80 4 4 
81 loo 5 4 
Above 100 11 8 

Source: Selected Union Councils in Rawalpindi Division (A case 

, study report prepared by Inayatullah- PARR, Peshawar, 1962), p. 3. 
Stud of Union Councils in Nowshera (A case study report prepared 
by Inayatullah, PARD, Peshawar, 1961), p.. 7. 

In the Rawalpindi Study, (p. 4. ), it has been stated that "The 
geometric mean of land owned by the total Group is 18.5 acres 
while it is 100 acres for the chairmen's group which is signific- 
antly higher than the former". 

Here it may be mentioned that small landowners can also become 
the members of the Union Councils mainly because of the fact that 
one member represents roughly one thousand people but within the 
jurisdiction of a Union Council, which extends over a few villages, 
a large number of big or medium size landowners are not usually 
available. Small landowners, therefore, get an opportunity to 
become members. But in varying degrees, they usually remain under 
the influence of the relatively big landowners. Here it may also 
be mentioned that the small landowners and the members of the 
depressed classep, a, we shall see below, areýgradually becoming 
keen to contest Union council elections and`'''*he above-mentioned 
opportunity further adds to their keenness. 

1. PARD (Peshawar) Report no. 9, p. 66. In East Pakistan where there 
are no feudal landlords, the chairmen are usually bigger farmers 
than the members. Some chairmen and members come from other 
occupational classes. 
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A the big Zamindars figure very prominently in the politics of 

the province they are in a most advantageous pocitiön, especially 

since 1947, to exert considerable pressure on and to interfere in 

the adrainistration of the district. Of course it does not : lean thit 

a big Zamindar can always bully a very high-ranking official - ecpec- 

ially the District Officer who, as noted above, is not only trad- 

itionally the most powerful officer in the district but also recpons- 

. w-p 
ible for the maintenance of law and order,, the collection of land 

revenue and has a great deal of patronage in his hands. 1 The Zamindar 

is, therefore, dependent on him for various kinds of favours - both 

big and minor favours. The former may be in a position to exert 

pressure on the latter through some high-ups in the political hier- 

archy and Get something done by the latter. But he cannot always 

exert pressure on the D. O., unless he himself is a very influential 

and dominant figure in the national and provincial politics or 

unless he has very close and intimate contact with the Governor or 

influential ministers. 
2 Moreover, the Zaraindar may not belong to the 

ruling party or parties and thus, at least temporarily, is 

incapable of exerting political pressure on the D. O. In short, ý: e :.: ý; r 

say that in the event of a tug of war between a Zamindar and the D. O. 

1. here it may be mentioned that the law and order aspect of district 
administration is 
Zamindarc because 
amount to curious 

2. In chapter VII we 
Sayeed Qureshi, a 
chief Minister of 

also a subject of groat interest to the 
they often indulge in some activities which 
criminal offcncec. 

shall see that in the early 1950's, one Mr. 
very close relation "of P"Ir. Daultana (the then 
the Punjab and one of the biggest Zanindars v), 
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vhethcr the former or the latter would win, in fact, would depend on 

the time and circumstances and on the issues and personalities invo7_:: "d. 

Thus in the normal course. the Zanindarc, rrith the exception of 

""olitically very influential Zamindars, usually iakc special efforts to 

maintain a good relationship with the D. O. In rural areas wherc, aS note,, 

i. bove, iaoot'people-are-illiterate, their higher sociäl status and 

education make it easier for'. them to have an easy acceso to the 

D. O. and other hiCh-ranking officials. When those officers Go to a 

rural area on tour the Zamindar of the area usually becoz o the host 

and e : tend , all sorts of hospitality. 1 
They also consider the Za : indar 

as the only suitable person with whom the various problems of the rural 

area can be "intelligently" discussed. 2 The Zaraindar, in fact, plug*s 

the role of an intermediary between the rural peoplo and the higher 

bureaucracy. Thus unlike its counterpart in East Pakistan, the higher 

bureaucracy in West Pakistan has much less direct contact with the 

rural population., 

While the Zamindar is in a position to maintain a cordial and 

friendly relationship with the D. O. and other high-ranking officials, 

it is not difficult for him to exert enormous influence over the pettT 

officials at the Tehsil and other lower levelo, who also feel obliCed 

to the Zamindar for the sumptuous hospitality extended to them by the 

latter. 3 The petty officials also cannot afford incur 

Pakistan), virtually became the 'overlord' of the Sargoda district 
and could Get illegal things done by the D. O. 

1. Irayatullah, Changing; Character, p. 41. 

2. Goodnow, op. cit., p. 81. 

3. Inayatullah, Changing Character, p. 41. 
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the displeasure of the Zamindar be cause of the latter's cordial 

relation, with the D. O. and other high-ranking officials. 

The interests of the Zaiindar including those of his village 

receive maximum attention-by the administration because the information 

C: nd data on which district administration depends to a considerable 

extent in making its decisions concerning law and order, revenue and 

General administration, the allocation of finances for development worl: ý 

and the extension of new services to rural areas, are provided by the 

petty tehsil level officials, who, as noted above, are obliged to, 

and are indirectly controlled by, the Zanindar and also because of his 

close contact with the higher bureaucracy. As the interests of the 

Zanindar are not usually in harmony with those of ordinary rural people, 

their interests are not forcefully placed before the district bureau- 

cracy. 
1 Thus in West Pakistan, unlike in East Pakistan, the information 

I 
and data which are communicated by the higher bureaucracy to the Govern- 

ment often, wholly or partially, reflect the interests of the Zamindars. 

Although in West Pakistan, the CSP and other high-ranking officials 

and the big and medium size Zamindars have much in common, and although 

a fairly considerable section of the former, as we shall coo below, 

come from the landed aristocracy, it would be wrong to conclude that 

the high-ranking officials and the Zamindars are allies and that the 

former always support the latter even in actions that are completely 

unlawful or very irregular. 2 The training and the orientation that the 

1. PARD (Peshawar) Report, no. 9, p. 285.. 

2. Of course, sometimes the former may overlook or indirectly supDort 
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high-ranking officials receive in the Government service make their 

outlook and attitudes somewhat different from those of the Zarti:: dD. rF 

and also make them conscious in varying degrees of the fact that for 

the purpose of socio-political development and the improvement of 

agrarian economy, land reforms are essential though a considerable 

section of them may not wholeheartedly approve of radical or -weeping 

land reforms. It is probably this consciousness that has prevented 

a closer alliance between the higher bureaucracy and the Zarindars. 

As a result, it is mainly from the D. O. and other hiCh-ranking officers 

that the ordinary rural people receive some degree of protection 

against oppression of Zamindars. 

The Landed "Aristocracy" in East Pakistan 

äo far as the position of the landed 'taristocracy" is concerned 

the situation is completely different in East Pakistan. is brief' 

account of the position of the Zamindars vis-a-vis the tenants in the 

past will put our present discussion in better perspective. 

The Bengal Tenancy Act of 1885 gave the tenants the occupancy and 

transferable rights of their land. Important amendments wore made' to 

the Act in 1928,1938 and 1940 "mostly in favour of the tenants"2. 

These amendments considerably strengthened the position of the tenants 

vis-a-vis the Zamindars and brought "a sense of security and confid- 

ence among tenants hitherto unknown in the history of the system of land 

tenure in the country""3. The tenants "virtually becme the masters of 

such unlawful activities under political pressure. 'Sometimes 
nepotism or favourýtizm also, account for this. 

1. Goodnoe,, op. cit., p. 84. 

2. Gazetteer of Dacca District (awaiting publication in Dacca). (The 
present writer read the proof copy), Chapter III. 

3" Ibid. 
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their own destiny"l. By the end of the 1930'e the extortionate nothods 

of assessment and collection of rents by the Zamindars "came to an 

end"2. With the dwindling of the Zamindaro' power and influence, the 

riso in the prices of agricultural products, and the increasing polit- 

ical consciousness among the masses3, "a new resurgence and aggressive- 

ness among the tenants were distinctly visible" . Moreover, the 

government, public opinion and the press were all in favour of the 

tenants. "The pendulum had now swung so completely in the direction of 

the tenants that... it became difficult for them L ZamindarsJ to 

realise even legal rents5 in time and in duo proportion" 
6'. 

So far as 

the position of the tenants vis-a-vis their landlords was concerned, 

the Zamindari system was almost a dead system and the government of 

1. Ibid. 2. Ibid. 

3. Here-it may be mentioned that politically British Bengal was one 
of the most advanced provinces. "Rural public opinion was most 
articulate in Bengal; the rural bhadrolok L. the members of the 
middle as well as "upper" classes; literally means gentlemen) 
and great Zamindars wore alike much more interested in political 

" questions than the_vast majority of rural India" L Tinker, 
Foundations, P-78-/- Even the "cultivator took an interest in 
politics, participating actively in the local election which 
determined the membership of his union board. " L Goodnow, oý" . 
pjý7ý,,,, The local bodies in Bengal were much pore vigorous than 

din those areas which now constitute Vlest Pakistan. Unlike their 
counterparts in those areas, the Zamindars in Bengal did not have 
complete control over the local bodies. These bodies in parts of 
Bengal rather lessened the influence of the Zamindars on the rural 
society. Hero it may also be mentioned that the press in British 
Bengal was very vigorous. From the very beginning of the second 
half of the last century, it had been critically examining the 
social, political and economic problems of the province and play- 
ing a very vital role in accelerating the process of political 
awakening of the province. 
Gazettezvof'Dacca District, Chapter XII. 

5. Previously the Zamindars could even have forced their tenants to 
pay more than they had been 7. s gally supposed to_�pay" This illegal 
rent had been called abt gabs [Ibid., Chap. XIIJ. 

6. _. 
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Bengal was seriously consider" , the-question of its complete abolition. 

That final blow to the system, 

transfer of power. 

,s we shall see below, came after the 

Unlike the Zamindars in t se parts of British India which now 

constitute West Pakistan, morst. : Lamindars in Bengal were Hindus. I After 

partition most of them left East Pakistan for India with the result 

that the position of the Zamindars as a pressure group was further 

weakened. When the government of East Pakistan decided to abolish 
2 

the Zamindari system it encountered no serious opposition because of 

`` 
lea 

the fact that most of thoseAwould lose land through nationalisation were 

Hindus"'3. Finally in 1950 the Zamindari system was completely liquid- 

ated by the East Bengal Acquisition and Tenancy Act of 1950. But, in 

fact, it was the political and social consciousness of the Bengalipeople 

which in the course-of this century gradually paved the way for its 

elimination. Professor Braibanti observed that "the spirit of Bengali 

independence compelled the development of vigorous local self-government 

and early demise of large land holdings, while in the Punjab feudal 

conditions of serfdom prevailed and the Zanindari were not challenged.. " 

In East Pakistan the influence of the landed "aristocracy" is now 

(! M2 " nil. 

In the absence of Zanindars the rural population may be classified 

into the following three categories: 

1. At the time of p artition, of 2237 big Zamindars in Bengal only 358 
were Muslims LVJilber*, op. cit., p. 2197- 

2. Myron Weiner, "The Politics of South Asia" in G. A. Almond and G. S. 
Coleman (eds. ), op. cit., p. 209. 

3. Wilbern, op. cit., p. 219. 

4. Braibanti, Research, p. 47. Also see the discussion in footnote 
1, p. 38 above.. 
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(a) surplus farmers, (b) middle farmers and (c) landless labourers or 

near landless farmers. The surplus farmers are those farmers who have 

surplus land and/or money. They form a very small minority of the 

villagers, perhaps five to ten per cent. The middle farmers are those 

farmers who have one to five acres of land. They constitute around 

70% of the village population. The landless labourers or near land- 

less farmers form 15% to 25% of the village population. 
I 

The. surplus 

farmer usually leases his land. Sometimes he also employs landless 

labourers to cultivate his land or part thereof. Many surplus farmers 

are rural traders and money lenders. 2, 
They are, in fact, the well-to-, 

do class and the vested interests in the rural society of East Pakistan. 

In their capacity of land leasers and money lenders they are in a 

position to squeeze and to exercise some control and influence over the 

small middle farmers and the landless labourers or near-landless farmers. 

But there-is a world of difference between the extent of the control 

and influence exercised by the surplus farmers and the extent of those 

exercised by the Zamindars in West Pakistan who, as noted above, are 

virtually the masters of or rather tyrants in the rural society. 

Other Differences Between East and West Pakistan 

The "language, climate, economic and social life and attitudes 

of mind" of one province are widely different from those of another-. 

1. Comilla - US AID Conference Report, p. 8. This classification is 
based on the pattern of landholding in the Comilla district. But 
it applies in some varying -degrees to most other districts in'East 
Pakistan. 

2. Ibid., pp. 9-10. 

3. W. H. Morris-Jones, "Experience of Independence - India and 
Pakistan" in Political Quarterly, vol. 29, no., 1958, p. 235. (Here- 
after cited as Norris-Jones, Political Quarterly). g, ej. j oeuiC 
Mitw. "", ý' Tom, ýreX3,1569 
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C Profocaor Braibanti observes that 

"Probably no region" in the sub-continent "(certainly none in Lti? ýf 
north... ) could be more opposite to the Punjab in externals and' 
in spirit than East Bengal... The Bengalis are by ethnic origin 
more closely related to Southeast Asia than to Persia and 
Aanistan, the twin fountainheads of Punjab and Pathan culture. 
/. I: ore importantly, Bengalis have a remarkably homogeneous 
culture, rich in art, music, dance, languare, poetry and philos- 
ophy, epitomized in Rabindranath Tagore /. A. highly developed 
aesthetic sensitivity makes them more akin to the culture of 
äouthea3t Asia than to the practical earthiness of the Aryan 
Punjabi 7. Their temperament moulded by riverine, tropical 
lands in which they live, combines a quick, volatile sensitive 
independence with a keen love of political activity and of 
intellectual disposition... so pervasive is the quality of Bengali. 

culture that it has developed a very strong corporate sense.. 
Bengalis, more aware of their Bengali culture than are Punjabis 

of their own heritage, are more likely to cling together and 
support each other simply because they are Bengalis. " (5) 

Relatively faster political development in East Pakistan and 

its causes. British Bengal, which "was in many brays the most important 

province in India"6, was politically much more advanced than the 

provinces which (or the part of which) now constitute, 1--lest Pakistan. 
7 

1. Similarly another author commented that "West Pakistan looks out 
upon the Middle East, whereas East Pakistan looks to Southeast 
Asia" L Charles Burton Marshall, Reflections on a Revolution in 

Pakistan" in Foreign Affairs, vol. 37, no. 2,1959, p. 252. 

2., Nobel Prize winner Rabindranath Tagore was the great Bengali poet, 

novelist and dramatist. 

3. Another writer, who is an East Pakistani, hold that the people of 

East Pakistan are "neither Aryans nor Arabs . _. Nature has given 
their mind and body a distinctive stamp". LS. A. Kalam, "social 

Questions in Bengali Fictions" in S. S. Husain (ed. ), Dacca 
University Seminars on Contemporary Writing in East Pakistan 

Dacca, 1958), p. 0J. 

4. Another writer observed that "Bengalis... are apt in competitive 
politics. " LZarshall, op. cit., p. 253J. 

5. Braibanti, Research, pp. 46-47; Professor Braibanti made the 

comment while discussing the impact of cultural differences between 
East and West Pakistan on the styles of administration of these 
two provinces. _ 

6. Wilber, ox. cit., p. 219. 

7. Also see above, pß . 58 (footnote 3) , p. p9 (Professor Braibanti's 
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During the last 21 years, that have followed partition, a series of 

vigorous political movements, which have resulted fron the economic, 

political and administrative grievances of the province, have added 

considerably to the political consciousness of East Po3cistcn. 
I But 

comment). Sometimes it is argued that in British Bengal it w.. - 
the Hindus who were politically conscious and advanced. No 
doubt it is true that in British Bengal Muslims were less artic- 
ulate and advanced than the Hindus. But at the sarge time, the 
Muslims in this province were much more articulate and advanced 
than the Muslims of those parts of British India which now 
constitute West Pakistan. 

1. The following brief account of the nature of economic, political 
and administrative Grievances will illustrate the causes and the 
nature of political movements and developments in fast Pakisten: 

During the first several years of the post-partition re riod, 
the central government (which in one way or another has been 
always under the control of West Pakistani politicians) contin- 
uously rejected the demand of the people of East Pakistan that 
Bengali - the language of the majority of the people of Pakistan - 
should be made one of the state languages of the country with the 

result that there was a serious political unrest throughout the 

province. Later Bengali along with Urdu was made the state 
language of Pakistan. But still Urdu is given more prominence 
by and receive. greater attention from the central government 
LKarl von Vorys, op. cit., pp. 76,80,90-91J 

There is wide economic disparity between East and Went Pakistan 

which constitutes the major source of increasing bitterness and 
resentment in East Pakistan. "In terms of the contribution of 
manufacturing to gross domestic product, East and . ont Pakistan 

started from about the same level, but after independence, the 

rate of industrial growth in West Pakistan. far outpaced that in 
East Pakistan" LKhalid B. Sayeed, The Political. System of Pakis- 
tan (Boston, 19 7), p. 199J. East Pakistan strongly feels that 
the factor responsible for the higher rate of economic Growth 
in West Pakistan is that the "center has shown preferential 
treatment to West Pakistan industrialists by granting then 
foreign exchange, by issuing licences and permits for the 
establishment of now industries and by making bigger allocation:, 
loans and grants, both from ita own resources as well as from 
foreign aid. " Ibid., p. 201J. Though East Pakistan earns more 
foreign exchange than West Pakistan, a much larger amount of 
foreign exchange has been allocated to feed the needy of West 
Pakistan. 

(fn. cont. over) 

'\... 
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West Pakistan has seldom witnessed political movements solely caused 

by political or economic questions or issues. 1 

The following tables illustrate some of these poin 
1 6f - 2. Ru eec in billions 

Total exports Total imports 
E. Pak. 
W. Pte:. 

13.8 7.9 
9.. 9 18.7 

Source: Sayeed, Political, p. 199. 

1947-61. Allocations of 
foreign loans & credite 
E. Pak. 127,8-7; 9526 
r. Ualc. 519,886,426 

Source: Karl von Voryz, 
ono cit., p. 98. 

19.55-65. Dollar development loan from the U. S. A. 
1-;. Pak. - 100.3 million. j1. Pak. - 282.8 million 
During the fiscal year of 1958, West Pakistan received a dollar 
development loan of $ 12.8 million whereas East Pakistan received", 
none (Sayeed, Political, p. 201). 

Because of rapid economic growth in West Pakistan the per capita 
income in this province is much more than that in East Pakistan. 
The disparity between the per capita incomes of the two- wines has 
increased from 88 rupees in 1959. to 150 rupees in 1967 The Times 
(London), June 25,1968.2. 

East Pakistan is also very conscious of the fact that the people 
of this province are very poorly represented in higher public 
services and in the armed, air and naval forcbc L Sayeed, Political, 
pp. 19k-19f. . Of course at the time of partition the: number- of 
Bengali Muslims, who were in these services and forces, was not very 
large. But although this number has increased during the last 21 

years as a result of the demand and pressure from East Pakistan, it 
is still much less (especially in the forces) than the number of 
West Pakistanis who are in these services and forces. East Pakistan 
strongly feels that the central government has not made any sincere 
effort to substantially increase this number and that the East- 
Pakistanis have been deliberately not appointed to the key posts. 
All these disparities have made the East Pakistanis highly sensitive. 
)'The issue of parity between the Ew27 wings is no longer limited 
to public investment. It has become the acid test of legitimacy 
for all national endeavo7rs. East Pakistani politicians, journa- 
lists, businessmen, teachers, workers and students are alert to the 
slightest deviation. " Lail von Vorys, op. cit., p. 102J. As a 
result of such disparities, East Pakistan now strongly feels that 
provincial autonomy and adequate control over its resources are 
essential in order to safeguard its interests. Moreover, greater 
political consciousness has led East Pakistan to demand fully demo- 
cratic Government, complete freedom of the press and the release of 
the political prisoners, and to strongly oppose the system of indir- 
ect election and restricted franchise. All these factors, as noted 
above, are responsible for frequent political movements in East 
Pakistan. 

1. Though the importance of politi6al movements in the process of 
political awakening is'not I . '. significant in a politically 
advanced and articulate society, their importance in a country like 
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The fact that in West Pakistan "political orientation is more 

traditional than in East Pakistan"1 relatively slows down the Process 

of political modernisation and development in the former. Moreover, in 

West Pakistan, where the general mass are under the profound influence 

of religion, literature and the political and social issues are often 

influenced by religious and sectarian issues. 2 The so-called religious 

leaders, i. e. Ulema (usually addressed as MoulanaY, who are responsible 

for a "ceaseless clamour for an Islamic state"3, who are extremely 

dogmatic and fanatical in their religious beliefs and outlook, who are 

bent on following and preserving centuries-old Islamic laws in toto and 

who want to establish a theocracy4, command great respect among the 

Pakistan is considerable which may be briefly illustrated below: 
As the presidential and assembly elections are held on the basis 

of very narrowly restricted franchise during these elections no 
efforts are made to address and to establish close contact with the 
people. Moreover, as noted above, political party organizations, 
interest groups and the mass media of communications are either 
absent or ill organised and inefficient. As.. a result, people, espec- 
ially in West Pakistan, have poor and'inad'equ te: political knowledge 
and their grievances and demands' are" o, t" äde. gi. a: tely voiced.. But, as 
is the case in East Pakistan, ' political movements could, ät"'le'ýyt 
partially, make the people of Lest Pakistan aware'of some important 
political and, economic issues and voice some of their grievances. 

'(Very recently, West Pakistan witnessed political no ementsýand 
demonstrations caused solely by political issues., Po itical 
culture of West Pakistan is in the process of dalu) 

1. PARD (Peshawar) Report no. 9, P-53- 

2. I"ir. Justice Ifunir, the former Chief Justice of Pakistan and the late 
Mr. Justice Kayani, the former Chief Justice of the Punjab High 
Court, have given a revealing account of the extent and nature of 
the impact of religious and sectarian issues on the political issues 
and activities of the province in-the Report of the Court of InQuirti 
Constituted Under Punjab Act II of 195' to Enquire into the Punjab 
Disturbances of 1953 (IYIunir-Kayani Report Lahore, 1954). 

3. Ibid., P. 231- 

4. The following brief discussion will illustrate these comments: 
The Ulema strongly oppose'the concept of. secular and modern 

democratic national state which was advocated by Jinnah, who at the 
time of partition declared that Pakistan "would be a modern democrat- 
ic state, with sovereignty resting in the people and the members of 
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ordinary people of Z'; est Pakistan and exert enor=ouy influence on them. 

The following passage from a letter written by a District Officer to the 

Divisional Commissioner will illustrate the extent of such influence: 

the new nation having equal rights of citizenship regardless of 
their religion, caste or creed". He also declared that "you are 
free to go to your temples, you are free to go to your mosques or 
to any other place of worship in this state of Pakistan... that has 
nothing to do with the business of the state ... in course of time 
Hindus would cease to be Hindus and Muslims would cease to be 
Muslims, not in the religious sense because that is the personal 
faith of each individual, but in the political sense as citizens 
of the State. " L Quoted in ibid., pp. 201-202J.. t,, hen Mr. Justice 
Hunir and the late Mr. Justice Kayani "asked the Ulema whether this 
conception of a S. tate was acceptable to them... everyone of them 
replied in an unhesitating negative". To them "a State based on 
this idea is the creature of the devil... None of the Ulema can 
tolerate L such) a state... " L Ibid., p. 203]. According to the 
Ulema, in an Islamic state the non-Muslims "will have no voice in 
the malting of laws, no right to administer the law and no right to 
hold public offices". Ibid., p. 212J. 

The Ulema hold that "Legislature in its present sense is unlnown 
to the Islamic system. " Ibid., p. 211J. They argue that the 
legislature, which consists of those persons who are not experts on 
Islam, cannot make laws for an Islamic state and that the Islamic 
laws can meet all the needs of the modern age. Moulana Abul Hasanat, 
President JamipX-ul-Ulema-i-Pakistan said "Our law L i. e. Islamic 
law is complete and merely requires interpretation by those who 
are experts in it. According to my belief no question can arise, 
the law relating to which cannot be discovered from the Cturan and 
the hadith. "t (Quoted in ibid., p. 211J. 

The Government of Pakistan set up a Commission on Marriage and 
Family Laws in the mid 50's. iioulana Ihtisham-ul-Haq, a very 
prominent member of the Ulema class, was one of the 7 members of the 
Commission. Six members recommended that Islam should be reinter- 
preted according to the changed modern environment. Moulana 
Ihtisham-ul-Haq widely disagreed with their views and issued a 
separate statement. He held that the Muslims with modern education 
were unable to understand the inner meaning of Islam and this led 
them to believe that under the changed circumstances, Islam needed 
to be readjusted and reinterpreted. He argued that many Muslims 
under the modern influence wanted to alter, in the name of elastic- 
ity, all those values of_Izlam which were not in conformity with 
the modern way of life L Gazette of Pal: ictan, - Extraordinary, Aus-. 
30,1956, P"1572J. 

In fact the "Ulema would like to adopt the institutions of the 
early caliphate; they want to reproduce a society which no longer 
exists and a polity which was suited to the early days of Islam, as 
if all that was done at that time was the final interpretation of 
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"The Muslim Family Laws Ordinance, 1961, was not readily accepted 
by the people of this district on account of enormous opposition 
by, the Ulema. The trip of Ulerna is very strong... The Chairmen_ 
Lof Union Councils) do not cooperate in implementing... rthej 
Ordinance. The instances of violation of tho... Ordinanco are not 
usually reported by the Chairman. 

"In the final review I may add that the Basic Democrats Lmembe: s 
of the Union Councils) of this district do not cooperate in the 
implementation of the Ordinance, unless the Ulema approve of the 
provision. " (1) 

The serious anti-Ahmadi (a sect within the Muslim community) riots, 

which broke out in 1953 in several places of the Punjab and which 

ultimately caused and warranted the imposition of Martial Law in Lahore 

city, are also a glaring example of the enormous influence of the Ulena 

over the ordinary people of West Pakistan. The "determination of certain 

_ 
(2) 

politico-religious leaders (i. e.. UlemaJ to return to public importance" 

and their propaganda against the Ahrnadis were responsible for the 

Anti-Ahmadi riots. 
3 

But in comparison with West Pakistan, in East Pakistan the influence 

of religion and of the Ulema on the general public is much. less. In 

Iolam and as if it were not possible for the human intellect to 
deviate from it in any detail. In constructing an Islamic constit- 
ution, the ulema feel Pakistan's task is to look back to the past 
history of Islam and reproduce once again the actual state of 
affairs that obtained in the seventh century. " L G. W. Choudhuri, 
Constitutional Development in Pakistan (Dacca, 1955), ? x. 66 (Here- 

after cited as G. W. Choudhury, Constitutional Development)_/. 
For a detailed account of Ulema's attituec towards religion, 

the Islamic state, Jihad (Holy I-War), religious minorities, seculcx 
and modern democratic national state, etc., especially see part IV 
(pp. 187-236) of the Hunir-I{aya ni Report. 

1. Quoted in PARD (Peshawar) Rebort no. 9, p. 167. 
Here it may be mentioned that the Muslim Family Laws of. 1961, 

which modernised and rationalised the institution of marriage and 
divorce procedure, have the whole hearted support of the intellig- 
entia in Pakistan. But these laws "have invited the wrath of the 
Mullahs ?. e. the so-called religious leadersZ'". The Guardian 

London), Nov. 14,1968. 
2. Morris-Jones, Political Quarterly, p. 235.. ý1r 3. Also see Chap. IV9 p. IV-1, fn. l. 
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the latter there is also no such ronoured and influential t: o anan as 

T-toududi, Ihtishurn-ul-Eaq and others. Moreover, unlike most Urdu writerJJ, 

the Bengal writers with the exception of a few are secular in their 

thoughts and ideas; the modern Bengali literature which "represents a 

very notable creative achievementl'l-ýand which has been "influenced by 

British and European ideas of liberalism and humanitarianism" has 

considerable influence on the way of life and the social and political 

attitudes of the people of East Pakistan. In this province, the 

political and social behaviour and attitudes are relatively less influen- 

ced by religion. One author has rightly pointed out that it is "apparent 

that there is a difference between the political culture of the two 

provinces. East Pakistan's public opinion seems to get stirred up very 

easily on political and linguistic issues; whereas Z"7est Pakistanis seen 

to react strongly only when religious or ideological issues are raisedýr" 

Another factor which has further contributed to the process of 

political awakening in the eastern wing is that in cowparison with West 

Pakistan, the rural areas in East Pakistan are politically' less isolated. 

The student community in East Pakistan, who come from almost all section- 

I" A Ike, << ut, who was a central Minister in Pakistan, writes that 
"Let him... in proper time in a proper mood, come to religion as a 
blissful retirement from the humdrums of active social lifo... Lot 

religion begin where politics end. The two must not meet. " A. PI. 
Ahmad, "Secularism Versus Religion in Politics" in The Cone e pt of 
Pakistan (monthly Journal,. Dacca, November, 1964), p. 420 

ý. Edward Shils, The Intellectual Between Tradition and Modernit : 
The Indian Situation (Hague, 1961), p. 71. 

? ý. Sayeed, Political, p. 188. 
Ibid., p. 194.. 

1 
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of the society, vho have always acted as the cpearhoad of all political 

movements in the province and many of whom Co back to thoir village honen 

during vacation s, - v become the "carriers of a new political conncioucr- 

neca to the village and a contact point between urban centered political 

parties and rural nasses. " 1 Zoreover, relatively higher degree of 

literacy (see table I1I ), the high density of population and the small 

size of the province have further facilitated the communication and the 

mobility of political ideas in East Pakistan. 2 
Tý: ýcW 

Areas Literacy percentage of the people aged 5 years and over 

East Pakistan West Pakistan 

All areas 21.5+ 16.3 

Urban areas 47.71 33.0 

Rural areas 20.16 10.9 

Source: Census of Pakistan 1961, vol. 2 (East Pakistan) (Dacca, 1962), 
"p. IV-2; Ibid., vol. 30 West Pakistan) (Karachi, 1962), p. IV-5. 

Thus we find that the percentage of literates in the rural areas of East 

Pakistan is double the percentage of those in the rural areas of West 

Pakistan. Moreover "in comparison with West Pakistan, the population is 

lore sophisticated" in East Pakistan. 3 It is, therefore, relatively 

1. PARD (Peshawar) Report no. 9, p. 11. 
This point was also emphasised by one of the participants during 

the discussion on the paper namely "Constitutional changes and the 
Dynamics of Political Development in Pakistan" (cyclostyled) pres- 
ented by H. A. Alavi in the postgraduate seminar on Political Insti- 
tutions held on the 15th November, 1967, at the Institute of 
Commonwealth Studies, University of London.. 

2. West Pakistan is almost six times larger than East Pakistan but it 
has nearly 7 million less population than East Pakistan. In t: es't 
Pakistan the averago density of population is only 138 per square 
mile, whereas in East Pakistan it is 922 per square mileV. See 
Chapter III. 

3. L. F. Rushbrook Williams, "Basic Democracies as Institutions of Local 
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much easier to articulate political ideas in the rural society of the 

latter. 

Although in terns of population officially classified tribal aroma 

in West Pakiptan constitute an insignificant proportion of the province, 

most non-tribal areas in the province have also some tribal or clannish 

affinities. Such affinities, the absence of a strong middle class, the 

domination of the Zamindar feudal class and the relative lack of 

political consciousness among the general masses, have enormously added 

to the servile attitude of the ordinary people and to the authoritarian 

attitude of the "upper" classes with the result that in comparison with 

East Pakistan most people in Ilest Pakistan are much more subservient to 

those above and much more dominant over those below. This is also one 

of the reasons which have made West Pakistani society relatively less 

conducive to political awakening and to the development of democratic 

and egalitarian environment. 

East Pakistan, as noted above, is much less industrialised than 

I-lest Pakistan. Most of the big industries and business concerns in the 

former are also owned and controlled by the industrial and busines3 

magnates of the latter. 1 
As a result, in East Pakistan there is no 

powerful Cmtnu tll class. Moreover, in this province, as noted above, 

the Zanindar feudal class also no longer exists. It is the middle class 

; Government in Pakistan" in the Journal of Local Administration 
Overseas, vol I., no. 4, Oct. 19 2, p. 255- 

1. One survey revealed that the Bengalis had control over only 45% of 
the big industrial and business enterprises in the whole of Pakistan. 
L G. F. Papenek, "The Development of Entrepreneurship" in The 
American Economic Review, LII, 1962, p. 49, cited in Muniruzzanan, 
pp. cit., P4088-/* 
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which is the most influential class in East Pakistan. But in , Jest 

P 3; istan the riiddle class is very small and its influence and impor- 

tance in society and in politics are much less. Thus while in West 

Pakistan "Political power carne to be concentrated in these two Groups'' 

(i. e.. the Zemindar and the co=ercial classes)2, in East Pakistan it 

"came into the hands of the professional middle class"3. In t"tcct 

Pakistan the leadership of these two classeo, who are in fact the 

vested interests in the society, who have practically nothing in 

common with the general masses and who have not encouraged, or rather 

who have discouraged the active participation of the., masses in the 

political process, has not made any significant contribution to the 

political development and to the change in the socio-economic 

structure of : Test Pakistan; whereas in East Pakistan, the leadership 

of the middle class, the members of which come from and represent 

in varying degrees the values, attitudes and interests of various 

sections of the society', has further contributed to and accelerated 

the process of politicization of East Pakistani society. 

In conclusion we may say that due to all, the factors. discussed 

in the preceding pages of this section of the 'chapter, - East-. Pa'kiý'tan' 

has far outpaced West Pakistan in the process of political development. 

It has been aptly observed that "as, East Pakistan is laCCinC behind 

1. Ibid., p. 84. 

2. Here it may be mentioned that the Zamindar class is much more 
dominant and influential in the field of politics than the 
comnerc . al class whose influence is mainly localised in the 
urban areas. 

3. Muniruzzaman, or. cit., p. 84. 
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West Pakistan in economic development, in terms of political development- 

it is West Pakistan which is backward as compared to Einst Pakistan" 

with the result that "political consciousness and communication are 

intense in East Pakistan. "2 

The differences between the administrative traditions and between 

the social or family backgrounds of the higher bureaucracies of the two 

win s. the have already noted in Chapter I that while West Pakistan 

inherited the tradition of Non-Regulation provinces in which D. O. s and 

other officers had enjoyed enormous discretionary powers and also that 

of political agencies and princely states which had been personal 

autocracies, East Pakistan inherited that of Regulation Provinces in 

which they had enjoyed relatively much less discretionary powers and 

had been required to perform their functions within a relatively more 

rigid framework of rules and regulations,, 
3 

There arcs considerable differences between the social or family 

backgrounds of the high-ranking officials in East Pakistan and those 

of the high-ranking officials in West Pakistan. In East Pakistan, 
4 

both petty and high-ranking officials (including CSP$, who, as we shall 
{ 

see. in chap. III, are the elite of the bureaucracy and hold most of the 

top administrative posts at district, provincial and central levels) cone 

1. Sayeed, Political, p. 258. 

2. Marshall, op. - cit., P-253- 
3- See chapter I, f -35-41 (especially see p.... 41, fn. l), Also see 

p. 
4. The members of the Civil Service of Pakistan which is the 

successor to the famous Indian Civil Service (ICS). 
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from different classes or sectionsof society, whereas in I. -lost 
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Pakistan, a*considerable section of the high-ranking officials mainly 

come from the landed "aristocracy" and other "upper" glass families. 
I 

The environment in the educational institutions of the two wings, which 

has an enormous impact on the attitudes of mind of the recruits to the 

higher public services, is not the same either. 
2 

We have already noted 

that in East Pakistan the student community has always acted as the 

spearhead of all political movements, and fought for the interests of 

the province and against the economic and other disparities; in fact 

they have played a very important role in voicing the economic, politic- 

al and other grievances of the province. Thus before entering the pub- 

lie services almost all East Pakistani members of these services usually 

remained associated with or"at least intimately aware of the issues that 

1. Mr. Burgess, - a former ICS and a former Director of the Civil 
aervico Academy, Lahore, in which the CSP probationers of both 
the wings receive their pre-service training, held that "East 
Pakistan is a. nation of small cultivators - there are few big 
landlords, 'few rich men at all. But East Pakistan is entitled 
to its share of vacancies. So the social background of the 
service L i. e.. ICS/CSPJ has changed. It has become democratised' 
in something of the way that Oxford and Cambridge have become 
democratised under the impact of post-war taxation and post-war 
awards. It no longer draws the majority of its recruits from 
the 'best' families or even from the upper class; consequently, 
it no longer draws its ideas from as narrow a sphere as formerly. 
Diversity everywhere - of race, of culture, of language, of social 
and economic background. " (Georffrey Burgess, "The Pakistan Civil 
Service" in The Listener, vol. LVIII, Sept. 19,1957, p. L+2 /. 

2. Hero it may be mentioned that those persons who want to join the 
Civil or other higher public services of Pakistan sit for the 
Superior Service Examination almost immediately after having 
completed their college or university education or while studying 
at the postgraduate level, mainly because of the fact that at the 
time of recruitment to higher public services, one must be between 
the ages of 21 and 25 and a graduate. 
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wore involved in these movements. Their behaviour and attitudes as 

government officials are, therefore, influenced in varying degreco by. 

these issues and reminiscent of their student life. l 

Because of the differences that exist between the social or fanily 

backgrounds of the bureaucracies of East and West Pakistan and also 

between the environment in the educational institutiono of the two 

alines, the attitudes of mind of the bureaucracies of one wing are 

naturally different from those of the bureaucracies of the other wins. 

Thus while performing their official functions, they behave, and react, 

differently under the same circumstances. The bureaucracies in East 

Pakistan are more sympathetic towards the general masses, more aware of 

their problems and difficulties, much more'tolerant about political and 

students' activities znd movements and deal with political or students' 

1. The following example will further illustrate the point: 'pie have 

already noted that the demand that Bengali - the language of the 
majority of the people of the country - should be made one of the 
state languages of Pakistan, led to a vigorous political movement 
throughout East Pakistan. During that movement on February 21, 
1952, police opened fire-on students demonstrating in Dacca with 
the result that a few. persons died. Every year the people of East 
Pakistan, especially the students, observe the 21st February as 
the Shahid Debosh (Martyrs' Day) and pay their homage to those t, ho 
died on that day as a result of the police firing. In 1966, the 
East Pakistani students of the Punjab Unive3sity decided to hold 

a meeting on that day in order to discussýasp'ýcts of the languaCO 
movement in East Pakistan. They invited the CSP probationers who 
were undergoing training at the Civil Service Academy, Lahore. 
The Director of the Academy, who was one of the most senior CSP 
officers (formerly an ICS officer) and held the rank of a 
Secretary to the central government, told the probationers through 
another high ranking officer that they, being government officers, 
"were not supposed to participate in a students' meeting'. Almost 
all the East Pakistani CSP probationers' did' not follow that 
instruction and participated in the meeting. Some of them 
delivered lectures in the meeting. L The present writer came to 
know about this because he had happened to be the class-mate of 
some of these probationers and he went to Lahore in February, 1966, 
in connection with his field work for his present study and also 
attended that meetingJ. 

.I 

7, 
' 
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demonstrations with greater restraint and patience than their counter- 

parts in . -Dost Pakistan. Professor Braibanti aptly points out that 

"Bengali administration Lha] a different quality from that'of 
the Punjab. It is more egalitarian in demeanor, more democratic 
in outlook, more informal, closer to the people in mood and 
attitude, and less haughty". (1) He further observes that "In 
East Pakistan, district administration is also strong, but its 
style is leavened by the more egalitarian social structure of 
Bcncal... " (2) 

From the foreCoinG discussion in this section of the chapter we 

nay say that there are considerable differences between the social, 

rolitica1 and administrative environment or conditions of the two 

'x a result the extent of the authoritarian and paternal bureaucratic 

behaviour and attitude and also that of the submissive and apathetic 

behaviour and attitude of the ordinary peoplo, which we have discussed 

in the previous sections of this chapter, are not the sane. 
3 In East 

Ik kistan the officials, as we have just noted, are relatively less 

authoritarian and paternal in their approach and outlook. And at the 

same time the people of this province, relatively speaking, are more 

conscious and more assertive and less apathetic and less afraid of 

bureaucratic authority. 

1. Braibanti, Research, p. k7. 

2. Ibid. , p. 161. 

3. Also see p. 1I-1; footnote 1. 
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CHAPTER III 

TAE ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK AUD 

PATTERN OF ADMINISTRATION 

Introduction 

Centre & Province. Before going into the details of district adminis- 

station, a brief discussion of the structure of the central government 

and especially of the provincial government will enable us to have an 

idea about the place of district administration in the total adminis- 

trative framework of Pakistan and its position in relation to the 

provincial hierarchy. 

During the first 9 years,, Pakistan was administered according to 

the provisions of the Government of India Act 1935 (as =odified by 

the Pakistan Provisional Constitution Order) and the Indian Independence 

Act passed by the British Parliament. 1 
In March 1956, ' Pakistan adopted 

a new constitution and became a republic within the Comznonwealth. In 

October 1958 this constitution was abrogatod and Martial Law was 

declared. In f4o J 
.. 1962, another constitution was promulgated which 

is now in force. Under the 1956 constitution Pakistan had a parliament- 

ary form of government. But under the 1962 constitution, she has a 

presidential form of government. At the centre there are a President2 

1. Callard, op. cit., p. 129. 
2. The Constitution of the Republic of Pakistan 1962, Article 9. 
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in whom the executive authority of the country is vested, 
' 

a Cabinet 

called 'President's Co: , : il of Diinistcyn' ? 
each of the members of 

which is appointed and may be removed (LrLthout any reason being 

assigned for his removal) by the Presit. tnt3 and a unicamergl legis- 

lature called the National Assembly. 
4 

... he President and the Cabinet 

are assisted by a secretariat called the Central Secretariat consisting 

of permanent government officials. 

At the head of the province there is a Governor who is appointed5 

and may be removed (without any reason being assigned for his 

removal) 
6 

by the President. The executive authority in the province 

is vested in hin.? In the performance of his functions he is "subject 

to the direction of the Presidents". There is*a Provincial Cabinet 
8 

called 'Governor's Council of Ministers' each of the members of which 

is"appointed9 and. may be removed (without any reason being assigned 

for his removal) 
10 by the Governor with the prior approval of the 

President in both cases. There is also a unicameral legislature called 

the Assembly of the Province. 11 

Provincial Secretariat. -Below the- Governor and the Cabinet there are 

the Secretariat and the Directorates. The Secretariat and Ministries 

are in fact synonymous. The Secretariat consists of all Ministries. 

1. Ibid., Art. 31. 2. Ibid., Art. 33.3. Ibid., Art. 118(l)- 
4. Ibid., Art. 19. 5. Ibid., Art. 66(1) 6. Ibid., Art. 118(1). 
7. ! bid., Art. 8o. 8. Ibid., Art. 66(2). 9. Ibid., Art. 82. 
10. Ibid., Art. 119(2). 11. Ibid., Art. 70, 
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Each Secretariat Department i. e. each Ministry is in charge of a member 

of the cabinet. He is assisted by permanent Government officials nc. ricly 

the Secretary, the Additional Secretary (only in very big departmento), 

the Joint Secretary (if the volume of work is very heavy), Deputy 

Secretaries, Section officers1 and a huge clerical staff. Under the 

Minister the Secretary is the head of the Secretariat Department. The 

position of the Secretary "is analogous in relation to the ... Minister 

to that of the Permanent Under Secretary of a British Department"2. 

At the head of the Secretariat there is an officer called the 

Chief Secretary. He is not directly responsible to any particular 

Minister but to the Governor and to the Cabinet as a whole. It is 

held that in the province 

"The permanent head of the administration.... is the Chief Secretary 
who is responsible for general administration and the proper 
functioning of*the Secretariat and who handles many civil service 
matters, keeps cabinet minutes and issues orders on behalf of the 
Cabinet. Much of his authority is derived from his responsibility 
for exercising administrative supervision over the division 
commissioners and district officers in the province. " (3) 

1. In British India and in the first decade of Pakistan the designation 
of the Section Officer was Assistant Secretary. 

2. Simon Report, vol. I, para. 312. 
1909 Decentralisation Commission's Report also had held that the 
position of the Secretary "corresponds very much to that of a 
permanent Under Secretary of State in the United Kingdom". 
L para. 2o7. 

The position of the Secretary and the Secretariat has not 
changed in Pakistan. Mr. Ashok Chanda also compares the position 
of the Indian Secretary with that of the Permanent Under Secretary 
in the U. K. Ashok Chanda, Indian Administration (London, 1958), 
P"19"] 

3. Wilber, on. cit., p. 261. 
The organisation and structure of the central Secretariat are 

also the same as those of the provincial Secretariat. The only 
major difference is that in the former there is no such officer as 
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Directorates. Besides the Secretariat there are Directorates. They 

are also called the 'Functional' or 'Operating' or 'Attached' Departments 

of the Secretariat Departments. Each directorate is required to operate 

in close contact and under the general supervision of its counterpart 

in the. Secretariat. For example, the Directorates of Education, 

Agriculture and Police mainly work in close collaboration with the 

Secretariat Departments of Education, Agriculture and Home respectively. 
l 

There is no uniform designation for the Heads of the Directorates. For 

example the designation of the Heads of the Directorates of Education, 

'Buildingsct, Roads' and Police are respectively the Director of Public 

Instructions, the Chief Engineer and the Inspector General of Police. 

the Chief Secretary. Of course in the immediate post-partition 
period and in the immediate post-martial law period there was an 
officer called the Secretary General who was the head of the central 
Secretariat. For a long time this post has remained vacant. The 
necessity for such a post is not felt very much in the centre. But 
in the province the Chief Secretary plays a very important role-in 
the administration of the province and is indispensable. Of course 
it may be mentioned here that the Principal Secretary to the 
President and the Cabinet Secretary are two very important 
Secretaries in the centre and occupy a very pre-eminent position. 

1. Each Secretariat Department usually deals with several Directorates 
which perform more or less similar or inter-linked functions. For 
example the Secretariat Department of Agriculture deals with the 
Directorate of Agriculture, the Directorate of Agricultural Marketw 
the Directorate of Cooperation (Cooperative Society), the Director- 
ate of Fisheries, the Directorate of Forests etc. But in the 
normal course usually a Directorate is not required lc- work with 
more than one Secretariat Department except under some special 
circumstances. The number of the Directorates is much more than 
that of the Secretariat Departments. In the Report of the Provincial 
Re-Organisation Committee, Part II (Dacca, 1962) there is a list 
of the Secretariat Departments and their respective Directorates. 
Cpp 

. 15k-156J. 
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The Difference Between the Secretariat and the Directorate,, In chort 

we may say that the Secretariat is "respohcible for framing of govern- 

mental policies" and the Directorates aro 'responsible for carrying out 

these policies". 
1 

Sir Richard Tottenham in 1946 and the Provincial 

Administration Commission in A60 aptly explained the difference betwoen 

the Secretariat and the Directorates in the following passages: 

"At the risk of over simplification, I would say that the function 
of the Member (i. e. Cabinet Member) is to decide policy, of the 
Secretary to provide the material on which to reach such decisions, 
and of the Executive Head to carry the decisions into effect. On 
the analogy of the human machine, the Member would represent the 
Will, the Secretary the Brain and the Executive Head the Hands. 
I do not for a moment suggest that no Member or Executive Head 
should be expected to think and no Secretary to take a decision or 
see that it is followed up. All three parts of the machine must 
obviously work in the closest touch with each other. My point 
rather is that the duties of the Secretary should correspond broadly 
to those of the Staff in the Army Organisation and that just as the 
staff officer does not himself conduct operations in the field, so 
the Secretary should not ordinarily be charged with executive 
duties. " (2) 

"It should be the duty of the Secretary to assist the Read of the, 
Province in the formulation of policies and to dirbct and control 
their implementation by setting up a proper system of reporting, 
progressing and follow up actions. The Secretariat can and should 
lay down rules and principles within which executive functions 
should be performed. It is important however that it should not 
assume executive functions which it is neither intended nor 
qualified to perform... The Directorates have to implement the 
policies. " (3) 

In practice however the functions of the Directorates do not remain 

confined only to the execution of Government policies. On the basis of, 

1. Report of the Council for Adminintration of West Pakistan (Lahoro, 
Fob. 1955, p. 7. Hereafter cited as Council Report on blest 
Pakistan. ) 

2. Reports on the Re-Organisation of the Central Government 1945-46 
(Tottenham Report) (It was reprinted by NIPA, Karachi, in July 
1963. NIPA Reprint Series No. l)p. 12. 

3. Pro. Adm. Como Report, p. 89. 

._ 
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their technical knowledge they are /. k+ to advise the Secretariat 

in framing policies. 
l 

The Directorates are responsible for the tech- 
, 

nical soundness or the specialised aspects of policies which are not 

"subjected to any technical examination by the Ministry concerned"2. 

It is felt that "no realistic policieG can be framed in, the 'rarified 

Mahogany-walled atmosphere of the top echelons' without lively apprec- 

iation of the conditions in the field and of experience gained in 

implementation"3. Thus it is always emphasised that there should be 

"joint participation and two-way traffic between the policy making and 

the executive agencies" But at the same time it is also pointed out 

/2Z 

that "though interlinked, they are nevertheless distinct and separate" 

and that these two establishments should not be combined into one6. 

Of-course a few Heads of the Directorates have been appointed as the 

ex officio Joint or Deputy Secretary thus blurring the line of division 

of responsibility between the Secretariat and the Directorates. But 

1. Pro. Adm. Come Report, p. 90. 

2. Report of the Administrative Reorganisation Committee (Efficiency 
& 0. & M. Wing, Karachi, 1963), p. 271. 

3. Pro. Adm. Com. Report, p.. 91. 

4. Ibid., p. 91.5. Ibid., p. 91. 

6. From time to time it has been suggested by some, especially by 
the staff of the Directorates that one person should hold both 
the posts-of the Secretary and the Head of the Directorate, and 
that there should be one establishment instead of two - Secretariat 
and Directorates. This view has not been accepted by all important 
Commissions and Committees which have studied this 'subject because 
it has been felt by then that for better and efficient adminis- 
tration they should be kept separated. Tottenham Report, p. 64. 
Council Report on West Pakistan, p. 7. Pro. Adm. Com Report, 
pp. 91-92. Report of the Administrative Reorganisation Committee 
p. 271. 
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such ex officio appointments are made on very rare occasions und usually 

temporarily. 

In practice, however, the officers of the Directorates who are 

posted at the provincial as well as regional headquarters are not the 

first line executors of policies. Usually they do not participate 

directly in the process of execution. "As the executants of Government's 

policies the Directorates have to set up field units. "1 Unlike the 

Secretariat. Departments, the entire staff of which are stationed at 

the provincial head=quarters, the Directorates have a chain of officers 

stretching from the provincial headquarters down to the different layers 

of district administration. The officers of Directorates posted at 

provincial and regional levels give necessary instructions to their 

respectivo field officers and frequontly go on tour to supervise and 

direct the work of the latter. Thus the role of Directorates in their 

capacity as` the. executants of government policies mainly confined to 

supervision and guidance. 

It is also generally felt that some of the local policies and 

programmes should be prepared locally because each local area has its 

own problems which are not always similar to those of other areas. Thus 

on the basis of the broad policies of the government and under the super- 

vision of the provincial and regional officers of Directorates the 

local officers as well as local councils formulate some policies and 

plans and execute them. (See Chap. V). 

The relationship between the Central Secretariat and the Central 

I. Prov. Adm. Com. Re orte p. 90. 

II 

.1 
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Directorates is the sane as that between the Provincial Secretariat 

and the Provincial Directorates. Of course the number of Central 

Directorates is much less than that of the Provincial Directorates 

because the Central government is mainly a policy making organisation 

and many of its policies are executed through the Provincial Government. 

District: Area, Population and Density 

For administrative purposes East Pakistan which has an area of 

55,126 square miles and a population of nearly 51 millions with an 

average density of 922 per square mile, is divided into 17 districts; 
l 

West Pakistan, which has an area of 310, k03 square zni1es`(i". e. about 

6 tines larger than East Pakistan) and has a population of nearly 43 

millions with an average density of only 138 per square mile , is 

divided into 51 districts including 6 political agencies in the tribal 

areas of the former N. W. F. P. 2 

1. Census of Pakistan 1961, Vol-2., pp. 1-21-22,11-7. 

2. Ibid., vol. 3, PP-I-34-359 11-12- 
According to the 1951 Census report there were 40 districts 

(including 5 olitical agencies) in West Pakistan at the time of 
partition. Census of Pakistani Population 1951, Vol. I,,, 

p. 43 Most of the 11 districts (including one political 
agency, namely Nohmand Agency) were created out of the former 
princely states of Bahawalpur, Kairpur, Kalat, Mekran, Kharan 
and Lasbella. And a few districts were carved out of other 
districts by reorganising their boundaries. Census of Pakistan, 
1961, vol. 3, pp. I-44-53. 
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Table 1 

The following table will give us an idea about the area, population 
and density of population in each district. 

East Pakistan 

Area in Population Density Area Popul- Density 
square in per sq. - ation 
miles thousands mile Place Place Place 

1. Mymensingh 6,361 7,019 1,103 1 1 5 

2. Dacca 2,882 5,096 1,768 8 2 1 
3. Comilla 2,594 4,389 1,639 12 3 2 
4. Barisal 4,240 4,262 1,005 5 4 9 

5. Rangpur 3,704 3,796 1,025 6 8 

6. Sylhet 4,785 3,490 729 3 6 15 
7. Faridpur 2,694 3,179 1,180 10 4 

8. Chittagong 2,705 2,983 1,103 9 8 5 

9. Rajshahi 3,654 2,811 769 7 9 12 

10. Khulna 4,652 2,449 526 4 10 15 
11. Noakhali 1,855 2,383 1,285 14 11 3 
12. Jessor 2,547 2,196 86o 15 12 10 

13. Ptbna 1,877 1,959 1,044 13 13 7 
14. Dinajpur 2,60 1,710 655 11 14 14 

15. Bogra 1,502 1,574 1,048 16 15 6 

16. Kushtia. 1,371 1,166 851 17 16 11 

17. Chittagong 5,093 385 76 2 17 16 
Hill Tracts 

55,126 50,840 922 

Sources: 

jg61 
East Pakistan - The Census of Pakistan, bvol. 2, pp. II-8, II-11. 
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West 

Area in 
square 
miles 

Pakistan 

Population 
in 

Thousands 

Density 
per sq. 
mile 

Area 
---- 
Place 

Popul- 
ation 
Place 

Density 

Place 

1. Multan 5,630 2,702 480 17 1 11 

2. Lyalpur 3,516 2,684 762 28 2 4 

3. Lahore 2,216 2.9480 1,119 40 3 2 
If. I. ontgomary 4,224' 2, ),, 34 505 25 4 10 

5. Karachi 1,357 2,044 1,506 46 5 1 
6. Sialkot 2,067 1,596 772 41 6 3 

7. Malakand 12,344 1,537 124 6 7 32 
Agency 

8. Sargoda 4,775 1,468 307 23 8 15 
9. Hazara 6,051 1,385 220 15 9 22 

10. Gujrat 2,264 1,326 586 39 10 7 

11. Gujranwalak 24312 1,292 559 38 11 9 
12. Hydrabad 4,969 1,286 259 22 12 18 

13. Peshawar 1045 1,213 737 45 13 5 

14. Rawalpindi 2,022 1,137 562 42 14 8 

15. Sheikhpura 2,312 11,081 467 28 15 12 

16. Jhang 3,401 1,079 317 31 16 14 
17. Rahimyar Khan 4,493 1,016 226 24 17 21 

18. Muzaffargarh 5,613 990 176 18 ,. 18 28 

19. Sikkur 5,531 837 151 19 19 30 
20. Bahawalpur 3,428 823 240 30 20 19 
21. Mardan 1,211 814 672 48 21 6 

22. Dera Ghazi 9,359 777 83 10 22 36 
Khan 

23. Cambellpur 4,148 767 185 26 23 25 

24. Jhelum 2,772 749 270 35 24 17 

25. Mianwali 5,403 747 138 20 25 31 
26. Bahawalpur 9,587 736 77 9 26 39 
27. Tharparkar 13,435 728 54 5 27 41 
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West Pakistan (contd. ) 

Area in Population 
square in 
miles thousands 

Density 
per sq. 
mile 

Area 

Place 

Popul- 
ation 
Place 

Density 

Place 

28. Nawabshah 2,896 692 239 33 28 20 
29. Kohat 2,707 628 181 36 29 26 
30. Larkana 2,866 604 211 34 30 23 

31. Jacobabad 2,982 529 177 32 31 27 

32. Dadu 7,342 485 66 12 32 40 

33" Khairpur 6,018 472 78 16 33 38 

34. Sanghar 4,142 430 104 27 34 33 

35. Bannu 1,695 428 210 44 35 24 

36. Dera Ismail 3,476 383 81 29 36 37 
Khan 

37. Thatta 6,933 362 52 14 37 42 

38. Kalat 30,931 341 11 1 38 47 

39. Khyber Agency 995 301 303 49 39 16 

40. Mohmand Agency 887 294 332 50 40 13 
41. Quetta/Pishin 5,314 267 50 21 41 43 
42. South Waziris- 2,556 1 235 92 37 42 34 

tan Agency 

43. Kurrah Agency 1,305 201 154 47 43 29 

44. North Liaziris- 1,817 159 88 43 44 35 
tan Agency 

45. Mekran 23,460 147 6 2 45 49 
46. Sibi 10,446 123 12 8 46 46 
47. Lorali 7,364 111 15 11 47 44 

48. Lasbella 7,048 . 91 13 13 48 45 

49. Zhob 10,475 88 8 7 49 48 

50. Kharan 18,553 42 2 4 50 50 
51. Chagai 19,516 41 2 3 51 51 

310,403 42,880 138 
Sources: 

West Pakistan (exclu ding Po litical Agencies) - The Census of Pakistan, H, bl 
vol. 3, pp. 1-35, II-13-14, 1I-19. , 

Political Agencies - Census Bulletin no. 2: (Karachi, 
. 1961), PP. 50-53 
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A Few Voter, on the Above-Mentioned Figures 

! A9 

Thus we find that so far as area, population and density are 
concerned, the ds icts,. ý. 'n,. 

ýP. star, especially in West Pakistan, 
lack uniformity. ý. 

n ast Pakistan there are less variations in area, 
population and density. But most districts in East Pakistan vary widely 
fron those in West Pakistan. 

While in East Pakistan none of'the districts has an area exceeding 
7000 square miles, 13 districts in West Pakistan have an area ranging 
from 7000 to more than 30,000 square miles. One of these districts, 
namely Kalat, which has an area of 3 0,931 square miles, is more than 
half the size of the whole of East Pakistan. On the other hand, the 
smallest districts (Mardan, Khyber Agency and Mohnand Agency) in 
Pakistan in terms of area are also in West Pakistan. 

Only one district in East Pakistan has a population of less than 
half a million but 20 districts in West Pakistan have less than half 
a million population. While in West Pakistan no district has a population 
of over 3 millions, 7 districts in East Pakistan have more than 3 million 
population, one (rlynensingh) of which has a population exceeding 7 
millions. 

East Pakistan is one of the most densely populated areas in the 
world. The only exception is the Chittagong Hill Tracts district which 
has a very low density of population because a vast area of this district 
is covered with hills and jungles and not fit for human habitation. In 
East Pakistan'10 out of 17 districts have a density of more than 1000 
persons per square mile, of which two have well over 1500 persons per 
square mile.. But only two 

. of the 51 districts in West Pakistan have 
a density of : ore than 1000 persons per square mile and one of them, 
namely Karachi, has more than 1500 persons per square mile. But the 
density figure of Karachi district does not at all indicate the actual 
density of population of the district because there is a great variation 
between the percentage of urban populztion and that of rural population. 
Karachi which was the central capital is the biggest city in Pakistan. 
The percentages of the urban and rural populations of Karachi district 
are 93.6 and 6.4 respectively (Census ReportOvo1.3, p. 1I-25). In East 
Pakistan none of the districts except one has a density of population 
less than 500 per square mile. But in West Pakistan 41 districts have 
a density of population less than 500 per square mile and 18 of them 
have less than 100 persons per square mile. 

The size, both in population and area, of many districts in Pakistan, 
given a general idea of the burden of work in these districts. It is 
felt by many that some of the districts are too big for effective admin- istration. The load of work in many districts which have vast populations, 
places an intolerable burden on persons entrusted with the task of running the administration. The Bengal District Administration Committee 1913-14: Report (Calcutta 1915) (Chapter III) and the Report-of the 
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The District Officer (D. O. ) 

At the head of the district administration, which comprises the 

whole range of governmental functions operating within an area marked ., 

out as a district', there is an officer who during the first decade of 

Pakistan was variously known in different places as the District 

Magistrate and Collector, or the Collector., or the Deputy Commissioner 

or the Political Agent. 2 2sow his official designation is the Deputy 

Provincial Administration Commission (1960) (Chapter II) discussed 
the problem and recommended that some districts should be split up 
into two or three districts. These recommendations were not 
implemented. 

, 
In the course of our discussion we shall find that the' 

differences between the districts in East Pakistan and those in 
West Pakistan in respect of population, area and density, have 
resulted in some differences between district administration in 
the former and in the latter. 

1. Mr. Khera says "We may say that district administration is the 
total functioning of government in a district; that total and 
complex organisation of the management of public affairs at work, 
d namic and not static, in the territory of a ... district. " 1S. 

S. Khera, District Administration in India (London, 1964), p. 
Dr. Potter holds that "District minis ration... is the total 

action of government in an area specified as a district... " David 
C. Potter, Government in Rural India: An Introduction to contem- 
porary District Administration London, 1964), p. b. 

2. Before 1961 his official designation was the District Magistrate 
and Collector in all the districts of East Pakistan except two - 
Sylhet and Chittagong Hill Tracts, in each of which he was called 
the Deputy Commissioner. 

Before the integration (1955) of all the provinces in West 
Pakistan into one province his official designation was the 
Collector in Sind, the Political Agent in Baluchistan and in 6 
political agencies of the N. W. F. P., and the Deputy Commissioner in 
other places, i. e. in the Punjab, and the non-tribal areas of the 
N. W. F. P. The Council Report on West Pakistan recommended tho 
introduction of a uniform designation throughout West Pakistan 
except in tribal areas (p. 15). This recommendation was accepted 
and implemented in the post-integration period. 

In the post-partition period the designation of the same 
officer had varied from one province to another mainly because, as 
we have noted, Pakistan had inherited both the administrative traditions of Regulation provinces and Non-Regulation Provinces 
including tribal areas. 
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Co=issioner in all the districts except in 6 'political agencies and 

3 districts in all Of which he is still called the Political Agent. 
1 

! 31 

He is, in fact, a "miniature governor"2 and acts as "the government's 

principal representative in his area"3. The whole administration of 

the district revolves around him. He is frequently and variously called 

the 'pivot' the 'king pin', the 'keystone', the 'arch-stone', the 

'backbone', the 'nerve centre' of district administration. He is, in 

fact, 

"responsible for the entire gamut of Government activities in the 
district which means it can be anything... which our life can 
conceive of" (4). He "comes into the picture in all matters that 
effect the people in his district vitally as individuals and more 
so as groups. If, for example, you are a person against whom a 
crime has been committed or is intended or suspected to be 
committed, the deputy commissioner is concerned, in some way. 'If 
you are again a person against whom an allegation is made that you 
have committed or are likely to commit a crime, the deputy 
commissioner is concerned in some manner. If you are a landlord 
or a tenant of any sort or description, the deputy commissioner has 
a finger in your pie. If you are an owner or a prospective owner 
of a cinema or any other business house in a district, you are 
bound to come across the deputy commissioner at some stage or the 
other. If you are an industrialist of any size or an intending 
industrialist wishing to set up a factory of some sort including 
such things as petrol pumps, you will have to deal with the deputy 
commissioner at some stage or the other. If you are a user of any' 
of the municipal services, in a town and you are either aggrieved 
or want to see any of them improved, the deputy commissioner is 
involved in that too. If you are a resident of an area which has 

1. These three districts are Zhob, Lorali and Sibi CBraibanti, 
Research, pp. 159-160J which are located in the tribal areas of 
Baluchistan. 

2. A. M. A. Muhite, Analysis of the organisation of the D. C. 's office 
(cyclostyled and in pamphlet fora) CNIpA (Dacca), participation 
study no. k1, Aug. 1962J, p. 30. (Hereafter cited as Nuhite, 
D. C. 's office). 

3. 
4. 

First Five Year Plan, p. 101. 

G. U. 2Ialik, UDistrict Administrationtt(cyclostyled) (a talk delivered 
at the NIPA, Lahore on March 22,1963, during the 5th advanced course in Dovelopnent and Administration), p. 1k. 
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asked for a road, a canal, a hospital, a dispensary, a school 
or a fishing tank to be built near or through that area, the deputy 
commissioner is involved in it too. If you are a citizen of the 
thinking type wanting to discuss, criticiso or amend any law or 
government policy, the deputy commissioner is the man to see and 
exchange views with. If you want to have a gun licence, a passport, 
a driving licence, a liquor permit or any such facility, the 
deputy commissioner is the person to be approached. In short unless 
you are a man who has no earthly needs or requirements and who 
lives fairly high above the earth not attached to land or subsist- 
ing in water on land, you cannot possibly ignore the existence of 
the deputy commissioner and refuse to reckon with his qualities, 
good, bad or indifferente (1). 

Thus in view of the magnitude of the diverse activities that he is 

required to perform "It must be appreciated that the deputy commissioner 

is not only a person but an institution"2" Because of his vast powers, 

he enjoys enormous influence and prestige within his jurisdiction. 

The Classification of the D. O. 's Functions. In the course of the 

last two hundred years the nature and importance of the functions of 

the D. O. have undergone considerable changes. At the early stages of 

the British administration the basic assumption was that 
{ 

".... a district officer must concentrate on the first essontial, o- 
public order, the swift administration of justice, the prompt 
payment of taxes moderately assessed, the maintenance of accurate 
and up-to-date land records which would prevent disputes. These 
had been the first four things. After them came minor matters 
.... i' (3). 

All these functions were classified under three broad headings, 

" namely (i) the maintenance of law and order (ii) the collection of 

revenue and (iii) general administration or miscellaneous functions. 

1. A. Qayyum, "The Role of the Deputy Commissioner in Basic Democracies" 
in M. Rafiq Inayat (ed. ), Perspective in Public Administration 
(Lahore, 1962), pp. 135=136. 

2. Ibid., p. 132. 

3. Woodruff, op. cit., p. 303. 
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But from the beginning of this century rural development began 

to become important and in the 20s and especially in the 303 it gained 

considerable importance and the attention of the government (see 

r_t 1t ML 
Chap. V) wi, Gý, r'tA concept and philosophy of administration began to chaneo 

fact. '. nd the government began to adopt a new outlook on administration 

and its functions. Resolution no. 55505-A dated the 5th December, 1944, 

of the Government of Bengal which constitutod the Rowlands Committee, 

wanted it to make an assessment of the work to "be done by the Government 

of Bengal both now and in the foreseeable future in order to ensure 

the efficient government... on modern and progressive lines"1. The 

Rowlands Report held that 'the advances on the economic and social 

fronts ... have' increasingly become the major concerns of governments in 

1. Quoted in the Re ort of the Bengal Administrative Enquiry Committee 
(Rowlands Report Calcutta, 1945), p. 1. The importance of the 
Report may be emphasised here because it proved to be a turning 
point in the history of the administrative changes especially at 
the district level. Though all of its recommendations could not 
be implemented by the Government of Pakistan because of the 
problems faced by it immediately after partition, these recommend- 
ations later became the guiding principles for, and the subject 
matters of, many reports in Pakistan resulting in administrative 
changes of considerable importance. These changes are discussed 
later in different chapters. Professor Braibanti commented in 
1966 that "The Rowlands Report is the best empirical analysis of 
district administration. in print, for it avoids the usual nostalgia 
and sentimentality of an approach which dwells on the district as 
a microcosmic empire ruled by a 'young Socrates'... A careful study 
of the Rowlands Report would do much to dispel the fantasy of the 
idyllic and would bring to the subject of district administrative 
reform the sense of reality and Can 'which is needed. " Braibanti, 
Research, pp. 109-110. 

This report tops the reprint list of the National Institute 
of Public Administration (NIPA), Dacca., which brought out the 
reprint of the report in 1962 and in the preface of the reprint 
the Director of NIPA called it "a landmark in the history of 
commissions' reports on administration in undivided Bengal. We 
feel this report will be of immense value to those engaged in 
serious study in Public Administration in the country". Reprint 
copy of the Rowlands Report, p. iii. 
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proGressive countries"1. And with regard to the future role of the 

government the report observed that "what is, however, clear, is that 

the main emphasis in the activities of the government henceforth will 

be in the development field and directed to the full utilisation of 

the materials and resources"2. It further declared that the primary 

objectives of the government should fall in future under the following 

four headings: 3 

1) The provision of justice, 

2) The maintenance of public peace, 

3) The development of physical and human resources, 

The financing of government activities, particularly development. 

The report commented that "It is the third objective which is 

becoming, and we hope and expect will increasingly become, the chief 

activity of government. "" In the course of our discussion, we shall 

find that this expectation of the Rowlands Report has materialised. 

The change in the objectives of the government was bound to bring 

a change in the objectives of district administration because while 

"major questions of policy are settled at headquarters, the execution 

"5 of that policy is carried out, for the most part, in the districts..... 

Thus the Rowlands Report reclassified the then functions of the D. O. 

under the following five headings: 
6 

1. Ibid., para. 18.2. Ibid., para. 12. 

3. Ibid., para. 22.4. Ibid., para. 24. 

5. Ibid., para. 61. 

6" Lea--6, fAju , 13 x. 
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3) Development, 

4) Civil Supplies (This was, of course, a temporary function warranted 

and caused by the situation resulting from the Second World War), 

5) Services CThic group of functions is usually called the general 

administrative or miscellaneous functionsJ. 

Formerly 'Development had been regarded as one of the miscellaneous 

functions of the D. O. Sutler, ti uýuýý{, ýthe Rowlands Report was the 

first important document to consider it one of the most important 

functions of the D. O. and to give it an independent status or position 

in the list of his functions. While discussing different problems that 

stood in the way of sound progress of development activities, the report 

pointed out that "At the worst, the District Officer takes ], ittle or 

no interest in Development, regarding this as the function of 'Nation 

Building' Departments in his District... this adds up to a virtual 

negation of progress. "1 It was made clear by the report that from now 

onwards development should increasingly become one of the principal 

concerns of the D. O. because no schemes would take root unless they were 

pushed "vigorously, continuously and uninterruptedly" by the D. 0.2 

It appears fro= the language of the First Five Year Plan (1955-60) 

that by the mid-50s there was no change in the Rowland Committee's 

1. Ibid., para. 63.2. Ibid., para. 63. 

The Report also pointed out that the change in the objectives of 
government would result in the change of organisation and structure 
of the government because those were suitable only ! 'when the 
functions of government were primarily quasi-judicial, regulatory, 
the keeping of law and order and raising the taxes". Ibid., 
para. 18J. In the course of our discussion we shall later find that 
the emergence of development as one of the most important functions 
has C"h"n fi"ý, ýk, the structure and organisation of district 
adsýinistPation. 
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classification of the D. O. s functions and that the development or 

welfare function still continued to be preceded by the important ' 

13ý 

traditional functions, i. e, the law and order and tho revenue functions. l' 

This classification remained valid till the very end of the 50s. 

During the second half of the 50s the development functions were 

intensified to a considerable extent and in 1960 the Provincial Admin- 

istration Commission again reclassified the functions of the D. O. 

According to this new classification, now the development function tops 

the list offunctions of the D. O. 'and the law and order and the revenue 

functions respectively occupy the second and 
third 

positions. 
2 

Other Officers & Their'Relation with the D. O. Almost all the 

Directorates have their representative officers at the district head- 

quarters: 

1) Superintendent of Police (S. P. ) 
2) District Education Officer 
3) District Inspector of Schools 
4) Civil Surgeon (Chief Medical Officer of the district) 
5) Income-Tax Officer 
6) Executive Engineer (Roads) 
7) Executive Engineer (Buildings) 
8) Executive Engineer (iousing)(in a few districts only). 
9) Assistant Director of Industries 
10) Assistant Director of Agriculture 
11) District Controller of Food 
12) Superintendent of Post Offices 
13) Settlement Officer (in a few districts only) 
14) Assistant Registrar of Cooperative Societies 

1. "The district officer must continue to perform his important 
traditional functions, but he must also increasingly reflect the 
role of responsibility for the welfare of the people which the 
Government has assumed"s-First Five Year Plan, p. 101J 

2. Pro. Adm. Con. Report, p. 183. This recommendation was accepted 
by the Central Cabinet. Decisions of the Cabinet on the Report 
of tho Provincial Administration Commission Karachi, 1962). p. 2k. 

(Hereafter cited as :' ýi et Decisions). 
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15) Assistant Director of Storage (in a few districts only) 
16) Assistant Labour Commissioner (in a few districts only) 
17) Superintendent of Jail 
18) District Fishery Officer 
19) District Fire Officer 
20) District Organiser of Social Welfare 
21) District Health Officer 
22) Assistant Engineer, Public Health Engineering 
23) District Animal Husbandry Officer 

In the district the D. O., whose official rank is equal to that 

of almost all the provincial Heads of Directorates1, is the head of 

all district level officers. 
2 They perform their duties under the 

/37 

dual control and supervision of the D. O. and the provincial and regional 

officers of their respective directorates. Though these officers look 

to the superior officers of their respective directorates for guidance 

and though a tension exists between them and the D. O., their functions 

and activities are in varying degrees influenced and controlled by him. 

His control over other officers is indispensable for coordinating 

their activities (see Chap. VI). 

These officers normally have no need for direct contact with the 

Secretariat. But if it becomes necessary they are supposed to contact 

the Secretariat either through their respective provincial directorate 

heads or through the D. O. who, unlike other district level officers, has 

such direct contact. 

1. The "Warrant of Precedence" notified in the Pakistan Gazette, 
Extraordinary, no. 21/2/61 - public, dated the 7th March,, 19b3. 

2. A. H. Aslam, The Deputy Commissioner (Lahore, 1957), p. 16 
(Originally it had boon a dicso tion submitted to the Department 
of Political Science, University of Punjab, in partial fulfilment 
of the degree of Master of Arts). 

Of course, the Income-Tax Officer and the Superintendent of 
Post Offices, who are the employees of the central government, do 
not come under his direct control though they remain under his 
general supervision. 
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The D. O. & The Secretariat. There is no separate or special 

Directorate at the provincial level to control and supervise the 

I'Itf 

functions of the D. O. In the district he ic, in fact, the direct 

representative of all the Secretariat Departments. All the Secretaries, 

whose official rank is higher than that of the D. O., send to hin 

necessary instructions and directions with regard to their respective 

departments. Though he has direct contact with all the Secretariat 

Departments, he is required to deal with the following frequently: 

Servicesand General Administration (S & G. A. ), Home, 'Basic Domocracier' 

and Local Government, Revenue and Planning. His promotion, transfer, 

etc, are controlled by the S. & G. A. department in the Secretariat. 
l 

Unlike other Secretariat Departments, the head of the S. & G. A. 

Department is the Chief Secretary himself. In fact he is the provincial 

head of all the D. O. s. As he is a very busy officer and has to deal 

with many other matters, the sole responsibility of one of the two 

Additional Chief Secretaries is to assist him in respect of the functions 

of the S. & G. A. Department. 
2 Usually this department is not placed, 

under the charge of any minister. The Governor himself remains in 

charge of it. 

The D. O. as the Two-Way Channel of Communication. The D. O. is not only 

the"host important link in the long official chain stretching from the 

1. Previously S. & G. A. Department had been a branch of the Home 
Department. In 1962 the Home Department was bifurcated and the 
new department of S. & G. A. was created. Re ort of the 

: Provincial Reorganisation Committee, p. 19 . The Divisional Commission, whose jurisdiction extends over 
a few districts,, also supervises the functions of the D. O. (see 
below). 

2. Ibid., p. 28. 
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villages to the central cabinet"1 but as the principal officer of the 

government and the head of all governmental agencies in the district 

he "cerves as a multi-purpose link between the people and the govern- 

rent"2. It is through him that "the government maintains contact r th 

the people"3. He serves as a two-way channel of communication between 

them. On the one hand he explains the government's policies and 

programmes to the people and on the other the views and problems of 

the people to the government, That is why he is frequently and variously 

called the 'eyes', the 'ears', the 'arms' and the 'tongue' of the 

government. He is even regarded as "the hyphen that joins, the buckle 

4 
that binds the Government and the people". 

The D. O. is assisted by Additional D. O. s, Assistant Commissioners 

and Deputy Magistrates (E. Pak. )/Extra Assistant Commissioners (W. 

Pak. )5. 

The District and Sessions Judge 

The highest judicial authority in the district is the District and 

Sessions Judge. He is completely independent of the control and 

1. First Five Year Plan, p. 101. 

2. Aslam, op. cit., p. 16. 

3. First Five Year Plan, p. 101. 

4. Quoted in Ninhajuddin, "Some Aspects of District Administration" 
Inayatullah (ed. ), District Administration in West Pakistan (PARD, 
Peshawar, 1964) (It is a collection of papers presented tt a 
symposium held on district administration at the PARD, Poshawar, 
in April, 1964) (Hereafter cited as Inayatullah (ed. ), D. A. 
w. P. ), p. 31. 

5. The number of these officers depends on the volume of work in 
the district concerned. 
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supervision of the D. O. to whom he is equal in official rank. 
I 

He 

performs his duties under the control and supervision of the High Court 

which is the highest judicial authority in the province and which is 

in turn under the control and supervision of the Supreme Court, the 

highest judicial authority in the country. 

The Division 

"For the purpose. of convenience of supervision the districts are 

grouped into Divisions"2. In East and West Pakistan there are 4 and 

12 divisions respectively. 
3 

1. The nature of his relationship with the D. O. is discussed in 
Chapter IV. 

2. Outline of District Administration in Bengal (Govt. of Bengal, 
Home Department, Calcutta, 1944) (a brochure) (Re rinted by the 
NIPA, Dacca. Reprint no-113 (cyclostyled), p. 2.7. 

3. Census of Pakistan, 1961, vol. 2, p. I-21, vol. 3, p. I-33. 
Formerly there were three divisions in East Pakistan. One 

of the divisions namely Rajsha. bi (which had consisted of 8 of the 
17 districts) was very big because immediately after partition 
a few districts (or part thereof) which had been the part of the 
Presidency Division of Calcutta were added to it. The Report of 
the Provincial Administration Commission recommended (pp. 21-23 
that 5 of the 8 districts should constitute the Rajshahi division 
and the rest of the 3 districts and one of the districts of Dacca 
Division should constitute a new division called Khulna. The 
recommendation was accepted by the Central Cabinet. [Cabinet 
Decision, P-3-7 

Formerly in West Pakistan there were 10 divisions. According 
to the recommendations (pp. 55-58,85-86) of the Report of the 
Provincial Administration Commission which had been accepted by 
the Cabinet Cabinet Decisions pp. 5-6) two new divisions, namely 
Karachi and Sargod 

, were created. Sargod division was created 
for the sake of administrative convenience. Some special factors 
led to the creation of Karachi Division. A short history of-Karachi 
will give us an idea about these special factors. On the 23rd July, 
1948, an area of 612 square miles (Karachi City and the surrounding 
areas) was carved out of the district of Karachi and was designated 
as the 'Federal Capital' under the administration of the central 
government. Later in April 1952 it was given the status of the 
Chief Commissioner's province. In July 1959 the central capital was 
shifted to Rawalpindi /Census of Pakiztan 1961, vol. 3, p. I-37 Then 
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At the head of the division there is an officer called the 

Divisional Commissioner 'who has certain statutory powers but whose 

duties are mainly advisory and supervisory. He has no responsibility 

for the day-to-day administration of the districts in his Division"1. 

He supervises and coordinates the functions of the D. O. s in his division 

and also those of the officers of different directorates who are 

stationed at the divisional headquarters for supervising and coordinating 

the functions of the district levol officers of their respective 

Diroctorates. 
2 The Commissioner acts as a supervisory authority mainly 

because a "Division is much too large an area to be an effective unit 

of adzninistrationt'3. 

As is the case with the D. O., the Chief Secretary is the provincial 

head of the Commissioner. His promotion, transfer, etc. are controlled 

and supervised by the S. & G. A. Department in the Secretariat. The 

it was given the status of a division. Karachi division consists of 
the former capital area, Karachi district and Lasbella district. 
It is the smallest division in terms of area (Ibid). 

1. Outline of District Administration in Bengal, p. 2. 

2. Formerly the jurisdictions of the regional officers of different 
Directorates did not always conform to the divisional jurisdiction 
because each department usedi to determine the jurisdiction of its 
regional officers. As a result the jurisdiction of a regional 
officer of one Directorate also used to vary from that of a regional 
officer of another Directorate. So it was very inconvenient for 
the Commissioner to coordinate their functions. Thus the Report 

of the Provincial Administration Commission recommended that the 
jurisdiction of all regional officers should conform to the 
divisional jurisdiction (pp. 99,102). According to this recommend- 
ation the jurisdictions of the regional officers of most Director- 
ates with the exception of a few were roorganised towards the 
beginning of the 60s in order to make them conform to the divisional 
jurisdiction. 

3. Rowlands Retort, para. 114(1). 
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official rank of the Commissioris higher than that of the Secretaries 
11 

in the provincial Secretariat with the exception of a few Secretaries 

of very important departments such as Home, Finance, etc., to whom he 

is equal in rank. 

There is some difference between the role of the Commissioner in 

I-lost Pakistan and that of his counterpart in the eastern wing, the 

reason for which may be traced in the administrative history of British 

India. The Commissioner in Non-Regulation Provinces (e. g. Punjab, 

N. W. F. P. ) was required to exercise rigid and close control and super- 

vision over different aspects of administration in the districts in 

his division and over the D. O. s who, as noted in Chapter I, enjoyed 

enormous discretionary powers. But in Regulation Provinces (e. g. Bengal), 

in which, as noted above, the D. O. s had much less discretionary powers 

and were required to discharge their responsibilities within a 

relatively rigid framework of rules and regulations, the Commissioner 

was mainly concerned with the revenue side of administration and to 

some extent with the affairs of local bodies though he exercised some 

general control and supervision over other aspects of administration in 

the districts. Such 
.a 

difference persisted during the post-partition 

period. Later, with the increasing importance of development functions, 

the introduction of "Basic Domocracies" and the lessening importance of 

the revenue function (see below), the Commissioner in East Pakistan was 

gradually required to give more and more attention to other aspects of 

administration. Moreover, during the post 1958 (the year in which 

martial law was declared) period the increasing central sation of 

administration at the central headquarters further accelerated this 
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process because the central government, as noted above, has always been 

dominated by West Pakistani politicians and administrators who are 

thus naturally familiar with the pattern of administration in the 

western wing. But yet the Commission in West Pakistan figured (and 

still figures) much more prominently in district administration than 

his counterpart in the east. 

Moreover during the last decade several factors, discussed below, 

have further added-to the powers and importance of the Commissioner in 

West Pakistan. Unification of all the provinces of West Pakistan into 

one province made it "a province of long distance"1. Moreover Lahore, 

the provincial capital, is so located in a corner of the province that 

many districts are far away fron it. At the time of unification it 

was, therefore, felt that the position of the Commissioner as a super- 

visory authority should be further strengthened. It was also felt that 

the people who were living in far-flung places would find it difficult 

if they were required to approach the authority at the provincial 

headquarters for less important matters. It was, therefore, decided 

that some extra powers and authority should bo delegated to the 

Commissioner as well as to the D. 0.2 Towards the beginning of the 

1960s the extension of the Frontier Crimes Regulation (see Chapter IV) 

to the whole of West Pakistan with certain modifications, made it 

1. Council Report on West Pakistan, p. 13" 

2. B. A. Kureshi, "Coordination of Administration at the Divisional 
Levels' in Rafiq Inayet (ed. ), op. cit., p. 25. (In this article the 
author writes about the role played by the commissioner in West 
Pakistan). Also see Wilbern, op. cit., p. 261. 
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incumbent on the Commissioner to superviso and control closely criminal 

administration in the districts. So the commissioner in West Pakistan 

now figures very prominently in the field of criminal administration in 

the districts. 

After having made a survey of district administration in British 

Bengal the Rowlands Report concluded that "in many instances the 

Commissioner is a more post office'"1 and that by occupying "a half way 

position"2 between. the government and the D. O., he created an unnecossary 

administrative "bottleneck'l3. The Committee, therefore, recommended 

that the post of Commissioner should be abolished. 
4 

lifter much discussion 

at the governmental level the post was not ultimately abolished. But 

the utility of retaining this very high ranking post in East Pakistan 

is doubtful though in recent years, as noted above, the supervisory 

responsibility of the Commissioner has increased and expanded in this 

province also. 

The Sub-Division in East Pakistan 

For administrative convenience and decentralisation each of the 

17 districts in East Pakistan except one (Bogra district) is divided 

into several sub-districts called sub-divisions. Each sub-division is 

in charge of a sub-divisional officer (S. D. O. ) who works under the 

direct control and supervision of the D. 0.5 In each district one of 

the sub-divisions in which the district headquarters are located is 

1. Rowlands Report, para. llk(iii). 

2. Ibid., para. 113.3. Ibid., para. ll4(iii) 4. Ibid., para. 113. 

5. Outline of District Administration in Bengal, p. 4. 
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called the radar sub-division. 
l In East Pakistan there are 54 sub- 

divisions including 17 sadar sub-divisions. 
2 

Either an Assistant 

Commissioner or a Deputy Magistrate is appointed as the S. D. O. He is 

assisted by several Doputy Magistrates who according to their seniority 

are respectively called the 2nd Officer, 3rd Officer, 4th Officer and 

so on. 

As the headquarters of the district and thoi& of the radar sub- 

division are located in the same town, the Sadar Sub-Divisional Officer 

is overshadowed by the presence of the D. O. and, therefore, the 

importance and influence of the former are lessened to a great extent. 

But the Sub-Divisional Officer of an outlying sub-division is the 

"miniature Deputy Commissioner""3. In his sub-division he enjoys almost 

1. Since Bogra is not split up into sub-divisions the whole of Bogra 
district is regarded as a radar sub-division, i. e. the area of 
the Bogra district is the same as that of the Bogra radar sub- 
division. And there is also a Sadar S. D. O. who assists the D. O. 

2. In a few districts the area of the sadar sub-division is very large. 
Each of the big sadar sub-divisions is split up into two partsjeach 
under the control of a separate S. D. O. If each of those big sadar 
sub-divisions which are split up into two parts, is regarded as 
two sub-divisions, then there are 59 sub-divisions in East Pakistan. 
But usually a sadar sub-division, whether divided into two parts or 
not, is not regarded as two sub-divisions. In different official 
maps"-(for example, the map incorporated in the Report of the 
Provincial Reorganisation Committee part II) 

- -- --. -ý, each of the sadar cub-divisions 
has been shown as one sub-division. Usually both of the radar -I 
sub-divisional officers act independently of each other, but one 
of them is regarded as junior to the other. The headquarters of 
the two Sadar S. D. O. s are located in the came town and their office,, ' 
in the same building. But it appears that the Census Report, 1961, 
has regarded each of those sadar sub-divisions which are divided 
into two parts as two sub-divisions. According to this report there 
are 59 sub-divisions. Census of Pakistan; `16vol. 2., pp. I-21-22. 

3. Mashitzzaman, "How Pakistan is Governed" in Pakistan quarterly, 
vol. XIII, nos. 2&3,1,965, p. 126. Of course in his article, Mr. 
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the same prestige and influence as the D. O. Like the D. O. he is an 

all-purpose officer in his sub-division and his functions rango fron the 

maintenance of law and order and revenue administration to the community 

development and the welfare of the people. Of cource, though he exercise3 

most of the powers of the D. O.. within his sub-division his statutory 

powers are less than those of the latter. 1 All his powers other than 

those given to him by various enactments2 come to hin as delegated 

powers fron the D. O. and he exercises them on his behalf. The former 

to a considerable extent relieves the latter fron the burden of judicial 

duties, routine work and supervisory functions. 
3 A considerable volumc 

of work is disposed of at the sub-divisional officer level. The main 

purpose of the sub-division is to decentralise district administration 

and to bring the administrative machinery closer to rural people so that 

their grievances and difficulties may easily be known and redressed. 

Ma&hiuzzanian has not mentioned anything about the difference that 
exists between the Sadar Sub-Division and the outlying sub-division 
and between the Sadar S. D. O. and the outlying S. D. O. But his 
above-mentioned comment applies only to the outlying S. D. O. 

1. The following statutory powers of the D. O. are not exercised by the 
S. D. O.: the issue of gun licenses, passports and domicile certif- 
icates;. appointment of staff. NNuhite, D. C. 's Office, p"39 

2. He enjoys statutory powers with regard to rent control, finance 
tax, magisterial and judicial functions, union and Thana councils' 
affairs and some other matters. Ibid., p. 3. 

3. Pro. Adm. Com. Retort, p. 189. 
4. Mainly for these reasons sub-divisions were created in the province 

of Bengal during the second half of the last century. CReport on 
the Administration of Bengal, 1871-72 (Calcutta, 1872), P-76-/. 
This report held that "... no distribution of the superior machinery 
of government will be effective unless we have sufficient inferior 
instruments". Ibid, p. 75. The report proposed several measures 
to strengthen the administration in the sub-division and to make the S. D. O. a "real representative" (p. 75J of the D. O. 5p. 75-77 

i 
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Thus the administrative machinery at the sub-divisional headquarters 

may be aegarded as an extension of the administrative machinery which 

i3 located at the district headquarters. The sub-division is one of 

the most important layers of district administration. 

Almost all the. Directorates have their officers at sub-divisional 

headquarters. They work under the dual control and supervision of the 

Sub-Divisional Officer and the officers of their respective Directorates 

who are stationed at the district level. 

The Sub-Division also serves as "a good training ground'for young 

147 

officers before being given independent charge of a district" 
1. More- 

over the high density of population in East Pakistan has further 

heightened the importance and usefulness of the sub-division especially 

in this province. Had there been no sub-divisions it would have been 

difficult for the D. O. in East Pakistan to handle the problems of the 

vast population. 
2 

The Thana. 

In East Pakistan each sub-division is divided into several thanas 

(literally meaning "police station"). There are now 411 thanas in 

East Pakistan. 
3 

As the name indicates, the thananwere originally created 

1. Prov. Adm. Con. Report, p. 189. 
Mr. Philip Mason also said "He is a lucky young man who could 

stay in one sub-division for two or three years. He would learn 
in the second year what mistakes he had made in the first; ... He 
would have learnt the groundwork of his profession and whatever else 
might happen later he had something firm to build on. But far too 
often he would be tempted by some meretricious offer to forfeit 
experience that could never be replaced and then he would have to 
make each mistake at least once more. " Woodruff, op. cit., p. 87. 

2. We shall later find that till very recently the. sub-division was not 
at all important in district admi,, -. -. - on in West Pakistan. 

3. Census of Pakistsn, 1961, vol. 2, p" '';. ý.. 
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for organising police administration mainly in rural areas. A few 

police officers and a small police force under the command of a sub- 

inspoctor were stationed at the thana headquarters. 

Formerly the departments, with the ekception of a Low such as 

general administration, revenue, registration, etc., did not usually 

appoint their officers below the sub-divisional level unless there were 

special circumstances cvi jt jurisdictions�of the officers of the above- 

mentioned departments (except police) did not always conform to thana 

jurisdiction. Later, in the course of our discussion we shall see that 

towards the beginning of the 60s the government began to undertake 

massive rural works programmes and decided that the administrative 

I48 

machinery of tt T C-tt; 
_ 

departments, which were connected with development 

activities, should be extended down to the thana level. t. "7ý 
1 A; c the officers of : 1Ktr1, z, ýtcý 'nation building' departments 

are being gradually posted at the thana level and their Sµrisdictions 

also conform to the thana jurisdiction (see Chap. V). Thus at the 

thana level another important layer of district administration is being 

formed. 

In the thana the most important officer is the Circle Officer (C. O. ) 

who works under the direct control and supervision of the S. D. 0.1 Before 

1. The factors that were responsible for the creation of the post of 
the C. O. are discussed in the following passages: 

The Royal Commission upon Decentralisation, 1909 held that. 

. 
"In Bengal and Eastern Bengal we were much struck by the fact that, 
owing to the absence there of charges corresponding to the tahsil 
of other provinces, the direct contact of the administration with 
the people is mainly through the police. The unsatisfactory 
character of this situation was generally admitted... " ara. 601. J 
The Report recommended that either tho number of Sub-divisions should 
be increased to a large extent or the sub-divisions should be 
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196OSthe C. O. 's jurisdiction used to extend over an area called a 

'circle' which covered two to three thanas. But for the purpose of 

launching massive rural works programmes, the government in 1961 decided 

to appoint one C. O. per thana and to abolish'circles'. 
1 His primary 

responsibility is to guide the local councils (thana and union councils) 

and to supervise their development activities. 
2 

Unlike the D. O. and the S. D. O. he has no official control over 

other thana level officers. But he is supposed to keep himself inforned 

of the activities of other departments in the thana, K"eek P oordinate 

their functions. This he can do only through persuasion and through 

Thana Council (consisting-of both officials and non-officials in the, 

thaiia) meetings. As the representative of the S. D. O. he has fairly 

considerable influence and prestige in the thana which enable hin to 

exert some influence and pressure over other officers. But he cannot 

impose his views on them against their wishes. If any officer refuses 

divided into circles each of which would be in the charge of a 
sub-deputy c llector. The report preferred the "latter course", 

[para. 601 (i )) 
Later the Levinge Report discussed this problem in detail and 

held that there was a "need of_an executive agency subordinate to 
the Sub-Divisional Officer". ( p. 19J It recommended the creation 
of the post of the Circle Officer who would servo as a link between 
the Sub-Divisional Officer and the village communities, carry out 
some miscellaneous functions and supervise the local bodies at the 
villate level. Z pp. 75-76,101,103-1082. The post of the Circle 
Officer was created in 1919. S. G. Hart, Self-Government in Rural 
Bengal (Calcutta, 1927), p. 6. 

1. f tý inc. nc:. U lýl l Iý1 ý. ̀3 (ýl oý9 b Ee. ý3ý l ýi JC t 'e j 1' ý�lL., ý'. _ý. J 
.., .. , ý, ere weise 127 Circles. Ibid . In l9 45 -the Rowlands Report first recommended 

"that Circle Officers should be increased to one per 
thana" in view of the increasing rural development activities. Rowlands Report, para. 83, also para. 82(1)1 

2. The following Circularsof the "Department of Basic Democracies and Local Government" have explained his functions in the light of the 

/[1y 
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to accept his suggestion or opinion he has no alternative but to refer 

the matter to the S. D. O. who has control over other officers operating 

within his jjaricdiction. 

The C. O. is, in fact, a development officer. Unlike the D. O. and 

the S. D. O. he has no responsibility for the maintenance of law and order 

and the collection of land revenue. Of course he is required to keep 

the D. O. and the S. D. O. informed about general conditions pertaining 

to revenue and law and order affairs. Though he is mainly a development 

officer he also performs a host of functions as directed by'the Sub- 

Divisional officer. A fairly considerable amount of his energies and 

time is spent in answering questions and in giving information demanded 

by the S. D. O. and the D. 0.1 In fact the C. O. is their main source of 

rural information. He sends a monthly report to the Sub-Divisional 

Officer. 
2. Before 1962 his monthly tour diary was sent to the D. O. 

3 
through the S-15.0. Now he is required to send it to the S. D. O. only. 

And if there is anything important in the diary the latter informs the 

D. O., about it.. The tour diary provides the S. D. O. with much information 

on rural life. 

The Sub-Division in West Pakistan 
4 

We have already noted that the sub-divisions which were created 

long before partition, figure very prominently in district administration 

recent changes in the field of rural development: no. S-VI/2E-4/62/ 
143(80), dated Feb. 26 1962; no. BD/S-VI/2E-4/62/403(80) dated 
JJ ne 8, -1962; no. GA/ -4O/65-161, dated the 11th Feb. 1965- 

10 N. Anisuzzanan, The Circle Officer, A Study of his Role, (NIPA 
Dacca, 1963), p. . 

2. Memo. no. -GAl-49? 6 -161 dated Dacca the' ist Feb. '1965, the Depart-- 
ment of 'Basic Denocracieä'. 

3. Anisuzzaman, op. cit., p. 20. 
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in East Pakistan and that a considorable voluno of work is disposod of 

at this level. But until very recently the sub-division was not at 

all important in district administration tilt West Pakistan. It is now 

gradually gaining importance there. At tho time when the Report of 

the Provincial Administration Commission (1960) was being written 

there were only 40 sub-divisions in West Pakistan of which 20 were in 

former Sind, 14 in the former PunjRb, 5 in the former N. W. F. P. and 

only one in former Baluchistan. l The Provincial Administration 

Co=mission wrote: 

/S/ 

"We consider that efficient administration at district.... level.... 
will be facilitated by'strengthening the administration lower down. 
To secure this object it would be fit and proper if the sub-divis- 
ional system is strengthened and extended to areas where it does 
not exist at present. Apart from other advantages this will result 
in the creation of an effective administrative unit oven closer to 
the people than the district and will relieve the District officer 
of a great deal of routine work. " (2) 

It further reco=ended that the big tehsils3 should be converted into 

sub-divisions and small teh_____sils should gradually be "formed into sub- 

divisions according to a phased programme extending over a period of 

ton years" 
4. 

At the end of 1963 the number of sub-divisions in West 

Pakistan was 865) The remaining tehsils are gradually 'being formed into 

sub-divisions. From the early 1960s the enormous increase in rural 

development programmies has also further added to the importance 

1. Pro. Adm. Com. Report, p. 189. 

2. Ibid., p. 189. 

3. Sub-units (see below). 
4. Pro. Adm. Con. Report, p. 189. 

5. Hashiuzzaman, Pakistan Quarterly, p. 125. 
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and necessity of sub-divisions in West Pakistan. l 

There is no sadar sub-division in West Pakistan. The post of the 

S. D. O. is held by an Assistant Commissioner or an Extra Assistant 

Commissioner (E. A. C. ). He is assisted by several E. A. C. s In many places 

where there are no sub-divisions the D. O., whose functions and official 

status and rank are the same as those of the D. O. In East Pakistan, is 

also required to perform some additional functions which in East Pakistan 

are discharged by the S. D. O. 

Tehsil/Taluka 

While in some places in West Pakistan (excepting former Sind) 

Tehsils are the component parts of districts, in some other parts they 

are the component parts of sub-divisions. 
2 

In former Sind talukas are 

the component parts of sub-divisions. 
3 

The tehsils/talukas were 

originally created as units of revenue administration. Later the 

officers of some other departments were gradually posted at the tehsil 

taluica level. The most important officer is the chief revenue officer 

who is respectively called the Tehsildar and the Mukhtiarkhar in the 

tohsil and taluka. 
4 

Like the C. O. in East Pakistan he-does not have any 

1. M. M. Qurashi, "The Role of a Sub-Division". in the Rural Works 
Programme Supplement published in the Pakistan Times (Lahore, March 
7,1966). 

2. This is mainly because, as we have already noted, in some districts 
or in part thereof, there are no sub-divisions. There are also some 
sub-divisions each of which consists of only one tehsil, i. e. the 
jurisdiction of the former is coterminous with that of the latter. 
(Also see the chart below). 

3. In 1961 there were 211 Talukas/Tehsils/sub-Tehsils in West Pakistan. 
Census of Pakistan, "'ývo1.3, pp-1-34-3.5. - 

4. Census Report 1961, p. I-34. 

0 
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control over other officers in the tehsil or the taluka. But being the 

representative of tho D. O. (or the S. D. O. if there is one) and beine 

the oldoct government functionary in the area, he onjoya come influence 

and prostige. 
L1L/provides the D. O. (and the S. D. O. ) with necessary 

information about different aspects of rural life and administration. 

But in respect of other functions hic role is different from that of 

the C. O. In addition to his revenue duties the Tehsilder also acts in 

the capacity of a second-class nagistrate. 
1 Unlike the C. O. he is not 

much concerned with development activities. For undertaking the 

responsibility of supervising development activities in tehsils or tal ukas 

the post of Development Officer has been created fairly recently. But 

the prestige and influence of the Development Officer are much less than 

those of the C. O. Thus in the rural areas of East Pakistan the C. O., 

i. e. a developnent'officer, is the principal government functionary, 

whereas in those of West Pakistan the Tehsilder or Mukhtiarkar, i. e. 

a revenue officer, is the principal government functionary. 

Below. the thana%tehsil talukä level there are a few units each 

consisting of a number of villages. These units have been separately 

created by different departments for organising their respective affairs 

in rural areas. The jurisdiction of one unit usually does not conform 

to that of another. 
2 

1. M. Hasan Khan, Duties and Functions of Tehsilder (an unpublished 
dissertation submitted to the Department of Political Science, 
University of Punjab, in partial fulfilment for the degree of Master 
of Arts, 1957), p. 20. 

The revenue functions of the Tehsilder ukhtiarkar are 
discussed in detail in Chaptor IV. 

2" Discussed later. (Also see the chart below). 
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Political Agencies 

The "tribal areas of the former N. W. F. P. form a separate class 

and administration, if any, consists of a loose typo of political 

control" 
l. The special character or pattern of adninistration of'6 

districts in the tribal areas, each of which is called `political agency; 

makes then different from the districts in "settled areas"2. A brief 

discussion of the social condition of the tribal areas will give us some 

idea of the reasons that led to the introduction of a different type 

of administrative system in these areas. 

The north western part of the former N. W. F. P. is an "isolated area 

which has traditionally scorned the refinements of the outer world and 

contact with the rest of South Asia"3. This region is mostly mountainous 

and barren and is inhabited by'tribesmen devoted to their own way of 

life. 
4 

They "are independent, orthodox Muslims with immense pride in 

their own culture and respected as fighters"5. By nature they are 

militant and aggressive. From their early boyhood they got training in 

rifle shooting from their parents and become expert marksmen. No one 

is required to have a licence for possessing fire arms. A visitor in 

the tribal areas will find6 that every person, no matter whether he is 

1. Pro. Adm. Corn. Report, p. 192. 

2. The tern "settled areas" is usually used to indicate the difference 
between the tribal areas and non-tribal areas. The districts in 
non-tribal areas are also called "settled districts". 

3. James W. Spain, "Pathans of the Tribal Area" in Stanley Maron (ed. ), 
Pakistan: Society and Culture (Human Rolations Area Files, New 
Haven, 1957), P-135- 

4. Pro. Adm. Corn. Report, p. 192. 

5. Braibanti, Research, p. 17. 

6" As did the present writer. 
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old or young, is carrying a rifle. The Simon Commission's following 

account of the tribal areas is still valid to a considerable extent: 

"Beyond the locus of the military roads (1)... the tribesman does 
what is right in his own eyes, without being hampered by police 
se os or the code of Criminal Procedure. Be lives inside his 
fortified farmstead with his womenkind, cultivates by primitive 
methods a limited strip of ground, maintains a constant state of 
feud with many of his neighbours, knows that if he shoots his enemy 
neither the frontier authorities nor the British courts are likely 
to interfere. " (2) 

In many places the tribesmen have gradually changed their nature and 

are now quite peaceful. But still in sono places a traveller or an 

officer is required "to keep his ears open and run the risk every day 

of the knife or bullet 'of a fanatic"'3. For example in North and South 

Waziristan travellers and officials usually do not move without armed 

guards. In a few areas the tribesmen live a pastoral rather than a 

highly agricultural life. 

These tribal areas "were nat16ontrolled by the British, but their 

affairs were administered loosely by political agents through a variety 

of systems ranging from those allowing complete autonomy to those in 

which various laws of the 'settled' areas were applicable" . The 

British Government also did not collect revenue from tribal areas because 

"The acceptance by the Pathan of control through a Political Agent 

1. For example the road through the Khyber whibh runs from Peshawar 
to the Afgan frontier, a distance of 34 miles, through the grimmest 
of bare mountains, is well guarded for the protection of travellers. 

2. Simon Roport, vol. It p. 319. Of course, attempts are made to catch 
the murderers with the help of tribal leaders and they are tried 
through the Jir a (Council of tribal elders) system. The Jirga 
system is discussed later in Chapter IV. 

3" Woodruff, op. cit., p. 154. This co=ent is still valid in many 
places of tribal areas. 

4. Braibanti, Research, p. 187. 
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essentially depends upon the'fact_that he is not called upon to pay 

any taxes. "1 The British policy was not to interfere in the internal 

affairs of the tribes and to leave the responsibility of administering 

the tribal areas to the tribal chiefs because any attempt to improve 

the administrative pattern in these areas could lead to serious blood- 

shed. 

After partition the goverzunent of Pakistan also followed the policy 

of non-interference in tribal areas for the same reason. While comment- 

ing on the princely states in tribal areas, Professor Mahnood Hussain 

(a forryer Central Minister) said in the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan 

on March 28,1951: "We have dealings with one single individual who looks 

after law and order and who practically does exactly the same thing in 

the States which all the Maliks (tribal chiefs) do in the tribal 

regions. tT2 

Because of the backwardness and the tribal character of these areas 

it is not possible to introduce a formally organised administrative and 

legal system there. These areas are administered partly by the admin- 

istrative and legal system which is in operation in other parts of 

Pakistan but mainly by tribal laws based on tribal customs, usages and 

values of tribal honour and retribution. There is an institutional 

blend of these two systems. 
3 

The constitution of Pakistan declares that no laws passed by the 

J.. Simon Report, 'vo1. I, P-319-- 
2. C. A. P. Deb., March 28,1951, pp. 531-32, quoted in W. A. Wilcox, 

Pakistan: The Consolidation of a Nation (London, 1963), P-152- 
3. Draibanti, Research, p. 187. 
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Central. or Provincial Legislaturo^"shall apply to a Tribal Area or to 

any part of a Tribal Area" unless the President or the Governor so 

160 

diroctc. 1 The President or the Governor may, with respect to any matter 

within the legislative competence of the Central or Provincial Legic- 

lature, make regulations for a tribal area or any part thereof. 2 A 

special statute called the Frontier Crimes Regulation (F. C. R. ) of 1901 

is in force in tribal areas. This Regulation lays down the broad 

outline and determines the general pattern or nature of the adminis- 

tration in tribal areas. But the nature of the internal working of the 

adninistration, which depends on local tribal customs and usages , varies 

from placo to place. " 

Each Political Agency is in charge of an officer who, as noted 

above, holds the same official rank as that of the D. O. and whose 

designation is Political Agent. He is assisted by an Assistant Political 

Agent, an Assistant Political Officer and other subordinate staff. A 

few departments have their representative officers in the Agency, the 

functions of which are coordinated and supervised by the. Political Agent. 
3 

Officers of all ranks are interchanged between Political Agencies and 

f settled' districts. 

There is no separate officer in the Political Agency to hold the 

post of the District-and Session Judge. The Political Agent usually 

1.1962 Constitution, Art. 223(i). 
2. Ibid., Art. 223(2) "The President may at any time, by order, direct 

the whole or any part of a Tribal. Area shall cease to be a Tribal 
Area-" Ibid., Art. 223(3). 

3" Census Report of Tribal A encies, 1961 (Karachi, n. d. ), pp. I-6,52, 
81,115. Hereafter cited as Agencies Census Report. 
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combines the functions of the District Magistrate, the Collector1 and 

the District and Session Judge in his person. 
2 

Of course, the nature 

of his functions in those capacities varies widely from that of the 

functions of the officers who hold these posts in 'settled districts'. 

He is required to discharge these functions mainly in collaboration 

with tribal leaders and the Jirga (Council of tribal elders) (See 

Chapter IV). Another important characteristic of the tribal areas is 

that the jurisdictions of the Supreme and High Courts do not extend over 

these areas03 

The Political Agent provides the liaison between the tribes in his 

Agency and the Government. Each tribe, the "political importance' of 

which "is generally determined by its fighting capacity" and numerical 
t 

strength, is divided into sub-tribes, sections, sub-sections and families 
4 

or houses. Each tribe, sub-tribe and section has control over a 

dofined territory. All these tribal tiers are under the control of a 

number of tribal chiefs called maliks who are responsible to the 

Political Agent for the affairs'of the territories which are under their 

respective control. The tribal chiefs to a varying degree serve as the 

intermediaries between the Political Agent and the tribal people. The 
ý, got; M1(. sw . 1. His role as collector is not very important because,, in most tribal 

areas no revenue is collected. 
2. Agencies Census Report, pp. 1-81,65,115,164. 
3. Report of the Provincial Administration Commission, p. 209. 
4. Kunwaer Idris, "An Introduction to the Administrative Set-u in 

Political enc ", in Inayetullah (rd. '), D. A. in WI. P., p. 21. 
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primary responsibility of the Political Agent is to convey the policies 

and aims of the government to the tribal leaders and then to ensure 

their implementation with the consent and cooperation of those leaderc. 1, 

No doubt with the passage of time the tribal areas are in a process of 

change and as a result, the role of the Political Agent is also gradually, 

undergoing a change. But still his role is more political and 

diplomatic than administrative" and "is associated with verbal jugglery 

and manoeuvres"92 

The names of the six political agencies are Khyber, Malakand, 

Mohaiand, Khurran, North and South Waiiristan. There are also certain 

strips of tribal territories along the settled districts of Hazara, 

Dera. Ismail Yhan, Kohat, Bannu and Peshawar, which are under the general 

political charge of the respective Deputy Commissioners of these 

districts. 
3 When each of these Deputy Corazissioners deals with the 

administration of the strip of tribal territory attached to his district, 

he acts not in the capacity of Deputy Commissioner but in that of 

Political Agent. 

The pattern of administration of the princely states (Arlb, Dir. Svº'R. t . 

and Chitral) in tribal areas is very different from that of the 

administration of other parts of the tribal areas. ".... in reality their 

internal administration has renained outside the conventional district 

system" and "is entirely in the hands of ruling feudal chiefs" In 
1. Ibid., p. 20.2. Ibid., p. 23. 

3. Pro. Adm. Com. Report, p. 191. ' 

4. Braibanti, Research, p. 184. 
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these "states the authority of the feudal ruler (variously designated 

Mali, Tlawab, Mira, Khan, Nizazi) is paramount, although contact with 

the ruler and the öureaucracy of Pakistan is naintained through a 

political agent usually in residence in an adjacent area" 
l. For exc ple, 

contact with the feudal rules of the states of Chitral, "Swat and Dir 

is maintained by the Political Agent of the Malakand Agency. 2 

Incroasing Volume of Work and the Changes in the Framework of the 

D. O. 's Office 

Fron the early period of the British adrinistration, the functions 

and activities of district administration began to increase. The 

increase did not come in a rush but in haphazard uneven instalments 

which correspondingly increased the pressure of the work of. the D. O. 

because the over-all responsibility for the new and added functions 

naturally fell on him as he was the head of the administration. Fron 

time to time such subordinate administrative units as tehszl, taluka, 

sub-division, circle, etc. and new subordinate posts were created and 

the number of'officers was increased in order to give him some relief 

1. Ibid., p. 1.85. 
2. Malakand Agency consists of the following areas: (1) Malakand 

Protected Area and other parts of Malakand (Bejatir and Utnankhel), 
(2) Dir State, (3) Chitral State and (4) Swat State. [ Agencies 

. Census Report, p. I-22. The official headquarters of the Political 
Agent is in the Protected Area. His functions and position in the 
Protected Area and other parts of Malakand are more or less similar 
to those of the Political Agents in other agencies., But in respect 
of these states he is-nothing more than a liaison officer and has 
got nothing to do with the internal administration. 
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from the heavy burden of work. 

{ 

The posts of Deputy Magistrate and Joint Magistrate were created 

in the second quarter of the last centuryl. One of the reasons for 

appointing the officers of specialised departments in districts mainly 
P. C. 

in the second half of the last century was to enable ', t/to give more 

attention to more important aspects of administration. ' ti " "' 

But still the Volume-of work o' ýhe'D. O. continued to increase 

(6 ý 

with , the' result that he and his subordinates became over worked. 
"Towards the close of the Viceroyalty of Lord Curzon, it became 
increasingly apparent that the Lower provinces generally and 
Eastern part of Bengal particularly were administratively starved... 
civil servants... were generally tied to their decks.... And while 
Eastern Bengal was so scantily manned, the whole of the lower 
provinces needed a larger administrative staff. " (2) 

It became increasingly difficult for the D. O. and his immediate 

subordinates to go on extensive tours and to become thoroughly ac- 

quainted with different problems and with the remotest parts of the 

district. 
3 The post of Circle Officer was created, the number of Deputy 

and Sub-Deputy Magistrates was increased and in big districts ono 

Additional D. O. was appointed to assist the D. O. 
4 

The strength of the 

I. C. S. cadre was also increased. 5 But the volume of work continued to 

increase very fast from the beginning of the 20s. The Acts of 1919 and 

1. 'Lovett, o. cit. (1818-1858), p. 25. 
2. H. V. Lovett, "ºD:, strict Administration in Bengal" 1858-1918. 

(Hereafter cited as Lovett, op. cit. (1858-1918))' in 11.11. Dodwell 
(ed. ) op. cit., p. 252. 

3. Levinge_Report, j, p. l, 18-20. 
4. We have already noted thebcreatiort of the post of; Circle Officer. 

Discussion with a few retired officers who worked during the pre- 
partition days, has enabled the present writer to know about the 
increase in the number of officers and the appointment of Additional D. O. in big districts. 

5. Woodruff, op-'cit., p. 303. 
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1935 which introduced constitutional reforne both at the central and 

the provincial levels and the increasing importance of rural development' 

required the D. O. to 

"add to his innumerable duties, the nadýening and infructuous 
business of answering questions, whether put down for formal answer 
in the Rouse or sent informally direct, the hoot of subjects 
included under the heading of Rural Development and the labour of 
persuading where he had been used to command. It was not surprising 
that he did not always find it possible to check land records as 
he used to do, that cases were taking longer and longer to be 
settled" (2). 

In the mid-40s the Rowlands Report took this problem into serious 

consideration and concluded that "only a superman could bear"3 the 

responsibility which had been entrusted upon the District Officer from 

time to time and that necessary steps must be taken in order to enable 

the D. O. to play his role effectively and efficiently. The report held 

that the most important step in the direction of solving this problem 

was to provide him with adequate additional staff "both as to quality 

and quantity" 
4. 

We have already noted in this chapter that the Rowlands 

Report divided the functions of the D. O. under five broad headings. 

The report recommended that in those districts where the work was heavy 

each of the five groups of functions should be in the charge of a separ- 

ate officer directly responsible to the D. 095 and none of them must be 
6 

"an independent authority". These officers would carry maximum possible 

delegation of authority from him. It was also pointed out by the report 

1. See Chapter V. 

2. Woodruff, op_ cit., p. 303. 
3. Rowlands Report, para. 89. 
4. Ibid., para. 92.5. Ibid., para. 9k. 
6. Ibid., para. 97. The D. O., as noted abovo, had already been assisted by several Deputy and Sub-Deputy But the Report was 
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i 

that he could be relieved of "duties which ho can shed without detriment 

to and indeed to the advantage of the discharge of his rain functions" 

It held that some of his judicial functions could be transfký-ý to cl; 

the District and Sessions Judge. 
2 

Finally it held that another way in 

which relief could be given to the D. O. was to givo hin greater measure 

of delegated authority on a variety of matters which had no great 

financial or administrative significance. He should be authorised to 

dispose of these natters on the spot instead of entering into corres- 

pondence with the Government3 because such correspondence used to 

consume "a disproportionate amount of his time and energy" 
4. 

197-55. Although the importance and the usefulness of these 

recommendations were appreciated by the goverment no major steps were 

taken to implement them mainly because of unsettled conditions and 

upheavals that preceded and followed the transfer of power. In Pakistan 

there was a serious shortage of trained and qualified officers. More- 

over the immediate post-partition period witnessed large-scale transfer 

of population and the disruption of trade and connerco, channels of 

communications etc. There was also-the pressing need, to establish new 

central and provincial governments. 
5 As a result of all these factors, 

the government could not give attention to administrative reforms. Of 

of the opinion that in addition to these officers there should be 
five officers of the status of Additional District Officer. or 
Senior Deputy Magistrate; in order to help hin in supervising the 
functions of other officers. 

1. Ibid., para. 92.2. Ibid., para. 102(a). 

3. Ibid. , parras. 103 & 275. I. Ibid., para. 92. 
5. First Five Year Plan, p. 7. 
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course fron the late 40s the number of Deputy and Sub-Deputy Magistrates/ 

Dora Assistant Commissioners began to increase slowly. But the D. O. 's 

office remained seriously understaffed and thus efficiency of district 
{ 

administration continued to suffer. 

" After the abolition of the Zamindari system in East Pakistan in 

1950 (see Chapter II) the government began to acquire gradually 

Zamindari estates. As a result the D. O. in the capacity of the Collector, 

as we shall see in Chapter IV, had to undertake a stupendous task of 

reorganising the revenue system in his district. This considerably 

added to his burden. In the maid-50s, as we shall see in Chapter V, the 

government was about to launch development programmes throughout the 

country on a.. large scale. The D. O. was supposed to organise, 

supervise and coordinate the development activities. But he had neither 

time nor adequate high-ranking staff. The Gladieux Report held that 

"the historic law and order, magisterial and revenue functions... are 

so absorbing that most district officers find it almost impossible in 

the absence of top staff assistance to operate as a general stimulator 

and coordinator on development" Moreover visits-by Ministers and 

other dignitaries, which considerably increased after partition, 

consumed a fairly considerable amount of his time. 2 As a result of 

these factory he "played but a minor role in the development progr e 

thus far""3. The major recommendations of the Gladieux Report, which' 

1. 
: Reorganisation of Pakistan Government for National Development 
(cyclostyled) (Gladieux Report) (Planning Board, Govt. of Pakistan, 
Karachi, May, 1955), p. 81. 

2. Ibid, p. 82.3. Ibid., p. 81. 
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were aJ. ozt identical to those of the Rowlands Report and the purpose 

of which were to enable the D. O. to spend adequate tine and energy to 

furthering the cause of dovelopmont, were that the D. O. should be 

assisted by an Additional District Magistrate to render him necessary 

help in performing his duties with regard to law and order; adriinis- 

tration of criminal justice, etc, a Chief Ravenuo Officer to help hin 

in revenue natters, a general Administrative Officer to help him in 

performing general management duties such as treasury work, the issue 

of gun licenses and. other permits ctc. and in supervising the multi- 

farious duties of subordinate staff, and a Development Officer to act 

as the chief assistant to the D. O. in the field of development. 1 The 

report Also held that the D. O. could be relieved of a considerable part 

of his burden by broad delegation of authority and by improving the 

internal organisation of his office. 
2 

l68 

1955-6o. In the mid-50s the D. O. was relieved of a part of his 

judicial responsibilities3 and some routine works. In 1956 an Additional 

Collector 
4 

was posted in almost all the districts of East Pakistan. 
5 

No other major steps were taken during this period. In facta shortage 

of high ranking officials and political instability stood in the way 

administrative reforms. 

1. Ibid., p; 83.2. Ibid., p. 84. 

3. See Chapter IV. 

4. Now called the Additional Deputy Commissioner (Revenue). 

5. A. M. A. Muhith, "Political and* Administrative Role in East Pakistan's 
Districts" in Pacific Affairs, vol. XL, nos. 3&4, Fall and Winter, 
1967-68, p. 281. The appointment of the Additional Collector was, in fact, caused and warranted by the abolition of the Zamindari 
system in East Pakistan. 
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The second half of the 195O witnessed a substantial addition to 

the. burden and responsibility of the D. O. following the largo increase 

in, and the specialisation and diversification of, government work. 

Several factors were responsible for such changes: The First Five Year 

Plan (1955-60) and the Village AID" First Five Year Plan (1955-56 --- 

1959-60) were being implemented during this period (see Chapter V). 

The acquisition of Zamindaries in East Pakistan, which, as noted above, 

had begun in 1950, was completed in 1956. Thus millions of people in 

East Pakistan became the direct tenants of the government and it became 

necessary for the district revenue organisation to collect land revenue 

directly from them and not from the Zamindar intermediaries (coo 

Chapter IV). The introduction of the new system of local bodies in 

1959, as we shall see below, brought the D. O. and his staff much closer 

to these bodies and made it incumbent on them to participate in the 

activities of these bodies much more directly than before. By the end 

of the 1950s the adminifrtration in districts reached a state of chaos 

and confusion. According to the estimate of the D. O. of Dinajpur Un 

East Pakistan), made in 1960, work in some sections increased from 

30U; 5 to 900%. 1 Of course the Additional Collector relieved the District 

1. Pe ort of the Implementation Sub-Committee on the Reorganisation 
of District Offices Dacca, rdov. 1960), para 6(l). Hereafter 
cited as Imulementation Sub-Committee's Report (District). 4. jam 

The increase in the revenue work was the problem of East 
Pakistan. But in other fields of district administration the increac¬ 
in tho volume of work was almost the same in both the wings. Of 
course, as most districts in East Pakistan have vast populations 
the increase of work in other fields made the problem in East 
Pakistan more acute than that in West Pakistan. In West Pakistan 
some land reforps were introduced in 1959 which increased the 
revenue work to some extent. But a considerable part of the 
increased revenue work was not of a permanent nature. 
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Officer to a considerable extent from the burden of revenue work during 

this period. But in the face of the magnitudo of the entire volume 

of increased work in different fields of district administration the 

help rendered to him by the Additional Collector was not of great 

significance. 

The administration at the district and at the higher levels had 

already been over centralised. 
1 The sharp increase in the volume of 

work during the second half of the 50s further aggravated the problet to 

A considerable extent. It not only caused delay in the working of 

administration at different levels of the province but made it difficult 

for the high ranking officials to supervise the functions of their 

subordinates. Thus it was observed that 

"matters of even a trivial nature reach the highest levels for ,. 
decision or intervention. The irony of it is that over-central- 
isation exists side by side with inadequate supervision and control 
by the higher levels of administration in matters of real import- 
ance. There is an increased dependence on the petty officials 
whose importance and power in-the eyes of the local people have 
grown out of proportion to his responsibility" (2). "Lack of 
proper supervision is the main cause of present deterioration of 
district administration. " (3) 

In 1960 the Provincial Administration Commission pointed out that 

in the preceding years the most difficult problems that the government 

1. We have noted that in the mid-40s the Rowlands Report had already 
mentioned about overcentralisation. The following example will 
illustrate the extent of ovorcentralisation at the district level: 
The D. O. was required personally to see and approve or disapprove 
the leave application of'the Patwari (this post exists in West 
Pakistan only) whose jurisdiction extends over a few villages only 
and who is six or seven layers down in the revenue hierarchy. 
Gladieux Report, p. 82. 

2. Pro. Adm. Com. Report, pp. 3-4. 

3. Implementation Sub-Committee's Report (District), para. 6(1). 
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faced in its attempts for decentralisation wero tho unwillingness of 

high ranking officials to part with their powors on the one hand and 

on the other the reluctance of subordinate officers to take respons- 

ibility. In the case of the former unwillingness to delegate powers 

resulted partly fron the desire to retain authority and patronage 

and partly fron lack of faith in the ability of subordinates to take 

i 
sound decisions. And on the other hand the fear that mistakes and 

errors of judgement would be followed by severe punishments made the 

subordinates reluctant to accept responsibilities. 
' 

"The interplay of these two factors not only leads to serious 
delay in the execution of governmental programmes and gives a 
look of sluggishness to the entire machine but involves the 
hierarchy in matters of such details that larger issues of real 
significance begin to receive inadequate attention. " (2) 

It was also felt that the continuation of ancient procedural 

requirements consume4? an enormous amount of time of the D. O. and 

his high ranking subordinates and imposed on them an intolerable burden 

of detailed and routine work. 
3 

A 'report observed that "At present the 

District Officer is saddled with various routine work and office files. " 

1. Pro. Adm. Con. Report1 p. 95. 
The Commission discussed this problem with reference to all' 

the departments. 

2. I+., p. 95. 
3. The nature of the routine work nay be illustrated by the following 

example: The D. O. LAY` the Additional D. O. wore required to sign 
not only the originals but also all the copies of different notices 
for requisition and acquisition of imnotrable properties. Sometimes 
copies of one notice used to run into hundreds. If a Deputy 
Magistrate was empowered to sign the copies on behalf of the D. O., 
a lot of his time could be saved. 

4. Implementation Sub-Committee's Report (District), para. 8. 
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Since 1960. The beginning of the 60s witnessed some administrative 

reforms of considerable importance which were the results of the 

recommendations of the Report, '? of the Provincial Administration Commission 

the Provincial Reorganisation Committee, the Implementation Sub- 

Committee on the Reorganisation of Provincial Administration and the 

Implementation Sub-Committee on the Roorganisation of District Offices. 
l 

The two Reports laid great emphasis on the maximum 
L" 

decentralisation of authority and responsibility. They recommended 

that adequate legal, executive and financial powers should be delegated 

to the officers working at different administrative layers of the 

province and that they should be assigned with well defined authority2 

so that they could deal with "day to day requirements of the people on 

the spot"3 without making unnecessary reference to higher authorities. 

Keeping the problems of decentralisation, that the government had faced 

in preceding years, in mind, the authors of the Report of the Provincial 

Administration Commission pointed out that 

1. The Provincial Reorganisation Committee and other two Sub-Committees, 
were off shoots of the Provincial Administration Commission. The 
Commission mainly laid down broad principles or outlines for future 
administrative reforms on the basis of which the Committee and the 
Sub-Comniitteenworlted out the details. 

These reforms may also be regarded as the result of the fact 
that the Martial Law regime was very eager to make a favourable 
impression on the minds of the people and to justify the illegal 
and unconstitutional method by which it had overthrowneconstitut- 
ional system; it had, therefore, set up a number of commissions and 
committees in order to introduce some reforms which could serve as 
a means of propaganda. 

2. For details of the recommendations see Pro. Adm. Con. Re ort, 
pp. 92-94; Retort of the Provincial Reor anisation Committee, 

part II, paras. 152-159,197-207" 
3" Pro. Adm. Corn. Report, p. 94. 
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It is..... essential to ensure that delegation of authority choulci 
not be merely nominal but effective and should be built deep in G, 
organisation. To this end it has to be impressed on the superior 
officers that delegation is not an abdication of responsibility 
but only an enlargement of it and that 'it is only by the develop- 
ment of competence below that high responsibility can be upheld'. " 1. 

In accordance with these recommendations, considerable powers and 

responsibility were delegated to the officers working at different 

administrative levels of the province. 
2 On the recommendation of the 

Implementation Sub-Committee on Reorganisation of District Offices the 

D. O. was relieved of -many routine works3 and significant changes were 

also introduced into the framework of the District Officer's office. 

It was decided by the government that in those districts where the 

volume of work was heavy, his functions would be grouped into three 

divisions each under the charge of an Additional District Officer. 
4 

So there would be three Additional D. O. s, namely the Additional Deputy 

Commissioner (General), the Additional Deputy Commissioner (Development) 

and the Additional Deputy Commissioner (Revenue), who would respectively 

assist the D. O. in matters general administration (including 
cl 

law and order affairs), development activities and revenue adminis- 

tration. Each of the three divisions of functions would be split up 

1. Ibid., PP"95-96. 
2. Report on the I. m lementation Sub-Committee on the Reorganisation of 

Provincial Administration Dacca, 1960), pp. 2-3. Subsequent years 
again saw further decentralisation of powers and authority. 

3. Implementation Sub-Committee's Report (District), para. ö, appendix, 
paras. 2,15. The decisions of the government on the recommend- 

. ations of, this report were incorporated in the appendix). 
For example, Deputy Magistrates were empowered to dispose of 

some routine matters such as the issuing of requisition and de- 
requisition notices, the signing of cheques for payment of compen- 
sation, house rents, etc. Ibid., Appo mow, , v. fs. 

4. Ibid, para. 10, appendix, para. 4. This recommendation of the 
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into several groups. A Deputy Magistrate would be in charbe of one or 

more groups depending on the load of work in the district concerned, 
l 

Accordingly the framework of the D. O. 's office was reorganized in 

the early 60s. 2 So in those districts where the load of work is heavy 

there aro three Additional D. O. s and in other districts two. 3 But 

1 74 

formerly there was one Additional D. O. in bigger districts and none in 

smaller ones. Of course very big districts like Mymensingh, Barisal 

etc., or very important districts like Dacca, had two and occasionally 

three. 
4 

Thus the D. O. is now considerably relieved of his burden. But, 

still he is one of the =oat over-burdened officers in the province. It 

is also generally felt that the number of. Deputy Magistrates/E. A. C. s 

should be increased because they are overworked. An increase in their 

number will not only further relieve the D. O. of his less important work 

Sub-Committee was'rather an elaboration of the comment of the 
Report of the Provincial Administration Commission that the D. O. 
should be equipped with "adequate staff" (p. 182). 

1. Implementation Sub-Committee's Report (District), para. 11, 
Appendix, para. 4. 

2. The discussion o 
Vthe framework of the D. O. 's office is based on 

that of the D. O. 's office in East Pakistan. The arrangements of 
the D. O. 's office in West Pakistan are more or less the sane. But 
as the districts in West Pakistan widely vary fron region to region 
so in certain regions there are differences. Usually the number 
of Additional D. O. 's varies depending on the load of work. 

3. Actual Distribution List of Officers, Corrected up to December, 1964. 
(published quarterly by the Govt. of East Pakistan, Dacca). In 
some districts the importance of the functions belonging to one of 
the three divisions is not very great. In those districts the 
designation of the officer in charge of that division of functions 
is Joint Deputy Commissioner, i. e. holding a lower rank than th: t 
of the Additional Deputy Commissioner. In E. Pakistan, only one 
district (i. e. Chittagong Hill Tracts) which is an exception, ha3 
only one Additional Deputy Commissioner. Actual, Distributions List. 

k. Actual Distribution List of Officers. 
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but also increase the efficiency of administration and accelerate the 

speed of administrative work in the district. 

One of the major impacts of the increase in the volume of work, 

of diversification of functions and of the consequent increase in the 

176 

number of officers operating at various layers of district administration 

is that the D. O., wholas noted in Chapter I, had a very close and 

intimate contact with the rural people, has gradually lost such close 

and intimate contact with them. 
l In Pakistan, as in India, 

"Today it is probably true to say that the senior district official 
is more aloof, and out of touch with the general public than was 
his British predecessor. The old-style British District Officer 
spent anything up to half the year in camp, from September to May. 
It is easy to ridicule the almost Mughal style in which he moved: 
the elaborate camp; the ceremonial entry into a village on horseback, 
surrounded by a posse of notables; the inspection of village accounts 
and the hearing of disputes under the banyan tree.... He (the 

villagerJwas able to receive the the ruler i. e. D. OJ on 
his own native ground, he could speak to the great man face to face; 
ho was able to make proposals or register grievances and expect an 
answer. If all this has become an anachronism, it has not been 
replaced by anything new; there is just a vacuum. 

"Today, few District Officers go out on lengthy tours. dertai nly, 
they are tied to headquarters. by all the reports they have to coin- 
pile and the ministers andother visitors whom they have to please. 
So today's inspections are perfunctory and unsatisfactory. There is 
no leisurely entry into the village demesne on horseback, giving 
time for the village folk to absorb their visitor into their own 
environment. He arrives, in a storm of dust in a jeep, a visitor 
from another world, and he keeps his other-world aura with him. 
There is a hasty walk around, a conference with the leaders, a 
propaganda speech, a cup of tea, and he is off - to another village 
and another. " (2) 

1. Of course some other factors (e. g. social, political and economic 
changes, the increasing importance of local and political loaders) 
are also partially responsible for this. 

2. Hugh Tinkor, "Authority and Conrsunity, in Village India"., in 
Pacific Affairs, vol. 22, no. k, 1959, pp. 369-370. 

T 
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Local Bodies (194 1959) 

Introduction. At the time of partition there pen the District 

(76 

Board at the District level, l the Union Board (E. Pak. )/Panchayat (W. 

Pal;. ) at the village level2 and the Municipal Board in urban areas. And 

there were no local bodies in backward areas. 
3 

The District Board and 

the Union Board/Panchayat were classified as rural local bodies and 

the Municipal Board as an urban local body. The majority of members of 

the District and the Municipal Boards were elected and the rest nominated: 

The Union Board/Panchayat consisted of elected members on1y. 
5 The elected 

1. The jurisdiction of the District Board extended over the entire 
district excluding those urban areas where there were Municipal 
Boards. In the Sylhet district of East Pakistan there was-no 
District Board. There were four Local Boards - one in each sub- 
division Note on Reorganisation of Local Bodies in the Province, 
(Khan's Report) Dacca, 1957)9 para. 2 . 

2. The jurisdiction of the Union Board/Panchayat usually extended over 
a few villages. In Sylhet district there were no Union Boards. 
There were the following local bodies in a number of villages 
Village Authorities and Circle Panchayats. (Ibid., paras. 77,88J 

3. There were no local bodies in Chittagong Hill Tracts District in 
East Pakistan L Ibid., para. 13J, former Baluchistan (except in 
Quetta Town), political agencies and the former princely states 
(except in Bahawalpur state where there were a few Panchayats, 
which, of course, had only a formal existence) in West Pakistan. 

In West Pakistan there were some areas which held a midway 
position between very backward areas and 'advanced' areas. In these 
areas there were some local bodies called Town Committees and 
Notified Area Committees which were mainly nominated bodies and their 
functions were more or less similar to those of the Municipal Board. 
The composition of these bodies did not undergo any significant 
change during the period between 1947 and 1959" 

4. The proportion of the elected members to nominated members varied 
from region to region. In East Pakistan three-fourths of the members 
of the District Board and of the Munici al Board were elected, the 
rest nominated [Ibid., paras. 15,37�. Of course, in Dacca and 
Chittagong districts. four-fifths of the members of the Municipal 
Board were elected L Ibid., para. 37,,, 7. 

5. In 1945 the Rowlands Report had recommended that the system of 
nomination should be abolished in all ;; äv local bodies Z-paras. 373, 
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rncmbers of all the local bodies were elected on the basis of restricted 

franchise. 1 Dach local body elected one Chairman (or President) and 

one (or two) Vice-Chairman (or Vice-President) from amongst its (elected) 

members2 except in the Punjab where the Chairmen of most District Boards 

were the D. O. s. During the period between 1947 and 1959 the system of 

nomination was gradually abolished in most local bodies and in most 

regions with the exception of some; the official chairmen of the District 

Boards in the Punjab were replaced by the elected non-official chairmen 

and adult franchise was introduced in local bodies' elections. 
3 Unlike 

38(b), 3892 but the system had been abolished only in the Union 
Board in 1946. Before that one-third of the members of the Union 
Board (4 Zo. nominated by the D. O. 

In the Panchayat the system of nominationfI4 & abolished much 
earlier IvIalik M. Siddiq, "Local Government in Pakistan" (cyclo- 
styled) Sargoda, n. d. ) (This paper has discussed local bodies in 
blest Pakistan with special reference to the Punjab), p. 18J. Both 
before and after partition the Panchayat election was required to 
be confirmed by the D. O. in the case of minor Panchayats and by the 
Government in the case of major Panchayats. ý The Pak-Pun'ab 
Pancha at Reor 

, anication Report Masudul Hasan Report Lahore, ý954) ., 
P. 17-/. 

1. Every adult person who paid certain rates or taxes or had some 
educational qualification was eligible to vote and to become a 
member Z_Kha__n'sReppoort, paras. 16,38,62J. 

2. Of course the Government reserved the right to appoint the Chairman 
or Vice-Chairman. Khan's Report, para. 19. 

3. PARD(P) Report no. 9, p. 24. An Analysis of the Torkin of Basic 
Democracy Institutions in East Pakistan Comilla, 1961) (A Report 
prepared by the PARR (Comilla) and the BNR, E. Pak. ) (hereafter 
cited as the Joint Report by the PARD(C) & the BNR), pp.?, 9. (This 
Report has briefly discussed the rural local bodies that existed 
immediately before the introduction of the "Basic Democracies". 
This Report does not give a very clear idea about the working of the 
"Basic Democracy Institutions" because it is based on the working of 
these institutions during the let year when they were still in their 
infancy. The Report is a good theoretical analysis of the role that' 
these institutions are supposed to play in the field of rural 
development). 

I 
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other local bodies the system of direct election of the President exc. 

the Vice President of the Union Board was introducod in 1956.1 

These local bodies had powers to levy taxes, rates, tolls , road 

and public works cesses and to realise fees etc. They also received 

very modest government grants. 
2 

The local bodies were supposed to perform those functions which 

werd likely to "promote health, comfort and convenience of the public' . 

Their main functions were to make provision for and to maintain water 

supply, sanitary and drainage systems, roads, culverts, small bridges, 

dispensaries, primary schools, burial and cremation grounds, to take 

the necessary measures for the prevention of epidemics and infectious 

diseases, to register births and deaths, etc.. These wore more or 

less the common functions of all local bodies. In addition to these 

functions a Municipal Board was also required to perform some other' 

functions appropriate to an urban body. It t tt 
prescribe 

building 

line and street alignment; to supervise and control slaughter houses, 

market places, etc., to improve slum areas and to perform some other 

functions. In addition to development functions which were their main 

functions, the Union Boards were also required to perform some petty 

judicial duties and to maintain and supervise Chowkidars and Defadar: 

(Village Watchmen, eXALC( pü Wr4tIn-a-), 

1. Ibid., p. 7. 

2. Ibid., p. 8. (Also see, below, pp ). ' 

3. Khan's Retort, para. 25. 
4. Joint Report by the PARD(C) & BNR, pp. 8,10,11. 

5. Ibid., p. 12. 
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The Divisional Conmissioner, the D. O. and the S. D. O. could control, 

supervise and direct the functions and activities of the local councils. 

The Officer had the powerel to modify or reject the budýet of a local 

council, to inspect any work that had been undertaken by it and all 

books, proceedings, records, etc., that were in its possession, to 

suspend its resolutions or prevent it from doing any act which he thought 

was'likely to cause injury or annoyance to the public or lead to a 

breach of the peace, to act in default and to exercise control over 

many other aspects of local councils. 
2 

The provincial government could 

supercede or dissolve a District Board and a 1: unicipal Board and the 

Divisional Commissioner a Union Board. 3 In practice the provincial 

government or the Divisional Commissioners used to take such action 

against a local body after having. consulted the D. O. or according to 

his suggestion. 

Union Boards & Panchayats - Their Effectiveness. So far as 

effectiveness was concerned, the position of the District and Municipal 

Boards in East Pakistan was more or less the same as that of the 

District and Municipal Boards in West Pakistan. Later'we shall be able 

to assess the extent of their effectiveness when we discuss in this 

chapter the degeneration of local bodies in Pakistan. But a separate 

discussion o/ the Union Boards in East Pakistan and the Panchs~yats in 

1. In come cases the Divisional Commissioner, in some cases the D. O. 
and in some cases the S. D. O. exercised these powers. 

2. Khan's Report has discussed in detail the powers in respect of 
control and supervision that wore exercised by officers over local 
councils. Paras7 26-27,48-50,70-76. 

3. Khan's Report, paras. 27,51,74. 
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tuest Pakistan is necessary because there was a world of difference 

between them. 

Though some attempts had been made to establish local bodies at 

the village level during the second half of the last century it had 

been towards the very beginning of the 1920$ that local bodies at the 

village level had been set upon a well organised basis in different 

ISo 

provinces of British India. And 'The most complete system of 'rural 

authorities' was established in Bengal... "1 "Out of all the provinces, 

only in Bengal did the now village government begin to operate before 

the connenceient of Dyarchy. "2 Since then, the Union Boards had been 

playing an important role in contributing to rural development and in 

arousing political interest among the rural people of Bengal. 
3 While 

discussing local bodies at the village level the Simon Commission in 

1930 had commented that "Developiont is promising and has gone furthest 

in the United Provinces, Bengal and Madras. ''4 Prom the following 

comment of the Röwlärids' Report (Denga1) (1945) it 'appears * that/the 

Union Boards had. continued to'hav©"a fairly good record: 
"The Union Boards seem to us the most promising of, these 
institutions. We visualise these Boards as becoming definitely 
a more active agent in the development work both in the activities 
they undertake and in their influence on village life. " (5) 

Although after partition all the local bodies in Pakistan began to 

degenerate for several reasons, which are discussed later in this 

1. Tinker, Foundations, p. 116. 

2. Ibid., p. 118.. 

3. The role that they had played in arousing political interests- 
discussed ý-=-) in Chapter II. 

4. Simon Report, vol. I, para. 347. 

5. Rowlands Rehort, para. 86. 
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chapter, the Union Boards in comparison with other rural local bodies 

remained effective. In 1955 the Gladieux Report commented that 

X81 

"East Bengal has probably gone farthest in local organisation by 
virtue of its complete coverage of the Province with Union Boards 
each embracing 10 to 15 villages. " (1) 

While the Union Board was an active body in East Paiistan its 

counterpart in West Pakistan called Panchayat was almost inactive. 

The Panchayat system was in force only in the former West Punjab and 

Bahawalpur state. 
2 

And in other parts of West Pakistan there were no 

local bodies at the village level. There are about 20,000 villages 

in the former West Punjab. L' the number of 

Panchayats was 1 , 500 which covered about 7,000 villages.. "Out of 

these Panchayats, most panchayats exist merely on paper". 
3 A report 

on the Panchayat system held that 

"About 2000 Panchayats do not work. In actual fact, therefore, 
there are working panchayats for one fifth of the total number 
of villages in the province. Most of the landlords oppose the 
extension of the panchayat system to their villages, for they are 
afraid that in the event of the establishment of a Panchayat, 
there will be a diminution of their social power. Most of the 
villagers avoid the system, for they fool that the Panchayats 
would mean more obligations and taxes. Party faction is a common 
evil in our rural life. When panchayats are set up in party 
faction ridden villages, party strifes and disputes are carried 
to the panchayats. Panchayats are thus kb ught to disrepute.... 
In such circumstances no serious attempt is made to develop the 
panchayat system... no one in the rural areas takes the Panchayat 
seriously... " (4). 

0 
1. Gladieux Report, p. 91. Of course it may be noted that the Chitta- 

gong Hill Tracts District, as we have already mentioned, did not 
have any local bodies. 

2. Proceedings of the Local Government Seminar, 1956 (Lahore, 1957), 
p. 91. Hereafter cited as Local- Govt. Seminar Report. 

3. Local Government Reforms Committee: First Interim Report (Lahore, 
1951) (The Comriittee was set up by the Government of the Punjab),. "13 

4. Masudul Hasan Rerort, p. 5. 
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Various reports and the local government seminar strongly 

reco=pnded the introduction of the Panchayat in every village or a 

group of villages. 
I 

But no serious effort was made. 

For the reasons mentioned above, the functions of the Panchayat 

were hardly performed. Thus the rural people in I-lest Pakistan were 

18Z 

almost completely unfamiliar with local self-government. One Officer 

, has, therefore, rightly observed that 

"Unions are a familiar unit of development for East Pakistan, not 
so in the West.... In East Pakistan, the Local Governments have 
operated at the Union and the District levels. In West Pakistan 
they have usually operated at the District level. " (2) 

Degeneration of Local Bodies. After partition the local bodies 

in. Pai istan began to degenerate very rapidly. Several factors 

responsible for this: 

Formerly persons who had found it difficult to secure a prominent 

place in higher politics had taken an interest in the affairs of local 

bodies. After partition the number of the, -- prominent leaders decreased 

and as a result the competition for a prominent place in national or 

provincial politics was not as stiff as it had been. So the persons 

who had formerly participated in the activities of local bodies began 

to move towards provincial and central politics. And their places in 

the local bodies were taken by persons of much less ability. 

Moreover increasing urbanisation and industrialisation attractod 

1. Ibid., p. esp. 2. Local Goverment Reform; Committee: Firnt Interim 
Report, pp. 17-20. Report of the Local Self-Government Committee 
'(Karachi, 1954) (The Conmittee was appointed by the government of 
Sind), pp. 4-7. (Hereafter cited as Report of the Local Self-Govern- 
ment Committee, 1954). Gladieux Report, pp. 96-9 . The Local 
Government Seminar Report, p. 1$?. The First Five Year Plan, p. 105. 

2" rlachiuzzaman, palcistan Ouarterly, p. l26. 
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not only the labouring class but also the more educated and enter- 

prising people from rural areas into the towns. As a result rural, 

1 8.3 

local bodies were denuded of, talent; the "nobility of educated people ' 

towards urban areas... left fow able people.... to participate in local 

affairs"l. 

After partition the government faced econoz2ic, political and 

administrative problems of immense magnitude. The immediate concern 

of. the government was to undertake the stupendous task of tackling 

and solving these problems. Local bodies instead of getting the 

special attention of the government, received less and less attention 

from it. 

Local bodies had always suffered fron lack of finance. The Simon 

Commission had commented in 1930 that It is a commonplace of admini-- 

tration in India that financial resources are generally quite inadequate 

to meet needs and this is especially true in local self-govornment. "2 

After World War II, its financial condition had further deteriorated 

mainly because prices had begun to rise very rapidly. The Rowlands 

Report had observed that because of "rising prices", "the inelasticity 

of resources" and "the failure to realise in full even those cesses 

which are due""3, local bodies had become seriously handicapped finan- 

cially. After partition prices continued to riso with the result that 

the financial position of local bodies continued to deteriorate further. 

1. A. T. R. Rehman, "Working of Basic Democracies" in Proceedinc; s of 
the Third All Pakistan Political Science Conference 19 2. 

Karachi, Marc-h-1-96571 p"253" 

2. Simon Report, vol. I, para. 35k; also see para. 349. 

3. Rowlands Report, para. 3 4f also sec para. 367. 
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Inadequacy of funds further contributed to their degeneration. 

In pre-partition days when non-officials had becoi o the chairr: cn 

of local bodies the standard of efficiency of these bodies had begun 

to decline. Moreover the officials also had begun to exercise less 

control and supervision over these bodies which also added to their 

increasing inefficiency. l After partition officials developed a 

tendency to remain aloof from the actitities of local bodies as far 

as possible which further aggravated the situation. The absence of 

effective official supervision and guidance rendered these bodies 

almost wholly ineffective. 

The growing popular demand "to curtail the powers and authority 

ist' 

of the officials over the local bodies and the "increased preoccupation 

of the district authorities with their other duties" were the main 

factors responsible for "a, rapid relaxation of official supervision"2. 

We have already discussed in detail the second reason, i. e. the in- 

creased preoccupation of the district authorities. 
3 

The first reason 

may be further illustrated below. Members of higher local bodies 

became increasingly eager to free themselves from official control.. 

They demanded that local bodies be made powerful units of local adiin- 

istration. From tine to tine the pre-eminence of the officials in 

local administration was criticised in different reports, by political 

1. Simon Report, vol. 1, para. 351. 
Report of the Local Self-Government Committees Sind 1943. 

Karachi, 19453t paras. 114-117. 

2. First Five Year Plan, p. 104. 
3. See above "Increasing volume of work and the changes in the 

framework of the D. O. 's Office", pp. 111, L: 7-59 (especially pp. k9-55) 
. 
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parties and by the speakers at the Local Government Serinar. 1 As a 

result the officials became careful in exercising their control and 

supervision over local bodies. They did not like to be embarrassed 

1. The views expressed in different reports, in the Muslim League 
Manifesto and in the Local Government Seminar may be quoted here: 

"This Committee is of the opinion that if democracy is to 
be broad based, it must be national as well as local. Local 
Government should, therefore, represent a substantial measure of 
local self-government and must be something different from the 
decentralised activity of the State. In any democratic constitution 
it is necessary that a permanent and commodious repository of 
local power shall be maintained as an alternative to the undue 
extension of the bureaucratic arm of the State and as a means of 
providing the widest opportunity for a practical education in 
political responsibility. " Local Government Reforms Committee; 
First Interim Report. pp. 12-13. The report also held that the 
position of the D. O. in relation to, local bodies was "inconsistent 
with democratic principles" (Ibid., p. 11J. This aspect of the 
local administration has been discussed in pages 9 to 17 of the 
ibid. It may be noted that all the members (except the Secretary 
to the committee) of this committee were non-officials and most 
of them were the influential members of local bodies - for example, 
Mayor, Lahore Corporation and the Chairmen of District and 
Municipal Boards. Another report, namely the Report of the Local 
Self-Government Committee, 1954, was also in favour of lessening 
the powers of officers. But this report was not so radical in 
its approach as the former one. [pp. 2,1. EAlso see Masudul 
Hasan Report, pp-17-1A. 

The Muslim League Manifesto declared that "In principle the 
Muslim League stands for the very widest extension of local self- 
government on the model of the parishes and communes of America. 
It is not logical or possible to have democracy at the apex suc- 
tained by bureaucracy at the base; and in fact democracy should be 
most extensive where it comes closest in touch with the ordinary 
life of the common man. In practice this implies that we must 
train our people for local self-government in all directions, so 
that decisions which are now bureaucratically taken and executed 
by Deputy Commissioners and Superintendents of Police should be 
arrived at and taken responsibility for by the elected represent- 
ative of the people". [Quoted in Local Government Reforms 
Committee: First Interim Report, p. 13 Of course in practice the 

' -- ---., Muslim League Government did not follow the above 
mentioned principles or policies. Many local bodies were super- 
ceded during the period when Muslim League was in power. In some 
cases the political interests of the party itself were responsible 
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by political and public criticism which usually followed an action 

against a local body by an officer. Thus maladministration, corruption, 

nepotism, inefficiency and serious default in the performance-of somo 

essential services became the co==on characteristics of local bodies. 

And when the picture of maladministration in any local body became 

too apparent to be ignored, the officers used to recomnsend to the 

provincial government the supersession of the body or the withdrawal 

of functions. As a result the supersession of local bodies or the 

withdrawal of functions became more frequent in the post partition 

period. Government officials were appointed to perform the functions 

of the superseded local bodies. . -_ , 
'ocal bodies were super- 

seded much more frequently in West Pakistan than in East Pakistan. In 

East Pakistan, though several Municipal Boards were superseded after 

partition, the supersession of District and Union Boards was very rare. 

The First Five Year Plan was not in favour of supersession of 

local bodies and the appointhert of officials in place of the superseded 

bodies for performing their functions, 
1 

but was in favour of official 

guidance and supervision. It held that 

for the supersession of those bodies. [See beloii3. 
It was hold in the Local Govt. Seminar that zone sections of 

different local government acts gave the District officer 
"unnecessary" and "arbitrary" powers and that the "interference 
thus caused results in inefficiency and delay" Cpp. 91-92J. It 
may be noted that this seminar was organised and mainly attended 
by the members of local bodies who divided themselves into 5ovcral 
groups such as tho District Board Group, the Municipal Group, the 
Panchayat Group, etc. 

1. "The extension of bureaucratic control will tend to kill initiative, 
inhibit leadership and prevent self-help enterprise among men and 
women all over the country... The lack of confidence in local bo. dic- 
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"District Officers and Commissioners possess powers which should 
enable them to intervene when signs of abuse and raaladministr(i`; ' on 
first appear without waiting until a serious situation develops. 
They can issue directives and set aside decisions which involve 
palpable injustice or clear abuse of power. Prompt exercise of 
these prcögatives in lieu of supersession or withdrawal of functior.:;, 
would constitute a salutory check on the administration 

. of local 
bodies and render supersession or withdrawal of functions largely 
unnecessary. " (1) 

The Plan also held that "The approach must be one of guiding 
and helping the local bodies so as to make them effective instru- 
ments of administrative and social progress and not one of curtail- 
ing their scope and crippling them for the sake of efficiency. " (2) 

The discussion of inadequate official supervision and control over 

local bodies is not very relevant to Union Boards. They used to receive 

considerable official attention. The Circle Officer whose primary 

responsibilities and duties were to look after the Union Boards and who 

was supposed to spend a considerable part of his time and energies in 

guiding and helping these bodies used to exercise considerable control 

over them. Moreover, the members of the local bodies at the village 

level were not as influential as those of Municipal and District Boards. 

As a result the official supervision and control over Union Boards did- 

not: warrant much criticism or attention fron influential or politically 

displayed by the Provincial Governments in frequently superseding 
them, in withdrawing functions from then, shakes their self- 
confidence as well as public confidence in them. This is a blow 
to the progress of democracy which must be avoided". First Five 
Year Plan, p. 104. 

1. Ibid., x. 104. 

2. Ibid., p. 104. A similar view was expressed by another report. It held that "Government must and would provide adequate supervision 
and guidance whenever it is necessary but to provide for the total 
abolition of, any self-governing unit will be inconsistent with our firm conviction that responsible self-government is an extremely slow growing plant and it calls for infinite patience on the part of those who nourish it. " Report of the Local Self-Government Committee, 1954, p. 18. 
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oriented people of the district such as lawyers, contractors, busineti:: - 

men, landed 'aristocracy' etc. 

Of course, though in riany cases naladministration was responciblra 

for supersession of local bodies, it was not the cause in every case. 

Sometimes supersession resulted from political factors. ' If the hench- 

men of those who were in power at the provincial level were in a 

minority in a District Board or were not on good terms with those who 

controlled or dominated the Board, they often pressed their leaders 

or Ministers to supersede the Board on the excuse of inefficiency and 

maladministration; on some occasions they were successful in their 

efforts. On the other hand if these henchmen were in a majority in 

a District Board usually the election was not held in time in that 

District and the members continued to hold office for an indefinite 

period even if the performance of the Board was not at all satisfactory. 

All these factors further accelerated the process of degeneration of 

local bodies. 

Fron 1959, In October 1959 the martial law government abolished 

all the rural local bodies by a presidential decree and introduced a 
2 

four-tier system of local bodies called "Basic Democracies". Under 

the new system there are now Union Council/Town Committoe/Union 

Cozittee, Thana/Tehsil Council, District Council and Divisional Council 

at the union, thana/tehsil, district and divisional levels respectively. 
1. One report also indirectly expressed the same view while discussing 

the powers of supersession. It held that "? Je do not want that 
Government should continue to be embarrassed by powers which it ::.:; y 
under certain circumstances be compelled to utilize under politicý, 1. 
pressure. " Report of the Local S Cövornment committee, 19, l-, 

2. Basic Democ;, ', cies Order (1959). BorowA, ̂ter cited as B. D. Order. 
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While the Union Councils are formed in rural areas, the Town/Union 

Conimittoes are formed in urban aroaa only. In April 1960- the urban 

bodies, i. e. the Municipal Boards, were abolished and new municipal. 

bodies called Municipal Committees were set up, 
l 

in those urban areas 

with large or fairly large populations. The composition, organisation 

and other features of the new local bodies are e2'plained in the 

following charts: 

Chart 4 

Differences Between The Union Council, the Town Committee And The 
Union Committee 

Union Council 

The jurisdiction of the Union Council extends over a group of 
villages usually with a population of about 10,000 but sometimes 
ranging between 4,000 and 15,000. (2) 

The Union Councils have replaced the former Union Boards/ 
Panchayats. 

Town Committee 

A Town Committee is constituted in an ordinary town with a 
population not exceeding 14,000. (or in some cases 15,000). (3). It. 
may be said that it is constituted in a rural area with some urban 
characteristics. 

In some places they have'replaced the former small Municipal 
Boards. (4) 

1. Municipal Administration Ordinance, 1960. Hereafter cited as 
Municipal Ordinance. 

2. A Guide to Basic Democracies Bureau of National Reconstruction, 
Govto of Pakistan, Karachi, 1960 (? ), p. 10. J, Hereafter cited 
as B. D. Guide. 

3. ; Ibid., p. 32.4. Ibid., p. 34. 
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Union Committee 

/90 

A Union Committee is constituted in a city or a big town. (1) 
In every city or big town there is a Municipal Committee and the 
Municipal area is divided into a number of unions for each of which 
there is a Union Committee. 

It may be said that "A Union Committee serves as a territorial 
sub-committee of the Municipal Committee. " (2) 

Thus, while the Union Council and the Union Committee are 
purely rural and urban bodies respectively, the Town Committed 
occupies a midway position between them. A member of a council/ 
committee represents approximately 1,000 people but sometimes the 
number of persons represented by one member varies from 800 to 1,400 
persons. Of course, thm, principlo is not always followed in the case 
of Union Committees. 

1. Ibid., p. 32. 

2. Malik Md. Siddiq, "Pakistan" in Local Governnent in the 20th 
Century (International Union of Local Authorities, Hague, 1963), 
p"309. 
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Chart 

Composition 

1. UNION COUNCIL & TO, IN UNION COMITTEES (all non-official members) 
am M. W11. 

CHAIR1,1A4 I VICE-CHAIRMAN I CONTROLLING AUTHORITY 

Elected from 
amongst the 
members 

I 

As for 
Chairman 
(Established 
in 1963) 

W. Pak: Deputy Commissioner 
E. Palt: Sub-Divisional 

Officer (Union 
Councils) Deputy 
Commissioner (Town/ 
Union Committees)* 

(qi 

lippointea ey 
the Council. 
Performs 
clerical 
functions 

NRMBERS: All the members are elected directly - adult franchise. 

2. THANA/TEHSIL COUNCIL (both official and non-official members) 

CHAIRMAN VICE-CHAMIAN CONTROLLING AUTHORITY SECRETARY 

Sub-Divisional Circle Officer Deputy Commissioner Vl: Devel- 
Officer (In West (Only in East ment Officer. o 
Pak. where there Pak. from 1963) p E. Pak: No 
is no sub-division Secretary - but 
Tohsilder is cs. in practice C. O.. 
Chairman I acts as 

IMENBERS: (a) All the-Chairmen of Union Councils & Town Connittees 
(not less than 50% of the total members). 
(b) Not more than 50% of the total members are officials 
(usually thana/tehsil level officers). 

" The Provincial Government is the Controlling Aut1jority of those 
Union Committees which are within the municipallcantonment areas of 
Karachi, Dacca and Lahore. 
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Chart 5 (contd. ) 

3. DISTRICT COUNCIL (both official and non-official members) 

CHAIRMAN VICE-CHAIRMAN CONTROLLING AUTHORITY SECRETARY 

Deputy Elected from Divisional Asst. Directors 
Commissioner amongst the Commissioner of 'Basic 

members (non- Democracies' 

official) 
From 1963. 

{ 
MIMERS: (a) Not less than 50%S of the total members are indirectly 

elscted by an electoral college consisting of only the Chairmen 
of Union Councils & Town/Union Committees. 
(b) Not more than 50% of the total members are officials. 
(Usually all the Sub-Divisional Officers withi n the district 
and most district level officers). 

4. DIVISIONAL COUNCIL (both official and non-official members) 

CHAIRMAN VICE-CHAIRMAN CONTROLLING AUTHORITY SECRETARY 

Divisional No Vice-Chairman Provincial Government Director 
Commissioner (in W. Pak. )/ 

Deputy Director 
( Pak) of 
'Basic 

Democracies' 

MEMBERS: (a) Not less than 50°% of the total members are non-officials. 
The non-official members of the Divisional Council from a 
district are indirectly elected by an electoral collegF_. t 
consisting of the indirectly elected members of the council of 
that district'. 
(b) Not more than 50% of the total members are officials (usually all the Deputy Commissioners within the division and 
most divisional level officers). 

A considerable part of the chart is prepared on the basis of 
B. D. Order (corrected up to 29th Fob., 1964). Some information (for 
example about Secretaries) was collected during interviews. 

The Director or'Deputy Director & the Assistant Director of 'Basic 
Democracies' are the staff officers of the Divisional Commissioners and 
the Deputy Commissioners respectively. 
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Chart 6 

When the system of "Basic Democracies" was first introduced in 
1959 the methods of, selecting the members were different from those 
which have been described in the preceding chart. The former methods 
are discussed in this chart. 

1. UNIO1 COUNCIL AND T0, ON COM*2ITTEE (both elected & appointed 
non official members\ 

(a) 
the 
(b) 
the 
the 
of 

193 

Not less than 50jý5 of the total members wore elected directly on 
basis of adult franchise. 
Not more than 509jä of the total members were appointed from amongst 
non-officials by the Deputy Commissioner in West Pakistan and by 
Sub-Divisional Officer in East. jýakistan with the prior approval 

the Deputy Conniis4ioner. 

2. THANA/THESIL COU14CIL (both official and non-official members) 

(a) All the Chairmen of Union Councils & Town Committees (not less tha 
50; % of the total members. 
(b) Not more than SC/of o¢ the total members wqu appointed by the Deputy 
Commissioner (with the prior approval of the Commissioner) from 
amongst the officials as well as from non-officials. 

3. DISTRICT COUNCIL (both official and non-official members) 

(a) Not less than one half of the total members were. appointed by the 
Divisional Commissioner (after having consulted the Deputy Commission- 
er) from amonggt the non-officials. At least SCll of the non-official 
members, i. e. the 25% of the total members, were appointed from amongs 
the Chairmen of Union Councils and Town/Union Committees. 
(b) Not more than one half of the total members were officials (all 
the Sub-divisional Officers within the district & most district level 
officers. ) 

4.. DIVISIONAL COUNCIL (both official & non-official nembers) 

(a) At least one half of the total members were appointed by the prov- 
incial governments (after having consulted the Divisional Commissioner) 
from amongst the non-officials. Not less than 50% of the non-official 
members, i. e. the 25% of the total members were selected from amongst 
the Chairmen of Union Councils and Town/Union Committees. 
(b) Not more than one half of the total members were officials (all they 
Deputy Commissioners within the division & most divisional level offic- 
ers} 
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MUNICIPAL C ONI4ITTEE 

Chairnan 

lqy 

The Chairman is an official appointed by the government. In big 
cities where the load of work is heavy an officer is appointed as the 
full time chairman. For example there is a full time chairman for the 
Dacca Municipal Committee which is a very large and important municipal 
body. But in smaller cities and towns one of the officers performs 
the functions of the chairman in addition to his other duties. For 
example the chairman of the Pabna Municipal Committee (the municipal 
body of`a district town in East Pakistan) is the Additional Deputy 
Commissioner. In those sub-divisional towns where there are Municipal 
Committees, usually a Deputy-Magistrate acts as the chairman and also 
performs his other duties. 

Vice Chairman 

Every Municipal Committee elects one of its non-official members as 
the Vice-Chairman. Ile is also the ex-officio member of the District 
Council. Though he is a-inon-official he is regarded as an official 
member of the District Council because he holds this position in the 
District Council by virtue of his position as the Vice Chairman of the 
Municipal Committee. 

Controlling Authority 

The Divisional Commissioner. The Controlling Authority of a fewW, yx, V 
Municipal Committees is the Provincial Government. 
Members (Officials, & both elected & appointed non-officials) 

(a) All the Chairmen of Union Committees are usually the members 
of the Municipal Committee Ehe Municipal Ordinance, 1960, calls them 
''elected members! ' (Art. 3(15)) of the Municipal Committe: e). Article 9 
of the Municipal Ordinance holds that the number of "elected members" 
of the Municipal Committee "shall in no case exceed thirty". (Art. 9(a)J. 
Thus if the number of the Union Committees in a city or town is more 
than 30 then all the Union Committees are grouped into 30 groups and each 
of them returns one member to the Municipal Committee. 

Both officials and non-officials are also appointed as the members 
of the Municipal Committee usually by the Controlling Authority. The 
number of the official and appointed non-official members does not 
exceed the number of "elected members". 
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The Controlling Authority has considerable powers to take the 

/95 

neccozary action if he thinks that "anything done or intended to be done 

by or on behalf of a local council is not in conformity with the law 

or is in any way against public interest..... ill He has{authority to 

quash the proceedings, to suspend the execution of any resolution parsed 

or order made by the local council, to prohibit the doing of anything 

proposed to be done and to require the local council to do such action 

as may be specified. 
2 He has the power to act in default. 3 The 

Chairman of a Union Council or a Town/Union Committee can be suspended 

by the Controlling Authority.. The provincial government can supersede 

Divisional and District Couricils and some special Municipal and Union 

Committees5 and the Divisional Commissioner other councils and 

Commi. ttees. 
6 

In practice these powers are , seldom exercised by a Controlling 

Authority. It does not become necessary for him to exercise external 

control over a local council by having resort. to the powers vested in 

him as the Controlling Authority because he is in an advantageous 

position to exercise internal control over a local council. We have 

already noted that the official chairman of each high council or 

committee is the direct subordinate of the Controlling Authority? of 

1. B. D. Order, Art. 74. 

2. Ibid., Art. 74.3. Ibid., Art. 75.4. Ibid., Art. 78A. 

5. SpecialAUnion Committees are those which are within the Municipal: 
and Cantonment areas of Karachi, Dacca and Lahore. 

6. B. D. Order, Art. 78. These Provisions of the B. D. Order also "'aptly 
to Municipal Committees'". Municipal Ordinance, Art. 110. 

?" VIC (L Li. <nzir: District and Thana/Tehsil Councils and 
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that council or committee and that the official chairmen of higher 

councils are the administrative and the executive heads of their 

respective areas and enjoy enormous power and status. thus it is not 

very difficult for the official chairman to influence the decision of 

the local body. Moreover, as we have already noted, the Secretary to 

a higher council who has control over the internal administration of 

the council is a government official and is a direct subordinate of 

/96 

the official chairman, and he exercises his functions under his control 

and supervision. 
1 Thus we find that the official control over the 

higher councils as well as the higher committees is both extencive and 

intensive. Though the Union Council and the Town/Union. Committee are 

wholly elected bodies they are required to perform their functions 

under the close supervision and control of officials2 and the respective 

higher councils ii? committees, the Chairmen and Secretaries of which, 

as we have already noted, are officials. To an extraordinary degree 

Nunicipal Committees are the direct subordinates of the Controlling 

. Authorities of these bodies. 

1. A government circular describes the (Deputy) Director and the 
Assistant Director of Basic Democracies (i. e. the Secretaries to 
the Divisional and the District Councils respectively)' as the 
"staff officers" of the Divisional Commissioners and the Deputy 
Commissioners respectively "in all matters with which the Basic 
Democracies are concerned". LNo. GAI-40/65-161, dated Dacca, 11th 
Feb. 1965 (Services & General Administration Department, Govt. 
of East Paki staJ7. Wo have already noted that though the Circle 
Officer is the Vice Chairman of the Thana Council he in practice 
acts as its Secretary. The Development Officer who is the Secretary 
to the Tehsil Council is the direct subordinate of the Deputy 
Commissioner (or the Sub-Divisional Officer, if there is any Sub- 
Division). 

2. Of course,. the Union Committee is subject to less official control than the Union Council and the Town Committee. 
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they are financially dependent on the officials who have powers and 

authority tQ withhold grants which constitute the major part of their 

income. Moreover, the development plans of each council are subject 

to the approval of a committee consisting of officials (see Chapter V). 

But it would be wrong to say that the non-official members are not 

in a position to oxercise any influence over the officials. No doubt 

officials are in an adPantageous position to maintain firm control 

over the administration of different councils but a close study of 

different aspects will reveal that the non-official members are in a 

position to exercise some in±luence'in one way or another over the 

197 

officials and that politically oriented local leaders are gradually 

emerging ant are in a position to exercise :'' considerable influence 

over the officials. (see Chapter VII). 

The functions of the District Council, the Union Council and the 

Municipal Connittenearthe same as those of the District, the Union 
ýC 

and the Municipal Boar ddý' But as the District and the Union Councils 

have been required in recent years to undertake the responsibility for 
t 

executing community development programmes, the volume of their functions 

and activities has increased to an extraordinary degree (see Chapter V). 

Initially it was not envisaged that the Thana/Tehsil council should be 

1. This conclusion has been drawn after having compared the functions 
of the former local bodies and those of the present local bodies. 
The functions of the Union and the District Councils have been 
discussed respectively in the third and fourth 'schedules' incor- 
porated in the B. D. Order and those of the Municipal Committee in 
part IV of the Municipal Ordinance. The functions of the former 
local bodies and those of the present local bodies have been 
discussed separately = '. in the Joint Report of the BNR & 
the pp. 10,11,13,14,15,17. 
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entrusted with any specific functions and it was regarded as a coordin- 

ating body. But we shall find later that the Thana Council has now 

been entrusted with considerable responsibility with regard to the 

execution of community development programmes and has come to be 

regarded as one of the most important councils in the four-tier system 

of local bodies (Chapter V). The Divisional Council does not have any 

specific functions to perform and is regarded as a coordinating body.. 

But in practice it is not required to perform any important functions 

even in the field of coordination. 

which does not have much utility, 

In fact it is a superfluous body 

Tho Union Committee usually performs 

those functions which are delegated to it by the Municipal Committee. 

The functions of the Town Committee are largely on the lines of those 

assigned to the Municipal Committee. Here it may be mentioned that 

so far as the maintenance of law and order and general administration 

are concerned the local bodies do (and did) not have any authority. 

Both nation building departments (i. e. directorates) of the 

government and local bodies, have concurrent jurisdictions. While the 

former undertake heavy and important development and welfare tirorks the 

latter undertake relatively minor and less important development and 

welfare works. (Sometimes the former supervise the works of the latter 

1. For example, long highways and bridges, multi-storied buildings, etc. 
are constructed by the 'Roads and Buildings' Department'. Similarly 
all important educational institutions such as colleges, high 
schools, technical institutions, etc. and important and big hospit- 
ala, medical centres, etc. are sot up and supervised by the Educat- 
ion and Health Departments respectively. On the other hand, primary 
schools, dispensaries, etc. are usually set up and supervised by the 
local bodies. The Education and Health Departments also have 
authority to supervise these institutions. 
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and give then technical or specialised-assistance and advice). Thus 

development or welfare works may be divided under two headings: 

1) Works performed by the nation building departments and 

2) Works performed by the local bodies. 

I 
(99 

The sources of incomes of different councils and committees are 

explained in the following chart: 

Chart 8 

Union 1) Taxes, rates, fees, loans, etc. 
Council 2) 6.25% of the land revenue collected by the 

Government from its area. 
3) Large grants from the Government and the higher 

councils. 

Th'ana/Tehsil No power to levy taxes or rates. Gets large grants 
Council from the Government and the higher councils. 

District Same as the Union Council. 
Council 

Divisional No power to levy taxes or rates. Gets modest 
Council Government grants. 

Municipal & 1) Taxes, rates, fees, loans, etc. 
Town Committee 2) Government grants. 

Union No powers to levy taxes or rates. The budget of the 
Committee Municipal Committee makes provision for the works of 

the Union Committee. 

Sources of information: Joint Report of the BNR and the PARD, 
pp. 19,21,23,26. B. D. Guide, pp. 22-2 ,3. 

Two important features of the sources of income of the present rural 

local bodies are that (a) the government grants have increased to an 

extraordinary degree1 and (b) the District and Union Councils have been 

1. Average amount of grants for each Union Board/Council 1957-58 - Rs. 72.32.1-9-64-65 - Rs. 372 . 93. Source: M. Rashiduzzaman, "A 
Comparative Study - Union Boards and Union Councils" in 
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given much wider powers to levy taxes. Two factors are mainly respons- 

ible for this increase in grants and powers to levy taxes - the political 

motive of'the present regime (see Chap. VII) and the increase in the 

volume and importance of community development programmes (see Chap. V). 

A typical characteristic of the "Basic Democracies" system is that 

80,000 "Basic Democrats"1 (i. e. all the members of the Union Councile 

and Town/Union Committees) constitute the electoral college for electing 

the President of the country and the members of both National and Prov- 

incial Assemblies. 
2 The system of "Basic Democracies", which has dis- 

franchised the entire adult population of the country and thus deprived 

them of their right directly to elect their parliamentary representat- 

ives, is very unpopular especially in East Pakistan. It is widely 

believed and felt that the system has been deliberately brought into 

existence by the present regime, which avoids direct election on the 

basis of adult franchise, for the purpose of giving itself an appearance 

of being a democratically elected government and keeping itself in power 

for an indefinite period. 
3 Thus there is a serious lack of public res- 

pect for and confidence in these bodies especially in East Pakistan. As 

a result, the very fact that the "Basic Democrats" constitute the clcc- 

toral college has seriously undermined the position and functions of the 

"Basic Democracies" institutions as local self-government institutions. 

The Morning News, Dacca, Nov.. '6,1966). Grants - District Board/ 
Council: 1957-5 - 3.41%. 1965-66 - 39.4 77 rM. Rashiduzzaman, 
"A- Comparative Stüdy of District Boards and District Councils 
(typescript)/. These figures. are based on a sample survey made in 
East Pakistan by Dr. Rashiduzzaman of the Department of Political 
Science, University. of Dacca. 

1. During the next election, this number will be raised to 120,000 
/The Guardian (London, Nov. 14,1962 

2. We have noted that the number of persons represented by a "Basic 
Democrat" varies from 800 to 1400 perro n,, 

3. For further illustra -I., - ,.,.. Chapter VII. 
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Finally we may now repeat a few points in the following chart in 

order to compare the former and the present systems of local bodies 

with each other: 

Chart 9 

201 

Former System Present System 
ý"F: iý. r., 0L nlýc u, " 1. tit Union (mainly in E. 1.14t Union, Thana/Tehsil, District & 
Pak. ) & District levels Divisional levels & in Urban Areas. 
and in Urban Areas. 

2. Not in backward areas. - 2. Throughbut Pakistan. 

3. Most local bodies consisted 3. Only the Union Council & the Town/ 
of non-officials only -- Union Committee consist of non- 
directly elected---adult officials - directly elected - 
franchise. adult franchise. Other Councils & 

Committees--not more than SGi: " =fir-: r :, 
wu officials , 

(in_ the case of the 
Municip a part of this 5011% may be 
appointed no of icials); not less 
than 50'; hhon-'`offM_au1s-indirectly 

elected by an electoral college. 

4. Non-official Chairman 4. Union Council &-Town/Union Committee 
or President. --non-official chairman. Other 

Councils & Committees-r-Official 
Chairman, 

5. Less official control 5. More official control and supervision. 
and supervision. 

6. Modest government grants. 6. Large government grants. 

7. Limited taxing power. 7. More taxing powers (especially Dis- 
trict & Union Councils & Town 
Committee). 

8. Relatively less rural 8. 'Relatively more rural development 
development projects were projects are executed by the local 
executed by local bodies. bodies. 

9" Did-not form Electoral 9. Form Electoral College. 
College. 

iK 

. ., 
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So far as the composition of the District and the Thana/Tehsil 

councils and of the Municipal Committee and the nature of official control 

and supervision over the local bodies are concerned, the present sycteri, 

generally speaking, is roughly similar to the system that was in 

operation in the pre-1920s or, more appropriately speaking, in the last 

century. As a result of the provision that the District Board in 

almost all the provinces of British India could be allowed to elect one 

of its non-official members as its chairman, in the early 1920s a diar- 

chic form' of administration had come into, operation at the 

district level 0, camo to an end with the introduction of the prevent 

system of local bodies in 1959. 

Public Services 

Introduction. In Pakistan there is a large number of public 

services each with a separate name. "The structural organization of the 

public services of Pakistan is one of the most complicated of any 

bureaucratic system in existence. "1 The services are divided both 

horizontally and vertically. They are horizontally classified into 

four classes, namely class I, class II, class III and class IV, according 

to the degree of importance of the work performed and the nature and the 

scale of responsibility undertaken by each of the services. 
2 

The members 

of these four classes are also horizontally divided into two groups, 

namely gazetted officers and non-gazetted officers. 3 
The members of 

1. Braibanti, Research, P-132- 
2. M. A. Chaudhuri, "The Organisation and Composition of the Central 

Civil Services in Pakistan" in International Review of Administrat- 
ive Sciences, vol. XXVI, 1960, no. 3, p. 281. 

3. Mashizzanan, Pakistan Quarterly, p. 126. 
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all class I services and most class II services are gazetted officers 

whose appointment, transfer, retirement, dismicsal, etc. are notified 

in the government gazette. 
1 

They hold higher posts and are entrusted 

with higher responsibilities in respect of administration and management. 

The members of class III are petty or clerical staff who perform less 

important or routine work under the supervision of the members of the 

Class I and Class II services. The members of Class IV are manual 

workers such as peons, bearers, orderlies, night guards, etc., who 

perform petty jobs. 2 

The public services are vertically divided into a large number 

of individual services such as (1) the Civil Service of Pakistan 

(2) Pakistan foreign service (3) Police Service of Pakistan (4) Pakistan 

Audit and Accounts Service (5) Pakistan Taxation Service (6) Pakistan 

Customs and Excise-Service (7) Post and Telegraph Service (8) Central 

Engineering Service (9) Provincial Civil Service (10) Provincial Health 

and Medical Service (11) Provincial Engineering Service (12) Provincial 

Agricultural Service, and many other services. 
3 

The first eight services are central superior services and the 

rest the provincial services. The central superior services are Class I 

services and the members are class I officers from the first day of 

their appointment. Most of the provincial services, with the exception 

1. N. W. Abbasi, Civil Service in Pakistan (Pakistan Administrative 
Staff College, Lahore, n. d. ) (Text of a talk delivered by Mr. 
Abbasi, Principal, Pakistan Administrative Staff College, at the 
NIPA, Lahore), p. k. 

2. N. A. Chaudhuri, op. cit., p. 281. 
{ 3" For the names of other important services, see Braibanti, Research, 

p. 136 and Mashiuzzaman, Pakistan quarterly, p. 127 
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of one or two (e. g. Provincial Civil Service) are class II cervices. 

Thus the members of most of the provincial servic©s begin their official 

career as class II officers. 

The recruitment of most members of class I services are made 

directly. Only a very small number of officers of class II services are 

occasionally promoted to class I services. Both the methods of direct 

recruitment and promotion from lower services are followed in selecting 
1 

the members of class II services. Direct recruitment to any service 

is made on the basis of competitive examination or selection test 

conducted by the Federal or Provincial Public Service Commission. 
2 

The Civil Service of Pakistan (CSP) The Civil Service of Pakistan 

is not only the most important service in Pakistan but also very 

important for any study of district administration. It is the successor 

of the Indian Civil Service (ICS) which according to Sir Erik Franklin 

"was the most distinguished Civil Service in the world'"3. On the Civil 

Service of Pakistan, Professor Braibanti commented that it "is one of 

the greatest institutions of governmental leadership in the world" 
4. 

1. M. A. Chaudhuri, op. cit., p. 282. 

2. Public Service Commissions are autonomous bodies. The different 
aspects of the Commissions' functions, position structure, etc# 
have been discussed in Braibanti, Research, pp. esp. 119-131- 
There is also a discussion c? % the Commissions in Ahmed Rabbani, 
"Recruitment and Selection in'Pakistan" (cyclostyled) ýA paper 
read'in the seminar on Development Administration, Pakistan, 
Administrative Staff College, Lahore, n. d. J, pp. 2-6. 

3. Quoted in Braibanti, The Civil Service of Pakistan, p. 258. 
4+. Ralph Braibanti, "Working Paper on Course of Study at the Civil, 

Service Academy of Pakistan (Tentative draft, March 21,1961) 
(cyclostyled) (-NIPA (Dacca)'s Reprint no. 17, August 196g(This 
paper was prepared when Professor Braibanti was the Chief Advisor 
to the Civil Service Academy, Lahore), p.?. 
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He also held that 

aO5 

"The nation must depend to an extraordinary degree on the 
intellectual and administrative competence of carefully trained 
Generalist executives, namely the Civil Service of Pakistan, to 
operate government and to give intellectual direction to the new 
synthesis of governmental power which is being inevitably created" 

The Civil Service of Pakistan far fron including all the civil employees 

of the government consists of a very limited number of officers called 

CSP. On the let January 1966 there were only 482 CSPc including 62 

probationers. 
2 Among the class I services it is the topmost service 

and occupies a special position within the public services. 
3 Such 

terms as the elite of bureaucracy, the corps d'elite, the premier 

service, etc. are applied to it. It may be compared. with the Adminis- 

trative Class in Great Britain. But while the nenbers of the Adainis- 

trative Class do not work at the local level, CSP officers are spread 

all over the country and are also stationed at the central and the 

provincial headquarters. It is really the "pivotal service around which 

the entire administrative edifice centre and province is organised. "4 

1. Ibid., p. 2. 

2. Gradation List of the Civil Service of Pakistan (Corrected up to 
the lst January 1966) Rawalpindi (the Gradation List is published 
annually). 

Here it may be mentioned that except under very exceptional 
circumstances, the officers of class II services and other class I 
services are never promoted to the Civil Service of Pakistan; members 
of this service are always recruited directly. Immediately after 
partition only a very few officers of the Provincial Civil Service 
were promoted to this service and immediately after the declaration 
of Martial Law in 1958 a very few army officers were appointed in 
this service. 

3. Muneer Ahmad, The Civil Servant in Pakistan (Karachi, 1964), p. 21. 
This is primarily a study of the attitudes of the public servants 
in Pakistan. The term 'the Civil Servant' in the title does not 
mean the CSP but the civil employee, including CSPs. 

4" M. A. Chaudhuri, op. cit., p. 283. 
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Two-thirds of the posts of Secretaries, Joint Secretaries and Deputy 

Secretaries of the Central Secretariat and three-fourths of the 'Cadre 

Posts' in the province such as Chief Secretary, Additional Chief 

1206 

Secretaries, the members of the Board of Revenue, Divisional Commiczioners, 

Secretaries, D. O. s, Joint Secretaries, Additional D. O. c, Deputy 

Secrotariey and some other higher posts are reserved for C. S. P. officers 

and the nest of the above-mentioned posts for other services' (mainly 

the Provincial Civil Service and Secretariat Service). One third of 

the posts of the Judges of the Supreme and the High Courts and those 

of the District and Session Judges are to be filled by C. S. P. officers 

and the rest of these posts by members of the Provincial Civil Service 

and those of the Bar. 2 Though the bulk of the C. S. P. officers work in 

the Secretariats and in the administrative branch of the district admin- 

istration some of them also occupy higher posts in other governmental 

agencies. 
3 Of course, almost all the posts in most Directorates are held 

1. See following notifications (and the schedules attached with the 
notifications) of the Establishment Division of the Cabinet Secretar- 

"iat, Govt. of Pakistan: No. F. 25/12/51. -SE9, Karachi, the Ist June, 
1954; no. 25/12/51-SE9, Karachi, dated the 21st June, 1954. Of 
course this criterion for filling the above-mentioned posts in the 
Central Secretariat does not apply to those posts reserved for the 
officers who belong to the cadre called 'Economic Pool' (formerly 
called Finance and Commerce Pool). The purpose of creating the 
Economic Pool is to draw economic and financial talents from various 
services into a common cadre. 6051ß of the posts of the 'Economic 
Pool' are reserved for the C. S. P. officers. 

The number of the C. S. P. officers are much less than the number 
of the posts reserved for them. Thus many posts reserved for them 
are at the present moment filled by the members of other services. 
These posts willbe filled by the C. S. P. on a long-term basis through 
annual recruitment on the basis of open competitive examinations. 

2. Ibid. For the reason mentioned above, all the judicial posts reserved 
for the C. S. P. officers are not filled by then at the present moment. 

3. Often the following important posts in other governmental agencies 
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by the officers of other services which have been created for the 

various Directorates. For example, the higher posts (at different levels) 

in the Directorates of Education, Police and 'Roads and Buildings' are 

filled by the members of the Education, the Police and the Engineering 

Services respectively. Thus we find that the services to which most 

officers of Directorates belong are different from the services to which 

the officers of the Secretariat Departments belong. 1 (This discussion 

will serve as, the background of Chapter VI in which the problem of 

coordination in district administration is discussed). Of course, there 

are some Directorates such as the Directorates of 'Commerce and 

Industries' and Cooperative Societies, etc. for which no 'superior 

services' have been created. Most higher posts in such Directorates are 

held by the CSP officers as well as by the members of the Provincial 

Civil Service. 

The Civil Service of Pakistan is an "all-purpose's and "all-Pakistan" 

service, the members of which are required to serve anywhere in the 

are also filled by the CSPs: Chairman, Water and Power Development 
Authority; Director, National Institute of Public Administration; 
Principal, Administrative Staff College; Chairman, " East (or West)- 
Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation; Director General, 
Investment Promotion and Supplies Department; Chairman (& some 

members) of East (or West) Pakistan Agricultural Development 
Corporation; Chief Controller of Imports and E: tports; Chief and 
Deputy Chief Economists, Planning Division; Director of Audit, 
Defence Services; Director, Guddu Barrage; Chairman, Small Indus- 
tries Corporation; Chairman, Karachi (or Dacca, or Lahore or 
Chittagong) Development Authority; Director, Labour; Director General, 
Radio Pakistan; Director, Commerce & Industries; Collector of 
Customs; Director, Mineral Development; Registrar, Cooperative 
Societies; Director, Bureau of National Reconstruction; Collector of 
Central Excise; Project Director, Gulam Mohammad Barrage; Chairman, ' 
(& some members) Road Transport Corporation; Director, Bureau of 
Statistics; Director, Pakistan Academy for Rural Development; and 
many other posts. Source: Gradation Lists of the Civil Service of 
Pakistan. 

1. Via have already noted that most of the top posts in the Secretariat 
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country. Ac members of an "all-Pakistan" service, they move fron 

prövince to province, from province to centre and vice versa. As 

meiibers of an"all-purposes' service, they move from one type of work to 

another, from one department to another, from the district to the 

Secretariat or a Directorate and vice versa during the course of their 

official career. On the other hand, the members of each of the other, 

sexvices perform the functions which the name of their service indicates 

and usually remain in the Directorate for which the service has been 

created throughout their official career. 

On completion of the pre-service training, a CSP officer invariably 

begins his official career in district administration as the S. D. O. of 

an outlying sub-division. The following chart will give an idea of the 

nature of the mobility of a CSP officer. 

Chart 10 

Part I 

Sub-Divisional Officer (Magistrate )s---ý Assistant Political Agent 
--> Section' Officer (both Central & Provincial Secretariats) <. 

other posts, the official status of which is equal to that of above- 
mentioned officers. 

` ý.. 1 11 
Additional Deputy Commissioner E--) Additional Political Agent <-ý 
Deputy Secretary (Provincial Secretariat)(-) other posts, the 
official status of which is equal to that of above-mentioned officers. ' 

Departments are held by the CSP Officers and some by the members 
of the Provincial Civil Service and of the Secretariat Service. 
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Chart 10 (contd. ) 

III 

Deputy Commissioner <) Political Agent <--' Joint Secretary 
(Provincial Secretariat) t----) Deputy Secretary (Central Secretariat) 
ý--+ other posts, the official status of which is equal to that of 

above-mentioned officers. 

IV 

Secretary (Provincial Secretariat) (the rank of which is higher than 
that of Deputy Commissioner but-lower than that of Divisional 
Commissioner) * ý--ý other posts, the official status of which is 
equal to that of above-mentioned officers. 

V 

Divisional Commissioner 'sc i Secretary (Provincial Secretariat) (the 

rank of which is equal to that of Divisional Commissioner)* 7' ý- 
Joint Secretary (Central Secretariat) <---> other posts the o'ficial 
status of which is equal to that of above-mentioned officers. 

L-{ 

VI 

Additional Chief Secretary (Provincial Secretariat) ---)Additional 
Secretary (Central Secretariat)( _ other posts, the official status 
of which is equal to that of above-mentioned officers. 

VII 

Chief Secretary (Provincial Secretariat) 4-4 Secretary (Central 
Secretariat) E--> High Commissioner/Ambassador -4 other posts, the 
official status of which is equal to that of above-mentioned officers. 

Before 1961 the official status of provincial Secretaries was higher 
than that of the D. O., but lower than that of the Divisional 
Commissioner. Then the government docided that the status of the 
Socretaries of a few important departments, such as Home, Finance, 
etc., would be upgraded. So there are now a few Secretaries in the 
provincial Secretariat, the official status of whom is cqi al to 
that of Divisional Commissioners, or. Joint Secretaries in the 
Central Secretariat .' 
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A Few Explanatory Notes c,, cl' 31ýc 

For example, Mr. B., a CSP officer who holds the rank of SDO, 
may or may not be required to move from one post to another post mention- 
ed in the first part of the chart. In the course of his movements, he 
may or may not be required to hold the same post twice or thrice or even 
more. Later on when he will hold higher posts (mentioned in the cub- 
sequent parts of the chart) the nature or pattern of his mobility will 
be the same. Of course, on very rare occasions one may find some minor 
deviations from the usual procedure. 

Of course, the nature of the nobility of the CSP officers working 
in the judicial branch is different. When a CSP officer who holds the 
rank equal to that of SDO is due for promotion, it is decided whether 
he will be transferred to the judicial branch or to the administrative 
branch. If he is selected for the judicial branch he is promoted to 
the rank of Additional District and Session Judge and usually he remains 
in the judicial branch throughout his official career. On the other 
hand, if he is selected for the administrative branch, he is promoted 
to the rank of Additional D. O. or Deputy Secretary to the provincial 
government or to that of some other post which is equal to these two 
posts. After this decision, an officer is not usually interchanged 
between the administrative and the judicial branches. Of course, 
sometimes officers are interchanged between these two branches of 
government at later stages. But this is not the usual procedure. 

CSP officers are interchanged between the administrative branch in 
districts and the Provincial Secr:: tariat much more frequently than 
between other governmental agencies. Of course, after becoming the 
Secretary to the Provincial Government, an officer is not appointed to 
any post in the district because the rank of Secretary is higher than 
that of D. O. Of course, later a Secretary may be appointed as 
Divisional Commissioner and thus he may again come into close contact 
with district administration. 
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Thus we find that the CSP officers have a dual role. On the one 

hand they serve as the executive arms of the administration deployed 

in the field and on the other hand in the Secretariat they take part 

in-the process of policy making. The frequent interchange of the CSP 

officers (as well as of the members of the Provincial Civil Service) 

between the district and the Secretariat and the feeling that they 

belong to the same service bring the D. O. and the higher staff of the 

Secretariat closer to one another and as a result they are influenced 

by one another's views and a mutual respect and understanding develops 

between then. These factors have further strengthened to an extra- 

ordinary degree the legal relationship. that already exists between the 
(vi) 

D. O. and the Secretariat. Later we shall see in the chapter, on the 

'Problons of Coordination' in districts that this close relationship 

is ä very important source of his influence which he can and does exert 

over the officers of various Directorates stationed in 
this 

district, 

for coordinating their activities. Such a close relationship is indis- 

penzable and very useful for better 'and coordinated administration in 

districts. 

Calibre of the CSP Candidates The members of the Civil Service 

. of Pakistan are selected on the basis of competitive examinations 

conducted by the Federal Public Service Commission. Only those 

candidates who occupy. the top places in the list of the successful 

1. Earlier in this chapter we have already noted that in the district 
the D. O. is the representative of all the Ministries and that as 
a result a direct contact exists between hin and"the Secretariat. 
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candidates are selected for the Civil Service of Pakistan. The basic 

idea of the examination is based on "Macaulay's famous assertion that 

the persons who excel over others in academic learning also excel over 

them in other walks of life"l. 

Most of the bright students in Pakistan after having completed 

an Honours or Master's degree sit for the Superior Service Examination 

in the hope of joining the Civil Service of Pakistan2 because, as noted 

above, it is the most prestigious service in Pakistan, the assignients 

given to the CSPs are of higher and more responsible nature; most key 

posts which carry greater influence and status are reserved for then; 

the CSP officers have the better prospect of climbing up to the heights 

of the public services3 and they enjoy many privileges and facilities 

such as rapid promotion and better pay scale, accommodation, service 

conditions etc. 

But in spite of the fact that the bright students try to join the 

Civil Service of Pakistan the overall standard of the service and the 

calibre of its menbers'have seriously deteriorated since the transfer 

of power. 
4 

The calibre of the members of the Indian Civil Service was 

1. Muneer Ahmad, op. cit., p. 216. 

2. The parents of the students also usually insist that they should 
try to join the Civil Service of Pakistan.. Professor Braibanti 
commented that "In India, Pakistan, Ceylon and. Burma, for example, 
an ambitious mother's wish for her son was not that he enter 
politics, law, medicine or teaching, but rather that he enter the 

- cc ý1. eeiciTfif e_öýdernisa` ion u- ork b'tp96 odernisation"in enerle ýý 3. By merit a UP officer who begins his official career as the SDO 
may rise to such exalted positions as the Chief Justice or Justice 
of the Supreme Court or of the High Court, or the High Commissioner/ 
Ambassador or the Chief Secretary to the provincial government or the 
Secretary in the central government or the Head of a Governmental 
Agency, or of a corporation (e. g. Industrial Development Corporation) 
comparatively at an early age. 

4. See the comment of the Federal Public Service Commission below. 
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very high. The "ICS tradition was leavened by intellectuality"1 and 

this tradition has become a legend. Many ICS men were 'zoll kno'm as 

philosophers, historians and scholars 

<<whcso craftsmanship and devotion to learning was reflected not 
only in prescribed census and settlement reports but in 'extra 
curricular' enterprises as well. In the work of these men there 
was attention to meticulous classification of data, integrated 
social and economic studies which would satisfy the canons of 
rigorous empiricism, earthly humanitarian scholarship attuned 
to the homely requisites of village uplift yet guided by uncommon 
missionary dedication and meticulous compilation.... * of such 
precision that they remain today documents of legal standing for 
local administration. " (2) 

11..... the intellectual tradition of the ICS was no mean 
obscurantism or sterile pedantry; at its worst it was dilettantism 
but at its best it was marked by an eclectic quality, an imagination, 
and a vision worthy of the greatest respect" (3). 

But the Civil Service of Pakistan has not been able to maintain 

this intellectual standard. Of course, a few CSP officers who have 

joined the service since partition are exceptionally brilliant. But 

the calibre and academic standard of most members of the service are 

just average in comparison with those of most members of the Indian 

Civil Service. The Federal Public Service Commission which has been 

consistently concerned with the deterioration in the calibre and standard 

of candidates, has deplored "the absence of original thinking and 

critical faculty, poor spelling and grammar, superficiality and 

immaturity of judgement" . The commission has held that the decline of 

1. Ralph Braibanti. ttReflectiondon Bureaucratic Reform in India" in 
Ralph Braibanti and Joseph J. Spengler (edc. ), Administrative and 
Economic Development in India (Durham 1963), p. 2 

2. Ibid., pp. 24-25. 

3. Ibid., p. 24. 

4. Braibanti, The Civil Service, p. 280. 
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intellectual and academic standards and political and social disarticul- 

ation after partition are responsible for the decline of the standard 

of candidates. Moreover before partition many bright students from 

Great Britain and all over British India sat for the Indian Civil Service 

Examination and as a result only those candidates who were exceptionally 

bright could get into the service. 

The decline of the standard of the service has much more seriously 

affected the working of district administration than that of the 

administration of the higher levels because at these levels some menberc 

of the Indian Civil Service are still working. 
1 Thus the First Five 

Year Plan commented in the mid 50s 

"Barring a few outstanding exceptions, there has been a noticeable 
deterioriation in the quality of district personnel in recent years, 
owing to the general shortage of mature and experienced adminis- 
trators, made more acute by withdrawals to the Secretariat. " (2) 

Of course, it'should be admitted that though the overall standard 

of the Civil Service of Pakistan has seriously deterioriated, most of 

the best available young talents in the country have joined this service, 

that the calibre of CSP officers, with some exceptions, is better than 

that of the members of other services and that in the face of adversity, 

1. On the Ist January 1966 some 50 members of the Indian Civil Service 
were in the Civil Service of Pakistan. Gradation List of the Civil 
Service of Pakistan (corrected up to the ist January 1966). 

2. First Five Year Plan, p. 101. The penetration of the Indian Civil 
Service by Muslims was very insignificant. In 1947 the strength 
of the ICS cadre was 1157 of which 52% wore British, 39% Hindu and 
only 9% Xiuslim. cBraibanti, Reflections on Bureaucratic Reform in 
India, p. 21J. As a result, the number of ICS officers was very 
insignificant in Pakistan. Thus it was felt that the vacuum 
created in the Secretariat should be filled as far as possible with 
these handful of officers. 
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chaos and confusion, they have rendered much valuable service to the 

country which deserves recognition. 
1 

The Provincial Civil Service. The Provincial Civil Service iÜ 

also important for any study of district administration. Like the 

Civil Service of Pakistan, it is also an all-purpose service. But it 

is not an all-Pakistan service though sometimes a few posts in the 

central secretariat are held by them. "They are... mean't for the 

provincial administration. 
0 Thus the members of the Provincial Civil 

Services of East and West Pakistan work in their respective provinces. 

The lain purpose of having this service is to recruit candidates for 

filling the posts of Deputy Magistrates/Extra-Assistant Commissioners. 

The bulk of PCS officers work in these capacities. Like CSP officers 

they also move from district to Secretariat or other governmental 

agencies and vice versa but not as frequently as CSP officers. A small 

fraction of higher posts and relatively "less important positions in 

general administration are 'given to the officers of the cadre of 

Provincial Civil Service"5. They are not promoted to higher rant as 

quickly as CSP officers. In 1966 the age of most PCS officers in mast 

1. Silbern, op. cit., p. 274. 

2. In East and West Pakistan the Provincial Civil Service is respect- 
ively called East Pakistan Civil Service (EPCS) and Provincial 
Civil Service (PCS). In this thesis Provincial Civil Service '(PCs) 
will be referred to as the common name for both the cervices. 

3. A. Rashid The Deputy Commissioner - Justification and Role in a 
Welfare State (cyclostyled) (A paper read in the seminar on Devel- 
opment Administration held at Pakistan Administrative Staff Collage, 
Lahore, n. d ), p. 5. 

4. On entering the service PCS officers"are first appointed as 
Deputy Magistrates/Extra Assistant Commissioners. 

5. Muneer wed, op. cit., pp. 202-3. 
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Pacintan who hold the posts of S. D. O. and D. O. ranged from the mid- 

30s to 55 and from the mid-40a to 551 respectively 
2. And the age of 

almost all CSP officers in both the wings who held these two posts in 

1966 ranged fron the mid-20s to the late 20s and fron the early 300 to 

the mid-30c respectively .3 Only a limited number of PCS officers who 

prove to be efficient are appointed as S. D. O. and D. O. Only a few of 

them who are considered very bright and efficient are promoted to a 

rank higher than that of the D. O. or the Joint Secretary to the 

provincial government. 

.Q considerablo proportion of the members of the Provincial Civil 

aýý 

Servico is recruited through competitive examinations conducted by the 

Provincial Public Service Commission and the rest by promotion from 

other subordinate services. Though the pattern of the Provincial Civil 

Service examination is almost the same as that of the Civil Service of 

Pakistan examination, there is a world of difference between the calibre 

of a PCS officer who has entered the service after partition and that 

of a CSP officer. But in pre-partition days the calibre and academic 

standard of a considerable number of membors of the Provincial Civil 

Services, for example of the Bengal Civil Service, were very high, 
k 

1. The age of retirement is 55" 

2. The Civil List, 1966 (Govt, of East Pakistan, Dacca, 1966) (The 
Civil List is published after every two years). The age of PCS 
officers in West Pakistan who hold these posts is also more or less 
the same. 

3. Gradation List of the Civil Service of Pakistan (corrected up to 
ist January 19663. 

ý+" After partition a few members of the Bengal Civil Service, as noted 
above, were absorbed into the Civil Service of Pakistan. Some 
members of the Bengal Civil Service who are still in the provincial 
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though not as high as those of the members of the Indian Civil Service. 

But after partition the gap between the calibre of PCS officers and 

that of CSP officers has widened to an extraordinary degree. No doubt, 

as noted above, the calibre of CSP officers has also gone down -(jtt, t' 

the deterioration of the calibre of PCS officers is much greater than 

that of CSP officers. Several factors are responsible for the sharp 

fall in the standard of the Provincial Civil Service. In pre-partition 

days those who failed to join the Indian Civil Service or Indian Police 

or Accounts Services used to try to join the Provincial pivil Services 

of their respective provinces. Moreover, as only a small number of 

candidates could get into these s©rviceslfbecause of the very stiff 

cozpetition1 many persons who sat for the Provincial Civil Sorvice 

examination were also bright. But after partition the prospect and 

scope in somo other-services and also in private enterprise, have 

gradually increased. As a result careers in the Provincial Civil Service 

are not so favoured nowadays. 

The deterioriation of the standard of the Provincial Civil Service 

has also seriously affected the efficiency of district administration 

because, as noted above, all the posts of Deputy Magistrates/Extra 

Civil Service are holding higher posts such as those of the 
Divisional Commissioners, the Secretaries to the Provincial Govern- 
ment,. heads of other Governmental agencies. 

1. We have already noted the factors which were responsible for the 
stiff competition in the Indian Civil Service Examination. The 
same factors were responsible . 

for the stiff competition in the 
Audit and Accounts Service Examination and especially in the Indian 
Police Service Examination. 
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Acsictant Commissioners are filled by tho PCS officers. The D. O., the 

Additional D. O. and the S. D. O. depend greatly on them for running 

the administration efficiently. 

Here it may be mentioned that a CSP D. O. (or Additional D. O. or 

S. D. O. ) enjoys much greater prestige and position than his PCS counter- 

part. The former derives his influence and prestige not only from, his 

legal or statutory powers but from:, the, very. fäct that he is the member 

of the premier and the most sought-after service in Pakistan, the 

members of which, as noted above, hold most of the key posts. in the 

administrative hierarchy stretching fron the centre to the sub-divisional 

level. As a result the former is in a much more advantageous position 

to exercise greater influence and control over both officials and non- 

officials than the latter. 

/ 
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ChaT)ter IV 

THE TRADITIONAL FUNCTIONS 

4 

Tho discussion of the traditional functions of district adminis- 

tration may be arranged under the following three headings: (a) Law 

and Order or Criminal Administration, (b) Revenue Administration and 

(c) General Administration or Miscellaneous Functions. 

(A) LAW AND ORDER or CRIMINAL ADMINISTRATION 

Introduction 

a1q 

The maintenance of law and order is "the primary concern of every 
civilised government, irrespective of every other consideration. 
But law and order are two different terms, ..... 

(For example.,,? 
a person may make a speech or write a pamphlet which offends the 
law but which does not lead to disorder. A government would, 
therefore, be failing in half of its duty if it ignores such a 
speech on the ground, for instance, that although a month has 
passed since the speech was made or the pamphlet written, nothing 
untoward has happened. It is overlooked that this attitude offends 
the majesty of law and gradually comes to breed contempt in the, 
minds of the speakers, writers and'a multitude of readers.... Since 
this ultimately recoils on the 'order' situation, it is-well for the 
administrator to bear in mind that people should be disciplined to 
keep within the bounds of law. " (1) 

At the provincial level the head of matters concerning law and 

order is the political head of the Home Ministry. Before 1959 

1. Munir-Kayani Report, p. 288. (For further discussion see below 
5-9 -35. ) ) This comment was made by TMZr. Justice Munir and the late 
Mr. Justice Kayani in view of the fact that from 'the early 1950s the 
religious fanatics - the Ulema - in West Pakistan began to deliver 
inflammatory speeches in religious and public meetings and to write 
inflammatory pamphlets in order to stir hatred and bitterness in 
the mind of the general people against the Ahmadi sect but the 
administrative authority did not take any firm action to prevent the 
Ulema from doing so with the result that a section of the orthodox 
people gradually developed a very hostile and militant attitude 
towards the Ahmadi sect which ultimately resulted in very serious 
anti-Ahmadi riots in various places of West Pakistan in 1953" 
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this portfolio was usually held by the Chief Minister and after 1959 

usually by the Governor himself. The political head is assisted by the 

Chief Secretary and the Home Secretary. "... The Chief Secretary is in 

charge of 'public tranquillity', and for other police mattorc..... the 

socretarial work is dealt with by the Home Secretary, who acts as the 

Chief Secretary's assistant in the sphere of law and order. "1ý' The head 

of the police Directorate is the Inspector Generäl of Police (I. G. ) who 

is subordinate to the Home Secretary. ' The nature of the relationship 

between the Rome Secretary and the I. G. is more or less similar to that 

of the relationship between the head-of a Secretarial Department and the 

head of a Directorate (see Chapter III). 

The distrjct is the 'basic unit' of criminal administration. In 

his capacity as District Magistrate the D. O. is "the ultimate authority 

in the district responsible for law and order"& He is "the head of the 

criminal administration in the district" 
7. 

As District Magistrate his 
4. lit fU.. ý: iºL t;, fti, ýt -1t: ý4(; C rata ci, 1ýi GCntLvýý tom[: a* eýc4 i b. 

the home Minister. Here 
Zt ray be mentioned that in Pakistan unlike 

many African countries there are nod two separate police forces i. e. 
the central or federal and the provincial or local police forces. 
There is only one police'force - the provincial police force. The 
Central Government's policies and decisions in regard to matters 
concerning law and order are executed through the provincial 
government. 

ý. Munir-Kayani Report, p. 288. 
3. For the organisation of the police force in the province, see 

below, Chart II, p. 2 
4. Report of the Provincial Administration Commission (Pro. Adm. Com. 

Report) (Lahore, Feb. 1960)9 p. 186. 

" The Punjab Police Rules, 1934, vol. 1, (" Lahore, 1934), para. 1.2. 
In pursuance of the decision (June 23,1960) of the central cabinet 

see Decisions of the Cabinet on the Rebort of the Provincial 
Administration Commission Karachi, 1962), p. 24. Later cited. as 

0 
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powers are two-fold.. Firstly he has control over the police force 

operating within his jurisdiction and secondly he is the direct head of 

all Magistrates in the district. 

Before going into the details of the 1ow and order aspect of 

district administration it may be mentioned here that 'Broadly speaking, 

law and order has two aspects viz (i) the maintenance of public peace 

and (ii) investigation and trial of criminal cases. "1 

The District Officer's Control over the Police 

The Superintendent of Police (S. P. ) is the 'executive head" 2of 

the police force in the district, but'the D. O., who "is primarily 

responsible for the good order of the district and the efficient wor}d. ng 

of the policet'3, is the overall head of the police force in his 

Cabinet Decision the Government of East Pakistan later decided 
(July 8,1960 toincorporate this section of the Punjab Police 
Rules into the Police Regulations of Bengal, 1943 (Calcutta, 1943; 
reprinted in Dacca in 195 which are now in force in. East Pakistan. 
This section of the Punjab Police Rules was numbered as section 
15(a) of the Police Regulations of Bengal (see "Minutes of the 
1"ieeting of the Panel (of officers) on law and Order" (cyclostyled) 
(Dacca, July 8,1960 7. later we shall see that in pursuance of 
the above mentioned decision of the central cabinet some sections 
of the Police Regulations in West Pakistan (after the integration 
of West Pakistan into one province most sections of the Punjab 
Police Rules were applied throughout West Pakistan) were incorpor- 
ated into the Police Regulations of the eastern wing and vice versa. 
Hero it may be mentioned that the purpose of the two sets of 
Regulations had for long been the same; now the very language used, 
as we shall see below, became identical or almost identical. 

1. Pro Adm. Com. Report, p. 184. 
2. The 'unjab Police Rules, 1934, para, 1.8. The Police Re, latiors 

of B@ngal, 1943, Para, 16(a) (numbered and incorporated in 1960, 
see Minutes of the Meeting of the Panel o*A Law and Order, p. 5. ) 

3. The Punjab Government Consolidated Circular No. 2 (corrected up to 
Jan. 11,1939), Para, 13 quoted in Report of the Council for Admin- 
istration of West Pakistan (Lahore, Feb. 1955)t p. 15. The Police 
Regulations of Bengal, 1943 , para, 15(b) (numbered and incorporated 
in 1960; see Minutes of the Meeting of the Panel on Law and Order, 
P"5") 
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district. l 
As such "the Superintendent of Police its subordinate to 

him. It2 He and his force are "under the command of the Magistrate of 

the Districtt"3. (i. e. District Magistrate). The following few pascagcs 

quoted from various Police Regulations will further illustrate the legal 

nature of the relationship between these two officers: 
4 

The S. P. "is responsible, subject to the control and direction of 
the District Magistrate, for the proper performance by officer: 
subordinate to him of all preventive and executive duties". (5) 
Though the "administration of the police force is vested in the 
Superintendent of Police... he is expected to place himself and his 
force at the disposal of the District Magistrate as an effective instrument in the maintenance of law and order". (6) "The police 

1. The paragraph 13 of the Punjab Government Consolidated Circular I71o. 2 
declared that "In all districts of the Punjab, the District 
Magistrate is the head of the police Department... " (Quoted in the 
Council Report for W. Pak, p. 15). Thus we find that while in one 
document the S. P. is called the "executive head" (see above page ! 30 
of the police force in another document the D. O. is called the 
"head" of the police force. This appears to be somewhat confusing 
and vague. This vagueness may be cleared by pointing out that 
while the S. P. is the immediate departmental head of the police force (It may be mentioned that before 1960 in East Pakistan the 
Police Regulations of Bengal called the S. P. the "immediate head 
of the police force of the district" - see para 15(a) of the 
unmodified 1958 reprint edition of the Regulations) the D. O. is 
the overall head or the overlord of the police force. 

2. Police Regulations of Bengal, parat 15(a) (incorporated in 1960. 
Ninutes.... Panel on Law & Order, p. 5. ). 

3. The Bombay District Police Act, 1890 (Later in Sind it was called 
Sind District Police Act); quoted in Council Report for W. Pak., 
P"15" 

4. Later we shall seejin practice the nature of their relationship 
is not exactly the same as stated in the legal provisions of 
different Police Regulations. 

5. Police Regulations of Ben al, para. 16(b) (Before 1960 the number 
of the paragraph was 15(a), In 1960 it was renumbered. See 
Minutes... Panel on Law & Order, p. 5. ) (Before 1960 the wording of 
the para was slightly different). 

6. Police Regulations of Bengal, para. 16(c) (incorporated in 1960. 
See Minutes... Panel on Law & Order, p. 5. ). 

., ý, 3 
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force is the instrument provided by the Government to enable him/D-ýßj 
to enforce his authority and fulfil his responsibility for the 
maintenance of law and order. The police force in the district is, 
therefore, placed by law under the general control and direction of 
the District Magistrate (l]who is responsible that (sicJ it 
carries out its duties in such a manner that effective protection 
is afforded to the public against lawlessness and disorder. " (2) 
"In all that affects the relations between the police and the public 
or the keeping of the public peace, the District Magistrate must be 
consulted (by the S. P. J and his orders complied with. " (3). 
"The primary duty of the Superintendent of Police is to afford the 
District Magistrate the utmost possible assistance, both himself 
and through the police under his command, in the preservation of 
the peace and the prevention or detection of crime. He shall keep 
in close and constant personal touch with the District Magistrate 
and shall keep him fully and promptly informed, both by personal 
conference and by written reports, of all matters relating to 
crime and public order. While it is his duty to initiate action 
by the police in such matters, he must keep the District Magistrate 
informed and be guided by his orders. " (4) It is also the respons- 
ibility of the D. O. to "exercise constant supervision over the 
prevention and detection of crime for the proper conduct of which 
he is ultimately responsible. An important part of hic duties is 
to inspect the Police Stations of his district at regular inter- 
vals. " (5) 

1. The Police Act of 1861, on the basis of which all provincial police 
regulations were subsequently formulated, had first declared that 
the S. P. and his force would perform their functions "under the 
general control and direction" of the D. O. ('See the Police Act, 
1861 in The UnreDealed General Acts of the Governor General in 
Council: From 163 to 1872, vol. 1 (Calcutta, 192 edition , sec. 1f. J 

It may be mentioned here that the S. P. was first appointed in 1861. 
Before that the Darogha (the Officer in charge of a police station) 
was directly responsible to the D. O. For a brief discussion of the 
difference between the police administration in the pre-1861 period 
and that in the post-1861 period see Philip Woodruff, The Men Vino 
Ruled India: The Guardians (London, 1963 edition), pp. 51-5k. 

2. The Punjab Police Rules, para. l. 15 The Police Re ulations of 
Bengal, para. 15 c) (Incorporated in 19 0; see Minutes... Panel on 
Law and Order, p. 5). 

3. The Punjab Police Rules, para. 1.15. The Police Regulations of 
Bengal, para. l e incorporated in l90. See Minutes... Panel on 
Law & Order, p. 6. ). 

4. The Punjab Police Rules, para. 1.16. Almost similar views have 
been expressed in the Police Regulations of Bengal, para. 21(a) 
(see rlinutes... Panel on Law & Order, p. 5. ; before 1960 the para. 
no. was 16(a) (see 1958 reprint edition of the Regulations). 

5" Police Regulations of Bengal, para. 17 (see Minutes... Panel on 
-Law and Order, p. b. ); before 1960 the para no. was 19-(see 1958 

t1. 
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But tho D. O. has no authority to interfere in matters concerning the 

aýý 

internal administration, discipline, economy and training of the force. 
l 

The S. D. O. exercises "more or less the same authority" over the Sub- 

Divisional Police Officer (Deputy or Assistant Superintendent of Police) 

"as is exercised by the District Magistrate over the Superintendent of 

Police"12. In short we may say that legally the police force in the 

district is supposed. to perform its duties under the control and super- 

vision of the Magistracy (i. e. the D. O., the Additional D. O. s, the 

S. D. O. s and other subordinate Magistrates). 

reprint edition of the Regulations). Similar views have been 
expressed in The Punjab Police Rules, para. 1.15. 

While inspecting a Police Station the District Officer is 
supposed to "give special attention to 
(i) the general diary and the manner in which it is written up; 
(ii) the recording of vital statistics; 
(iii) the proper working of the Arms Act; 
(iv) the general state of crime in the Police-Station (each 

Police Station has Jurisdiction over an area) and any reasons 
for its increase or decrease; 

(v) whQther the Sub-Inspector (a Sub-Inspector is in charge of 
each Police Station) appears to have a proper knowledge of 
his duties, whether he is in touch with the respectable 
inhabitants of his charge, has acquired local knowledge, and 
takes an interest in his work; 

. 
(vi) whether the police station officials appear to be working 

properly and have a proper knowledge of their duties and 
the neighbourhood; 

(vii) whether the police station has been regulariry and properly 
inspected (by other high ranking officials i. e. the Sub- 
Divisional Officer, the Superintendent of Police, the 
Additional Superintendent of Police, the Deputy or Assistant 
Superintendent of Police etc. ) Police Regulations of Bengali 
para. 17 (see Minutes... Panel on Law & Order- . 6); ; before 
1960 the para. no. was 19 (see 1958 reprint edition of the 
Regulationsj. 

1. Police Re"ulation$ of Ben al, para. 16(a) (see Minutes.... Panel 
on Law & Order, p. 5. ); before 1960 para no. was 15(b) (see 1958 
reprint edition of the Regulations). Punjab Police Rules, para. 
1.15. 

2. Police Regulations of Bengal, para. 22 (see Minutes... Panel on 
Law & Order, p. 10); before 1960 the para no, was 23 (see -3-958 
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ho doubt the Police Regulations clearly establish the authority 

and control of the D. O. over the S. P. and his force. But there is a 

good deal of vagueness about the exact nature of the relationship 

between these two officers and about the exact nature of the authority 

and control that the former is supposed to exercise over the latter. 

Such vagueness has often resulted in clashes between the D. O. and the 

S. P. and has minimised to a considerable extent the effectiveness of 

the authority and control of the former over the latter. The provision 

that the police force should perform its functions "under the general 

control and direction" of the D. O. is capable of interpretion in 

different ways. And in practice it is-interpreted in different ways. 

The police authority interprets it in such a way as to enable itself 

to enjoy as much independence from the control of the Magistracy as 

possible. While the latter tries to maintain his control over the 

former, the former tries to assert its independence. Moreover the 

provision that the D. O. should not interfere in the internal adminis- 

stration of the police force appears to be in conflict with the spirit 

or implications of other provisions of the Police Regu)tions The 

prevention and detection of crime, the relation between the police and 

the public, the maintenance of public peace, all the responsibility of 

the D. O., are closely connected with the internal administration of 
the police force. The efficiency or inefficiency, the discipline or 

indiscipline, the conduct and behaviour of the police force in one way 

or other are bound to affect those aspects of criminal administration. 

Thus it is not in practice possible to discharge effectively the 

reprint edition of the Regulations). Before 1960 the wording of the para was also slightly different. 

.,..., .. -..,. , r_ ;, k.., 
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recroncibilitiec entrusted to the D. O. by the provisions quoted above 

unless he has effective control over the internal administration of 

the police force. It is argued by the police that if such'authority 

is Given to the D. O. he would meddle unnecessarily with the details of 

police matters which would hamper the police administration. But as 

the maintenance of law and order is only one of the several important 

functions of the D. O., even if he were to be given complete authority 

over the internal administration of the force, he would be unlikely to 

meddle unnecessarily with the details of internal administration because 

he would not have adequate time to do so. But such authority would 

enable hin to, exercise more control over-the subordinate police officers 

which is essential for effectively discharging his law and order 
{ 

responsibilities. Moreover it would make him more effective as a 'check' 

on 'police excess'. We shall later see that an effective 'check' on 

'police excess' is much =ore essential in that part of the world than 

in more advanced societies and countries. 

Police Officers are very jealous about the supremacy of the 

magistracy over the police force. They argue that the supervicory 

control exercised by the magistracy over the police force is completely 

unnecessary and causes delays and interference in normal police 

functions. The hostility towards the magistracy and the tendency to 

bypass it as far as possible were also characteristic of police attitudes 

in British India. This point may be illustrated by the fact that while 

malting it emphatically clear that the S. P. was "subordinate" to the D. O. 

paragraph 13 of the Punjab Government Consolidated Circular no. 2(1939) 
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declared that 

"the idea, which has on occasions been advanced, that the 
Superintendent of Police is officially the head of an altogether 
separate department is entirely opposed to the principles on which 
the police force was constituted. " (1) 

Though the notion of police independence was sometimes expressed in 

British India, the. D. O. at that time was able to exorcise more or less 

firn control over the S. P. and his force. Of course the extent of 

such control varied from province to province. But since partition 

such attitudes in police departments have increasingly become more 

co=on and the control of the D. O. over the police has weakened. The 

extent of this change has been different in East and West Pakistan. 

West Pakistan. Especially in the Punjab area the police were loss 

subject to the control of the magistracy than their counterparts in 

most other parts of British India. 2 But after partition the situation 

bogan to deteriorate in the Punjab as well as in other parts of West 

Pakistan. One author holds that 

"The situation has become worse after partition. All political 
parties depend more on the police for aggrandizement of their 
policy. Thus the police has become more powerful. The Superin- 
tendent of Police and the Deputy Commissioner have become two 
separate heads of the district and a sort of dyarchy has come to 
work in the district. It is said that the Superintendent of Police 
can often defy the Deputy Commissioner with impunity. Also the 
Nagistracy, which is supposed to command the police, is reported in 

1. quoted in Council Report for W. Pak, p. 15. 
In 19N the Provincial Administration Commission expressed 

almost similar views. It held that "the important point is that 
the police force in the district is not 'another' department of 
government but the field arm of the District Magistrate himcelf in 
the sphere of, law and order" (p. 18? ). For a similar comment of a 
Police Report in East Pakistan see p. 11, fn. 2. 

2. Aslam, op. cit. p. 50, 
This generalication does not fully apply to the areas of Sind 

and Baluchistan, but it was more or less true of the N. W. F. P. whose 
administrative pattern closely followed that of the Punjab. We have 
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cases to have become afraid of police ... The Government depend 
more on the police than on the Civil Service and consider the 
police to be more reliable. " He also holds that "The Inspector- 
General of Police, who is supposed to be under the Home Secretary, 
has due to changes in the political structure, traditionally become 
more powerful than the Home Secretary... The police organisation 
is directed more from the provincial capital than by the Deputy 
Commissioner in the district. In theory, the Deputy Commissioner 
is the head of the police in the district, but in actual practice 
he cannot wield strong control over the police. In many cases, the 
police do not worry much about him. " (1) 

One officer, recalling earlier days of his career (but writing when he 

had himself become a D. O. ), has described in the following passage 

(which will further illustrate the point) the conversation between hin- 

self and his own D. O. who was not at all satisfied with the district 

police administration: 

"Sir, you are the administrative head of District Police and you 
can cope with such situation. He grinned saying, 'you are a child. 
If I take firm action to-day the police will not spare me tomorrow. ' 
I smiled and kept quiet as at that time I did not fully comprehend 
the wisdom of that prescription of Tact and the luxury of becoming 
deaf, dumb and blind in the sense that the Chinese monkeys were. "(2) 

East Pakistan. In Bengal, which , as noted above, had the more 

developed administrative tradition of a Regulation Province and where 

the officers were required to work under relatively rigid and elaborate 

rules and regulations3, the D. O. could maintain a comparatively firm 

also noted that until the very beginning of this century it had been 
a part of the Punjab. 

Mr. Aslam implies that the local conditions and the nature of 
the people of the Punjab prompted the Government to make the 
police less subject to the supervisory control of the magistracy and 
to make it a powerful organisation without being subject to too many 
checks. Ibid, p. 50. 

1. A. H. Aslam, ot). cit., pp. 50-51. This comment made in the mid-50z 
is still valid. 

2. Sardar Hizbullah, 'District Administration and Development" (cyclo- 
styled) (a paper read d17 the seminar on public administration organ- 
ised by the Pakistan Academy for Rural Development, Peshawar in 
March 1962), p. 7. 

3" Chapter II, pp. 5i-Sl and chapter I (especially sea 'the comment of 
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control over the police force in his district. After partition, 

although several factorsI gradually began to weaken his position vis- 

a-vis the S. P. 29 he could still exercise a fair degree of control and 

influence over the police force. But in October 1961 the central 

government decided to divest the D. O. of his power to write the annual 

confidential report on the activities and efficiency and the nature 

ýA9 

. 
the Levinger Report quoted in pageýo. 

1. 'These factors are more or less similar to those factors which have 
weakened the position of the D. O. vis-a-vis heads of other depart- 
ments in the district since partition (see Chapter VI). 

2. In the Rehort of the East Bengal Police Committee, 1953 (Dacca, 
1951+) (Hereafter cited as Fast-Bengal-Police Committee's Renort) 
it was commented that "we have reason to think that the police... 
do not like this control (i. e. D. O. 's control) over them and it 
does not appear that the District Magistrates are at present 
exercising the general control which under the Police Regulations, 
Bengal, they are required to exercise. . 

4n... certain cases... the 
Superintendents of Police went out of their way to ignore the 
District Magistrate. This tendency on the part of the police 
officers is, to say the least, deplorable and is totally inconsistent 
with the basis of the police administration itself, namely, discip- 
line. Every officer of the Government must realise that he is only 
a part of the entire machinery and if the Regulations require that 
he should subordinate his views to those of another officer even of 
another department, it is his duty to act in accordance with the 
Regulations. Resentment against any control which under the Rules 
is exercised by others indicates utter lack of sense of respons- 
ibility and a false notion of one's own dignity. A Superintendent 
of Police should realise that he is not the officer solely respons- 
ible for the preservation of the peace in the district, but that 
the District Magistrate is the officer on whose shoulders that 
responsibility has been thrown. That being so, any tendency on the 
part of the Superintendents of Police to ignore the District 
Magistrates should be firmly put down... It is our considered opinion 
that the Government should make it clear that... any tendency in 
spirit or in letter to ignore the District Magistrate will be viewed 
with grave displeasure. " (Ibid, 'para. 133). Such tendency, which was 
increasingly gaining ground at that time, is now much more pronounced 
and widespread and has become part and parcel of the S. P. `s' 
attitude towards the D. O. s. 

1. %, Y 
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of the cooperation received by him from the S. P. 1 
with the result that 

the position of the D. O. vis-a-vis the S. P., as we shall see below, 

was weakened to a very great extent. 

It is not very clear why the decision was taken. It is widely. 

believed that the then Hore Minister of the central government, Mr. 

Zalcir Husain, who previously had been the Inspector General of Police 

in East Pakistan, was at least partially responsible. It is well known 

that he has always maintained a strong feeling and sympathy for his 

own department and service and always tried to strengthen the position 

of the Police vis-a-vis the Magistracy. 2 Thus it was quite likely that 

1. Central Govt, to Provincial Govts., letter no. 27/CF/59 - iv, 
dated lst Aug., 1962. 

2. This generalisation may be at least partially substantiated by the 
fact that so far as the powers and position of the .. 1D. v .:, 1Z, s'" /' 
were concerned Mr. Husain, who was a member of the East Bengal 
Police Committee, 1953, opposed some of the views of the President 
(who was a Judge of the Dacca High Court and later became the 
Chief Justice of the same court and then the Governor of East 
Pakistan) and all other members of that committee who were in 
favour of strengthening the position of the D. O. vis-a-vis the 
S. P. A few passages quoted below from the Report of that Committee 
will illustrate this point. While recommending that the 
"Superintendent of Police should not have the power of transferring 
a Sub-Inspectör, if the District Magistrate has objections to such 
a transfer, " the Committee noted that "Mr. Zakir Husain, however., 
is against the proposed change in the present procedure of transfers 
of officers in charge of police-stations. " The Committee further 
added that Mr. Zakir Husain thought that "In making this recommend- 
ation, the majority of the Committee have laid down an 'extraordin- 
ary proposition. " The Committee argued that "The majority of 
the Committee feels that Mr. Zakir Husain has not given his full 
consideration to the recommendation they have made. They have not 
laid down any extraordinary proposition. On the other hand, they 
have reached this conclusion after a careful consideration of this 
question. " About another remark of Mr. Husain, the Committee 
observed that "we have no material before us justifying that 
remark. " (East Bengal Police Committee's Report, paras. 141-144). 
In another place the Committee held that "Mr. Zakir Husain, however, 
while agreeing with the majority of the Committee that the rural 
police should be integrated into the regular police is of the view 
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he as the Home Minister of the central government exerted his influence 

to divest the D. O. of his power to write the annual confidential report 

that the power of appointment and dismissal of the Village Constable 
should vest in the Superintendent of Police and not in the District 
Magistrate. At present, the chaukidar (village constable) is 
appointed by the District Magistrate on the recommendation of the 
President, Union Board, and the latter can dismiss him with the 
approval of the District Magistrate... It is true that the Super- 
intendent of Police has power of appointment and dismissal in the 
case of regular Constable's and it may be said that when the rural 
police is integrated with the regular police he should logically 
have the same power over the Village Police. But the fact remains 
that a substantial part of the cost of the maintenance of the 
Village Police is still to be borne by the Union Boards. That 
being so, we think that the powers of appointment and dismissal 
should vest in the District Magistrate, who has control over the 
Boards, and not in the Superintendent of Police. Mr. Zal: ir Husain 
says that the cost of maintenance of the regular police is also 
not by the villager, but in this he overlooks the fact that the 
villager pays a special tax for the Village Police while he does not 
pay a similar tax specially for the regular police. This difference 
we have kept in view. " (Ibid, para. 153). 

Mr. Husain maintained a distrust of the local and political 
leaders. The following passage will further illustrate this point. 
Mr. Husain argued "I feel that the Committee have overlooked this 
sound principle ý i. e. the principle of non-interference in the 
internal police adninistration] in recommending the arrogation of 
power by District Magistrate over transfer of police officers with- 
out realising their full implications. In practice what is likely 
to happen when a proposal goes to the District Magistrate for the 
transfer of the officer in charge will be as follows. Interested 
'popular representatives' whose behests the officer in charge will 
find difficult to carry out, will find excuses for running to the 
District Magistrate carrying tales and poisoning his ears against 
the officers and the District Magistrate will findlit difficult to 
disbelieve or disoblige such 'popular representatives'. Thus a 
chain of intrigues will start-in. the district with no end in sight. 
The officers would in the result begin to look more tojhiDistrict 
Magistrate than to the Superintendent of Police for their safety 
against such intrigues which will undermine all discipline on 
which the police administration rests. ' (Minute of dissent by Mr. 
Zakir Husain in Ibid., p. 64). Mr. Husain's argument does not seem 
plausible. It is difficult to accept the argument that on hearing 
complaints from 'popular representatives' the D. O. would form a 
biased opinion about the police officer concerned without making 
a formal or informal inquiry about the conduct of the officer. 
Moreover Mr. Husain cannot expect that in a country like Pakistan, 
where the people are overwhelmingly illiterate and are not conscious 
of their rights, a 'let alone' policy about the police admiris- 

r ýý PýC'. uxs.. 
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on the S. P. l Probably some other factors were also responsible for 

this decision: It is well known that in Pakistan the central governnent 

has always been dominated by the West Pakistani politicians and we have 

already noted that in West Pakistan the police is more trusted than 

the civil service by the politicians, that towards the end of the 

19503 the central government assumed more control over the decision 

making process of the provincial government and that the latter in 

fact became the agent of the former. This centralisation of control 

over the decision making process perhaps partially caused this decision. 

Many also believe that political motives of the government were 

responsible to a considerable extent for the decision. 

Though the provincial governnient is mainly responsible for the 

maintenance of law and order the above mentioned decision was taken by 

tration should be followed and that there should not be a compar- 
atively neutral administrative authority to whom complaints could 
be made against the police so that he could look into the matter 
(for detailed discussion see below, pp. 18-19 ). 11r. Husain's 
argument that for the D. O. it would be "difficult to... disoblige 
such'popular representatives' is also not plausible. If. a D. O. 
has to yield against his wishes to a pressure of such a popular 
representative then the latter must be a very powerful leader who 
has strong influence over the Ministers. In that case the police, 
will become more susceptible to the pressure of such a person. 
In fact the D. O. and the Civil Service of Pakistan have always 
enjoyed greater influence and authority than the police to with- 
stand as far as possible such pressure. 

1. Mr. Husain's efforts were probably further aided by the fact that 
the then Chief Secretary to the Govto of East Pakistan was a 
member of the Police Service of Pakistan who previously had been C. 
Inspector General of Police in East Pakistan. It may be pointed 
out that in the administrative history of the province and prhaps 
in that of the whole sub-continent, he was the first member of 
the police service to occupy such a vital and exalted administrative 
post. Before partition this post was usually held by » ICS% 
since partition the CSP officers have always held the post except 
for a short period in the early 1960s. 
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the central governmentl. A member of the Board of Revenue commented 

that 

aýý 

"It is not, therefore, understood how the central government could 
issue a directive that the Deputy Comiissioner should cease to 
write the annual confidential report on the Superintendent of 
Police. It does not appear that the central government gave any 
opportunity to the provincial government to express its views on 
this subject-which properly falls within the sphere of provincial 
responsibility. " (2) 

It is argued that while the D. O. is directly responsible for the 

rsaintenance of law and order he has been deprived of the twin source 

of his control and influence over the police force which is the most 

important agency for the purpose of maintaining law and order and through 

which he has to execute most of his decisions 1iaw 
and order 

matters and to obtain a good deal of information on the basis of which 

he can take tost of such decisions. "Fullest cooperation of the S. P. 

is necessary in playing this vital role of maintaining law and order 

in the district. "3 But being deprived of his authority to write the 

1. Formerly crinnal administration was listed as a provincial 
subject and thus the maintenance of law and order was the sole 
responsibility of the provincial government.. But in the 1962 
constitution there is no list of provincial subjects though there 
is a schedule of some central subjects. In fact the provincial 
government now acts as the agent of the central government. Thus 
sometimes it is argued that for. law and order matters the central 
government is also indirectly responsible. This is now a contro- 
versial topic though in practice most law and order matters are 
dealt with by the provincial government. 

2. The letter (no. l-MS /65, dated Feb. 2,1965) written by a Member 
of the Board of. Revenue, Govt. of E. Pakistan, to the Additional 
Chief Secretary to the Govto of E. Pakistan. 

3. The letter (no. 4-CSR/65, dated March 9,1965) written by a 
Member of the Board of Revenue, Govt. of E. Pakistan to the 
Additional Chief Secretary to the Govt, of E. Pakistan. 

t, ý.. 
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confidential report on this officer now he cannot "pull his full weight 

on the police... nor can he exercise his powers Given to hin by the . 
Police Regulations. "' In fact the order of the central government "has 

unwittingly served as a wedge between the D. C. ý i. e. D. O. J and the 
S. P. 112. As a result there is "no sense of cohesion and oneness between 

the executive and tho police force which existed in the law and order 

machinery bofore"3. The present situation may be compared with "some- 

thing like two swords in one scabbard"4. Such a situation is 

'certainly not condusive to good adiuinistration"5. In the present 

situation the D. O. in discharging his law and order functions has to 

depend to a considerable extent on the 'goodwill ! '' 
6 

and the "nercy"7 

of the S. P. "Unless he (the latter) is on good terms with the D. C. 

he can find out convenient excuses for the delay in enforcing an 

order. "5 Sometimes the orders of the D. O. are not properly executed. 

The weakening of his position vis-a-vis the S. P. has correspondingly 

1. Letter no. 1 - N, SA/15, dated Fob. 2,1965. 

2. Ibid. 3. Ibid. 
If. Letter no. 4 - CSR/65, dated March 9,1965. 

As a result of the withdrawal of this power from the D. O. 
some S. P. s have even developed the idea that they are "independent" 
of the direct control of the D. O. and that the latter "should 
seek their assistance in the manner in which such assistance would 
be sought from the officers of other governmental departments in 
his capacity as a coordinator". In this connection it may be 
mentioned that' "the relationship between the D. C.. and the S. P. 
stands on a different footing from that between the D. C. and other 
district level officers". Because though the D. O. has always 
been the head of other departments in the district and though with 
the increase in the importance of development functionnhe is now 
equally responsible at least on paper for development works he 
in discharging his developmont functions "is essentially a 
coordinator". ý The letter (no. GA VI-148-64-46-C dated Dec. 4, 
1965) from the Additional Chief Secretary (E. Pak. ) to the Cabinet 
Secretary (Central Government)J. 

5. The, letter no. 4 - CSR/65, dated March 9,1965.6. Ibid. 
7. The letter no. GA VI-148-64-46-C dated Dec. 4,1965. 

`. 
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weakened his control and influence over the subordinate police officers. 

in view of the increasingly. deteriorating situation the Government of 

East Pakistan wrote to the central government that 

"It is, therefore, considered essential that the S. P. should in 
actual practice be'-made the immediate subordinate of the D. C. 
giving him unflinching loyalty and support. In order that he 
may get the willing cooperation and loyalty of the S. P. this 
government feels that he should be given the power to write the 
confidential report on the S. P. " (1) 

But the central government did not give its approval. 

It may be mentioned that though in recent years the control and 

influence of the D. O. over the S. P. have lessened to a considerable 

extent in East Pakistan yet the former can exercise greater control 

and influence over the latter than those exercised by his counterpart 

in West Pakistan. The difference between the nature of the relationship 

between these two officers in East and West Pakistan is most probably 

the result of some. differences that, as noted in Chapter II, exist 

between the administrative as well as cultural and social traditions 

of the two wings. 

A Few ComnQnts on the Problem. 

It is widely believed and felt that in the sub-continent the 

police has always maintained a 'typical police mentality' and that 

'police excess' has been one of the characteristics of police adminis- 

tration and that in the foreseeable future there is little hope that 

this situation will undergo rapid and radical change. On the other 

hand the D. O. and the S. D. O., who are in'fact semi-judicial authorities 
(see below), have always been required to act as checks on the police 

1. (,. 4t. fi( 

}. 
ýý ... ... 
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authorities and to protect'the common people against 'police excess'. 

In a society, as we have already briefly mentioned, in which the 

people are overwhelmingly illiterate, are not conscious about their 

rightful position in the society and do not have the'courage to 

protest against 'police excess', such protection is much more 

essential than in advanced societies. It is, therefore, essential 

that the police authority should perform its functions under the 

strict control and supervision of a general administrative or semi 

judicial authority. Under the present administrative system tradition- 

ally the D. O. (and the S. D. O. ) is the most appropriate and suitable 

functionary to act as supervisory authority over the police for 

several reasons. Firstly as the administrative head of the district 

(and the sub-division) he has relatively close contact with different 

sections of the society, especially with local elites1who constitute 

a very important source of information different aspects of 

the district ranging from social, political, economic conditions to 

police, development, revenue and general administration. Secondly 

as the head-of the magistracy he has close association with the 

Magistrates who try criminal cases and thus in the course of formal 

and informal discussions with these Magistrates he can and does form 

an impression about the nature of the handling of the criminal cases 

by and about the conduct of the subordinate police officers. 
2 

Thirdly 

1. i. e. Political and social leaders or workers, local educationists, lawyers, doctors, local journalists, big farmers, local business- men and industrialists, landed "aristocrats" etc. 
2. Later in this chapter we shall see that he himself has also the 

judicial powers of a first class and 'section 30' Magistrate 
though in practice he seldom tries cases especially in East 
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as the overall head of the police force he has also direct and close 

contact with the police officers who explain police matterc from 

their point of view. In this connection it should be also taken into 

consideration that though he is the overall head of the police force, 

he is not one of then and that thus unlike other police officers. he 

is not likely to develop a biased departmental feeling and to become 

a party to the police organisation. He, therefore, has the advantage 

437 

of reviewing the police administration with an open mind and from 

both within and without. From the foregoing discussion we find that 

he gets information about the police force from various and diversified 

sources and thus he is in a position to weigh and compare information. 

He is, therefore, in a more advantageous and impartial position than 

any other high ranking police officers to make a fair assessment of 

the integrity and efficiency of a police officer working within his 

jurisdiction. 
1 

Thus we find that the D. O. should have full control over the 

police force operating within his district. But we have already noted 

that as a result of several factors. in practice his position vis-a-vis 

the S. P. has weakened to a great extent. Now even if he is given the 

Pakistan. 
For a long tine it has been suggested that in order to 

introduce complete separation of powers at the local level the 
Magistrates who try criminal cases should be placed under the 
administrative and supervisory control of the District and Session 
Judge. In future this step may be taken. In that case some 
administrative arrangement may be easily made to enable the D. O. (and the S. D 0. ) to come into close association with these Nagistrates(to have half-yearly or quarterly reports from them. 
In these reports the Magistrates will be able to record the 
impressions which they form about the police officers during the 
trial. 

l" We have already noted that Mr. Zakir Husain was haunted by the fear that the popular representatives would poison the ears of 
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Power to write the annual confidential report on the s . p. he will r. ýt 

be able to assert his full control over the police force though such 

power will enable him to regain some control and influence' over the 

force. In view of the increasing independence and assertive attitude 

of the police authority, much more effective and strong measures are 

necessary for strengthening the D. O. 's position. In the present 

environment, which has been undergoing considerable and rapid changes 

since partition, the vertical structure of the police force under the 

command of a provincial chief i. e. the Inspector General of Police, 

who is assisted by Deputy Inspector Generals of Police (each is in 

charge of the, force in a division or range) the number of whom has 

increased during the last two decades, is in fact the main source of 
{ 

the. influence and the assertive attitude of the police force.. Some 

people believe that the vertical structure of the police force should 

ct 

undergo radical change. They feel. that the police functionaries above 

the district level should be abolished, that the S. P. and other police 

officers in the District should be made directly responsible to the 

D. O. and through him to the Home Secretary, and that the former should 

have the power to take, necessary disciplinary actions against the 

subordinate police officers. They also feel that though the transfer 

of police officers from one district to. another should be made by the 

Homo Secretary, the transfer of subordinate police officers within the 

the D. O. against the subordinate police officers. (see above 
p. 12, fn. 2- of course, this comment of Mr. Husain is on pace 13). 
But fron our foregoing discussion we find it difficult to accept 
his view. + 
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district should be made by the D. O. They also think that a police 

intelligence bureau, more or less similar to Scotland Yard or the 

F. B. I., may be set up at the provincial level for assisting the 

district police in investigating difficult cases but it should not 

have any administrative or supervisory control over the district 

police. Though these suggestions are very radical they do not seem 

to be illogical or impractical. Such steps will definitely put a 

check on the increasing independence of the police department and 

will subject it to adequate magisterial control. But under'the present 

circumstances there is no possibility that in the foreseeable future 

such radical changes of the century-old structure and pattern of 

police administration will be introduced. If no such steps are taken 

then strong disciplinary action should be taken against those police 

officers who try to ignore the D. O. In practice, of course, it will 

be very difficult to take such action during a period of social, 

political, and administrative tensions. 
l 

But if the growing independ- 

once of the police department is not checked, then there is a danger 

that a police rah, will come into existence especially in rural and 

semi. -urban areas. 

The police authority and those who are not in favour of strong 

magisterial control over the police argue that whether or not the D. O. 

will be able to exercise adequate control over the police force in 

his district depends to a considerable extent on his personality. No 

doubt it is true. Personality always plays a very vital role in 

1. The impact;, of social, political and administrative tension on 
administration are discussed in Chapter VI. 
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human relationships. 
{ 

But there are also many other factors which are 

also no less important in deternining the nature of such relationships. 

Moreover in a status oriented society, which, as we have just held, 

is under the strain of social, political and administrative tensions, 

the importance of personality is not always very great. Thus come 

effective administrative measures are necessary for strengthening 

the position of the D. O. vis-a-vis the police force. The Provincial 

Administration Commission while commenting on the relationship between 

the D. O. and the S. P. already pointed out in 1960 "we are fully 

conscious of the fact that a great deal will depend on the ability and 

personality of the District Magistrate himself... Z-butJ it is 

necessary that the relationship should be defined and not left to the 

accident of personality. "1 

The D. O. as the Head of the Magistracy 

In his capacity as District Magistrate the D. O. is the head of 

the district magistracy which comprises the D. O. himself, the Additional 

D. O. s, the S. D. O. s and a number of subordinate officials called the 

'Deputy Magistrate and Deputy Collector' (E. Pak. )/Extra Assistant 

Commissioner (w. Pak. ). According to their judicial powers to try 

less important criminal cases all these officers are classified into 

four classes of Magistrates, namely 'Section 30', Class I, Class II 

and Class III Magistrates. The nature and extent of judicial powers 

of these four classes of Magistrates ay be illustrated by the 

following chart: 

1. Prov. Adm. Con. Retort, p. 187. 
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Chart 1 

aý 

Sentences that they Appeals against their judicial 
traten may pass 

(decisions 
are hoard by the 

Section 30 Imprisonmont-not exceed- 
(:. Pak. ing 7 years & other 
only) ** powers of a Ist Class 

Magistrate. (A). 

(i) High Court: if the torn of 
imprisonment exceeds 4 years; 

(ii) District & Sessions Judge: 
if it is less than that. 
(E). ++ 

(i) Imprisonment - not 
exceeding 2 years. 

Class I (ii) Fine - not exceed- District & Sessions Judge. (F). 
ing 1000 Rs. 

(iii) Whipping. (B). 

I (i) 

, 
Class II (ii) 

(i ) { 

Class III (ii) 

I 

Imprisonment - not 
exceeding, 6 months 
Fine - not exceed- 
ing 200 Rs. (C). 

Imprisonment - not 
exceeding 1 month. 
Fine - not exceed- 
ing 50 Rs. (D). 

WEST PAKISTANI: District Officer. 
He nay get it heard by a 1st 
class Magistrate. (G). 
EAST PAKISTA NN: Un to 1958 the 
procedure was sane as that in 
West Pakistan. Since March, 1928 

- District & Sessions Judge. He 

may get it heard by Assistant 
Sessions Judge. (H). 

A. The Code of Criminal Procedure (1898), secs. 30,34. 
B, C, D, Ibid., sec. 32. E, F, ibid., sec. 408. G, Ibid., sec. 407. 

H, Section 707 of the ibid was amended by the East Pakistan Ordinance 
No. XII of 1958 known as The Code of Criminal Procedure (East Pakistan 
Amendment) Ordinance, 1958. See The Dacca Gazette (Extraordinary), 
Monday, March 3,1958. In 1945 the Rowlands Report had already recommend- 
ed that the D. 0. 's judicial power to hear appeal against the decisions 
of the 2nd and the 3rd class Magistrates should be transferred to the 
District Judge. C Rebort of the Bengal Administration Committee 1944-45 
(Calcutta, 1945'; '- reprinted by NIPA, Dacca, 1962 , para. 102 a 

** In East Pakistan there is no Section 30 Magistrate. Even the D. O. 
in this province does not enjoy the powers of a Section 30 Magistrate. 
The provision for Section 30 Magistrate was made for Non-Regulation 
Provinces (See the note at the and of section 34 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure). But, as we have noted in chapter I, Bengal, the part of 
which now constitutes East Pakistan, was a Regulation Province. 

++ As is the case in regard to other Section 30 Magistrates, if the 
D. O. tries a case in the capacity of a. ection 30 Magistrate' and 
sentences the accused to imprisonment, I he term of which does not exceed 
four years, appeal against his decision is also heard by the District and 
Sessions Judge whose official rank is the same as that of the D. O. It 
means that when the latter acts in a judicial capacity, he does not enjoy 
any special privilege. 
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Chart 11 

This chart gives an idea about the organisational as well as 
functional relationship between different functionaries directly or 
indirectly connected with law and order matters in the province. 

Governor 

High Court 

Chief Secretary 

Ný Additional Chief Secretary 
\W 

Divisional Home Secretary 
Commissioner 

\** 

\ 

\ ýý _-i-++ -- 
TDistrict and 

Sessions Judge 

ýx 
x 

Nunsifs 
Civil judges 
(sub-division) 

ictracy. I Police 

District 
Officer 

Inspector-General 
of Police (provin- 
cial head) 

%-Ir 

Deputy Inspector 
General of Police 
(divisional head) 

Sub-Divisional 
Officer 

`` 

J1 

Trying 
faagiGtratec 

Superintendent of 
Police(dist. head) j 

Sub-diviaional 
Police Officer 

Officer in charge ofý 
a Police Station 
(Thana) 

Police post 
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totes on Cbart II 

ý3 

This chart is based on the nature of the relationships that exist 
between the judicial, the administrative, the magisterial ünd the 
'; olice hierarchies in East Pakistan. But in some places of , Jest 
i'akistarl such hierarchies are slightly different mainly because, as 1 re 
have already noted, in a number of districts in West Pakistan, there is 
no sub-division. The position of the Elaka (Area) Magistrate, who 
occupies the lowest position in the magisterial hierarchy and plays a 
fairly important role in criminal administration of West Pakistan, has 
not been shoum in the chart but is discussed later in this chapter. 

+++( ------ ) Though they hear appeals against the judicial decisions 
of Magistrates they do not exercise any administrative or supervisory 
control over them. 

"* E. Pakistan. While the High Court and the District and Sessions 
Judges try both civil and criminal cases the Magistrates and the 
Munsifs try criminal and civil cases respectively. The District and 
Sessions Judge is usually assisted by the Additional District and 
Sessions Judges and the Subordinate and Assistant Sessions Judges, the 
number of whom depend on the volume of work in the district concerned. 
The Additional District and Sessions Judge possesses all the judicial 
powers of the District and Sessions Judge. The powers of the Assistant 
Sessions Judge are similar to those of the Section 30 Magistrate. The 
Assistant Sessions Judge also holds the post of the Subordinate Judge 
and in that capacity also tries civil cases. But not all Subordinate 
Judges are Assistant Sessions Judges. Only those Subordinate Judges 
who have served in'that capacity for some time are Given the powers of 
an Assistant Sessions Judge.. 

W. Pakistan. What has been said above also applies to West Pakistan wi `; h 

a very few exceptions. For example in West Pakistan the designation of 
the Subordinate Judge and the Munsif is the Civil Judge. There are four 
types of Civil Judges, namely Class I, Class IT, Class III and Class IV. 
In West Pakistan usually there are no Assistant Sessions Judges because, 
as noted above, the Section 30 Magistrate has the judicial powers of 
Assistant Sessions Judge. 

*** In East Pakistan the Divisional CoM+. micsion in practice dots not riake 
himself closely associated with the law and order aspect of admi. nistrat- 
ion. But in West Pakistan he takenmuch more interest in this aspect of 
administration than his counterpart in East Pakistan (see below). 

**** The Superintendent of Police is assisted by Additional Superintend- 
ents of Police, Deputy Superintendents of Police and Assistant Superin- 
tendents of Police, the number of whom depend on the volume of worl: in 
the district. 

'+ The post of the Sub-Divisional Police Officer is held by a Deputy 
or an Assistant Superintendent of Polico. 

*++ A senior Sub-Inspector of Police remains in charge of a Thana(rolice 
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Though the D. O. and the S. D. O. are the heads of the raacictracy 

in the district and in the sub-division respectively they have no 

authority to interfere in the proceedings of the court or to interfere 

in the judicial decisions of these Magistrates. 
1 

They mainly exercise 

administrative and supervisory control over the Magistrates. For 

example it is their responsibility to distribute cases among these 

i; agistrates, to see that they dispose*of the cases regularly, whether 

there are arrears of cases etc. The D. O. or the S. D. O. may also require 

a Magistrate to perform such magisterial duties as to preside over a 

mobile court constituted by the former in order to check traffic 

irregularitts, to record the dying declaration of a person who is 

dying as a result of some injury etc. He may also require a Magistrate 

to lead a police force (or he'may lead it himself) while executing a 

search or arrest warrant if it is of some. special importance or while 

rsaking a raid against sonn anti-social activities or while handling 

a situation resulting from breach of peace such as riots, students' 

or labour disturbances etc. These Magistrates also assist the D. O. and 

Station). He is assisted by a number of Sub-Inspectors of Police, 
As$istant Sub-Inspectors of Police and a small police force. The 
Police Stations are grouped in circles. An Inspector of Police 
remains in charge of a circle whose main responsibility is to 
inspect and supervise the police stations within his jurisdiction 
and to coordinate their functions. The circle is not an important 
unit of police administration. A Police Station is divided into 
police posts each in charge of a Head Constable or a Police 
Sergeant (mainly in big cities like Dacca) or an Assistant Sub- 
Inspector. 

1. Of course the D. O. or the S. D. O. has the authority to withdraw any 
case from the court of any Magistrate subordinate to him and may 
inquire into or try the case himself or refer it for inquiry or 
trial to any other Magistrate / The Code of Criminal Procedure, 
sec. 528(a),. Usually a case is transferred from the court of 
one Magistrate to that of another, Magistrate if one of the parties 

a. _ 
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the S. D. O. in the performance of their executive, administrative and 

revenue functions (see below). In performing all these functions 

they remain under the direct control and supervision of these two 

officers whose order they are bound to carry out. And those two officerc 

find no difficulties in exercising control over these subordinate 

officers because.. unlike the police officers (and the officers of 

other departments).. they are their direct subordinates and they write 

annual confidential reports on the activities of these officers. 

"Conditions Requisite for Initiation of Proceedings". Criminal cases 

are initiated in one of the following three ways: The D. O., the S. D. O. 

and any other Magistrate who has been especially empowered, may take 

cognisance of any offence 

"(a) upon receiving a complaint of facts which constitute such 

. offence; (b) upon a police report of such facts; (c) upon 
information received from any person other than a police-officer, 
or upon his own knowledge or suspicion, that such offenes has 
been committed. " (1). 

So far as the different stages of the trial of criminal cases 

are concerned, there are some differences between East and West Pakistan. 

In East Pakistan cases are usually initiated in the court of the S. D. O. 

Some of the cases are tried by the S. D. O. himself and the rest of the 

cases are distributed by him-among other Magistrates subordinate to 

him. 
2 But the D. O. in this province neither tries cases (see above) 

in the case submits an application for such transfer. Such transfer 
is granted only if the party concerned can give reasonable and 
adequate reasons for applying for such transfer. 

1. The Code of Criminal Procedure, sec. 190(ä). 
Even if a case has resulted not from a police report but from 

one of tho other factors mentioned above the Officer, who has 
taken the cognisance of the offence, may direct the police to 
investigate the matter and submit a report. 

2. We have already noted in Chapter III that like the D. O., the S. D. O. 
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nor usually takes cognisance of offence. Even if he cores to know 

or suspects that a crime has been committed, he usually passes an 

order directing the S. D. O., within whose jurisdiction the offence has 

been or is suspected to have been committed, to take the necessary 

action for initiating and trying a case. Thus we find that so far 

as the initiation and trial of criminal cases and their distribution 

among other Magistrates are concerned in East Pakistan, the D. O. in 

practice does not come into the picture. It is the S. D. O. who plays 

the prominent role in this respect and relieves the D. O. from the 

burden of judicial functions. Of course in'doing so he remains in 

close touch with the D. O. who maintains an overall supervision over 

the magistracy in the district. 

But in most parts of West Pakistan the procedure is different 

from that in East Pakistan. 1 In this province, especially in the 

Punjab and in the N. W. F. P., a number of police stations are grouped 

into what is called elaka. For each elak, i there is an Elaka Magistrate 

who has the power to take cognisance of an offence. Usually the 

criminal cases originating within the jurisdiction of an Elaka Magistrate 

is an all-purpose officer, the administrative and executive head 
of the area which has been placed in his charge and that he is 
required to perform a large number of diverse functions. Thus he 
does not have time to try more than 

, )i 
few criminal cases. So far as the trial of criminal 

cases is concerned, his primary responsibility is to take 
cognisance-of offentes. and then to distribute them among other 
Magistrates. If he is away from the sub-divisional headquarters 
on tour, the Magistrate who is called the Second Officer performs 
this responsibility of the S. D. O. - 

1. We have already noted in Chapter I that the province of Hest 
Pakistan consists of four former provinces and several princely 
states, the administrative legacies and the pattern of adminis- 
tration of which were not completely uniform. Thus the procedure 

I 
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are tried by him. But if he does not, have adequate judicial powers 

to impose adequate punishment upon an accused person in a case then 

after the preliminary hearings the case is transferred to the court 

of a Magistrate who enjoys higher judicial powers and who may reside 

at the District (or sub-divisional) headquarters. In many places of 

West Pakistan the D. O. or the Additional D. O. tries some cases; 

sometimes he also distributes cases among other Magistrates and if 

necessary transfers cases from the court of one Magistrate to that 

of another. If any part of a district constitutes a sub-division 

then sometimes the S. D. O. may also be'required to discharge some of 

these responsibilities. Thus we find that so far as the different 

stages of criminal cases are concerned the D. O. or the Additional D. O. 

247 

in West Pakistan is required to play a more active and direct role 

than his counterpart in East Pakistan who mainly acts as a supervisory 

authority in this respect. Thus the latter can and does devote more 

time and energy to administrative and executive functions and to 

development works. 

The full trial of less important criminal cases is held in the 

courts of Magistrates and appeals agains their decisions are heard by 

higher judicial authorities (E. Pak. )/both higher judicial and 

magisterial authorities (11. Pals: ). 1 But in both East and West Pakistan 

that is followed at different stages of criminal cases is not only 
different from that which is followed in East Pakistan but ' is 
also not exactly uniform throughout West Pakistan. The discussion 
in this paragraph is on the broad general pattern. 

1. For further illustration see above, p. 23, Chart 1. 
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only the preliminary hearings of serious criminal cases are held in 

the courts of the'Magistrates and after such preliminary hearings if 

they come to the conclusion that there is sufficient evidence, they 

co=mit these cases to sessionsl where the District and Sessions Judge, 

who has powers to award maximum sentence (i. e. life imprisonment or 

transportation and death sentence2), try thexi. 3 

For a long time it has been strongly suggested that the executive 

arm of the government should be divested of its power to try less 

important criminal cases. It is argued by those who are in favour of 

such separation that it is an universally accepted fact that the 

executive authority should not be entrusted with judicial powers and 

that the union of such powers in the person of the same officer shakes 

the confidence and faith of the people in the courts of the Magis- 

trates. Those who are not inyavour of such a separation of powers 

argue that the situation is not yet ripe for such as separation and 

that the conditions (that we have noted in Chapter I) vihich =ade it 

essential that these powers should be united in the persons of the 

D. O. and his subordinates have not yet undergone significant changes. 

1. The Code of Criminal Procedure, sec. 206. This section has laid 
down only broad principles. 

2. A death sentence passed by the District and Sessions Judge or the Additional District and Sessions Judge is subject to the 
confirmation of the High Court. Ibid., sec. 31. 

3" As there is no Section 30 Magistrate in East Pakistan, those 
cases, which are tried by the Section 30 Magistrate in West 
Pakistan, are committed to sessions in East Pakistan. In this 
province these cases are tried by the Assistant Sessions Judge. 

Z 
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They also argue that such separation might so undermine the prestige 

and authority of the D. O. and the S. D. O. that they might find it 

difficult to perform their executive and administrative functions 

effectively. Thus they think that if these officers arc divested of 

their judicial powers the law and order aspect of district adminis- 

tration might suffer a setback. But nowadays it is increasingly and 

widely believed that the social and administrative conditions have 

undergone considerable changes in the course of this century, that the 

question of separation of these powers should now be reviewed in the 

light of the changed conditions and that these arguments against 

such a separation are no longer valid in East Pakistan and in 

relatively advanced areas of blest Patistan. 

One of the directive principles of the 1956 constitution of 

Pakistan was that "The State shall separate the judiciary fron the 

executive as soon as practicable. "l Following this directive principle 

of the late constitution the government of East Pakistan passed an 

Act in November, 1957 in order to divest the executive arm of its 

judicial powers though, as we shall see later, in practice the act 

was not implemented. The Act declared that besides the High Court 

there would be two types of criminal courts in the province, namely the 

Courts of Sessions and the Courts of Magistrates, 
2 

that there would 

be two kinds of Magistrates namely Judicial Magistrates (let, 2nd and 

3rd class) and the Executive Magistrates (D. O., Additional D. O., S. D. O. 

1.1956 Constitution, art. 30. 

2. East Pakistan Act. =VI of 1957 The Code of Criminal Procedure 
(East Pakistan Amendrient) Act, 1957 in The Dacca Gazette 
(Extraordinary), Monday, Nov. 11,1957, zec. 3. 
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and Special or Subordinate Executive Magistrates) 1, 
that the District 

and Sessions Judge would not only hear appeals against the decisions 

of Judicial Magistrates but they would also exorcise full administrative 

and supervisory control over then and that the D. O. and the S. D. O. 

would no longer exercise any control and supervision over the Judicial 

Magistrates who would not perform any administrative and executive 

functions. In the performance of administrative and executive functions 

the D. O. and the S. D. O. would be assisted by the Special or Subordinate 

Ececutivo Magistrates. 

It was also provided in the Act that "the aforesaid Act shall cone 

into force in such areas and on such date as the Provincial Government 

may, by notification in the official Gazette, specify in this behalf. "2 

But the provisions of the Act, as we have already mentioned, were not 

translated into practice. Shortage of officers was one of the reasons 

for not taking any step in order to separate these powers.. Moreover 

at that time the government was not willing to undertake the task of 

reorganising the pattern and structure of district administration 

which would have inevitably resulted fron such separation. Finally 

opinion was still divided on the question as to whether the time was 

ripe for such separation, although on paper powers were completely 

separated. 

Later the Law Commission of 1958-59 strongly recommended that 

these powers should be completely separated and that the I1agistrates 

1. Ibid, sec. 4. 2. Ibid., sec. 1(3). 
{ 
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should be classified into Judicial Magistrates and Executive 

Magistrates. 
1 But no steps were taken to implement this recommendation. 

And there is no possibility that such steps will be taken in the 

foreseeable future. On the contrary the government has entrusted its 

executive arm in West Pakistan with more judicial powors. 
2 

!º Few Brief Concluding 1 marks In the preceding pages wo have 

examined the position of the D. O. as the head of the police force and 

that of the Magistracy in the district and have noted that so far as 

the administrative and supervisory aspects are concerned his control 

over the Magistracy is adequate but his control and influence over 

the police force have lessened to a great extent and are completely 

inadequate. But in order to discharge his responsibility in regard 

to law and order it is much more essential that he should have much 

greater control and influence over the police force than over the 

Magistracy. It is generally felt that on the one hand he should be 

divested of his authority to exercise administrative and supervisory 

control over the Magistracy because such authority, an noted above, 

might prejudice the impartial administration of justice and on the 
T 

other hand his full control and authority over the police force should 

be effectively and adequately cstablished. The Provincial Adminic- 

tration Commission commented that "Regardless of what decision is 

tales n by Government on this issue ci. e. the separation of judiciary 

1. Report of the Law Reform Co=mission, 1958-59 (Karachi, 1959), 
p. 23 (Hereafter cited as Law Reform Commission's Report). 

2. See below the discussion on the extension of the jurisdiction of 
the Frontier Crimes Regulation to 'settled districts' of West 
Pakistan and the subsequent modifications of this Regulation in 
these districts. 

, 
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from the executive], we consider that to enable the District 

I"Iagi3trate to discharge his responsibility in regard to la: ": and order, 

his control over the police must be =ado effective. t"1 

Some Of The Very Important Powers Of The District Officer For 

Maintaining Public Peace And Tranquillity. 

If there are serious riots or disturbances or if it is apprehended 

that there is every likelihood of a serious breech of peace it is the 

D. D. (or S. D. O. ) who takes the decision'as to what steps'should be 

taken in order to restore or maintain public tranquillity. He may 

impose a curfew or he may take any or all of the following steps: 

he may prohibit processions, meetings, assemblage of more than a 

certain number of persons, say five, in certain areas, the use of 

loud speakers or microphones, movement of people or plying of vehicles 

on certain roads-or in certain areas, carrying of weapons or dangerous 

instruments or materials etc. 
2 At the time of a serious disturbance 

usually the D. O. (or S. D. O. ) and the S. P. (or the Sub-Divioional 

1. Pro. Adm. Con. Report, p. 184. 
In its report the Commission very precisely referred to the 

question of the separation of judicial and executive powers 
(only 3 sentences) and did not make any comment on whether or not 
these powers should be separated. Of course from their writings 
it appears that they were inclined to prefer that the D. O. might 
be allowed to continue to enjoy judicial powers to try criminal 
cases and to act as the head of the magistracy. But the first 
part of the comment ("Regardless of what decision is taken by 
the Government on this issue"), which we have quoted above in the 
text, clearly indicates that they did not fool that his judicial 
powers and his position as the head of the magistracy were very 
essential for discharging his responsibility in regard to law- 
and order. 

2. He takes such a decision under the authority of section 144 of 
The Code of Criminal Procedure. (No appeal may be made to 
higher judicial authorities against such a decision. ) If these 
powers are misused then sometimes it results in a heated debate 
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Police Officer) remain present at the scene. 
I If the rob becoiaes 

violent the D. O. (or S. D. O. ) rakes the decision whether the police 

should open fire, or make bayonet or laths (big bamboo stick of one. 

or two inches diameter) charge or use tear gac etc. 

If the D. O. or the S. D. O. comes to know that a person or a group 

of persons is doing something (e. g. delivering inflammatory speeches 

or writing inflammatory pamphlets or books) which might ultimately 

cause a riot or disturbances, it is one of his most important law and 

order responsibilities to take necessary steps to prevent the person 

or persons concerned from doing so. In order to protect the community 

against anticipated crime or breach of peace, he may also require a 

person who is suspected of being a "Bad Character" or who is a habitual 

offender or who is likely to do something unlawful, to show cause why 

he should not be ordered to execute a bond, with or without sureties, 

for keeping peace or good behaviour. He may finally order him to 

sign the bond. 

Political Agencies and Other Tribal Areas 

We have already noted in Chapter III that the political ase. icie , 

which are very backward tribal areas of West Pakistan and which are 

inhabited by the. militant and orthodox tribesmen, are almost completely 

on the floor of the National or Provincial Assembly., 2 
I. A. P. Deb. Aug. l, 1963, vol. II, no. 39, pp"2k31-2k38. 

1. For come instances or description of disturbances or riots see 
Munir-Kayani Report, part vi and the report written by a Judge 
Dacca High Court after having made an enquiry into an incident 
which had resulted in police firing on the mob in the Sylhet 
district , published in The Dacca Gazette (Extraordinary), 
Dec. 3, l9 5 

, 
LAlso 

see Woodruff, -R p. cit., p, ß. 257-266 
2. The Code of Criminal Procedure, secs., 107,110. If he is finally 

ordered to cl: ecute a bond he may appeal to high judicial author- ities. 

4 
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isolated from the rest of the world and that the D. O. who is called 

the Political Agent exercises loose control over his jurisdiction 

and maintains liaison between the government and the tribal chiefs w:: o 

in fact administer the internal affairs of their tribes (for detailed 

discussion see Chapter III, pp. ff 41-y1). There is no codified law for 

these areas. The Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR) of 1901 lays down 

a few broad principles of administration of justice. The tribal laws 

and customs, in fact, serve as the basis of administration of justice 

in these areas. 

The FCR also extends over most of former Baluchistan' which is 

primarily a tribal region and a considerable part of which is also 

officially classified as tribal or special areas. In most of former 

Baluchistan the regular codes of "settled areas are also in force. 

Thus in these areas there is a dual legal system; both FCR and the 

7- / 
regular codes of "settled areas" are 

1. Later we shall see that in 1963 the FCR was extended to other 
districts of West Pakistan with certain modifications of sonic of 
its provisions but in former Baluchistan and in political aGeý_cýes 
of N. W. F. P. (including certain strips of tribal regions attached 
to five settled districts of the N. W. F. P. ) the FCR has remained 
in force without such modifications (see bolo;. ) 

2. Pro. Adm. Com. Report, pp. 199-200,206. Law Reforms Commission's 
Reenortt, p. 105. 
Of course in Kalat division (which was called the Baluchistan 
States'Union consisting of former princely states in Baluchistan 
before the integration of West Pakistan into one province in 1955) 
though the civil, the criminal and the penal codes are modelled 
on corresponding codes of "settled areas" there are some differ- 
ences between the former and the latter. (Law Reforms Commicsior_' 
Report, pp. 103- k). The provincial a ; dn: inistration Com ission 
commented that "The Administrative system of Kalat Division is 
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Under the FCR of 1901 the D. O. has the discretion to decide whether 

a case (civil or criminal) should be tried by a regular court or 

it should be referred to a tribunal1 called Jirpa which is "a Couicii 

of three or more persons c i. e. tribal chiefs] convened according to 

the Pathan, Biluch or other usage, as the Deputy Commissioner may in 

each case direct"2. In political agencies the cases are referred to 

Jirga. In normal practice in 'A areas' (i. e. a few townships, 

cantonments, railway lines and stations and Bazaar areas) of Baluchistan 

the cases are tried by regular courts and in 'B areas' of Baluchistan 

the cases are referred to Jir as. 

'The tribunal styled as-'Council of Elders' plays an important 

part in the trial of civil and criminal cases... "3 The following 

comment of the Simon Commission will give some idea of the background 

and the nature of and the government policy towards the Jir, a system 

especially in political agencies: 

It... there is a system of traditional indigenous justice 
administered by tribunal/)called Jirgas, The essential point to 
bear in mind is that the Jirga system has its origin in tribal 
custom, and is recognised and applied by the tribesmen themselves 

something of a hotchpotch. Some_features of regular administration 
have been grafted on to the... Z KalatJsyster. The position has 
been made worse by the bad draftsmanship of Codes" (Pro. Ad-m. Com. 
Report. p. 205 ). 

1" The Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR), 1901, secs. 8(1), 11(1); 
LFull text of the Regulation has been incorporated at the end of 

the Ren� r of the Frontier Regulations Enquiry Committee, 1931 
(Niamatullah Committee) (Calcutta, 1931), see appendix iv(2)_7 

SO far as the civil cases are concerned those disputes which 
are likely to cause bloodfeud or murder or culpable homicide not 
amounting to murder or mischief or breach of peace are referred 
to Jiý" FOR, sec. 8(1). 

2. Ibid, sec. 2(a). 
3. amatu11. ah Committee, p. 2k. 

M- 
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in areas where the agents of the Government.. -make no attemnt 
to intervene. The system, in a carefully regulated form is, 
however, preserved and made use of under the authority of the 
Government... in the area of tribal tracts. The Code governing 
the use of Jirgas is to be found in_the Frontier Crimes ReF; ul- 
ations, 1901... But in applying it ý i. e. FCR] to the 1oliticrii 
Agencies, the Government... makes it plain that it has no intent- 
ion of interfering with or undermining in any way the influence, 
responsibility, or authority of the tribal Jirgas, or of 
disturbing the practice under which the Elders of the conmunity 
concerned are ordinarily required themselves to deal with tribe-- 
men who have committed offenses... " (1). 

The Jirga is under no obligation to follow any enacted laws while 

conducting its proceedings and in fact cones to its conclusions on 

the basis of tribal values and customs. No lawyer is allowed to 

appear at any stage of a Jirga trial - whether of a civil or criminal 

naturo. The Jirga places its finding before the D. O. and may also 

add a recommendation as to punishment. 
2 He has the authority to 

accept and act upon thin finding and the recozmendation as to punish- 

=ant or to reject them or to take come other steps that are permitted 

1,. Simon Retort, vol. I, para. 362. 
These comments are still . -Llid especially in 

political agencies and other very backward tribal areas. 
(By 'very backward tribal areas' the present writer means those 
tribal areas where the contact of the tribal people with other 
parts of the country is very insignificant, where the tribal 
bonds are very strong, where the people fanatically and very 
rigidly follow the tribal values and customs and where the hold 
of the tribal chiefs over their people is very strong. 

2. The maximum punishment that can be awarded for any serious 
offence (e. g. murder), when investigated by a Jirga, is fourteen 
years rigorous imprisonment. In the FCR there is no provision 
for death sentence. FCR, sec. 12(2). 

I 
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by the FCR. 
1 If he does not have special reasons to think that the 

finding of the Jirga should not be relied upon he usually accerts 

and acts upon it. Especially in very backward tribal areas (e. g. 

political agencies) he rarely interferes with the finding and 

recommendation of the Jirga. The High and the Supreme Courts do not 

have any jurisdiction over the cases tried under the provisions of 

the FCR. Thus no appeal against the decisions of the Jirga and the 

D. O. may be made to these highest judicial authorities in the country. 
2 

Of course, it, is allowed to petition the Divisional Com=, ssioner to 

exercise his prerogative to review the order made by the D. O. under 

the FCR. Even if no such petition is made to him he, "nay call for 

the record of any proceeding under this Regulation and revise any 

decision, decree, sentence or order given, passed or made therein. "3 

1. On receipt of the finding of the Jirga he 
(Civil 

cases. Sec. 8(3). Criminal Cases. Sec-l1(3). 

(a) remand the case for the (a) & (b) same as civil cases; 
Jirga for a further or 
finding; or (c) acquit or discharge the 

(b) refer it to another Jirga; accused person or persons 

( ) 
or 

f th 
or any of them; or 

c re er e parties to the (d) in accordance with the 
civil courts; or finding of any natter of (d) pass a decree in accord- fact of the Jirga or not 
ance with the finding of less than three-fourths of the Jima "or of not less the members thereof, con- than three-fourths of the vict the accused uerson or 
members thereof on any persons or any of th :1 
matters stated in the of any offence of which 
reference"; or the facts so found show him 

(e) declare that further or them to be guilty. " 
proceedings under this 
section are not required. 

(Usually the decision of a Jirga 
.na very backward tribal area is unanimous). 

2. Ibid., soc. 48.3. Ibid., sec. -'r-9. 
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The system of trial by Jirga has: been operating for a lone time 

because it is generally believed that if justice is administered 

through regular courtoit will be difficult to find witnessec. she 

witnesses are likely to be reluctant to give evidence before a court 

of law which is a strange body to them. There may not be any 

witnesses at all. As the family and tribal feuds follow more or leSÜ 

predictable and understandable courses or patterns, the basic 

assumption is that when a crime is committed usually the guilty 

person is known thougii there may not be any witness to the crime. ý', nd 

the tribal chiefs of the area concerned either know about the factors 

that are involved in the incident and the guilty person or come to 

know about them without much difficulty. Moreover even if there is 

some evidence in a case it may not be "sufficient for conviction in 

a court of law" or it may not be "accepted as reliable by a court of 

law. " So 11the case is likely to collapse in a court of law for want 

of sufficient or reliable evidence. "' 

In political agency areas if someone commits a murder for the 

sake of what is called 'pathan honour' he will not hesitate to confess 

it before a Jirga but before a court of law he will not do so. on 

the other hand he will try to produce false evidences before the 

court. It is mainly because while the court of law has no other 

alternative but to sentence him according to the provisions of the 

penal code the Jirga will try to arrive at a settlement between two 

parties (i. e. the families or clans or tribes of the murderer and 
1. Nianiutullah Committee, p. 3. 
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the murdered person). Such settlement is essential in order to brie 

a faziily or tribal feud to a permanent end and to establish -ceace. 

Only such a settlement can terrliinate the feud. The folloviing; exam-plc 

given by Sir Olaf Caroe, who was the Chief Commissioner of Baluchictý,. n 

and the last Governor of the British N. W. F. P. will further illustrate 

these points: 

"Let us suppose that case A arises out of a blood-feud, e. nd that 
Shirin Khan has shot and killed Anwar in revenge for the murder 
of Shirin's brother by Anwar's uncle. According to Pathan custom 
Shirin only did what honour requires. If Skiirin were brought 
before the ordinary couts which administer a system of law 
repugnant and incomprehensible to him, knowing that his convic : io:: 
would probably result in his going to the gallows for doing his 
duty, he would do everything he could to e. vade'justice'. . UOn1g 
other things a host of perjured witnesses would be produced in 
his defence. But if brought before a Jirga... he would proudly 
admit,, indeedct. claim, that he had done what honour required. L1J 
The business of the Jirga would then be to arrive, if possible, 
at a settlement which will terminate the feud, either by payment 
of blood-money, or by giving of girls in marriage -a very cormJon 
method of composing a feud... - or by some other expedient such 
as requiring Shirin and the rival party to enter into bonds to 
keep the peace, backed by substantial sureties. There would be 
no penalty enforced by the State. " Sir Olaf further added that 
"The point to realise is this.. Pathan custom requires the satis- 
faction of the aggrieved rather than the punishment of the 
aggressor. The law as we understand it concentrates as against 
the aggressor, and compensation for the aggrieved hardly enters 
the picture. The Pathan in fact treats crime as a kind of tort. " 2. 

But if someone commits a murder not for the sake of what is called 

'Pathan honour-' but for some-other reacon, which according to pathan 

tradition and custom, is not a 'jjist reason' then such a murder will 

be considered 'an unjustifiable murder$ 

1. Like Sir Olaf the Simon Commission 
is significant that there is less 
and more frequent admission of the 
ordinary courts where professional 
Simon Resort, vol. I, para. 362. 

2. Olaf Caroe, The Pathans: 550 B. C. 

by the pathan community. In 

also had commented that "It 
Whallenge of notorious facts, 
truth, before Jirgas than in 
advocates are engaged. " 

- A. D. 1957 (London, 1958) , p-, .3 »+- 
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such a case the Jir ga "might recommend the highest possible term of 

imprisonment, fourteen years,.... "' Such a crime will be condemned 

by the pathan community and the murderer and his family or clan will 

not receive the support or sympathy of the community. 

After the annexation of these areas to the British Indian Empire 

towards the end of the 1840s a regular judicial system was introduced. 

But this regular judicial system, as Sir Olaf commented, 

"'frith its lawyers and its appeals and its European scale of 
crime values, was hopelessly out of accord with Pathan senti=ent, 
... the law frequently outraged strongly held convictions.... it 
imposed sanctions or penalties not justified by custom... she whole 
thing, for years, was a garment that did not fit. " Thus "in 1372 
a positive attempt was made to relax this inelasticity by the 
introduction of the Frontier Crimes Regulation... " (2) 

The FCR of 1872 was later replaced by the FCR of 1901. 

From Our foregoing discussion we find that the trial Jirga is 

"in accordance with ancient tribal tradition" : "has the 
practical advantage of securing decisions on the spot with the 
help of those who are likely to have the best knowledge both of 
the actual incident and of local custom. " (3) 

What has been said in the preceding paragraphs about the utility of 

the Jirga system and the logic behind it is valid only in very 

backward tribal areas such as political agencies. But the general 

attitude towards the Jirga system in other FCR areas, which with the 

passage of time have undergone some social, political, economic and 

educational transformations, has now changed to a fairly considerabil, 

extent. 

1. Ibid., P-355. ( Sir Olaf has givon two more examples. See cases 
I BI and, 'C', P-355)- 

2. Ibid. pp. 352-3" 
3. Simon Report, vol. 1, para. 362. 
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The Quetta-Ka1at Lawn Commission of 1958, which 'saw no merit 'in 

continuing the Jirga system in Quetta and Kalat"1 "was definitely of 

the opinion that this system of law was outmoded and should be scrar-7ý: d 

in toto.! '2 Later the Pakistan Law Reforms CoMMission of 1958-59 found 

that the opinion "on the desirability or otherwise of retaining Jirga 

trials is sharply divided. '"3 On the one hand the intelligentsia, 

the commercial class and members of the legal profession in the settled 

areas, who gave instances of abuse of powers under the FCR by the 

administrative officers, "all made a dead-set against the continuance 

of the Jirga law. " and on the other hand 

"those residing in rural areas or having tribal associations 
are generally in favour of the retention of the system, provided 
that certain abuses that have crept into the system are removed. " 
The Commission also observed that "an underlying burrent of dis- 
satisfaction with the scheme of things prevailing under the system 
is becoming visible. " It further added that "the old tribal bonds 
which spelled success for the Jirga are loosening and individualism 
is daily gaining more and more ground... " (4) 

The Commission was of the opinion that the Jirga system should be 

changed and that 'steps should be taken to provide a regular judicial 

administration""5 in those areas which are "favourable to change'becauye 
11 

of their "educational, social and economic development"0. But at the 

1. Ralph Braibanti, Research on the Bureaucracy of ? akistan (Durham, 
1966), p. 195. (Here it may be mentioned that these two divisions 
- Quetta and Kalat - cover almost the whole of former Baluchistan. ) 

2. Law Reforms Commission's Report, p. 107. 

3. Ibid., PP-107-8- 
4. Ibid., p. 108. (Some also think that the structure of tribal 

responsibility has deterioriated in many places and that the 
tribal administration in those areas is characterised by the 
tyranny of tribal chiefs. ) 

5. Ibid., p. 109.6. Ibid., p. '103. 
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. s=-e time the Colrnission also felt that the Jirga system should be 

retained in "certain areas. " 
1 It hold that '- 

"in the present conditions, it seems unavoidable to continue the 
Jirg; a system wherever conditions do not yet justify a chani, e. 
This would be necessary to satisfy the people who still retain 
tribal loyalties and consider that their tribal customs should be 
preserved. Progressive laws cannot outpace social progress. " (2) 

In these areas there are also other difficulties in replacing the Jirea 

system bye regular judicial and magisterial system. Such replacement 

will naturally minimise to a considerable extent the authority and 

influence of the tribal chiefs who will, therefore, bitterly resent 

any attempt at such a replacement. In such areas it would be almost 

impossible to make the regular judicial and magisterial system work 

and to run the general administration against the opposition of these 

tribal chiefs who have virtually full control and enormous influence 

over their tribes. The Pakistan Law Reforms Commission remarked: 

"'Ir1e recognise that administration in these areas cannot be run 
at present without the help of the tribes resident therein, which 
means, in practice, the assistance of Chiefs of these tribes. 
This would imply that if this system of administration is to 
continue, the Jirga system which is an integral part of the tribal 
system, would also have to be maintained. " (3). 

When the Commission held that the Jirga system should be retained 

in "certain areas" (see above p: 4k) it did not specifically narre any 

particular areas. By "certain areas" it probably meant political 

agencies and a few other very backward tribal areas. No doubt in other 

tribal areas the way of life has undergone some changes but in most 

areas of political agencies it has changed very little and the process 

of change is very slow. The Jirga system is probably the cost suitable t 
1. Ibid., p. 108.2. Ibid., pp. 108-9.3" Ibid., p. 109. 
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and the most practical system for administering justice in political 

agencies. 

The Extension Of The FCR To Other Areas 

One of the terms of reference of the Palkictan Law ßefor=s 

Commission was to examine the Jirga system and its "extension to 

suitable areas"1. While the Commission observed that "However, it 

is for serious consideration whether the areas in which the Frontier 

a'3 

Crimes Regulation is now in force should not be further curtailed, in 

view of changed conditions", it made it emphatically clear that "11"here 

is, in our opinion, no case for extension of the Jirga system to other 

areas at a11.1'2 But soon after the publication of the report of t: ze 

Commission the jurisdiction of the FCR was extended to a number of 

districts in 1960. In 1962 the Governor of West Pakistan was empowered 

to extend its jurisdiction at his own discretion to the whole of West 

Pakistan. In the same year he extended its jurisdiction to certain 

districts of the province. 
3 

The arguments that were put forward in favour of such an extension 

were that it suited the genius of the people, that the modern system 

of trial by courts of law was expensive, complicated and unsuitable for 

most people, that the system of administering justice should not only 

be simple and inexpensive but should be based on the values paramount 

in the society. It was argued that it way-"futile'to apply western 

local norms to 'litigation arising from totally different societal 

1. Ibid., p. l. 2'. Ibid., p. 109. 

3. Braibanti, Research, p. 190. 
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"1 It was held that it was valucs... 

UUaraong vigorous peoples who have a strong faith in their own 
traditional institutions... that you will find the strongest dcld nt? 
for restoration of their original institutions. There is nothin 
superficial about this desire. It is nothing more or less than 
a groping for the true roots of their being, as individuals and 
as a nation... It is the natural cry of a strong organism to be 
connected once again with its original and proper roots... A first 
requisite for this purpose is to seatch for the true roots of 
the nation's being,... " It was further added that "Not all the 
maxims upon which British legal concepts are based are universally 
true. A good many are opposed to basic concepts in vogue for 
twenty centuries and more in the countries of the Middle East, to 
which we in this country are, by religion and culture, most closely 
allied. To ensure that the maximum good in the national character 
is produced, it is necessary to pay full attention to 'the 
eternal source of all legality', so that in a real sense 'the law 
may grow out of the society'. " (2) 

The comments of Sir Olaf Caroe, made in his book The Pathans, are 

often cited in favour of the arguments for the retention and the 

extension of the Jirga system. Sir Olaf commented in his book that 

"It is an obvious principle that the law should in some sense 
Grow out of the society; it should be a projection of the common 
personality. The law of one civilisation cannot be applied to a 
society with utterly different standards without the most dire 
results.. " (3) 

But Sir Olaf's convents in another place suggest that he advocated the 

Jirga system only for backward tribal areas, that he did not advocate 

. 
üý system for relatively advanced areas and that he would like to 

1. Ibid., p. 192. 
2. A. R. Cornelius, "Restoration of Judicial Responsibility to People" 

in The All-Pakistan Legal Decisions (journal section), vol. xv, 1963, 
pp. 12-13. Though here Iiir. Justice Cornelius, the then Chief 
Justice of Pakistan, argued in favour of the Jirga system, in 
another place he criticised the attitude of officers who on the 
grounds of expediency avoided the jurisdiction of regular court: j 
and referred cases to jirgas. (See below, p. 48); 

3. Canoe, op-cit., p. 355. Chief Justice Cornelius also quoted this 
passage in support of his views (o cit., p. 9, ). 
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see the Jirga system replaced by the regular system in those area 

which had already undergone adequate social change. The following 

'24s 

passage from his written memorandum addressed to the Quetta-Kalat Laws 

Commission of 1958 will illustrate these points: 

"My own opinion is that an entirely fresh line of distinction 
should be drawn in Baluchistan. It should be decided which, if 
any, region outside the towns, cantonments are ripe for regular 
administration, and which are still in a tribal condition analorrouc 
to what exists on the North-West Frontier. In the first, which 
might for instance include the plains, part of Sibi and the orca 
country round Quetta and Pisin, police should be sot up and the 
regular law administered. In the second the Frontier Crimes 
Regulation or something like it, should be kept. " He further 
stated that "Here I would repeat the suggestion that the social, 
administrative and jurisprudential situation in present day 
Baluchistan be reviewed, and the territory divided into categorico 
for (a) regular, (b) tribal management. " He further added that 
"At the same time I make the admission in conclusion that in my 
opinion the British Administration in their time in Baluchistan 
were too static in their treatment of these problems. The 
acceptance of the standards, of a simple tribalism is not enough. 
There is need to pose a challenge. In Baluchistan we left to our 
successors much of what we left undone. " (1) 

The Criticism of the Extension. The extension of the FC13 to 

"settled areas", which entrusted the government and its executive arw 

with arbitrary powers and made them the arbiters to decide whether a 

case should be tried by a regular court of law or should be referred 

to a Jirga, was widely and strongly criticised. The critics "denounced 

the extension with vigo[u]r, asserting that it meant retrogression to 

'primitive' norms for persons who had long lived under Western criminal 

law"2. It was pointed out that "the British system is universally 

regarded as one of the best sysýems of justice"3. 

1. 'uoted in Law Reforms Commission's Re-nort, p. 109. 
2. Braibanti, Research, p. 191. 

3. Ibid., p. 193" 
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One of the "potential" effects of such an extension was "t. he 

imse of FCR jurisdiction as a means of deprivation of public libertic 

by avoiding due process of law and judicial review... Another aspect of 

potentially oppressive use of the FCR was the broad discretion in w ich 

was imbedded the right of the deputy commissioner to assign a case to 

a Jir, a rather than leave it for trial by ordinary courts"'. Mr. 

Justice Cornelius, the then Chief Justice of Pakistan, "suggested" that 

on the grounds of expediency "the jurisdiction of ordinary courts was 

being avoided to an increasing extent by assignment of cases to Jira... 2 

In the Nawab Gui case the Chief Justice, therefore, "deplored the 

reference of accused persons to a Jim when there appeared to be no 

case against them. ,3 Critics also strongly objected to section 40 of 

the FCR which empowered the D. O. to require a person, who in his 

opinion was likely to co1mit a serious crime or to cause a breach of 

the peace, to execute a bond, with or without sureties, for good 

behaviour or for keeping the peace. "This made it possible to suppress. 

public liberties arbitrarily without due process of law. "4. The critics 

also felt that "one of the reasons for the government's decision" to 
r 

extend the jurisdiction of the FCR was "the inmense police powers 

inherent in this provision' of the Regulation. 5 

One of the most vital criticisms was that most characteristic-' of 

the tribal way of life which had been responsible for the introduction 

of the Jirga system to tribal areas and also for its success in these 

areas were not the characteristics or at least the significant 
1. Ibid., p. 191.2. Ibid., p. 192.3. Ibid., p. 190. 
4. Ibid., p. 190.5. Ibid., p. 190. 
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characteristics of the way of life of the people of the "settled 

districts" to which the FCR had been extended. Of course previously 

many characteristics of the way of life in these districts had been 

somewhat similar to the characteristics of tribal or clannish way of 

life.. But by the beginning of the 1960s it had changed to an eno=-our: 

extent. Though the tribal or clannish bonds and customs continued to 

influence, in varying degrees, social life their importance had been 

lessening. Unlike the chiefs in tribal areas usually the persons who 

used to sit in the Jirgas of the settled or semi-settled districts 

neither enjoyed loyalties and special respects of the local irhwbitantz; 

nor had they any strong influence or control over them. Moreover 

unlike the chiefs in tribal areas the former usually had no close and 

intimate contact with the latter and were not likely to be thoroughly 

acquainted or aware of the various aspects and the background of a 

crime committed in their areas because unlike those in tribal areas 

family feuds and other quarrels did not usually follow understandable 

and predictable patterns or courses in settled or semi-settled areas. 

Unlike the tribal people the people of these areas, who had more 

contact with neighbouring areas or other parts of the country and who 

became accustomed to the system of trial by regular courts of law, 

were not likely to have much faith in and respect for the Jirga and its 

decision. 

We may summarise the arguments against the extension of the FOR 

to other areas by saying that though strong tribal and clannish 

affinities were characteristic of a considerable part of the "settled 
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areas" of West Pakistan there were enormous differences between the 

way of life in these areas and that in tribal areas, that therefore 

the Jirga system was not likely to work satisfactorily and successfuli;; 

in the former areas though it proved to be a suitable and practical 

system in the latter areas, and that such extension entrusted the ' 

government and its executive arm in settled and semi-settlod areas 

with virtual arbitrary powers which did not in any way cone under the 

review of the judiciary. 

The Modification Of The FCR. In April 1963 some provisions of 

the FCR were modified and then its jurisdiction was extended to the 

whole of West Pakistan except to political agencies, the Quetta and 

Kalat divisions (i. ea almost the whole of Baluchistan), the Lasbella 

district of the Karachi division, the Nasirabad sub-division of, the 

Jacobabad district and certain strips of tribal regions in the 

Td.: 1. F. P. 1 In these areas (i. e. political agencies and other areas 

mentioned above) the FCR of 1901 remained in force without any 

modifications. 
2 A few important provisions of the modified form of the 

1. The West Pakistan Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 1963, published 
in Gazette of Pakistan (Extraordinary), April 19,1963. Later 
published in pamphlet form with the following title : The ; Fest 

and Pakistan Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 1963 (Act VII of 19635 
The Jest Pakistan Criminal Law Amendment Rules, 1963) corrected 
up to Ist October, 1905 Lahore, 19 S (Hereafter cited as 
?. Pak. C. L. Act VII of 1963), see sec. 1(2) and the 3rd schedule. 
Original sub-section 2 of section I was substituted by the a. Pak. 
Ordinance no. XLIV of 1963 and the 3rd schedule was also added by 
the same ordinance (see the footnote of the above mentioned 
pamphlet. ) 

2. Of course in' West Pakistan there are a few pockets of backward 
areas (e. g. the areas which are called Excluded Areas) in which 
neither the regular laws nor the modified or the unmodified FCR 
are in force. Usually these areas have been administered by 
separate regulations. Sometimes some regul laws of settled urea have also been extended from time to time to some of these 
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FUR (i. e. The Wost Pakistan Criminal Law Act of 1963), which operates 
in the settled areas of West Pakistan, will be discussed below. 

Now it is not the D. O. , but the Divisional Corars. osioner who r. ý,. lc< 

the decision whether it is "expedient in the interest of the ju, tice, 

that the question of guilt or innocence"1 of any person or persons 

(exce-oting public servants2) accused of any of the specified offences, 

should be referred to the decision of a Tribunal. 3 
In making such 

a decision the Co=, =ssioner takes the suggestion of the D. O. into 

serious consideration and usually his suggestion is accepted. The 

tribunal consists of 4 members and a president who raust have the powers 

ý6q. 

of an Additional D. O. or a S. D. O. or a Section 30 Magistratek. -ýMe four 

areas. The administration in these areas is almost as backward as 
that in tribal areas though usually the administration'in the 
former is, relatively speaking, more developed than that in the 
latter. "The Excluded Areas represent a kind of intermediate 
stage between 'special areas' i. e. tribal areas) and the areas 
under normal'administration. « Pro. Adm. Com. Report, p. 209). For 
example Upper Tanawal (204 square miles and approximately 50 
thousand population) is classified Excluded areas. (For a brief 
discussion oý the administration of these areas see ibid., 
pp. 213-217). Lohen we shall later discuss the pattern of adminis- 
tration of the Chittagong Hill Tracts district in East Pakistan 
which is also an Excluded Area we shall have some idea of the 
pattern of administration in Excluded Areas. 

1. W. Pak. C. Act; 1963, sec. 3(1). 

2. If a public servant is accused of an offence'the permission of the 
government is necessary before taking such a decision. Ibid., 
sec. 3(3). 

3. A number of sections of the Panel Code (1860), Sea Customs Act 
(1878), Land Customs Act (1924) and Prevention of Corruption Act 
(1947) are listed in the first schedule of the ibid. If a 
person is accused of an offence under any of these sections the 
Divisional Commissioner can take such a decision.. Ibid., sec. 3(3). 

4. Ibid., sec. 
4(a). 
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members are appointed by the D. O. from a panel of 60 to 100 porcon 

appointed by the Commissioner for each district in his division. 

appointing these members to the panel he, according to the instruction 

of the Act, is supposed to take their "integrity, education and*social 

status" into consideration. 
1 

The recoz. mendation of the D. O., who has 

much more knowledge of the local people and the local elites, is usually 

accepted by the Commissioner when he appoints members to the panel. 

Lawyers are also allowed to attend the proceedings of the Tribunal in 

defence of the accused person or persons. 

On receiving the finding from the Tribunal, the decisions that the 

D. O. can take under the West Pakistan Criminal Law Act of 1963 are more 

or less similar to those (see above, pß: 39) that his counterpart in 

the FCR area can take under the FCR of 1901.2 As under the FCR. the 

maximum punishment thatthescan award is 14 years rigorous inprisonncntj 

and appeal against any of his decisions under this Aci clay be made 

only to the Commissioner . 

A Few Final Co=ants. The modification of some provisions of 

the FCR has not altered the fact that the government and its executive 

arm in the "settled areas" of West Pakistan enjoy enormous arbitrary 

powers, and that the Supreme and the High Courts have continued to be 

deprived of any jurisdiction over cases that are referred to such 

Tribunals. 

Frone the foregoing discussion we find that there are now three 

systems for administering justice in Pakistan. Firstly under the 

uiunodified FCR of 1901 the Jirga system is in operation in political 

1. Ibid., sec-5.2. Ibid., sec. 10.3. Ibid., Sec-11. 
4. Ibid., secs-13-19. 
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;e cio3 and other backward tribal areas. Secondly both regular Cour t.. 3 

of law and the Tribunals which may be regarded as a modified form of 

Jirga are operating concurrently in the rest of West Pakistan. T4 4. rcý 

the regular courts of law alone are ad: ainistering justice in all the 

districts of East Pakistan except one (the Chittagong Hill Tracts 

district which is very sparsely inhabited by tribal people and is 

classified as an "Excluded Area. 
l) 

1. We have already noted in Chapter III that though in terms of area 
the Chittagong Hill Tracts district is the second biggest district 
in the province, in terns of population it is the smallest district, 
that it is mostly covered by-hill and jungles and that it has 
inherited the administrative tradition of, 'Non-Regulation Area. 
Unlike the tribal people of West Pakistan, the people of this 
district, who are also tribal people, are not militant but peaceful 
and law abiding. The people of this district lead a simple life 
and there is little crime and litigation among them. The admin- 
istration of this district is run according to the Chittagong :: ill 
Tracts Regulation of 1900 (which only lays down a few broad 
principles of administration of justice) and the rules made there- 
under. The Pakistan Panel Code, the Evidence Act and the Code of 
Criminal Procedure are also applicable to this district in so far, 
as they are not inconsistent with the provisions of the ChittaCong 
Hill Tracts Regulation and the rules made thereunder. The tribal' 
cases as well as civil cases are decided on the basis of tribal 
customs and traditions though in the event of a civil case some- 
times some provisions of regular civil laws and codes are also 
taken into consideration. There are no Nunsifs or Civil Judges. 
The S. D. O. and his subordinates i. e. the Deputy Magistrates, try 
both criminal and civil cases as well as tribal case The tribal 
chiefs and the tribal headmen also try tribal cases 

tistrict 

Census Report: Chittagong Hill Tracts: 1961 (Dacca, 1993), p"1-8ý" 
The lawyers are not allowed to take part in the proceedings of 
a. court. The D. O. also acts as the District Judge. In that' 
capacity within his district he is the highest judicial authority 
in respect of civil and tribal cases having both original and 
appelato jurisdictions. But he does not act as the Sessions Judre. 
(Of course like other D. O. s in the province he enjoys, the powers 
of a 1st class Magistrate but usually he does not try any criminal 
cases though he supervises the working of the criminal adminis- 
tration and the functions of other Dlaaistrates). It is the 
Divisional Commissioner of the Chittagong division whose official 
seat is at the headquarters of the Chittagong district which is an 
adjacent district to the Chittagong Hill Tracts district (see , 
Lap , at the end of Chapter III) who acts as the Sessions Judge 
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In order to coniparo tho position of the D. O. in East Pakistan 

with that of his counterpart in the settled areas of West Pakistan, 

a few points may ýe repeated in the following chart: 
ChAl W 

mast Pakistan 

Regular Laws & Codes 

a7a 

West Pakistan 

Regular Laws & Codes 

Enjoys powers of a 1st Class 
I: acistrate - maximum punishment 
-, 2 years rigorous imprisonment 
(in practice does not try any 

I case) 

Nigher judicial authorities 
have powers to hear appeals 
against his judicial decisions. 

Special Regulations 

There is no special regulation 
except in Chittagong Hill Tracts 
district. 

Usually enjoys powers of a Sectics 
30 Piagistrate - maximum punish.: t: nIt 
-7 years rigorous imprison=ent. 

Can hear appeal against the decis- 
ions of 2nd & 3rd, Class Magistratec. 

Higher judicial authorities have 
powers to hear appeal against hi; 
judicial decisions. 

Special Regulations 

Can take decisions in respect of 
some serious criminal cases (1) 
- maximum punishment - 14 year s 
rigorous imprisonment. 

Higher judicial authorities have 
no power to hear appeal. ag nst 
such decisions. 

1(1) In FCR area he can take decisions in respect oj' all cases) 

of the Chittagong Hill Tracts district. In that capacity he has 
both original and appelate jurisdictions in respect of criminal 
cases (Pro. Mn. Com. Rlortt, p. 210). But in practice he does not 
try a case at the initial stage. He tries only those cases which 
are committed to sessions and hears appeals against the decisions 
of other MaSistrates in criminal cases. He has the authority to 
impose the maximum sentence, i. e. the death sentence. *One of the 
interesting points is that while the jurisdictions of the Supreme 
and the High Courts do not extend over the tribal areas of West 
Pakistan, they extend over the Chittagong Hill Tracts district. 
The Supreme and the High Courts have the authority to hear appeals 
against the decisions of the Divisional Commissioner and the D. O. 
when they act as the Sessions Judge and the District Judge 
respectively. 
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Thus we find that so far as the adr. iiristration of oriminal justice i:. 

concerned there is an enormous difference between the position of a 

D. O. in l: aot Pakistan and that of his counterpart in 'r lent Pa: istan. 

TO latter virtually occupies the position of an autocrat. 

(B) REVENUE ADMINISTRATION 

Introduction 

The revenue department is the only important departrlent which doc3 

not have separate high ranking field officers. It is the D. O. 

and his ininediate subordinate officers who act as the' high ranking 

field officers of the revenue departrnent. 
l 

It is mainly because, as 

we have noted in Chapter I, modern district administration in the sub- 

continent and the office of the D. O. had their origin in revenue 

administration and in the office of the Collector respectively. 

West Pakistan. The land revenue systei is not uniform throughout 

the whole province of West Pakistan. We have noted in Chapter I that 

at the time of partition West Pakistan inherited both the Pyot,, rari 

1. Of course the revenue department has its own petty revenue 
officers who under the control and supervision of the D. O. and his 

subordinates perform their functions at the lower levels of 
district administration (see below). 

Here it may be mentioned that the D. O. is responsible for 
the collection of land revenue but not for taxes on industries, 
business and other personal incomes. The Income-tax officer, who 
is a member of the Taxation Service of Pakistan and who is posted 
at the district headquartors, dhecks the accounts of the poo-oie 
concerned and makes assessment. He is responsible to see that 
the taxes are regularly paid to the district treasury. If anyone 
Sails or refuses to pay, he refers the matter (called certificate 
case) to the D. O. who then takes . ecessary administrative and 

. 
judicial measures in order to realise the a. mount. The Income-tc. =: 
Officer is assisted by a few Inspectors. : ̀ _s functions are sups: - 
vised by the Assistant Comniissioner of Income-tax who rc. lains n 
charge of the income-tax admi, -_- trc, tio n in a Croup of district:. 
The Cor: missioner of Income-tax is t:. c : "c cial head of the 
tax de-Dartnent. Income-tax is a centre tibb ject. This 
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(i. e. Munro system) and the t-iahalwari land revenue systeris. 

Aýý 

: i111 ýý 
. 

former system, Mich is now called the Sind system, is in force in 

Sind, former Khairpur state, and the Nasirabad sub-division of 

Baluchistan, the latter system, which is now called the Punjab 

is in force in other areas of West Pakistan. 
1 Under the Sind zysteci 

the settlement is made with the ryot (tenant) who is directly roUroi_ 

ible for the payment of land revenue, while under the Punjab system 

the settlement is made with the Mahal (village core=unity) which pay. 

the land revenue to the government through the village headman. " 

(For detailed discussion see below) 

East Pakistan. At the time of partition the land revenue syste= 

n East Pakistan was completely different from both the Sind and the 

Punjab systems. We have noted in chapter I that in 1793 Cornwallis 

introduced permanent settlement. or Zarindari system in Bengal and that 

under this system the D. O. 's major responsibility was to see that fixed 

land revenues were regularly collected from some intermediaries called 

Zrn indars. Thus the revenue work was not heavy in this province and 

"all that the Collector [3-. e. D. O. ] needed was some clerical assistant 

therefore, performs its functions under the control of the Finance 
Department in the Central Secretariat- and that of the Central Board 
of Revenue. 

l.: Of course in some tribal areas no land revenue system has been in 
force from the British period. We have already noted in Chapter III 
that the Simon Commission mentioned that the tribal people accented 
the government control through the Political Agent on the condition 
that they would-not be required to pay any revenue (see above 

2. The Sind and the Punjab'systems of land revenue are administered 
according to the provisions of the Bombay Land Revenue Code of 1879 
and the Punjab Land Revenue Act of 1887 respectively. The Punjab 
Land Revenue Act of 1887 is in force in the former Bahawalpur 
state, N. W. F. P. and Baluchistan with certain modifications 

The Council Report for W. Pak., p. 10J. 
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for the preparation of demand lists and the maintenance of tauzi 

i. e. registers of revenue accounts"l. He was also assisted by one 

or two Deputy Collectors. In 1950, as we have already noted in 

Chapter III, the Za indari system was abolished by the Tenancy xct or 

1950. The system which replaced it is more or less similar to the 

Ryotwari or Sind system. We shall later see that as a result of this 

abolition a fairly long hierarchy of new revenue functionaries were 

created below the diotrict level, 

The Board Of Revenue 

Under the Revenue Minister the Board of Revenue, which consists 

of. three nembers, is the highest revenue authority in the. province.. 

in 1955 when all the provinces and the forner princely states in the 

f 
gestern wing of the country were integrated into one province, namely 

I-lost Pakistan, the then highest-revenue authorities, namely the 

Financial Commissioners in the Punjab and Bahawalpur and the Revenue 

1. Pro. Adm. Com. Rerort, p. 175 
The connient of the Provincial Administration Commission, in 

fact, gives a misleading impression about the extent of simplicity 
of the revenue functions in this province. The revenue function 
of the D. O. in this province was no doubt much simpler than that 
of his counterpart in other provinces. But it was not so simple 
as it appears to be from the comment of the Commission. The land 
revenue not only included fixed revenue to be collected from the 
Zamirdars but also the following incomes: collection from govern- 
rment estates, sale process of waste land,, redemption of land tax, 
recoveries on account of survey, settlement charges, recovery of, 
cost of maintenance of boundary pillars, rent and cesses on lands, 
recoveries of overpayments, collection of payments for services 
rendered by the government for improvement of lands or for similar 
reasons etc. L Civil Bud of Estimates for the year 1939-40 
(Alipure, Calcutta, 1939), PP-3-4-/. Thus in his capacity as the 
Collector he was not only respon; iblo for supervising regular 
collection of fixed land revenue but also for supervising these 
aspects of land revenue administration. We shall later see that 
he was (and is) also the Revenue Judge. 
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Commissioners in the N. W. F. P., Sind and Baluchistan, were replaced by 

the board of Revenue. I 
But it was in 1772 that the Board of Revenue 

way first established in British Bengal, part of which now constitutes 

East Pakistan. 
2 

The Board of Revenue, which is the "Executive Head" of the 

revenue administration in the province, exercises superintendence und 

control over all revenue functionaries operating within the province. 

It acts as the "chief adviser" to the Governor and the Cabinet for 

policies in respect of all land revenue and agrarian matters, as an 

"expert body for malting rules" and regulations, subject to the a. ; uroval 

of the provincial government, for prescribing "uniform standards and 

procedures" in order to "regulate the disposal of revenue matters and 

the powers and duties of Revenue Officers", as co-ordinating agency 

in all matters relating to land management and administration with the 

authority to call from other departments necessary reports and infor- 

mation in respect of these natters. 
3 Above all it is the highest 

revenue court for revenue cases (i. e* mutation, partition etc. ). 

Sometimes it is argued that the judicial and revenue functions vested 

in the Board of Revenue should be separated. But in 1960 the 

Lrovincial Administration Commission pointed out that 

1. Such replacement was recommended in 1955 in the Council Report 
for W. Pak., p. 10. 

2. The Board of Revenue in British Bengal was reconstituted in 1822 
by the Bengal Board of Revenue Regulation again in 1850 by the 
Bengal Board of Revenue Act and finally in 1913 by the Bengal 
Board of Revenue Act. Report of the Land Revenue Co. "1ission: 
East Pakistan (Dacca, 1958 (Hereafter cited as 159 B. Pak. Rev. 
gon.. Ro ort , para. 98. 

.: 0. Pro. Adre. Com. Report, p. 165. 
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"There is an interdependence of judicial and executive functions. 
in revenue administration and any artificial separation of the two 
would be ill-advised. Revenue courts are only revenue officers functioning in a quasi-judicial capacity and it is necessary that 
this interlocking of the two functions should also exist at the 
highest executive'and judicial levels for revenue matters in the 
province. " (1) 

There is no Revenue Directorate. Of course the Board of Revenue 

may broadly be regarded as the Revenue Directorate because a part of its 

A ti7 

functions is more or less similar to the functions of a Directorate. But 

there is a world of difference between the nature of the relationship 

that exists between the Board of Revenue and the Revenue Department in 

the Secretariat. We have already noted in chapter III that the Head of 

a Secretariat Department, i. e, the Secretary, usually'holds a higher and 

more preeminant position than the Head of the Directorate concerned and 

that the former enjoys great influence especially in the 'policy making 

aspect. But the official status of the Members of the Board of Revenue 

is on the contrary much higher than that of the Secretary of the Revenue 

Department in the Secretariat. 2 The members play a much more prominent 

role both in policy making and execution. The Secretary serves as the 

channel of communication between the Revenue Minister and the Board of 

Revenue. 

The Divisional Commissioner 

"The main duty" of the Divisional Commissioner, whose post was created 

in 1829, "was to help the Board of Revenue in the close supervision of 

the land revenue administration in the district, and some supervisory and 

1. Pro. Adm. Coin. Report, p. 16k. 

2. We have noted in Chapter III that the official status of the Secre- 
taries of only six Secretariat Doprýr ýr.: entQ is equivalent to that 
the Divisional Commissioner. 'T'ile Pe; enuo Secretary is not one of 
them. So his status is also lo c., ;;;. Mn 4ilat of the Divisional Commissioner, 
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appellate powers of the Board of Revenue were transferred to the 

Corrnissioner.. VI We have already noted in Chapter III that in British 

ay8 

Bengal and during the early post-partition period the Divicional Corm is- 

cioner in East Pakistan was mainly concerned with the revenue cide of 

district administration though he exercised some general control and cuper- 

vision over other aspocts of it whereas in those parts of British India 

which now constitute West Pakistan and which were Non-Regulation Provinces 

the Divisional Commissioner was equally concerned with almost all the 

aspects of district administration. But from the middle of the 1950s in 

East Pakistan also the Divisional Commissioner has been required to give 

more and more attention to other aspects of district administration and 

during the last decade he has given much less attention to revenue 

administration. 
2 

The Collector. 

The D. O. in his capacity as the Collector is required to act as 

(i) a collector of land revenue, water dues etc., (ii) a recorder of 

agricultural statistics, (iii) a "guardian" and registrar of the rights 

1. '59 E. Palt. Rev. Com. Report, para. 99. 

2. The East Pakistan Land Revenue Commission of 1959, which was of the 
opinion that the Divisional Commissioner, who had been "originally" 
and "primarily meant for the land revenue administration" (Ibid., 

para. 103) should be required to give adequate attention to land 
revenue administration, held that "The Commissioners of Divisions 
are at present by-passed in many matters concerned with land revenue 
administration. The Board of Revenue often correspond with the 
District Officers ý i. e. the Additional or joint D. O. i, (Revenue); see 
belowJwho again reply direct to them. This practice may be justified 
in case of urgency. But even in such cases copies of the correspond- 
ence should pass through the Commissioners. Copies of all returns 
of collection etc., should be sent to the Commissioners, 'who should 
review the same and send his own comments thereon to the Board of 
Revenue, with a copy to the District Ciyicers. He should take an 
active interest in, and should be =ado responsible for, land revenue 
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in the soil enjoyed by private persons, (iv) "a prompter of the 

otability and improvement of the landod property', (v) a "custodian 

of statu property", (vi) a Judge of the revenue casec. 
1 But later we 

shall see that in practice he does not directly perform theca functions, 

that he simply maintains an overall control and supervision over the 

revenue machinery in the district and that the Additional or Joint 

D. O. who is directly subordinate to him mainly performs these 

functions. 2 In performing these functions tho Additiopal or Joint D. O. 

is assisted by a, fairly long hierarchy of revenue functionaries (see 

Chart IV9 p. 75). The Revenue Deputy Collector (E. Pak. )/the Extra 

Assistant Commissioner (Revenue) (W. Pak. ), who is posted at the 

district headquarters is his main lieutenant. 

The revenue function is not only the oldest function of the D. O. 

but once it was one of two cost important functions, the other being 

law and order. Hejused to devote a great deal of time and energy to 

revenue administr. tion which always received his special and personal 

attention. The 4xtent of his ability to administer revenue matters 

administration in his Division. He should inspect each District 
4 Revenue) Office once a- year and each Sub-division CRevenueJ 
Office once in two years. " (Ibid., para. 109). But as a result of 
an enormous increase in the volume of other and new functions and 
the lessening importance of revenue function (see below) nowadays 
in practice the Divisional Commissioner is not required to give 
more attention to land revenue administration. 

1. Punjab Land Administration Manual (Lahore, 1960; first published 
in 1908) by Jcc3 M. Douie, p. 1. The land revenue functions of 
the District Officer in East Pakistan and in other parts of Wert 
Pakistan are siniiar to those of his counterpart in the Punjab. 

2. Of course if there is no Additional or Joint D. O. in any district 
the D. O. of that district is required to spend a good deal of, time 
and energy in order to supervise land revenue administration. 
Nowadays the Additional or Joint D. O. is not posted only in tbo3e 
districts( the number of which, of course, is not very large), in 
which the load of work is not very heavy. 
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efficiently was one of the most important criteria by which his 

competence as a D. O. was measured. Several factors were responsible 

for the paramount importance of revenue administration: Firstly land 

revenue used to be the principal source of revenue receipts of the- 

provincial government. Secondly the land revenue administration 

enabled the D. O. and his subordinates to come into the closest contact 

with the rural people who constituted the bulk of the population of 

the country and to learn about the conditions and problems of the 

remotest part of the countryside. The revenue hierarchy was, in fact, 

considered the central channel of communication between the people and 

the government. Thirdly land revenue administration affected to an 

enormous extent the interest and the well being of the bulk of the 

population of the sub-continent (which was primarily an agricultural 

country) who were almost wholly dependent on the land for their 

livelihood (see Chap. I). Fourthly the office of the Collector was a 

great source of his influence and'prestige. He could'easily bring 

his pressure to bear upon the landed "aristocrats" either to keep a 

check on their arbitrary and tyrannical dealings with their tenants 

or to make use of their influence at the time of emergency (e. g. 

communal riot, or dispute between hostile groups etc. ). 

The Simon Commission commented that "as Collector, he has numerous 

sources of influence that can be brought to bear in the right quarter. 

But from the post-war period the large increase in and the 

specialisation, diversification and modernisation of governmental 

1. Simon Report, vol. S, para. 320. 
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functions, the mushroom growth and expansion of development activitic-,, 

the rapid urbanisation and industrialication1 and the abolition of the 

Zamindari system in East Pakistan in 1950 have minimized to an 

enormous extent the importance of land revenue administration. 
2 

Nowadays the "Collector finds his hands too full with a great variety 

of urgent problems to find sufficient tine and energy to devote to 

revenue administration"3. Moreover as a result of the increase of 

incomes from other sources the percentage of land revenue in the 

provincial budget is now much less significant than before. 
4 

Such 

decrease in the percentage of land revenue has further lessened its 

importance. 

The D. O. is thus expected now to give more and more attention to 

the welfare and development functions and-to other important aspects 

of district administration. 'He is under no obligation-to deal directly 

with or to give close attention to revenue matters. Moreover, nowadays 

most D. O. s are not interested in-revenue administration. The impression 

obtained by the present writer is that especially the young D. O. s 

consider revenue work 'dull', 'boring' and 'routine '' nature' and 

that they try to avoid it as far as possible. 
5 

1. Of course it is still primarily an agricultural country. But in 
comparison with the past it is now fairly industrialised and 
urbanised. 

2. Of course the process of these changes began long before the war. 
But it was during the post-war period that this process became 
further accelerated. 

3. The Government Estates Manual 1958 (Dacca, 1958), p. 2. 
(Hereafter cited as E. Pak. Estates tianual). 

4. The decrease in the percentage of land revenue in the provincial 
budget is shown in the chart and in the graph 6'; 

5" They find law and order, development and general administrative 
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The East Pakistan Land Revenue Commission of 1959, which held that 

according to. "the present arrangenent... the Collector is to exercise 

overall supervision over land revenue administration" 
1, 

observed that 

"Supervision"is exercised by each Collector according to his own 
interpretation of the words 'overall supervision'. In some 
districts, Collectors take some interest in land revenue adminis- 
tration while in other districts they do not take any appreciable 
interest. " (2) 

The indifferent attitude of the D. O. towards the land revenue ad'inis- 

tration has enabled the revenue machinery in the districts to perform 

itß functions almost like a separate department. 3 Powadays usually 

the Additional or Joint D. O. (Revenue) "corresponds direct with the 

. 
functions more exciting and interesting than the revenue function. 
It is also interesting to note that when an officer is appointed 
as an Additional D. O. he much prefers to work in the capacity of 
the Additional D. O. (General) or in that of the Additional D. O. 
(Development) but not in that of the Additional D. O. (Revenue). 

1. '59 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, para. 108.. 
The above comment of the Commission was the factual statement of 
the then administrative arrangement. This comment was not intended 
to mean that the Commission also wanted that the D. O. might now 
simply exercise "overall supervision over revenue matters". This 
Commission was mainly composed of senior revenue officers who had 
worked in district administration when revenue function had been 
considered one of the most important functions. As a result these 
officers had,, none bias towards the revenue function and were 
revenue orien ed officers. It appears from their writings in the 
report that they were not very happy with the idea that the D. C. 
might remain contained with what was called "overall supervision" 
of revenue matters and that they were of the opinion that the D. O. 
should become very closely associated with land revenue adminis- 
tration (Ibid., esp. para. 103). They also expressed similar views 
about the role of the Divisional Commissioner in land revenue admin- 
istration. (See above, p. 60, fn. 2> 

2. Ibid., para. 108. 
5. Those departments are regarded as separate departments the 

functions of which are not the direct responsibility of the D. O. 
and the heads of which perform their functions under the dual 
control of the D. O. and their own respective divisional and 
provincial heads of departments.. 
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Board of Revenue" 1. 
Some hold that the direct communication between 

the former and the latter iU partly the result of administrative 

convenience. As the D. O. usually takes little or no interest in 

revenue matters and as the Additional or Joint D. O. (Revenue) deals 

with then directly, if letters are sent by the latter to the Board 

of Revenue through the former in most cases he will simply forward them 

to the Board. Thus it is argued by some that direct communication 

saventime. The general view is that he may directly con unicate with 

the Board but the D. O. must be kept well informed t important 

aspects of land revenue administration because the recponsibility 

ultimately rests on hin. In 1963 a Revenue Conzittee held 

"He should keep the Deputy Commissioner informed of all important 
correspondence with the Board of Revenue and also of all important 
orders and circulars by the Board. He should also invariably 
forward to the Commissioner copies of all the letters he addresses 
direct to the Board of Revenue. " (2) 

It is generally felt that if the D. O. is kept informed it will be 

possible for him, if he finds it necessary, to step in and to take 

decisions himself. It appears to be sound and logical opinion. But 

the important-point is that whether or not he will keep the D. O. 

informed depends to a considerable extent, as we have noted, on the 

desire of the D. O. himself. If he wants to be informed regularly he 

can direct the Additional or Joint D. O. (Revenue) to do so. Usually 

the latter will comply with such a direction. 3 

1.159 E. Pak. Rev. Corn. Report, para. 95 (f) . 
2. Report of the Land Revenue AdUnistration Enquiry Committee: East 

Pakistan, 1262-63 (Dacca, 1963), para. 33. (Hereafter cited as 
' 763 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Retort). 

3. Unlike the relationship between the' District Officer and other 
district level departmental heads, which is usually strained by 
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Some young officers feel that as the revenue function has lost 

its importance it should be separated from the general administrative 

and executive function of the government, that a separate land revenue 

service and a revenue directorate should be created, that a separate 

revenue district officer should be appointed and that he like other 

district level dopartiental heads should work under the general control 

and supervision of the D. O. Moreover it is also argued that as the 

land revenue system of the sub-continent is very complicated as well 

as very cumbersome, 'a thorough study of the system and adequate revenue 

experience are necessary in order to acquire a thorough knowledge of 

the dot-ails of the different aspects of the revenue system and that 

such knowledge is indispensable to run land revenue administration 

efficiently and to act as a revenue Judge. In the past an officer 

could acquire such knowledge because he usually spent a very considerable 

part of his career in district administration and also because he could 

devote a considerable part of his tine and energy to revenue work. 

But in recent years, with the expansion of the Secretariat and other 

government functionaries, the nobility of the officers between the 

serious administrative tension (see Chap. VI) the relationship 
between the D. Ö. and the Additional or Joint D. O. is a harmonious 
one. Both of them belong to the same service (i. e# provincial 
or central civil service) and to the same hierarchy (i. e. the 
administrative and executive hierarchy). Thus a 'we' feeling 
develops between them. The latter is the direct subordinate of 
the former on whose reports and comments his prospects in govern- 
ment service depends to a considerable extent. Moreover if a 
hitch develops between them the latter, unlike a district level 
department officer who in the event of a hitch with the D. O. 
usually gets the full support of his divisional and provincial 
heads, cannot in normal circumstances expect to get any such 
support from a higher officer. Under such circumstances usually 
the latter will not and does not disregard the wishes of the 
former. 
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administrative and executive branch of district administration and 

other government organisations has increased and promotions have also 

become more frequent. As a result usually an officer does not have lonr 

uninterrupted spells of, district administration. If a revenue service 

and a revenue hierarchy were created a revenue officer would deal with 

no other aspects of adninistrgtion except the revenue aspect and he would 

remain in the department throughout his career. Thus he would be able 

to gain adequate knowledge of the details of land revenue administration. 

Moreover in the modern age it does not seem to be a sound principle that 

the chief administrative and executive head of the district should be 

burdened with the responsibility of supervising land revenue ad=inis- 

tration. 

Against this suggestion it is argued by the revenue oriented 

officers that land revenue administration, as we have noted, enables the 

D. O. and his high ranking subordinates to come into close contact with 

the rural population and to have a better knowledge of rural conditions 

and problems. But these advantages can only be realised by a degree of 

devotion to revenue matters which is now unattainable. Moreover such 

knowledge of rural conditions and probt ns may now be gained through 

other means. The new community development function and his close 

contact with local councils can and do serve in this way. Moreover 

the gradual improvement of communications and increased mobility between 

rural and urban areas have also made it easier for the D. O. to gain sorge 

knowledge of rural conditions from other sources. 

The separation of the revenue function from the administrative and 

executive functionnwould not have uniform impact on the administration 
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of both the wings of the country. In 'est Pakictan where the landed 

"aristocrat" are the vested interests and the most dominant and 

prominent figures in local areas such a separation would very advercciy 

affect district administration and the overall position of the D. O. 

We have already noted in Chapter II that the tenants and the poor peasants 

in West Pakistan are very much oppressed by the landed "aristocrats", 

many of whose activities amount to serious criminal as well as civil 

offences, and that the position of the tenants may be compared with 

that of serfs. The union of revenue and law and order powers in the 

person of the D. O., the influence and the prestige that he enjoys and 

largo powers of patronage that he. wields, enable him to naintain some 

control and to exercise /ý influence over these landed "aristocrats". ' 

A separation of revenue powers from other powers of the D. O. would 

weaken his position vis-a-vis the landed "aristocrats". But in East 

Pakistan such a separation would not seriously affect district adninis- 

tration and the overall position of the D. O. mainly because the Zarinder 

class no longer exists in this province. Perhaps such separation would 

rather modernise and rationalise district adrinistration and the office 

of the D. O. in East Pakistan. 

Here it may be mentioned'that the question of separation of the 

revenue hierarchy from the administrative and executive hierarchy is not 

a widely discussed topic and that no report or document, as far as the 

present writer is aware, has discussed such a proposal. Only a few 

young officers have thought of such a separation. No serious thought has 

been given to it from any quarterahnt here is no possibility at all that 

in the foreseeable future such a stop will be taken either in East 
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Pakistan or West Pakistan. 

a87 

The Sub-Divisional Officer 

Like the D. O., the S. D. O. is the overall head oI revenue function- 

cries operating within his jurisdiction but in practice he exercises 

nominal control and supervision over them. Like the former tho latter 

gives more attention to important aspects of administration, i. e. 

development, law and order, the affairs of local bodies etc. 

The Tehsildar (Punjab system area)/Muktiarkar (Sind). 

In West Pakistan the Tehsil (Punjab, N. W. F. P., Baluchistan)/ 

Talulca(Sind) is a vary important unit of land revenue administration. 

The Tehsildar/Muktiarkar is the head of the land revenue administration 

in the Tehsil/T41uka . He supervises and directs the working of 

subordinate revenue functionaries within his jurisdiction. He is 

responsible for the preparation, maintenance and checking of Jamabandi 

(record of rights), for'keeping and checking accounts, for supervising 

the collection of land revenue in the Tehsil/Taluka, for the preparation 

and timely submission of returns etc. He also tries petty revenue 

cases. He is also in charge of the sub-treasury located in the Tohsil/ 

Talultaa. He is assisted by one or two Naib(Denuty) Tehsildar/IIead 

Munshi. 
l 

At the district headquarters the facts and figures in regard 

to land revenue are prepared on the basis of those supplied from differ- 

ent Tehsil/Taluka. 

1. M. Hasan Khan, "Duties and Functions of Tehsildar'f, an unpublished 
dissertation submitted in partial fulfilment of the degree of 
Master of Arts to the Punjab University (Lahore, '1957), pp-11-17- 
"Machinery For Revenue Administration In Former Sind Area', (cyclb- 
styled), a study note prepared by the Civil Service Academy, Lahore, 
for the CSP probationers of 1964, PP. 2-4. (Hereafter cited as C 
Academy's revenue study note). 
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The Sub-Divisional Manager (E. Pakistan) 

Though the Sub-Divicional Managor is posted at the sub-diviciorir,. 2. 

headquarters, he may be regarded as the counterpart of the Tehsildar/ 

Mul; tiarkar. Broadly speaking his functions are similar to, thouUh 

less important than, those of the Tehsildar/i.: uktiarl: ar. But so far as 

prestige and influence are concerned there is an enormous difference 

between the Sub-Divisional Manager in East Pakistan and the Tehsiläar/ 

Muktiarkar in West Pakistan. While making a comparison between the 

latter and the Circle Officer in East Pakistan we have already noted 

in Chapter III that in West Pakistan the former is the oldest and the 

ass 

most important functionary in the Tehsil/Taluka, that within his juris- 

diction he acts as the representative of the D. O. or the S. D. O. (if 

there is one) and that traditionally he enjoys a very preeminant 

position in the eyes of the local inhabitants. All these factors 

collectively contribute to his importance and influence. But the post 

of the Sub-Divisional Manager, which is a petty and non-Gazetted post, 

was created only in the 1950s after the abolition of the Zamindari 

system. Moreover as he is posted at the Sub-Divisional headquarters 

he is not only overshadowed by the presence of such a high ranl: inall 

powerful officer as the S. D. O. but also by that of other important 

officers, e. g. Magistrates, the Sub-Divisional Police Officer, the 

Assistant Engineer', etc. While he is an almost completely unknown fi; °iure 

at the sub-divisional headquarters, the Tehsildar/I-Iuktiarkar is the moot 

prominent officer at the Tehsil/Taluka headquarters. 

1. J Q9 E. Pak. Rev. Con. Ren ort, para. 95" 
1 TL. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, pa: a. 20. 
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Lowest Revenue Functionaries 

AS9 

"In Sind "So far as the field work (i J, which is primarily done 
by the Tanedar, is concerned, the Supervisory Taoedar is another 
officer who is the most important one. Actually he is prop oted 
from senior-most Tapedars and put in charge of a Circle. It is 
his duty to see that the team of Tapedars working under him does 
its job according to the desired standard and in time. Therefore, 
if a Supervising Tapes edar is slack, the work of the. Tanedarc is 
bound to go in arrears. Experienced Revenue Officers generally keep 
a strict eye on the work of Supervising Tapedars to ensure that 
they exact work from the Tapedars. " (2). 

In other areas (i. e. Punjab system area and East Paldstan) the counter- 

parts of the Supervising Tanedar and the TaDedar are the Girdawar er 

Field Kanungo (Punjab)/Revenue Circle Officer or Circle Inspector 

(E. Pakistan}. and Patwari (Punjab)/Tehsildar (E. Pakistan) respectively 

(see Chart III, p. 75 ). 3 
The functionnof these functionaries in East 

Pakistan and in the Punjab system area are more or less similar to those 

of their respective counterparts in Sind, i. e. the Supervisory Taoedar 

and the Tanedar. The only major difference is that the Tapedar in Sind 

and the Tehsildar in East Pakistan not only perform field work but also 

collect land revenue from each tenant. But in the Nahalwari or the 

Punjab system area, where there is joint liability of all the tenants 

of a village for the land revenue payable for all the lands in the vile-aLc 

and where, as noted above, the settlement is not made with the individual 

1. 'Field work includes the preparation and maintenance of record of 
rights and accounts, the inspection of field, keeping of the records 
of crops, revision of maps, making a record of mutation, pa rtitior. 
etc. It is on the basis of these facts and figures' that the record 
of rights and accounts at higher level are prepared. 

2. CSP Academy's Revenue Study Note for the 1964 CSP probationers, p"2" 

. There is a world of difference between thh Tehcildar in West 
Pakistan and that in East Pakistan. We have already noted that the 
Tehsildar in West Pakistan is a very important revenue officer who 
holds a fairly higher position in the revenue hierarchy of the 
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tenant but with the Mahal (village community or 

the Patwari simply does field wort, but does not 

from each tenant. It is the Lambardar (Village 

the land revenue from all the tenants belonging 

and deposits the collected amount to the sub-tri 

tehsil headquarters. 

490 

estatec) an a whole, 

collect land revenue 

headman) who collect-- 

to the village cor^.:: urity 

: asury located at the 

After the abolition 'of the Zazrindari system in East Pakistan it 

was suggested in the early 1950s that the Lambardari system of the 

Punjab should be introduced in East Pakistan for the collection of land 

revenues. 
l But an experienced senior revenue officer who had very 

intimate knowledge of the rural areas in this province opposed the 

suggestion in 1952 and rightly pointed out that 

UU(i) The genius and tradition of the people of East Pakistan are 
different from those in West Punjab. In West Punjab there are 
strong tribal and clannish affinities, but such affinities do not 
exist in East. Pakistan. (ii) There is no joint liability for the 
rent of all lands in the entire village in East Pakistan as in 
West Punjab. (iii) People of East Pakistan are too individualistic 
and democratic to tolerate bossing over by the village headman. 
(iv) It will be very difficult to get the right type of men for 
the work in every one of the 56,000 villages in East Pakistan. " 

He concluded by saying that it "would not be succoscful in East 

Pakistan"2. As a result no further attempt was then made to introduce 
.,. 

province. But the Tehsildar in East Pakistan is nothing but a 
petty clerk who occupies the -lowe ,t position in the revenue hier arcry 
of the province. 

1. Though the suggestion first came from an East Pakistani officer 
(the then Joint Secretary to the Government of East Pakistan) it 
was the result of the influence of West Pakistani officers. 

2. Quoted in '59 E. Pak. Rev. Cora. Retort, para. 116. 
Ile was I"ir. Ishaque, the then Member" of the Board of Revenue and 

the State Purchase Commissioner who had been arg ICSi who from the 
very beginning of the 1940s to the =id 140s had cone into close 
contact with the rural life of British Bengal in the capacity of 
the Commissioner (i. e. Head) of the Directorate of Rural Reconstruct- 
ion. 
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Revenue Hierarchy in the Province 
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t}ie cyntem in Eant Pakistan. In the middle of June, 1959, the -East 

Pakistan Land Revenue CO=fission of 1959 visited West Pakistan and 

discussed with the then Governor of West Pakistan the land revenue 

administration in East Patkistan. l 
From their discussion with hire the 

Co union felt that the Lambardari 

"system... succeeded in West Pakistan mainly because of two impo: ti nt 
provisions of law, namely, (i) joint liability of all tenants of <-a 
village... (ii), Liability of the defaulting tenant or any other 
tenant of the village, including the Lasibardar", to be arrested and 
detained in custody by the gazetted Taisildar Sor the recovery of 
arrears of the land revenue. " (2). 

In the report the Coi. ssion pointed out, as Nr. Ishaque had done several 

years back, that 

"There ia-no joint liability in East Pakistan and there has never 
been any such joint liability here. Villagers in East Pakistan are 
not prepared to accept joint liability. This is the main reason 
why the Cooperative Movement has not been successful here. The 
introduction of joint liability about rent by legislation, which 
will radically change the land tenure system in East Pakistan may, 
we fear, create great dissatisfaction and unrest in the minds of 
tenancy. 11, (3) 

Finally the proposal for collecting land revenue through village headmen 

was, therefore, dropped. In fact most people feel that any attempt to 

introduce the Lanbardari system in East Pald. stan would -be ridiculous. 

In addition to these functionaries there is a Superintendent of 

Accounts (E. Pak. )/Sadar Kanunýo (ti. Pak. ) in each district. His main 

1. Here it may be mentioned that the Governor of 'nest Pai . stan, AI-Ir. 
Aktar Husain, who had been a member of the former ICS, at that time 
also happened to be the Chairman of the Provincial Administration 
Commission and that of the Land Reforms Commission of Triest Pakistan. 
At that time both of these commissions were also making their survey. 

" 2. '59 E. Pak. Land. Rev. Con. Report, para. 119(i. ii). (It may be 
mentioned that the concept of joint liability had existed in those 
areas long before it became a part of legal provisions). 

3. Ibid., "p. 32. 
The Report of the Provincial Administration Commission (the 

chairman of which, as noted in footnote one of this page, was th3 
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function is to audit regularly the office of the subordinate revenue 

functionaries. The Superintendent of accounts also acts as a sort of 

Financial Adviser to the Additional Collector" 
1. 

So far as the auditing- 

is concerned he is assisted by a nuWber of auditors (E. Pak. )/Field 

Kanupro (W. Pak. ). 

E. Pakistan: Maladministration At The Lower Levels. 

After the abolition of the Zaiiindari oysters in 1950 the governz-, ent 

gradually began to acquire Zamindari estates. But in the rid-503 it 

decided that the acquisition of all the Zamindari estates must be 

completed by April 1956. As a result suddenly millions of people became 

the direct tenants of the government with the result that the Revenue 

Dopartnient had to shoulder the responsibility of thoroughly reorEanisirv 

and expanding the revenue machinery within a short period. As a 

consequence the revenue machinery was reorganised and expanded in a 

haphazard manner. 
2 In order to man all the posts of Sub-Divisional 

Manager, Circle Inspector and Tahsildar, which had been created during 

the first half of the 19505, a huge number of persons were appointed 

hurriedly within a very short period. In early 1956,5,500 Tahsildars 

and Assistant Tahsildars and 300 Circle Inspectors were appointed. 

"As it always happens when a large number of men are appointed 
quickly, these appointments were made without proper examination 
of the qualifications of these men and their suitability fdr the 
posts and without any scrutiny as to their background regarding 
honesty and integrity. Favouritism and nepotism by the politicians.., 

Governor of West Pakistan), which was published (1960) later than 
the Report of the East Pakistan Land' Revenue CoLirnission (1959), 
again recommended that the Lanbardari system should be introduced 
in gast Pakistan. Pro. Adm. Corn. Report, p. 177. 

l" E. Pak. Estate Manual, para. l0. { 

2. X59 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, paras. 17-18. 
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played a great part in the selection of a large section of these 
officers". (1) 

While the Sub-Divisional Managers had insi ; n. ificant revenue background 

the Circle Inspectors and the Tahsildars "generally speaking... had no 

revenue background and very little knowledge about revenue law and the 

work they were expected to do"2" The Tahyildars received no training 

before they joined. 
3 The Sub-Divisional Managers and the Circle 

Inspectors received "nominal training" for a period of 2j months in 

revenue law and survey. 
4 

When the newly created or extended part of 

the revenue machinery began to function all these officers, as we shall 

see later, were found to be completely incompetent. The Sub-Divisional 

Manager was "unsuitable for responsible work entrusted to then". 1: o. -, t 

of theca lacked "experience, initiative and inagination"5 and did not 

have "the necessary personality and strength of character to be able 

to supervise and control"6 the revenue functionaries working at lower 

levels. There was "considerable lack of efficiencyt"7 among the 

Tahsildars. They were "low paid'18 and "comparatively small men"9 who 

were vested with "considerable power to do good or bad to the tenants" 
1'0. 

1. '62 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, para. 1k. 

2. Ibid., para. 16. - 
Alco see '59 E. Pak. Rev. Con. Report, para. 95(b). 

3. 162 E. Pak. Rev. Comas Report, para. 15. 

4. Ibid., para. 16. 

5" X59. E. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, para. 95(d). 
6. '62 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, para. 20. 

7" '59 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, para. 95(b). 
8. '62 E. Pak. Rev. Cora. Rebort, para. 19. 

9. '59 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Retort, para. 106. 

10. '62 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Rebort, psa. 19. 
Alto see 59 E. Pak. Rev. Coin. Rehort, para. 106. (The above comment: -, 
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Thus it was 

"necessary that there should be constant and offedtive supervision 
of their work by responsible officers, who can command their respect, in order to keep them honest and efficient. Slackness of sun-,, r- 
vision not only loads to corruption and to harassment of the 
public but also appreciably affects collection of Government 
demands. " (1) 

she Circle Inspectors whose "primary duties are to inspect and surer- 

vise the works of Tahsildars"2 were, in fact, intended to work in euch 

a way as to "keep them in the right path"3. They "themselves knew 1es3 

about revenue work than the Tahsildars. Moreover, they had not the 

personality to be able to control the Tahsildars even when they found 

the Tahsildars going wrong'15. As a result the "Tahsildari system 
6 

began to acquire many vices" . The higher revenue functionaries, i. c. 

the D. O., the Additional D. O. (Revenue), the S. D. C. and the Revenue 

Deputy Collector (stationed at the district headquarters), who were 

busy and overworked, could not maintain a strict and close watch on 

these newly created revenue functionaries.? In short "the main defect 

of this system was the lack of strict supervision of the work of the 

imply that in a poor and status oriented society like that of 
Pakist an if low paid petty officials 

are 
entrusted with considerab'le 

powers especially rev enue powers and if there is np strict super- 
vision of their work, they usually become oppressors and corru. ot). 

1. Ibid., para. 106. 2. Ibid., para. 95(c). 
3. '62 E. Pak. Rev. Con.. Ree2ort, para. 19. 

4. '59 R. Pak. Rev. Corn. Report, 
, para. 106. 

5. 162 E. Palk. Rev. Con. Report, para. 19. 
6. Ibid., para. 21. 

7. Moreover the D. O . and the S. D. O., as noted above, were not interested in revenue matters. 
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^nhsildars, Circle Inspectors and Sub-Divisional I; anaSers. "1 The tot,..! 

effect of "this lack of supervision and the initial ziictake of aproi 

a number of incompetent men without proper enquiry about their ante- 

cedents"2 was a hopeless situation of chaos and confusion. As a result 

the-C; overnrnent suffered heavy financial losses and the poor tenants who 

constituted the bulk of the population of the province were haras--od 

and often required to pay more than they should have done. The corrupt 

-petty revenue functionaries caused great hardship to poor tenants. ' 
, 7, 

1. -162 E.. Palk. Rev. Com. Re2ort. para. 19. 

2. Ibid., para. 21. 

3. TheEe points can be further illustrated by the following PasSar-e-s: j "In course of our tours we have inspected many Tahsil officcs 
and had discussions with all classes of people about the world. nG Of 
the Tahsildari system. Everywhere vie heard severe condemnation of 
this system. It was said that the Tahsildars are generally corrupt 
and rude to the ordinary classes of tenants, that no rent can be 
paid in reasonable time without illegal ýratification. It was 
alleged that a large number of mutation cases and applications J"or 
splitting up of the holdings were pending in every Zahsil office, 
mainly because these cases are never taken unless the Tahsildar 
and Circle Inspector are paid illegal ý, -ratification. it was further 
alleged that the Tahsildars treated the Govern. ment Khas (ovined) 
lands as their personal property and let these out in bariza (to 
allow some one to cultivate the land in return for half the s. harc 
of the crops) surreptitiously for their personal gain. We were 
told in many places by the ordinary people that the Tansildars are 
really Zamindars in a new garb with all their oppressions and that 
they are all the more powerful and dangerous as theyLave the 
authority of Govornment behind them. " (lbid. 9 para. 23). 

"In almost all the memoranda and replies to Cuestionnaire 
received by us from the educated section of the publicl there is 
similar condemnation of the Tahsildar as a class. We were satis-"ý'icd 
that there is considerable truth in these allegations (Ibid., 
para. 24). 

"In course of our inspection of the Tahsil offices vie found 
alackness on the part of Tahsildars everywhere, We found almost in 
all the Tahsil offices we visited that Register II (Tenants' 
Ledaor) had never been kept up-to-date. In come officesl collections 
made more than 1 year ago had not been entered in Register I!. 
In no office (except in Foakhali district) the Defaulters' List 
(Return III) had been ever prepared, though this Return had to be 
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The Land Rcvenue Administration Enquiry Committee of 1963 clearly ý. rýra 

aptly pointed out that they were 

"of the opinion that immediate and effective steps should be 
to prevent further deterioration of rcvý; nue administration in the 
country. " It further added that: "It is the duty of the Government 
to see that Revenue administration which affects almost every 
person in the country should be free from corruption and free from 
unnecessary difficulties. " (1) 

The 1959 and the 1963 reports on land revenue administration in the 

province recommended that the non-gazetted post of the Sub-Divisional 

Manager should be abolished and that a Revenue Deputy Collector, who is 

a Grade I officer of the East Pakistan Civil Servicetshould be plac.:.? d in 

charge of the revenue administration in the Sub-Divi'sion, that he viould.. 

prepared before issuing requisitions for certificates which must be based on this Return. This had swelled the number of certific- 

atos / i. e. certificate ca-ses which are started in order to realize 
revenues fron. the defaulters_, 7 unnecessarily... the total amount 
covered by the pending certificates is much more than the total 
amount of arrears of rent, cess, etc. This is evidently due to 
the fact that 

* certificates have been filed in many, cases for rentz 
which have been already paid. " (Ibid., para. 25 ). 

"The Return Il prescribed in lPh-eGovernment '-17J 'states 11anuall 
shows the demand, collection and balancel as well as amounts 
credited into the treasury during the whole Revenue year. An 
important part of the work in connection with this return Js the 
verificati; n report of the Treasury Officer regarding the amounts 
credited into the Treasury. It is our experience that in no office 
in the province is this return co=piled nowadays. Thi3 loaves the 
door wide open for defalcation of Government money by the Ta hsildars. 
There have been -actually many cases of defalcation of Government 
money by the Tahsildars every year since 1956 involving several lakhs of rupees every year. " (Ibid., para. 27 ). 

"The inefficiency of the Tahsildars has also been reflected in the unsatisfactory state of collection of Government revenue 
every year since 1956.... " (Ibid., para. 28). 

1. Ibid., para. 29. 
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as the Sub-Divisional Manager used to do, perform his functions under 

the general control and supervision of the S. D. 0.1 she Sub-Divisional 

Tanager has nöt yet been replaced by the Revenue Deputy Collector 

because of the shortage of officers. If the revenue machinery is 

properly reorganised at: the sub-divisional headquarters it. vrill be much 

more convenient to administer the land revenue matters from the sub- 

divisional level than from the district level. In the present revenue 

system the village and'the thana are the focal points of revenue 

administration4,, )he Sub-Divisional level is much closer to the Thana 

and the village than the district level which is, so far as the thana 

and the village are concerned, too high a level. When the government 

had to deal. with a number of Zariindars the district was the most suitable 

unit of revenue administration. But when the government is dealing with 

the millions of tenants of very densely populated districts of the 

country the sub-division should serve as the fundamental unit for 

supervising and administering land revenue natters. 

So far as land revenue administration in the thana was concerned 

the 1959 and the 1962 reports recommended that the non-gazetted Circle 

Inspectors should be replaced by the gazetted Grade II officers of the 

East Pakistan Civil Service and that the designation of these gazetted 

1. Ibid., para. 32. 
Z -This report also recommended that he should be given the 

status of the Additional Sub-Divisional Officer (Revenue) (Ibid., 
para. 32). J 

29 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, para. 107. 
Here it may be mentioned that the post of the Sub-Divisional 

Manager was created as a temporary measure because sufficient high 
ranking officials of the East Pakistan Civil Service were not 
available at that time. B fore the publication of the 1959 and, tae 
1963 reports the Government Estate Manual declared in 1958 that 
"Until officers of requisite seniority are available, the work in 
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officers should be Revenue Circle Officer. 1 

299 

This recommendation . -iv..; not 

Jet been fully implemented mainly because of the shortage of officers. 

Only in big thanas'have Revenue Circle Officers been posted. 
2 

The Reports also recommended that nececcary arranüewents : houlc be 

Made in order to give adequate and comprehensive revenue and 5ettle.:: cnt 

training to all officers connected with land revenue administration in 

the province. 
3 The 1963 Report further reconacnded that a strict and 

close watch should be maintained on the working of the Tahsildars, that 

if "a reasonable complaint of corruption or misconduct! '' wa;, received 

against any Tahsildar or Assistant Tahsildar strict disciplinary r-eaL; ures 

should be taken against him, that the Revenue Circle Officer should 

have "the power to suspend" and to "inflict minor punishment"5 on a 

Tahsildar or any other subordinate revenue functionary and that the 

Revenue Deputy Collector should have the authority to "inflict all sorts 

of punishment-except 'dismissal' and 'removal from service"'6 on a 

Tahsildar or Assistant Tahsildar. Some of the above recommendations 

have already been implemented. It is generally expected that after having 

a sub-division will be looked after by the Sub-Divisional I", anaCer, 
working under the general supervision of the Sub-Divisional Cýf"icer. " 
(para. 7). 

1. '59 E. Pak. Rev. Com. Report, para. 106. 
163 E. Pak. Rev. Corn. Report, para. 30. 

2. Gazetter of the Dacca District (awaiting publication) (The present 
writer has gone through the proof copy), Chap. XII. 

3. Pro. Adm. Corn. Report, P-177-- 
150, E. Pak. Rev. Cori. Report, para. 127, appendices B&C. 
163 E. Pale. Rev. Coin. Report, paras. l5-16. 

4. Ibid., para. 30.5. Ibid. , para. 30.. 
6. Ibid., para. 32. 
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introduced necessary organisational changes, as suggested by the 19- 9 

and the 1963 Reports, the rest of these reco zendations will be tr, ý. 1. c- 

lated into practice. Though the stand of land revenue administration 

has improved to some extent it is still suffering from serious defect::. 

(C) GLI ERAL ADMINISTRATIVE OR MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS. 

General administration includes a vast ran; e of diversified 

activities and responsibilities: The D. O. is responsible for ensuring 

that these functions are properly performed either by himself or by 

other officers subordinate to hin. In some cases he is indirectly 

responsible and in some cases directly responsible. 

"Food control" and supply, rationing, rent control, rehabilitation 

of refugees, civil defence, government publicity, census, the campaign 

against anti-social activities, the campaign in favour of welfare and 

development activities and the general welfare of the district are part 

of his overall responsibility. He is responsible for making arrangements 
f 

for providing accommodation for government employees in the district 

and for this purpose or for any other administrative reasons (e. g. 

emergency) he has the authority to requisition houses. One of his very 

important responsibilities is to make arrangements for conducting local 

council, assembly and presidential elections in his district. If a 

foreign or national dignitary visits his district he has to make arra: _re- 

dents for his reception and to organise appropriate ceremonies. 

He also performs many other ceremonial functions. He is 

frequently invited to many social ceremonies as the chief guest. He 

addresses various types of meetings. He cuts tapes and inaugurates, 

for ex mple, industrial or agricultural fairs, cattle shows, exhibitio n;;, 
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schools, colleges, hospitals, roads, bridges etc. He frequently 

presides over prize-giving ceremonies of different institutions. 'He 

acts as the Chairman or the President of many autonomous and semi- 

autonomous institutions in his district. In these capacities he is 

required to spend some time and energy. The following is the list of 

those autonomous or semi-autonomous bodies in the Khulna district in 

East Pakistan of which the D. O., Khulna, is either Chairman or the 

Prosident: 

Chairman, Board of Trustees, Syed2ur Wakf Estate, 
it Central Cooperative Ban? c, 
it Central Cooperative Fisherman's Society, 
it Government Employees Housing Cooperative Society, 
it Collectorate Employees Housing Cooperative Society, 
if Baitul Falah. 

President, -rict Sporting Association, Dist 
it Social Youth Welfare Council, 

District Int-er-Schools Sports Association, 
District Boy Scouts Association, 
District Red Cross Society, 
Governing Body, Ehulna Degree College, 
I-11anaging Committee of Xhulna Zilla School, 
Governing Body of Khulna Girlst College, 
Managing Comnittee of Coronation Girls' High School, 
District Primary Education Office, 
Managing Committee of Women Industrial Schooll 
Mlaheswarpasha Arts School, 
Stadium Committee, 
U. F. D. Club, 
Zonal Land Allocation Committee, 
Site Selection Committee, 
Self-Help Centre Co"T. ittee, 
State OrphanaGe Committee, 
District Arts Council, 
Soldiers, Sailors and Airmenlo Board, 
HousinG and Settlement Allocation Committee, 
District Anti-SmugGlino Coordination Committee, 
Urban Community Development Board, 
Maternity and Child Welfare Centre. 

He is primarily responsible for ensuring that arrangements are made for 

celebrating state occasions (e. g. Independence Day). During such 
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occasions he presides over state ceremonies and takes the calute of t'r-- 

z-": ed forces, police forces, Ansars (auxiliary forces), boy scouts, 

girl guides, etc. 

One of his general administrative responsibilities is to coordinate 

the functions of different government departments, local councils and 

other semi-governmental institutions. Such coordination is Mainly 

required in the field of development activities. Different aspects of 

this role are discussed in detail in Chapter VI. 

The D. O. is frequently required by the government to provide it 

with information on a variety of subjects ranging fron political and 

administrative conditions of the district to social, cultural and 

economic conditions. It is also his responsibility to keep the govern- 

Mont rorularly informed about changes and developments in his district. 

The government also requires him to give his comments or opinion on 

various issues. He appoints many petty officials. State titles are 

confirmed on the people of his district mainly on the basis of his 

recomendations. Ho issues a number of different types of permits and 

licences. 

It is also his general administrative responsibility to visit otter 

governmental or semi -governnentai offices and such institutions as 

schools, colleges etc. occasionally in order to see whether. they are 

functioning properly. He has the authority to inspect all works and 

projects of these departments and institutions and to suggest measures 

for the improvement of their working. 
l Of course ho has no authority 

1. Retort of the Provincial Pe-Organisation Committee, Part 11, para. l . ii . Also see Additional ' Secretary s memorandum no. 2C-20/62, dated, Dacca, 18th Nay, 1962 (Govt. of E. Pakistan, S. & G. A. Department) 
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to interfere with the technical aspecto and internal admini3tration of 

any department. 

One of his most important general administrative responsibilities, 

no less important than his development, law and order, revenuo,, and 

any other general administrative functions, is his responsibility to 

take measures if there is an emergency e. g. cyclone, flood, famine, 

earthquake, epidemic etc. During such emergencies (and also during 

the visit of a foreign or national dignitary or for some other adminis- 

trativ© purpose (e. g. eloction)J he has the full authority to requis- 

ition not only the transport or other possessions of other departments 

but also the services of the officers of theso departments; acts 

as the captain of a combined operation team consisting of his immediate 

subordinates (i. e. the Additional D. O. s, S. D. O. s and the Magistrates) 

and the officers of'other departments. He has also the authority to 

close down schools, colleges etc. and to convert them into relief or 

refugee camps. 
l If the emergency is of a very serious nature the 

provincial government provides hin with additional officers from the 

Secretariat, Directorates and other districts. 

The following' example will give some idea of the steps taken at 

the time of an emergency. Rampur village, which is very close to the 

district headquarters of the Comilla district in East Pakistan, was 

struck in April, 1961, by a tornado and hailstorm which caucod the death 

of fbur persons and much property daiage. After having received the 

1. Some of his emergency powers are briefly discussed in the 
Provincial Re-Organisation Committee Report, part IX, para. 15(V) 
and in the Additional Chief Secrotary is Memorandum (see previous fn. ) 
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information the Sub-Divisional Officer of the south Sadar , ub-civic oý: 

of the Comilla district1 in whose jurisdiction the Rr nur village waz 

situated 

11D. r: ediately rushed to the village. On his way he informed t: e 
police and took some constables with him from Kandirnar police 
outpost. The time was 1 a. m. (4th April)... S. D. O, gave the 
following report of his visit: 'Then we (I and Additional S. D. C. 
and some other persons) proceeded to that area. 'ale went to South 
Raupur and we had a round of the whole village and' some nei ýhbourifl 
villages... We discussed with the people... " (2). 

At about 3 a. m. the S. D. O. returned to Comilla., At about 6 a. m. he 

again went to Rampur with the District Officer. The District Officer 

gave the following account of his visit and of the relief measures: 

"Early in the morning I was informed, about 6 a. m. I left 
immediately along with S. D. O. and Civil Surgeon and went to the 
spot, not the people, saw the damaged housec, talked to the local 
people and the Chairman of the Co-operative Society, visited the 
house where the deaths occurred. The bodies were still there. I 
encouraged the people and sympathized with them. An Ansar 
(auxiliary force) officer was deputed by S. D. O. when he went last 
night to help and to estimate the loss and damage. He made a lisslt 
of all houses and the nature and extent of damage. He gave me a 
report in the morning when I reached there. He made a list of 
houses damaged, but it was incomplete. So in the morning I deputed 

the L, _7 
Sub-divisional Relief Officer to make a complete list and 

at the same time arrangeýfor free distribution of rice to thosa- 
people who had-their paddy damaged. Immediately some free rice wa. - 
given the same day to the needy people by the S. D. O. And at the 
same time, when I came back Z_to Comilla2 I sent inforniation by 
wire to Gover=ent (i. e. R@liof Department in the Secretariat) to 
sanction house building loans, house building grants and relief 

We have already noted in Chapter III that the sub-divioion in which 
the district headquarters are situated is called the Sadar sub- 
division, 

2. Edgar A. Schuler & S. M. Hafeez Zaidi, ! 'Response To Village Di: aster: 
Tornado and Hailstorm At South Rampur, Coiilla" in t'Inside the rust 
Pakistan Village - Six Articles (Asian Studies Papers, Asian Stun. 
Center, Michigan State University, 1966), pp. 50-1. 

3. The Comilla is also the name of the town in which the headquarters 
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rice, etc. When the sanction came in 
-a 

day or two, it was diz-trili. - 
uted throuCh Z-the 

_, 
7 Týelief Officer. 12 -con wanýo' con, - I 

ýThe_7Civij Sur, -, . p. chould be taken. Ile said sulted whether any ste- - no need, 
of redent inoculation. The storm-affected area is so restricted 
that also reduced dange. - of epidemic. I generally exhorted t*., (. -m 
to depend too much on relief. Rehabilitation of houses dcrendý; 
mostly on labour. The houses fall but can be ro-erected. The roo-ple. 
s1hould try to help themselvos, but ask for help if needed. 
ly, free rice only for 'Whose in need. About drinking water, most of 
the tube wells were all right. I checked that; 2 or 3 were 
working. " (1) 

A report on the relief measures taken in the Chittagong district in, E t 

Pakistan during an emergency of a very ceriouc nature resulting from ar. 

extremely severe cyclone, which is incorporated in appendix L3, will give 

further insight into the emergency function of district, administration. 

The responsibility of the D. O. extends not only to dealing with an 

emergency but also'to taking precautionary measures if, he apprehends tat 

some emergent situation is going to arise. 

The general administrative or miscellaneous functions of the Sub- 

Divisional Officer of an outlying sub-division are similar to those of 

the District Officer. 

of the Comilla district and the sadar 
sub-division are located. 

Quoted in E. A. Schuler & S. M. H. Zaidi, oi). cit., iý-51- The accounto 
of the District Officer and the Sub-Divisional officer quoted by t'h, _-, 
authors of the article wero taken down during interviews.. They u]-So 
quoted the accounts of many other officers. They held that "If t. '., ere 
are any errors in the quoted passages they are the responSibility of 
the writers rather than the informants, for 'vie did not have tl.,., ý to 
check with then in all cases. " Ibid., p. 45. 

Here it may be mentioned that ý: 
Ilh_eemarGency in Ranpur vill<; 0 ,,. -as 

not of a serious nature. If the Rampur Village were situated in an 
outlying sub-division the D. O. would not have gone thore i=odiatcly. 
The S. D. O. ý'i 

, 
3njoyed (and enjoys) all the e=orgoncy powers of tho D. C. 

and would have dealt with the matter. Later the D. O. night or niý; ýitt 
not pay a casual visit. As the village was very close to the 
district headquarters he went there. He commented that I'Actuall-, iý it 
was not absolutely necessary for -. e'to go there .... It (Ibid*, 
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Charter V 

THE DEVELOPN, llT FUNCTIONS 

Introduction 

During the last decade or so the concept of community developncnt1 

has added a new dimension to the development functions of district 

administration in Pakistan. The concept had its origin in the post-war 

period. 
2 In the late l+Os and in the 50s the British Colonial Office, 

the U. S. International Cooperation Administration (ICA) and the UI; 0 

encouraged the under-developed countries to take interest in community 

development. As a result the concept of community development gradually 

emerged as a universal phenomenon in the under-developed world. The 

impact of this universal phenomenon has been strongly feit in Pakistan 

from the mid-50s and especially from the early 1960s. And district 

administration has been required to undertake the new responsibility of 

community development. Here it maybe mentioned that in many quarters 

there is a wrong notion that the concept of co=unity development is 

The U. N. O. defined community development as "the processes by which 
the efforts of the people themselves are united with those of the 
governmental authorities to improve the economic, social and 
cultural conditions of communities, to integrate these co=un4-,. -. --,.;, -, 
into the life of the nation and to enable then to contribute fully 
to national progresoll. Z quoted in Jack D. Ilezirow, Dynam , ics of 
Corimun#; y_Devalopment (New York, 1963), p. 10 (Hereafter cited as 
1.1'ezirow, Dynainicr. )_/ 

2. The term community development entered international parlance in 
1948 when the Cambridge Conference on African Administration 
organised by the British Colonial Office substituted it for "mass 
education". [Ibid., p. gý. 
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novel in India and Pakistan. 

V-2 

In fact, although the name is now the 

idea is quite old in theso countries. 

"The oriUin of the idea of Community Development may be traced to 
the initiative of Briti6h officials in northern India who andcav- 
oured to WAS about 'village uplift', to Rabindranath Taeorej 
who hoped to recreate a sense of community in hic experiments in 
Sriniketan in East Bengal; and to James Yen, who returned from 
YK to north China to fiaht Four Fundamental Weaknesses of chinese 
life (iSnorance, poverty, disease and social disinteGration) by a 
proCr amm e of mass education. " 1 

In the early stages of British administration in the sub-continent 

the basic principle was that the main concern of district adz:: inisträtior! 

should be the maintenance of law and order and the collection of 

revenue. 
2 

Rural development was regarded as a heresy practised by 

crazy D. O. s. But it 

"was not unknown. It might have been secondary or sporadic or 
extracurricular. It might have been a personal fad or ho-bby to 
case boredom. P1 But it was not unknown for collectors Z i. e. - 
D. O. s-1 in their devotion to good government to go beyond their 
book of words ,. 

The ideal set to the Collector and the Powers 
invested in him made thics, inevitable". 4 

1. Hugh Tinker, Ballot Box and Bayonet (London, 1964), p. 105. 

2. See Chapter III. 

3- Mr. Philip Mason also 6baerved that "every juan had his shaaq, his 
pot enthusiasm, and very often tvio, of which one was puro recreation 
and the other philanthropy. There was Brown, 7ohose 'hobbies were 
tigers and einbanl=iento to store water in the rains; Smith who 
would go miles for a snipe and planted all the roads in every dic- 
A. trict he was ever in with double avenues of trees; and Jones, who 
was building hospitals when he wasn't pigsticking. 

114hy is my district death-rate low? ' 
said Banks of Hezabad, 

'Well, drains and sewage-outfalls are 
my own peculiar fad. ' 

And because of their fads, their humour and their tolerance, manny 
district officers were not merely nuch less intolerable than micht 
have been expected but were looked on with real affection by the 
people of their districts. " Woodruff, on. cit. p. 96. 

i To 1, 4. M. A. Pai, "The Emerging Role of the Collector" in The Ind an V 
of Public Adninistration, vol. VIII, No. 4,1962, p_. _4'9_1. 
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--Gradually it became part of their official duties. 

Wo have already noted in chapter I that in the second half of the 

1aÜt century the local bodies, which were headed by the D. O. s or g=eiz 

cubordinates, wore introduced and were entrusted with the task of 

laying roads, looking after --anitary measures, providing drinkino water, 

spreading primary education etc. But even outside the sphere of local U 

bodies' activities the concept of rural welfare and development began 

to gain importance and official attention. Towards the end of the lu: -, t 
t 

century and the beginning of the present century govermment. gave Ilatten- 0 

tion on the social milieu of crop yield"' in order to face the fanine 

situation. In 1904 the Cooperative Credit Societies Act was passed 

fron then onward D. O. z led by Mr. MalcoI6 Darling and Mr. Strickland 

began to take interest in the cooperative techniques for solvin6 the 

problems of village communities. Although the cooperative =overjont, -, '-'or 

a variety of reasons, did not produce the results expected, much useful 

and beneficial work vias done through it. 2 From the beginnina of the 

1920s relatively much more direct and concentrated efforts were made 

in the field of rural devolopment. 3 Hero it may be mentioned that the 

governments of various provinces owed to Mr. F. L. Brayne, who from 1920 

as the D. O. of Gurgaon district in the Punjab made a deterAl Aned and 

remarkable effort for raore than seven years in order to improve the 

1. Braibanti, Research, p. 200. 
2. Roodad Khan, "The Deputy Co=issionerls Place in the Vi 

, 
llage-i-61D 

Pattern" in Village AID in West Pakistan (collection of some 
papers read in various seminars on Villaeo AID)(Lahore, Feb. 1957), 
P-55. 

3. Soo foreword written by Sir I-1alcolm Hailey for I. F. L. Brayne Is 
Village_Uplift in India (Gurgaon, 1927). 
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rural life of the district, the methodc and principles of oreanised 

rural development. His work in the Gurgaon district "provides one of 

the most interesting chaptcro in rural development on the cub-continont. 

Kis villay uplift programme was the first large-scale ruxal developmcn-; 

ccheme and the nost important to be launched by the Covermient under 

tho British rule"*,. 
1 

The Royal Co=ission on AE; ricu*lture in India 

observed that they were "favourably improsood with a ctriking attanpt" 

that was being made by Yx. Brayne in order to improvo tho socio-oconomic 

conditions of the rural people in the Gurgaon district and they stronr, ly 

reco=ended that his methods and principles of rural dehlopment should 

be followed in other parts of the sub-continent. In fact the iný 
2 

4'luence 

of his villaSc uplift prograrme on the subsequent rural developmont 

I)rogra=e in different parts of the sub-continent "has been marked and 

lasting 3 In fact the foundation of the modern concopt of co=unity 

. development in India and Pakistan were laid by him. Many of the methods 

and the principles which are now practised and encouraged not only in 0 
India and Pakistan but also in many other under-developed countries by 

the community development people, were formulated and advocated by him. 
4 

1. Mazirow, Dynamics, p. 18. 

2. Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture in India (London, 11023) 
P. 502. ý 

3- C. F. Strickland, "Voluntary Effort and Social Welfare" (hereafter 
cited as Strickland, Voluhtary_Effort) in Blunt (ed), Social Service, 
P-391. Sir Sikander Hyat Khan, the Chief Minister of the Punjab 
observed in the mid-1930s that "by dint of perreverence and practical 
sXmpathyj he has almost single-handed set up a new tradition" 
/ See foreword written by Sir S. 11. Khz4n for I: r,, F. L, Irayne's 
Better Village (Hadras, 1937)2 

4. Nr. Brayne wrote a number-of books and i; p, 6. mphlets on the methods 
and principles of rural development thai he had followed in the Gurtaon district. Especially his Viliagre-Uplift in Tndia and BatterVillage give a fairly exhaustive account oi. such method-- and principles* 
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The rural development proZrammc was first organised in the C. ) 

in 1923. The example of the Punjab was followed by the Central 11"rovince-c 
(1930), then by the United Provinces and finally by Bombay (1933) and 

BenCal (19,36). The rural development movement received further 

impetus after the introduction of provincial autonomy in 193?. 2 Tn 

October 1938 Sir Eýdward Blunt wrote "At tho present timo, procesý-es 

of uplift - both rural and urban, both economic and social - are beino 

carried out in all provinces, which are eneaging the attention both of 

official and non-official a6encies.,, 
3 Of course later the rural 

development movement suffered some set back as a result of the dif-fi-cui- 

ties and problems caused by ýIorld I. -Iar 11 and its aftar=ath. 

Here it me be mentioned that as early as the 1890's Nobel prize 

winner Rabindranath Tagore, the fcLmous Bengali poet, had urCed 

reconstruction of the village and his essays on this theme "are an 

eloquent philosophical justification of the virtues. of rural life". 
4 

1. Tinker, Foundations, p. 208. 
For a brief account of the development and working of rural 

development administration in different provinces see Strickland, 
Voluntary Efforts, PP-392-. 394. 

In 1937/36 &. Strickland wrote that t1in the last three yk; -, rs 
the Government of India has sot aside large sums (newly 23,00$320) 
for grants to provincial Governments in aid of rural improvemento". 
Z Ibid, P-39V 7. The provincial governments themselves also heGun 
to allocate more finance for rural developments. Moreover local 
subscriptions for development works were also raised. 

In order to reorganise the curriculum for the ICS probationers 
in such a way au to make them familiar with the social and rural 
welfare activities in the sub-continent, a committee was set up 
in 1936 u. nder the chairmanship of Sir Atul C. Chatterjeo. For the 
same purpose another committee was appointed in 1937 under the 
chairmanship of Sir Edwwd Blunt, The recommendationa of both the 
committees were accepted by the Govornment. Plunt (ed), Social 
Service_, preface, p. 

Q. 

2. Haridaw= Rai, "The Changing Role of the District Officer (1860 - 1960)" in Indian Journal of Public Administration, vol IX no. 2 
19631 P-127 

N Blunt (ed), Social Servicel'preface, p. v. 
4. Braibanti, Research, p. 200. 
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In fact he had pioneered the history of rural development in the 

sub-continent though his efforts had remained confined to limited arcna. 

"His establisMent of several institutes after 1914 was a landnark"4o 2. 

Ilic best knovin institute had been founded at Sriniketan in Bast 

in 1921 which had'operated for more than 30 years and served 85 

He had set a noble example in Bengal. Thus we find that "while in 

BenGal the chief impetus for rural improvement Came from rumination and 

poetic inspiration and from outside governnent initiative; in the 

Punjali the movement was from within governmant and was charactericad 

by programs of action by enoreotic, practical British administratorr"13 

(especially F. L. Brayne, Malcolm Darling and C. F. Strickland). 

From the foregoinG-discussi: on vie find that the idea of com. unity 

development is not novel in 13akistan thou-h, as we shall see below, 

from the mid-1950s community development has gained considerable 

importance and probinance and its sco-pe has widened very c%tenaively. 

The First Phase of CommunityDevelonment in Palcistan-/- arle 

, 'ýrricultural and Industrial Develornent (Village AID or V-AID): 

1953 - 
In the i=odiate i)ost-47 period co=m unity development did not 

receiveýserious attention of the eoveriunent mainly because its imme, -ý 
4 ý, t 

"ezirow, DyncuAc3, p. 16., 
Cnu dýlrt ? vý -important institutoAhad been established it, 
Santiniketan. "Hic programs at Santiniketan and at Sriniketan ware 
efforts in which he had sought to practice what he had advocated. " Z-Braibantil Research, p. 20ý_7 For other unofficially organised 
rural and social welfare pro6rammez see Strick-land, Voluntary 
Efforts, PP-380 - 390- 

2. Mezirow, Dynanics, p. 16. 

3. Braibanti, Research, p. 201. 
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concern, as noted in Chapter III, was to deal with the'problems and 

unsettled conditions that followed the transfer of power. It war, 

from the ear! Y-50S that community development gradually began to roceivo 

attention. Tho community developnent prorra=e, n=ely V-AIDI wac Q 

first introduced in 1953ý Of course it c=e into full operation in 

1954/55- It was considered as "the means for brinr, -ing better livir,, r- 
I 

standards and a now snirit of hope Z-and 7 
_,, confidence to the villace 

where .... about 90 per cent of the people of the country live'J. 2 The 

Prime Minister of Pakistan in his letter to the Chief Ministers ok'* :; ast 

and West Pakistan observed that itý. was "the first determined effort" 

on the part of the goverrunent "to tackle the multif arious p. -oblemr, 

3 
which daily confront the villagers". The primary aim of the V-AID 

1. The V-AID progr=ne mas based on the reco=endations of the Suji 
Co, =ittee. In 1951 a group of 5 officials oh ILZricultural -1 the 
Department headed by Yx.. ^)ufi, the then Deputy Secretary to k, "' 1h 0 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Gover. nment of Pakictang visited 
t i. ha U. S. A. and spent four months under the auspices of the U-06 
I. C. A. During that four months they studied the agricultural 
extension services in the' U. S. A. On their return they submitted 
a report on the basis of their experience in the U. S. -, *ý,. Esee 
"The Sufi Report" in Village AID: s Articlos and Reports 3omc 
(Lqhore, Dec. 1960), p. 11 Substantial help in the form of 
commodities and traininG of personnel vas received by the Govern'.., ent 
of Pakistan from the U. S., I. C. zli. The ostablish, -, -. ent Of the 
academies where the V-AID staff received training was financed in 
part by thoý Ford Foundation. [rraibanti, Research, p. 202]. 

2. The First Five Year Plan, p. 16. 

3. The letter of the Prime. IMinister of Pakist'an to the Chief Linistero 
of East and West Pakistan dated Oct. l3t 1955 printed in Villa7e 
AID: Five Year Plan 195ý-56 1259-60 (Karachi, 1956) (Eereafte. - 
cited as V-., ',. ID Plan), p. iv. 
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to "f"31", Or OffOcti've citizen 'Participation in the rur, --;. l 
I 

oelf-holp projects" 
I in the fieldo of aGriculturc, health ancl 

adult literacy, primary education, ca0aze industry, minor irri[7atlion 

and reclamation, secondary road construction, cooperative societies, 

village social and recreational activities etc. The V-., '. ID pro&rar=, e 

sought to accomplish this aim or goal throuCh 

"a process of education, based upon discuccion and planned 
community actiong designed to assist villagers to acquire the 
attitudes, concepts and skills prerequisite to their effective 
democratic participation in the solution of ac , dec a rpni_ of 
aeve1o, -,. -- e. -, t p. -o, ectz aa r, if b 11 e _J nar., o r,, ' (-; r)f prt6ý 

4Y ttlý MtACA4t" AW2 

etkh "r ves" and thel' e e_r goveIrra-ich't &; ervants, prcci"on 4r, uni. -C ccicn' 
J 

,, coo-, -r- methods of community problem solvinG, con-petence in usizi, - rc 
ative methods of discusoion and action ana --kill in re. -Iolvino 
social conflict, their developmon-It effort-o .., ill be enInanced and 
e. -Cisting conditions of apathy, over-dependenca on --uthority, fellr 
of change and factionalism will be overcome. Throuch thirs 
educational process and with the coordinated extenz; ion info. -Liatio'n 
programmes of the technical agencies of covernmentg villagers r-rc 
encouraged to re-order the priority of their projects in accordanco 
%-., ith government targets and rrorr==es. " 2 

The V-AID Adminiptration and Po-r-onnel. FoAr the pur. -poL; a of V-:. 'A. D 

adminictration each dintrict wan divided into a number of Idovelopm', ont 

aroas". At the district and the "development area" levels V-AID 

. ndvisory Co=itteec were formed, the composition of which mV be 

illustrated in-the follov,, inG charts: 
3 (q. V_q) 

Jack D. E', ozzirow & Frank A. Santopolo, "Five 1"cars of Community 
Developinlont in Pakistan"'in Village AID: Some Articlos and Rorort: ý-., 
P-115 (Hereafter cited as k1ozirow &- ýýantopolo, qqmmunity De. ve1cT--cnt. 
The authors of the article I r. -Jere the Community Development Adviz; orýt 
U., S. Operation Yission to Pakistan). The aim of the V-AID rrogrzu%: -, e 
is diccussed in detail below. 

Ibid, pp. 115-116. 

3. V-AID Plan, pp. 19-20. 
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Tr, TRTCT V-AID ADVISORY MMITTEE 

ýChairman - D. O. 

Secretary - Senior Development Officer, 

Nembers - All S. D. O*sj district level heads of nation building 
deparMnents, all V-AID Development Officers and two 
Village Council members per "development area".. 

V-AID DEVELOPMENT AREA ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

IChairman - D. O* or S. D. O., 

, 
Secretary - V-AID Development Officer 

! Members - Representatives of the nation building departments 
operating below the district level. V-AID Supervisors 
and workers, Chairmen of all Village Councils, and the 
representatives of the interested locall-roups who were 
usually selected by the Development Officer. 

The main function of the Committees was to sorve as a coordinatine 

body and to review the V-AID work periodically. 

The D. O. was made "responsible for the succossful imple=entation 

of the V-AID programme within his district". 1 In the mid-503 the 

First Five Year Plan pointed out that from now onward one of tho 

principal concerns of the D. O. would be V-AID. 2 His main respons- 

ibility in respect of V-AID was to supervico the working of the V-AID 

1. The Prime Minister's letter in ibid., p, iv. 
2. Pir'St Five, Year, Pluan, p. '102. 

0 
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OrGanisation and to encuro the coordination between it and the 

technical departments. 1 One author hold that 

"Village-AID pro,, rami,, ie is a i-Assion and the Deputy Co =., isr; ioner 
is the head of the miooion in the district. lie must infuse in 
all, with whom he may come into cont'acts whether official.; or 
non-officials, the noble purpose of the mission. And if thin 
has been done vi-orour; ly half of the Deputy Commic4; ionarls Job J 
is accomplished. " 2. 

In the nub-division the role. of the S. D. O. was similar to that ol' 1.1ic 

D. O. But later we ohall sce that in practice the D. O. and the B. D. 0- 

did not play a significant role in respect of the V-AID czpacially 

in East Pakistan. 

The "development area" , composed of approximately 150 villaccc' 

wit, h a population of roughly 150,000, was made the b"-sic unit -ror 
3 

adminictering the V-.; AID programme. The "development area" was in V, 7- 

charge of a Development Officer. In East and West Pakistan res-5ectively 

2 and 3 supervisors worked'under the guidance and control of the 

Development Officer. Although initially it had been designed that one 

of the Supervisors would be-a woman, only in a few areas wonen 

Bupervisors wore appointed mainly because of the -paucity of women 

staff. 

T4 In East Ahe V-AID Worker was "the spearhead of this proCra-=oll. 

and West Pakistan recpectively 20 and 30 V-AID workers were posted in 

a "development area" each responsible for five to eight villages. In 

oach I'devolopment area" 5 to 10 women V-AID workors, dapending on Itheir 

Said Ahmad, "The Deputy Commissioner's place in the Villase AID 
Pattern" in Village AID in West Pakistan. -Pp. 81-82. 

2. M. A. Haqj "The Deputy Conmissiono; ý'J', - na r lo'Vol in ibid, p. 69. 

3- Mezirow Santopolo, Community Development', p. 116. 
4. V-AID Plan, p. 24. There was a resemblance between-thc 

V-., ýID ', 1orlsor and Mr. Brayno'3 V41 Guide. ZSee Mr. Brwrr 
Villa, -, e Unlift ;1jo 

ts 
I pp. esp,, 
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availability, ware posted. 
1 

', -; lien the V-AID pro-rammo was f irst launched in the mid-50a the 

V-I,. ID plan drew the following picture of a 'V-AID vorker: 

"The Villago-AID Iv., lorker in a multipurpose development worker ..... Instead of a ropresentatiye of each nation-buildinU department 
approaching a villager -'''Lýihey would become a multitude - the 
Village AID worker Goes to the villaCes as a sinClo point contact 
6quippod with multipurpose developmental responsibility represent- 
inC the educational arm of such departments. " it was also pointed 
out that "Although employed by Government, the Village AID Worker 
is not an 'officer' but a 'worker' -a servant of the people. 
He has no reCulatory or enforcement powers over the villagers... 
His approach is one of persuasion not coercion in planning and 
in action. " 2. 

Of cource, in practice, as we shall cee below, the MID Worker 

did not behave and act in the way expected by the V-AID Plan. On 

completion of one-year training the V-AID Worker was sent to the 
3' 

villages . 

V-AID Aprroach. It was thought that the replacement of many old 

and outdatedItechniques and methods practised by the villagers with- 

modern and improved techniques and methods would solve many village 

problems. There dere many old methods and techniques which had very 

little value and merit but the village people were used to them and 

had been practising them since their boyhood. So they used to consider 

thom the best mothods and techniques. Thus it was felt that until 

and unless the usefulress of modern methods and techniques could be 

1. nezirow & Santopolo, Community Develorment, 

2. MID Plan, pp. 24-25. 

3- Several V-AID Institutes were set up in which the V"ID Workers 
received their training. Their training course included agricul- 
ture, anigal husbandry, cooperative techniques, health and 
sanitation, human, relations (individual relations and Croup 
relationq, home economics, ate. Ibid, p. 41. 

0 
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demonstrated in villagers' farms or homes and proved to be bettor than 

old techniques and methods it was quite unlikoly that they would accort 

and practise them. Thus the V-AID programme was based on the assumption 

that if, the usefulness of a method or technique could be successfully 

demonstrated to a villager then "he will not only adopt the practice 

or s'kill himself but will become the best agent for its propagation 

in the village. The role of the V-AID Worker here is obvious; he must 

be 4ble to teqch the skill or practice to the villagers and help them 
1 to demonstrate it themnalves and to their neighbourall 

4 One of the important functions of the V-AID worker was to form a 

Village Council in the village but no hard and fast rules and regulations 

were provided for this purpose. Of course a broad outline was suggested 

by the V-AID Plan. It was held that it would not be possible for the 

worker to organize a Village Council within a short time. It was 

suggested that at first he should try to become thoroughly acquainted 

with the villagers and to gain their acceptance and confidence. He 

should try to find or develop local leadership. Then he should bring 

the prominent and influential local persons together. Thus it was 

expected that through this slow process a Village Council should be 

formed, the membership of which should be drawn from different interests 

and classes of the, village. "A council may be regarded as a formal 

or visual result of a period of infor=al working with individuals and 

small groups until they feel the need for cominC together-" And it, 

1. V-AID Plan, p. 41. 

2. Ibid, p. 27. 

v 
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var, also viade clear that "in any cace the Village Cou., -jcil. - are 

completely non official bodies and consist of the recognised leadorc 

of the villaCe who serve on a voluntary basis. " 1 
As there was no 

method of organising the Village Council the process of organication 

varied widely fron, place to place considerably depending on the 

attitude of 
* 
the V-AID worker, the supervisors and the Development 

Officer. 2 In many areas the youth organisation called Chand Tara 

Clubs (Mloon & Star Clubs) were organised by the V-AID workers in 

order to encourage social and recreational activities. 

The P anning and the Execution of Projects. The proce4a of plannine 

, 31$ 

was based on the assumption that "there must be some needs which ware 

felt and acknowledged by the villagers and on which they were willing 

to work. 
0 The first step of the'V-AID wo. -ker in the diredtion of 

preparing a developmont plan for the village was to encourage the 

local leaders to discuss between themselves their problems and 

Us unsatisfactory conditions and the underlyine reasons for the II 

primary concern was to stimulate their thought and action an. d to 

sustain their interests. lie then "helps the group to pinpoint some 

problem which promices relatively quick resultsl which involves a 

n=bcr of peoplo in its achievement, is within the capacity of the 

villagera to accomplish and is easily seen and recoCnised as a product 

of group effort. " 
4 

But in practice tho process of planning variod 

1. Ibid, p. 28.2. lbid, p. 2S. 

-3. Smid Khan, "Evaluating Operational Procedure in the Developmont" 
in the Roport of All-l'alciptan Seminar on Villape j, &Cricultural and 
Industrial DeVolopment Pro ' rrrarme (he-ld at Dacca frorl 16th to 23rd' 
Ilay, 1959) (1-', arachi, 1960), PP-53-54 (Hereafter cited as Report 
on All-Pakistan Soninar on V-AID) 

4. V-AID Plan,, pp. 27-28. 
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from reGion to region. In many cases the V-AID worker did not take 

the trouble to undergo such a lengthy process of planning. After r; ono 

discussion vrith village leaders the plans were usually pro-Dared by the 

V-AID Worker, the Supervisors and the Developnont' Officer, then the 

formal consent of the Village Council was obtai, ncd. All developinent 

plans prepared at the village level were presented to the Develop=ent 

Area Committee, the Chairman of which, as noted above, was either the 

D. O. or the S. D. O. Of course in many cases they did not attend the 

meetings. This committee could approve or disapprove the plans with 

or without necessary modifications or readjustments. It war, usuall-Y 

expected that the cost of each project should be borne by the 

villagers' contributions of cash, materials and labour. In cases 

where adequate local resources wer_e lacking the committee sometimezo 
W? 

gave financial grants Po the extent of the 50'io of the total estimated 

cost. 
2 Under V-AID programme usuallybig projects were not undertaken. 

Such projects as approach or feeder roads, : ýepair or construction of 

small school or dispensary buildings, improved sanitary arraneements 

filling useless village ponds, digging- of village wells etc. were 

included in village development plans. The projects were implemented 

by the Village Council aided by the V-AID worker. The Development 

Officer and the Supervisors supervised the execution of the projects 

and guided the Village Council and the V-AID worker. 
3 

1. Mazirow, Dynamicss p. 211. 
2. Nezirow & Santopolo, CoramunityDevelopment, p. lig. ' 
3- S. Khan, Evaluating Cperational Procedurel P, 55, 
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TI)c Teriiiiiiati. on of the V-AID Prof: rammo. 'v,, Iith the introduction of 7 

the system of "Basic Domocracies" in 1959 tho new military goverrx., ent 

in P,: J:: Lc; tan decided to inteGrate the V-AID proGrarime with its 

I in 1961 the toraination. of the progra=e wau ;.:. ý1-4declarcds 

way be mentioned that ministerial and adminictrative changec ond 

reorGanization, administrative indecision and the curtailment of 

technical and financial assistance by the foreign missio, iL, slowed dot-in 

rural development in Pakistan during the period between late 1959 and 

1962.2. 

The V-AID Aim. The philosophy of the V-AID proGrar=e was very cloce 

to the idea of those who regard community development as mdnly a 

programme of social or. cultural education. The V-AID programme which 

was mainly "an instrument for producing socioloe: ical chanrell, -ý primarily 

aimed at the social, moral and- cultural development of the rural people. 

No doubt the materýial development (e. g. construction of roads, brid. es 

etc. ) of the rural areas was also its aim but, rolativolY cpeaking, it 

was of secondary importance. Its principal aims were to Give the 

villager confidence, to stimulate in him cc desire for better livino 

and to show him how to improve his economic conditici by u--ing improved 

and. modern methods and techniques of agriculture, poultry farming e. 1%, c. 

so that they might satisfy -6,1 iow desire 
4 

1. Basic Democracies: NDO - ED Integration and Training Programs 
Ov, inistry of Health and Social Welfare, Karachi, -n. d. ) -p. l. 

2. Mazirowl Dynamics, pp. 118-119. 

3- Paul S. Taylor, "Observations and Critique on the V-AID Pro&rar, =o 
in Pakistan" in V-AID: Some Articles and Rei)orts, p. 79. 

4. S. S. Choudhury , "Pledia of Mass Education" in Re-port on A117 
Pakistan Seminar on V-AID, p. 101. 
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The V-AID progra=e devoted a considerable amount of its encreiac 

to brinjy. Lii,, 
-- 

"chanee in the '0 urays and attitudoo of people", 
l 

to teac, '-, in, -- 

them -the ideas of better livine and to improving their civic conce. 

It aouSht to "develop h=an potentiAitics that ic the resources of the 

aind". 
2 One author who was in the V-AID organication observed that 

"The entire programme of V-AID is a proGranme of education in the 
broad sense of the term of the concept. Sustenance of the proý; rý--=O 
can only be expected if and when the people can become consciou43 
of their rightful position in a community and this cense can only 
be inculcated throuGh aducation.... The purpose of Information and 
Education is to approach the masses and create in them the donire 
and ability to make effort themselves to Cot rid of poverty and 
insecurity, dirt and diseases stagnation and inertia and to 
occupy rightful place in the community. " 3. 

But the aim of the present community development programme called 

"Rural Works Programme", as we shall see below, is diff6rent from t'llat 

of the V-AID programme. Relatively speaking the Works Prograrme is not 

a programme of education in the sense the V-AID programme wa. -A. Of 

course under the present programme the members of the local council 

receive some training and the rural people occamionýlly roceive some 

information about now methods of and new ideas about Works Programme. 

Taylor, 02- cit-, P-79. 
M. A. Haq, comment made during the discussion on topic no. VII - "Evaluating V-AID Publicity" in Renort on All-Pakistan Serainar 
on V-AIDI P-105. 

3- S. S. Choudhury, op. cit., p. lol. 
The methods or media that were adopted to co=nunicate new ideas and techniques to rural people woro broadly classified into 

the following 5 groups: 
1. Literary - Booklets, pamphlets etc. 2. Audio - Radio, tape recordin-al Gramophone etc* U 3- Visual - Silent films 

.9 
displays of slides through projectors, 

posters etc* 4. Atidig-Visual - TalIcinG films etc. 5. Folk Art - Songs, dramas etc. U 
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The material improvement of the rural areas is the primary An of 

the prevent programme. Its main tareet. is to construct networks of 

roads and highways, bridgesq embankMents etc. Both heavy and &nor 

construction works are included in the Works Programme's plans which 

are formulated at Afferent levels - district, thanOtchail md union 

levelo. But Ve have already noted that the V-AID proor amm e did not 

undertake heavy construction Works and that a VaD plan, which uouallY 

covered a very linited areal was ormulated at the villame 

level. 

A brief_survey of the V-AID Programme. The oril; irral idaa of the 

V-AID pro. -ranme was that the V-AID personnel should become the extension 

agents of all nation building departments. But instead of playinC the 

role of extension agents they alone took up the responsibility of . -ural 

development ignoring other departments and sometimes even in rivalry 

with them. The departments also became vindictivo and jealous and 

frequently stood in the way of the proGress of the V-; tlD proCramme. 

They often did not support the programme with supplies and services 

with the result that successful demonstration of modern methods and 

techniques was not always possible on the part of the V-AID personnel* 
I 

The responsibilities and tasks entrusted to the V-AID workernwero 

difficult and needed much intelligence and wisdom on their part. But 

the calibre of the V-AID workers, who were either matriculate or 

The Comilla Rural Administration: History and Annual Renort, 
1992-63 (PARD, Comilla, Oct.. 1963), p-. 3. The Second Five YearTIO-vi. 
(1960-65) (Karachi, 1960) also holds that the relationship betwoon 
the V-AID Organisation an 

'd 
the nation building departments was not 

satisfactory but it was better in East Pakictan than in I-lost 
Pakir, tan (P-393)- 
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middle pacs, war, not'vory Good and thus many of then cou2: d not exercise 

their functions efficiently. It was also reported that though they 

woro supposed to be "friend, philocopher and yide to tho Allayroll 

in many places they displayed bureauc. -atic and authoritarian attitudea. 

The Report of the Pooa and klzricultural Commiscion, publid*ncd in 

1901, reco=ended that the V-. AID authority shouldbo relieved of its 

responsibility in the field of a(; riculturo because the V-AID personnel 

havine no sound technical knowledge and backeround were not in a 

position to contribute to the aericultur al, extension proZramme. This 

reco=cndation was accopted by the gover=ent. 
1 

One of the most serious defects of the V-AID programme especially 

in East Pakistan was that the; -o was no close contact between the V-"'ID 

oreanisation and the executive apd administrative arm of the government 

although the D. O. (or the S*D. O. ) was made the chairman of the V-AID 

Advisory Committee. The D. O. z and-the S. D. O. sq who were already over- 

burdenod and nýany of whom were cyhical about the proCramme, considered 

V-AID function as an addition to their burdens ei-ýItried to koop 

themselves aloof from the prograrme. It was generally felt that no 

prescure was also brought to bear on them by the govornment-in order 

to compol them to take genuine interest in the V-AID proGra=co' Of 
14 

course it was the V-AID personnel themselves who mainly stood in the 

way of the development of close relationship between the V-AID 

organisation and t&bbe executivo arm of the govarnnent. The V-AID perconnel 

tried to perform their duties as independantly as possible and to avoid 

tho control apd supervision of tho local executive authority. Such 

1. ýIozirow, anamics, pp. 120-121. 
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bolizaviour of the V-AID personnel wais, in fact, the result of the fact 

-ho that the planners U-S, I. C. A. advilorc) of I. 

proCrýo wore cynical about the executive authority in the dictrict 

preferred to keep the V-AID organication, independent of its and - 

influence. The Comilla Academy observed that 

"The early designers of the programme had a basic mi-conception 
that law and order administration would by nature be an obstruct- 
ion rather than a help to the programme because of the inherent 
unpleasantness of tax collection and police functions. The pl. -Innerz 
dia not roalise that all local development effort would have to be 
related closely with the civil administration because it hao i, hllany 
constructive functions aside from tax collection and maintenance 
of peace. " 1. 

The following comment made by Mr. Aktar Hameed Khan, the directors 

Conmilla Academy, during a speech delivered in the RichiZan State, 

University is pertinent: 

"The community developmont people seem to have an allergy or a 
special antipathy to public administration and economic planninZ. 
They think that there is a law and order mentality which vitiatess 
the administrative machinery of colonial countries and they thin't. - 
a now spirit is needed in development proGrams, a spirit which 
iz to be cupplied by community developmont workerýo and officars. " 2 

Bocause of this attitude towards the executive arm of the Government 

the V-AID organisation made no effort to make proper use of the position, 

status and enormous influonce. of the D. O. and the S. D. O. which could 

have been of i=ence value to the V-AID proSr=me. Thus the pror-ramme 

lacked the vigour and drive which it needed very badly. 

Moroover the local bodies were kept separate from the V-AID 

oreanisation with the result that two parallel inotititutions, intended 

1. ' 21, he Comilla Rural Adrxinistration: History and Report, p. 4. 
2. "On Principles of Rural Development" (June 11,1964) in Rural 

Develonment in East Pakistan: Spe 0 ches of Aktar Hamecd ffh-an 
Usian Studies Center, ZUchigan State Universit-y--,: ad. ), p. 11. 
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for virtually the same purpose, were operating side by Ade. Thir, 

situation often led to rivalry, jealousy and unnecessary competitions 

botween tho two paiallel institutions. 

Though the WAID system had all these drawbacks it made at least 

some contributions to rural, developnent. Thdre is-no doubt that it 

played a fairly important role in demonstrating now methods and 

techniques and in disseminating useful information. 11any village 
I 

teachers, students, midwives, adult literacy teacher and youth club 

members were given-traininG for a short period. A number of adult 

literacy centers were built. It "introduced a new method of learning, 

by doingg to help rural children Grow up to be better farmers and 

citizens". 
1 Though'the village organisations set up by it were 

'not 

very effective or successful their necessity was impressed u-pon the 

villagers. It also demonstrated the importanco of self-help rrojects 

and the participation of rural people themselves in rural develonnent 

works. Though the V-AID progra=e did not prove to be as groat a 

zuecess as had been expected, it was the beginninG of a now era in 

Palo tan . 
Wo Mo. I. C. A. advisors to PAistan observed that the WAID 

programme was the socond largest community development enterprioc in t,. e 

.3 'arch 1955 the world. Well over 0 35 millions was invested By 1ý1 

ropulation covered by the "development arews" was of the total 

"he Conilla Rural Administration: "Hictory and Re-ports pp. 2 1. T -3- 
2. Mozirow & Santopolo, Comniunity Dove lopi-nont , p, 115, 
3- Nczirow, Dynamics, p. 69. 

'"his rwiount does not include contributions by Asia Foundations 
UNESCO, Colombo Plan, and Church Vlorld Service in tools, books 
and agricultural supplies and equipment, Ibid., p. 69. 
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population (accordinG to 1951 cancus). 
I 

During the period betwean 

February 1954 and October 19,59,134 "development areas" were opened: 

1954-6,1955 - 15,1956 - 23,1957 - 28,1958 - 17 and 1959 - 45 

N4 

I At tho time of termination of the V-AID programme (i. e. in early 1961) 

3 there were 176 "development areas"* 

East Pakistan did not receive an equal sharo of V-AID resources. 

"Approximately two thirds of the bonofitr, wore directed to the wostern 

wing up to 1959.11 
4 

But the people of East Pakistan were "much more 

successful" in creatino Village Councils. In East Pakastaný`.. there, -, ý: -, 

were 9,884 village councils': comp . ared to 5,817 in West Pakistan. "Thore 

are, of course, geographical and other features affectinG this per- 

formance, but the Bengali experience in village government appeared to 

have some lasting effects. " 5 

1. Ibid, p. 74 2* Ibid., p. 68. 

The SQcond Five Year Elan, P-393. 
More than 4,500 V-AID Workers were trained in eleven V-AID 

institutes and were deployed under 390 Supervisors in more than' 
35,000 villages over an area of 100,000 square miles i-tith a 
population of 22 millionZ Mezirow, Dynamics, p. 682. so far as the 

material improvements were concerned, 31000 miles of unmetalled 
roads were constructed, 4,000 miles of old roads were put in 
serviceable condition, and 1,000 miles of canals were dug. Nore- 
over soma 150,000 agricultural demonstration Plots were 

_laid 
out 

The Second Five Year Plan, P-3932 
4. Douglas, E. Ashford, National Development and Local Reform; 

Political Participation in Morocco, Tunisia, and Pakistan 
(Princeton, 1967), p. 112. 

50 Ibid, p. 112, footnote 35. 
We have already noted in Chapt, er III that the Simon Conaission 

observed in 1930 that Bengal was one of the 3 provincesl others 
being Madras and the-U. P. I, in which the local councils at, the 
village level were Xoýst' successful. In this Chapter, we have . already 
noted that under the V-AID programme'the Village Council was the 
result of the desire of a Croup of village leaders to come together* 
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With the termination of the V-AID proGramme the first phase of 

3A 

the community development in Pakistan came to an end and the second 

phase began. Two serious limitations of the V-AID programme were 

removed at the beginning of the second phase - the local councils and 

the local executive arm (i. e. the D. O. and the S. DoOo) of the government 

were made closely associated with the whole gamut of community 

development. Under the second phase the new local council schemo war 

"essentially the formal institutionalisation of rural development. It 

sought to combine the style of persuasion which was the hallmark of 

Village-AID with the sanctiond power of a formal bureaucracy". 
I Of 

course, as we shall see bolow, such a step was partially the result 

of the political motive of the present regime. 

The Second Phase of Co=unity Development in Pakistan (Works Prw7, ramme) 

The Background of the Second Phase. The Works ProGra=e had its 

origin in the "Expanded PL-480 Agreement" signed by the govern=ents 

of the U*S. A, and Pakistan on the 14th October 1961.2 Dr. Gilbert 

of the University of Harvard, the then adviser to the Planning 

Commissions Pakistan, who had worked in the Illow Dealt of President 

Roosevelt, said to Mr. Aktar Hameed Khan, the Director of the! Comilla 

Rural Devolopmont Academy 3 

1. Bralbanti, Research, p. 203, 

2. The Revised Estimates of The Second Five Year Plan (Govt. of 
Pakistan, Karachi, Rov. 1961), - P-3. Hereafter cited as 
Ravised Second Five Year Plan. According to this agreement, 
Pakistan received Rs. 160 crore (0336 million) from the U. S. A. 
ibid 

' -, 
pp-31 25. 

3. A few words may be said about I-fr. Aktar Hameed Khan whose drive 
and energy were largely responsible for the success of Works 
programme. He was a member of the Indian Civil Service. He 
resigned from the Service in 1943 when he was the Sub-Divisional 
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"Your villagers are in a state of depress-ion. There is a lac, ',: 
of employment and there is a lack of capital worl-. s, there aro 
no roads, no dr, -dnago system, no irrigation system. Why is it 
not possible to do the sane thinG here as was done under Pre3idont 
Roosevelt when depression canic to the Stater? .... So ... why can't 
East Pakistan also have a public' works programme in the rural 
areas? "(ý. Dr. Gilbert also asked "Why is it not possible in 
the slack-work season/2-7 to put your idle people to work buildinc 
roads, drainage canalsl and an irrigation system - the very thina; s 
the villagers need so badly? " 3. 

Mr. Khan agreed with Dr. Gilbert and felt that it would be possible to 

build up nocessary rural capital or infra-structuree 

Dr. Gilbert's opinion had special relevance to East Pakistan 

because the economy of West Pakistan was developinS Much faster than 

that of East Pakistan. More money was being invested in West P"stan 

and as a results industries and commerce were devoloping fast. So thcre 

war, more work and progress was satisfactory. But in East Pakistan 

Officer of Netrokona, Undivided Bengal. lie came to E. P. --, -',: i0tan 
in 1950 as the Principal, Victoria College, Comilla. During the 
intervening period he had worked as labourer, cattle farmer, 
school teacher and as oriental scholar at Deoband. CCo. -Iillzt 
U. S. - AID Conference Report (cyclostylod) (Comilla, June, 1963) 
P-5.2. Dr. Gilbert called him "a great teacher and organiser, 
combininG with many saintly qualities an illuminatinC intellicence 
and a tough pragmatism and objectivity. lie assembled a faculty 
of great capability. " Z Richard V. Gilbert, The 'dorks Procram 
in East Pakistan (cyclostyled) (a paper read at the conference on 
Labour Productivity in Genova in Dec. 1963) p. 8--7 ',: r. 9-tar 
Hameed lGian's role may be compared with that of Xr. F*L. Brayne 
and Mr. S. X. Ddy of India. 

1.3. Quoted in a s'Oeech by Mr. Khan; see "Report of the Trainino 
Programme for Circle Officers; in Rural Public Ijorks Program:, ie', (cyclostyled) (Comilla, Nov. -Dec., 1962), appendix II, pp. vii-viii. (Hereafter cited as Report on Training Programme for C. O. s) 

2. In East Pakistan imncdiately after Amon harvest the cultivators 
have little work to dg. They remain idle. 
quoted in An Evaluation of the Rural Public W Its ProCramme: E-st or 
Pakistan (PAR3)9 Comilla, Octj 19633-, p. x. (he-reafter cited as 
Ist E. Pak Evaluation Roport 

lbid, P-3. 
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thero was stagnation. ThouCh tho policy makers in Karachi at; reed with 
Dr. Gilbert that East Pakistan needed a vast public worko prograrxio 

they said 

11 'It won't work in our country; public works require great 
engineering s1cill and wo have very few engineers. Therefore a 
programme on a vast zcale cannot be undertaken' ... they thou, 

-7, , ht 
that without engineering supervision, the local people could not do it. 'Local people taking care of' these khals Z-canals-7, 

L) these bunds, these irrigation systems? - it's af-, inable. 
What do they know about hydraulics? What do they know of water 
control? What do they know about the specifications of a road? 'ý 
The second objection was that the Civil Administration has not 
the competence to organise so vast a project. 'In our country 
no work can be done without the on. pneer and the contractor. / So far as the construction work is concerned, 7, the civil 
officers are as incompetent as the local people' It. To them 
Mr. Khan's reply was that "Let us try. It is no use arguing whether 
the people are competent or incompetent, or whether the officers 
of the Civil Administration could mobilize them. Let us try and 
find out what happens. " 1. 

Mr., Khaa decided that the programme would be based on the 

assumption that the local'people had the knowledge, the competence and 

the integrity to undertake the work and that the civil administration 

would be able to organize the project without contractors and with some 

advice from engineers. 

- The decision was taken that the Comilla Kotwali Thana with an area 

of 100 square miles should be used as a testing ground'. It was felt 

that the experience which would be gained here in the field of plannins 

and implementation of projects would enable the Academy to explore 'he 

ability of both people and civil admInistration and to develop methods 

and techniques of planning and implementation which would be applicable 

1. Report on Training Programme for C. O. r,, p. ix-x. 
2. Ist E. Pak. Evaluation Report, P- 5. 
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throughout the province. 
I 

Mr. Khan managed to secure a modest sum from the ko-ricultural 

dopartmont out of-the funds available for minor irrigation schemer. 

330 

And thus the Comilla Xotwali Thana, proeramme, called the pilot prof,, ranin-c.., 

came into operation in the fall of 1961. The Comilla Kotwali prograr.,, -Tie, 

carried out on an experimental basis, became very successful and the 

record of accomplishment was'lloutstanding". br. Gilbert held that 

the "results were dramatic". 3 
This"outstandinall and "dramatic" succes- 

encouraged the government to allocate Rs. 10 croro for a province wide 
4 

pro-rammes 0 

It was recommended by the Comilla Academy that a prooramme of 

approximately the same size as that which had beon successfully planned 

and implemented in Comilla Xotwali Thana, should be oreanised in all 

54 thanas which were located at 54 Sub-divisional headquarters. 5 A 

mascive training programme was undertaken by tho Comilla Academy. The 

S. D. O. s and the C. O. s were brought to the Comilla Academy whoro they 

underwent a short training course. They were Siven 4n opportunity 

to see the work that had been successfully carried out and to di. -cus. -, 

10 Rerort on a Rural Public Works Programme in Comilla Xotwali Thana 
(Co lla, June 1962) p'*I. kHereafter cited as ,, Report on Kotwali 
Thana. ) 

2.1st E. Pak. Evaluation Report, p. 6. 

30 Gilbert, on. cit., p. 14. Dr. Gilbert gave a fairly exhaustive 
analysis of the achievements of the Kotwali proSgrammc', C, ý00 
pp. 14-16). 

4. Pakistan Economic Survey, 1964-65 (Ravralpindi, 1965) p. 212. 
Of course 50jý of the amount was placed in the hands of the 

District Councils and the rest in those of other. councils and 
committees. 

5- Poport on Kotvrali Thana, PP-15-17. 
lot E. . 'Dah. Evaluation Re2ort, p. 9, 
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-lifferent aspecto of the proGramme vrith 

res-nonsible for the Guccess of the proC 

they could organise a sir. il, --. Lr proGrarme 

The D. O, s who were made responsible for 

progr6x., uue in their respective districts 

the nersons who had been 

raz-, ae so that on their ret 

urn 

in their respective areas. 

the cuccessful worUnZ; of thc 

were briefed at a conference 

in Dacca. 
1 On the basis of the experience Cained in Comilla Roti-rali 

Thana a manual 
2 

was prepared by the Academy in Augrust 1191, ")2. Thir, 

manuall which discusses the various stages of planninC and implementat- 

ion of projects, is the, key document and has served as the basis of 

the past and the present rural works programmes. The methods and 

techniques which were worked out from the experience rained in the 4.. ) 
Comilla Xotwali Thana came to be commonly known as 'Comilla APproach'. 

During tho year 1962-63 the province-leride progr==c on the basis 

of 'Comilla Approach$ proved to be a success. "The organiZational 

and management talent in the villages, in the unions, in the Thanass 

has now been demonstrated on a province-wide basis.,, 3 'The amount 

allotted for the rural works progra=e in 1963-64 was doubled -, 

Rs. 20 crore. 
4 

During the year 1964-65 the allocation was further 

increased to Rs. 25 crore "because it had becorne abundantly clear fror, 

1. Gilbert, op. cit. p. 16. 

2. A Nanual for Rural 'Public 1,16rks (Comilla, Aug. 1962) 
3- Gilbert, op. cit. p. 19. 
4. "Now that the administrative capabilities of tho local leadership 

have been fully established, the distribution of funds has been 
adjusted to place primary emphasis on the Thana and Union Councils, - 
three quarters of the 

' 
total allocation being placed at their 

disposal. " CIbid, p. lqý 
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the previous two yearst performance that "the loca councila could 

vcry well absorb and fruitfully utilize much larger allocation-c" 
I. 

Later the governm'ent decided to include rural works proGra=a ao an 

integral part of the Third Tive Year Plan (1965 - 60) and it wac; 

decided that the "rural works programme vrill form a separate coctor 

32)2 

in the plan mainly concerned with the growth and development of the 

rural economy. " 
2 In the Third Five Year Plan an allocation of 

Rs. 2,500 million was made f or the rural works programme in both the 

wines during the period between 1965 and 1970. Of course the =ccezs 

of the rural works programme was not the only factor involved. 

Political motives also encouraged the government to make an allocation 

of substantial resources. 
3 

Planning (Thana & Union Council Plans). Each member preparec a 

plan for his ward the population of which is roughly one thousand. 

While preparing the plan he is supposed to consult the villagers and 

to discuss it in a village meeting in which necessary modifications 

and adjustments should be made according to the suggestions put forward 

by the v illagers. 
4 

This procedure was followed almost everywhere 

during the first year of the works programme (1962-63) 5. But in the 

second year (1963-64) in most places Zia village meetings were held 

and the villagers were not consulted. 
I* Pakistan Economic Survey, p*215* 
2, The Third Five Year Plan (1965-70) (March, 1965), P-515- 
3- See Chapter VII. 
4. Manual for Rural Public Works, p. 6. 

5. lst E. Pak. Evaluation Report, p. q. 
6. An Evaluation of Rural Works PFopýrammo: East Pakistan, 1963-64 

(Co Ila, n. d. ), p. lr(Horeafter cited as 2nd E. Pak- Evaluat-; on 
Report) 
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Each member 3ubmits his plan to the Union Counei'l. in the 

Council meeting these plana arc discusced and then after having mado 

necessary modifications and adju3tments the plans are coordinated and 

a Union Council plan is prepared. The projects which are small in, 

size and "have implications only vrLthin the union" are included in tiao 

union council plan. The plans for the projects which are big and 

"have implications beyond one uniont' 
1 

are sent to the Thana Council. 

These projects are discussed in the meeting of the "i. 'hana Council 

under the Chairmanship of the S. D. O. or the C. O. The projccts which 

are of thana importance are coordinated with necessary modifications 

and adjustments and a thana plan is prepared. Of course in preparing 

its plan the Thana Council is in no way restricted to the plans 

officially presonted to it by the Union Councils. 2 If it is felt 

necessary the Thana Council can include now projects in its plan. 

The Union Council as well as the Thana Council prepares a three- 

year plan. 
3 

The plan for the projects to be completed in the first 

year is worked out in greater detail. And only a broad outline of the 

next two years' plan is prepared which is subject to necessary I 

modifications depending on the following year's plan and on the first 

year's progress. 

The Rural Works Manual suggests that in the plan specifications 

and estimates for each project - lonGth, breadth, height, depth etc. 

1.2nd E. Pak. Evaluation Ranort, p. 25,. 
2. Decentralization and Development (cyclostyled) (Basic Democracies 

Department, Govto of East Pakistan, Daccaq n. d. ), p-2- 
3- WorkS Programne through Basic Democracies, 1963-64 (Dacca, 1963) 

(Popularly known as Circular 
_Yo. 

44), p. 10. 
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should be correctly mentioned after havinC taken the accurate rwu.,; ur(, - 

incnts of each projecJ But uVealed that, in rioct cý-,: ýý.,: 7 

the srecifications -and the estimates mentioned in the rlanc were not 

based on actual measurements but on guess work. The incorrect sreci- 

fications created problems at the time of the execution of projects. 

Noreover some Thana Councils instead of approving a few projects 

sup7orted by large allocations of money approved a great many projects 

backed by small allocations. This was done only to pleaso as many 

Union Councils as possible. But at the time of execution it was- found 

that the estimates fell far below actual requirenents. 
2 

The Union Councils are responsible for the maintenance of projecto 

built by the Thana Council in their respective juricdictions. Thus, 

while submitting their plans to the Thana Council the Union Councilc 

are-required to indicate the provision made by them in order to 

maintain Thana. Council projects in their respectiva jurisdictions.; ) 

Each District Council has built a largo mileage of roads. And 

it has boen felt that the responsibility of maintaininC those roads 

should be entrusted to. the authorities closest to the projects. Thu o 

the maintenance work is mainly done by the Thana Councils. Of course 

the schemes for the maintenance of District Council roads are 

initiated by the Union Councils in the same manner as Thana Council" 

projects. On receipt of these projects from the Union Councils each 

1. Manual for Rural Public Works, P-7. 
2. - 2nd E. Pak. Evaluation Report, pp. 28-29. 
3. Circular no. 44, peg, 

I 
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Thana Council prepares a three-year plan for improving the District 

Council roads within its jurisdiction. And at the same ti=e. a li t c 

bridges, the repair of which is beyond the technical cl-dll availctble to 

the Thana Council, is prepared so that this tack may be performed by 

the District Council itself. The throe-year plans prepared by the 

Thana Councils are submitted to the S. D. O. who coordinates these plano 

and rjubmits them to the District Council for the final approval and 

the allocation of funds. 1 

The District Council Plan. The District Council projects are 
2 initiated and prepared by the*Works Committee of the District Council 

according to the provision of the allocatir-S funds in the District 

Council budget. While preparing the plan for the District Council 

projects the sueSestions put forward by the Thana Councils and the 

non-official raembors of the District Councils many of whom are also 

the: mombers of lower councils, i. e. Thana and Union Councilst are taken 

into consideration and the plans of the Thana and Union Councils are 

kept in view. While preparing the plan the Works Committee is 

enormously helped. and assisted by the Assistant Director of the Basic 

Democracies, who is usually a member of the provincial civil service 

and also the Secretary to the District Council, and by the Engineerine 

staff. of the District Council. The opinions and views of the D. 0. 
*(D. C, 

ý(Development) play a very important role in the matter. 

Like Thana and Union Councils the District Council also prepares 

a three-year plan (and sometimes for a longer period. ). The District 

1. Circular No. 44, p. 8. 
2. East Pakistan Rural Works Pro 

East Pakistan, Dacca, n. d. ), P-5. 
on East Pak. Rural Vloiýks. ) 

c: Report - 1963-64_(Govt. of 
oaf tor -cited as Renort 
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I Council undertakea those projects which are of district importance* 

Attempts are made to prepare the District Council Plan in such a way 

as to make the similar projects of the Thana and the Union CouncilG 

more effective. 
21 

The three-year plan of the District Council is placed before a 

special meeting of the District Council. The plan is. diocussed in tho 

meeting and necessary modificationst alterations, additions etc. are 

made according to those suggestions of the members which are aGreed 

upon by the raajority. 
3 

The opinion of the D. O. or the Additional D. C. 

(Development) Plays a very vital role in the course of the discussion 

of the meeting. 

A survey of the proposed projects is made and an estimate for 

each project is prepared by the Engineering staff of the District 

Council. If it is found that the estimates exceed the allocation of 

funds, then the plan is revised. The revised plan is aGain placed 

before the District Council for approval. 
4 

Anproval by the Amroving Authorit . The approval of tho plans 

of the District, Thana and Won Councils by the respective laproviný; 

Authorities' is the last staGe in the process of planning. The 

'Approving Authority' for the Union Council Plan is a co=ittee of 
the 

Thana Council concerned compozed of the S. D. O. as the Chairman of the 

Committee, the C. O. as the Secretary to the Committee and'two official 

1. Decentralization & Development, p. l. 
2. Circular no. 44, P-7. 
3- Report on East Pak. Rural Works, P-5- 
4. Circular no. 44, p, 7* 
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members of the Thana Council, chosen by the S. D. O., as members of 

the com=ittee. The 'Approving Authority' for the Thana Council nian 

is a comraittoe, of the District Council concerned, compo. -ed of the 

D. O. as tile chairman of the comnittee, the Assistant Director oZ the 

Ba, -, ic Democracies ac the Secretary to the committee and two official 

members of the District Council respectively renesonting Works 

Departmont of the government and lWater and Power Development Authority', 

as members of the committee. The 'Approving Authority' for the 

District Council is a committee set up by the provincial government at 

the provincial headquarters which is headed by the 5ecretary to the 

'Basic Democracies' department of the government of East Pakistan. 

Each 1,11pproving Authority' has the ful'. '- -'ýo approve or reject 

or amend, any plan submitted to it for the approval. It can also make 

any suggestions which it deems necessary for the improvement of the 

plan. 
l 

Princinles of Mannina. One of the important principles wUch 

Governs the policy regarding planning, especially tho plannino of roads, 

is that District, "Anhana and Union Councils should respectively build 

the roads of district, thana and union importance. The District Councill. 

usually builds long metalled roads which are linked vrith the nrovincial 

hiGhways or sometimes become part of the provincial hiahways. The 

Thana 'Council roads connect the rural placec of economic imnoýrtanca 

such as rural markets, bazaarsl aericultural producing contras etc. 

vith the District Council roads. And the Union Council roads connect 

1. Ibid, p. 6. 
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the villages with the Thana Council roads. 
1 

Formerly in the abseice 

of an intermediate body like the Thana Council between the Dictrict 

Board and the Union Boards, the District Board had been rejuircd to 

extend its road ay3ton. down to the point where the Union Boardo coul d 

build the final feeder roads. Thus the District Board had to build 

huge mileage of relatively unimportant roads from the point of view 

of district importance which was beyond the capacity of its enjnecrinC 

staff to supervise. 
2 

The "development from below" or "planning from below" is another 

Uportant principle which has special reference to rural dovelopment 

in Pakistan. The idea was first put forward in the First Five Year 

Plan which held that 

"We consider that the Government should visualizze an active 
process of decentralisation. Instead of being prepared and 
imposed from above, programmes, in particular in the sphere o. 
rural development, should originate in the villlagre3 and proceed 
upwards, so that their aggreeate represents the needst aspirations 
and thinking of the people. " It was thought that no plan would 
succeed unless the people "have a sense of partici-pation and.... 
extend their full support and cooperation iý its fulfilnent. 
Without the whole-hearted participation of the peoples the 
development programme will not acýieve its full proportions; 
progress will be slow; and its benefits i-rill remain open to 
question. It should be one of the primary functions of district 
administration to promote the participation of villagers in the 
process of planning. " 3- 

During the subsequent years and especially towards the beginning U 

of the 60s, the concept of "planning from below" became popular 
4 

and 

1. Docentralisation and Development, pp. 2-3. 

2. Ibid, p. l. 

3- First Five Year Plan, P-103. 
4. The following reports and papers strongly advocated the incor-por- 

ation of the concept of the "Planning from below" in the plannin. ', 
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was gradually incorporated in the local planning system. The Second 

Five Year Plan which seconded the view of the First Five Year Plan 

held that the system of local bodies "will become moaningful only if 

a measure of local programme planning and policy formulation rises 

upward to the points at which governmental decisions are taken. 111. 

Execution of_Projectal (Thana and Union Council Projects). After 

receiving the approval of the respective "Approving Authorities" the 

execution of projects begins* The use of contractors for the execution 

of Thana and Union Councils' projects is prohibited. 
2 The projects 

are implemented by project committees. For each project usually one 

project committee is forned. Sometimes bigger projects are divided 

into smaller partt and the responsibility of executing each part is 

3 
assigned to one project committee. The rolo of the project committae 

is crucial to the success of the project.. 
4 

Each project committee 

is headed by a member of the Union Council representing the project 

area. The size of the membership of most project comiýittees varies 
5 from six to ten. One of_the members serves as the socretary to the 

project committee. The Comilla Academy suggested that the leading and 

procedure: The V-AID Plan, p*2* Syed Manzoor Hus-saing "Role of 
Basic Democracies in Economic Planning and Development" in 
Seminar on PlanninE and Development hold at Lahore from 26th 
March to ME March, 1962 (Lahore, 1962), pp. 69-70- Hasan Habib 
on. cit., pp. 41-42,51- S. R. Karim, "Planning from Below" in the 
Proce dings of the Regional Seminar on Planning and Development 
(Lahore, 1964)9 pp. esp. 25-27. 

The Second Five Year Plan, p. 112. 
It further hold that the system of local bodies would 

"assume a crucial rolo in decentralised dovolopment planning" 
Ibid 

,IP. 
109. 

2. Report on E* Pak. Rural Works Progra=mel p. 7. 
3- Manual for Rural Public Works, p, 15, 
4. Ist E. Pza-, * Evaluation Reportl P-33.50 Ibid, P-33- 
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influential villagers should be included as far as possiblo in the 

project co=nitteo as members in ordor to ensure their active partic- 

ipation and cooperation and to make it "a-truly representative body" 10 

So it was further suggested that the members of each project committee 

should be elected in the village meeting at the project site. But 

lat or it was found that in most cases above procedures were not exactly 

followed* Only on ýare occasions were the project com=ittees formed 

at the project site, In most caces the s6lection of the members of 

the project committees was made by the Union Council chairman eithar 

at the council meeting or in the informal Bossione. 
2 in one case it 

was reported that a project committee was formed secretly by the 

Union Council Chairman along with his own men in order to misappropriate 

the money. 
3 

The Comilla Acade=y strongly criticised the officials and the 

members of the local bodies for not holding village meetings. Accord- 

ing to the Academy the success or failure of a project largoly depends 

on the method of selecting the members of the project committee. It 

hold that 

"Selection of the project committee is not a more formality - 
it is the main spring of the project. "(4. ) It further held that 
"Village meetings for the selection of schemes and the election 
of project committees are fundamental to the programme and their 
use should be regularly insisted upon. Only by these meetings 
can public cooperation be secured. " (5) It further said "if this 
weakness persists, people will lose contact with and consequently 

1. Manual for Rural Public Works, p. 15. Also Comilla Xotwali Thana 
Roport, pp*29-30- 

2.2nd E. Pak. Evaluation Report, pp. 16,30. 
3- Ibidl P-30- 4. 

. 
1bid, P-30.5. Ibid, p-10. 
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faith in the programme... A good piece of work done by officers 
and union councillors alone cannot encompass the villagers' 
affection and aspirations. It can only be done by involving 
villagers through established procedures ... in a village-centred 
programme 

, 
the workers ý project committee and staff2 must not only be honest but they must appear to bo honest. This can be ancured 

by following the procedures of accountability such as regular 
project meetings, displaying sign boards, distributing booklets, 
holding village meetings and so forth. " (1) 

I=ediately before launching the provinco-wido rural works programme 

for the year 1962-63, the Secretary to the local self-government in 

the Secretariat had also told the C. O. s at the Comilla Academy: 

"The villagers and the Union Councillors should be taken into 
your confidence. What is required is that you should hold meetings 
with the villagers and the Union Councillors and discuss the 
problems with them... and if the villager is convinced that you 
are really taking an interest in his problems, he will show keen 
interest and will extend his full assistance and cooperation. Your 
task, then, will become very easy. It is important that we meet 
and understand each other. In short we have to work as a toam... 
But if you want to get things done by merely passing orders, you 
will never succeed. "(2) 

The Comilla Academy also cited some examples of unsuccessful' 

projects which failed because of the opposition from the Villagers93 

1. Ibidl p. 19. 

2. Report on the Training Programme for C. O. sl Appendix III, p. iv. 
3- In Aminpur 'Union an old canal was choked up with silt and encroach- 

ments* A project was undertaken to re-excavate the canal* The 
project committee did not start the work in time and the villagers 
were not consulted and informed about the project, The far=ers 
resisted the advance of the excavation work because the crops 
began to grow on the land required for the canal. The opposition 
from the villagers resulted in slow proeress. At last the project 
committee had to stop the excavation work because the villagers 
gathered in a body and refused to allow further excavation. The 
committee excavated only two miles - about half of the length of the canal. [2nd E. Palt. Evaluation Report, pp. 41-431- 

In Rasulghat a project was undortaken to construct a road. The unwillingness of the villagers to have their lands taken for 
the project resulted in the construction of a zigzagged and hap- 
hazard road. When the road was being constructed the C. O. was twice confronted by groups of about 200 Villagers protesting against 
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The principal' functions of the project co=mittoe are (a) to 

organise local labour and. volunteers, (b) to noot regularly for 

taking decisions regarding the project, (c) to take measurement of 

the earthwork, (d) to receive funds and to pay labourers, (e) to 

secure land and other contributions from the public, (f) to keep 

accounts and records, (g) to make all necessary arrangements for 

timely execution and proper maintenance of the project and (h) to 

3ýa 

publicise the purpose, the organisation, rates of payment to labourers 

etc* among the villagers in order to secure their cooperation. 
1 

In most cases, the chairmen and members of Union-Councils and 

project co=ittees undergo a short training course which ranges from 

one to seven days and is held either at the Thana or-at the Sub- 

divisional headquarters. The training course is organised by the 

C. O* under the supervision of the S. D. O. Necessary instructions on 

technical matters' are given by the officers of the technical depart- 
A 

=ants. General instructions are given by the S. D. O. and the C. O. 

The training course usually includes instructions on such topics as 

measurement of earth works, preparation of plans, estimates, maintenance 

of master rollsl labour attendance registorl keeping up accounteg 

canal and road measurement, payment proceduress labour recruitment, 

the project. The villagers threatened the Council Chairman and 
burnt the house of a council member who supported the project. 
One villager said "Our grandfathers, forefathers had led their 
lives well without such a road. lie also can do without such a 
road. It is better to have our lands unaffected than to have a 
road. Ile don't require such a road. During rainy season we can 
go by boatt and during dry season we can walk on our lands. " 
Another villager said "BeinS the public we cannot resist the will 
of the Government; otherwise Wý,, would resist it by fair means or 
foul. ', Zuoted in ibid. pp. 43-4:: 

1. 
1. Manual for Rural Public Works, p. 16. 
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technical data and the aims and objectives of the programmee 
1 

So far as the execution of the projects is concerned the role 

of the Chairman of the Union Council is to act as the supervisor of 

the project committee and not as the "first line executor of tho 

2R 
project" A 4urvey of the Comilla Academy found that in most cascs 

the chairmen of the Union Councila maintained this attitude. This 

attitude helped then to avoid clashes with the Chairnen and the 

members of the project committees. The chairman of a Union Council 

surnmarised his role with regard to project com=ittees in the following 

words: 

"My duty is to direct the work according to the resolutionc 
of tho Union Council and to keep checkinU on whether the work 
is carried on rightly. " (3) 

Another chairman said "As chairtian of the Union Council 
I only supervise and inspect the work. " (4) 

Another chairman observed "My job is to form project 
committees and distribute work among them. I supervise this 
work. If there are any difficulties, I settle them. " (5) 

The lack of technical assistance is universally felt. The Thana 

and the Union Councils do not have qualified technical. staff. 
6 

Only 

a few Thana Councils have appointed overseers or sub-ovorseers who 

are also not adequately qualified and do not have sound technical 

knowledge* Occasionally technical assistance is received from the 

EnGineering Staff of the District Council and the staff of the 

1. lot E. Pak. Evaluation Report, pp. 21-22. 
2nd E. Pak. Evaluation Re-oort, P-31. 

29 lot E. Pak Evaluation_Re2ortg P. 41, 

3- Lbid, p. 42. 4. Ibidq p. 42.50 ibid. -p. 43-. 
6. lot E. Pak. Evaluation Reportj pp. go-91. 

2nd E. Pak. Evaluation Re-port, PP-32-33. 



technical departments of the government, But both the District 

Councils and the technical departments do not have sufficient staff. 

Moreover they are =ainly stationed at district and sub-divicional 

towns. And it is also not possible for them to render adequate 

technical assistance to Thana and Union Councils because they have 

got to give necessary attention to their departmental functions* 

The quality of the work done by the Thana and the Union Councils 

would have been much better had they received necessary technical 

assistance. But in spite of this drawback their perfor=ance is 

fairly satisfactory. 

The Execution of District Council Projects. The administrative 

process of the execution of the District Council projects is much 

13ý4 

simpler than that of the lower councils because the works of tho 

former are not usually done by project committees. The Ducca (metal 

or concrete) works, of the District Council arb done by the contractorse 

the District Council undertakes heavy and big pucca projects of 

highly technical nature such as long bridges over wide riversl high- 

ways, network of drainage and irrigation system etc., which requiro 

fairly adequate technical skill, it is not possible to execute these 

projects through project committoese 

After receiving the approval of the "Approving Authority" the 

tenders are called by the tender committee composed of both official 

and non-official members of the District Council. After receiving the 

tenders from-the contractors, the tender' committee selects contractors 

1. Report on East Pak. Rural Wor_ks Pro grammel P* 7* 
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for different projects and aubmits it&-- decision to the noeting'of 

the Diotrict Council for final approval. The approval of the District 

Council is very essential. One oxamplo will further illuntrate thir; 

point. At the ordinary meeting of the Pubna Diotrict Council, hold 

on May 311 1965, an unofficial zmember of the District Council hold 

that the proceedings of a co=nittee or a Sub-Committee should be 

subject to the confir. nation-of the District Council. *. -. hile discuSr-i--, Z; 

the proceedings of the meetine of the Tender Committee hold on 

19.3.65, he further pointed out that without the approval of the 

District Council, acceptance of tenders and issuinG w6rk-orders 

thereof were irregular and in no way binding upon the District Counc-11. 

It was further pointed, out, by him that the rates of ttndcra werc high. 

The S. D. O. of Serajganj also seconded this view that the tender rates 

were high. At this stage the D. O. asked the District Engineer in 

charEe to explain the reasons for the high rates of the tenders. The 

District Engineer gave an explanation which was not accepted by the 

members. It was held that the proceedings of the meeting of the 

Tender Co=ittee held on 19-3-. 65 which was under discussion should 

not bo approved and that fresh tenders should be called. 
1 

All earth works repired in the District Council projects are 

entrusted without exception to Thana councils. 1.1ile entrustinf; this 

responsibility to Thana Councils the District Council provides them 

with plans and estimates and places the estimated fund at the disposal 

Proceedings of the Ordinary Meatine of the District Council, 
Pabnal hel 

'd on May 31,1965. (Proceedings of the Pabna District 
Council are preserved in bound volumes, which are partly hand 
written and partly cyclostyled). 
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of the S. D*O. These projects are executed by the Thana Councils 

through project committees in the same manner as their. own projects 
.1 

and they submit monthly progress reports to the District Council. J. 

Those projects of the District Councils which are executed by 

the Contractors are supervised by the Assistant Director of 'Basic 

Democracies' and the Engineering Staff of the District Council and 

they keep the Council and the Works Committee of the Council informed 

about the progress or irregularities of the construction works* The 

3ýý 

D. O., the Additional D. O. (Development) and the S. D. O. also occasionally 

visit the project sites and check the works of the contractors. The 

non-official members of the District Council also keep watch on the 

works of the contractors in their respective constituencies and if 

they find irregularities they bring them to the notice of the District 

Council. In the event of such complaints the District Council sometimes 

constitutes aýi enquiry committee to inquire into the matter. The 

enquiry committee is an effective instrument. ýVý supervising not only 

the works of the contractors but also those of the supervising staff 

of the Distri ct Council. The following example will further illustrate 

this point: an unofficial member moved the following proposal in the 

ordinary meeting of the District Council, Pabnal hold on March 26,1965: 

"Whereas the development work of old Ataikula road from ne= 
the $new Ichamati bridge' to Sibrampur primary school has greatly 
deterioratedl it is resolved ýhat a Sub-committee be formed to 
enquire into the matter and to take suitable action against the 
contractor and the supervising agency. [' (2) 

1. Circular no. 44, P-7* 
2. The Proceedings of the Ordinary Meeting of the Prýbna District 

Council held on March 26,1965. 
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The proposal was seconded by another non-official member and the 

District Council unanimously resolved that a sub-committoo be formed 

to enquire into tho matter -and that the sub-committee would submit 

its findings before the District Council for a decision, 1 The 

Committee submitted the following report; 

.3ý 19 

"The road in question was inspected by the members of the Sub- 
co=ittee today, i. e. 14.7.65, from one end to the other, It was 
found that there was poor workmanship in the entire constructione 
There are patches here and there throughout the road and the 
joints of slabs are lying all broken and open. The age of the 
road is only about two years. It appeared that the brick chips 
are all disproportionate - somewhere they wore very big ranging 
from I" - 211 in diameter. On the other hand at come places the 
chips ýczruo, very small far below size having very low resisting 
power with the result that the level has gone down at places 
exposing the M/C road .... Both the contractor and the supervisinG 
staff of the District Council should be held responsible for such 
bad work under the noso of District Council executives. The 
contractor should be asked to review the work according to 
specification, failing which his pending bill, if any, 'may be 
held up and he shall be kept under suspension till the work is 
rectified. The supervising staff should be asked to explain as 
to why they should not be penalisod for negligence. of duty. " (2) 

The Role of tho BureaucracZ 

In Palcistang as in =any other underdeveloped countries, though 

the rural people now play a fairly important role in the process of, 

community development the programme is almost entirely gover=ent 

inspired and directed effort and the officials play the key role in it 

and, in fact, maintain aliloat full control over it. But the necessity 

and importance of official initiative and control cannot be denied. 

Although with the spread of the concept of community development it 

1. Ibid. 

Proceedings of the Meeting of the Sub-co=ittee, set up to enquire 
into the condition Of -Ataikula Road, hold on 14.7.65. 
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has become rather fashionable among a section of the peoplel some of 

whom are in favour of rapid debureaucratisation of local administrations 

to denounce or Minimise the importance of the active burcaucratic 

participation in the process of co=iunity development, such particip- 

ation is indispensable and without it no community development progra=e 

can oucceed. In under-developed countries systematic efforts to 

eradicate illiteracy, to remove ancient social barriers and orthodox 

outlook, to revitalize rural life, and to improve the socio-economic 

conditions are "unthinkable without the participation of government" 
1 

In fact without such participation "very few plans for basic changes 

in the economic or social structure are meaningful or ppssibL-,, 12. 

The conference out of which the book:. Bureaucracy and Political 

Development emanated had made "an effort to direct attention to the 

vital role that bureaucracies can and do play in the various kinds of 

transformations that the developing countries are expecting, j3. 

Of course with the passage of time when the members of the local 

councils of under-developed countries will gradually mature and gain 

more experience, they will be in a position to act much more indopond- 

ently and to take more and more initiative. But in early and middle 

stages 

"the intervention of field officers, in fact the supervision by 
them of local government affairs... is a necessity to ensure 
effectiveness and economy in operation. These are of vital 
importance when. the now or reorganisod authorities are on triAl 

1. La Palombarat "An Overviow of Bureaucracy and Political Development" 
in La Palombara(ed)t Bureaucracy and Political Development 
(Princeton, 1963)s P-5- 

2. Ibid, P-5.3. Lb-ids P-5. 
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both in the ey'es of the local people and of those who, for various 
reasons, seek to centralise rather than docentralise, Nor'can 
one iCnore the need to get 4. -he utmost value from money spent, when 
the country's resources are so overstrained by the multitude of 
demands upon them. " (1) 

The Role of the Circle Officer (C. O. ). The C. O. is usually 

described as the "leader of tho thana and the people" and the "man on 

the spot" 
2* The Circle Officer has specially been entrusted vrith the 

task of supervising and guiding the activities of the Thana and Union 

Councils. By virtue of his authority to control the Thana and the 

Union Councils' activities on behalf of the S. D. O. and also of his 

position as the Vice Chairman of the Thana Council, t4e C. O. holds I 

a key position in the matter of development work, 7done by tho Thana 

and the Union Councils. "He can do and undo many things. If he 

desires that some good should be done to the people he can do many 

things. But if he neglects his duty the position becomes quite 

ditleront.,, 
3 By influencing the 'planning bodies' and ultimately by 

changing the plans to conform with what he thinks as general interest, 
, 

he acts as the guardian of rural development projects., 

The role which the C. O. s play in preparing development plans 

varies from thana to thana depending on their respective interests 

in the development works and the support that they receive from their 

1. Henry Maddickq Democracyt-Decentralisation and Develo2ment 
(Bombay, 1963)9 p. 226. Also see Henry Maddick-, - "The Present and 
Future Role of the Collector" in the Journal of Local Administration 
Overseas, vol. II, no. 2, April, 1963, pp-8-1---T; -. 

2. Report on the Training Programme for C-O'-sj appendix III, p. iv. 
3- The Working of Basic Democracies in East Pakistan (cyclostyled) 

by S. Rahman /'-NIPA (Dacca) Staff Study no-30 (Dacca, Jan. 
1965)_7, P-38 

ýHereafter, 
cited as ITIPA Staff Study Report no-30) 
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S. D. O. s Usually they have greater opportunity and more time to super- 

visa the planning of the Thana Council projects than to suporvico that 

of Union Council projects. A provinco-wide survey conducted by the 

Com: Llla Academy revealed that in the year 1963-64 while in most cases 

the C. O. s directly Atqýi14 the planning of the Thana Councils I 

projects, only in some cases they directly influencod that of Ur-ion 

Councils' projects.. 
1 

In 47% of the cases the process of the 

selection of the Union Council projects was directly dominated by the 

C. O. s in their capacity as advisor. In the above mentioned 47% 

of tho cases, each C. O. "gave general instructions to the councillorsl 

stressed the overall importance of the unions attended the mectinga 

in which the plans were discussed and consolidated and =anaGed to 

2 have union councils follow his advice" In the remaining cases the 

C. O. s could not attend the Union Councils' meetings in which plans 

were discussed and coordinated. These plans instead of reflecting 

the overall interest of the union as a whole usually reflected the 

ward interests of influential members. Most C*O. s claimed that when 

those plans were received by them they scrutinised them and with 

minor modifications sent them to the'Approving Authority'. Of course 

a few C. O. s claimod that they did not interfero with the process of 

planning of Union Council projects. 

If any Union Council inzists on selactinG projects entirely 

according to its own wish and without paying any attention to the 

C. O. 's advice, it is not very difficult for him to get the plan altered 
1.2nd E. Pak. Evaluation Report, P. 26. 
2. Ibid, p. 26. 
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because he acts as the secretary to the 'Approvine Authority' for 

Union Council plans. Usually it dooo not become necescary for the 

C. O. to persuade the 'Approving Authority' in order to alter a Union 

Council plan because a threat of such action is enouCh to effect the 

necessary change in the plan. 

With regard to Thana Council plan the role of t4e C. O. is slightly 

difficult because he has less control over it though he is its Vice- 

Chairman. In most cases while the C. O. takes the general interest 

of the thana 1- 
into consideration, the Chairmen of the 'Union Councils, 

who are the ex-officio non-officia-1 members of the Thana Council, 

often take the interests of their respective unions or even of their 

respective wards into consideration. 
2 The influential chairmen press 

for the inclusion of their projects in the Thana Council plan. One 

C, O* observed that "illiterate members were influenced and sometimes 

overpowered by one or two semi-literate but shrewd members who out 

of their jealousy proposed plans which are not at all of thana 

importance... 113. It is generally felt that if a C. O. thinks that the 

Thana Council plan will seriously jeopardize the general interest of 

the thana he usually brings the matter to the notice of the S. D*O. If 

he gains the support of the S#D*Oo the chairmen usually give in unless 

they have good contact with persona higher in the political hierarchy. 

-4 - -, Cý4 w- s, P. ta-) 

The general interest of the thana may be dofined here. It is the 
responsibility of the C. 0, to see that the Thana Cou*ncil Plan may 
not serve the interest of any faction or area. Moreover all the 
unions or wards in a thana are not equally developed and it is 
his res. nonsibility to zoo that the less developed areas receive 
more attention and more allocation of funds,. 

2.2nd E. Pak. Evaluation 
_)Roport, p. 27. 

3. Ibid, p, 28. 
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tt in his capaci. *y as the adn. inistrative and the executive 

head of the sub-division not only enjoys enormous power, position z"nd 

prestige but has a great deal of patronage in his hands, 

?' 'they know that oven if they insist on the inclusion of 

their plans in the Thana Council Plan against the wish of the S. D#O. 

they are not going to succeed in the long run because if he tells the 

D. O. the latter in his capacity as the chairman of the 'Approving 

Authority' for the Thana Council Plans will almost definitely reject 

or alter the plan, 

A survey by the Comilla Academy revealed that in 1963-64 in two- 

thirds of the cases C. O. s had conflicts with Union Council Chairmen 

in considering Thana Council plans. 
' In 60/0o' of the cases the C*O, s 

could amicably resolve the conflicts in the Thana council meetings. 

They exerted the# influence and persuaded the members to take the 

general interest of the thana into consideration. In 2Xj' of the 

cases they altered the plans in order to make them conform'to what 

they considered the general interest of the thana. In 1715 of the 

cases they yielded because the Union Council Chairmen supported their 
2 

proposals with majority votes. 

The C. O. has the task of supervising and inspecting the execution 

of the work of the Thana and the Union Councils$ projects. He 

1.2nd E. Pak. Evaluation Report, P-27- 
20 

. 
Men the present writer =entioned the above mentioned example 
of 230j.; * and 175',, of the cases to both officials and non-officia-sl 
most of them, held that in former cases, in which the C. O. s 
altered the plans, they most probably received the strong support 
of the S, D, O* and in the latter cases in which they yieldedt 
most probably full support was not extended by the S. D. O. s 
concerned. 

UP, 
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supervises and inspects development works with or without notice* 

Inspection withoiit notice enables him to obtain information which io 

usually kept hidden during pre-arranged inspection* 
1 

The role of the C. O. is quite difficult. He has got to deal with 

the chairmen and members of Union Councils and project com=ittees who 

are not government servants and hence they are not his subordinates. 

"It depends on tactfulness of the Circle Officer to catch the Chairmen 

and put them to work... .. his tactful dealing with the chairman -and 

Basic Democrats vrill account for the development of the area 

concerned. 112 

As the 'man on the spot I the C. O. is "better acquainted with the 

problems of the thana than the Sub-divisional Officer who has been 

burdened with heavy schedule, 13. To a considerable extent the' S. D. O. 

35 

and the D. O. are dependent on him for information and data 4ivtVWMý 16- 

Thana, and the Union Councils' development projects. He is required 

to submit to the S. D. O. and also tb the Assistant Director of Basic 

Democracies on the first day of every month a financial statement of 

expenditure on development works showing the following particulars: 

(a) total allocation; (b) total advance in hand at the, boginninc of 

the month; (c) advance drawn during the month; (d) total advance in 

hand during the month; (e) total advance made to the project committees; 

(f) total of actual expenditure adjusted against advance to project 
4 

corimittees; (g) other expenditures; (h) balance 
.. n hand. 

2nd E. Pak. Evaluation Rerortj. P-35. 
2* RIPA Staff Study_Report no-30v P-38. 
3- Md Anizuzzamang The Circle Officer, p. 43- 
4. Circular no. 441' p. 12.. 
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Moreover the tour diary of the C. O., as noted in Chapter III, 

ic sent to the S. D. O. His tour diary prbvides tho latter with a 

great deal of information about the Thana and the Union Councils' 

development prosrammes. 
1 

11 The following few passages from the diaries of some C. O-s will 
further illustrate the point: 

"Attended the Thana Council meeting hold in local (Joyanara) 
high school and discussed various topics* The assessment of 
development works like minor irrigation schemes construction of 
free primary schools and charitable dispensaries was made. 
Officers and basic democrats responsible for each scheme were 
asked to complete all projects before financial year'was out. " 

11 ... attended TejGaon Thana Council meeting. Discussed with 
the members various subjects including principles of taxationg 
preparation of budget, maintenance of accounts... and affore3tation. 
Training was also imparted to non-official members of the thana 
council in various fields including preparation of budget. The 
departmental officers spoke on their respective field of works 
and indicated to me the line of cooperation and coordination 
required between the various. departments and basic democrats. " 

11 1 development works done went out for inspection oA. 
by the Panchupur union council - five tube-wells were found sunk. 
and 5 miles of roads repaired ... I net the local gentlemen and 
heard their problems. They apprised me of tho pressing need of 
a maternity welfare centre at Atrai, and some Centlemen were 
found very anxious to have it and contribute to the best oi their 
mite for this welfare centre. 11 

tloe*went straight to Potakata to see the progress of 
excavation of the five mile long canal conducted by the-Hasaigari 
union council. Talked to the people who were working voluntarily. 

. 
for the excavation of the canal expected to do immense benefit to 
the standing Boro crops over a large tract of area. This work of 
the Hasaieari union and in particular, people's enthusiasm 
displayed in it, is simply laudable. " 

It ... Accompanied the S. D. O. to the site of the proposed 
maternity welfare centre there, where 2ý bighes of land was made 
over to the S. D. O. by way of gift by a local gentleman named Mr. 
Haji Shafiuddin. tt 

"I accompanied the S. D. O. to Enayatpur in Kasimpur union to 
see the progress of construction of the model primary school there, 
and about 50 per cent work was found done. " 

"Development works in the union councils I have visited so far 
are going on in full swing, of courses by community labour on 
voluntary basis. Collection of taxes etc. by the union councils is, 
however, much less than satisfactory and I advised the chairmen of 
the union councils and their councillors to start a vigorous 
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The Role of the S. D. O. The S. D. O. plays a vital role-in the 

field of rural development thoueh ho is not so closely connected with 

it as the C. O. because he has got to look after almoct each and evory 

aspect of the adminictration of tho whole sub-divi3ion. The nature 

of his role in the field of co=unity development has already been 

ind; Lcated while discussing the role of the C. O. //Nost, S. D. O. z act as 

"coordinators, inspýrersq advisorsq clarifiers, guides, arbiters and 
12 

prestige givers" As the 'Controlling Authority' of Union Councils 

and as the Chairman of Thana, Councils and of the 'Approving Authority' 

for Union Councils' plans he is in a position to exercise enormous 

control and influence over the development activites of Thana and 

Union Councils.. As he enjoys enormous power, position and status his 

backing and publicity enormously addl to the vigour of the development 

activities* 

lie have already noted that the extent Of effectiveness of the 

C. O. depends to a considerable exte4t on the backing that he receives 

from the S. D. O. But while it is the responsibility of the S. D*O. to 

extend his support to the C*O. if necessary it is also his resnonsibility 

to keep him under restraint. It is generally felt that in some place3 

collection campaign so as to get at their collection target by 
the end of the financial year. " 

These passages have been quoted in Anisuzzaman, The Circle 
Officer, pp. 27-29,35-36. 

1. lst E. Pak. Evaluation Report, p. 15. 

29 In Chapter III we have already noted the extent of enormous powers 
that the "Controlling Authority" enjoys. For example he can 
quash the proceedings of the councilq prevent the execution of 
any resolution passed by the council atc. The Budget of the 
Council is also subject to his approval. 
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iihore the members of local councils are not very influential or 

assertive the C. O. z often try to impose their decisions on the mer-ber-c 

in an arbitrary way. It is the responsibility of the S. D. O, to prevent 

the C. O. s from doing so and to see whether they are properly-div? chrrf,: -- 

ing their duties. 

One C. O. told the menbers of the Evaluation To= oý the Comilla 

Academy "I could not do justice to some projects because of interference 

. 0. 

from the above.... and non-cooperative attitude of chairmen who get free 

access to the S*D. O. and even to some higher authorities and exploit. the 

1 
opportunity to defy the C. O. " We may draw one of two following 

conclusions from the above version of trC. 00 Firstly the S. D. O. 

prevented the C. O. from taking the right steps with regard to so=e 

projects, Secondly the measures which the C. O. wanted to take were 

not just or suitable and the S. D. O. after having been informed by the 

members did not allow him to take such measures*2 Thus it is obvious 

that the S. D. O. is required to handle a very delicate situation* Ile 

holds two different threads in his hands. Firstly he has got to see 

whether the wishes and desires of the members are in conformity with 

the general interest and secondly he has got to review the actions o.. 

the C*O. Thus it is generally felt that it is on his correct judgement 

or decision that the sound progress of rural development depends. In 

short, ho has got to watch the activities of both officials and non- 

1. '2nd E. Palt. Evaluation Reportq p, 26. 
2. The present writer mentioned the above comment of the C*O, (quoted 

in the Evaluation Report) to some officials and non-officials.. 
These two conclusions are based on the impression gathered by him 
from their views and opinions. ' It is most likely that the second 
conclusion. is correct because the S. D. 0 usually does not turn down 
the wishes of the C. O. ýwho jo his lo-orn =an' in the field of rural 
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officials and to make sure that they take the right steps. A curvey 

of the Comilla Academy found that most S. D. O. s "step in and exercise 

their authority publicly rather than zoe a project fail becauso of 
I 

poor administration ... or local discord" 

The Role of the D. O. Lastly we may now discuss the role of the 

D, O. who as the head of the district has a very vital and i=portant 

role to play in organizing and encouraging the development workso The 

intorests which he shows in development activities and the support and 

hel§ which he extends to them go a very long way to further the cause 

of the development in Pakistan. In the field of development he is 

required to provide leadership not only to the officials but also to 

the people and local representatives. In 1960 the Provincial 

Administration Co=ission, Report explained in the following passage 

the role of the D*O. in thu field of development: 

"The District'Officer as the strategic link between the people and 
the government has to fill an important leadership role in the 
planning and execution of development programmes. He is at once 
the exponent of government's policies to the people and the 
interpreter of their needs and requirements to higher authorities. 
In this particular role, he will now be assisted by the District 
Council of which he will now be the ex-officio Chairman. It will 
be the District Officer's initiative, leaderuhip and advice which 
will impart vigour to all the development plans of the district, 
The success which he achieves will depend in large measure on the 
activo participation of the people that he is able to secure for 
this task. " (2) 

3 SV- 

development unless he is cure that the C. O. is doing something 
wrongs 

is Ist E. Palt. Evaluation Report, p, 15, 

2. Prov. Adm. Com. 
_Reý2ortq 

P-183. 
One author hold that "In the district the. dogree of a person's 

access to-the Deputy Commissioner... bears on his social and political 
influence. " Thus "The Deputy Commissioner can provide psychological 
incentives for vocial and development activities by making himself 
more easily accessible to thoso who havo mado a significant con- 
tribution towards the development of. tho dictrict-.. ": ý'ýIahmood 1qbal, 
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He has got to see that all development program=aslin his district 

are properly plannedl coordinated and executed. Au the Chairman of 

the District Council he has a great may in the selection of tho District 

Council projects. One of his =ain concorns is to see that the Dict-rict. 

Council plan should not serve the interest of any faction. He trioz 

to bring his preasurc to bear on the members so that the District 

Council plan reflects the general interest of the district as a whole. 

But this is not a very easy task because some of the non-official 

members of the District Council are usually influential and politically 

oriented. Thus he has got to handle a very delicate situation tact- 

fully and intelligently. As the head of the district and by virtue of 

his nenborship of the Civil Service of Pc-acistan - the elite of bureau- 

cracy - he is in a more advantageous position than any other officer 

in the district to resist any undue political The D. O. s 
PWVULML 

who are able to maize use of their'advantagoous position contribute 

considerably to the cause of the development. In short, on I one hand 

he has to save the'development programmes from undue political inter- 

feronce by making his position strongly felt t444- 

humour. To a considerable extent his success lior; in his ability to 

maintain a balance between the two. 

Deputy Commissioner and Mvelopment (cyclostyled) (a paper read 
in the Seminar on Development Administration held at the Adzinis- 
trative Staff Collegel Lahore) n. d,, p. 4. The author was a 
Doputy Co=issioner2-. 

1. Ghulam Sarwar IChanj Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner (cyclo- 
styled) (A paper read in the Seminar on. Development Ad-ministration 
held at the Pakistan Adminietrativo Staff College, Lahore), n. d., 
p. 8* The author was a high rankizG Government official. 

_ 
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Ho does not usually become directly involvod in Thana an& Union 

Council projects* In this matter it "is his second line officers - 

the Sub-divisional Officers - who take charge of the situation being 

nearest to the scene of action. The role of the D. C, fi. e, Doo..., 7 is 
generally to guide and supervise the S. D. O. 01110 

The D. O. is one of the persons in the district andq 

as noted above, has got to look after the different aspects of 

administration in the district. So it is not possible for him to go 

into the details of the development administration. In the field of 

development he is assistod. by the Additional D. O* (Development) and the 

Assistant Director of "Basic Domocracies". 

One of'the important responsibilities of the D. O. 9 the S. D. O. 
t 

and the C*O. is to see that the local councils receivo necessary 

assistance and guidance from the staff of the technical and other 
I 

dopartments. 

The Rural Works Programme in West Pakistan (A comparative studz of the 

East Pakistan Approach and; West Pakistan Approach. 

The success of the first province-wide rural works progra=e 

(1962.! ý-63) in East Pakistan encouraged the government of West Pakistan 

, to draw up a similar programmo for West Pakistan which was put into 

operatipn'in 1963-64.2 For. this purnoso an allocation of rupees 10 crore 

was made by the government. A conference of the D. 0-s was hold at 

1. A. Rashid, The Deputy Commissioner in Pakistan - Justification and 
Role i'na Welfare State (cYclostyled) (a paper read in the Seminar 
on Development Administration hold at the Pakistan Administrative 
Staff College, Lahore) n. d., 1963 (? ), P-11. The author was a 
Deputy Commissioner* 

2. Pakistan Economic Survey, p. 218. 

It- 
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Lahore in July 1963 to discuss the 'Comilla Approach'. The Governnent 

of Ilest Pakistan decided to launch the progýramno straightway throur: hout 

the province instead of first carrying out a 'Pilot project' on 

an experimental basis in any particular area. Thus no Inil Ot project, I 

similar to the Comilla 'pilot project' was organised in Wast Pakistan. 

Efforts were made to follow the organisational and functional 

approach of Comilla as far as possible. But in practice there arc many 

wide differences between the 'Comilla Approach', i. e. IFast Pakistan 

Approach' and 'West Pakistan Approach'. Moreover unlike the porition 

in East Pakistan no unifo= pattern has omerged in West Pakistan. 

Before going into the details of the working of rural works programme 

in West Pakistan a brief account of the factors which are responsible 

for such differences between the two wings will give usa better insiEht 

into the 'West Pakistan Approach', 

The topographical and the climatic conditions in East Pakistan 

are not similar to those prevailingý in West Pakistan. In East Pakistan 

the topographical, the climatic and the cultural conditions are almost 

uniform throughout the province and moat areas, as noted abovej have 

a very high density of population. As a result the agricultural 

practices, the rural problems and the nature of development works are 

also much the same in all the districts. (with come exceptions in 

Chittagong Hill Tracts district) of East Pakistan, Because of such 

uniformity throughout the province it was much easier for the Comilla 

Academy to work out unif orm techniques and methods for rural works 
1- Rural Works Programme Evaluation Report 1963-64. (Lahore, n. d. ), 

P. 1 Hereafter c1tod ýxa West Pakistan Ist Evaluation Report. 
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programmes. But in West Pakistan the topooraphacal and the climatic 

conditions and the density of population, as noted above, vary vridoly 

from region to rogion. As a result the agricultural practices and rural 

problems in West Pakistan also vary from region to region. This 

situation in Wast Pakistan has made it indispensable for rural works 

Programmes to include a variety of projects ranging from "sophisticated" 

buildingc and metalled roads in the former Punjab region to irrigation 
f 

pump 
.s 

and "river bed spurs" for reclaiming land for agricultural us'e 

in the stony and mountainous Xurram Agency and Karezes (underground 

water channels) and I'shingled roads" in the deserts of Baluchistan. 

The diversity of conditions need divercity of skills. The methods 

- and practices followed in one region CVUnot suitable for another zrar7ion. 

I-Ioreover some regions'especially tribal areas in the former N. W. F. P. 

and Baluchistan are very backward and sparsely populated where the 

people are not capable of handling such projects. 

It was, therefore, decided by the Gover=ent of Wast Pakistan that 

some departure should be made from the way the projects were planned and 

implemented in East. Pakistan. It was thought that one 'pilot project' 
t rlý- 

similar tokComilla 'pilot project' could serve as a model for the whole 

province only to a limited degree.. 2 It was decided that allowance 

should be made in varyinG degrees, 
/& 

the local conditions and circum- 

stances, that no rigid and uniform system for administering the rural 

works programme should be introduced and that the system which would 

be introduced must be flexible enouCh to permit changes and adjustments 

10 Rural Works Programme for I-lest Pal-dstan. First Report. 
(Lahore 1964), P-2. 

2. West Pakistan lst Evaluation Ranort, p. 12. 
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according to local conditions and circumstance,. Only a broad outline 

was prepared by the government and each di3trict was Civen a consider- 

able degree of autonomy to work out its own techniques and methods 

for administering the rural works programme. Enormous diccretionary 

I 
powers were given to the D*O. s, who made the maximum use of them.. I 

The Pakistan Economic Survey observed "Chairman of the District Council, 

that is, the Deputy Commissioner, is given extensive power over the 

compilation of the District Programme, for the sanctioning and 

execution of s9hemes, and for the coordination of the resources of the 

Basic Democracies' Councils and the technical departments vrithin the 

district. " 2 
The D. 0, was made the Project Director of the rural works 

prog ramma in t he district#3 

As no uniforn pattern of adjainistoring the rural worics rrogramme 

in West Pakistan has emerged the discussion which follows can only be 

on the broad general pattern of the Programme: In West Pakistan no 

specific powers have been granted to the Tehsil Councils which, as 

noted above, are the counterparts of the Thana Councils in East Pakistan. 

But in some districts, (eog. in Multan district) substantial powers 

have been delegated to the Tehail Councils by the District Councils* 

In almost every district some powers have also been delegated-to the 

Union Councils. The basic idea of the Com#lla Approach that tho 

projects of the Union Councils should be executed by the project committee- 

has been accepted in West Pakistan. In some districts (e. g. Cambelpur 

1. Ibid, p. 14. 

2. Pakistan -Economic Survey, p. 219. 
3- Ibid. Also see Rural Works Progra=e: Loralai District 1963-64 Tý, U-etta nede)l P, 7, 
4. Third Five Year Plang PP-513-514. 
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dictrict) there is oAe project co=ittee per Union Council which iz 

3C5 

rer, ponsible for the execution of all the projects of the Union Council 

concerned. In these districts the project committee is headed by the 

Chairman of the Union Council concerned. In some other district. - (e. Z. 

in Sheikpura district), as in East Pakistant for each project one project 

co=ittee has been'formed. Again in some other districts both the 

systems are in operation at the same time. The degree of responsibility 

assigned to Tehsil and Union Councils and project committees varies 

from place to place. A survey of the rural works program e in 1963-64 

revealed that "even where the lower councils were grantpd wide 

authority their control and the task of supervising the work done by 

2 them remained in the hands of the Deputy Commissioner"T 

Thus we find that in West Pakistan the D. O. has been entrusted 

with nore responsibilities and given more discretionary powers than 

his counterpart in East Pakistan and that while in East Pakistan the 

provih, &'ý,. government has directly given the Thana and Union Councils 

fairly substantial powers with regard to planning and execution of 

projects, in West Pakistan the D. O. and the District Council have 

determined (and are determining) the extent to which such powers should 

be delegated to Tehsil and Union Councils. 3 In Wast Pakistan the 

1. Rural Works Programme for West Pakistan, P-7. 
2. West Pakistan Ist Evaluation Report, p. 27. 

3- So far as the Rural Works Programme is concerned the administrative 
arrangements in West Pakistan are still in a fluid statee In some 
places more powers are being delegated to lower councils while in 
other places the powers that have already boon delegated are beino 
withdrawn because the district authority is not satisfied with the 
work of the lower councils. 
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district has been made 

"Tho basic unit of administration in rural works -oro., -rax=ell. (1) 
But "This decision is in contrast with the ex. jerience in East 
P60cistan where the Thana has become the focal point of the *dorks; 
Programme. This divergence has its validity in the size of a 
Thana in East Pakistan and a District in 1-lest PcOldstan =oas=-ed 
in terms of population ý 2_7..... In the '01cist, physical factors 
have enabled the Deputy Commissioner to have close contact with 
Union Councils* In the East, the Thana is a small compact 
administrative unit and its effectiveness is heightened by the 
remoteness of the dis-trict from the Union Councils. " (3) 

There are several factors which have made the thana the baý-ic unit of t1ae 

Rural Works Programme in East Pakistan: We have already noted that the 

rural people in East Pakistan are relatively more advanced than their 

counterparts in West Pakistan (see Chapter 11) and that the rural 

leaders in the former have had long experience in ad=inistcrine the 

affairs of the local councils at the union level (see ChaDterc III 

and I)* Moreover the thana is large enough to be an administrative 

unit at which the government can provide trained officers of various 

nation building dep artments 
4 

and at the same time it is small enough 

to enable the villagers to reach the thana headquarters and return to 

their villages before nightfa, 15 lice& and to enable the thana level ofA 
-o 

to frequently visit the remotast. parts 

thana is a level which is sufficiently 

1. Third Five Year Plan, P-513- 
2. In Chapter III we have already no 

are 51, districts for a population 
in East Pakistan for a population 

of 

cl 

ted 
of 
of 

the rural areas. Thus the 

ose to the rural peop2a 
6 

that in West Pakistan there 
3.6 crores as against 17 
nearly 4 crores. 

Pakistan Economic Survey, p. 219. 
4. Decentralization & Development, P-3- 
5. Gilbert, op. cit. $ p. 21. 
6. In East Pakistan there are 411 thanas each with an area of about 

. 
130 square =iles and with an averaCe population of ? 14; -0 C) 0 
Z-Roport on East Pakistan Rural Work3 1)rogra=e, P-107 
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Recently the Government of Ea-st Pakistan decided that the 

administrative machinery of different nation building departments 

. would be extended up to thana levol. 1 
And according to this decision 

the officers of these departments are gradually being posted at the 

thana level. The government also took the decision to build a Thana 

Training and Development Centre in each thana. And by the middle of 

1964 244 centres were constructed. These centres have been designed 

to gradually acco=odato Thana Councils, the C. O. and the officers of 

other departments such as Aoriculture, Animal Husbandry, Fisheries, 

Education, Public Health and Cooperatives4. The purpose of these 

centres "are... to serve as base of extension operations and centres of 

training for local people. The Go'ver=ent officers will act both as 

extension workers and teachers-here. In addition these centies will 

house all kinds of service institutions such as a veterinary clinic, 

a zoil testing laboratoryl perhaps a tractor station, a bank and so 

on" 
2. These centres have been intended to provide adequate opportun- 

ities for demonstration of new methods, new tools, new cropping 

3 
patterns and the use of better seedsl fertilizers, pesticides etd. 

1. Formerly, as noted in Chapter 111, below the sub-divisional level 
no government deýartments except policeg revenue and registration 
departments appointed their officers unless come special circum- 
stance of any particular. area warranted such appointments. In 
each thana (which means police station) a police officer was posted 
with a small police force. The jurisdictions of registration and 
revenue officers below the sub-divisional level did not always ýý%4 coincide with the. T jurisdiction.... Before 1962 the jurisdiction 
of a circle officer used to cover 3 or 4 thanas. 

2. Retort on the East Pakistan Rural Works Programmel p. 11. 
3. Gilbert, on. ci . t., P. 21. 
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Mr. Aktar Ilameed Khan observes that 

"It affords a means to create in each thana of the province a living symbol of needed modernization process. This 
, center can 

and should dominate the thana headquarters in the same way as it has been do=inated in the past century by the-polico station. The new center in no way lessons the inportance of law and order but rather it emphasizes the transcendent importance of local 
development activities in the ye=, 7ahead. " (l)- 

This now developmont at the thana level ma. kes the thana town a 

"community centre" to the surrounding villages. f From the foregoing 

discussion we find that the thana, which is "unique to East Pakistan 

but does not figure in the I-lost Pakistan programme" 
2 is "an effective 

unit of econo=ic development in rural East Pakictan', 3. In short we 

may conclude that while in East Pakistan rural dovelop=ent iG =ore 

decentralized, in West Pakistan it is moro centralized at the district 

headquarters. 

The Devolopment Works of the Nation Building DeDartments 

A considerable volume of development works are also executed solely 

through the nation building departments of the government. The officers 

1. Comilla - U. S. -AID Conference Report, p. 23. 
The first Thana Training and Development Center was built in 

Comilla. Other centers in the province were modelled on it. 
2. Decentralisation and Development, P-3- 
3- Report on the East Pakistan Rural Works Programme, p. 11. 

In recent years some people in West Pakistan have also thought 
that relatively densely populated and advanced areas (i. e* most 
parts of the Punjab) in West Pakistan the tehsil (or the sub- 
division) should be made the unit of rural development. In 1962 
an almost similar view was expressed by some authors in West 
Pakistan. [See Aslam A. Khan, "Role of Basic Democracies in Economic 
Planning and Development" in Seminar on Planning ahd Development- 
held at Lahore (Lahore, 1962)-1 P-57- Malik-K. D. Khan, same topic 
in ibid, p. 65. Hasan Habib, "Proliminary Notes on Decentrexlised 
Socialist Economic Planning in Yugoslavia and its relevance to 
Decent, ralised Plann: Lng under Basic Democracies in Pakistan", in 
Journal of Rural Development ar-d AdmInistration, vol IV, no. 1, 
Sept., 1964 (PARD, Peshawar), P-. Aýq 
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of these departments prepare plans for their respective departments. 

Thoce plans are executýd either by the contractors under the supervicion 

of the departmental officers or by the departmental officers themselves 

depending on the nature of the workso 
1 

The most important adminis- 

trative aspect of the development works of tho nation building depart- 

ments in the district is the coordination of the plans and programmes 

of various departments by the D*O* which is discussed in the next 

(VI) chapter. 

For example all the works of the Roads and the BuildinG Departments 
are executed by the contractors under the supervision of and 
according to the plaxwprepared by the enginoors of these depart- 
ments whereas a considerable part of the plans and programmes of 
the Agricultural Department is executed by the staff of the 
department* 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE PROBLEMS OF COORDIVATION 

Introduction 

One of the most important aspects of district administration is 

the organisational and functional relationship between the D. O. and 

othor heads of the departments in the district. In chapter III 

(P-III-23) we have already noted the nature of this relationship. In 

this chapter an attempt will be made to discuss the problems that 

are involved and their causes. 

It has boon recognized bV the government that besides "a 

vertical distribution of authority in a straight line of co=and run- 
I 

ning from the Governor through the directorates to the divisional and 

disti-ict Officers" (i. e. the divisional and district heads of other 

depart=ents i. e. directorates)l there should be "a horizontal coordin- 

ation of Governmental activities at the appropriate levels". 
2 As tho 

district is tho focal unit of administration it has also been recog- 

nized that coordination at this level should be very effective. 

In view of the fact that the overall development of the district 

is considered as the product or result of the combined activities of 

the various nation building departments (as well as other organis- 

ations or groups which are also responsible or indirectly connocted 

Wo have already noted in chapter III that in the performance of 
his functions the Governor is closely acsisted by the MUnistries, 

'r andlk"the Minýstries and the Secretariat Departments are, in fact, 
r, Xnonymous. So the authority, in facts runs from the Secretariat 
and the Cabinet hoadod by the Govorno-66 
Pro. Adm. Com. Re-port, p, 89. Cabinot Decisions, p, 8, 
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with development)rather than the sole province of one of then 
1, it is 

essential that the functionz of the heads of those departments, who 

generally work undar the control and supervision of their respective 

provincial and divisional heads of the Directorates, should be effect- 
11ý1 

ively coordinated. Moreover without such coordination overlapping and 

duplication cannot be avoided. General administration also recLuirec 

that the functions of all government depart=ents as wall as semi- 

government agencies should be effectively coordinated.. 

As the D. O. is the head of the district he has been recognized as 

the agency most suitable for undertaking the overall responsibility '&or 

coordinating the functions of all government and semi-governmont 

agencies operating within his jurisdiction. But if he is to play an 

effective role as the coordinator it is essential that he should have 

adequate authority and control over these agencies. No doubt on paper 

ho has been given, as we shall see belowl fairly considera. ble powers 

and authority in this respect. But in practice he finds it very 

difficult to exercise these powers and to play his role as an effective 

coordinator because there is tension between him on the one hand and 

other district level departmental headsl strongly backed by their 

respective provincial and divisional heads of directorates on the ol-oher. 

As a result instead of an intimate and cordial relationship there exists 

a very strained relationship between them. Of course this is not a new 

problem in the administration of the district. It is in f act an old 

problem, though in recent years the situation, as we shall see later, 

Speeches of Lktar Hameed Khan in_MichiEanItate Unlverpityj p. 10. 
-In recent yoarz an, incroaso in and volume of dovelopment works has heightonod to an onormous extent the 

i=portanco of coordination,. 
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has deteriorated very seriously. A brief study of the problem in the 

past will perhaps put this aspect of the administration in a better 

perspective. 

British India 

During the second half of the last century, it was felt that the 

D. O. should be relieved of those functions which were of a highly 

specialised nature and that they should be entrusted to new officers 

having technical or specialised knowledge. Mforeover the scope of the 

functions of the government was gradually expanding. As a result the 

government began to establish new departments in the district mainly 

from the third fillarter of the last century. Most now officers at the 

district level had their respqctive heads of directorates at the 

provincial level. But the D. O., being the head of the district, was 

also required to "keep in close touch with the activities of those.... 

services in his district and his advice and influence were botg t an 

valued" AlthouSh the D. O. exercised general control and supervision, 

over other district level officers, his position in relation to that 

of the provincial heads of the directorates was not very clear. There 1, 

was some vagueness or confusion with regard to the naturo of control 

that he and the provincial heads of directorates were oxpectod to 

exercise over these local officers. The confusion was cleared up in 

1872 by G. Cambell, the then Lieutenant Governor of Bengal. He was of 

the opinion that "tho local officers of districts have for some 

Memorandum submitted by the aover=ont of Bihar and Orissa to the 
Indian Statutory Commission (London, 1930), -para. 448. (Hereafter 
cited as Bihar & Orissa Govt. Memorandum). This comment was made 
while discussing tho administrative history of the provinco. 
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purposes had too many mastOrs" He was "anxious? ' to see that there 

officers "should not have too =any =asterc and that the head of the 

2 district should control the local departments" He made it emphatic- 

ally clear that it was his "wish to render the heads of districts no 

longer the drudges of =any departments and nasterx; of none but in fact 

the seneral controlling authority over all departments in each 

dir, trict,, 3. Thus he wanted to "make tho Mlagistrate-Collector,,, the real 

_executive 
chief and administrator of the tract of country committed to 

him and supreme over every, ýone and everything except the proccedings, of 
4 the courts of justice" . He declared that the provincial heads of 

diroctorates, whom he considered to bo "very bad masters"521 would only 

"aid, counsel and guide" their respective local officers "without 

exercising absolute authority over then" 
6* 

Thus the authority and the 

supremacy of tho D. O. was established without any ambiguity.. 

But with the passage. of time local officers gradually became eager 

to gain independence so far as possible from the direct control of the 

D. O. and at the same time the provincial heads of directorates also 

gradually began to try to exercise more and more direct control and 

supervision over their respective local officers. Thus there was a 

growing tendency on the part of these departments, which were alco 

gradually expanding, to assert their independence. Thus the "growth 

and ficsiparous tendencies, 17 of these depart=ents gradually began to 

1. Rezort on the Administration of Bengal (1871-72) (Calcutta, 1872), 
p. 64. 

2. Ibid. t p. 65.3. Ibidt p. 66.4. Ibid., p. 67- 

5. Ibid,., p. 67- 6. Ibid., p. 65- 

7.1909 Royal Decentralisation CoMmission's Repo para. 487. 
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affect and change the pattern of administration. In 1909 the Royal 

Co=ission upon Decentralization in India noted the gradual woakenine 

of the position of the D. O. 1 
and was tle=phatically of the opinion 

'that 

the position of the Collector as administrative head of the district 

2 should be recognized by the officors of all special departments" The 

Commission felt the "necessity for a unifying influence over the various 

branches of government work in .... individual districts,, 3. But tho 

special departments continued their efforts to bypass the D. O. as far 

as possible. It was observed that 

"Although government clung to the principle that the authority 
of the District Officer =ust be =aintained in all departments, it 
was obvious that as the dopartments grew in strength and appointed 
their own local officers, his advice and control wore less needed 
and the*tendency was, to transfer tho control to local depaxt=ental 
officers... " Of course these officors "were instructed to keep 
in touch with and consult the District Officer, and sought his 
help when they required it" 4. 

But in opitd of the fact that his contact with and, his hold over other 

departments were less than before, his pre-eminenco within his district 

an I d. his position in relation to district departxental. heads were not 

seriously affected by the changing administrative situation. He could 

still exercise effective control-over them. In "varying degrees the 

District Officer influences the policy in all matters, and he is always 

there in the background to lend his supports or if need be, to mediato 

between a specialised service and the people"-5. But towards the 

1. Ibid., para-536.2. Ibid 
' ., 

para-539.3- Ibid., para-539- 
4. Mlemorandum submitted by the Government of Benral to the Indian 

Statutory Commission, Part I (London, 1930), para. 272, T-Hereafter cited as. Ben7al Govt. 's Elemorandum), This c6mment was 
made while disctssing the "Tendency to departmental control before 
the Reforms. " Ibid., para. 272. 
Montagu-Chelmsford Reports para. 123. 
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beginning of the 1920s the political and constitutional reforms 

resulting from the Yontagu-Clielmsford '. Report "affected district 

administration in various ways" 
l.. 

Many important departments (mainly 

nation building departments) called "transferred departments" were 

613 

placed in the charj; a of Ministers responsible to the Logis2ative Council 

in which the majority of the members were elected. 
2 The Ministerc waro 

inclined to rely more on their respective departmental officerc over 

whom they had direct control rather than on the D. O. over whom they had 

no direct control. As a result the importance of the officers of other 

depart=ents increased. Moreover political preszures also affected the 

position of the D. O. The influence of the now Legislative Council 

"accentuated the tendency to make departmental activities independent 

of the Commissioner and District Officer, especially in the transferred 

departments. 0 Thus the transfer of the control of these departments 

4 to the Minist'ers "reduced the scope of his Z D. O. 1s_1 initiative" 

1. Bengal Govt. 's Memorandum, para. 275. 
f 

2. According to the 1919 Act, the executive authority in the province 
was divided into two halves - reserved side and transferred side. 
Thus all, the departments under the provincial Covernment were 
grouped into "reserved departments" and "transferred departments". 
The reserved departments were placed in the charge of the Governor 
in Council (consisting of not*more than four members) responsible 
to the Viceroy of India and to the Secretary of State for India 
and not to the provincial legislature. The transferred departments 
were administered by the Governor acting with the 1,11inisters who, 
as we have already noted, were responsible to the provincial 
legislature. The Ministera were appointed by the Governor. On 
the transferred side of the administration he was supposed to act 
on the advice of the Ministers "unless he sees sufficient cause 
to dissent from their opinion ... Simon Report,, vol. Xj para 
16o J. n _7. 

Thus on the transferred side of the ad inistration he was a 
titular head. Of course, under special circumstances he could 
dismi4a the Ministers; or dissolve the legislature. 

3- Bengal Govt. 's Memorandum, para. 276. 
4. Bihar and Orissa Govt. 's Memorandum, para. 449. 
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As a result "On the transferred side of the administration, the 

District Officer has much loss opportunity of influencing policy than 

bef ore. " 

But it will be wrong to conclude that these changes materially 

reduced his position in relation to district departmental heads. He 

still remained the most powerful officer and the central figure around 

who= the whole administrative machinery of the district revolved. It 

was not possible to ignore him. He wioldod enormous power, prestige 
2 

and patronage which not only enabled him to bring pressure to bear upon 

other officials but also encouraged or reqpired these officers to seek 

his help and support in order to promote and accelerate their depart- 

mental activities. 
3 It was observed that 

"is still the principal executive agent of government, the one 
man who can get things done whether it be the repression of an 
outbreak of disorder, the encouragement of recruiting or even - 
and this is particularly interesting as it refers to the trans- 
ferred side - the initiation of a child welfare movement". 4. 

Simon Report, vol. I, para 321.2. Ibid., para-320. 
3- The D. O. 's support for any particular programme or plan could not 

only easily enlist the support and cooperation of the people but 
also those of the local leaders or ; lites who in one way or othar 
were dependent on him bocauso he had a great deal of patronage in 
his hands and was responsible for the maintenance of law and order 
and the collection of land revenue, two very important aspects of 
administration in the sub-continent which greatly affected both 
the people and the local elites. Moreover his support or help was 
essential when the cooperýtion of the officers of another department 
was necessary. It was also much easier for him to obtain the 
approval of a higher authority for a project or plan. For example, 
if the approval of the Ministry of Finance was necessary the 
recommendation of the D. O. would carry much more weight than that 
of a departmental head. 

4. Memorandum submittedby the Government of the United Provinces to 
the Indian StatutorXCommission Zlondon, --1930) para.. 53. (Heroafter 
cited as U. P. Govt. 's Memorandum). See also Simon Commission, 
vol. I., para-322 - quoted below (Chap., VIII p. 01-ID 
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But the Government of India Act 19359 which abolished the system 

of dyarchy and intrbduced that of provincial autonomy under which there 

were noýreserved departmentsl affectod the position of the D. O. to a 

fairly considerable extent. Previously during the dyarchy periods as 

noted above, he had not been under direct control of the IV. inisters. He 

had been mainly responsible to the reserved sido of tho adminiotration 

i. e. to the Governor in Council. But from April lot, 1937, when the 

provinces became self-governing, he came under the control of the 

Minister who held the newly created office of the Home Minister. Usually 

the Chief Minister himself held this offico. 

Provincial autono=y also reduced the authority of the Chief 

Secretary and the Governor whose support and backing had been a very 

important source of the D. O. 's authority and influence-ý Of courne the 

Governor had some discretionary powersýý-L cl-th 

"In the districts, the change of government was viewed by the 

forner Guardians with feeling resigned and wary. 11 
I 

No doubt the D. O* 

continued to occupy a very pre-eminent position in the district and 

enjoy enormous influence and prestige and wield large powers of 

patronage, vý'ut they were definitely much less than before. * Though 

the local leaders or elites in one way or another were still dependent 

on him, their dependence was much less than what it had'been before 

because they were now in a position to bring some political pressure 

in varying degrees to bear upon him. (Soo chap. VII). Thus, the 

constitutional changes further wealconad his overall authority and 

influence which in turn correspondingly weakened his position in 

1- ' Woodruff, op. cit., 
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re2ation to other departmental heads becauco, as wo have alroady noteds 

his overall influence and importance and the pre-eminent position 

within the district not only enabled him to bring prossure to bear upon 

then but also encouraged them to seek his help or support. His 

lessening influence over the heads of depart=ents in turn further 

added to his wealmesz in this respect, because, as noted above, come- 

times a departmental head had had to seek hiz favour in order to 

obtain the active cooperation of another departmental head. 

It is also generally believed that the hostile attitude of the 

political leaders towards the ICS who, as noted in chapter III, held 

nost of the posts of D. O. further affected the position of the D. O. 

in relation to other departmental heads. Though the ICS were now 

required to work under the supervision of the Minicters they were "not 

however completely amendable to the discipline and control of the 

Ministers" 1 because they enjoyed scme imnunity from the direct political 

control and could seek protection from the Governor against undue 

political interference (sea chap. VII). such special privilegeog 

enjoyed by the ICS, were resented by the political leaders. 2 The 

impression given by some officers who worked in the pre-partition days, 

is that in failing to exercise full control over the ICS many political 

N. C. Roy, The Constitutional system of India (Calcutta, 1937). 
p. 240. 
At that time the widely held view was that I'Their Z-I. C. S. 

_7 extra-Indian recruitment and the peculiar conditions of their 
services hardly fit the principle of provincial autonomy. 

"It may be repeated in fact that although in theory the provinces- 
enjoy, under tho Government of India Act, 1935, autonomy over a 
large spharo of public administration, it is considerably undermined 
in practice by the exercise, of special responsibility on the part 
of the Governor-a-lid by the enjoymea-1%; of special privileges... they 
are not consistent with the princinle of provincial autonomy. 
fý__bid. q p. 240ýa7 
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leaders developed a sense of rivalry with the JCs. Mrorcover from the 

earliest period of the nationalist movement the political leaders had 

disliked or hated the Indian Civil Service because they were of the 

opinion that it was serving and consolidating the British interest in 

the cub-continent. 
1 Such beliefs considerably influencod their 

attitudd towards the ICS. Under the changed conrtitution tho latter 

continued to be regarded as an instrument of distrust. The "new 

Government Z i. e, the Government which was formod in 1937_/ began with 

a feeling of distrust; they suspected that the District officer was 

more concerned about-maintaining his own prestige than about the welfare 

of his subjects. 112 It is generally believed that their resentment 

against-the ICS made them inclined to be more sympathetic towards the 

Many national and political leaders strongly criticised the role 
of the ICS. For example, Nehru wrote in his autobiography, "if 
this ability and efficiency are to be measured from the point of 
view of strengthening . the British Empire in India and helping it 
to exploit the countryq the ICS may certainly claim to have done 
well. " He also held that "There were many earnest =emberst =any 
with a conception of service, but it was service of the Empirat 
and India came only as a bad second. " He added that "It was not 
surprising that they had recourse to violence to meat a growing and 
aggressive nationalist movement. That was ine 

, 
vitable for empires 

rest on t. hat and they had been taught no other way of meeting 
opposition .... The ICS were intellectually and emotionally not 
prepared for what happened ... They did not realise that the order 
they represented was out of date under modern conditionst and that 
they wore approaching as a group more and more the type which T. S. 
Elliot describes in 'The Hollow Man". 11 He also hold that "so long 
as the present system prevails, their excellence will be devoted to 
obýects which are not beneficial to the Indian people. " He also 
said that G. K. Gokhale had already pointed out maný defects and 
drawbacks of the Indian Civil Service. flawaharlal. Nehru: An 
Autobiojýraphy (Londong 1936), pp. 441-444.7. in 1957 a member of 
the National Assembly of Pakistan expressed almost similar views 
while commenting on the ICS. (See below). 

2. Wroodruff, op. cit., P. 274. 
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officials of other departments or servicez. Moreovor the officarc of 

other departments were much more susceptible to political pressures 

than the ICS - the ýlite of bureaucracy and the most powerful adminic- 

trative institution., As a result$ the former were liked more than the 

ICS. Thus the greater susceptibility of the officers of other depart- 

ments to political pressures strengthened their position in relation to 

the D. O. It is generally believed that the I-1inistercl sympathy for the 

officers of other departments also indirectly encouraged their tendency or 

desire to make themselves free as far as possible from the control of the 

D. O. We have already noted such a trend in the dyarchy period. But 

during the autonomy period, when the Ministers enjoyed much greater 

authority, their support for or sympathy towards the officers of other 

departments carried more weight and had greater impact on administration 

than before. 

Moreover$ the gradual growth and expansion of the nation building 

departments which began to add to the importance and atrength of the 

officers of these departmental the increasing volume of work of the D. O. 

which began to make it difficult for him to take adeqpate interost in the 

activities of other departments and the gradual changes in social attit- 

udes and behaviour began further to complicate the problem of coordin- 

ation. [These factors have had a much greater impact cince I? artition. 

The naturo of their impact on this problem is discussed in detail lator-) 

The D. O., who had exercised at one time his role as the coordinator 

q, gito effectivelyq began to lose Offectivo control over departmental 

heads in the district. By the mid-194-oz the situation had deteriorated 

to a fairly marked extent. Every depart=ont began to think "in terms of 
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sprovincialised service"' and made "little attempt to disguise" 
I its 

determined efforts to go ahead with its own plan and pXogranres without 

making any reference to any other departments or to the D. O. All the 

2 depart=ents were determined to "hoe their own row" They tursuod 

"their own whim" which resulted in "a test of strengthl, 
3 between the 

D. O.. on the one hand and the officers of other departments backed by 

their respective Directorates on the other, Both from the point of view 

of the District Officer himself as well as from tho point of view of tho 

efficiency of the administrative machinery as a whole and. the welfare Of 
4 the people2 the situation became "thoroughly unsatisfactory" . Two 

years before partition the Rowlands Report observed that 

IlThe lot of the District Officer, like that of the comic opera 
police=an, is not a happy one. He is expected to see that nothing 
goes wrong in his district... Ho is supposed, to quoto fro= an 
of. "icial publication, 'to compose differences between other 
officorBI ... He is regarded as responsible for stimulat -ing the 
activities of the officers of other departments, but he has no real 
control over them, . -md although they are under an obligation to 
keep him'informod of their activities, the extent to which this 
obligation is discharged depends in most cases on the personal 
factor. " 5. 

The Rowlands Co=ittee was "forcibly struck" with the situation and 

felt that the independent and disconnected activities of different 

departments reached such "a point of confusion" that some effective steps 

"must" be taken to "Counter the unfortunate results of such uncoordin- 
6 

ated action" .. The Committee became "satisfied that the time has come 

in Bengal and we do not doubt in other provincos as well, to coordinate 

all District Developmont activities under a single administrative head". 7 

RowlandsReport, para. 66. 

2. Ibid., para. 66.3- Ibid. t para-77.4. Ibid., para. 65. 
5. Ibid., para. 65.. 6. Ibid., -o=a. 66. 7o Ibid., para. 67. 
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It hold that the D, O. should "build up a combined operations' team" 

from the officials of all. departments and that he Bhould be in "co=and" 

of this team. 1 The officers of other departments would remain 

"directly responsible to the District Officor" 2 
who would be 

"the undisputed Head of all Gover=ont agencies in his district 
except as regards the internal administration and technical 
methods of those agencies. " (3). The technical officers would 
decide t1how any Particular project is to be carried out; for 
instance, how teaching should be given, how a dispensary should be 
arrangedg how tanks should be cleaned, how potato seeds should be 
stored, and so on. Technical Departments will lay down standards 
for such activities which the District Officer wiil be expected to 
accept. " (4). But the District officer "will in fact decide what 
is to be done, where it is to be done and when it is to be done. 
He will also set the time in which it is to be done... " (5). A 
"target will be set for the District as a whole and... the District 
Officer, in consultation with the technical heada and local 
advisors, the manner in which the target is to be 
attained. He will be at the beginning, instead of only when s'one- 
thing goes wrong. " (6). Thus we find that the role of "The 
technical officer will Z"be to_7 suggest ways in which the plan 
should be shaped from their point of view and Z that of-/ the 
District Officer will Z-be to., 7 modify them in such a way as to 
ensure that the development of the District as a whole proceedd as 
a really combined operation. " M., "The technical officers will 
thus be the 

, 
direct subordinates of the District Officer for what 

they are to do and for actually getting it done. " (8). 

The Report also warned that I'spec. ialisation is itself a disruptive 

force'19 and thus it should be kept undor control. The neasuros suggested 

by the Rowlands Report were considered by the Sovor=ent to be very 

useful and they becane the accepted principles of the organisational and 

functional relationship between the D. O. and the district departmental 

1. Ibid. , para;, 79.2. Ibid.., para-78.3- Ibid., para. 77. 
4. Ibid., para*76* 5. Ibid., para-73.6. Ibid., para-77- 
7. Ibid., para-73- S. Ibid., para-77. 
9. Ibid,, para. 67. 

The Report quoted two pascaSos from David Lilienthal's book on 
the "Tennessee Valley Authoritylt and from Luther Gýulickls paper on W the Theory of Organization reopco-v4-voly in support of this view. 
Ibid., para. 67. 
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f 
heads. But no effective steps could be taken to fully translate thooo 

principles into practice because the period betwoon, the publication of 

the Report and partition and the Period that followod partition were 

periods of unusual strain and the government faced a vast magnitude of 

diverse and multifarious problems. Thus the administrative reorganis- 

ation and other similar tasks had to give way to more urgent and 

important tasks. 1 Later we shall see that in 1960 the Provincial 

Administration Co=ission would repeat and reemphasise most of these 

reco=endations. 

The causes of the further deterioration of the problems of 
coordination since Dartition , 

The Expansion of-the Nation Building Del2artments. The increasing 

importance of development has caused ana warranted mushroom growth and 

expansion of nation building departments. 2 
They have gradually 

proliferated and gained both importance and confidence. As a result, 

the officers of different national building departments have 

1. In chapter III we have already discussed these problems in soma 
greater detail in order to explain why most recommendations of the 
Rowlands Report could not be implemented though they were considered 
as very useful and indeed essential. 

2. For example, formerly the Directorate of Communications and Build-r 
ings was in the charge of one Chief Engineer. With the increase in 
the volume of development works, the Government of East Pakistan 
gradually began to bifurcate this Directorate and in the early 
60s it was finally split up into two Directorates under two separate 
Chief Engineerd - Chief Engineer (Roads) and Chief Enginecr 
(Buildings). The number of Superintendent Engineers had been also 
gradually increased and two Superintendent Engineers - one for 
roads and one for builaings - had been appointed in each division. 
In the late 40s, only one Executive Engineer had been in charge of 
Chittagong division consisting of fivo districts. Later two 
Excecutive Engineers - one for roads and one for buildings - had 
been gradually posted in each important district of the province. 
In those districts such as Karachi, Dacca, chittaCong, etc., where 
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"more and more' independent and conscious of their own importance... 
The effectiveness of district officarz and the unity of district 
administration have been impaired by the growing sizze and import- 
ance of individual departments, each anxious to emphasiso ito 
own entity. " (1) 

The problem has become further aggravated by their conviction and belief 

that the D. G., being a generalist adminiztrý-tor, does not have the 

necessary specialiaed or technical knowledGo to perform his role as 

the coordinator of the nation building departmonts. In consequence 

they fail to appreciate the fact that if one of the heads of these 

departments is given the responsibility of coordinating the activities 

of all the departmentss other departments will not want to accord him 

that higher status which is essential for exercising so=o. control over 

different departments, that he will have upecialised or technical 

knowledge only concerning his own department and not about other 

departments and that the D. O., who is concerned with the administrativQ, 

econo=ict social and political aspects of planning, will not uzually 
2 interfere in the technical or specialised aspects of their work. 

Of course sometimes the high handedness of some generalist ad=inistrat- 

ors also adds to the hostility of the office. - of other departments. 

enormous development works had been (and are) executed, several 
Executive Engineers had been appointed. Formerly Overseers had 
usually been in charge of the construction works in a sub-divicion; 
an Assistant Engineer had been appointed only in a very important 
sub-division. But later, Assistant Engineers had been gradually 
appointed in most sub-divisions. This Directorate is being further 
expanded. 
This comment was made in the mid-50c. The First Five Year Plan, 
P. 102_/. By now, as we have already noted, these departments have 
further expanded. Thus the above mentioned tendency has become 
more accentuated. 
According to government inatructions the District Officer is not 
supposed to interfere in Ithe tochnical aspects of the functions of 
the Nation Building departments. CSee belov)- We have already noted that the Rowlands Report albo made this point clear. 
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In the face of deter'ined opposition on the part of the officerc 

oe nation building departments, zomo District Officers have also 

become reluctant to assert their authority over the recalcitrant 

officers of these departments in order to avoid a st'rained relation- 

chip. Moreover, this reluctance of some D. O. s is reinforced by the 

fact that they are not directly responsible for the'activities of 

other departments and that they are overworked. 

Lessening Influence and Prestige. Wo have noted that though 

his legal position remained unchanged, his overall influence and 

prestige began to wane long before partition. Since partition this 
IA. 

process become further accelerated. His authority and influence arO 

being eroded by the social and political transformation. 
1 

Political Hostility. Although the political leaderz have now 

11 

ceased to regard the central Civil Service as the instrument of the 

British 2, 
many of them still maintain their hostility towards it as 

the lineal descendant of the Indian Civil Service. 3 Another vory 

important cause of such 

1. See below. 

2. We have already noted that politicians usually used to regard 
the ICS, as the instrument of the British gover=ent. See above, 

The following biased ovor-statement about both the ICS and the 
CSP by a former member of the National Assembly, who had also 
been a central Minister in PrZtistan for some time, will illustrate 
the nature of the attitude of at least a section of the political 
leaders towards the CSP: "The old Civil Sarvice of India was 

-supposed to be the steel frame of the British Empire ... thouGh it 
was neither Indian nor civil nor service in any sense ... the 
Indian Civil Service was neces&ary from the point of View of the 

r 
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hostility ity that though the position of the CSP in relation to 

political leaders is not as strong as that of the ICS was and althour, h, 

unlike the latter, the former does not enjoy protection aGain3t undue 

political interference, yet it is still the most powerful service in 

Pakistan (the members of which, as we have already noted in chapter III, 

occupy most key administrative and executive posts), which in comparicon 

British ... who want^to rule this country... ITobody can deny that it 
was the basic principle which operated in the =inds of the no. mbers 
of the Indian Civil Service. Even though racruit=ents -,., oro naec 
from this country at Z-sic - /a progressive basis in order to to'ce 
the people of this sub-continont into confidence but Z sic_/ crup- 
ulous cara was taken to rýee that the members of the ICS did not got 
mixed up v iith a native and they were made to feel, even 
though they were natives, that they were superior to natives. They 
belonged to the soil, yet they were taught to revolt against crory- 
thing that belonged to the soil. That was the tradition of th.. ic 
service. Thei7efore, Sir, the question which now arises is whether 
after the creation of Pakistan, such a background of mentality 
should be allowed to continue and flouri5h in this country. Certain- 
ly, the old ICS. believa, iýa isolation, in wolhing in their ivory 
tower detached from the people so that just on the mountain they 
could deliver a sermon as to whatt., ýIwrong regarding the trivial 
affairs of the native people. Now, it was accepted that this mon- 
tality, this outlook, would*change in a free country because the 
requirements of a free country are definitely of a different nature 

. 
from the requirements of a ruling power ... I was: referring to the 

' the Civil Service that we have continued in the old tradition OL 
Indian Civil Service. Our Service has been formed and drawn u., p by 
the best talent in the country, yet what is the trainins that -, s 
ipparted? ... They are bein& tauCht, in the same tradition of the 
British days, to live-in the D. C. 'aZ i. o,, D. O-ts/ bungalow in the 
Punjab and the D. M. aZ i. e.. D. O. 2s bungalow on the hill to- in East 
Pakistan. They are inaccossib2D people... Is that 46'. -. -:. ýu are 
going to train your own people to hato your own civiliza-,; ion and 
culture2 Are you going to give to the country out of this manufac- 
turing laboratory of th6 Civil Service Academy at Lahore some more 
anSlicized officers? If you are really koen that a porzon should be 
taught to become an adaptZai, 2/ in what-dresses should biý worn on 
what particular occasions, and if you want to convert the youth 
of our country into connoisseurs of dRinks and cocktailst then 
what the training would lead to2z si, 2/., *S0, if you really want 
to bring up a band of old ICS people stiff nocked with a bow-tie 
and know how to bow and say 'How do you do, 219 then b. -ing some from 
, ngland., They will be better p, eople with better integrity. '"1ý no 
do that? " N. A. P. Deb,, Feb-15,1957, vol. 19 no. 2, pp. 433-435. 
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with other services is in a better position l6c'offcr some racictance to 

political prbessn=e'and interference, Vhe Vice Principal of tho PaIdotan 

Adninistrative aaff College, Lahore, wrote that the political loaders 

llwc-zo- all busy pulling down the deputy co=issioner and rendoring 
hin into a man of no consequence. This was mainly b6causo in the 
freely corrupt exorcise of patronago over pubi4c funds and other 
resources of the country, the depulty com=is: 3ioner was virtually 
an obstruction rather than an aid to the political bossosý6. On 
the other hand the technical departments in the districtc waro los-s 
resistant and therofore better liked. 11 (2) 

The Report of the Provincial Administration Commission also hold that 

from the Xinistere the "separatist tendencies of these depart=ents 
41 

received encouragement ... 
0 

Ih dttb;? 
NA'ý /-ýý 0+ MCSr. 

be- ýT. he cenc-naf. lief that ibo calibre and the academic standard of 

most present-day D. O. s are much less. than those of =ost D. O. 's of pre- 

partition days, has loworod the proatige of the for=er cinco partition. 

' 11o havo already noted in chkpter III that the percentage of M. uslins in 

the Indian Civil Service was vory low (only 92o) and that after partition 

most ICS officers waro nainly posted in tho Secretariatc. Thus many 

posts of D. O. w were f illed by the members- of the provincial Civil 
Service 

1. Some authors even so to the extent of bolievins that the political- 
rol leaders were almost completely unable to exercice adequato cont. 

over the Civil Service of Pakistan. See Goodnowl op. cit., pp. esp. 
131-133; Khalid Bin Sayeed, Formative Phase of Pal 

' 
-, istan (Karachi. 

) ig6o), PP-401-3, Khalid Bin Sayeed, "Tho Political Ro"o of P. 2vistan 
Civil Service" in Pacific Affairs, Vol-31, no. 2 (June7 1958); Albert 
Urvino, "The Civil Service under the Revolutionary Government in 
Pakistan" in the Middle East Journal. ) vol. 19, no-3 (Summer, 1965); 
Hm. za A. Alavil"Constitutional. ChanCes and the Dynamicr. of Political 
Development in Pakistan (cyclostyled), [a pape. - read in tho 
graduate seminar on Political 1-natitut4ons in the Institute of 
Commonwealth Studical Univoraity of Londo-nD, po. orjp& 4, para. 3-2. 

2. Jk. qayyum, ? 'The Role of the -'ýc)_Outy Com=icsioner in Baz*c DO-mocracies" 
in N. Rafiq Inayat (ed. ), 02- cit-% P-134. 
Pro. Adm. Com. Reportq P-3- 
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nany of whom, it was. believed, perhaps could not have become D. O. had 

there not been a sudden shortaSe of ICS officers. Thus they were not hold 

in groat respect either by the officials or by the non-officialo. 0.10' 

course many of them were gradually replaced by the newly recruitod CST 

officers. But, as we have already noted in chkoter III, 

the calibre and the academic ctandard of the CSP (and also 

of the PCS) have seriously deteriorated since partition. Both off. -Acials 

and non-officials widely believe that =oat persons who have boco=o CSP 

it4 officers could not have become 1CS in pre-partition days. In pre-; art . 6on 

days the intellectual. superiority of the ICS had been hardly doubted. In 

those days the belief that most ICS officors had been exceptionally 

brilliant had been one of the most important factors responsible fo.. - the 

great esteem in which they had been usually held. But tho CSP do not 

enjoy that advantage because they are not considered as an intellectually 

superior class. On the contrary the members of come other services 
I 

OsPecially those*of Engineering Services so=etime, to , 7clai= that they vare moro 

brilliant than the members of the Civil Service of Pakistan. This belief 

has mainly resulted from the fact that sinc e the war an increasing 

nu=bor of students have talten up courses in scienco or tccbnology alftfor 

having passed the school final examination. 1,11ost CSP officers co=e fArom 

the Faculty of Arts. But this argument does not justify their claim 

because they overlook the fact that only briShIlwar Arts students (with a 

few exceptions of course) of the Faculty of Arts can Got into the Civil 

Service of Pakistan. Of course for our present study it is not important 

to examine whether or not the members of the technical services a=o more 
brilliant than the CSPs. But it is important to zotpe, that this belief 
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of the members of the technical services influenceitheir attitudas 

towards the CS-Ps, malting them feel that they are being dominated or 

bossea by a class which lacks intellectual superiority to the=. 

Especially in the status oriented society lilce that o" Pakistan (coo .6 

chap. 11), in which people usually have a false sense of pride and attach 

undue importance to social or service or family status, dczrcez, the 

class or divisions attained in tho oxaminations and so on, such imprOzz- 

ionz brood serious contempt and hostility. 

The Departure of the British. Moreover, the departure of the Britich 

haz alsq had an-indi6rect impact on this problom. "It is, in many ways, 

easier to respect authority exercised by a complete alien than when it 

is in the hands. of someone from a. neighbouring region or a different 

casto. " 1 Ono might argue that all D. O. 's were not British. But it is 

believed that in pre-partition days thoso D. O. z who ware, not British also 

used to enjoy considerable prestige and influence, though less. than th=0 

enjoyed by their British colleaguez, One of the most important reabcons 

why they used. to enjoy considerable prestige and influence was that most 

of then belonged to the Indian Civil Service -a service which was 

usually identified with the British. This was one of the most J. ' ortant p 

factors which contributed to the great importance and influence of this 

service. Of course the few PCS D. O. 's definitely enjoyed less influence 

and prestigo than those enjoyed by ICS D. O. 'a. But ac the very off ice 

of the D. O. itself carried great prestige and infiuenco (one of the 

important reasons for which was that it was' usuaily manned by the ICS) 

the PCS D. G. 's of pre-partition days could exercise greater influence 

1. Morrio-Jones, Parliament, P-36. 
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than that exercised by the PCS D. O. 0 of post-partition period. 

Possible Impacts of Social Tension on Administrative or Intra- 

Bureaucratic Relationships. In the following few sentences we may 

summarise what we have said in chapter II (pp, j-; Le-tý-. A"Pý)about various 

aspects of social tension'.. Pakistan societyl which was a traditional 

society, has been undoreoing transformation; old and orthodox values are 

being incroasingly resented by the younger generationz; the older Eoncr- 

ations in turn resent such, resentment; the society is horizontally and 

vertically stratified into a number of social classes, the valuez of each 

of mhich are usually widely different from those of many other-classes; 

the members of the same class or somewhat similar classes dogm. -. ýtically 

believe that their valuon aro the right guidos to'right practices and 

behaviour in society and are unable to undo. -stand = appreciate the values 

of other social classes; the privileged position of the "aper" claszes 

is. being increasingly resented by other claszos; such resent=ent is in 

turn again resented by the "upper" classes; the class consciousnoss or 

loyalty considerably influencos social interactions; thcre'iz an 

increasing fooling of frustration among most people who -re not satisfied 

with the position or rank that they hold or the influence and prestige 

that they enjoy or the incoma that they earn; and there iz a desire among 

=Ost people to show o.,, "f 
, 

to -Clou3tor disregard or undermine in -one way 

or another the authority of those above and to =cl: e their position felt 

by others. Thus, as we have also mentioned in chanter 11, it Ila-perhaps 

to be expected that the prevailing social cond-tion3 undermine the resnect 

for and the influence of authority and diccipline in society, encouraSe 
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irresponsibilitY and create an environmient which is conducive to tho 

Growth of parochialism, particularism and anomy with the result that 

the people become self-centred, contemptuous and abu3ive, lack tolerance, 

patience and mutual respect and understandingg show arrogance and indulge 

in irresponsible utterances and criticisms. 

It is to be expected that such behaviour and attitudes in the society 

at large not only indirectly influenco bureaucratic behaviour and attit- 

udos towards the people but also indirectly influenco intra-burcaucratic 

behaviour and attitudes. Thus it is not unlikely that ad=inistrativo or 

intra-bureaucratic tension is partially tho rosult or rather an extension 

of social tension. The prevailing social envirorment is probably one of 

the factors which have played a role in undernining the respect for and 

L. he influence of discipline within the bureaucracy and the pro-eminence 

and authority which the D. O. and the central civil sorvice have tradition- 

ally enjoyed from the time of the introduction of the present sycto= of 

administration in the sub-continent. Class or g-roup consciousness or 

loyalty, which, asnjust noted above, influences social interactionst is 

perhpLps also reflected in service or department conzciousneso or loyalty 

which, in fact, influences or determines the nature of intraý-burcaucratic 

relationships and attitudes. The members of other services-or departments 

are very conocious of the differences that exist between their off Ucial 

status and that of the D. O... and the CSPs. The relativelY higher and 

privileged position that the'latter (D. O. ' and CSPa) occupy in the admin- 

ist=tive set up of the country and the enormou, - p--estigo and influenco 

that they, being the top administrative and oxocut -ive officers, enjoy in 

the status oriented. Pakist =-i society is beinS strongly ana bitterly 
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rosen-410ed by the former. Such resentment is in turneý& strongly resented 

by the latter. This complicated siltuation becomea further aSgravated by 

the desire of most officerD (both CSPs and other officers) to show off 

and to make their position and authority felt. Ploreover, the impression 

of the officers in some nation building depart=ento thai; 

their contribution to national development is "much more" than that of 

the letter, further add to their hostility towards the lat-#., er and 
1 

result in frustration. 

One mij; ht argue that service or department con3cioucneca should 
also result in serious classes between other services. But in 
practice service or department consciousness does not usually 
result in such clasýes nýinly because official status of =ost of the 
higher services are more or less. the'same, none of them has a-V 
general or supervisory control over other hiCher services and they 
perform their functions more or less separately. Yoreovor, thoill 
hostility towards the D. O. or the CSPs, who are regarded by them as 
what may be described as the "common enemyll, brinC, *them close to o-'10 
another. But such service or department consciousness encourages 
then to Go, ahead with their respective programmes or plans without 
making any reference to other departments. Such separatist 
tendencies -ý-444' ýý ý- indispensable that there Should be someone 
above them - preferably a Generalist administrator who can coordinate 
their functions. 

The clazh at the local level between the D. O. and the depart- 
4- 

mental heads is, in factt only a part of the bigger clash between %, he 
Civil Servico of Pakistan and other services. Such a clash han 
subjected the whole administration of Pakistan - centrall provincial 
and local - to a serious strain and reduced its efficiency to a 
considerable extent. Broadly speaking, the officialz in Pakistan 
are divided into two groups - the Civil Service of Palciatan on the 
one hand and other services on the other hand. They are in a head- 
on collision with one another, Of course the Provincial Civil Service 
(PCS) is definitely different from and subordinate to the Civil Service 
of Pakistan. The members of other cervices adnit that all PCS 
officers do not hold or privileged pooitions. But they areue 
that those PCS officers -. -;: io have been promoted to the rank of the 
Sub-divisional Officer or the D. O. -or Deputy Secretary or Joint 
Socrotary or Socretaxy or some other 'cadre' or 'listed' postphave 
been upgraded to a higher or a privilesed position. . 
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Profescor Morris-Jonest following comment on the Indian situation 

is e. qually pertiftent to the Pakistani situation: 

"The inability to 'get on' with the other man, the reluctance to 
accept authority ... the preference among politicians -ILor o1plitc 
rather than compromises, the tendencies a=ong the educated class 
to indulge in unconstructive and unreasonable criticism - all theco 
are closely connected, and they play an important part an influencingy 
for example, the relations between governments and op-positionG. " (1) 

Professor Orris-Jones made this co=ent while discussing the Wpact of 

social behaviour on Indian politics. In applyina this co=ent to our 

present study the words "politicians" and llgovorn=ontsand oppositions" 

may be replaced by the words "Officials'? and "District Officors and 

departmental headoll or "the Civil Service oj. and Ot"er 

respoctively.: 

No doubt in British India the social also had in 

varying degrees, some impact on administrative interactions or rellation- 

. -, hiis. But in British India their i=pact was not. b for reasons I; considera, fe 

given below. Though social transformation began long before'dorld 1.1ar 11, 

it has accelerated to a considerable extent since the war. In consequence, 

its enormous impact ýaz been increasingly felt since then. Moreover, 

several other factors- the impression that the Indian Civil Service 

consisted of brilliant persons, the presence of the British, less 

importance and less expansion of other departmentst comparatively less 

political pressure or interference oto (discussed above)- which added 

to an enormous extent to the importance and influence of the D. O., 

indirectly acted as counter forces against the i=pact of social factors 

and thus =inimised the extent of such impacts, 

l.. W. H., Morrir, -Joneag Parliament't P-36. 

11 
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The Nature of tho, Problems of Coordination in Pakistan 

We have already noted that (pp. 0-14) from the occond half of the 

last century the changing situation had gradually begun to afk"cot the 

: 39A 

position of the D. O. vis-a-vis heads of departmants and that by the mid- 

1940s it had wealcened. his position as the coordinator of their functions 

to an approciable eNtont. Aftc-- partition, thi-- proccoo bcc=a accolarated 

as a result of the factors discussed in the preceding section (pp. '14-25).., 

By the second half of the 1950S it becane clear that there is a 

"disinclination on the part of the development departnent represen- 
tatives in the field to accept District Officer supervision" (l)- 
It was felt-that "District Officers, speaking gcnerally, have played 
but a minor role in the development program=3 thus far... therc, hao 

J_ been a noticeable lack of coordination and unified planning at tle 
district level. am. ong the various elements of -k'-. hc proGra=e. Thi6o i6so 
not to say that district officers and their staff have not been 
cooperative; on the contrary they almost invariably lend every as5is- 
tance to the development departments on ca22.11 (2) 

A tendency was "growing to bring the district officer less and less into 

development planningO. - The "independent and disconnected activities-Of 

gover=ent... led to a situation't 
4 

in uhich the departmentz were operating 

"along parallel and uncoordinatod linesl, 5 
and each of them %jaz "going 

its: own way without concerning its work as a part of the overall scheme 
6 

of gover=ent" It mas felt that 

"There was virtually no coordination of governnental activities, 
except in the Cabinet, which was at too high a level to be of much 
use in the problems of day to day administration. The tendency to 

'compartmentalisaltion' was particulax-ly noticeable in field operations 
in the.,... Districts.. While the ... District officers were supposed to 
be responsible for coordinating the work of other departments, their 
authority sul "fered continuous erosion and they coaz; od to excArcise 
any effective control over them. " 

Gl, -xdieu:. - Reporý, p. 82. 
- 2. Ibid. 2 p. 81. 

3- First Five Year Plan, p. 102. 
4. Pro Adm. Com. Report, p. 98., 

5. Ibid,, P--183-- 6. Ibid. j P-3-,, Ibid. 2 P-3- 
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Thus wo find that the situation became wolooby the end of the 1950o. 

In JulY 1959 the Chief Secretary to the Government of East Pakistan vxoto 

a circular - letterl to all the officers concerned in whicIa he ctronCly 

emphasized the necessity and importance of firmly reestablishing the 

authority of the D. O. as the coordinator of the functionc of other dolart- 

ments. He directed that all departments except the judiciary must ey-tend 

the "maximum amount of cooperation" and "all assistance" to. the D. O. who 

was "responsible for the work- of all departments" and that his instructions 

must be carried out by the department concerned.. Ha also pointed out that 

all the departments should "work as a team" under his ruidance and s'u2er- 

vision. Finally he directed that the D. O.. must submit to the government 
2 

quarterly reports regarding the working of other dep=t=ents and that in 

his fortnightly report he would also mention their activit. Jes. He ended 

his letter with the following words: 

"The purpoce of these instructions is to promote team spirit and to 
make a coordinated driva to accelerate the development of the country 
in every sphoý 0 With a view to achieve the well be4ng of the 2eople-"3- 

The Provincial Administration Commission, which made a survey of the 

situation towards, the end of the 1950s, took a very serious View of the 

proble= and held that there was "urgent need of coordinating gove. -an=ental 

activities at district .... level,, 
4. 

ý For this purpose it 

1. Ho=e (G. A. & Apptt. ) Department's Memorandum no-. 4239-G-A-1 dated 
Dacca, the 29th July, 1959. 

The present writer was. told that in Novemberg 19592 a similar 
letter had been written by the Chief Secretary to the Govt. Cf 114. 
Pakistan. 

2. L-ttýthe Home Department (G. A. & Apptt. branch) in the Secretariat. Now 
thia branch is, as noted in chapter III, a separate department callod 
Sorvicos. and Generzýl Admainistration, Departnent. 

3- Home Departt. 's Memo no. 4239-G. A., July 29,1959. 
'4. Pro. Adm. Com. 

_Report,, p. 98. 
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made the following recommendations which (even the style of 

expression) were, in fact, almost entirely based on the Rowland3 

Committee's reco=ondations (above, P-VI-13): 

"To discharge the essential role of coordinator, the District 
Officer ... should become the captain of a combined operation 
team of... officials of various departments... " (1) It also 
pointed out that he should not "meddle 

. 41n technical a., pects- of 
a programme or the internal adminictration of other depart-ents. 
Nothing should be done to destroy departmental responsibility 
in the various sectors ... The District Officer will not, 1 there- 
fore, be concerned as to how a particular project should be 
carried out; for-instance, how teachers are 11. -o be trained, how 
a. dispensary should be run, how potatoe seeds should be 5toredo 
and so on. All this will be the concern and responsibility of 
the staff 

, 
in the technical departments... On the other hand, it 

will be for the Head of the District Z_i. e. D. O-/.., to decido 
how many schools or dispensaries should be provided and where, or 
what seeds are needed and where they are to bedistributed. ' (2) 

It further held that it was the responsibility of the disl-ict depart- 

mental heads to consult the D. O. "in all inportant natters affecting 

the welfare of the people 
0 

and to provide him with necessary reports, 

files and papers wanted by him. For this purpose it was essential 

that the fact that the D. O. was the head of the district should be 

made 1-.. nown and clear. "unambiguo uslyt, 
4 

again to them. 

The Report also held that in the confidential reports to the 

government the D. O. should record his remarks on the activities of, 

the officers of other departments under the following four headinEs: 

(a) integrity, (b) cooperation with other departments, (C) relations 

with the public', and (d) interest shown in development. 
5 Thz Report 

Ibid., p P. 98. 

-Ibid. 9 PP-98-99- ZThUs lie find that there are strik; nC similar- 
arMes between the ideas and the style of e. xpression of the 
Provincial ; Ldministration Co=ission's Report and those of the 
Rowlands Report. (00eg P-VI-13)- It indicates that the authors 
of the former were profoundly influenced by the ideas and views 
of the latteE/- 

3. Ibid, p49.4. Ibid., p. 99.5. Ibid., p. 100 
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reco=ended that these remarks -chould form part of the permanent 
I 

service records of respective officerc. 

On the 23rd, Juneg 1960, the contrU cabinet 
" the viows and 

recommendations of the Provincial Administration Co=i,, oion almost in 

toto. 1 At the Governors' conference 
2 held in March 1961 the government 

decided that henceforth the D. O. would write an annual confidontial 

report on the activities of each district departmental head, that he 

should record his remarks under the following three heading. s: 

(a) "the general behaviour of the officer concerned" I 
(b) "his cooper- 

ation with other departments 9 and his relation with the public", and 

(c) "the interest shown in development work, " that he would sand the 

report to the divisional head of the officer concerned with a CopY of 

the report to the Divisional Co=missioner. They would forward the 

report to the government for inclusion in the permanent service record 

called "character roll" of the officer concerned, with their "own 

remarks if any". 
3 But in August 1961(i. e. after a few mon-ths only)l 

the central government was reported to have changed its r-ind and decided 

to divest the D. O. of the power to imite annual confidential reports 

(to be included in "character roll") on the activities of the 

officers of other departments. 4 
It was decided that 

1. Cabinet decisions, pp. 8-9. 
2. We have already noted in Chap. III that the Governors' conference 

is usually held in the central capital, and that the President of 
Pakistan, the Governors of the two prorinces and the members-of 
the central Cabinet attend the conference. 

3. Govt. of East Pakistans Home(GA & Aptt, ) Depart=ent's Mexorandu= 
no. GAVIII/Con. 158NO)t dated Dacca, ist may, 1961. rLlhis mcrorand= 
was sent to officers concerned in order to inform thera of the 
decisions taken in the Governors, confere. nce and to direct the= to 
take the necessary steps according to this decision. 

4. The Central Govt.. to the Provincial Gov-6b., latter no. 27/CF-2/59-IVI 
lat Aus. 1962. It is not clear as to why the central government 
suddenly decided to divest the D. O. of the Power to writ-e annual 
confidential reports on the activities of the officers of other 
departments. It mig! -ý. +. be that the pressures Of other departmentr"., 
which-had verY stroi44- mk, 3rinted the nower of the D. 0 
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such annua-I confidential reports would be written by the respective 

divisional level officers of the Diroctoratea. At the ca-=c ti=o tho 

central government declared that the D. O. would oontinuo ac the head of 

all Sovernmental agencies operating within hir, jurisdiction, that he in 

that capacity would direct and coordinate their functions, that he would 

have the right to report tothe Divisional Com=iczioner any failure or 

inefficiency on the part of any officer to carry out his duties or 

obligations to him, that he would send his comments on their activitiec 

-39,6 

cýt. least once a yea, r to the Divisional Co=issionor and that "in tho event 

of an officer being adversely report 11 . ed upon' by the D. O., the Divisional 

Commissioner in conjunction with the divisional head of the department 

concerned, would enquire into the matter and then would take the necessary 

remedial measures. 

In early 1962 the Provincial Ra-o-aganisation Co=ittee submitted its 

report.. In its report the former repeated all the reco=ondations of the 

r4t4isqu, l xcept one - i. e. the writing of the annual confidentiza report - 

and also reco=ended a few further measures: It chould be =ade clear 

to other departments that the District Oýficer had the authority to inspect 

all works and projects of every department, to suggest =oasures for 

acceleration of their progross-9 to inspect any of fico in the district and 

to call officers into conference for the purpose of coordination and review 

confidential reports, or some political reasons or both, had led the 
central gover=ent to take such a cl. ýddan decision. 

1. Ibid., P, 51* 
2. Report of the Provincial Re-orEanination Con-mittee. Dart 13: 1 ptb6o 

This Report remained silent as to 11110thor the D. -O. should *o!, ) ven 
the right to record his remarks on the activities of district , - 
departmental heads in confidential reports, probably because the 
central government, as we have noted, had al. -eady taken negative decision in this respect. 
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of all the branches of administration. "The attendance of such a 

conference should be made compulsory... " 1 
It further hold that if a D. O. 

felt that the continuation of a particular officer in 
., 

district was 

not desirable on grounds of inefficiency of the officer concerned or 

for other reasons, then hia request for the transfer of that officer 

should be disregarded only with the approval of the Divisional Co=ission- 

or. 
2 The governm ent accepted these recommendations in toto and sent the 

. 
3 necezaary instructions to officers concerned. 

All thesa notifications and circulars failed to change the situation 

for tho better. L few passages may be quoted to illustrate the point. 

In October ! 964, it was stated in a circulzx Cos 

and General Administration (S. & G. A. ) Department, Government of East. 

Pakistan,. that 

".... the quarterly reports4 are not being submitted to Government 
regularly by all the Doputy. Commissioners, nainly due to the default 0 
of some Departments in the Districts in furnishing in time the 

material about their activities... the needed amount of 

Le. Ibid., 9.6.2&ý Ibid. 2 P-7. 
3. Govt. of East Pakistan, Services and General Administration Departments 

Additional Chief Secretary's letter no* IC-20/62t dated Dacca, the 
18th May, 1962* 

The present writer was told that almost exactly similar letter was 
sent by the Govt. of Elest Pakistan to officers concerned. We have 
already noted that since 1958, the administration has become more and 
nore centralized (chap. 111). As a result, =any steps toaken by the 
government of East and West Pakistan were and are now 34-milar. 

The neasures recommended by the Provincial Reoroanisation committee 
and later accepted by the government were not novel. In Britinh 
India the District Officer used to enjoy these po,..: ers and privileges 
and could exercise then effectively especially before the introduc- 
tion of the Government of India Act of 1935. 

4. We have already noted that in 1959 the Ch. ie., L Secretary directed the 
District Officers to submit quarterly reports on the development workv, 3F 
done by different departnents (see p. iU-2- 9 
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cooperation is not forthcoming so much so that in one di. -trict 
other departments were even reluctant to place their transporto 
at the disposal of 

- 
the Deputy Commirsionor durino tho visitc of 

Heads of States. -Z 
i 7... It appearc that the Govern=ont inctructions 

for collective and coordinated worlh. to accelerate develop=ent of 
the country are not being fully oboervod. 11 Z-2 - 7 

In the following passage, a Member of the Board of Revenue mentioned 

z3ome instances that he had come across-whon ho had boon Divisional 

Co=issioner: 

"One D. C. fi. e. D. O. 
_7 

wanted a report from the Executive E; n. -ineer 
of the district. He added one more item to the usual proforima. 
The Executive Engineer refused to supply that infornat a *io on the 
grounds that his Superintendent Enginýeer Z i, e, the divisional 
head of the department . 16 

_7 
had asked him not to supply the Jnformation 

beyond the prescribed prýoforma. There was come hitch. IZ i-e- 
Divisional Commissioner_/ myself had to izatervene and I viaz, surpriced 
to find that a senior officer of the C&B fie, Co=unications & 
Buildin, ýý-., - Ddpartment was creating a hitch over a very small matter, 
Somehow or other they were under the impression that this was -un- 
vionted interference by the D. C, in their autono=y. I had to tell 
them that the E-zecutive Engineer was bound by the Govt. circularz 
to comply with the D. C. 's order. Ultinallely they had to comply 
but certainly not with an open mind. Then again one D. C. wanted to 
know the proGross-of construction of a suGar mill from the Nanacer 
who refused. to supply the information on the grounds that he would 
require the order of the Chairman of the EPIDC fi. e. East P,: AkIstan 
Industrial Development Corporation,. 7, to comply with the requesto 
The D. C. had. to write to the Secretary to the Provincial Govt. 

i. e. Secretary to the Ministry of Co=erce and Industrics-7 who 
asked the EPIDC to supply the information wanted by the D. C. One 
D. C. wanted to Imow the progress of construction of an embanlcmeat 
in a flood affected area* This was refused. After a good deal Of 
trouble the Executive Enginner had to supply the information. " 3. 

1. We have already noted in chaptor V that during emergencies - flood, 
cyclone, famine2 earthquMe, etc. - or during the visits of national 
or foreign dignitariez, or for some other administrative purposes 
(e. g. election) the District Officer has the full authority to 

requisition not only of the transport or other possession, of 
onor departments, but Aso the services of the officers of dep=t- 
=onto. In British India2 District Officarz could o=erciso these 
powers more effectively. 

2. Memorandum no. OAVI-Ofi/61/64, Dacc% 9 oct., 1964. At the end 
the memorandum again nstructed the officers concerned to cooperate 
with the D. O. s. 

3. X =ember of the Board of Avenue to the Govt. of E. Pahiw2an, letter 
no* 4-CON5, March 99 1965. 
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In the meeting of the Secretariest Committee, hold on 23rd Juno, 1965, 

it was again observed that 

"the Deputy Co=issioners are not receiving the amount of 
cooperation, originally envisaged in the government instructions. 
Without adequate cooperation from. the local officeral it is not 
possible for the Deputy Commissioner to discharSe his functionG 
as chief coordinator of governmental activities at the dirtrict 
level... Thero. are instances where officers of the Directorates 
have flouted the authority of the Deputy Cc, 2ý=issioner and 
deliberately non-cooperated with them, " The problera wac "how to 
make the Deputy Commissioner =ore effective in his role as chieft 
coordinator in his district. " 1. 

It was held that necessary instructions should be again sent to the 

officero concerned. On the 27th July, 1965, the Additional Chiof 

Secretary wrote a circular letter to the officers, concerned in which he 

held that the gover=e& "would Me to re-eahasise that Deputy 

Co=issioners shall be generally responsible ýor the work of all Depart- 

2 
ments ... functioning within their jurisdiction" In thiz letter and 

in mother letter3 written on the next day, i. e. on the 28th July, 1965, 

he discussed the matter in detail and emphasised the fact that for 

better administration it was indispensable that the D. O. should be an 

effective coordinator. He also repeated almost all the previous 

instructions which we have already noted. He also directed that hence- 

forth the D. O. instead of sending a quarterly report, would send P_ 

half-yearly report to the governnent. in spite of the fact that fro= 

tine to tire government sent repeated instructions to the officers' 

1. Xinutes of the meeting of the Secretaries' Committee, (E. Pak) On 
the 23rd junes 1965 (cYclostYled)i PP-2-3- 

2, Govt. of East Palcistant Services and General Adninistzation Depart- 
=ent, Additional Chief Secretary's uo. GAVI-I40`/0'4-889U8)t 
Dacca, July 27,1965. 

3. Govt. of East Pakistan2 Services and Genoral Adnin 4. istration Depart- 
ment, Additional Chief Secretary's letter no. GAVI-148/64-800 

-J, 
4zý_28,1965*, . 0, 
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concerned, the situation did'not improve. ' It is vidoly felt that 

2 the present situation is in no way better than it was a few years bach, . 

Some oven think that it has f=thbr doterioratod. 

It is widely believed that the central Cabinet's decision to diveat 

the District officer of the power to write annual confidential reports" 

on the activities of district departmental heads has had a ve--y adverse 
3 

effect on this problem. The very fact that favourable or u-nfavourable 

comments of the D. O. in the annual confidontial report on the activities 

of an officer would become part of his "character roll", upon which his 

future in the governmont service dependr, - would have =ado him realiso 

that any irresponsible bohaviotir or uncooperative attitude coj2d af: eOlk, 

his career to a. considerable extent, Moreover, it would have created 

a sense of accountability to the D. O. High ranking administrative 

officers feel that the D. O. should be aZain given the power to -write 

annual confidential reports on the activities of the officers of other 

departmentsw 

Of course, as we have already noted he can report against 

an officer of another department to the Divicional Co=issionor; and 

in the event of such a complaint, the latter conducts an enquiry into 

The same applies to West Pakistan. So far as the problem of 
coordination is concerned, there is no significant difference 
between district administration in East Pakistan and thail; in West 
Pakistan. 

2. The present writer has come contact with some persons who are 
familiar with this problem. He has formed this inproscion fron. 
their recent correspondence. 

3- 11hen commenting on the fact that the District Officer had boon 
divested of the power 'to write confidential reports on other 
officers, the Secretaries' Co=ittea also arpued that "while tho 
Doputy Commissioners are'still left with the rexponsibility of 
supervising and coordinating the functions of the officers of 
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the matter in conjunction with the divisional head of the department 

concerned. But such coriplaints and the resulting enquirtoýe., do not, 

carry the same weight as his cor=ents in the annual confidential repo. rt 

would have carried, because such comments, as we have just notedt would 

have formed part of the "character rollt' of the officer concerned. 

Moreoverl the instances of non-cooperation are so numerous that I'vQry 

few D. -C. s will go on reporting to the Divisional Commissioner asainst 

officers of other departments... Some D. C. s reported but departmental 

officers got the full support of their oreanisations (i. e, Dire ctoorallwezj; 

at all levels. " 1 The najor reason for such zapport is that the officers 

of Directorates (ranging from the Heads to junior officers) want to 

maintain "wht they describe as conk to autonon or prostigo of their 

departments" 2., The Directorates Ways consider the District Officer's 

supervisory authority over their officers as "an unwarranted interference 

with their functionsO.. The Directorates and different service 

associations4 not only resent the authority of the District officer but 

other departmental they have boon divested of the necessary power 
to ensure their cooperation. " Minutes of the moctinS of the 
Secrotarion' Committee, p. 6. 

The letter (no. 4-CS. R/65, Vqxch 99 1965) of a Member of tho Board 
of RoVenuo (E. Pak. ). 

2. Ibid. 

3- Minutes of the Secretaries' Cotmittects =eetina, P-3- 
4. Every service has its om association - e. g. Agricultural service 

association, Doctors' Association, Ene-ineors' Association, etc* 
The last two as 

, 
sociations include both officials and non-officials. 

In the event of serious clashes between generalist adninistrato_ý 
and other officers, sometimes these associations also come forward 
in support of their respective members. The Civil Service 
Association is in a rather disadvantaecous position in this respect 
because not only these associations but other professional grouýý (e. g. lawyers) and politicians are also hostile to' this zervice 
because CSP people, as we have noted, are regarded as a privileSed 
class. No doubt they Occupy an advantageous position in the whole 
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also that of the Secretariat which is mostly manned by 

adr-inistratora. Thuz when the whole bureaucracy i3 divided into two 

hostile camps - the Generalist adminictrators on the one hand and the 

officers of Directorates on the other hand - it is very difficult to 

ease ad=inistrative tension and to =aintain administrative discipline. 

Nowadays the D. O. finds it extromely difficult to get an officer 

of another department transferred from his district though accordirig 

to the government circular he is cuppozed to enjoy this privilaga. 
1 

In British India, es'pecially before the introduction of the prov-4ncial 

autonomy, tho D. O. could have any officer easily transferred from his 

district. Even during, the period of provincial autonomy, it was not 

*cult for him as it is 3iow. so diff-, 

It may be pointed out here. that'in British India when the Head of 

a Directorate went to a district on tour he was under the obligation 

accordin5 to gover=ent instruction., to pay'a courtasy visit to the 

and to discuss matters. of mut-ual interest. 2 This visit used to 

of the D. O. remind the district head of the department that the pooit 

administrative machinery and can offer, relatively speaking, 
stronger resistance to any pressure. If these advantages are viewed 
from another angle they may be also regarded as a disadvantage in 
some respects because they arouse jealousies and hcstilitios of 
other departments and professional Croups. Such icalousies and 
hostilities enable the officers of other depa-_t=cn4: sj the members 
of different associations and. professional groups to develop a "we" 
feeling. Thus an association or department usually enjoys tho 
sympathy or support of associations or departments. On the ot'j,. or 
hand, the CSP officerss though most powerful officeAst play a lone 
hand. 

1. See abovet P. L3C* 
2* IL well-known British ICS O. 'Lficer with whom the procont writer 

discussed this problem hold that the utility of such a visi., I had 
been enormaus. 
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was much higher than his. In the course of their discua3ions, co=etimac 

the D, O. and the provincial head of the Directorate would discuac the 

ability or efficiency of the district head of the department conco-Anod. 

Usually the provincial head of the Directorate found it necessary to 

take the'co=ents of the D. O. into consideration because in the 

interest of his oiTn department, as noted aboveg the support and 

cooperation of the D*O., who enjoyed enorziour. influence and prostiGe 

in his district, were essential. The same reason, in facts reinforced 

the desire of the provincial head of the Directorate to pay the courtesy 

visit. The instruction... (issued in British India) 

head of the Directorate should pay courtesy visits to the D. O. still 

exi, -tz on paper, but in practice the provincial or divisional head of 

a Directorate usually does not bother. 

K few Concluding Remarks 

The problen of coordination cannot be solved only by sandina 

repeated instructions to the officers concerned unless stronS disciplin- 

ary actions are taken against district departmental heads for violation 

of these instructions: or for maintaining an uncooperative attitude. 

At the nano time it is very difficult to take such stronG disciplinary 
I 

actions becauseg as already noted, the whole bureaucracy is divided into 

two hostile camps and such actions jiill be bitterly resented by the 

Directorates and different service associations. 
2 Morcover, 

1. In order to ree=phasise the necesc; ity of such visits, tho 
Secretaries' CoLmittee observed in 1965 that the "Heads of 
Directorates while visiting the Divisional District and Sub- 
Divisional headquarters should make it a point to meet the 
Commissionerl the D. O. and the S. D.. O., as the cacýl- pay b 
[Minutes of the meeting of the Secretaries' Committoat 

4ý 

2. The present irriter did not come across or was not told of any 
instance of strong disciplinary action against any officer o-Al' 
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administrativo sluggishncss and nismanagement coupled with polit. -Lcal 

factors also make it difficult to take proppt and stronZ actionc. 

In the preceding pages, we have notod-that as , -. rezult of admi-nis- 

-1 trative tension district administration in PqJcistan iz subjected to a 40 

considerable strain, and its efficiency is thereby reduced. Another 

important point tha-; e=ergos fro= the foAregoino discussion is that the 

District Officer, whose authority remained almost unchallenged even 

during the early part of this century, is Aow facing a serious challonoo 

to his authority even from within the bux-eaucracy. In fact his 

posit; ion vis-a-vis district departmental heads is materially reduced. 

In the next chapter we shall find that he is now facino' aqually serious 

challenge to his authority from outside the bureaucracy, i. e. fro... 

the political sector.. 

another department for violation of the above mentioned 
instructions or for maintaininS an uncooperative attitude. 
It is widely felt that since partition the efficiency of admini-c- 
trat. ion in Pakistan has been serioucly, detarioral; ing. We ha-., -c 
already noted the impact Of Political factors on the relý, tionahip 
between the D. O. aia, -' the Officor3 of Other departments, 
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DISTRI%JT ADMINISTRATION, POLITICS AIM LOCAL LEi'-DEIT,?, S 

Th-1.3 NATURE OF POLITICS AT PROVIFCIAL AND C'11"TRAL Lz"Vrl, B-: 
- GE, N'EIRAL REFLECTIONS (1) 

190=5K Though the parli=entmy f or= of Government vas in 

operation during the first decade of the post-pcxtition period, a 

responsible grovernmentt in the strict sense of the term, did not emerGa 

in Pakistan. 2 The extent. of popular participation in the Government 

was insignificant. Of course, it may be rightly argued that 

"government by the people is everywhere a myth and Zt-ha-c7 lcTrýe- 
.: j ýj scale popular participation in government may in no case be 

thing that matters ... But some degree of responsibility to the 
people and zone amount of genuine discussion of proposed policies... 
are inescapable features of a democratic regime. And P31%istan... 
displayed lit of either. " (3) 

At the beginning of this section of the chapter it may be 
mentioned that no attempt will be made to discuss in detail the 
nature Of politics at higher levels. Only a very brief account 
will be given in this section which is, in fact, intended'to 
serve as. a background to our nqin discussion (J;, e, the discussion 
of district administrateion vis-a-vis politics) in this chapter. 

2. The term 'responsible government, is commonly used in various ways, 
but they may be reduced to "three main kinds of uzes". Firstly2 
it is "responsive to Public demands and novements of public 
opinion". Secondly, "it involves the concept of duty and moral 
responsibility". Thirdly, "it is accountable to a body of electea 
representatives for uhat it does". O. H. Birch, The idea of 
Responsible Government (an inauCural lecture delivered in the 
University of =1 on 2 May, 1962) pp. 4-6. Also see A. H. Birch, 
Representative and Resbonsible G2vernne (London, 1964), 
pp-17-21/. In PMistan the institutional devices that we 
essential for creating a responsible Sovernment were no doubt 
present, yet the political system, an we shall see below, seriously 
lacked the above-mentioned characteristics or qualities. In fact, 

-a spirit of responsibility did not develop =onS the politicians. 
3- Morris-Jones, Political Quarterly, p. 236. 
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Several factors were rezponaible for thic 5ituation. 

Pakistan politics were (and are) characteri3od by lloplinterin, - 

, ý-nd multiplication of political partio3til which were ar; ain . k1ured fract 

into factions and sub-factions. This multiplicity of partiec and 

factions was mainly the outcome of the fact that political inter- 

actions were profoundly and overtly influenced by personal, factional$ 

c. o=unal and reEional (includinS district) interests 2 
of the'pol-4tic- 

ians and that one of the most important elementS in Pakistan's politics 

was t'the little knots of politicians each hold together by one leading 

person's influenceit3. There was a tiny collection of these leading 

persons who were the key figures in the arena of power struS. -Ics in 

Pakistan. 
4 

They "played for position, employed slogaas al=ost at 

random and without scruple and .... swung their followers behind the 

adopted course. They sometimes created org-anisations called parties 

But the formation of parties and their disintegration ... coaced to have 

meaning in terms of politics, 15, tz a result, moat politicians lacked 

party loyalty or discipline, did not develop any co. -porate spiritj 
6 

were divided among themselves and frequen4t., ly crossed th, e floor of the 

House. They did not have a mass followinG and were reluctant to 

1. Goodnow, O-o- cit., p, 207. 

2. Exploitation of one region by another regionicausod and 
accentuated regionalism in many places. 

3- Morris-Joneel Political-Quarterly, p. 235. 
4. The present writer owes the concept of arena to F. G. Bailey, 

Politics and Social ChanEe_: Orissa in 1929 (Berllzeley, 1963). 
chap. lOr conclusio4. 

5. Morris-Jones, Political Quarterly, 1),, 236. 
6. Goodnowl. op. cit., P-79- 
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addreas the=selvea to thp electorate and to faCO CIOC4.40n; V- &vring, thic 

period the only elections to assemblies were thoc; e in the Punjab, 

Sind and East Pakistan in 1951,1953 and 1954 respectively. 
I They 

grow "thoroughly accustomed to the bargainin3 behind closed door& 

started a l1ruthlesS ocramble for 90,4e,,, 
3 

and 'long-aged themCelvez in 

political strife" 
4. 

They violated tho'principles and conventions of 

parliamentary democracy with impunity. Undue interference =d activo 

participation in the Came. of politics by the Head of the A-o"Wates who 

enjoyed enormous powers but, according to conventions, was su. ')Posed to 

be politically neutral and a titular head in the pa. lianentar, A- 
Y 'Orr- Of 

government, further aggravated the situation and seriously disturbed 

whatever balance that existed between the political forces. He, in 
5 fact, became the real arbiter of Pal-cistan's politics. !.: o: -eover, some 

i 
politicianc with bureaucratic back, 3rounp . 

(as well as ro. me high-rankins 

officials), who formed powerful knots and who were usually in closo 

1.0.1.1. Choudhuryt Democracy, pp. 62 (Punjab)l 64 (Sind), 57 (Last 
Pakistan). 

'Oolitical 2. Morrie-Jones, . a. uarterly, p. 237- 

3- G. W. Choudhury, Democracy, P-115; also see chapters II, IV, V. 
4. 

-Omar, OP- cit-i P-51. 
5- The summary dismissal in 1953 of Nazimuddin, the Prine 1.1inister, 

who had the support of the Ereat majority of the nemberz of the 
Parliament$ the dissolution of the Constituent AsSembly and tha- 
appointment: of so-called 'Cabinet Talentol -j7-n 1954, the forced 
resignation of Shurrawardy, the Prime I-'_4_n4 . Ster, in 1957 (when he 
demanded that Parliament should be sun onad, in order to see", -j, '. jeAthez1 
he commanded tho c-upport, of the majority but his Lýý. aand vn: z 
rejected) and finally the abrogation of the 1956 conztitution r-nd 
the proclamation of Martial Law in 1958 by t1he Flead of the Statej 
are some of the examples which demonstrate the nature and azztent 
of the powerful rolo-that the Head of 'the State played in the 
politics of Pakistan ZFor various aspects of his role, see Callard, 
on. cit., chap. IV; Sayeed, Formative, chaps. VIII'&- 'i' 
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all-; ance with the Head Of State i. further complicated the of 
2 

polý. tic--. Another important characteristic of Pakistan politics was 

that the centre exercised enormous control over and frequently inter- 

fered in the provincial affairs and politics. 
3 

Such control and 

interference, which often caused chanee in or of the provincial 

government and accentuated the tension between various parties or 

factions, became an added source of political complication especially 

in the province and impeded the natura. 1 flow of the political proccascl* 

Moreover, in West Pakistan, as noted Cove in chapter 11, the 

Zanindar feudal class, who, in fact, hold the key to politics, and 

the Ulina (religious leaders), who were militant religious fanaticL 

and who raised a ceaseless cl=our for mAing Pakictan a theocratic 

state, were seriously disturbing elements in the political procesc of 

the province. 

The interactions of all these factors created a situation or 

environment which was conducive to and, in fact, resulted in political 

1. SWCO, 1951, the office of Head of the State has been hold by 
either a former civil servant or former army o. fficer, 

2. The following comment of Professor Braibanti on zevoral now 
countries (including Pakistan) in Jisia is pertinent: The 

to "competition for power between the now nationalist lcacýers, v, '-O 
were typically politicians or lawyers, and career adnini-strators, 
who appeared to remain neutral durinS independence movenents, was 
a problen,... this problem resolved itself, zometimaz by domination 
of one elite, sometimes by absorption of partc of one elite into 
the power structure of another. The whole administrative Z-s well a 
as politicaf apparatus creaked under t'. -,. e strain, which was 
worsened in Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon by unstable political 
conditions. " Zfraibantij Modernisation, P-173. The various cts-,, ects 
of the problem of such competition in Pakistan iare diacuaGed in 
Sayeed, 'Formative, chap. XIV Sayeed, Pqcific-Affaiýrc, rp-131-14.45; 
Goodnovil oPo cit-s PP, ý7-10jý-- 

3- Sayeed, Formative, chaps. IX, XIII X111. 
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chaos, confusion and instability of the worst nature. The cabinoto, 

which were uneasy coalitions of representatives of a n=bcr of factions, 

were short-lived. The assemblymet infrequently and was "in a 
I 

position only slightly more privileged than tho public" Tho 

members of the assembly as well as of the cabinet, who were either too 

eager to remain in office or too ignorant fully to realise the gravity 

of their responsibility or too cynical to devote much time to decidinZ 

important policy matters, exercised very inadequate control and 

supervision over the administrative hierarckr unless their own 

interesta required them to do so*2 

For the firs-l'.. ti=e a general election throughout Pakistan was 

due to be held towards the end of the 1950s. It is (and was) Sonerally 

believed that the election would, at least partially, break the 

pattern and let ih a cleansing breath of-chance in the politics of the 

country. But in October, 1958, the army coup d'Otat ha-Itod all 

political processes. The 1956 constitution was abrogated, the 

National and Provincial Assemblies were dissolvedl the cent -ral and 

provincial Cabinets were dismissed, the political parties and 

activities were banned and Martial Law was declared. 

The Post 1958 Period. 

From late 1958 to early 1962 the country was governed by an 

authoritarian or autocratic sYstem under 1. -, Iart--; al Law Re, -, -ala-'.. --; ons and 

all political activities renained almost completely suspended. The 

po: Litical sy,, tem under the present. conatitution, which was nromulgZt0d 

1. Morris-Jones, Political Puarterly, p.? -36. 
2. Goodnowq op. cit-i P-205. Also see Omar, OP- cit-i . 0*51& 
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in Marcla, 19,02, may be deccribed a. 3 a llcon-. ýtitutjojiaj autocracy"'. 

The Precident and the mombers of both tho National and the Provincial 

Assemblies are indirectly elected by an electoral colleCc Basi c 
D=ocracyll) the members of which "can be bribod and intimidated... 

2 the popular vote has no relevance to the clactionz" In the present 

structure "the legislative arm of the rlovernment is a rubber 

the executive virtually untramelledl, 
3 

The President and tho 

provincial Governors enjoy enormous powers and authority. "'he Prese i J. A. nt 

regime, which has "distaste for the politicians and the poliý, - 
114 processes in fact controls and guides the flow of the political 

processes in Ralcistan. - 
Even uhen the 1962 constitution was promulgated, c'O '73 Art _4 L. A. 

continuod the ban on the formation of political parties. But in view 

of a strong popular demand, that this should be waived, the ban was 

later withdrawn in July, 1962 But the ". .5 political parties have 

remained w. 0- 'all and divided in Pakistan" 
6 

and the present reCimcls 

1. "Pakistan: a special report" in The Tines (London), April 6,1968 
(Hereafter cited as The Times' special ý7-nort). Also see Sayead, 
Political, chap. V. 

2. The Guardian (London)7 Nov. 14,1968. In thece sentences, t1fte 
correspondent of The Guardian 

, 
was referring to the general views 

in the country against the present regime. For the editorial 
comment in The Guardian, see below p. VJU'J-j..: ' '-, 

3- Neville Maxwell in The Times (London), Nov. 14,1968. iilso in 
I The Times (London), March 26,1968, it was similarly oboarved that 
the assembly in Pakistan "is no more than a rubber-s-tam-a 
legislature"* 

4. The Times Sp. 2. cial Remort 

5. Saleem. N. Qureshi, "10arty Politics in the Second Republic of 
PaIE-zistan" in T'he Middle East Jour_nai, Aý. ut=n, 1966, vol. 20, no. 4, 
p. 459.. 

6. The Tizues (London), I-larch 26,1968. ,,,, Iso in The Iliriec (. 1ondon) of 
November 14,1968, it was Similarly states by '1; eviile that the "political Parties have remained generally smaji, _-te, - and divided". 
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polity without politics1l is dosie; ned to 1-. ce them so" -cover., :, 0. 

as was the case in the pre-1958 periodq the predominance of a few 

leading political figures and the personal, '. ac-%-, ional , -nd rc, -ional 

interests of the politicians also cause splits in the paz-tieo and 

profoundly influence the political interactions. The fo--, -'owinC 

comments on the iWinent . present political parties are per' 

4/I 

"Politicc in Pakistan has never been based upon -philoconhy or 
proCram; it has been almo3t always confined to and a rrisonor 
of personalities. Ever since partition, there has been no other 
motive of alliances than personal gain and soon after the politý 4cal 
game could be played again fioe, when PIartial Law waz iiftca7, 
partizan politics reverted to its normal centors o-45' Cravity. " (2) 

The political parties "for the most part Z are7 not =uch --o;: -o than 

cabals -around particular - and now usually aGed - leaders or reCion-, I 

gro 'Ings" UPI 
The army coup dtqtat, the martial la,,.. j administration and -finally 

t'he constitutional autocracy have not remedied the political maladies. 

They have rather worsened-these naladies. The control that is novi 

exercised on the political processes causos serious frustration Which 

in turn often results in political irresponsibilitioG of a much =ore 

serious nature. "For Pakistan, the answer lies.. in the replacemen"ZI of 

Mbasic democracy" by something more repreSentative and freer from 

co. -ruption. 

The Times (London) I March- 26,19068. Within 'Che I'rumý iv party" 
(The Time.. -. ' special report), which supports the preSent regimeg 
there are also many factions. 

Saleem M. Qurcshi, op. cit., p. 472. 

3- Maxwell in The Tines, Nov. 14,1968. 
4. The editorial co=ent in The Guardian, (London), E'oy. ! 4,1563. 
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DISTRICT ADYINISTRATION AND POLTTIC, 'IL LIF---' 

Before 1947. 

In a review of Isian Bureaucratic 

British Imperial Tradition, it was observed thct five . '., ioian countriec;, 

including Pakistan, "have had to make the chan-o from a burcaucracY Q 

which was responsible only to itself, to one which zrotaino its 

initiative but is answerable to democratic "- 
IV - -Cropr lat ely Z, Perhaps more a. ) 

speaking, politicaf processes" ptor it is pr-narily Tn this chal 

intended to examine the nature and extent of this chanr, e in 4. ý 
But the enquiry should also take into account "the extent to t110 

process had begun before Independence" 2 
0. 

Gonerally speakinG in British India up to 1921 "Govermici-it hadl. 

been, in its essenti al, at one with the civil service. The 1. C. S, 

had been a CA-cat ruling corporation... He Ztho I. C. S. officer7 had been 

the system of government, and, in the ultimate analysis, the govornnont 

itselft, 3.. But the Government of India Act 1919, which, -s noted above, 

had a far-reachinG constitutional and political impact of C01jr4 ralo' 

, L. de. -0 
importance, substantially changed the pre-cminent and unique poýition 

of the ICS, which was now required to perform its functions in an 

alteredt now political, environment; the st.,, rle of wor'r-UnC of the 

administration both at the higher and the local levels underwent certain 

changes. 

1, Philip Mason's review of the above-mentioned book in Pacific 
A. -Pfairs, vol. XL, nos. 3&4, fall &. winter, 1967-68, _13. ý47. 

2. Ibid., P-347 - 
3. Rai, op. cit. 9 p. 124. 
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"r2he effect of the conntitutiona! chan-es of 1921 on dic; tr. ý J. t, -ct alministration. may be de3cribed as the""affect of t: jo creall. -T ' oil 
of a new power, the power of a Ler, ý-lative Council Z711... Jt has brought political influences to bear on ion 
and has theraby... changed the position of the old diotrict and 
divisional authorities, modified the attitude of local celf- 
governing bodies and started a process of chanCe . 41. n t, -Ac attitude 
of the people towards Govern; ment. lt Zý-ýl 

Befor6-1921, the D. O. and his subordinates had on joyed, jer. cra. 1-4,; 

specdcing, the advantage of being the only ChAannel of co=-, unication 0 

fror- the district to the provincial headquarters. But now, as-pecially 

on the transferred side of administration, they were no lonGerl the only, 

though still the main channel of communication. In the 

s4tuation, the POlitically oriented locall leaders were in a position 

to "influence the Sovernzont directly or indirectly throu. I., Vhe 

Lq; islative Council, ' instead of throuGh the Districto Of., icer...,, 
3 

1-jo-cover, in comparison with the past, the D. O. and his subordinates 

could now exercise less control and influonce over the affairz of the 

loc& bodies because of the fact that with "the exception of union 

boardsq these bodies are now more subject to Political influence tha" 

xl 1,4 before 

In short we may say that during the diarchy period, which 

witnessed "a contraction of the influence of the 10CO officartboth 

in rolation to Gover=ont and in local affairs,, 
5, 

the position of the 

D, D. t"altered in several respects; and he has now neither so larZ; e a 

sphere of control nor has he quite so much freedom within the sphere 

1. ';. Ta have already noted in chapter VI that tho majority of the 
members of the Leeislativo Council were elected. 

2. Bengal Govt. Memorandum, para. 275- 
3. Ibid., para. 275- 4. Ibid., para. 279- 5. Ibid., p4ra. 276 
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that Js left to him"'. The questions asl: ed i. -i the 1, ý:, ur 0 al'o 

"=ado even the rcmotest district officer conscious oE the limitatio. r. 3 

Of his power" 
2 

o. But in spite of such limitations, he still Aremained 
the most powerful and influential person in the district. '2ho 63-, mon 

Co=ission observed in 1930 that "no changoa or adju--tments aro 

1: Ucely to alter the central fact that the District Officer muzt rer-ail., 

a very important person, the embodiment of eAffective authority and 

the recourso to whom the country turns in time of difficulty and 

cri. sis,, 
3., (Though in comparison with the past the position and the 

aut'hority of'the D. O. in . Pakistan have wezacened to a cons 4-dera'-oll -0 

extent, this conment of the Si=on Cow., mizzion is still valid in somo 

des. -fiee) .. 

During the provincial autonomy period, as noted in chapter V19 

the political authority was not only given r-ore powerz but also fairly 

adequate control OVer the whole administration of the province with 

the result that political pressure and influence on district aWinis- 

tration correspondingly increased. 

In pro-partition days, though political pressure was brought to 

bear on the bureaucracy, it could usually resist serious political 

interference in administration because when interference threatened 

to damage administration, the local officer could nproach the Governor 

1. U. P. Govt1s Eiemorandum, - para. 48. 

2. Nason, o-P. cit P-347. In his review article, Tf-: r. 11-ason has no' 
drawn any distinction between the situation the diarclay period 

. 
and that in 'he provincial autonomy period. hic coLiment, in factf 
applies to both the periods in varyin1m. deSroes. 

3. Simon Report, vol. 1, para-322- 
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of the 
_, province, who was British and non-partisan, aud solicit 1-14a 

help. "The Governors were always ready to protect the zorvicec; under 

their discretionary powers Pro= improper cozieLuo4v o IL 7, Iin. -*L; 3tr-Ja3, , "'hich 

anyway impinged against the principles of the Covenanto tho officers 

had siSned or the Government Servants' Conduct 'Rules. " 
i 

Later we shall see that in Pakistan undue political intorforencos 

in district ad=inistration have becono arampant. 

3-?, 4? -58 
In the post-partition period the D. O. and other officers in the 

district bocana more and more susceptible to _PO, 4tical preczurCS2 and ki 

4f5" 

the politically oriented local leaders, who had access to the leadinZ 

nmbers of the party or parties in power or to the Minintors, Sained 

.3 --e- independence, so=a considerable influence and in-portance Ad"t 

increase in political pressure on district administration was quitO 

natural and inevitable. But on many occasions, Political 'press-a-res 

often amounted (and amount) to undue political interference in 

normal and day-to-day administration. 
4 

il Renort of the Sargodha District Board Election, 1952-53 Maghmi 
"Renort) (Lahore, 1954), para. 66. 

2. Braibanti, Civil Service, p. 274. 
3- Here it may be nentionod that in Pak-ustan, as in India, tho ".,.. an 

in the district who has access to a minister, i3 a man o-f -power. 
The man who can'Get things done' - who can Get permits, licencoo, 

t and loans, who can obtain house allotments, acmission of sýudents 
to schools, who can influence appointr. ents to di, -, 'Vrict inst-itut- 
ions - becaomes S, powerful in the district... &uc-r1 a i:. an ha2 
considerable influence over ad-ministration". Paul R : 1-acs? 
Factional Politics in an Indian State (London, Berkeley -190 .15 

_/. 
In the mid- Oc, a West Pa:,: s I- - p. 219 5 tan author obso-%rod that 

"more weight seems to be Given to the reports of the represen- 
tatives of political parties than the Depulty Co=i4--z-;. ionor1s 
opinion ZTslam, oiD. cit. ', p. 43.7 

Here the term 'undue pol; tical interference' zmay be br4efly 
defined. Those Political actions and pressures wh-46ch prevent the 
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In Pakislzanj raen contesting an election would consider the -aonoy 

spent and effort put in as "an investment from which t1hey exi-pected 

,, o draw dividends in the shape of benefits by jputltoinE; , prc1-Az; ure on 

the party in power" At the name time, Ministers and party boGzes, 

anxious to consolidate their position and to ztronct. -, cn their hold 

on their followers, often went (and go) out of their way to coLPel 

the bureaucracy to grant special favours to their henc'. =. en. It ljaý; 

observed that "political interfereýce in the public cervices in 

Pakis"tan especially in West Pakistan7attained a p-14 The 

members of the bureaucracy from acting -impar4tial- ly ýý, nd recuiZO 
them to further the party, factional or 01 
the politicians by means of their official powers and f. -n-fluencet 
r2ay be regarded as undue political interference in a(: bainiý, trý-tion. 
Re-Dort of the Constitution Commission, P,, -kistan, 1ý1162- (Kar"-chij 
19M, para. -27.. 

The following examples will further illlusttrata this point: _n West Pakistan the district authority on one occasion ordoroa 
by the 'Ministry to issue Sun licenses without ar.,,,, - on;: Iuiry to a 
considerable number of persons "who would otherwise nolt have 
been pbi=itted to bear arns". This unusual stop was tal: on 

-"mainly to please some of the members of the LeGiclative jissemblyll 
ZIbid., para. 2? 7. Here it nay be mentioned tb. at -ccordino to law 

. -F the gun licences are supposed to be issued with groat caut-4on 
by the D. O. after havinG nade due enquiries about. the conauct 
and character of the persons concerned. 

In East Pakistan one of the Kinisters, not even in char,,, o o-f 
the Hone 111inistry, called the D. O. and the S. P. of Dacca to the 
Secretariat and requested then to release on bail 

* an accused 
person vho had been arrested on the char,, -e of theft and r. LotinS. 
Bail was ultimately Granted. I-. '- created sitronC__ý .. 0 , c-on+r,; ont auon, ý' 
the administrative and the executjve officers Z: -, *. ýý, 7ýt B(-, n: al Poljce 
Committeets Report, 1953 , para. 2V. Of course, Jn tho fii-rs 
decade of the post-partition period, such intýlerferenco uaa very 
rare in 1. 'ast Pakistan. 

Also see below the e: camplos of unduc poli'vicall inl. -erferonce 
in the administration of Sargodha district in 

Hugh Tinker, Ballot Box and Bayonet: People and G-cverr. -ent -n Emergent A, -ian Countries -(.;. Aondo-n, 19; 77, P00.00 
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'of4fi"jci, -x-jc; were flvicti=iscd or favoured in 41., ac intarest-c, 

or on the reco=endation, of tho Ministry's su-)po,,, tcr, 5, to 

complete demoralisation of the servicesill. The o. -"f-; *. cer. - vho t. ---; od 

to resist undue political pressures had to face such difficulties 

as "transfer to a remote district, pascing over pro=otion znd goneral C. ) 
I disfavour" . As a result, although in the oarly poct-, Tp--., -titIion --. criod 

the bureaucracy stron6ly endeavoured to rosist, and so-metines wac; 

successful in resisting, undue political pressures and allhour-i-i It 

increasingly resented such pressure, with the passaýre of lvi=e the 

strength of such resistoince began to weaken. Some be-an to yield 

to such pressures in despair and with feeliný! -ýu of resionation and 

weariness; some remained defiant although they had to face many 

difficulties; some took advantaSe of the situation and becamo 

P7 

opportunist. Thus the LeShari Report observed Ithat while the'"o. [7ficers 

with principles So down sufferin"... the unprincipled, who are roady 0 

V to pander to the wishes of their political masters and proýstituta 

the=selves', receive positions of vantage, promotion, '. Loavec aA-d *1 0 
fi she st, 

3., 
; s. i o. -. Of course, it is also true that f-! *0M the early post--, artik, 

period a fairly considerable section of the higher bureaucracy --or U .4 
their part tried to defy or flout the wishes of the politicians vhor, 

*4 they considered as men of less calibre and mere amateur3. As a 
I 

result of all these factors, a tension developel between the higher 

1* Re-nor". of the Constitution Commission, pa-ra. 24. 
2. Tinlkerg Ballot Box &Bayonetg p. -90. 
3- Leahari-Re-port, para. 68. 
4. Omar, 02- cit-, P-51. PARD (Peshawar) `ýqrort no. 9, p. 10. 
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bureaucracy and the politicians resultinn, in irrerponzible bohav4our 

and attitudes on the part of both. 

The following brief account of =due political intcrforence in 

the administration of the Largodha district (Urec; t Polcic; Jklan) will Zive 

us some idea as to the nature and extent of cuch interfarenco 

es- pocially in the western winS and will further illustra"Cle como Oj f 

I %, he points just made. From 1951 onward tho adminictration in this 

district came very much under political influence because the powers 

and influence of UL& Md. Daultana, who became the Chief Ii-, inistor of 

the Punjab in 1951, began to -row rapidly undo. - the pat, _ýo. -IaCe ol 

late Liaquat Ali Xhan, the then Prine Xiniztcýr of Pakictan, wit'l,. t1ho 

result that some of the ýriends and the relativos of the former, 

especially the QureshisýSabval "caMe gradually to wield povcr 

in Sareodha district"'. The Qureshis were led by Md. Saead Qureshi 

who was mexried to Daultana's sistcr. In the -Report of the &SarEodha 

DisJ#.. rict Board-Election (Leghari: Report) it was observed that 

"evidence brought on the record has proved conclusively that the 
administration in Sargodha district was virtually under the 
thumb of 11r. Muhammad Saeed (Zurashi... Itl could allmoct be said 
that he came to occu ion of a virtual super Cover. -or py the posit. 
of Sargodha district through his intimate connection with Mr. 
Daultana and through his real brother, Mr. Zakir Quroshi, . 0-C-S-i 
being private secretary to Mr. Daulltana... Clo3e affiliations 
with Sh. Fazal Piracha, 1N. rinister of Resettlenent and Colon. 4039 
of Bhera Districtj Sargodha, also added to his in'Ejuence... no 
officer could possibly remain for long in the district if he 
became a persona non prata to %: r. Saj. (ý ýureshi. In fact, short 
exit was made of those incurring his displeasure, aa a -phonc call 
had only to be put through_to 11r. Zal-tir ',, ureshi, who found little 
r: -*A. fficulty in 'settling' /i. e. transferriný2! 7 the officer. " (2) 

Lerhari Report, p. XIX. 

2. Ibid., para. 9. 
The followins, are a few examplc4of 'political iransfert of 
officials: On the eve of the -provincial asseribly electLon -- Jn 
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'ý,: hile conducting and su.,, porvisinC eloctionc, thc D. O. hic; 

subordinates wore (anc are) supý)osed to be "al r-nd 

the Pun j ab in 195 1, Mr .Ni az -'11u, ed, C, `, ý P(Ior=arn 1C;, 7 of i'i ccr 
who was the D. O. of SarZ; odh,, a and v; ho w-s the 
in the province, was trans . 11 ferred out of -, '. h(., provinco 1wocau. --, e the 
Qureshi group found him too diffic-a-, - to -,! _cl- to 
their wishes. "Ie was transferred on1y a wee": aftcr _1. C 
delivered a speech at a public raeetinC attended by 
officers, Zamindars and politicianc;. "In this he ý; avra out 
the warning that not only would lie be alocoluta`y I-Ja` n 
the elections, but he would deal prorm, pt-ly Officer 4. in C 
part in politido, and would at lec. st sus-oond Iii. -L, the 
eventual outcome may Zzial bet'. Zibid., 

. 11 person vas murdered in Sar, ý, odlha dirtrict and 
alleged that somo Fawazz Khan Lahri, a prominant 

.: _, iný__- 
sup. -porter o Saeed Qureshi, was behind -the : aurder. 
tendent of the Police (S. P. ) was approached by Cýuý-cL'ai t 11 

, the request that the name of Vawaz Khan Lahri slou*ld `Lýc re: 7. ovecl 
de --i-or. ---ainzt I from týe police record and that no action --houl b 

him. The S. P. refused to intcrfere. Zceed Cureshi contý, CA., ýd 
D Ne:, t day t. -le rDccýived Daultana govern=ent over the telephone. 
transfer order. He was directed to hand over t'he c_hzx,,., c- to lh-is 
immediate subordinate at once without vzýitinr for the : Lrrival of 
his successor /Tbid. 1 pp. XIX-a'X-f. "Saeed Qureshi brar-0, ad about 
having 'settled him' ... Nothing is more demoraliLin, ý -for the 
Services than for transfer orders to follo,;, qtz,. c.,: 7. y Jn the wL-_': e 
of their refusal to comply with i12,. proper exp oct '_io, ox illeoal 
requests of local politicians. 11 /! bid., ý? ara. 68_/. 

Ataur Rahman K. han (op. cit. 3 Inas given in hi. - boo.;, 
revealing account (pp f the f ac t that hi ý; ý, )ollit^ ica. 1 
followers often unreasonably requested him, when 'he was. the 
Chie: lf Minister of East Pakistan, to -tran, ofer tho-ce officorr, V. "-On 
they did not like out of Li " their areas. If they cou, d -ot an 
officer transferred or prevent the tran3for of ým- of"L. Cor thcY 
felt that their prestige was en1hanced in the eye-- of the pco"-)-70- 
They areued that as the officers were tranoferred in the public 
interest Ut is an official procedure to vrite in every trcýxicifer 
order that the officer concerned is transferred in tho --)ub7--c 
interest) and as they are the 11-protector" or uardizan" of C 
interest, it was their "duty" to 0-peak on t... C; ion of the quest. 
transfer of an officer p. 1 r7f? Once a very po%iorful 
4-political leader, who was in fact one of the kin. ý-. malcerxs of the 
party and who was (and s) very wel_1-_1: no,,,! n in both thzý wings, 
vrote to Atoaut . 2ahman Khan "on receipt of this 2. oltwter, trans'Lor 
that District Ma, -, istrate irx-ediately. Othorwic; ej I shal2. ros5 , sn 
from the party p. 1732. Once a L, -- t LLr R, manh=t ra nz 
ferred an officer from a district to a Secretaria*ý; departi: iont. 
But the Minister, vho was in charge of that de. pcxt=ont,, did 1,104 
want that officer to join his departLient. He told ýItaur 7Zah. --: a: - Mian that the officer concerned had been th--, S. D. O. of his hozo 
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fair. But in Vilest Palzistan they ucuall-,,., faileC.. to neutrull 

role durinS various elections mainly bacau, -Do of unduc- pro; ziourc tliat 

-was brought to bear on them by the party in po%.., or, 
I 

2or the 

D. O. and other officers in Sargodha district ware coiipolled to 

indulge in malpractices and to overlook Lý-. ross irreCula; ýJ41ticL; So that 

1.1r. J'"-ultanals henchman (who were mainly headed by 'Oaeed Ourczlii) 

could win the District Board election in 1957. The S 12': zrodha -District 

division and that he in his capacity as the S. D. O. had ill- 
treated him. Later, on the request of 2ai,. -,: an `,: han, he 

I., .- aur allowed the officer to join his depaý I -t - --- j rtiment ZIbie '7 .Z 

.U . 6ý -'han's book is not a one-sided study. He nao a1sso 'O't'ver"I" 
criticised the-typical bureaucratic and authoritarý. an att_tude 4t 

, and behaviour of the officials,, [: Ibbid., --cc 
above, Chap. -11) 

7. tý__ Hero it may be that, 
see below, the number of "political transfers" and 
interferences in adninistration in East Palkictan wore (and are) 
=uch less than those. in West Pakistan. 

11 1. Also see below fn, the co!:, -,; ýiont of Dr. K. 13. ', a, yeed- 

2. Eor example "under the influence of Yr. Fazal Ilahi -Laa. iall 
en the Minister of Resettlement and Colonies, the udditional 11*0*1 

SarSodha, rejected the noraination paperz of the 
opposinG the quroshýi U. group "on frivolous Cround-s" 
Report, para-25(2) The S. P. "openly" helped the can(I'date5- 
of "Qureshils arty" and "persuaded the people to vo-', -, c for -whO 
said, party" para. 25(l) J. 2, the poliiný3 cenw. 
were violated and there were --rez; ularit-Ji-es in tlfll 

-gross 
iIf. 

1, 
e 

ment of the polling centre /1bid,. paras-', 9-57.. /- - ý10 
Report observed that "The Court of Inquiry into the 
aneous Punjab Disturbances of March, 1953 Z-i-e- 

port7, found little evidence of aJ. V 'Ops Ci C;: - 
R0 'fectivo ct `n, ý; 
to deal with law breakers owing to interference at tKe poli. ic-'l 
leve. l. In the present enquiry, I have "Olluld r'Ot 0112-Y that no 
effective steps wore beine talcon, bu,, - o_,, )en broocljc3 Of rulcz; 
and foul play at elections were conn-. ved at b-,, - tie District 
Officers / 4, e. the D. O. and the Z. p a' the ! -Le7m, %1`10ý-C duty 
it was to come out and azoart the aut,. Orit"' of tlie :: v-; donce 
on the record.... as urell as failure on t, '--, e of tlle : ý01)uty 

S. &. ý- 4 C, Commissioner to organise surprise vicit-s the -Poillins ýIai- 
notorious for flargrant abuses, and the L4bsencc of evcn one bol(i 
-action to show that he or the Su-perintendent, of Police real-i-sed 
their responsibilities, tends Iwo s, -. ow that they had both a',! -'e' themselves with the big bosces, fi. e. tohýý bo---3c3 011, the y in 
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Board :; Jectionis "turned out to be a standin,, d., 6,:;, -c& in 

1-. istory of District Board eloctional". IT I-ore it :, ncýy alc* bc 

that tho Daultana u-overi=cnt2 which 11had drawn up co. -pl-c. n of -,. inni n 
ý-, 

the local election by hook or by crook" 
a 

had even amended t, -, c 

Board -Election Rules, 1936, in the ea--Iy 1950s in cucl-i a x,,,::, y as to 

make it easier for the Daultana regi=e to win these cIeci. -; oT.:, -. By 

virtue of this amendment the povers of delimitation of 

which hitherto had throughout the history of local Lai f-coverr-'.., ent buen 

vested in the D. O. s, were suddenly withdrawn from the,, -., and -. -, Iýýced in 

the hands of certain petty of ficials of the . %i. nistry of ':. -ait '(- -' 

Local Self Gover=ents who were stationed at the provm6ncial head- 

quarters. "The reason for this chanee appears obvious. It i-., ouid bcý 

difficult to get conatituencies formulated in accordance with the 

wishes of the political party in power, if Keads of 

controlled by Commissioners of Divisions v., ere to be tac'ý: Icd 

poveE/ They appear to have chosen the Ou" sy 
instead of trudging the difficult lunhill road'... " Zlbid. j 
para. 627. In another place the Leghar-.,. Report IiLrtLer o1ozervac, 
that these two officers (i. e. the D. O. and the S.: '. ) 
considered fairly sood officers in pro-partition d_-y, sO*6Z_,, U 
have not been able to live up to their pact re2utatvion o,. iln-, to 
the difficult circumstances obtainins under Nr. 
reggime which was determined to ensure ruccezzo-c o-f it. 2 
at all costs in SarCodha District Board Election3 ... C*-. 4*-_'0d,,, Il 
Hamid i. e. D. O. j has brouCht, to my notice nu: -, -. orous ca. -ýcý, in 
which he withstood bohests ouch as the false implication of 
Speed Qureshilz inveterate enemy Mijan Sultan ý"-14 na in 

In Go far as the Dirtrict Boarý'., 
elections were concerned, he hao as&uroa ne notod,.. - cou'IC- 
have done better and remained in the d_-str-Lct ý-Id lie caid W',! --tCvCr 
vas feasible. Had he tried to put his ýý L- 

foot d0l, 'n, 
-cono 

'Od 
officers mould -have been installed in the CadCi Z-1 -0- chair or 
k, throne/ and the results instead of being 60 

_ncz c6nt unon- 
night have been cent -per cent unopposed... " 

1. 'Tbid., pa-ra, 2. Ibid., para. 7. 
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, -, Ctty of-icials ... would be t0o b" ii too willia,, J. -Q0U 10 C. 

r-o-. e so when sops were thrown in their I.. 'ay4lb 
*1 

: 11 For oncý of 

the above mentioned petty officials was cranted the "unique ýr C, ivi 

of charging 8 annas a mile as travel-in, allowance (T.. I. ) fo. - overy 

journey performed by him, with the result that sometimmas Inis zion'vhly 

T. 111. z came to one thousand rupees as against his monthly --a'Lary Of 

s*x hundred rupees. It was pointed out by the LeChari Report that 

oven such top-ranIcing officials as Financial Commissioners (now called 

the I-I'lembers of the Board oil. Revenue) did not enjoy this unique 

privilege and could only charge two annas per mile Ior jou. -noyr, in 

between stations connected by rail, unless it was cortified that 

travellinS by car was in the public interest. 
2 

As the powers concerning the maintenance of law and order 

(and are) often misused by haughty adminiotrators and most police 

officers in Pakistal it would not be unjustified to e0ect the 

political authority to exercise strict and impartial control wd 

supervision over the way the officers concerned onercised these powero. 

But in practice the political motives and interests of the party in 

power determined the naturc and extent of such control an! supervision. 

For this reason on certain occasions the officers concerned were re- 

quired to taW very harsh measures against political dooonstrations 

and activities of pilitica opponents, even if such harsh neasure3 

were not necessary. On other, occasions they Were roalui. -cd to --, fýnorc 

1. Ibid., para. 8. Also see para, 11,2. Lb id. ýr, ar 

. 
3- For e. -b-amples one outspoken a(hinistrator wrote "as 

-and police officers, we occasionally tal. e recourse lto'actionn, 
leading to manslaughter ... a friend of mine was bra-ing, that Ihe "had Cý Cj ý. j ordered firing upon people at least ten times" dur. ý. Jng his short 
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serious disturbances or riots such ac anti-Ahmadi riot. - in 

Punjab in 1953 which were the outcome of the actions of fana-bica-, 

religious loaders - tho Ulema. 1 Formerly in the event of a 'o-rcacil 

of the peace or a threat to the peace, the administrator on the &,; I)ot 

had had the courage to ta-ke the necessary decisions- and to act ut 

But undue political int cr. A. crone c in tl, -, Le field 

of I= and order underminod (and is still 'Lind ermi ninC) 1.1ho Confidence 

and self-reliance of the Officers concerned. If the interoc; ts of the 

party in power were directly or indirectly connected with the 4 saue 

vhich had -resulted in a breach of the peace o-- to the poý 

1- the officers tended to delay action and instead of takinS -the 

responsibility for decisions and actions on their ovn, they looked "ap 

to the political authority for decisions and instructions. Durin, ' 

the anti-ILYmad riots in the Punjab, the situation in many Dlaces 

became worse because of the delay and hesitation in takinS rif-ht and 

strong actions by the D. O. and the Superintendent of tho Police. 

f,.. ., Justice Miunir and the late Mr. Justice Kayani, who made' 

a thorough enquiry into the various aspects of the anti-.; ', hradi riots, 

official tareer Serajuddin Ahmed, "Impact of 'I"radiltional Culture 
on Public I%d=inistration in PCISistan" (cyclostyled a., i (ý i 
pamphlet forn) (NIPA, Dacca, P,. pril, 1963), P-8-/ 
! -'J'e have already noted in Chapter II'that the Ulerna Lzave a very 

"ound influence over the Ceneral inasses ""n -pro & Of WeSt a-rj6tI- . Therefore, during and prior to anti-. Iýthmadi 
-, 

riots the Daultcý. na 
M. inistry was ver reluctant that the, officers concerned zhould y 
take firm actions against the Ulema ýjhich -were certa. -An to bc 
unpopular imeazures. Zi-. Izo 38""VI7, -hapter IVI P-17-1% fn. l. For 
detailed discussion, see Renort, es, T). part V29 
For further co=ents see be-11-ow 

2. ý Ibid., part V. 
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observed in their Report, which "is one of the r,,, ost and 

terrifying doc=ents on PAistan politico"', that 

112,. t one time it seemed as if lau and o-Ader ,. jero 6. cfý, nct - e., cc: -. 'w 
in his Zthe S. P. IýJ ovin body and in thýýt: -, of the 
trate - and the picture he ha-- given, s1,, io,..,, z; both oL ý. hf-, J-l 
alon, r- like helpless or-olhans. 1ý4'e pity t'acza. 
istration that has produced them., " (2) in anothf--r )1acQ of the. 
Report, they co=nented that "it showz; that tjý. e foundaJv4011 0J, 
administration itself is creaky. 1-: alce your dictrict officorn 
self-reliant. If it is not in their character, civiý 301-10 
other job and replace them by men who nave lbro-ccl, olou"Idrlrs for 
responsibility" (3)- T hey concluded their Re, -2.7t 'jy -- cýy i n, ý -a 
"it is our deep conviction that I- _if 

the /thc- ,,. roun rc, ýý, pon, - 
ible for the anti-Ahmadi-riotc_/ had been trea-ued Az; U 1)UrO 
question of law and order, without any politicall con5ideratione, 
one District 11agistrate and one Superintendient of 1"Olice could 
have dealt with them. Consequently, ve oxe by 
th 4. hat they call a human conscience to enquire 
trative problems of law and orde. - cannot be divorcold Afroný a 
aemocratic bed-follow called Ministerial Government, 
remorselessly haunted by political niChtmares. But if dc::: ocrrkc., r 
means 1. -he subordination of law and order to rolitical oncis - then 

, Allah knoweth best and ve end the report. " 

Before we end our discussion in this sub-section o.,; '. ' the clýapterj 

it may be stated that in comp . arison with its counterpart in -t -3 a 

Pal-, istang the bureaucracy in West Pakistan was much more su-cept-ible 

to undue political pressures. With some exceptions, 
t,! je officers 

in 

East Pakistan could usually resist such pressures. : ýfter 

a rare incident in which the D. O. and the S. P. of a di-, tric-1. in 

Pakistan yielded to an undue political pressure of a seriou. - nature, 

exertod by a Minister-5, ihe Report of a co=ittee, uhich %-jas by 

a Judee (later the Chief Justice) of the Dacca Hich Court, that 

have been told that 1-11'. L. A. s flý--embcrz o. L th 0:, 

1. D. Torris-Jones, Political CuarteLIy, p. 237, fn. ?. 

2. I-Tunir-Kayani Report, PIP-311-312. 
3- ibid., P-307- 4. Ibid., P-387- 
5. The example has already been cited in para. 2, footnote 2, 

(above). 
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do a-pproacl, -. District Officers but that t'ho latter --re alulo '-0 wi-Ll - 
stand the influence; but such interference, is also fr. -. u 
danger, for subordinate officers may-not be able to up to an 

interference from 11 E liniotera and _oez -Liýichccked, 
the possibility of this virus infecting the officers cannot reazonably 
be excluded. " 1 

. %f terk having f ail ed to win a by-election in IOLLý'), 
.W 

League party which remained in povjeý- in East Pal-, istan ji, 14. 

beginning o: ý 1954, did not hold any other by-election a:, -V' LI there h 

were as many as 34 vacancies; their apprehensions viare clear. 
2 in 

the assembly election, held in East Pakistan in 1954, t': ý, e , ý"uzlin-ý 
League, which had control not only over the central Covernment but :;,! so 

over all the provincial Governmentuýin the country, was a1=00t con- 

plotely wiped out in East Palcistan. These instancee "lurther de, -, ion- 

strato the fact that in East Pakistan it was not Possiblo for tho 

party in power to compel the district bureaucracy to yield to 4-1, 

undue pressure in order to =anipulate election results. On t. he other 

hand, in 11est Pakistan, as noted above, the party in yower did not 

find it very difficult to compel the bureaucracy to yield to it-- .0 

4 
pressure during elections Of course, unlike their counter-part. - -n 
1. Eas De"Ir 

- lal P01ic0 Go---Mitteels Report, para. 20. 
2. Pe-oort of the Constitution Commission, p-ra. 19. 
3- Out Of 237 seats, the I-Iluslim Leaý-Ue won only 10 ocats. /Call-a-rdt 

on- cit., 
4. 

. 107e have already noted the example of Sa---odha district, 'Soa-rd 
Election. One author observed that it "Is Co---or- knowlccýc- thav Je general clections to various provincial in '. SýC-3t 6= Pakistan have never been free and honest" sayeed, 
"Pakistan's Basic Democracies" in The 1% oo-urr-all 'ro. I. XV 'idd, e Za, ý, - 
surizer, 1961, P-255-7. This corIzent was intended to xon. 1y to tlllo, 
elections hold in both pre-1958 and post-1958 periods. - 

05* 
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t1cst Palizictan, the 
.- -6 il d-d ý 
polilkic-Itms in East Pajjs-zý, r. uc; u, ýLIly -' rot 

atten-nipt to bring such severe pressure tO br-lar On t"ýC 'OU: ý'0Z, 'UCrUCY 

, yield to their pressurec. -The 1, ýD' -oc lif-hor pol-t-caj nd *0 U'ý; 

ness of the Bengali people (see chap. II), j,; erha-ns hel-ný; to accoun't 

for this di: rference. Moreover, the fact that t'ao contral ý; ovorrj,. en--'ý*j 

which never fully trusted the government of East Pzx: zistan a-ad w'. ýich 

often (especially after 1954) clashed with tho latter, aýcju--: -cC, t'. 'io 

top-ranIking officials in East Pcdzistan to provide it -Jnforýý, -tion 

about political activities in the province and to koep watc-- on the 

-he strength of C)4' 1-: in. isters, further added to 4V 

E. I'le bureaucracy. - & 

course, t1his w-- , as not a vital factor. For exanpic, the 

In 1950, durinG the PRODLZ-Public and 2epresentative Office, 5 
(Disqualification) A`ct proceedin s aCainst the then 'F- 
Einister of East Pakistan, the Chiaf zecrc-tary to th-c lo c-r=cnt CV4.1 

of East Pakistan revealed that tllýo exc-port of, L., .oe- -- 
u,:, :; t at Id to india, 

which had been ordered by the F i. -Iance and Oormerce 
_-ter, 

had 
been effectively stooped by him under the inotructiono of the 
centr4 government Dawn, 56,20,1950, cited --n Zayacd, 2--p 
Pacific Affairs, PP--132-133 

-/- 
11 war, also 1-recuenti. - 

by the politicians both in the astP, --Ox: is t an i- s ez: I)' ý, 
I and tne 

Constituent Assembly that fortnightly roports on t'-LO aCt-'VitiCS 
of the provincial ministers were sent to týrx con: ýrai -over;: ý, -a-'It by the provincial Chief Secretary Z: Cbid., ')-133-1- fo-rl-lcr 
minister of East Pakistan complained 4--Ll- the Co--z; 'Vitue-'., ý ýý-IZOMIOIY 
that "officers who vere under the direct control o. A17 the 
government but uoricing in that province Z-4. e. Zast 
refused to carry out or obey the orders of the 1, lini t C; C-vr, Of 
provincial cabinet or the provincial leý; islaturell. I'm reniy, a 
central minister had to say that ', I =uc; t admit that there v=e 
instances where the civil servants of the country tried to stand 
against the, wish of the loca2 Covoriurontll ýL* 0 4. w/C., Deb., Feb. 9, 
1956, vol. I, no. 68, --p. 227, By local government here lie mea-nt 
provincial Gover=enl. -s_/- 

. Ls most of the top-ranking officials in the, Ea-, Pakistan 
Secretariat were ! 1ost Pakistanis ZIn -1954 --orofossor the then central minister, stated in Lt, Const tuent 
', if one went to the Last Benaal secretaria-., one vaz 
not to find a single Bengali Secretary in the ,,., ho-"e of t. --e 
1, CIU9.1L. Od Secretariat. " (C. A. Deb., Vol-I, no. 26, july 17,19154, 
Sayeed, Pacific Affairq, p. 132)_7 a cloce alliance devoloýod 
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0overnments both at the centre and in tho -, )-ov-*nco wcrtý ý, l-tia"y 

eager to win the 1954 assembly election but, ar, noted above, 4khc, 

Nuslim League party suffered a crushing defeat. 

Some Comparisons beti,,, ee,., i the 
Law Periods 

in comparison with the past, the burcaucracy in both East vnd 

West Pa]-cistan has beco=e much. more suscentible, to -)o jjtiCýnl -, )rLzsUrCS 

although the extent of such susceptibility is still mach 'Ie5p in 0 -V 
East Pakistan than in %lost Pakistan. In East . 7jakiztan a fairly 

considerable number of high-rankinG officialo have continuod to be 

able to resist political pressures in varyina dogroes. It is main'Y 

such petty officials as "Circle Officers /w-ho7 seem to have forcsah. 0r. 6- ý 
their traditional neutrality and Za-re7 alleged to have been quito 

4*7 

active in promoting the candidat -urea of sonle Lavour, od no! uineess" 

betv, een them and the central government which, as noted in 
Chapter II, vias (and is) alwxjs in one %-jay o,, another donizia-ted 
by 1, Test Pakistani politicians. 'Nle have already noted in C. 

-, 
t han or 

VI that an increase or decrease in the influence and strený; t-'_ 
of" the top-ranlkinC officials such as the Chief Secretary corres- 
pondingly results in an increase or decrease of the influence 
and strength of the D. O. and his subordAnatez. Of cou=e, raost 
officials in the districts were Bengalis. But in the evan". 0 Of 
the undue political pros"sures, they usually resorted to t tho 
support of the Chief Secretary, Divisional andý 
Secretaries. In short, we may say that tho alliance bct, ý,: cý,. n 

- k1he to-p-rank-ing officials in TE, (2 t 'ast Pakistan and the central ov n 
ment st ra-Y -rengthened to some extent the r. osition of the "burcauci 
vis-a-vis the -politicians in the province. 

1. Basic Democracies, Works 'Prorrouric and IRx7al Devc2. cn--rjrjt in :; ctst 
Pakistan Jlk survey report prepared by Sobha--. i, Buroau Of 
", conomic Research, Univ., rsity of Daccas 190 63) (LIereafter citell 
as B. D. W. P. & Dev. (Sobhan), D. 251. 

Of courses during these elect -ions such hiir, a-ranking 0. 
as S. D. O. 's, were reported to have indizr, ýctly --u-pýýorted t"r, 

C goverment-candidates Zsee be 1o 117 AD ut -I. tshouIdba r- ot 
be-fore these elections there was a wholesale -Aeplace. -, ýont of 
CSP S. D. O. s by PCS S. D. O. s. All; that time out oj. ' 37 ou-, --. -. rInC- 

hh- 
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du. -4ing 1-964/6.5 elections. But in I-Tast Pahiatnn nany mý,, h-ranizin,, 

officials including D. O. s were reported to have yielded in varyino 

degrees to Pressures durine those oloctiona. 

Several factors account for tho increased susceptibility of the 

bureaucracy in both wings to such pressures in the post-58 period. 

Fo, -A=erly, as noted abore-9 the government was no%, stable an6 st-ronC and 

underwent frequent changes, so that tho officials could afford 
At. 

-o incur 

the displeasure of the party or faction in power because it vias almost. 

sub-divisions in East Pakistan only two sub-diV4-Sions i-., erc in t1ha 
0 charge of CSP S. D. O. s Z Actual DistributteiNof Off icers. %'. o_rr_c. C_'Ur; d 

up to December " G,... I. ý. J -W -, - 
1964 (published quarterly by the S. U, e, D rt. "'. On" 

in the East Pakistan Secretariat). !,, -., e have already noted in 
Chapter III that, the majority of the outlying cub-divisions, whica 
are much more important than Sadar sub-divisions, usually re. ý.,, An 
in the charge of the CSP S. D. O. s and that the CSPs are never 
appointed as the S. D. O. s of the Sadar sub-divicions2. It was 
widely believed that such wholesale replacenents were madle in vievi 
of the fact that it would be much easier to corapel the PCý'_') G401)006" 
to yield to pressures Z Wo have already noted that CSPst who 
are the elite of the bureaucracy, are in a much stronCer and more 
advantageous position than any other officers (Chapter VI) and that 
most CSP S. D. O. s belong to the 25-30 aGe OrOUPS- (ChcPteý !: EI)- (a - So a few years earlier as, university studentz, they ý)articipated 
in or remained associated with political movenentc; c3-. )Lcia'1ly against 

Le is ct1_', _i frerii_ in the present regime. The nomory,. of student lif 
their minds CChapter 11) with the result that they a: ýe atiý- 

latively radical, defiant and to come extent idealist. All these 
considerations, perhaps, prompted the goverrument to cau3c ouch 
wholesale replacements. 11oreover, it also took into considerat. -Lon 
the fact that the PCS officers who, -vlith the exception of sonie very 
bright officers, usually did (and do) not at the op-portunity to 
become S. D. O. s of the outlying sub-divisions, vould flool obliged 
A. 0 t. the government for appointing them as the S. D. O. s of these sub- 
divisi0 

An exa=ple may be cited below. In 1965, the Election Tribunal 
in Fast Pakistan found that under the pressure of one 'Kazi Kader, 
who was a Minister and who had supported his hench-man Rus'wa= Ali 
in a by-election in Rangpur aistrict, the G. D. O. had c;,: orted undue 
influence in favour of Rustam Ali before the election. The 
Tribunal also found the said minister guilty of corrupt -zorncticez; 
before that election. It declared the elec-ý`, ion to be 
and thus liable to be set asidet' /ýýhe 'Vlorning, 17: ows (Dacca), Is 
1965_7. The appeal against the judgement of the tribunal vas 
rejected by the Dacca'High Court. CIbid, Nov-27, ! 9657. 
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certain that soon it would be replaced by another party or faction. 

under the present constitutional autocracy the ruling group : 2as had an 

unduly prolonged life and enjoyz enormous authoritarian power&J, with 

the result that the bureaucracy has now much less courage and determ'6n- 

ation to stand aG. Ainst the wishes of the members of the ruling Croup 
I 

and their hench=en. Moreover, the officials do naL- feel secure because 

i=ediately after the procl=ation of 11'axtial Law, =any hi. - , h-ranhinS ao 

well as junior officers were screened out of the cervices on the 

Srounds of inefficiency or corruption or for havina the reputation of 

being corrupt* 

The Post Martial Law Period. 4. "Basic 
-r; emocraciec". 

The Identification of the party in 12ower - %, - _, 
local bodic-s_a_ncl_ 

-d 
sr; ct 

ad-ministration. On the introduction of the Panchayati Raj in India, 

Professor 1-forris-Jones commented that it would ctrenothen tho Conoress 

party in rural areas and that under this system "identification of 

three elements party, local bodies and Covernment - will 
1 become more =d more perfect" 

A. Bhalerao. 

Later this co=cnt vas seconded by 

In Pakistan the introduction of the "Basic Democracies" has also 

contributed-to the process of identification of the Pakistan 

League (the Party in power), the locK bodies and district administrati on. 

W. H. Morris-Jonest "Democratic Decentralization: Some Poiiticc: _ Onsequonces" in The Economic Weekiy, vol. XIV, nos. 28,29,331 
July, 1962, p. 110 eafter cited as Yorris-Joses, The Econopic 
Weekly). 

2. C. N. Bhalerao, "Some Social, Political and AWinistrative Conw- 
quences of Panchayati Raj" in Asian Survey, vol.! Vl no. 41t lpril, 
1964t p. 808. 
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In Pakistan, av, in India, to be aosoci"ý. cd With the parvy in power 

"meant that one had some access to the cars 010 the local a(ýminiz- 

tration. But noy the perfected identification =eanc that to be 

associated with Congress k. a 
for Pakistani X'uslim Leaguc2 in to be 

part and parcel of the local administration. Is the bu--eauc--a-i. -- 
I 

cone down a step or two the party moves up" 

Several factors ara responsible for such identification of the 

three elements in Palsistan. The most important factor 4.5 tnC,. t -wlae 

"Basic De=ocracies", as noted above, also serve as the cloctoral 

college. We have already noted in Chapter 1111 that in a nat-., -. on o-IL' 

more than 100 million people, only 80,000 persona 
2 (called "Basic 

Democrats"), who we the members of the Union Councils and the 

Union/"Iown Committees and who are elected on the bacia of adult 

franchise,, enjoy the right to elect tho President of tho country 

and the menbers, of both the National and the Provinci al AscenblieGj 

with the result that'they are, in'fact, the arbiters of the nation's 

political destiny, and that the relationship between the local 

politics and the higher level politics. have beco=a institutionalised. 

This arrangement was introducod by the presont regi= "to kecy the 

vote in the hands-of a privileged few"3. It is interesting to note 

that the Constitution Commission, which had been appointed by tho 

present regime, was in favour of direct election 
4 

and strongly 

1. Arris-Jones, Economic Weekly, p. 1105. 

2. Dur! "- the next election, as noted in Chapter 111, this number 
will ýa raised to 120,000. 

3- Time (Asia edition), Sept* 17,19651 p. 25. 
4. Although it recommended that the franchise chould be va3tricted 

on tho basis of educational qualifications and property owner- 
ship Re-oortbf the Constitution CorMssion, para. lOQ" 87 
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o; posed the idea that the "Basic Denocracie-c" chould alco act as 

an Electoral College. The Commission also put -Corward quite loý; ical 

and convincine arguments in favour of its recommendation. 
I 

Yet 

the 1-: artial Law regime did not accept the recommendation mo--'. - rýrob, -.. b. Ly 

because they fell that during elections it would be much easier to 

manipulate and to exert pressure on 80,000 people than the entire 

adult population of the country. 

Now as the "Basic Democrats" elect the President and tkie 

Legislatures the political parties are bent on vinning the supporto of 

as many "Basic Democrats" as possible. But, as notad in Chaptcr III 

political parties in Pakistan, including the party in powor, either 

do not have any roots at all in the rural society or in some place&; 

have only poor or ill-organised establishmenta below the district 

In the next two sentences the Constitution Cor=ission refer to 
the argument of the Mar-tial Law regime; then it puts forward its 
own argumentsol' "The principle on which the aver. *,, ro aclult is_ 
excluded, under this scheme ZriT-e,, "Basic Democracies" 

--chen-C-1/1 
frora electing$ directly, the President and the legislD. tures, is 
that he is incapable of discriminating a:, _ongst. Che variol-, s 
candidates, who live outside his neighbourhood, which accordine to 
the scheme has been circumscribed bot, h4 vn territorial limito as 
well as in the number of inhabitants. r2he reason given , '. 'or this 
view is thAt an averace adult is capable of mahiný; a ýelection 
only from amongst those in whose neirhbourhood he -lives, because 
he can reasonably be presuned to . 1&Mow them personally or have the 
means of acqu4inting himself with regard to their fitnoos to 
represent him. There are, however, no restrictions, by wa of -Y 
any educational or other qualifications, imposed on the candidates 
standing Lor election for Basic Democracies. Therefo:,? c, an-ý,,, 
adult in these small constituencies, who can co=and the confid- 
once of the majority of the inhabitants of that conotituency, 
will be elected. In those circumstances, we are unable to see 
how a person, who may not be better qualified than the averaEe 
adult in the area concerned, merely becau-se he command,, ithe 
confidence of the majorilty of the people oJL' that area, can bec0=0 

capable of judging as between the various candidates who stomd 
for Presidency and Vice-Presidency and for membershi-. of the 
legislatures. JIL person, thouSh illiterate, may as re., ards the 
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or sub-divisional level. Thus they find it di-fficult to co. -Xaunicato 

regularly and systematically with the "Basic De_, ocratsll. 12, ut the, 

rulinG group or'party can and, in fact, doo. - imaRe use of the 

executive arm of the govern; ý: ant in its attempt to vin tho zupy. ort 

of the "Basic Democrats". Especially before the olectionz;, the 

leading members of the rulin- party (includina influential and 

powerful pro-government "Basic Democrats") rather compal the 

bureaucracy through the Governor or the 116inisters to exert -nra3_-=c 

and influence on the pro-opposition or ttneutraill "Basic 'Aldemocrat-ed" 

so that they may rally to the support of the ruling party. The 

bureaucratic pressure and the fact that the bureaucracy can and does, 

dispense Croat favours and a good deal of patronaSe, play a very 

important role in influencing many '-'Basic Democrats" to support the 

ruling p=ty. We can see that the bureaucracy finds itself in a 

rather awkward situation - on the one hand, it co=ec under strona 

pressure from those. influential and powerful "Basic Democrats" who 

have allied themselves with the ruling party, and on the other hand, 

it is compelled to exert pressure on other "Basic Do--ocrats". 

But the most important factor which encouraSes the 

Democrats" to support and ally themselves with the party in power 

is that "as a class" they have found that the preCent regim an, 21 

the system of election throuah the electoral colleGe have "consider- 

ably enhanced their power". 
1 AlthouC; h the membership of local 

local needs, be Of-fective, but for the -... of the prec; ident 
and the members of the parliament he may be az i. -, capable as 
his electors. " /Ibid. 

9 para. 110-ýý 

1. B. D., VJT. P. & Dev. (Sobhan), p. 259. 
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bodies offers them some status and priviIcGcz;, it ic; 
-, -, -ajr. Jy ; Cýcau: -; e 

tiley constitute the electoral co2.1cr th ion N, r IIaVC er, ge th, 

in society and enjoy Groat -P--ivileges and -p-troraCc 
by the party in power and - local admini3trution. So zhe -Oorular 

as wo-I as the opposition parties' demand that the zYctcn cf direct- 

election on the basis of adult franchise 
ý-hould "be Lltrocýucod, con- 

sti-Itutes a major threat or danger to their 1)riv--ieGcd. T:! iS 

was tha main reason why a great majority of the "Basic Dcmocratoll voted 

in favour of the party in power durinC the -prusiden"tial and asze--. ',, b7-Y1 

elections held in 1964-65. They realised that "no succe3sor ra. -i=-e 

could ever be relied upon to serve their interests SO COMPlotely. 

The elections, in fact, "fully justified the faith put int -o the 

constitution and its bulwarks, the Basic Damoc-ratl-011 2 by "the 

regime, which had felt that "it could rely on the awarenoc;. - of. the 

Basic Democrat as to where his best interesto Iayt3. In fact it 

this awareness which has enabled the present reeime to lbaild u-: ) "an 

D*1 ,4 eventually satisfactory alliance with the B. 3 (Da. -ic Democratzj* 

Tlhe. refore, "as lonC; as the constitution onsures "that this sar. e class 

remains the arbiter of the country's politics, the re-ime car. be 

acourod of a long life. 115 

1. Ibid., p, 259.2. Ibid., p. 258. 
3- Rehman Sobhanj "Basic Democracies and National Politicz in Ea-st 

Pa1: istan'l (cyclostyled) (a * 1968, paper presented on 30th October, 
at the postEraduate zerainar on "Comparative Po:. itic, -: ; ý, utonony 
and dependence in "Parochiall Politics', held ýtthe inztlkou a J- t 
of Co=onvealth Studies, University of London), p. 5. 

4. B. D. IVJ. P. & Dev. Uobhan), p. 259. 
5. Ibid., p. 260. 

Here it may be mentioned that from Novembor 3.968, Pa%-stan 
has witnessed a viCorous political 

, 
movement. , *s a re3iz-t of the 

movement "President Ayub Khaa is on 1-11:. s 1kneas and frichtened 
Yluslim Leaguers Zri-embers of the ruling -pa--t2v have cone under- 
Sround" /The__Sunday Times (London), Feb. 91 196f. This =ove: i: ient 
nay lead to the introduction of adult franchise in the near 
future. 
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As the "Basic DcmocratsII hold "the key t to tIjjo 

of the present regime "political IOG ic dernands that thoy be in 

Sood humour". 
1 On the other hand, the , Basic Doc 0Ct0,, arc, 

also conscious of the fact that they hold this koy, aloo expect the 

present regime to enable them to exert so= influonce on local 

administration. Of course, this privilage is naturally enZoyed býl a 

few influential and powerful "Basic Democra I -vz" , 1, ji,. o over I- 

other "Basic Democrats" -' 
(i 

- e. rank and f ile) and who au-,. -, -Dor4, - or : ýxa 

likely to saport the present regime. 

The fact that the "Basic Democracies" also scrve t-ýc c-Ioctoral 

college has thus accelerated the process of identification of tl. -. c 

4zi 

-three elements - party in power, local bodies and local a(ýýjirjis, ation. 

V70. -ks Pro--ra=q: its contribution to the identification of t1ho tlirea 

alanents and to the influence of the rural elite. Profas, ýor 1.1orria- 

Jones co=ented on Panchayati Raj that. "at this level of politics 

tangible material benefits are an even larger part of the purposo 

of. political activity than at higher, ideologically more susceptible 

levels" The candidates of the government party may not allways be 

.., uccessful, but the successful candidate =ay become the =ember of Vae 

Government party "since the source of asaistance i. the Govarr,.,,., Ont-it3 

So the material benefits that the party in power can offer, sometimc3 

contribute to the identification of the three elements. 

We have already noted in Chapter V that 2rom the early 1960s an 

1. Rehman Sobhanj "Two-way Aretch in Basic Democracies" in 
-The Times special report on Pakistan (London), Apri! 6,1968. - 

2. Morris-Joncs, Economic Weekly,, p. 1105. 

3. Ibid., P-1105- 
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increasino allocation of resources has boor. macle fro. -i ti-, mc to t--, na 

for the purpose of the rural development proZramma tarmL. -d 

Progra=o, which is executed through tile "Basic Democrý-ci "'Y 

having control over hard cash, the "Basic Damocracio. r-" are in an 

adv"-ntageous position to derive direct financial beno fý41kS from the 

progra=e. In 1963-64, whon the Comilla Rural Devolop-nont. j-,. cadej. 1y 

conducted a survey, most people held that the entire azount- maz not 

properly utilised and that the progr=o was "not... froe of political 

strinss" They bitterly complained that "political activity at the 

local level snatches money from the allotmento... Nost co=plaintc 

bl=ed politics for the misuse. of funds. They view politics in its 

coarsest nyaning - as a mechanism by which individuals secure for 

themselves funds intended for the community. They see conspiracies 

=ong those entrusted with the funds". They also observed that thcoo 

2 people "have changed their iota (conditions) overnight" 

Even if the "Basic Democracies" were not made the electoral 

college, the Works Program=me would have been executed throuGh them 

and in comparison with the past, more resources would have boon 

allocated. for this purpose. But in that case, as it is wida]-y 

believed, the amounts of, allocations would not have been so 1, -, ge. 

Moreover, no strict administrative arranoerients have been L--. ade in 

order to keep a careful watch on the various zta, -,,, cs of disbursement 

of the funcls. IiOreovor, the accounts o-A the Union Councils are -not 

1.2nd E. Pal,: 
-. 

7valuation Renort, p. 85. 

2. Ibid. j p. 85. 
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properly audited. It is widely felt that the absence of such 

arrangrerients is deliborato, so that the ItBaisic DaMocratc; l, ;,. a3r eczjV0 

direct financial benefitn from the programme and may feel obliý; cd to 

the regime. In fact, there is "little disaE; reemont" that --tho pro, --r=, ne 

is of "singular benefit to the Basic Denocratall and hac ý; ivon thcr., a 

"significant material stake in the rc'ime"2. 9 

A considerable nu=ber of the Basic Democrats come from the 

influential or dominant sections or classes of rural society, nan.,, of 

whom aro also the moneylenders and land leasers. The Iv. 1ork; 3 Pzrogzrýý=e 

has further added greatly to their influence and importance. So far 

as the Thana and the Union Councilst projects are concerned, -, -, hey 

select the persons (i. e. labourers) who vill Got vor. 11: on these 

projects, also those who will serve on the project co=nitteeC to 

supervise the execution of theso projects and the rural t. -ade. -z or 

businessmen, from whom the necessary materials should be b ou,,, Iht. --ýý 

1. The Second Evaluation Report of the Comilla Academy ob6erved that 
111-1any of the respondents harbour suspicions about the use of 
funds... One wrote: 'The most striking thinC is that there is no 
system of spot audit'. It is unpreceaented that a larCc -nio, =,. t of 
national money is spent by persons without any c'. 1, and balanrcete lec' 
Another said 'the money is being lavishly allotted c. nil- s-2ent. 
strict account is kept and verified'. Yet another vrote of 'the 
vork. under the projects- are not verified projarly; tolle aud-1-t i3 noro 

I' on paper than actual; work in 1963-64 is done only to 705, on 
average at the estimated cost'. " ZIbid-, pp. 85-862. 

2. Sobhan, Basic Democracies and Nationral Politics, p. 4. 
J-ý 3- 1, JIe have -already noted in chapter V that while the Thana and the 

0 4- _ý inion Councils' project, are axecuted by the covnc4-1 3 CIVC: 0 
in the case of the District Councilc, rnoýst projectz; cxe r_ý: ecu'Cled 
by 4W 40 -he contractors. The non-official n. -ribers Uncludii-,, g Bas- 
Denoc. rat; a) of the District Council arc OV 4_ idirectly 

for interested in the selection of the contractc;,.. This accou. 
the fact that a section of the non-official =ezubc. -z of the 
District Council come from the business clars. 
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So now not only are they the money-lendero and land loaze. -c- in the 

villaE; os but alzo "the dispensers of jobs and fringe be, nofitoll 
I* 

r2ho 

TI . 1orks Progra-mme has, therefore, given them "a unique zource of 

J. 2 
patronage --n the villages" and "SCOPO for power and wealth beyond 

their most extravagant ekpectationst, 
3.. 

This combination of enhanced economic and -poili-l-ical 

with the sco-pe for direct financial gzans, has made "the Cov:., rnnent 

in general and the Works Programme in particular, irresistalbic. to 

114 the Basic Democrats The programmo has, in fact, "bound the 

. 23 .D 

Basic Democrats., 7 more. closely to the movern=ent bota in Zanor-'- ,.. I 

and more specifically in the machinery o.: C' local govar, =ent'15. '2'hiz 0 

is mutually beneficial for both - the government and the 113asic 

De=ocra-ts". 

The increasing cOmmetitiveness of__the rurU Mo. nofeazor 

Morrio-Jones co=ented that in Panchayalci Raj the increasino conmetit- 

iveness of Indian rural life would find a now political ouiý-Ajct --nd 

that the said cOOPOtitiOn for power would be partly between cocial 

Croups, partly between rivals for leadership within these irroups and 
6 

partly between individuals seelting personal advancement . 

In Pakistan also the "Basic Democracies" have provided van orzt1ol. 

for increasing competitiveness in the rural society of 

1. B. D. j_ W. P. & Dev, (Sobhan), n. 243- 

2. Sobhan in The Times'Special Roport, April 61 

3. Poh-man Sobhan "Social Forces in the Basic Democracie-11 in Is-an 
Re-view, vol. 1, no-3. April, 1968, p. 171. -J. 

4. B. D., 1-, -,. P. & Dev. (Sobhan), P. 243. 

5. Ibid., p. 243. 

6. Morris-Jones, Economic Weekly, 
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During the Basic Democracies elections of 1959 aLd especially in th"3, a 

of "6964, Various social claszes-traditionally "ariz3tocrajk, --; c" 

of the rural society (i. e. Mia Bari, &U 11. Talull-der Bari, "han Dcxil Cý. Ou(: - 

hury Bari, etc. ) from which previously mosst- membe, - of local bodies 

had come, such classes as Kulu (oil grinder), Zola Oweavor) etc., 

v, h4ch are regarded socially "inforior" or "lower" clazz; eo and the 

ener0in. - rural business cla3s-fought viGorously especially in East 

Pakistan for the membership and the chairmenchip of the Union 

I Councils. . "Even as recently as ton years ago, it would havo boon 

almost unthinkable that a Kulu should be so bold as to contest "n 

election for the Union Board. " 2 In ', Ejast Pakistan, one of the otr4-'-: ir-O, 

features of the "rural leadership since 1960 is the oA--erE; cnce of a 

new S=oup of people other than the traditional fa: milies, t3 (i. e. 

traditionally "aristocAratic"fa=ilies in the rural Socicty). (Social 

and economic changes and incre"nsing political nodornisation and 

consciousness also equally account for this trend in local politics*) 

A-sample survey carried out in East Palzistan in 1965-66, revoaled 

that of lthe 129 Union Councils surveyed, 112 had nolý: bers 

who came not only from traditionally ruz-al "aristocratic" familics 

Y. Rashiduzzamans "Electioh Politics in in joi-, rnal O*r I- 
Coim-, ionwealth Political 113tudies, vol IV, no. 3, Yov. 1967ý. 
it na-y be mentioned that in riany placen, c; orie memborz of the 
-ocially inferior classes are financially better o, -C tian 
nembers of the traditionally llaricýtocraticll "Z7's:,? ocia1lY 
those members of tho former who have tolcon un busino. s3 1-1-icir W 
profession 'have become fairly rich by the ctandardc of 
Pc,, %istlani rural life). 

2. Ibid. t p. 194. 

I 3- M. Rash-; duzzxnang Pakistan: A Study of Governnon-ý, an, "', PolitiCS 
(Dacca, 1967), p. 253-- 
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but also from other than "aristocratic The - , -ru nt alý 

,r of all members of such councils baloaCinC to the lattor cýýt,! -ý, o y 

was 3?. 
1 

So there are now a varietY Of membors drawn fr= rovcra. "I- 

social Groups. 

Thus vie may say that in Pa-kistan, as in India, inc-reasinZ 

conpetitiveness means "neither the protection of tho ertablizhed 

leadership nor its wholesale overthrow and replacement, but rather 

a shifting of its ranks and the political education of nerý'-týrc ,.,, -. o 

prove by their ability to be the fittest for the now political uorld', ' 

The accentuation of the competitiveneas in rural zociety of ýastp 
Palkistan may be. further illustrated by the fact that whilo in the 

1959 elections the average nmiber of contestants per coat wa3 2.12, 

in the 1964 elections, it rose to 2.90, that in 1959 the percentage 

of candidates vho were -Aeturned unopposed was 17.70, wharear, in 1964 

it was only 6.88, that while in 1959 there ware no contootanto in 

14 "Basic Democracies" electoral units, there vas no such instanco 

in 1964. ý 

Ibid., P-253. 
On the social background of the "Basic Do=ocra-1, c; 11 jr. 

the wings, it was observed by another author Ithat thýý "e2ected 
members did not come entirely from the wealthy ! and clar's, 

true 4 fi. e. landed flaristocr, -, Cy as was often Wý the pý,. st- 1"or 
were they representatives of a 'peasant u-prisinrl. -he votino 
was not a sweep by the illiterate, povort., r-striclkon _, las-zeZ. It 
included elevation to office of some woalthyt some educatcd, 
so, me =iddle class, some poor, so--e politically z, h-re,, zd cL- . 1d ooLe 
politically naive individuals. " -Karry J. Friedman, 111-clUstanS 
E% riment in Basic Democraciecti in Pacific ý, la-;, ,I ol.. -' I" , To. r- v 
no. 2, Juno, ! 960, p. 1-1-9. 

2. I-Iorris-Jones, Economic p. 1105. 
3- "Report on the Members Elected to the Bas-ic Democrac'. es 19641, (cyclostyled) (Basic Democ_-acies and Lcoal Soll. " Governnont 

Departnent, Govt, of East Pakistan, Dacca, n. d. ), p. l* 
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Institutionalised Local Leadershil2. The combinine of the 

representatives'of several villages into a single administrative cuM 

political structure or unit, namely the Union Council, the similar 

combining of Union Councils into the Thana, /Tehail Councill and of 

Thana/Tehsil Councils into the District Council, and bostowing on 

them considerable administrative and executive responsibilities for 

th e management of the welfare aspects of their respective areas 

have not only provided the local leaders of varying influence and 

importance or gr adeswith the opportunity to organise themselves and 

to play active political roles at the various levels in the district 

but also with a. series of forums where they can and, in fact, do 

discusathe local development problems. 'and voice their demands. Thus 

the system has, in fact, resulted in the emergence of. a new force (in 

the sense of both power or energy and organised collectivity or 

Groups) - the local elite - in the local politics as well as in the 

local administration of the country. Of course, this force no doubt 

informally existed in a loose form before the introduction of the 

syste=i But now the chain of local bodies has institutionalised 

this force and enormously added to its, strength and vigour, with the 

result that an institutionalised and. graded leadership is rapidly 
I 

emerging in rural Pakistan. This development is proving to be a 

potent and formidable element of change. in the nature of district 

administration and in the local political culture. The relationship 

between the local leaders and the bureaucracy-is undereoing Gradual 

chanee. On the one hand there is a decrease in the dependence of 
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the-former on the latter and on the other hand there is also an 

increase in the pressure of the former on the latter. I Changes in 

the mentality of both officials and non-officials are also becoming 

evident. 
2 The latter are not so overawed by the officials as before. 

The bureaucracy is also increasinely aware of this attitudinal chanee 

and of the consequent necessity of some readjustments in their own 

paternal attitudes towards the local leaders in particular. and 

towards the people in general. In fact, some ouch chanGes have 

already taken place. 
3 

The institutionalised local leadership is gradually making its 

existence felt. The following example will. further illustrate the 

point: In Nowshera-Tehsil in West Pakistang one Union Council wrote 

37 letters and another (nearby) Union Council wrote 29 letters to' 

various Sovernment departments over a period. The latter received 

replies to-21 of its-29 letters. and the suggestions and the 

recommendations contained in 19 of these were accepted and actions 

were initiated accordingly by the departments concerned. But the 

Union Council which had written 37 letters received no replies. 11hon 

this council came to know about this differential treatment, all. 

its members resigned in a body, with the result that tho matter came 

to the notice of the higher authorities in the district. After having 

received assurances from the Assistant Commissioner, who made an 

1. PARD (Peshawar) Report, no. 9, pp-73,143,285. 
2e Lawrence Zirings "The Administrat . ion of Basic Democracies" 

(cyclostyled) (Administrative Staff'College, Lahore, nd. )t P-110 
3- PARD (Peshawar) Report, no-9., pp-27,999 138. 
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inquiry into the matter, that such troatment would not-, Jc rcpcc^-, tcC,, 

the Councillors withdrew their rosignationa.. This exc:. Mple also 

illustrates the fact that the institutionalised leadorzhip is now in 

a convenient position to bring the irreeuiarit4ies of the lower 

b=eaucracy effectively to thq notice of the hiSher burcaucracy, 

Of course, there is no doubt that such an incident ic very rcxo. 

In most places, the Council would have been content to a stron:! - 0 

representation to the higher bureaucracy Q. O. D. O. or S. D. O. ) or 

raise the matterýin a meeting of the higher council. In any case, 

this example denonstrates the fact that the local leaders are bcco=,. nn- 

"me of the strength and effectiveness of their institutionalioed 

position or of their collectivity. Thus while formerly in local 
.I 

areas the officials confronted local leaders individually, they not-i 

encounter them collectively. This is a situation which onablez -1. -he 

local leadarz to exercise some influence, even pressure, on the 

bureaucracy. 

In view of the establishment of the present syctcr,, of local 
I 

bodies, one V! est Pakistani author suggested that with the. paor, -ý.: c of 
- 

.ja" 

time the members of the local bodies 11=iGht IiIcce to atte=nt a 

revision of boundaries of bureaucratic pover and seek to obtain a 

much larger say in administration at the district level tllian C-hey 
2 

ever had before'? The proceadinGs of the District Councils in East 

Wistan, indicate that at least in this win; of the country the 

1. S-'Uudv 
-of - 

U-nion Council in Noj-ýczller -a T e*, sil (. "L re-port nrer=ed by 
, O-D-, nn -0 - 

- 1-1 (a I inayatullah on the ba-Ciz of a casla-3t Y) e q, ! 'I a,.,: ýýr 
p. p .39- 

40 

Vlashiuzzamran, "Basic Denocracios cL_" "-strict AdminjE; tratior-11 - -. 1 " 11 
v Inayatullah (ed. ), D. A. in p. 190. (Hereafter cited "-z 

Mashiuzza-man, B. D. & 
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non-olfficial members are makin- so=e offoz--, 0L ,- to 

of bureaucratic authority and-to have nuch Oreater voic-: ý fin tho 

develo-oment adninistration. They are ljo Ion-cr ti-, 4-d or pa"c; vQ bvt 

are becominS fairly ascertive. The followin- discuszion 

of such proceedinZs will illustrate these -oint_-, -ive zoý, -: e idea 

the role played by the non-official membero in t, -. c, :!: ectin, 'Z; -=d 

L, he workinS of the District Council in Zast Pal: istan, and indiccLte 

-I- ýO h the discussions and criticisms in the neetinGs can be co 

directed as to influence or exert pressure on the b-Lurct-. ucracy: 
I 

One non-official member of the Sylhot Dis-lbrict Council in Za--t 

Pakistan suggested that while mol-Une an allotnent oA . Lo f funds 

and needy Union, Councils out of the resources placed at- their dilspos, -, I 

by the Districtf Council, the S, D. O. s, ahould consult those members of 

the District %JhO cane from the unions concerned. T'. 1,. 0zucr, ti0nV., aS 

"appreciated" by I-ohe District Council'and it was decided unaninovzoly' 

that while making such an allotment, the S. D. O. s should consuh the 

local nembers of tho District Council. 2 

At the budget meeting of the Pabna District Council in last 

Pakistpais held in June, 1961, the S. D. O. who in this ca--c was the 

convenor of the Finance Co=ittee, gave a brief ozo-planatory account 

of 'who items of receipts and expenditures- 
3 He -oointed out that 

1. For the assertive attitude of the chairmen off tho Union Councils 
and for the tussle between them and the Ciý: clo OfficeZc;, see 
Chapter V, pp. V-46-47., 

2. rroceedings of the Sylhet District Council, East Pclzistan 
(zpecia-11. nriect-inG), M. arch 9,1961. (Proceedings of the -, -ylhc'v 
District Council are preserved in bound volumes jjjjic'j are part-'. Y 
hand written and partly cyclostyied)., 

3- Later wo shall see the coni", ents of the non-of-L' 'icial memloors Oil 
the budr, 'et speech of the S. D. O. 
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owihC; to the paucity of funds a larCer allotment could not be made 

to roads, buildines and co=unications. He observed that a Greater 

amount of money was alloted towards health, sanitation and education 

and that a 'large aum of money had to be provided towardn the revision 

of the scale of pay of the employees'of the District Council. He 

added that in the absence of specific instructions from the Government, 

the expected grant from the government towards the ý4 'orks Programme 

could not be shown in the budget estimates, that such a receipt would 

be included in the revised budget estimates later and that the entire 

grant from the government would be spent for improvement of the 

communication system - roads, bridges, culverts, etc. Lastly, he 

stated that keeping in view the above-mentioned points, the e=ýenditure 

had to be strictly limited to the estimated income. 

After his speech, the council took up the discussion on tho 

budget with the permission of the Chairman (i. e. the D. O. ). A non- 

official member termed -the budget a 1114elfare budget for the. employeec; 

azit appears-that a laree amount of money has boen provided in the 

budget towards the salaries of the employees".. Tho. S. D. O. pointed out 

that the Dictrict Council. itself had sanctioned the revised Pay 

scale for the employees and that the fund was provided as per require- 

ment. Thus. the amount provided in the budget could not be reduced. 

Members then said that, thdy did not "Crumble" about the extra amount 

required for. the scale; rather, they thought there miCht be some 

super. ýluous btaff who might *pe retranched. It was ploposod that a 

Re-organiEation Committee should be appointed to go into the dotails 

of the matter an 
.d 

to submit a report to the council for its donsider- 
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ation. So a Ro-orCanisation Corinlittoo was cot up with the followinc- w 
member3: (1) S. D. O.., Sadar sub-division (2) 

. 1j. D. O., Screjr- anC 

outlyinS subdivision, and (3) tho Vico-Chairman of the District Council 

who happened to be a member of the Provincial Assembly., / One non- 

official member, who was also the Chairman of a Union Committee, hold 

that the maintenance of many important roadze.; had not boon included 

in the budget. He also pointed out that no allotment had been nado 

for "the projects under Works Programmelf. In reply, it was aCCLin 

explained that no such allotment could be made on account of lack of 

funds, and that the amount required for the maintenance of roado, 

bridees etc. would be provided in the revised budget on receipt of 

grants from-the government. But the member in3iotodthat provicion 

must be made for piling on the PObna-Trimohin road as the worlst wac 

essential to save the road. The Vice-Chairman of the'Council alLoo 

supported the view of the member. Finally the decision was taken to 

make a. provision of Rs. 5000 in the bud-et for that purpose. U 

Another non-official nomber argued that Rc. 200 as provided in 

the budget for removing water-hyacinth appeared to be a I'very paltry 

amount" which should be increased. After somo discussion, a docirion 

was taken to provide Rs-5000 over the existing allotmont for the 

purposee 

After having taken some decisions in order to effect an economy 

in running the Council's administration and to increase its income, 

the District Council authorised the D. O. - i. e. the Chairman of the 

Council - to incur ex-penditure according to budr-)ot allotments. 

1. Proceedings'of-tho Pabna District Council, I-3ast Paj-, istan (special 
meeting) June 25, ý1964. (the Proceedings are preserved in bound 
volumes, which are partially hand-written and partially cyclootyledýý 
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Lt the meeting of the Pabna District Councils hold in Fobruary, 

1962, a resolution of the Finance Cor=itteo of the Council V; ar, dirs- 

cussed. In the resolution it was argued that it was not nace. -Ocary 

for the Finance Committee to audit the accountz of the Dir; tri. c'4 

Council monthly because the 4124counts 
Committee 

was to 
audit the 

accounts quarterly and as such this matter was referred to the Council 

for its opinion and approval. The opinion of the Council vac divided 

on this issue. Zome members agreed with the Finance Co=, itteo's, view 

while'some other menberz pointed out that the government had mado it 

mandatory that the accounts were to be audited monthly and quarterly 

by the Finance and the Accounts Committees respectively. These 

members argued that these Committees, therefore, must go on auditing 

the accounts accordingly. Lastlyl the D. O. expressed his vio%j that 

perhaps monthly audit would be rather impossible; therefore, it would 

be a Good idea to require the Accounts Committee to audit the accounts 

quarterly and the Finance Committee to plan the expenditure. He 

further added that this stop would help smooth working and also save 

duplication of labour. It is interestinG to note that the sugoestion 

of the D. O. was not accepted. It was finally resolved that the 

government should be asked to clarify tho point. 
1 

Of course it is 

almost certain that the D. O. did not insist on having' hi is suggestion 

accepted. Had he insisted, the Council perhaps would have given way. 

But the very fact that the D. O.. 's suggestion, although it might have 

been put forward in a casual way, was not accepted, indicatec sorle 

change in the situation and in the attitudes of minds of the j-aemberý;. 

1. Ibid. (ordinary neeting), Teb. 23,1965. 
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The following questions were asked by a non-official =ember of 

the Pabna District Council: 

"11hat action has the Government taken on the resolution of this 
Houso with regard to Airport approach roads? " 

A, "The matter is still under correspondence and nothing has yet 
materialised. 11 

0.2 "The C&B Z_Comnunication & Buildings_7 department has started 
earthworlt on the Pabna Ishurdi road, but blocks of earth are just 
thrown over the Kutcha Zn-on-metalled2 portion of the road with- 
out even breaking and levelling, with the result that when 
bullock carts pass, the wheals make deep lines =akinG the road 
uneven. Is it the procedure of earthwor1c adopted by the C. & B. 
department? " 

"No reply could be Given as the Executive Engineer (Road) war. 
absent Z It is very interesting to note that the Executive 
Engineer is tho employee of the government and not of the District 
Council and that the activities of the C&B department are not 
officially subject to the 

, review of the District Council but yet 
a non-official member pointed out the unsatisfactory nature of 
the work of the department. It indicates that the non-official 
members are gradually becoming inclined to a. -ttend their influence 
or pressure beyond the boundary or line between the authoritY of 
the nation building departments and that of the local bodie2/. 

Q3 "Why is the District Council Rest House still occupied by the 

_7 
against Sub-divisional Controller of Food Z-a government employee 

rules? " 

"The Sub-Divisional Control of Food was requested to vacate the 
Rest House several times but he could not vacate for want of 
accommodation. Again he was requested on 6-2-62 to vacato the 
room and clear up the dues but he prayed for one month'a timo 
to vacate the room.... " 

Q4 "How Mong is he actually in occupation? " 

A 1119 months". 

Q5 "What amount of rent has he paid to the District Council Fund? " 

L. "Ro. 68. tl 

ttIs it a fact that he has boon allowed concession rates? 

"He has prayed for concession rates. In this conhection it was 
3ýesolved that the Chairman Lli. 0.7'would exerciso his discretion 
in granting concession rates.. t, 
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Q7 111111hat is the total difference of amount had he paid the rent 
on the usual rate? " 

IL "Does not arise.?? It is interesting to note that the quostione 
concerninG the Rest House were mainly intended to indirectly 
criticise and embarrass the D. O. 7. 

"What action has been taken for the extension of Rashid Hall to 
accommodate visitors? " 

4 IL "There was no provision in the budSet for 1961-62.1r 

q9 "Whether the proceedings of the House are immediately recorded 
in the Minute Book by any staff of District Council or are they 
later recorded from the brief notes taken during proceedings? " 

k "The procedure that is; being followed in recording proccedines 
of the meeting is as-follows: Resolutions as adon . Lted in the 
House are being written very precisely against each item of the 
ACenda in the notice book by the Chairman, District Council; and 
the S)ecýetary Za member of the D. O. s high-ranking official 
stafg. 'ýiuo takes down notes of important points of discussion on 
Agen7da**so far practicable. The full proceedings of the meeting 
based on the above notes are then recorded within three days 
after the date of meeting. " 

0.10 "How many Union Multipurpose Cooperative Societies in this 
District Got a loan during the current financial year? " 

1145 Union Cooperative Multipurpose Socieities have boen provided 
with loans of Rs. 6 laeb during the current financial year. " 

QlL "What financial assistance have the Fishermen's Cooperative 

-Societies received in Pabna. District? " 

IL "No financial assistance has been*given to the Fishermen's 
Cooperative Societies during the current year as hone asked for 
it. if (1) 

In the same meeting of the Pabna District Council, another non- 

official member expressed the view that 

"the construction of the R. C. C. elevated tank was CoinG to be a 
top-heavy structure as its foundation was reported to be only 5 
A- 

foet deep. The Executive EnGineor Z The Divisional Head of the 
Public Ilealth Engineering Department (Rajohahi Division)'of tho 
Government_7 informed the House that the foundation of the R-C-C. 

lbid (ordinary meeting)l February 27s 1962. 
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elevated tank would be 94, feet and not 5 fact an reported by 
the Councilfe(. 3. ) Z The above-mentioned comment of the Councillor 
indicates that now sometimes non-technical members oven go to 
the extent of raising questions concerning purely technical 
matters. Also see above (]ý. "43) for the present writer's comment 
at the and of the answer to question no. 2, asked in the same 
meeting by another non-official member. That comment of tho 
present writer is equally pertinent here-7. 

The Two-Way Channel of Communication. In Chapter III we have 

already noted that the Chairmen of the Union Councils and the Union/ 

Town Committees are ex-officio non-official members of the Thana/'Tohsil 

Councils and the non-official members of the District Council, who 

usually come from both the rural elite clans 
2 

and the urban olite 

class3l are elected by an electoral college consisting of tho 
. 
chairmen 

of the Union Councils and the Union/Town Committees. Thus there is 

a chain of some'non-official members who simultaneously becomo the 

=embers of two or three tiers of councils with the result that a non- 

official channel or line of communication has open4up between various 

tiers alongside the bureaucratic channel or line - these two channels or 

lines are, in facts closely related, even articulated with each other* 

; [bid. Almost all examples have been cited from the proceedings of 
the meetings of the Pabna District Council, mainly becauso in 
Pabna the proceedings. are recorded in greater detail, whereas in 
many other districts only the decisions of the Dictrict Council 
aro recorded usually. 14breover, the present writer had easy 
access to the proceedings of the Pabna District Council. 

Pabna is not a typical district in East Pakistan. The gener- 
alisations which are based on the proceedings of the Pabna 
District Council fully apply to other districts (excepting 
Chittagong Hill Tract Districts) in East Pakistan. 

Of course, in West Pakistan, the noh-official membera are nuch 
less assertive than their counterparts in East Pakistan. In the 
former, the extent of assertiveness also varies from region to 
region. 

e-5, Zamindars, big or surplus farmers, rural businessman includ- 
ing contractors, the chairmen and the members of the Unio4 Co'uncils, 
and other prominent persons. 

30 e. g. lawyers, urban businessmen including contractorct thoso 
Zamindars who li've in urban areas, social and political leaders. 
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We have noted in Chapter 11 that a co=unication Cap oxists botwoon 

the nodernised urban elite and the inarticulate tradition-oriented 

rural masses. This gap could be filled at least to a very limited 

extent by a semi-educated and semi-nodern class of rural leaders who 

are partially capable of sharing the views and ideas of the nodornised 

urban elite but are culturally much closer to the inarticulate rural 

masses; they possess the capacity to communicate with these two polar- 

ised groups. 
I No doubt such a class exists in'Pakistan. But formerly 

this class had. very little opportunity to come into close contact with 

the urban elite. Now in the formal structure of the chain of local 

bodies (especially in the District Council) the urban elite and the 

semi-educated and semi-modern rural elite do make such contacts. 111oro- 

over, the impression obtained by the present writer is that since the 

non-official members of the District Council are elected by the Chairmen 

of the lowest councils and committees, the urban elite who want to be 

members of the District Council find it essential to establish or main- 

tain some contact with this section of the rural elite. The isolation 

of the rural society, therefore, is in the process of partial olimin- 

ation. Of course, it should be mentioned that such contact between the 

urban and the rural elite will not completely bridge this gap though it 

will be narrowed. But the most important point so far as the present 

chapter is concerned is that the increasing contact between the urban 

and rural elite has enhanced the capacity of thdrural elite to 

infludnee bureaucratic decisions concerning development administration. 

. the chairmen and the members of the Union/Town Committees and other 
prominent persons. 

1. PARD (Peshawar) Report no*9, 
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The local councils are now gradually becoming an important 

structure of interest articulation. They are serving as "a vehicle 

for transmitting" needs and desires of the rural society to higher 

bureaucratic authorities. 
I Of course, all the demanda and interests 

of the rural leaders are not exactly the same as those of the general 

people of the rural areas with the result that those of the latter 

receive only partial attention, 

The local councils also provide the rural leaders with the easy 

opportunity to bring the irregularities in development administration 

and works to the notice of the higher bureaucracy and t. o exert prossure 

on it through the council in order to tako tho necessary actions. The 

following example may be cited: one non-official member of the Pabna 

District Council, who waa also the chairman of a Union Council ' 

"complained that contractors entrusted with earth-work for 
repairing roads. constructed under Works Progra=o are doins 
earthwork by tempering old pits and no diagonal bars are also 
being kept in these pits which would make the measurement 
difficult of the actual earthwork done by the contractors in 
those pits. 

Friedman, Pacific Affairsq P-123- 
Such needs range from those for roads, bridges, tubowells, 

primary schools, dispensariesq grants otc. to various types of 
miscellaneous nee 

, 
ds. The following example will illustrate the 

nature of the miscellaneous needs. In a meeting of the Pabna 
District Council, a non-official member drow the attention of the 
D. O. to the difficulties in obtaining an Inter-District Route, 
Permit and suggested that the government be moved through the 
Council to authorise him (the D. O. ) to issue the Permit. The 
Council welcomed the idea. At this stage, the D. O. told the 
members that a foreign expert who was attached to the Waterways, 
and Road Transport department of the Government of East Pakistan 
would visit Pabna soon and that he might be enlightened about the 
problem. The Council unanimously resolved that a sub-committee 
be formed with the following members to draft and submit a 
memorandum to the foreign expert through the D. O.:. (1) Vice- 
Chairman of the Pabna District Council (Convenor), (2) S. D. O., 
Sader sub-divisions (3) S-D. O., Serajganj outlying sub-divisions 
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"The Chairman, District Council fi. e. D. O. - 
_/ requented the 

Councillor to bring such matters to the notice of the Sub- 
Divisional Officer, Serajganj, for taking the necessary action. 

"However, the House- unanimously recolved that diagonal bars 
in all pits should be heptj without which no measurement should be recorded by the supervisinS staff and the District EnSinocr 
and other supervisory staff should keep an eye on that. " (1) 

The chain of local bodies is not simply a one-way channel of 

communication. The administrative agencies also find it convenient 

to communicate through it with the rural masses. This chain mal: os 

it easier for them to have access to the innermost part of rural 

society. Now many instructions, directions, information, etc. are 

channelled through the councils by the district and other subordinate 

authorities as well as by the provincial government. Thuz these 

bodies have "proved'fto be_7a useful media Zs-iBcy for the expression 

of the view point of the public on the one hand and a useful channol 

for passing on the policies and directives of tho government to the 

public through the members on the other" 

The-nation building departments sometimes Itseek and secure, their 

flocal councilsf help in implementing their development projects 

in rural areas Such help facilitates the execution of theso 

projects. In helping the execution of government projects, sometimes 

they add to the govornment's allocation of funds by raising local 

(4) the Chairman of a Municipal Committee and (5) the Managing 
Director of-'-'; 6drue Ltd. Z Proceedings of the Pabna District Council 
(Ordinary Neeting)l March 26,1965: 7. 

1. Proceedings of the Pabna District Council (Ordinary Meeting), 
March 269 1965. 

2. PARD (Pashawar) Report no. 9, p. 264. 

3- I'lleport from East Palcistan" by A. M. S. Ahmad, in Aziz Beg (ed), 
Grass Roots Government (Rawalpindit 1962), P-155, 
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contributions, either in cash or through voluntary labour. I 
This 

seeking of help by departments also has the effect of addina to the 

influence of the rural leaders. 

Many development planr, or prosram=es of tho nation building 

departments are'explained to the members of the local councils 
2 

either 

to achieve publicity or to coordinate these plans with those of local 

councils or to seek, as noted above, the help of the non-official 

members. ks a result, these membersl and throuGh them many otherst 

come to know about various activities of the nation building depart- 

men4os* Such information enables them to influence departmental 

decisions concerning the selection, planning and execution of the 

projects. Information is a very important source of power. 

Vow the higher bureaucracy does not entirely depend on the lower 

bureaucracy for regular supervision of and for information about 

development works. The councillors are often asked by the hiSher 

bureaucracy to shoulder some responsibilities in these roopects. For 

example, at a meeting of the Pabna District Council, the D. O. "requested 

the councillors to be vigilant about the development works eoing on 

1. Ibid. 9 P-155, 
2. For example, in a meeting of the Pabna District Council, the D. O. 

"requested the Executive Engineer, P. H. Z Public Hcalthý7 
EngineeringfDepartment7, to appris 

,e 
the House about the comprehen- 

sive water supply scheme of Pabna town". The Executive Engineer 
"informed the House that Government had canctioned a 9ý lac 
rupee scheme for this town to be executed within a period of 4 
years. The work had already begun. This year Re, 21 lace, had 
been sanctioned. Contractors had come down to the spot and 
begun siracing an 811 tube well. The construction work of the 
R. C. C. elevated tank was also in progress. This work would take 
2 years for completion. He also informed the House that he had 
also been trying to got the services of one Engineer exclusively 
for this work and the authorities had been moved through the 
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in their areas and report to him about the defects of the works if 

found during their supervision of worits. 111 For administrativo convon- 

iencel the bureaucracy also ask for the cooperation of the councillors 

in respect of those matters which are not even directly connected with 

development administration or with the local councils. For example, 

at a meeting of the Pabna District Council, the D. O. "requested the 

councillors to exert their influence over the . local people in payine 

their rent, loans and other dues 
, 

to the Government and he also 

requested the councillors to cooperate with the officials engaged in 

collecting loansl rent and other dues of the Government, in the 

va interests of the people of the district . The officials' readiness 

to seek coope ration from the non-officiAl members in turn indicates 

that the former are now gradually becoming dependent, no doubt to a 

limited extent, on the local leaders in conducting various aspects 

of district administration. 

From t he foregoing discussion we find that while formarly the 

bureaucratic agencies themselves were the only regular link and the 

channel of the two-way co=unication between the top layer of the 

district bureaucracy and the rural people, now along with the 

bureaucratic link and channel a new non-official chain has been 

established. Through this channels information moves backliards and 

forwards. This channel is "unfolding a process of diffusion of power 

5. 
-. 
7.11 Zýroceedings of tho Pabna Deputy Commission e.. D. 0 

District Council (Ordinary'MeetinS)l Feb-27,19622. 

1. ' Ibid (Ordinary Meeting)j'MaY 319 1965- 

2. Ibid (Ordinary Meeting)l March 26,1965. 
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in rural society of PaIdstan" I. 
Moreover, by opening a two-way non- 

official channel of communication and by providing common platforms 

for the officials and the non-officials, an effective fuGion of 

official and non-official agencies have been brought about at the 

various levels of district administration. This is a situation which 

"has brought the administration and the people closer together 2 

although bureaucratic influence is still very evident, especially 

in West Pakistan. Even so, a'process of change har. been initiated. 

The ad= inistration has become more responcive to popular demands .0 

Some Concludina Observations 

From the foregoing discussion of the present system of local 

bodies, it may now be observed that the members of the bureaucracyl 

who are officially. and hierarchically responsible to tho provincial 

gover=ent and who have all along exercipedg generally speaking, 

unimpeded powers with ease and assigned to themselvea tho right of 

interpreting and Protecting public interestsl 
4 

are now required to 

1. Inayatullah, Changing Character, p. 40. Also coo Mashiuzzaman, 
'What is Basic Democracy" in Aziz Beg (ed. ) o12. cit., pp. 279 40. 

2. The Constitution Commission also observed that "there is close 
association between the non-official members and the officers 
of govor=ent at various grades, both in development and in non- 
development matters. " &eýort of the Constitution CoMissiong 
para. 1112- 

3. B. G. Verghosel "Pakistan Visitedt VII - Basic Democracios" in 
The Times bf India, Dec. 8,1964. Also zoo the comments in 
A,. T.?,. Rahman., "Rural Institutions in India and Paltistan"g 
Asian Survoy, t no. 9. vol. V1111 Sept. 1968, PP-795-796. 

Of course, in the event ofpolitical pressure and interferencol 
the powers and authority of the bureaucracy hava become 
clrcumscribod*ý 
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perform their functions, mainly the development functions, in assoc- 

iation and in consultation with the local loaders. These leaders 

are wielding increasing influence and power, speaking on behalf of 

the peoples claiming to represent their interests and trying to be 

assertive, to have a sizeable share in the decision-malting process 

of development administration at the various levels of the district* 

The institutionalised local leadership is gradually making its 

existence felt.. The bureaucracy is now facing a new challenge -a 

challenge of being responsive to the demands of the local loaders. In 

fact, an underlying tussle is gradually emerging between those leaders 

and the bureaucracy.. In effect, it operates to the disadvantage or 

rather to the discomfort of the bureaucracy, and to the advantage of 

the local leaders. It seems that from time to time the local leaders 

will try to widen the interpretation of the role and authority of 

the local bodies, or rather those of the non-official nemberal in 

order to "enhance their power and control over the docidion making 

machinery. The entrenched bureaucracy, on the other hand, would like 

r11 1 to narrow and restrict it to ensure that4statua quo is not disturbed" 

Of course in Pakistan, as in India, it will be "possible for a skilful 

official to exert great influence over lay representatives - but to 

speak in these terms is already to speak of a transformed situation" 
2 

Before we end our discussion of the "Basic Democracies'll the 

paradoxical ef f ects of the system may be below. The 

1. Mashiuzzaman, B. D. & D. A., p, 181. 
2,. Morris-Jones, India, p. 147. 
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system of "Basic Democracierff is, in fact, a doubled-edged sword. On 

the one hand as a four-tier system of local councils (as we have just 

toted), it has become a structure for interest articulation, and a 

two-way channel of communication between the bureaucracy and the 

rural society and also between the rural elite and the urban elite; 

it has increased, the competitiveness of rural political lifel 

facilitated the planning and execution of the community development 

programmes, brought about a fusion of official and non-official agencies 

at the various layers of district administration, initiated a proceas 

of diffusion of power in rural society and institutionalised local 

leadership at the various levels with the result that the local leaders 

can influence in varying degrees the development decisions of the 

bureaucracy, which is gradually becoming responsive to its domands. 
ý 

on the other handl as the electoral college the system of "Basic 

Democracies" serves the particularistic political interests and 

motives- of an authoritarian regime and causes political ills, corruption 

and malpractices of a serious nature; it has created a situation in 

which the ruling group or party can compel the bureaucracy, especially 

before the elections to exert undue pressure and influence on the 

pro-opposition or. "neutral" "Basic Democrats"t so that they may rally 

to the ruling partyts support*9, 

Finally, at the end of the chapterg it may be observed that 

generally speaking there are three types of local leaders. Firstly 

there are those (including a section of the members of local bodios), 

who. have an easy access to the leading members of the ruling party, 

VSIL 
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with the result that they can, and in fact do, interferc in the various 

aspects of the administration of the district. Secondlythere are 

a considerable number of local leaders who are members of the local 

bodies but do not have access to the'leading members of the ruling 

party. Thus they are not in a position-to interfere in various 

aspects of administration though, by virtue of their membership of 

the local bodies, they influence a nd participate in the development 

administration of the district. Thirdlyg there is a class of local 

leaders who-do hot have easy access to the leading members of the 

ruling party nor are they members of the local bodies. With some 

exceptions, they have relatively less influence over tho administration 

of the distriotQ' 
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SOME CONCLUDING COIMNTS 

We may now siimnarise the major points discussed in the precoding 

chapters. 

Modern district administration in Pakistan had its origin in 

the first hundred years of the British administration in South Asia. 

This period witnessed an ideological conflict between the Cornwallis 

or non-paternal school of district administration. and the Nunro or 

paternal school of district actninistration, which were profoundly 

influenced by the Whig philosophy (of John Locke) and the Utilitarian 

philosophy (of Benthram and james Mill) respective3, y. With the 

exception of some years, the Cornwallis systom was in operation in 

the Bengal Presidency, while the Munro system was workine in the rest 

of British India. Towards the end of the 1850s, the paternal school 

emerged decisively victorious, with the result that the paternal 

system was introduced throughout British India. I 

The D. O. sin. 'whose person the functions of the Collector and the 

District Magistrate were vested, becamo: the all powerful administrative 

and executive head. of the district with full control over all the 
2 

departments including the police but excluding the higher judiciarye 

The whole administration of the district revolved around him. His 

I. Chapter 1. 

2. Of course in Non-IRegulation provinces he also held the post of 
District and Sessions Judge for some, time. Mainly in the last 
quarter of the last century separate District and Session Judges-* 
were gradually appointed in these provinces, 
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most i=portant functions were the collection of revenue and tho 

maintenance of law and order including tho trial of less important 

criminal cases. 
I 

With the gradual increase in the numbers and importanco of 

specialised departments and especially with the introduction of the 

political and constitutional reforms under the 1919 and 1935 Actas' 

the influence and authority of the D. O. lessened in comparison with 

the past. But still he remained the most powerful and preeminont 

figure in the districtl, the embodiment of effective authority who could 

got things done (whether it was the control of the outbreak of 

violence or, for example, the initiation of a child welfare movement) 
2 

and to whom the'c, ountryside turned in times of need and calamity. 

Since partition, although the formal structure of the administrat- 

ion has changed very little, it has had to operate in a changed 

political, administrative as well as social onvironmont. The D. O. and 

other officers have had to adjust their positions to the changed and 

changing environment. In comparison with the past, the local leaders 

as well as local people are much less overawed by the bureaucracy. 

The local leaders, who are gradually becoming influential and asseitivol 

can influence decisions of the bureaucracyl especially those concerning 

development. Local leaders_, who have Close contact with the leader- 

ship of the ruling party, even bring to bear considerable pressure 

on the administration* The impact of political interference with 

administrative procedures has also increased to an extraordinary 

1. Chapter I. 

2ý Chapters VI & VII. Especially roe the Simon Commission's comment 
in Chapter VI, P-. VI-7- 
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degree. especially from the early 1960s... I The D. O. and other officers 

find it essential to keep politically influential local loaders 

in good h=our. 

The D. O* is not only facing a challenge to his authority from 

outside the administrationg i. e. from the political sectorg but 

also from within the administration. The officers of other depart- 

ments have become increasingly hostile to the preeminent position 

of the D. O. and try to by-pass him or flout his authority; the 

result is that he finds it extremely difficult to perform effectively 

his role as tho'coordinator of the functions of the various depart- 

ments.. Such intra-bureaucratic tension impedes the smooth running 

of the administration and has seriously reduced its efficiency* 
2 

Though the D. O. is still the most powerful and influential 

person in the district, in comparison with pre-part: Ltion days his 

authority has been materially reduced as a result of this challongo 

to his position from both outside and inside the administration. 

Nowadays in handling many administrative or oxtra-administrativa 

affairs, he has often to cajole and persuade whereas in tho past ho 

was rather assertive and forceful; he has to act tactfully or rather 

diplomatically in order to avoid a head-on collision or acute tension 

with the heads of other departments or the politically oriented 

local leaders. If he fails to act tactfully, he faces mazv difficul- 

ties.. So although the formal structure of administration has 

remained almost completely unchangedg the style of administration 

Chapter VII. 

2.. Chapter Vle. 
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has undergone considerable changes. 

With the increasing modernisation of administration and with 

an increase in the number and importance of other functional the 

revenue function, which is the oldest and was one of the most 

important functions of district administration, has naturally become 

relatively unimportant and receivos very little attontion from tho 

D. O. 1 On the other hands with the greatly increased importance of 

communitY developmentg 2 the development function, which was once 

one of the miscellaneous functions of district administration, has 
I 

become one o. f the two most important functions of district adminis- 

tration, the other*being the law and order function. 3 It has now 

become incumbent on the D. O. to spend a good deal of time and enerey 

in order to further the cause of development. 
4 

Thus district admin- 
tz- 

istration which was formerly a revenue 'and law and order orierýted 

administration is increasingly becoming a development orie ed 

administration. The increasing importance of community development 

has also enormously added to the vigour and importanco of the local 

1. Chapter IV. 

2. Chapter Ve 

3- The development and law and order functions have some bearing 
on each other., The D. O. (and the S. D. O. ) makes use of the 
enormous influe nce and prestige, which he enjoys by virtue of 
being the head of the law and order branch of the district 
administration, in order to further the cause of development in 
the district. So his law and order powers indirectly facilitato 
the process of development administration in the district. On 
the other hand, the development function brings him in closo 
contact with the rural elite who become an addiiional source 
of information sometimes, concerning matters of law-and order. 

4. Chapters III & V. 
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bodies. I 

The increasing voiume of work in almost every branch of 

district administration has also gradually caused and warrantod 

some changes in it. Below the D. O., the number. of boýh high-ranking 

as well as petty officials has considerably increased. Moreovert 

some new functionaries have also been created with the result that 

the D. O., who once had very close contact with the rural populationj 

has Gradually moved away from the people and now his contact with 

them is rather infrequent and impersonal. The early 1960s witnessed a 

considerable delegation and decentralisation of functions from the 

higher levels to the district level and also from the district level 

to other lower'levels. The D. O. war. also relieved of many routina 

and unimportant functions, which were-entrusted to his subordinate 

officers. 
2 

Almost all the changes and developments that we have notod in 

the post-partition period, in fact began long before partition 

although they hav&become accelerated since then. 

In the early 1960s, the extension of the Frontier Crimos 

Regulation to other parts of West Pakistan with some modifications 

has given the D. O. s and the Divisional Commissioners of that province 

almost unlimited autocratic powerjin respect of the administration 

of criminal justice. 3 In West Pakistani the D. O* and his subordin- 

ates4 also enjoy more discretionary powers than their counterparts 

in East Pakistan. 

1. Chapter V. 

2. Chapter III, 

,,, 
Phapter ITw 
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The social environment in East Pakistan ia much Ions authorit- 

arian than that in West Pakistan; the people in tho former ara 

politically much moro conscious than those in the latteri the 

administrative tradition which East Pakistan inherited at the time 

of partition 
1 

was much less authoritarian than the one inherited 

by West Pakistan 2; 
while most of the high-ranking officials in the 

former come from a variety of social classes, those in the latter 

mainly come from the "upper" classes - especially from the landed 

"aristocracy" 

For such differences, 4istrict administration in East Pakistan 

is much less haughty and is closer to the people in mood and 

attitude than that in West Pakistan*. 3 So-the style of district 

administration in East Pakistan is also different from that of 

district administration in West Pakistan. 

l. - i. e. the tradition of the Regulation Province. 

2. i. e. -the tradition of the Non-Regulation Provincep. 

3- Chapter 11. 



ZThe nature of general administrative function is so diverse and varied that 
a ,, eneral discussion, like the one in the text above, does ziot 6-ive a clo-ar 
picture. The report, uhich is quoted below and which contains somo exanplost 
will give us a fairly clear impression. We shall also see that some Ceneral 
administrative activities are closely interrelated with dovelopLent fUnction 
ar, well as law and order aiid revenue functions. The report ntanely "Sulla is 
a problem" uras written in 1962 by an Assictant Co=i--Giono-- (now 4dditional 
District Officer) who, at that time, was a CSP probationer in the Sylhet 
district in East Pakistan. The typed report was obtained by the present 
writer from the author of the report3. 
I "As desired by the Deputy Commissioner, Sylhot, I had a part uAf My 
circle-trainin, -, at the Sulla Circle. Before I left for Sulla the Do 

, Duty 
Commissioner and the Sub-divisional Officer of the Sunam-anj, assicned thoLo 
particular responsibilities to me, namely, (1) to select the site of a kn_k 
Bungalow fRezt House or a place for night halts; especially me, -Ln t 4Ao r 
officers on tou. 2y- at GunGirgaon, the Head Quarters of Sulla th 

. 11 A8 (2) to 
discuss and explore the possibility of mergin- the resources of Giridliar 
and GunrirCaon High Schools, (3) to select a site for Gun, -, irgaon Township, 
and (4) to enquire into the peculiar problems and difficulties of the people 
of this area *, 

"I reached Gungirgaon on the 19th September and stayed there up to 
the 23rd. I made an extensive tour by country boat and met the D. -Sic Deiao- 
crats and notary members of the public. I discussed with thp*m their PrOblemo 
and difficulties and came to certain conclusions vehich are enumerated below. 

"As reaards the selection of a -site for the proposed Da-. BunCalow I 
inspected the surrounding places includine the local Tajshnqvn Alchrl. The 
Circle Officer of Sulla circle and the Officer in charge /_i. e. Sut-Inspoctor 
of Polic2e of Sulla Police Station were with me. Both of the officers agreed 
with me that the vacant water nnub-merZed space between the ln. -Dect4oi- _73un,, -,, -a- 
low and the Tchsil office .. rill be a suitable site. - 

-i . olrern- This in a 
, J, 4 Uý. " _ýp 

men, t7 landt and it'is considerably higher than the surrounding la. rds- itill 
. A. t has to be 'raised by about 8 feet. 'The earth work will coot about. 
rupees 1000/-*, 

'he donor and President of 11 ... I talked to Mr. D. 11ohendra Chandra Das (to 
the Governing Body of Giridhar High School) and Mr. Ramesh Chwidra Roy uho 
was the donor of now dilapidated HiCh School at GurinCaon. I discusoed with 
them if it was possible to pull out the resources of GunCirgaon HiCh School 
and utilise those for smooth running of Giridhar High School. A few diffi- 
culties stand in the way of this proposition. I underotomd there io comunal 
rivalry between the local Las and XLtiv, -Irtns. The Da3 community is ovonrhclm-ý- 
ing in number and they. are solidly behind the Giridhar HiCh School. ' The 
Yaivartas (they usually use the title 'Roy') are a minority and they are in .0 

favour of a. high school at Gundirgaon. As a matter of fact, a for=ý Sub- 
divisional Officer of Sunamgange, Xr. B. R. Nizam, persuaded 1,11r. naniesh Chandra 

Roy to. construct the now dilapidated tin shod at Gunýirgaon. Vr. Roy is very 
conscious of the prestige of his family and community and he was in Ivears to 
listen to the idea of giving his resources for a school run ýy his rivals. 
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"In the entire Sjull UW & thana 'here is only one runninr, High School that 
is, thc Giridhar High School at Nayagaon which is at a diotance of about two 
railes from GungirGaon. This school'. cannot fully meet the need of the poople 
of the western portion of the thana one reason being the absence of Cood 
communicationsp as students of Gungirgaon find it difficult and hence don't Co 
to 7ayagaon. 

"The plan of setting up a toimship at Gurgingaon as the ReAdquartars of 
Sulla thana warrants the necessity of establishing a High School at Gungircaon. 
Moreover, I am inclined to believe that it is 

-good to increase rather than do- 
crease the number of schools in an area whore there is only one graduatet throo 

A. 

mawriculates and no qualified*doctor... 
"In view of these I recommend that a plan to help ran the Men School at 

Gungirgaon may be taken up. Mr. Ramesh Chandra Roy is willing -to donate more 
land to meet a part of the running oxVenditure of this school. 

"As. passing reference I have a few words about the primary school at the 
Gun, Tirgaon villa,, e. This school was taken up by the Govt. as a Model Primary 
School and a sum of rupees 10,000 was spent for thiýs school. But the school in 
left half constructed as private subscription could not be raiced. I don't under- 
stand how the local officers and the Chairman of the Union Council could a6rca 
to select this school, as the people around are very poor and they have no 
capacity to donate for that school. Immediato action may be taken to nave the 
Govt. noney already spent and the whole matter ray be enquired inilo. 

""'he Circle Officer in charae of Sulla resides at the Circle Floadquarters 
6 

of Deraip as there is no office at Sulla. There is a proposal to colect the sito 
for a township at Gungircaon to station the Head Quarters of Suila. When asked by 
the 8ub-divisional Officer, Sunamganj the Circle Officer submitted a plan for-tho 

proposed township at Gungirgaon... When he submitted the plan ho did not --cc the 
tank belonging to the Police Station as it ýgas completely under water and hence 
could not be distinguished from the adjoinina fields. If this pldn is approved 

olilip f rom boulder-works will be necessary to protect the -southern side of the town ' 
the'ferocious waves in rainy season. It irill also be necessary to netotiats with 
the local VAIshnava Akra, the High School and the police station to acquil-c lands 
from these ir. stitutions. 

"I consulted the Circle Officer and the Officer in Charge of the Police 
Station of Sulla and both of them agreed with me that if a big tank is duES at 
the northern side of the Police Station a larce to-w-nahip car, be co=tructed 
without much difficulty. Noreover, thic tank may be utili-wed by the fishery 
departnent for pisciculture which will brin, &, revenue to the Govt. to the tune 

of rupees 2,000 per annum. The initial digging up the tank and raising of land 

will cost only about rupees 25,000. Connidering all these I submit the enclosed 
plan no 1 for favour of consideration. ZT: his plan has not been incoryorated in 
thk. thesis,,, 

.7 I'During my stay at Sulla I found a number of peculiar problems and 
difficulties from which the people of this area suffer. The number one problem 
is the lack of'communications. Durin- the rainy season Sulla (and, Derai too) is 

connected with Sunamganj and Ajmercanj by servicO launch and country, boat. 
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A journey, from SunamE; anj to GunCirCIIOTI 1, zLl1cd thirtoon hours or rine, In wi-. Itcr the tnle is more dreadful. A launch takoz iaorc timo an Sury-In ZL, 
'V, of 

riveýýJ flows in a j: L4; -ja,,, way and there is no short out. thc! area it- 
se'l. f country boat is the only transport. available in rp-iziy ; om%jon, aal boat 
journey is risky enough. In winter one has to wralk. There ia no optioi). 11A road was beina, constructed to connect Patharpur tin"' GtuiZiraaon. I was told that this road has been abandoned after half, construction. It has become 
necessary to complete this road within a short period of ti; ao. "I have already mentioned that during the rainy season it is Wrhly - dangerous to undertake a, journey by boat. There is every risk of ' 3trayin., C, * away from the proper course. This is especially true in ease of journey by night. I think if a light house is cons tructed at Gungirgaon the situation, will 
improve greatly. 

11`hov, xýh Gung , aon has been made the Head Quartera of Sulla, th. ')IIA, I , 
ir, there 

is no telegraph office there. The nearest telejraph office is at Narcoly at a 
distance of about six miles. The- telegraph wire line for this area begins at Habiganj and ends at Derai. A telearam sent from Sunamý-anj to Derai reaches 
its destination via Sylhetp fi. 

e. district headquarterp7and Habiaatnj after 
six to nine days. I think a direct telegraph line beti; eon Gun,!: ir, -aon and 
Sunamganj is possible. 

, "Any way, I was told that even the existin4; telearaph line in in a very 
dilapidated condition. Breakdom in telel; raphic communication is frequent. A 
moderately strona wind or hail storm is sufficient to cause it. If the Gun- 
eirgaon township plan is approved 441 -he officials also urill suffer Creatly. A 
small wireless unit stationed at GungirZaon will certainly speed up commiuni- 
cations between Sulla and the outside world. Tito transistor radio sets - one 
each at Sulla and Derai Thana Council offices will also prove useN1, bcth 
for the public and the Govt. Officers. 

"The nearest launch. Zhf Z-statioJn for the people of 'his area is at 
Patharpur though the SurmýL flows at a distance of three milec only. This 
causes great hardship for the people willing to Co to Sunainganj or Sylhetv* 
The local people want a launch Z_hp .., 

t at Bherandahar. This, I was toldo Vill 
remove a lot of botheration. 

"I learnt to my utter dismay that there is not a sin, -, le ý? rivate licentiate 
doctor within a r&dius of ten miles. There is a charitable dispencary at Sulla 
with one L. 141-F. Zý. e- not a. medical araduate but has obtained a licence from a 
Medical School -a licentiate doctor/. This dispensary in houzed in a rented 
cottage. The Officer in Charge of the Police Station and the constables at 
Gungiraaon and the people around go unattended by a doctor--a horrible situ- 
ation even to imagine. I thýnk that this diapensqry ray be shifted irumodiately 
to Gungirgaon and housed in a portion of the Union Council office until land'is 
raised and a dispensary building is constructed. 

"I was told by the local officers and some members of the public that 
this area is infested by the dacoits, burClars and all criminals of-this sort. 
The most funny aspect of this problem is that the criminals live in some Well .6 

knoi-rn villaSes. Throughout generations the profession of the inhabitants Of 
these villages is burglary and dacoity. But both the police and the public are 



ineffective ý; ain. §t them. The villaýcs in wh4ch the crind., ý, il: i live aro :;, dd to 
bc (1) Ujanr-taon, (2) Chilzadoobi, (3 Ballavpur and (4) Yannr-ýori. There i,,. 1- an 
outpost, at Kamar-aon to Ionic after the movemonto of the locrt' criwinfil. o. When 
, he police ,, ives presoure upon -them they Co to the nearby aretto of 1, Zrrsnsir, ýh district. The criminal of these places alleee that they have no 3. ý, nd to fall 
baclk uDon and hefice they indulrro in these activitie. -J. It i-W sugl-looted that if 
Govt. kliný-, land can be distributed among thene landless pcoplc t), ey may rtop 
th. oir nefarious activities. 

"An outztandin problem of the people of this area is the ribz, )nco o. y f ant 
ji. qt or bazaar. I was told, tho nearest mar1rot to the couth ic aj1n-: -)rt; oiij at 
about a diotaace of ton miles, ana to the north tho noarest Mirkot ir that. of 
Derai, about nine miles away. Tho nearest market to the ea. -, t is nz-; -col , ", or 
kandorGonj. 11"Itore ir, no markelk- to thc west until one crosses the distrirt 
border and. I; oes to Mymensing district. 

, 
U- a renult, trlth- the local prooplo 

StIffer the local officials for i-diom tho place has loccome alacL; t a puniolL_ncrit 
Oentxe of posting. 

"I talked to th-e local Bassic Democrats about the matter, and t', L-, (.. Chair- 
-P Bahara Uiiion Council, Mr. M'ohend man o. ra Chandra Sarkar assured me t'ýal'# ho 

'! I mana-o to start a hat at Gungirf; aon in no time. I hope h succeeds in hio W 10 
a ff orts, 

"During the last Boro Zn-a-me of a kind of seasonal paddj, 7 season hailctorms 
dv, aacd the standin- crops greatly. As a result the people of this area are 41J 
very much handicapped. Urgent reliefs, both in cash and in kind, may be sent 
to this area. 

To 
Sd. Assistant, Co=aissionor, Sy1het. 

The Deputy Co=issioner, Sylhet, . The Sub-divisional Officer, Sunamganj. 

Arrox. j 
ZI-n early 1960s the coastal districts of East Pakistan were ti-xice hit by vcrY 
severe cyclone accompanied by very hiCh tidal bore. So far as the districts of 
IM ele worst ,, ast Pakistan were concerned many people regarded these cyclonos ac 
storms of this century. Each of these cyclones resulted in death of thousnnds; 
of people and damage of property worth millions of rupacc. Tho report, quoted 
below will give a good picture of tho emergency meacures taken by the'district 
authority'of 

, 
Chittagong district during the period which immediately followed 

one of these cyclones. Chittagpne 'was one of the three worEit o. -rfoctod dis- 
tricts of the province. The report namaly "The cyclono of 28th/29th Nay, 10963', 
was written by an Assistant Commissioner of Chittagong district who, worked in 
the 'control room' housed in the office of the District Officer. This typed 
roPort jas obtained by the present writer from that Assistant Co=issicncr 
(now an Additional District Officer). 7 
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The following is the a, ccount of the Additional District Officer 
(Revenuc) incorporated in *the above mentioned roy r .7v -a ., )o. -t 

"'It -s the 28th of K Y, 
1963,1 was in the midst of a conference of local revanuo officerb at the 
charabor of the Deputy Commissioner (i. e. District Officer) nL )tbout niddny. The conference was due to disoucs about the collection of revenue and find out 
i,, rays and means to step up the progresn of collection in the dirýtrictl. speedily 
ii-hen the financial year was Eoinu to run out witilin about ono month's time. 

"'The Deputy Commissioner who was presidinC over the confercn. -o, however# 
instead of taking c- .0 up the agenda of the meeting, aokmd all the Officers present 
to go back to their headquarters as quickly aa possible nand warn the people 
aboult, tile coming -cyclone. This was the first occasion whon I ciýmo to rotilise 
the gravity of the situation regardi. %, T, the apprehended dancer about which the 
local 1.1otrological Office had already made a forcca3t-0 

, "..... At about. 11 P. M. the cyclone had already startcd. o.. It wao about 
4.30 in the mornin, - when the cyclone passod away, but the occanional cust" 
wind and the drizzling were still there..... 

"'At about 6.30 A. '111o I went out to contnet the Deputy Cow-iisc-lonor. At 
the foot of the Deputv Commicsioner's hill Joputy Commiscioner's rocidonce is 

i 4. - cuated on a hiilto_n7 I found the Deputy Commissionor coining out in a Jeop 
along with the Officer Commanding fa llajýý, r_70f the EPR ZC_, 

ast Pall: iotan Riflýs, *, 7- The Deputy Cormissioner asked me to got, into the jeop and we all went out for 
reconnoiterring- the affected areas in the city and its outakirtzo. 9 "'On our way back we stopped at the BEER Head Quarters whero from the 
Deputy-Co=nissioner sent his first report to Government abou#'. - the cyclone 
through the EPIR wiroles3, W 

'"Wo then rode back to the Deputy Commicsionor's office where other 
officers also joined in, and the Deputy Commissioner started plannin, -6,; the 
Ell 1ERGMITCY REL= OPERATIO"., 1.1 

. 
ýT follo;.. rine is the own account of tho author of the re or 

ffhe 
Ip 37 11.31rom the 29th onward reports poured into the Deputy CommiusioncrIz office 

intimatin, C the heavy damage zustained by the peopleo 'Jithin a few dayu we veri- 
fied loss of 99675 human lives and 82,501 cattle heads. Alt-oaot-hor 2,29,637 
houses i,, rera damaged partially and 3,76,332 totally. In 5,27,750 acreu of land 

crops- were damaged. 6X0. boats wore lost and 291 finhin,, nets were eithle-- lost 
or daMiged beyond any use. ITo. accurate account could be made of Ithe total loss 
in terras of money; but a moderate Cuess would fix fiCuro beyond 10 ar. ores 
§f rupees7.. 

"Immediately after the cyclone it became imperative on the part Of the 
administration to or,,, anise quick relief to the cyclone victims urho turned 

. paupers overnight ... The Deputy Commissioner, ChittaE; onG headed the oporation. os 
He was assisted by two Additional Deputy Commiscioners, three Assistant Comm- 

ýo od v th tle issionerso At the Sub-divisional level Relief Committees were f rm ni h 
S. D. O., at the topo In each ±h. etnq a Thana Relief Committee was orCanisod and a 
responsible officer was posted as the'Relief Officer. Each thana was divided 
into blockss-preferably union-wioeý and an officer was do allod as block 
officer. vrom the Thana Committee level Basic Democrats 

ý: 

.. th 11. ubor, of L 
the local councils 

7 
actively participated in relief operation, 147 Offic0r3 

from the Provincial Secretariat and other districts joined the local officers. 
They were ably assisted by AnsnZ: s, and officers and JAWArn (soldiers) of the 
Armed Services. 
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"In this connection we talce note with Sratitudo of tbe, of 
Private OrC; anizatiuns like Mennio K hodmpt Cor"r it-iloo, Lions Club, otiideutu 
oroanisationo. 

"The mornin,:, - of . 291; h May presented to us a host of proble. --;, viz deternin- 
in- the extent of damago, restoring coi,,, riunications with the P. Lfectcd arnruj, .J Ca 

bury-in, -, the dead bodies and arranCing -food, shelter and vaodicine for the 
victii,,, s. Thank Allah CGo. ý, _lp we -uould over come these initini difficuities 
within a o7eek. 

"Since some of the affected areas were completely cut off ^rom the rest 
of the, worlcd and the people were at the point of starvation, Chirr., it ko 12_:! ý: L 
biscuits, and other read t 07 eat food stuff were air dropped with the help of ny a ýr 

W PLP Jakistsn Air in, orcje I ei hter. -. In addition almost all schoolop colleaGc, 
1,!, -, dr, aspbq ZroliCious schoolýrsand Codoi-rns were convertod into rolief camps 
where food was supplied... 

"Reliefs distributed amonp; #'. he cyclone victims may be cate,,,, orised as 
follows: cash grants and loansp foodstuff, clothesp houco-ouildiric materials, 
medicine, sanitation and public health, relief to agriculturisto -nd fishermen 
and test relief. 

"Food stuffs. Pod stuffs were distributed to the cyclone victim-0 under 
three heads: Air droppini.,,, Gratuitious Relief and Yodified Rationingr. '., ýId items- 
includod ready-to-eat (viz. chira, muri, etc. ) stuffs, rice, wheat, _, _tta 

flou-r 
edible oil, dry milk and dry fish. Up to the end of the emer-ency 2`0 mpxuids Of 
chira, muri, etc. . and 25,00 ibs. of bread were airdropped. Distribution of 
gratitu-'ous relief: stands as follows: '11, ico-102395 maunds; wheat and 
47,9159 maunds; coconut oil 10 drums; soyabin oil 4ý, tons; veCotablo-2317 
cartons; dry milk-900 bags, 411. tons and 22948 cartons; and dry fish-36-ý tons. 

"In addition to Gratuitious relief modified rationing wao introduced and 
rice, wheat and atta werc made available to the victims at a nominal price. 
Under this system about llp00,000 maunds 0117 foodCrains were distributed throuCh 
approved dealers. As a result of this prices of foodarains nevor wont beyond 
the capacity of the bf1yers. 

"House, Bulldiniý! 
_ 

Materials .... For some time a Crent majority of tho people 
of the affected areas did not have any roof to take shelter. As a temporary 
measure all the schools, colleges, aRdrnsn. s frelij; ious schoolr, 7 and Zodown3 
that were spared by the cyclone were converted into shelter camps. But# the 
administration at the same time went on helping the destitutos with money and 
house building materials for reconstructing their houses. These materials were 
either sold at nominal prices from the 18 fairprice shops, 'Uid 15 forest depots 
or distributed as outriSht relief.... Durine the Emeraency 1946 tons of C. I. 

sheets were distributed free of cost. And 4#37,000 bamboos, 109 timber poles, 
2qO cubic feet of treated timber 4 tons of iron hooks, 88 naunds of wire... 
Zh"uae number of screws and bolýsýp 367 tins of kerosene oil, 3 dozens of hurri- 

canesq.. were sold at nominal prices. Besides house building materia13 rupees 
49,67,, 000/- and rupeas 50,50,000/- wore distributed as house buildine Crant 
and house buildinZ loan respectively. Prom the House Building Finance Corpora- 
tion also rupees 1,28,000 were sanctioned foV the cyclone affected areas- 
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"To protect the pooplo, of COW'Stal areas a,, -, -dnzt cyclonu ýLnrl ti(lsil bore in 
future the Deputy Commissioner ChittlaZ-ong formulated a n,. ii houuo bijildin, ' 
plan. Under his initiative and Caidance new 'Shelter Irouvos' arx, ) lboin, ý built- 
one in each union, to begin with- in the co: tste. 1 areq.,, Clotlins: After the cyclone it became nocessary to c1. ot! ir, -. the pec)-; 1p. ac; 
i-rell. Durina the emercency 442 baleo tnaid e! ý W 137 cano: 3 of sqre and pl-iin 
clothes were distributed free of cost.... 

" _icultjre: 
Out of. 9,57,600 acres of land under cultivrttion in Chitta- 

jon, -- district crops in 5p27,753 acres were aamneod by the cyr-lone and Ufl-al- 
bore. A noderate assessment of d=age caused to cro-no in ter: i, 3 of monvy will 
put the figure beyond rupees 3,50,00,00.. 4almos4w ali tanks -ýýior, _ -Lnunda". -ed by 
k. he flood i.. rater. To relieve the am., iculturints from nu-., A1'fcriJJ,, n t ovt. 4- ha C 
placed a huGe sum of rupees 76,27,064 at the diaposal of 4the ;.. LlminiLtrution 
f Lor distribution in form of agricultural, cattle purchase and sece, lo,! n -nd 

to t r, rant. In a6dition t Vhiz the Agricultural Development 3ank znnctioi-.: ý. d ruroos 
4,71,872 and the cooperative bank- -, anctioncd rupees 5,82,300 for tile jpeoPle 
of cyclone-hit areas. 

... saline water innundated almost all the reservoirs of zwoot i; a'. er t%nd 
the cyclone and tidal bore damaged a majority of tubo-welln in the aff,. ýcte-l 
areas. As a result problem of drinkinF and irriCation water becaiie T 
ad: miniztration reacted quickly to this problem and within a few wook-s- 467 
! 7ere dewaterad i-rith power pumps and -Cresh water fron 3,000 tu'ýc woýlls vr-u --do 
available to thc- people. 

"The Animal illusbandry I)epartmont treated 27,238 c ttle and vaccJ ted a 
1,52,000. With the help of agriculture department (tLe n=0 of a lind of 
seasonal raddy) Plants were t-r-ausplanted in 19829775 acros of lana. 

oa' -_h. The Department of Public Health did a, job 
4- 

eLiorCency operation. With the help of Relief Officers acouk. 
500 personnel from that department treated about- l, OOlO00 poroollo, ýt. l, l J11n0au- 
lated and vaccinated about 17YO0,000 persons. The total o: raodicilloa dictribu- 
ted amonS the victima amounted to rupees 4,50,000 approximately, Z. ) - 

Relief to Fishermo 
-n-... 

As a relief to tho fishermen rupees 4,00,000 wore 
distributed as grant and rupees 9*00,000 as loan. 

. 
Test Relief. To prevent further ocou-rance of tidal bo 

, 
ro ill coastal oreau 

and to make cash money availtable to the victims a schono vrtis triken up for an 
embanlýnent and rupees lOpOO, 000 was sanctioned as test relielfeoe §_s grants to educational institutions and to poor : 3tU d ca 4V 

*s rupees 
4,00,000 and rupees 50,000 were distributed res2eotively2. 

"In conclusion to this brief report we remember the Creat servicen 
rendered by the officers connected with the relief operation ... They workod 
day and niGht und. ar 

-circumstances and living conditions to which they 'Toro 
not ac cu3 tome (,, 1_! 4: Y'1%TanY of them fell sick and one of th-cm died while he 
was workinG.. -Tic oux clowing tribute to yr. A. K. Das who died while performing 
his . duties and other, 4wýo worked so hard. " 
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V. ASSEMBLY & DISTRICT COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS 
VM- REPORTS OF C01,341SSIONS, COMIIITTZ, 13.9 
AND INDIVIDUAL PERSONS APPOINTED BY THE 

GOVERNTIENT. 

Constituent Assembly of Pakistan: Debates (1947-56). 
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roceedinp! s of the Local Governnent SemInar. 1956 (Lahorep 1957). 
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Conference of-Villa-e-AID Directors FLncj Deputy Directors (Sopt-3-5,1960, 

Lahore) Uroceedings) kLahore n. d. ). 
The-Second Five Year Plpn (1960-65 (n. 

, June 1960). 
VillFtfr, p, AID : Some Articles Rnd Report Lahore, Dec. 1960). 
The I-Test Pakistan Basic DemocrAcies Election Report-, 

-lq5q-6Q 
(Lah0ro, 1960). 

Delegation For Better Administration (cyclostyled) kO. &- 11. Diviciont 
Cabinet Secretariato 1961). 

The Constitution-of the Republic of Pakistan, 1962. 
Census of Pakistan, 1961,. (Report) (Karachi, Daccra, Lahoro, 1962). 
Census Ranort of Tribal Ap-, encies, 1961. (Karachi, n. d. ) 
Decisions of the Cabinet on the Provincinl Adminýstration CommAssion 

- (Karachis 1962). 
1960 Pakistan Census of Ap-riculture, (n. p. 1962). 
Seminar on Planning &-Development, held at Lahore from Yarch 26 to 28,1962 

(Lahorej 1962). 
ProceedinFrs of the Regional Seminar on Plr--nnýn!: 
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Peshawar, from November 25 to 27,1963 (Lahoret 1964). 

Rural. Works Pro=amme Por West PrOcistnn: First Rergrt (Lahore, 1964). 
The Seminar on the Expanding Role of the Public Servant in PFIcint n's 

Democratic Structure (Collectio papers read in the acmina r)"t9k, W-Pak. 
Lahore, 1964). 

Statistical Abstract for East Pakistan (Dacca, 1964). 
East Pakistan Rural Works Prorrn. =2: Report - 963-64, (Dacca, n. d. ) 

"Report on Election to the Basic Democracies in November 1964" ( clootyled) 
(Department of Basic Democracies, Govt. of E. Pakistan, n. dc. 

ý 

Rural Works Propranne: Evnluation Report. 
-1963-64ý(Weat 

Pakistan) (Lahoropn. d, ) 

Pakistan Economic Survoy, 1264-6ý (Karachip 1965). 
Trks Prormanme throuph Basic Democracies# 1964-65. (Circular No-44 of the 

Govt. of E. Pak. ) 
The Third Five Year Plan 

-ftq65-70). 
(11. p. Junet 1965)- 

S Dacca, 1965). 

Govt. of E. Pak. - 

12 
momo. No. GA1-40/65-161, Feb. 11,1965)- 

Union/Town COmmittGOBP 
, eport on the rjection of Chairmen to the Union COuncilsp 

die hold in Au&--ust 1965 and the Bahkground Of the Persons eleotO 
(cyclostyled) ýDepartment, 

of Basic Democraciese, Govt. of 39 Pakistan, 

n. d., 1965? ) 
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I'Decentralisation and Development" (cyclostylod) (Departmont of Banic 
Democraciest Govt. of E. Pakistan, n. d. ) 

GOI%atter of Dacca Dintrict; Ga7 - nf: on! ý Dintr: Lct: (19notto 

_- 
etter of ChItt, 

Sylhet District-, G! ýzetter of Dinintir DistrIct (awaitint; publication 
in Dacca). 

Annual Renorts on Basic Demoerneies in Eant Pal-Istan (Dacca). 
Annual Reports on Basic Dprnocracioq in-Went- Pahistnn (Lahoro). 
Pro, Tress Report on the Activities-of the BAsic-Democrncies for, tbo 

Month of ....... (usually published every month by the Govt. of E-Palcistan)- 

VII. ACTS, IUMALS ETC. 
The Code of Criminal Procedure (189a) (as modified in Pakistan from time to time). 
PUnj-ab Lýmd Administration Manual by James X. Douio (First published in 1908; 

reprinted in Lahore in 1960). 
The-Punjab PQIIC!! Rules, 1934.3 vols. (Lahore, 1934) (as modified in Palcistan 

from time to time). 
Policý Repnolations-of Ben, &ml, 1243 (Calcuttaq 1943; reprinted in Dacca in 1958) 

(as modified in Pakistan from time to time) 
Civil Service of Pakistan (composition and cadroý Rules, 1950 & 1954. 

(cyclostyled) (Govt. of Pak. ) 
The Code of Criminal Procedure (East Pakistan Amendment) Act, 1957 published 

in The Dacca Gazette (Extraordinary) Nov-11,1957. 
The Code of Criminal Procedure (East Pakistan Amendment) Ordinance 1958, 

published in The Dacca Gazette extraordinary), March 1958. 
The Government Estates Msnual, 1958 

ýE 
Pak., Dacca, 1958). 

The Basic Democracies Orde_r, 
_1952 -(President's 

Order No. 18 of 1959) (Published 

as A HRnd P. Qok of Basle Democricie. 1 Dacca). 
The Basic Democracies (conduct of El"t on) Rules. 1959 (Govt. of E. Pak. ) 
The Minici-nal Administration Ordinanct, I. J6Q k0rainance No. X of 1960, Govt. 

of Pak. ) 
I'-fiInjoirral Manual 

. 
(Govt. of E. Pako 1961). 

East Pakistan Code,, Vol. VII (Acts Regulations & Ordinancos from Aua. 15P 1947 
to Dec-319 1959) (Dacca, 1962ý. 

The West Faldstan Criminal Law (Amendment) Act# 1963; first publiahod in 
Gazette of West Paki stan 

(Extraordinary), April 19,1963; later published 
by the Govt. printing press in amphlet form under tho following titla: 
Tlin Iln--+ PpkiRtFir 0? -iTninni L. qw 

KrArament) 
Act. Ic)6i (Act VII of 1.963) 

, qnd The West Palcistan CrininrAj row Amendment)- Rule,, 3.1963 (corrected up 
to lst Oct., 1965) (Lahorep 1965). 

The Establishment Manual Vol. 1, (Rules, Regulations and administrativo 

. instructions on establishment matters issued durinG tho years 1947-1962) 
(compiled by the 0. & M. winG, Govt. of Pakintan, Karachit 1963)- 

Works Prograrx-ne throu0i Basic DemocrAcies. 1963-64 (Circular No. 44,19639 
Dacca, Govt. of B. Pak. ) 

The Establishment Manual, Vol. l, (corrected up to 30th June 1964) (0- &'11- Unit, 
Govt. of West Pakistan, Lahore, 1964)- 

0. & It. Manugil of Del2Z_rýtiQn of-Towers Rules 195Q-1963 (0. &- I. I. unitt Govt. of 
West. Pakistan, Lahorp, 1964). 

Reporting- Manual f or Works Prop-Tar=q (Govt. of E. Pak- , 1965) 
RurAI Works Programmeo. 

- 
Manual 2f Instructiong (Govt. of W. Pak. v Lahore, 1966). 
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VIII. MISCELLANEOUS OFFICIAL DOMILITTS 
Actual Distribution List Of Officers (published 

quarterly by the Govt. of E. Pakistan).. 
. n, q, -, IC L)_eM0Cr_, -jC: Leq-. JWL)-bl) ln-eaKation nnd Trainin! L-, Prorrnms 

_(Karachi, n. dp late 195? s ?) 
Dawn of New Era 

, 
(BNR, Govt. of Pak. ) (Karachi, n. d. ) The E, -i. qt PAkistan Civil List (of Officers) (Usually published after every two years). 

Gradation List of the Civil Service of Pakistan (Annually publiahod by tho Govt. of Pakistan). 
A Guide to Basic Denocracies (BNR, Govt. of Pakistan, Karachi, n. d. ) "Machinery for Revenue Administration in Pormer Sind Area" (cyclostylod) 

(A study note prepared by the Civil Service Academyp Lahore for tho CSP 
probationers of 1964). 

Pakistm: Basic Pacts (Published annually by the Govt. of Faldatan)* 
The Scheme of Basic Democracien (BITRO Govt. of Pak., n. p., n. d. 1959 ?) 

kRawalpindi, 1960). 
The West Pakistan Civil-List (of officers) (usually published after every two years). 
West-Pakistan Year Book, (Lahore). 

IX. PARD (COMILLA a PESHAIIAR)-: 
- 

REPORTS AND 
OTHER PUBLICATIONS(EXCLUDING BOOKS). 

Annual Reports (Comilla, 1960-68) (First three reports were cyclostylod). 
BAsic Democracies Manual (Comilla, 1959). 
Villnp_n Dhsnishwar -- hree Generations of Man - Land AdAustment in nn East 

Pakistan Villa-e (Comilla, 1960). 
An Analysis-of Funationin., - of Seven Union Councils-in-PeshAwar Tehqij. (A case 

study by Inayatullah) (Peshawar, 1961). 
An Annlysig of the Working of Bnsic Deýocraav Institutions ditan 

-in 
Er-Aqt Pak 

(BNR, E-Pak- & PARD. Comilla, 1961). 
AssistFtnt Directorg of Basic DemocZacies: A-Study of VIIjuaj 2M Attitl&-a 

by N. A. Salam Ansari (1961). 
An ExDeriment in Villara Development: 

_ 
First-Quarterly Report by Inayatullah (Peshawar, 1961). 

Study of Union-Councils in NowsherZ Tobsil, (A case study by Inayatullah) 
(Peshawar, 1961). 

A Manual f2r Rural Public Works, (Comillat 1962). 
Basic Demooracies At. The Grqs! I-Root. q (A study of three Union Councils by 

A. T. R., Rahman) (Comilla, 1962). 
Rerort on the Orientation 

- 
Course of District Officers by II. A. Sabzwari, 

(Peshawar, 1962). 
ReT)ort on A RuralRIjklic Works Pro-gramn, q in Comilln Kgtwrt i Thnwrt, Comillapl962). 
Report of the Train. ing Programme for Circle Officers (Dovelo; ment in Rural 

Public Works Programme (Nov. l9 - Dec. llp 1962) (cyclootyled) (Comillar n. d. ) 
Stuay of Selected Uni-on 

-Cowncils 
in Raw, 11-pirdi- Division, U caso Stuay by 

Inayatullah) (1962). 
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